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PREFACE

The Okanagon are a Salish speaking peo-
ple of north central Washington and adjacent
British Columbia. Their territory comprised
the drainage system of the Okanogan River
and the upper Methow River, both northern
tributaries of the Columbia River, from Okan-
ogan Lake and the Similkameen valley in Brit-
ish Columbia southward to the mouth of the
Methow.

The subject of the present paper is the
culture of those Okanagon bands which oc-
cupied the southern half of this territory,
from the Methow northward to Osoyoos Lake im-
mediately north of the Canadian boundary.
Two tribal units may be distinguished among
these bands: the Sinkaietk or Southern Okan-
agon, occupying the lower Okanogan River val-
ley, and the southern bands of Okanagon
proper or, as we prefer to call them, the
Northern Okanagon, situated above and below
the international boundary. There are other
Northern Okanagon bands wholly on the Canadian
side with whom we had no contact.

The data we obtained relate in the
first instance to the Sinkaietk or Southern
Okanagon, but include much on the southerly
bands of the Northern Okanagon, that is,
those located about the boundary. In addi-
tion there are incidental notes on the Col-
ville, Wenatchi, Methow, and other neighbor-
ing tribes.

The culture is that of a southern
Plateau people, with moderate influences from
the Northwest Coast. The Southern Okanagon
bands differ culturally from those of Brit-
ish Columbia, and further possess appreci-
able individuality among themselves. The
local differences seem in part due to North-
west Coast influences entering the area by
three routes: through the Thompson tribe in
the north, from the south by way of the
Columbia River through Wenatchi and Chelan,
and again through the Chelan from the Skagit
on the western side of the Cascade range.
This means that the central bands are cultur-
ally undistinguished in contrast to those
north and south.

The language of the Okanagon is a dia-
lect of Interior Salish identical with that
of the Sanpoll, Nespelem, Colville, and
Lakes (Senajextee) adjacent to the east. It
is said to differ only slightly from the
forms spoken by Wenatchi and Chelan to the
south, the Kalispel, Pend d'Oreille, Spokan,
Coeur d'AlSne, and Flathead to the east, and
the Thompson, Lillooet, and Shuswap to the
north.

This ethnographic study was made during
July and August, 1930, by a group of grad-

uate students participating in a field train-
ing course of the Laboratory of Anthropology
(Santa F6j_New Mexico! under my direction.
The paFEy comprlsedlliss Rachel S. Commons
(of the University of Chicago), Miss May
Mandelbaum (Columbia University), Emanuel
Goniok (University of California), Walter
Cline and Richard H. Post (Harvard Universi-
ty), who were joined by Miss L.V.W. Walters,
financed by the University of Washington. A
collection was made for the Washington State
Museum (University of Washington) , which has
been used as the source of illustrations for
this paper.

As a field for investigation for the
group I hit on the Southern Okanagon. The
cultures of the southern Plateau in eastern
Washington, Idaho, and western Montana have
been neglected. It was, and is, my conten-
tion that the more typical forms of Plateau
culture are to be found in the southern part
of that area rather than in the north. Fur-
ther, the solitary general ethnographic re-
port published at the time, J. H. Spinden's
"The Nez Perc6 Indians," tends to over-empha-
size Plains elements, although these are de-
monstrably recent and superficial.

After a choice of tribe to be studied
had been made, I received through the kind-
ness of Dr. Franz Boas, a proof copy of James
A. Teit's "The Salishan Tribes of the West-
ern Plateaus," which contains an account of
the Okanagon. Since it appeared, however,
that Teit's account was brief and that he
had not obtained information from the Okan-
agon bands in Washington, it seemed wise to
proceed with our plan. The results appear
to Justify the decision, for the culture of
the American Okanagon was found appreciably
different from that of the Canadian bands.

Since I felt that the training would
be incomplete xinless it included the prepar-
ation of a printable manuscript, each member
of the party was requested to prepare a sec-
tion of the general ethnographic account.
This despite our awareness of the insuffi-
ciency of the data. Before we disbanded we
discussed a suitable division of the material
and reached em agreement on the manner of
treatment. Actually, when it came to writing
these sections, the authors saw fit to de-
part quite widely from the agreed form.

The several sections were allocated
partly in accordance with preferences, partly
by lot. All the field notes were then col-
lected so that I might sort them by topics
and dispatch them to the authors. It proved
Impracticable to send the whole set of notes
or the finished sianuscrlpt to each in turn.
Hence it fell to my lot as editor to scrut-
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inize the full set of notes to see that noth-
ing was missed. The whole procedure was
awkward, and without doubt valuable details
and interrelations of phases of culture have
been lost in the process.

It must be distinctly understood that
each author is responsible only for the pre-
sentation of his topic, not for the content
with all its inconsistencies and gaps. I,
too, must share this responsibility: I have
added, deleted, and otherwise changed these
manuscripts to a considerable extent, for
the most part without consulting the authors
or initialling my contributions. This is
especially true of the sections Material Cul-
ture and the Individual Life Cycle.

It is unanimously our feeling that this
ethnographic account is incomplete and in-
accurate. Local differences in culture seem
to have been marked: informants had quite
diverse backgrounds. These, plus the inevit-
able contradictions of informants, caused
confusions which were never resolved. It is
our feeling that the culture of the Sinkaietk
should be restudied by one who will use
these data as merely provisional.

The Southern Okanagon now live on and
about the western part of the Colville In-
dian Reservation. They now number about 250-
300. The group is much mixed, both by inter-
marriage with other peoples for generations
and by the inclusion of many individuals of
neighboring trices. Add to this a high mo-
bility, such that most or all of our inform-
ants had resided at one time or another with
other peoples. Mixture and intergradation of
bands and tribes in this area is clearly an-
cient and only accelerated by the concentra-
tion of interior Washington tribes on the
Colville Reservation in the middle of the
last century. The upshot is that the ascrip-
tion of various items of culture to particu-
lar bands and tribes is exceptionally
difficult.

The aboriginal culture is now largely a
thing of the past. Older people maintain
some aspects of their former economic life
and material culture. There is some fishing
at weirs; some gathering of berries and
roots; some casual hunting. A few tipis and
sweat lodges are in use; baskets and bark
buckets are still made; occasionally a cra-
dle board prepared and hides tanned in the
old manner. The simple social structure has
been adapted to reservation purposes, but is
now nearly functionless. ShamEinistic pro-
cedures, the winter dance, the Dream cult,
and other organized religious activities of
the ancient type are gone. Yet, while many
are at least nominal Catholics, the old rel-
igious outlook, with its emphasis on guardian
spirits, prevails to a surprising degree.
The language is still functioning. On the
whole, they are about as much deculturatedas
the Klamath or Walapai.

The following notes on some of the in-
formants and interpreters were prepared by
the members of the party.

Michel Brooks, Southern Okanagon, aged
55, was born of a Canadian mother (Northern
Okanagon ?). He remembers the old life as a
little boy. His father and grandfather told
him much of the old ways.

Cecile Brooks, about 58 years old, was
born at the time of the great earthquake
(1872 ?). Wife of Michel Brooks by the lev-
irate. (Her first husband had been a cousin
of Michel's and a son of Lucy Joe's.) Kalis-
pel by birth, but married into the Kartar
branch .of the Okanagon at a rather early age
(about fourteen). There got rather full
technological training as well as some in-
sight into the functioning of the social eind

religious order, and traditions about the
tabus of menstruation and so forth, which
were for the most part no longer practised.
Very able and intelligent. Distinguish-
ed very carefully between customs of the
Okanagon and those she knew of the Kalispel.

Lucy Joe, Kartar, aunt of Michel, was
more than 70 years old. She first married
at the time of the earthquake, or somewhat
before: her oldest child died at the time of
the Nez Perc6 war (1877). Remembered days
before the establishment of the mission. Her-
self able and intelligent, she was respected
and somewhat feared by the others, particu-
larly as she had a reputation as an import-
ant shaman. She did not admit this power
openly during the five days we [M.M. and
R.S.C.] talked with her, but hinted at it.
This may have colored her material on reli-
gion somewhat, but her disavowal of Catholi-
cism was frank and clear enough. Had been
strongly influenced by the Indian preachings
of the local advocate of the Dream dance.
Had travelled, particularly to the Thompson
country. Intelligent and well-informed on
economics and theoretical social arrange-
ments, ceremonies, and so forth.

Julie Josephine, also Kartar, probably
about 80, but only a little older than Lucy
Joe. These two are cousins: Lucy Joe calls
Julie Josephine "older sister," since the
father of the former was first cousin of
Julie Josephine's mother (or more distantly
related ?). This informant was good at spe-
cific details, such as relationships between
actual individuals in a particular village.
Time too short to get very much information.

Suszen Timentwa, 48 years old, present
chief of the Kartar band, was born at Okan-
ogan town. Ancestry is a mixture of Moses-
Columbia and Kartar on his mother's side for
several generations: father was Chelan. In-
telligent person with mystical tendencies;
prone to formalize everything into a cosmic
scheme centering around his religious ideas.

Mary Garden, about 78 years old, member
of the Tukoratum band. Her ancestry is
Tukoratum and Chelan. Very shrewd, excellent
memory, no scruples about divulging the past,
and no pet philosophy to uphold.

Josephine Marchand, 38 years old, Mary's
daughter. Her father was white. Considers
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herself a Tukoratum. Excellent interpreter;
Interest was not in the past but in finan-
cial returns. Annie Marchand, aged 16, her
daughter, furnished a tale.

Chilowhist Jim was born at Entlat about
sixty-five years ago. He came to Malott as
a boy of eight or younger. His mother lived
at Malott, his father at Entlat. He has been
on the Methow River a great deal and still
goes there often.

Old Harry is also from the southern end
of the Okanogan River. He married at twenty-
six; had twelve children by two successive
wives; his youngest son is now forty; hence
Old Harry must be about ninety.

Blllie Joe was an unsatisfactory inform-
ant whose views were undoubtedly colored by
his wide contacts with other tribes. His
father was Wenatchi; his mother a Northern
Okanagon from Penticton; his stepmother Wen-
atchi; and his wife a Wenatchi shaman.

Johnnie Louie, aged 49, served both as
interpreter and informant. His affiliations
seem to be mostly among the central and
northern bands, but one or more of his grand-
parents were Colville, and there is a ques-
tion how far he identified himself with the
Colville. Much of our Colville information
was supplied by him. He is shrewd, intelli-
gent, well-informed, and was active in fur-
thering our enterprise.

Emma Louie, his wife, aged about 25, was
also interpreter. She is Colville by birth,
marriage, and normal residence. Nine years
of mission school education. Adequate know-
ledge of languages; fairly intelligent, com-
pletely naive. Translations fairly accurate,
as far as could be judged, and unbiased, but
not always full enough.

Andrew Tillson, aged 78, affiliated
with the northern bands and with the Northern
Okanagon. Difficult to work with because of
Johnnie's resentment of his deafness, and his
character. Material seems to have been
trustworthy whenever certainly checkedashis
own.

Tom Martin, about 60 years old, member
of the Inkamip band. Northern Okanagon. He
gave reliable information, but there were
many things about the past that he d id not

Yale University
September, 1933

know, or had forgotten.

Maggie Felix, 24 years old, born at
Nkamapeleks [Douglas Lake band of Northern
Okanagon ?] and married to an Inkamip man,
was all right as an interpreter. I [L.V.T7.WJ
did not work with her long enough to train
her. She was completely naive, friendly, and
intelligent.

David Isaac, aged about 75, was born
and grew up just north of Oroville. Rls
mother's mother was of the Penticton band of
Northern Okanagon; his father was Inkamip.
Kis father's mother was Northern Okanagon of
Oroville; his father's father was Inkamip;
his mother's parents were both Penticton.

Margaret Sersepkin is now about 92. She
was seventeen or eighteen when she went to
the Plains (i.e., about 1855-56), which was
six years after a severe earthquake.

We are indebted to Mrs. Martha Flahaut
(Washington State Museum) for the identifica-
tion of plants, and to Mrs. Richard H. Post,
A. H. Gayton, and Yerne Ray for line draw-
ings. Mr. Ray also prepared the map of
tribal distribution.

The rendering of native words leaves
much to be desired. None of the students had
received adequate training in transcription,
and Interior Salish is phonetically diffi-
cult. Each one followed his own scheme of
transcription. I have reduced these, some-
what ruthlessly, to a single notation. The
phonetic system printed here follows the
simpler system suggested in "Phonetic Tran-
scription of Indian Languages" (Smithsonian
Miscellaneous Collections, 66, 1916, No. 6).
The vowel series is as follows:

a
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THE SUBSISTENCE QUEST

By RICHARD H. POST

SEASONAL ROUND

The foods utilized by the bands of the
lower Okanogan River were typical of those
found among northern plateau Indians gener-
ally. They took every variety of fish and
geune , root and berry that was available; al-
so moss, seeds and the cambium layer of pine
trees. Very little camas grew in the valley
and no kouse, but the former root was well
known through trade and special trips to
camas grounds. Since the activities of col-
lecting and preserving varied continuously
with the seasons, the material will be pre-
sented in calendrical sequence. There are
two main seasons, the sedentary winter and
the nomadic summer. The latter was spent in
camping, sometimes for several weeks, to ob-
tain salmon and deer, but for much shorter
Intervals for other foods.

In winter the bulk of the people were
in the villages, living in the tule long-
house or the underground house. A number of
families from each band were generally scat-
tered through the hills; usually those who
did not lay in large supplies and depended
more on winter hunting and fur taking. Hunt-
ing for furs became more frequent after
white contact. Such families were visited
frequently by young men sent by their chief
to bring them food if needed. Game was soon
scared from the vicinity of winter villages.
If food was scarce men would go on long hunt-
ing trips, singly or in pairs. But game was
thin and poor until summer.

Bears were taken in March and April,
when they first came from their winter quar-
ters and were still fat. Overnight trips
were not generally needed except for grizzly
bear hunting in the mountains, one of the
few trips when women did not accompany the
men.

During the last three weeks of April
the fish locally known as suckers were run-
ning in the Okanogan, and families from the
whole valley went to the falls in McLaugh-
lin Canyon (twenty miles below Oroville) to
work traps. They would remain a week or two,
gathering and drying enough to last until
the first salmon runs in June. The nin of
steelhead trout at this early season was not
so important , but at Keller and other places
considerable numbers of people used to gather.
From here some people went directly to the
summer salmon camps, particularly those at
Oroville and Kettle Palls.

When several bands came together at a

fishing site they camped separately and the
chiefs tried to keep peace and order. After
fishing all day they might come together in
the evening to trade, wrestle, and run races.
The chiefs might meet to pass about their
pipes and compete in showing off.

During late April and May the rest of
the people left winter quarters for the bit-
ter-root areas, or perhaps the camas lands
far to the south. In either case the men
hunted while the women dug. Wild carrots,
wild onions, potatoes and pine tree sap were
taken then too. Only the very old stayed at
the winter sites all summer.

From June to October the salmon were
running and the bulk of the roots and ber-
ries ripening along the rivers. The people
were then living in semi-permanent camps at
the salmon traps 'Or temporarily at the berry
and root grounds. Trips were made to Wen-
atchi territory for camas and rabbits, and
into the hills for hunting.

During Ocljober came the great fall
hunts for deer. Groups of up to four fami-
lies camped together in the hills, the men
spending all day hunting and the women at
camp, cutting and drying the meat, digging
the last roots and gathering moss.

Then came a short period of building
winter homes. Some families camped at the
mouth of the Okanogan to spear dog salmon.
Nearly all were settled in winter quarters
by the middle of November.

Each family would go to the same gener-
al vicinity each year for hunting, fishing
or digging, and almost always wintered at
the same site, changing only if firewood be-
came scarce or some catastrophe occurred.
The band wintering above the present loca-
tion of Omak would hunt about Moses Mountain
and Omak Lake ; the band wintering near Monse
went into the Twisp country for summer hunt-
ing, returning in September for salmon in
the Okanogan. Trips were made in small num-
bers, not as a group. Routines were changed
according to their successes, the advice of
power, and the homes selected by the newly
married, whose parents used frequently to
visit them for a whole season or more.

tis:
An interesting summary is given by Cur-

"All the interior Salish subsisted large-
ly on salmon, such roots as camas and kouse,
berries, especially choke-cherries and

11
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huckleberries. Extensive game drives for
deer were held in the fall In the
spring roots were dug, and the people return-
ed about June to the streams and speared sal-
mon. ... In July began the season of digging
fresh camas, which continued indefinitely un-
til a sufficient supply had been accumulated.
After the great fall hunt, the tribe disband-
ed (each small group of related families
building its long lodge in a sheltered place
in the valley) . "

'

It is difficult at this late date to es-
timate the proportions used of different
foods. There was variation from band to band,
from family to family, and from year to year.
Some of the families, spending much time at
the fishing grounds, would take enough sal-
mon to last almost the year around, and the
few who stayed in the hills subsisted very
largely on deer. To judge from the mention
of foods in tales and anecdotes, I should
estimate that approximately equal thirds
were used of game, of fish, and of vegetable
foods, but close questioning brings up the
vegetable quota to one-half. Undoubtedly the
Indians preferred fish and geme to the lat-
ter, and particularly deer meat. Probably
more salraon was eaten than deer meat. Small
game and sitaller fish played a very s:inor
role, and none were preserved but suckers.

Chilowist Jim stated that some twenty
salmon were stored in a single tule sack.
Each family had about ten sacks of these and
as many of deer meat. About equal amounts of
deer and salmon were used. A-ll these sacks
containing a family's winter food supply
made a pile six feet tall.

Johnnie stated that fresh deer meat was
preferred to all other food. The Southern
Okana.'^on ate four or five times as much sal-
mon as game during the year. The Colville
took enough salmon, largely at Kettle Falls,
to last them the year around, but few others
did.

SAIMON FISHING

The brief account of fishing given by
Teit^ is quite proper for the Southern Okan-
agon, as is the somewhat longer account of
Curtis^ for the interior Salish. Salmon were
of the most importance, and were taken dur-
ing every big run.

Of the five species of salmon frequent-
ing the Northwest Coast,* evidence was found
in the Okanogan River of three; (1) Oncor-
hynchus tschawytscha . or Chinook salmon,
which ran in May, June and July in the head-
waters of the Columbia. They are by far the
most abundant, now as formerly, and run for
the longest period. They rarely went higher
than Oroville. They begin spawning in the

lower Okanogan in mid-September, at which
time they develop long fighting teeth and
dog-like snouts. (2) 0_. nerka , the blueback
or sockeye salmon, which run in July and Aug-
ust according to Cobb, in late Kay and June
according to the local game warden. (3) 0.
kisutch, silver or white salmon, taken in
November.

The steelhead trout, usually thought of
as salmon, were fully as important as the
last two species. They mere taken when they
ascended the rivers in March or April. After
spawning, they descended the small streams tc

the Columbia River where by winter time they
were fat enough to be worth catching.

Salmon were caught by various methods,
depending on the season and the status of
the fisherman. In the shallows they used
spears, standing on the rocks or wading (no
platforms were known) ; in certain favored
positions weirs and traps were built; at
waterfalls small dip nets were operated by
hand. Large nets may have been used at the
falls near Oroville. In winter spearing was
accomplished from canoes by torchlight; and
when the salmon had spawned and drifted
ashore they were gathered by older women. A
man lacking any proper implement might shoot
fish in shallow water, but this was by no
means a customary method.

A salmon weir can be built at only a few
places on the Okanogan River, for which the
prerequisites are (1) rapids where the water
is not over waist deep; (2) a deep and large
pool below the rapids, vvhere the fish have
the habit of lying during the daytime, so
that there will be more chance of some going
through the rapids at night; (3) rocks about
six or eight inches in diameter on the bot-
tom of the stream among which the poles will
settle firmly. At present these locations
on the river are (1) the rapids just above
the head of the island at Monse; (2) rapids
about a mile downstream from Malott ; (3)
rapids just above the head of the island
which is about a mile below Omak. These
places are used only when the river is at its
present low level (summer of 1930). In for-
mer times when the river was higher the
traps were located elsewhere. There were
none between Shell Rock Point and Oroville.

The first
weir is the an
ally a woman
a time and pla
occurred at th
spread by word
so by the spea
mission had to
man." The two
some detail, w

step in the building of the
nouncement by a man (occasion-
that he will build one at such
ce. This announcement usually
e winter dance. The news
of mouth, in former times al-

kers of the chief, whose per-
be obtained by this "head
would talk over the plans in
ith the help of older men.

1 Curtis, North American Indian . VII, 70-71.
3 Telt, Sallshan Tribes . 246
3 Curtis, IJorth American Indian . VII, 71.

4 Cobb, Pacific Salmon Fisheries . 4.
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The head man was the first to move his
family to the camping site, more families
following day by day. The trap was communal:
anyone could spear in it who wished, and any-
one who was there would work on it. He would
detail groups of men to make the prepara-
tions; some to cut poles of proper length,
others to cut branches, twigs and strips of
yellow bark for lashings; to make or borrow
spears, canoes, apparatus for lighting, etc.
As these assistants begin to arrive he cuts
a small willow stick, while singing his pow-
er song, and lays it on the ground to signi-
fy the beginning. The others also sing if
they have power songs. The head man superin-
tends the whole construction, himself work-
ing here and there as he sees fit.

Poles of young pine trees are cut for
tripods, each from ten to twelve feet long
and four to five inches in diameter. They
are hewn clean of all branches, the top yard
or so cut off, and the butts sharpened so
that they will stick in the bottom. These
are not sharply pointed, but bluntly rounded,
since no pole could be sunk more than a fev;

inches among the rocks of the stream bed, and
a sharp point would not present a large
enough frictional area to hold firmly. Two
of these poles are tied together about a foot
from the tips and the third is tied to one
of them two feet from the tips. Thus one of
the three poles has two lashings, one a foot
above the other. The lashing is of willow
bark, wrapped around and around, and secured
with half hitches. (Hay wire is used today.)
The lashing is done ashore on the ground, and
the tripods are then pulled out into the
river to the site, either by pairs of men or
a boy on a saddle horse with a lasso. In
former days the head man carried the up-
stream pole of the three. He sights along
the tripods which are already placed so as
to get the next one aligned. Each one is
placed so that the two poles whose lashing is
the lower will be upstream and the third
pole downstream of them. In former days the
weir was built straight across the river,
perhaps slightly curved with the convex side
upstream. Today the Indians on the Okanogan
River are allowed to put their weir only
halfway across. So from this halfway point
they run a wing straight downstream, which
obviously helps to corral the salmon. The
poles do not have to be worked down into the
bottom, but are merely jammed between the
rocks. In the eight or nine m.p.h. current
they are quite stable, with their angles of
inclination at about twenty-five degrees
from the vertical. The tripods are about
twelve feet apart, and the poles comprising
each tripod are about seven feet apart at the
water line, so there is a pole every five
and seven feet alternating at the waterline.
Power songs are sung at frequent intervals
while this work is in progress.

Longer poles, of eighteen to twenty-two
feet, are now lashed horizontally to the two
upstream poles of each tripod, about eight
inches above the water. One can walk along
these easily. Sticks about two inches in
diameter are lathed to this in a vertical
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position, their lower ends pushed firmly in-
to the crevices between the rocks. Heavy
chicken wire netting is laid along these, one
edge of the strip of wire being fastened
along the horizontal pole and the other edge
flat on the bottom. It is curved down-
stream, so that salmon cannot work their way
iinrler it while ascendlnp the river. A second
strip of ohicKen wire forms the trap proper.
One of its edges is wired to the top of the
horizontal pole at the same place where the
first strip is wired. The other edge is held
in the air, about two and a half inches
above the water level on the upstream side
of the weir, supported by sticks about a
yard long, which are nailed one to each tri-
pod pole. The fish jump over the horizontal
pole, and into this second wire, which is
bent so as to form a pocket V-shaped in cross
section. The fish will become Jammed in
this and are not able to flop out. They will
jump because of the small waterfall, four or
six inches high, made by accumulating leaves
and other floating debris which collects in
the first wire. In former times, in place
of the wire netting, green stakes, one inch
thick, were used; they were two or three
inches apart, lashed with willow withes and
little sticks. They were held in place at
the bottom by rocks.

About twenty feet from shore a bulkhead
or platform of stones is built, about ten
feet square, where the spearsmen stand. Its
upstream edge is in line with the weir. One
reaches this from shore by stepping stones.
Next to it the water is fairly deep (three or
four feet) for a short distance, and over
this an arbor of willow and pine boughs is
built, also about ten feet square. On the
downstream" side this covering is built to the
water level. Under it a lantern is hung at
night so the spearsmen can see the fish; also
for the purpose of dazzling them, for they
are said to become immobile in its glare.
The arbor is made so as to prevent the fish
from stopping before they are within range
of the spearsman.

In former times, when fish were plenti-
ful, a trap was made at the center of the
weir, at the apex of the upstream bulge.
A hole about a foot wide was made here under
the water, by removing several of the verti-
cal pieces, and an enclosure built on the up-
stream side of the weir, supported by two
extra tripods. This was at the deepest part
of the stream. A horseshoe dip net was of-
ten suspended under water to one side of this
passage, where the fish would congregate.
When the trap was full the passage would be
closed and the salmon speared, either from
the main horizontal support of the weir or
from canoes. Iron gaff hooks have been used
recently for this. White stones might be
placed on the bottom of the trap to make the
fish more easily seen. This is also des-
cribed by Curtis.

Another construction is described by
Curtis.

"On the downstream side a single panel
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of similar fencing was constructed at an ob-
lique angle from the shore to one of the tri-
pods in the stream. This contained two open-
ings large enough to admit the passage of the
salmon, which entering the quiet water thus
enclosed, were speared from the shore or the
top of their weir."*

A pair of men watch together for night
spearing, one holding the spear and the
other tending the light; in the old days a
fire, now a lantern. As soon as a fish is
speared, it is killed with a simple club.

Salmon which had spawned and were dead
were gathered by old women, who could not
fish. They were picked up not only along
the shore, but from canoes in mid-stream.
They v/ere butchered by cutting off the head
and tail and throwing these away; slitting
up the belly and taking out the backbone;
then throwing the whole piece over a pole to
dry. They had to be eaten "from the pole:"
if put away in bags as the fresh ones were
when dry, they would be very bad. So they
were left hanging all fall and all winter,
higher than the coyotes would be able to
jump, or they would be roasted at once. They
always smelled bad, but are said to have
tasted good despite the smell. These salmon
had no fat, and were very stringy. The males
were worse than the females; fins worn, skin
all white and cut, etc. It was thought that
when numberless salmon had spawned and turn-
ed white, there would be a smallpox epidemic.

Women used also to fish with small nets.
Net-making was a feminine art. But they never
went torch fishing, for the salmon were too
hard to handle, Women might also dream of
some information which would be of help to
their husbands,

Salmon eggs were dug by the Colville
from the sandbars of the Columbia when the
water fell. This was not done on the Okan-
ogan River.

SALMON DRYING

All freshly caught salmon were butcher-
ed in a stereotyped manner, as fully describ-
ed below. This routine was followed for all
which were to be dried, as well as those eat-
en during the four day ceremony. When salmon
were being caught in large numbers, they
might be cached several hours in the shade
before being butchered.

They were dried on racks set up near the
fishing places. These were of two types.
The smaller consisted of two tripods of poles
ten to twelve feet long, each with a horizon-
tal crosspiece lashed between two of its
poles from seven and a half to eight feet
above the ground. The tripods were eighteen
to twenty feet apart. These two horizontals
supported between them a number of longer
poles, and on these rested the sticks, about

a foot apart, on which were laid the pieces
of salmon. The other type of rack was square,
twenty feet on a side, often employing trees
for corner posts. In both oases, the sticks
bearing the flesh had to be set in place
with the aid of forked sticks, for the rack
had to be seven and a half to eight feet
high in order to prevent animals from steal-
ing the meat. Bits of bush might be placed
over it to keep off the sun, and a small fire
of dry willow or alder wood, which was not
pitchy, kept going underneath if the weather
were moist, if the flies were bad, or if the
people were in a hurry to move on. Generally
it took about two days and nights to dry the
salmon, but it was watched carefully so as
to be dried the optimum amount, more being
constantly set up wherever there was room.
The dried fish was stored in sacks of hemp
or tule, about as large as burlap bags,
placed in arbors and later in caches.

Dried salmon would last only one year:
it became wormy after that.

If taken in winter the fish (mostly sil-
ver salmon) were hung in the eaves of the
house. If they were caught too quickly for
this they were allowed to freeze. They could
not then be dried and stored, but had to be
eaten fairly soon, and they had practically
no taste. The dog salmon which was picked
up dead was treated similarly.

Small amounts of salmon pemmican were
prepared by poxinding the dry flesh on flat
rocks with large pestle-shaped stones or
mauls. Tule mats would be spread out next to
the rooks to catch the crumbs. No berries or
roots were mixed in, but oil was added, which
helped to seal the fish from the air.

Fresh salmon was cooked only by roast-
ing: dry salmon might be roasted or boiled.
Roasting consisted of placing the flesh near
a glowing fire, usually with a splint of
wood run through it for support, and if it
were fresh and Juicy, with a receptacle un-
derneath to catch the dripping oil. Boiling
was accomplished always by use of hot stones
in buckets, usually of bark. The stones
were moved with fresh green sticks. Fish
which had been smoked could not be roasted
but had to be boiled, whereas fish dried in
the wind could be roasted.

Methods of preparing salmon heads were
cited by Mary Garden as follows. (1) The
head might be roasted to keep for several
days. Having been cut off back of the gills
and slit from mouth to throat, the flesh in-
side was cut into strips, and a stick pushed
through the whole transversely to hold it
flat. This was set on a spit beside the fire
and turned from time to time. (2) To dry the
head for storage , it was cut and skewered as
above, and hung to dry. (3) Sometimes these
were boiled for immediate consumption. Eyes
were always eaten, but not uncooked.

5 Curtis, North American Indian . VII, 71.
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FIRST-SAIMON CEREMONY

First-salmon ceremonies' were carried on
during the first four days each year that
fish were taken at a weir. The procedure was
to keep the fish at the river shore until
daybreak (the first ones usually having been
taken at night), and then carry them up on
poles, actually spear poles, which were
thrust into the gills and out through the
mouths. A pair of boys can thus carry eight
or ten, the pole resting on their shoulders.
They are laid on a thick bed of willow leaves
to await butchering. The butcher is chosen
by the head man as one skilled in the work
and deserving the distinction. He frequently
does it himself.

Each fish is scraped clean with a knife.
A transverse cut is made into the ventral
side at the base of the mandible, where the
gill slits are closest together, and another
transverse cut into the dorsal, at the base
of the neck. Each cut penetrates almost to
the backbone. The head of the fish is then
bent upwards and backwards until the back-
bone breaks, when the head comes off. Five
longitudinal cuts are now made into the ven-
tral side of the head piece, one in the mid-
line (running through the mandibular sym-
physis) and two on each side of this, so that
the head piece can be flattened out. A sharp-
ened stick is pushed through in a lateral
direction to keep the head flat. Three or
four heads are thus impaled on the same stick,
with their left sides all uppermost.

The butcher then kneels at the edge of
the bed of willow leaves and lays the fish on
its left side, its tail towards [away from?]
hin. A slit is made from the anus to the
proximal end of the body cavity, the viscera
taken out, and the blood which has clotted
along the backbone scraped away. This mater-
ial is all put into a bucket or pot which is
filled with water, later to be boiled as a
finale to the feast. Nowadays this blood is
thrown away.

A transverse cut is made into the right
side, just posterior to the dorsal fin, clear
to the backbone; and a longitudinal cut is
made to this from the anterior end, along
the middle of the right side, halfway between
the dorsal and ventral sides. This is the
line which marks the white ventral surface
of the fish from the darker dorsal surface.
This cut is also made to the backbone. The
transverse cut is occasionally made before
the belly is slit (twice out of four times
observed). The lateral line cut was once
made with the knife's direction passing from
tail to head instead of from head to tail.
These variations were not permitted years
ago, however.

The fish is now turned about end for end
so that its tail is between the butcher's
knees. Two small transverse slits are made

by Jabbing the point of the knife into the
flesh on each side of the lateral line cut
and near the posterior vertical out. By
placing ein index finger in the upper slit
the flesh can be raised, as the knife separ-
ates it from the backbone. This upper strip
of flesh is cut off and laid aside. The
knife begins its work at the posterior end
and advances anteriorly. Then the fish is
turned around end for end and the bottom
strip is cut off, with the direction of the
knife from head to tail. Two strokes are
needed for the upper strip of flesh, one to
sever it from the backbone and another from
the dorsal line, while only one stroke is
needed to sever the lower strip. The dorsal
fins remain with the left strip of flesh.

The fish is now turned on its right
side, with its head between the butcher's
knees and its tail away from him. Similar
cuts are made on its left side, and these two
strips of flesh removed, the top one first.
Then the backbone is severed at the point
where the transverse or vertical cuts have
been made, and the tail piece, which is three
or four inches long, laid aside. There are
thus seven pieces of salmon, counting the
backbone on which considerable flesh remains.
As has been said, the ventral and dorsal
fins are on the lower and upper pieces of
the left side in all cases, the second side
to be cut.

Sticks of wood two and a half to three
feet long and pointed at one end, are being
whittled from cedar splints, dry and not
green, by others while the butcher is at
work. Willow is used if cedar is not pro-
curable. The salmon heads are impaled three
or four together on these, and as many tail
parts are put together on other sticks, pos-
terior tips uppermost. Roe is similarly im-
paled, the four clusters of two females on a
single stick; eind the testes of male fish on
other sticks, eight or ten together. These
last, however, cannot be eaten until the four
days of the ceremony are over. They are not
roasted, therefore, but dried in the sun.

The four long strips of flesh of each
salmon are now impaled each on a cedar stick.
Short splints of cedar about three inches
long are run through these laterally, as bat-
tens to keep them from falling apart, per-
haps eight or ten to a piece. If the flesh
is still not firmly fast on the splint, it is
tied up with a piece of green willow twig
from which the leaves have been stripped.
The twig is made pliable by holding it in
the two hands about half a foot apart and
rotating these hands in parallel planes about
the same axis, in such a way that when one
hand is up the other is down, etc. This is
done again and again at different points on
the twig until it is pliable, the fibers be-
ing separated.

All varieties of salmon are said to be

6 Mr. Post took part In the building of a weir and f Irst-saljnon ceremony near Malott. L.S.
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prepared in this ritualistic way, and on all
occasions, not for the ceremonies alone.
Phat is, a salmon is always cut into seven
pieces. They are always butchered the day
that they are caught, and as early as possi-
ble, the feast following at once.

This account deviates greatly from that
of Teit for the Thompson Indians, which, how-
ever, resembles the procedure found among
the northern bands of Southern Okanagon, ac-
cording to our information. There the head
and tall are cut off, and the head sliced as
before so it could be opened out. The dorsal
fin and the two lateral ventral fins are cut
off, each with a small strip of meat. Slits
are made along each flank so that they can
be opened out; theij the belly is slit, and a
cut made along each side of the backbone,
which is lifted out and thrown away. Finally
the back is slit almost up to the neck and
the fish slung over a stick on the drying
rack, hanging from the neck.

VThen the pieces have all been arranged
on splints, they are carried to the fire,
which covers a space three by eight or ten
feet. Young men and boys have gathered dead
wood for this, piling it almost half a foot
high. They willingly stick the splints in
the ground, one row of them on each side of
the fire, the windward row quite close to it

and the leeward row a few feet away. The
skin side of the strips of flesh is always
away from the fire, lest it drop off. Mean-
while the older men move up from where they
have been watching the butchering, and as-
semble about a second bed of willow leaves,
three feet wide by eight or ten long and six
inches thick. The food is to be served on
this. Here they continue their constant con-
versation, which never lags and never be-
comes boisterous, yet is never monotonous to
a white listerer: fairly lengthy discourses
and shorter remarks, much as we would make
them, all well-sprinkled with laughter.

At the end of the fire nearest
gallon bucket is placed, into which
cera of all the salmon have been put
the blood clots along the backbones,
filled with water and service berrie
lowed to boil about two hours. Th
takes about one hour to cook. In
times a bark bucket was used instead
iron pot: it would be set in a hole
head of the fire and hot stones plac
This dish is called xalu'ps.
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The pieces of flesh are turned around
with the skin sides towards the fire as soon
as the other sides are hard and done. Oil
drips from the pieces, but it is not collect-
ed or saved during the ceremony.

When done, the head man calls the boys
to bring the pieces of flesh to him at the
fresh pile of willow leaves. Here he pulls
the splint and support sticks out of the
pieces, scraping the flesh off each one and
collecting it on a tule mat of fine textui-e.

This is to be used as t'simrai'wi. The
pieces of flesh are handed out to the crowd

of men, who sit down around the bed of wil-
low leaves, still forever talking. Nowadays
they will save several pieces to take home
to their families, women included, if they
have caught plenty of salmon. The fresh-
roasted flesh is wrapped in willow leaves,
each bundle tied firmly with a supple twig
and set aside until evening and the homego-
ing.

As the men and boys eat, they throw all
the hard parts of the fish which they do not
care to swallow in the center of the willow
bed: bones, fins, gills, cartilage, eye-
balls, etc. At the end of the feast these
particles are gathered up and added to the
t'simrai'wi. This is put into a burlap bag
(formerly tied up in leaves) and hung from a
branch of a tree nearby, where animals might
not reach it. At the end of the four days,
the accumulation is put into a pot with serv-
ice berries and boiled. T'simrai'wi is said
to be collected after all feasts, and kept
as a last resort in case of winter famine.
The xalu'ps is eaten at the end of each
feast. It is regarded as a delicacy, and on-
ly the older men might take it. Actually it
is bitter in taste, though one grows to like
it more and more.

The same places are used for butchering,
roasting, and eating the salmon during these
four days. On the fifth day the salmon are
given to the women, who thenceforth do most
of the handling.

If a large number of salmon are taken
during the four days, the men may be taxed
to eat it all, but they must do so; even as
each man must surely have a taste if only a
small amount is caught. Usually only a few
were caught these first days, for the runs
commenced gradually. Of course, men might
eat anything else during the day if this
morning "feast" is but a small pinch of
flesh. From fifty to one hundred men used to
attend these feasts.

Of the four nights' fishing, the first
two are spent spearing at the fire site and
the second two watching for fish to jump in-
to the weir. Only two men work at a time
for the first two nights: a spearsman and a
man at the fire. Other men sleep nearby, and
a second pair may take the places of the
first during the night.

The few Indians who will give an inter-
pretation of the salmon ceremony say that
their ancestors were taught it by Coyote, ac-
cording to their myths, and that therefore
they must follow it. They fear that the sal-
mon might not come in the future if they
failed to observe it. The salmon have come a

long distance for the Indians, and they are
quite willing to please them by such recogni-
tion. The nvunber four is used "simply be-
cause the head man always chooses four days
when he announces the full plan at the win-
ter dances." At this time he tells where
the trap is to be built, how close the women
may be allowed to come, and other rules and
regulations. The same head man often built
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a weir year after year.

While first salmon ceremonies are typ-
ical of Plateau culture, the traits found
here seem fairly different from those of most
tribes so far studied. Gunther' gives nine
outstanding traits, of which these Southern
Okanagon have only four: catching by a speci-
fied person, cutting by a specified person,
cutting in a ritual manner, cooking in a
ritual manner. It is questionable if the
power songs sung individually while the tri-
pods are being erected are her "prayers,"
and if the carrying of salmon on small poles
by the boys is her "carried in specific mein-
ner." There is no dance, no throwing of the
bones into the water, no boiling of the fish
(which is more characteristic of the coastal
tribes)

.

The Okanagon- motive is typical, to renew
or maintain the established world, even
though few Indians could explain this. Coy-
ote said the ceremony should be done so, and
so it is. They have the idea of making ani-
mals revive and return another year (see
treatment of deer bones, and the bear cere-
mony and song) , but these do not apply to
salmon in the same way, except that every
scrap of the salmon must be consumed at the
feast.

Women are not supposed to come nearer
than a half mile from the weir, so camp is
pitched at least this distance from the chos-
en spot. Women might come closer if under
the escort of a man with special power, after
the first four days of fishing. Womeii may
not eat salmon until after these four days.
A person whose close relative has died re-
cently, or a man whose wife is pregnant with
her first child is not allowed to come in
sight of the trap or to eat the fresh salmon.
A man would not be allowed to help build a
trap within two years of a death of a parent,
brother, sister, or wife. Boys are not
allowed to participate in the feast unless
they are old enough to help in preparing
wooden spits, carrying the flesh about, etc.
They may, however, go as near to the weir as
they wish.

The upper bands of Southern Okanagon
permitted no swimming nearer than a half mile
from the trap, on the downstream side: they
could swim anywhere above it. All water had
to be drawn from the upstream side. After
the ceremony the entrails might be thrown in-
to the river before the fish are set out to
dry, but this, too, is done above the trap.
Some people preserved the heart and liver,
some did not.

If any part of a human skeleton is
thrown into the river, the salmon will never
come there until the object is removed or
washed away. A salmon head or intestine put
in the river will stop them also. A person
with strong salmon power may prevent the sal-

mon from entering the trap of a person with
weaker power.

Women and children were not supposed to
eat the heads or the tails of salmon, but
when the people were ready to leave the riv-
er, they would grow careless and eat dried
heads and tails, which were not as dangerous
as the fresh. Should the salmon then fail,
they would become strict again.

These tabus did not apply to other fish;
in fact women ate even the boiled viscera of
trout and squawfish.

If a woman should break a tabu it would
scare the salmon away and she would suffer
from menstrual pains. One never did break a
tabu deliberately. Women and mourners made
a wide detour around the trap when passing
up or down the river shore. Very few in-
dividuals understood why they had the tabu;
they simply followed it.

Explanations of women's tabus vary. The
fact that the men were naked while building
the trap, or wearing perhaps a strip of ma-
ple, willow, or sagebrush bark wrapped about
the end of the penis as protection from the
poles they are handling, might account for
It. Perhaps the idea came from the okanagon
creation my-th, in which the first weir is
said to have been built by two bird sisters,
far down the Columbia River. Coyote took
this away from them eind gave the same sort of
weir to the people all the way up the river
and its tributaries, saying that they should
obey his laws and follow his directions in
the building of weirs and catching of salmon.
One of these injunctions was that the men
were forever to keep weirs and fishing away
from the women. In this regard the tabu is
similar to the tabu on deer hunting. Could
they be a survival from the hypothetical
days when men monopolised control over the
food, and subjugated the women? Are they con-
nected with fear of blood, associated with
women?

While the men worked at a weir, some of
their women would go into the hills to ga-
ther roots and berries, while others would
remain in camp nearby. Women did practical-
ly all of the work of drying the salmon.

SMALL FISH

Suckers (q'Sq'Smu's) were taken during
both of their annual runs, upstream in early
May eind downstream in August, when they
sought deeper, more quiet waters. By far the
larger catch was in May, when traps were set
at the bases of waterfalls in McLaughlin
Canyon. This fishing was left largely to old
men: women dried the catch which was traded
with those who had spent this time digging
roots. A pole would be set horizontally in
the rocks so that the surface water fell
directly upon it. Smaller poles were secur-

7 Gunther, A FurthsT AnnlYsla of the First Salmon Ceremony . 147.
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ed to this, at right angles to it, and slop-
ing away (i.e., downstream) at ten or fif-
teen degrees. '.Villow twigs would be woven
through these "to fora a basket-like trap,"
the mesh fine enough to prevent the fish
froE falling through. After junping up the
falls many fish would be unable to swim
against the swift water above, so would be
washed down again, only to fall into this
trap. They would flop down its slope and in-
to the woven basket, which was emptied every
hour or so. It was not hard work, and great
numbers of fish would be taken in a very few
days, often a valuable accession before the
first salmon runs. Families would come from
as far as Chelan and even Wenatchee for this
fishing. They brought tule mats for tipis,
stayed a week or two, dried their fish, and
packed them home.

Conical traps of woven willow twigs,
from three to six feet long and about a
fifth as wide at the base, were set in shal-
low parts of streams, not over two feet deep.
The warp consisted of sticks of green or
white willow, three quarters of an inch in
diameter at the butt ends, which were at the
base of the trap, and tapering finely to-
wards the apex, where they were all tied to-
gether. The weft was of willow bark or small
twigs made pliable by bending. The twining
was similar to that of a tule mat, one warp
caught into each twist, the wefts being from
three to six inches apart. At the center of
the base was a mouth, three inches in dia-
meter, in which was a funnel of woven twigs
(two feet long) projecting Into the trap, its
smaller end inside, which prevented the es-
cape of captured fish. The trap is weighted
down with rooks. A fence of tule mats or
bundles of willow weighted with rocks may
lead to the trap, the fish driven by waders;
or six or seven traps may be placed close to-
gether, mouths upstream, in a row across the
stream at a narrow place, making a partial
dam. The fish are removed daily by untying
the withes at the apex.

Spearing platfonns were built on the
Okanogem River above Monse at the head of
eddies. (Strangely, these bands did not use
platforms for salmon. ) Two poles would be
worked into the mud by pounding with big
stones, three heavy supporting poles bound
to these with willow withes, and two more
laid horizontally to the river bank. Leafy
willow boughs and skins laid on these shaded
the water so that the fish could be seen.
This work was done in April before high
water. Whoever built the scaffold owned it,
but anyone could use it. Dip nets were oper-
ated from these, the man crouching or kneel-
ing on the platform and dipping downstream
with a sweeping motion.

Suckers are speared preferably with a
spear which, beside its central point, had
two foreshafts (wl'tc). Each foreshaft had
a reverse barb made from the radius or ulna
of a bear rather than from deer horn, since
the latter is more brittle and was used only
for detachable points. On spearing, the
foreshafts are spread apart by the fish

while the point penetrates it. The pole is
then jerked back so as to force the barbs in-
to the fish. This secures it firmly so that
it ©an be lifted out of the water by raising
the pole, with very little chance of the
fish dropping off.

This spear is especially desirable in
winter for torch fishing from canoes, which
is delicate work and demands precautions
when hands are cold and quarters cramped.
The torch is of shavings of cedar or pitch
pine wrapped into a ball, soaked in pitch,
and tied to the end of a long pole. One man
holds this in the bow, a second paddles in
the stern, and two more do the spearing from
amidships. Five kinds of fish were taken
in this way: lampreys, whitefish, steelheads
and squawfish, besides suckers. The Columbia
River was the best place, when there was not
too much ice. Lampreys and squawfish were
too lively during the day, but went more
slowly at night. These two fish were also
taken with the dip net.

Suckers were taken with the same spear
in early spring when they are so fat they can
swim only fifty yards at a time, so are easi-
ly pursued. On the lower Okanogan River they
were even speared from the banks. No long
trips were made for such fishing. Suckers
were not often caught in numbers great enough
for drying, but were roasted fresh. They
were butchered by slitting the belly and re-
moving the viscera, but leaving the skin in
place. They were then impaled on a splint
before the fire. The backbone might have
been removed and thrown away. Sometimes the
viscera were boiled in a pot with berries,
etc., like the salmon xalu'ps, but such suck-
er stew could be eaten by women or children.
Usually no internal parts were used but the
roe, which was dried for winter use or smash-
ed up and boiled. To dry the suckers a cut
was made down the right side of the backbone
and the fish kept open by running a small
stick through the flesh transversely. Both
sides of the backbone might be cut and the
bone removed as well as the viscera. A hole
was then punched through the tail and a stick
run through several fish at a time. Thus
they were hung on a drying rack for a week
or less; not in the sun, for then the oil
would drip off, but under a shelter covered
with brush, rarely of tule matting. In rainy
weather a small fire would be kept going be-
neath, using dry wood, such as would not
flavor the meat. This would take perhaps on-
ly three days. Dried suckers were kept in
tule mat envelopes, stored in caches or plat-
forms. This work was done by women, and the
catching by men or women. Usually only old-
er people and children took suckers. The
dried fish were boiled in wintertime, after
being broken up if too hard.

First fruits ceremonies were observed
for suckers. The first nights' catch was
roasted next morning by the women; bitter
root and service berries prepared too. Every-
body present would eat all they could; the
portion left was divided and taken home. Be-
fore eating, some old man "thanked the Lord"
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for the suckers.

A small fish called sEsEHS'Qs abounded
in tne creeks emptying into Onak Lake dur-
ing the spring floods. These came from the
lake to spawn. They were so numerous that
they could be caught by hand in hundreds.
Later in the season, before service berries
were ripe, the fish was even better, having
more fat; while they could still be caught
in the hand, they were then not so numerous.
The fish were dried on racks and later mixed
with bitter root or service berries. Or the
eggs were extracted and mixed with service
or other berries. The latter dish (alone ?)
was called xalu'ps, like that prepared from
salmon, but unlike it this was not tabu to
women at any time.

Trout (xokSmg'na) were caught in late
sunaner and fall, while descending the moun-
tain streams to spawn in the lower creeks.
Hooks and lines were employed, also traps
like salmon traps, but smaller, from which
they were usually lifted by hand. Small sal-
mon trout were also taken with the dip net.
They were sometimes dried in the sun for win-
ter use. During the winter they were taken
in the rivers, but only when other food was
scarce, since they were then thin.

Fishing by hook and line was not common,
and was carried on mostly by women and child-
ren for small fish. A pole was always used,
of straight tamarack, cedar or fir, always
peeled and smoothed. It was called qElht-
EmnalCqtEn. The line, of Indian hemp, was
tied to a little notch at the end; sometimes
also passed down and tied again at the han-
dle. Hooks were of crossed splinters of
bone (usually deer ulna) wrapped together
with sinew, sometimes one passing through a
hole in the center of the other and wrapped
(called qaqe't and ti'tSme'n interchangeably).
These splinters were shaped by cutting and
grinding on a stone. A hole was bored in the
hook for the line and a groove made on each
side of the point where the bait, grass-
hoppers or worms, was tied on. A line was
never held by hand alone. Bullheads were
caught thus, as well as trout and other fish.

Ling or devil fish (spokola'tc) were
caught through the ice in wintertime in Lake
Okanogan, that is, in Northern Okanagon ter-
ritory. The hook was made by binding a bone
point, one inch long, to the end of a piece
of dogwood (about three inches long) which
is strong and has no odor. A small fish is
used for bait and Indian hemp for a line; al-
so for binding on the point. The line is
dropped to the bottom of the lake in deep
water and its end tied to a cake of ice.
When a fish takes a bait he swallows it com-
pletely, and so does not often get away.
These fish were a palatable and valuable win-
ter food. Usually they were boiled after
skinning. They were not preserved, but eaten
fresh.
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DEER HUNTING

Deer were the most important gar.e ani-
mals and after salmon the largest item of
food preserved for winter use. They were
taken at all seasons of the year; most In
the fall and perhaps later in n;id-wlnter. A
variety of methods were employed: pre-
eminently with bov/ and arrow, frequently '.vith

the aid of dogs and often in big drives,
though never by stalking with the aid of ani-
mal disguises; spring traps and fences; noos-
es; and nets. It was always considered sport
to hunt deer, and one or two, perhaps three
men would go together whenever fresh meat
was wanted and there seemed good chance of
success. The simplest and most common pro-
cedure was to v/alk through the woods and
flush the deer from their resting places.
Perhaps a hunter would hide by a salt lick
(iEcqSqane'ntEn) or drinking place. In re-
cent years a pit might be dug there and cov-
ered with bushes, or a scaffold made in the
trees. ° "They often spared the doesandshot
only the bucks.

"

The fall was the best season, for then
one's vision was wider, the deer were fatter
and had longer hair on their hides, and they
herded together. The people now made camps
in the hills and hunted intensively. A group
of four or five boys might form a line
across a small valley and advance towards
its head, perhaps with dogs, shouting and
waving tnelr arms, scaring all the gsune be-
fore them. The hunters, twenty or so, would
be in hiding at narrow places. Occasionally
the deer were driven over a cliff, as near
Loomls.

The Colvllle are reported to have set
fire to the underbrush in the late fall to
drive game through a defile where hunters
sere stationed as the Thompson did. This fir-
ing repeated over the same territory every
three years would prevent the dead logs and
underbrush from accumulating enough to per-
mit a severe fire. Both Suszen and Old Har-
ry declared this was not a device of the Sln-
'•caietk.

All such hunts were directed by a lead-
er, who had special power to hunt deer. Gen-
erally he would announce his plans at the
winter dance. He might get special favors
such as all the kidneys of the deer killed
Dy the group, not ostensibly as a reward or
payment but because of a command of his pow-
er. The men were awakened early in the morn-
ing before a big hunt by a speaker (suk-
takel'n) or caller, who was appointed by the
chief to do this regularly. He prompted the
men to bathe first and bring dried meat along
ffith them. There was no tabu against sleep-
ing with a woman the night before going on a

nunt.

Dogs were used mostly in the fall. The
deer could not run very fast then, and they

8 Cf. Teit, Thompson Indians , 246.
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could be seen from sone distance. The dogs
were held in leash by a simple thong around
the neck, usually of willow withes. 'Wien
they cane to a fresh track they would strain
and pull, and if it v/as a large deer they
v/ould be set free, the hunters running after
them. As soon as a deer was brought to bay
the dogs would bark, and the hunters stalked
up to shoot it, keeping hidden, since the
deer would still run if it should see a man.
A very good dog could bring a deer to bay
all by itself. Such hunting was done only
by one or two or three men. If there were
more they v;ould organize a drive.

Deer fences were used in October when
herds had formed and were descending the
trails from summer pastures, the does first
and the bucks later. A fence would be built
across the brov/ of a hill as on a contour
line. 'JThere it crossed a deer trail a trap
would be built, usually only one for each
fence, but sometimes two or three. There
v/ould be an opening in the fence here just
wide enough for a deer to pass through. The
fence would be about half a mile long and
eight feet high. It was made by chopping
trees halfway through and bending them over
to forty-five degrees, all in the line of the
fence. The limbs would hold them so. If the
deer mere scared they would jump over such a
fence, but if undisturbed they would travel
along it until they came to the hole. The
fence was reinforced here by twining extra
poles among the trees.

A log about two feet in diameter is
laid across the trail at the hole in the
fence. A deer coming down the hill would step
over this; if it were any bigger he would
jiunp. Just where the forefoot would come
down on the further side of the log, a hole
was dug in the earth about one and a half
feet deep and two and a half feet in dia-
meter. A noose of Indian hemp rope, about
three-eighths of an inch in diameter, was
laid about the hole and tied to the top of a
fir sapling, which was bent over and tucked
under a notch in the log to hold it down, the
tip very close to the hole. Small twigs
were laid over the hole to hide it. When the
deer steps over the log his foot will jar
the sapling so that it springs up, pulling
the noose which is around the forefoot. The
sapling is not large enough to carry him in-
to the air, but simply to lift his foot.

The more complicated and effective var-
iation of this trap described by Teit '' was
probably also used, but was only dimly re-
collected by Chilowist Jim. Here the spring
is held down by a second rope, which is tied
to the center of a piece of wood six or eight
inches long. This was caught under the log
and a rock placed at the opposite side of
the hole. Another stick resting on this
served as a trigger. When the deer steps in-
to the hole he pushes down the covering

twigs which move the trigger, so that the
spring is released. In general, Teit's ac-
count of Thompson deer hunting is very sim-
ilar to that of the Southern Okanagon.

One man would make such a trap alone

,

v/ith no help outside the family, during one
day. Elderly men made these, being incap-
acitated to follow the deer. Usually a man
would have only one or two, or at most three
traps. He would visit each almost every day
and spend the rest of the time hunting else-
where. They were perhaps two miles or so
from the camp.

A simple noose might be arranged in a
deer trail, so that an animal would run his
head through it as he passed. The end of
the line 7/as attached in a stout tree. A
deer when caught would usually spring and
pull so hard to get away that it would soon
strangle itself, but often it would escape.

Nets (spinpl'nia) were made occasionally
of hemp, sometimes over four hundred yards [?

J

long, but only eight feet high, since the
deer could not see them to jump over them.
They were stretched between trees and shrubs
and the deer driven into them so that their
horns and feet became entangled, when they
were shot. Women prepared the hemp string
and men made the net, tying it by hand with-
out shuttles. They were made in sections of
convenient weight to pack, and tied together.
Teit reports that nets among the Thompson
were generally made of the bark of Apocynum
cannabium .

The second best time of year for hunt-
ing was during the winter when the crust on
the snow was hard enough to support the
weight of a man on snowshoes, but not enough
to support a deer. Men usually hunted alone,
singling out the freshest track they could
find and following it persistently. This
work demanded much strength and endurance.
Frequently hunters would sing (pray) in their
lodges the preceding evening for the appro-
priate conditions: first a fall of snow, then
rain for a while to melt the surface, then
cold to make the crust. They usually carried
a sack tied to their belts containing dried
meat and roots. In starvation times they
would eat game in the bush , though it was
customary to bring everything to camp first.

An interesting variation of the sur-
round is described by Curtis'" for the inter-
ior Salish:

"As many old moccasins as could be col-
lected [were hung] on trees, around a fairly
extensive area. The men went out to scare
the deer towards this. Of course they would
not pass the man-smelling moccasins and they
were shot whenever they came into view,"

Men might sing in the sweathouse before

9 Teit, Thompaon Indiana , 247.
10 Curtis, Morth American Indian . VII, 70.
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starting on a hunt, at any tine of year.
They would sing the sweathouse song and add
something like "I'll Just be going around,
not looking for a deer, and I'll see the big-
gest deer just in front of me. Sweathouse,
help me to get the deer easy." A man might
shake his power stick while singing, to make
his bow infallible. A method of bringing a
deer within reach was to "wash" one's body
In the smoke of certain roots, "which makes
you sick,"

PREPARATION OF DEER

When a deer was killed in the woods, it
was carried to camp if possible. To do this
a slit was made between the bone and the
tendon of each back leg, and the foreleg of
the corresponding side put through it. Each
foreleg had been cut and broken at the first
Joint, so that it would not slip back
through the hole in the hind leg. The hunt-
er's arms could then be put through the holes
made by the locked legs of each side, and
the deer carried on his back, its head hang-
ing down. The head was never cut off for
fear of bad luck.

If too many deer had been killed to be
carried to camp, which was frequent, they
were skinned in the woods. The head and the
four legs were cut off, the two sides of ribs
cut off, then the backbone cut in two at the
base of the neck. The work was done with
stone knives; sometimes with a round blade,
sometimes a long blade. The nine pieces
were left hanging from the trees in summer
time, hooked on dead branches which had no
ants, since live branches would flavor the
meat. The flies would not eat the meat af-
ter it had dried. In winter when there were
no flies the meat would be left on large flat
rocks under fir boughs and small rocks to
keep away the coyotes. This was preferable
to hanging it, but could not be done in sum-
mer since the maggots and flies would eat
the meat where the boughs touched it. This
meat would be brought into camp in no hurry:
it would keep. It would be all wrapped in
the skin to be carried and the ends of the
four legs tied together so that the arms of
the man could be put through these and some
part put over his head as a tump line. The
Thompson similarly cut their deer into nine
pieces."

In preparing the deer in either case
the blood was always saved, for the Indians
tried never to waste any of the edible parts
of any animal, even in times of plenty. To
do this the intestine was taken out as soon
as the belly of the deer had been cut, before
skinning, turned inside out like a stocking,
and the blood scooped into it by hand. As
the viscera were removed they were put into
the large intestine, after which, when more
blood had gathered, this was also poured in-
to the small intestine, care was taken dur-
ing the rest of the butchering to save all
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the blood possible, and this was all poured
in too. Blood was sometimes drunk raw by
warriors, if they had the power of a deer-
killing animal, but more frequently service
berries were cooked in it, or it was added
to boiling meat, etc. It was kept in su^iaer
time, even though it clabbered in the heat.
The intestine was hung up near camp until all
the blood was consumed.

Livers were also eaten raw, and some-
times other parts. The milk was not used,
nor the contents of the stomach. The skull
was cut open by several sharp blows with a
sharp rock, the brains scooped out by hand
and wrapped up, to be used in tanning. Head
meat was chopped up and boiled. The head was
always kept by the man who killed the deer.

If a large killing had been made in the
hills the meat would be dried there, at any
time of the year. It would then be lighter
to carry. Men always skinned and cut up the
deer while women cut the meat into slabs, sev-
eral inches square and three-sixteenths of
an inch thick. If there was much meat , a
structure similar to the salmon rack would
be made from six to seven feet high, on which
sticks were laid bearing the meat. The num-
ber of poles varied with the amount they had
to dry. If there was only a small quantity
they would make a structure like a small
sweathouse, of bent-over branches. A small
fire of dry wood was made underneath. The
sheets of meat had to be kept horizontal, and
close enough together so that too much hot
air would not escape. All the meat was turn-
ed over every little while, and the thicker
parts opened out. When no more blood is
left in the meat it is dry. After this it is
kept in the air for two or three days, and
then can be stored. If put into sacks right
after smoking (which is really a slow roast-
ing) , It would spoil. The drying takes only
one or two hours out of doors, but it might
take as long as four days in a tlpl where it
l3 done more slowly, and thus better from
the point of view of retaining the fat.

In summer the meat could not be kepi
long without smoking, so it is roasted at
once and fairly quickly. But when freezing
it could be kept a week or so, though it
might spoil If It should thaw. Then it was
smoked slowly in the tip! eaves.

A different drying rack was constructed
at permanent camps ( sEnxaowI'ltseten) . These
had four uprights, were five to six feet
long by three feet wide and three feet high,
with four poles lengthwise supporting eight
or ten crosswise, all of peeled willow about
one half Inch thick, green so that it would
not easily burn. The frame was arched longi-
tudinally. Each joint was tied with willow
bark. A fire was built on the whole surface
underneath, of dry willow twigs at first,
green wood being added to cause smoke. The
thicker pieces were opened out more now, for

11 Telt, Thompaon Indiana . 248.
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the thinner the meat is the better it will
dry. After two or three hours of smoking
the meat was allowed to remain on a similar
rack in the shade for two or three days un-
til completely dry.

Deer meat can be dried in the sun with-
out being smoked, but this was not done fre-
quently because of the flies, the fact that
it cannot then be roasted but must be boiled
(since there is no fat in it), and the fact
that it cannot then be pounded up with deer
fat to make pemmioan (k'kai' ikst 'n) . This is

a favorite food: bone-dry meat pounded fine
as flour on flat rocks with a stone pestle,
then deer fat added and ground in. It was
the main food taken on hunting trips, being
extremely nourishing and delicious. It was
stored in sacks sealed with fat.

Meat which had been smoked and dried
could be eaten as such, either roasted or
boiled. The roasted meat tasted best, but it
was commonly boiled so that the children and
older people would have the soup. Roots were
usually boiled with it. The soup might be
put aside for use in boiling vegetables for
another meal. Fresh roasted deer meat was
at all seasons the favorite food. The deer
bones were left two or three days after the
meat was taken off, then boiled to make a
soup to which bearberries were added. Deer
blood was used to thicken boiled vegetables.

Deer fat was smoked carefully and stor-
ed for later use, usually to be added to
boiling meat, vegetables, or berries. It was
never added to food cooked in the earth oven.
Any fat which dripped from roasting meat was
carefully collected, and used for sealing
food preserved against winter, or for cook-
ing.

Suszen reported whole deer being steam-
baked in a pit, after its intestines had
been removed, between layers of sweet grass-
es and fir boughs, etc. It took eight hours.
This seems incredible.

Certain tabus were observed in connec-
tion with deer hunting. During the first
three days of the fall hunt women could not
eat the ribs of the deer unless they were
dried. None of the inside parts could be
eaten by them until the fall hunt was ended.
Women could cook any part of the deer for
their men, however.

During this hunt women must not go up-
stream from camp nor beyond the hunters to
fetch wood, or for any purpose. No woman
might touch slain deer nor walk in that part
of the house where deer were placed. (The
temporary house faced back in the direction
the party had come.) If a woman made a mis-
take, she would usually tell what she had
done. The men must then sweat and prepare
their sweathouse with fir boughs before they
could go out for deer again. This would take
two or three days. The remedy would suffice
even if it was not known what woman had brok-
en the tabu and caused the game to disappear.
Another remedy, likewise calculated to please

the deer, was to make all the women roast
their meat for a number of days, and then
boil it for a certain number of days.

At the fall hunt the first deer brought
in by each man was distributed among the peo-
ple of the camp. The hunter's son or some
other boy passed the meat around, having in-

structions as to what portion to give each
one. After the first deer had been distrib-
uted the women of this house might handle
the deer to dry the meat. This is an analog
of the first fruits rites for other products.

At all times of year
deer were brought into a h
hole under the rear mats if
in the house. (Lucy Joe sta
plied only to the deer taken
hunt.) Women were not suppo
the back of the house, nor i

Women must not be permitted
trail of a deer while it was

freshly killed
ouse through a
there were women
ted that this ap-
during the fall
sed to go out
n that direction,
to cross the
fresh.

There are stories of people who used to
throw all their deer bones into the nearest
lake, whence the reborn deer would emerge.
The custom of wasting no deer flesh hinges on
the same idea of rebirth or replenishment.

Meat was frequently divided among the
group. In the evening after game was cut up
a large pile might be made, about which the
women sat in a circle, and those men who had
no women. They might sit for this division
on several days, and each woman would have
the same place each day. One man was select-
ed to divide it, not usually the leader of
the hunt. He received nothing himself, but
of course his woman did. Even after a small
hunt much meat would be given away, the
quantity depending on the word of the leader.
The families of the participants usually re-
ceived the larger shares, and for this rea-
son the young or poor hunters would join a
party of recognized good hunters if they
needed meat. Even the lazy and improvident
would be given some meat. A hunter who did
not share his game this way would be called
stingy. The hides and heads were always
kept by the owner. Berries and roots were
not divided: what each woman got she kept.

Most families would go to the same hunt-
ing ground every fall, and the sons would
continue after their father died; yet anyman
could hunt wherever he chose without asking
permission.

While the men hunted, the women dug and
prepared "parsnips" (m'sa'wl), which ripened
at this season, also black moss.

BEARS AND OTHER GAME

Bear (okamil'ct) were hunted from
spring to fall by groups of three to five
men for protection. Since bears used to come
to the rivers only occasionally, the hunting
had to be carried on in the hills. It was
considered the most dangerous of work, partic-
ularly for grizzly bear (kilau'na). ^ These
were sought in the higher mountains. The
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leader of the party had to have considerable
power. Nevertheless, his porter would be of
no avail if he went bear hunting during his
wife's periods, unless he had first sweated.
This was necessary for the hunter of any
game under the same circumstances, but in
this case the bear would certainly kill the
hunter. Before going out to hunt the grizzly,
he painted his body red, being nude save for
a breechclout, and drew red marks on his
cheeks. Or having smeared red paint over
his face, he scraped claw-like marks with
his finger tips (see Figure 16).

He would stalk the bear and shoot it all
alone, relying on his power to prevent it
from charging. The other men might help dis-
patch it with spears and clubs. After he had
killed two or so, the other men might try,
for then they would have the protection of
his power. No dogs were used, though report-
ed by Teit for the Thompson. A bear was
skinned on the spot, the meat divided equal-
ly among all the men, although the head,
heart, paws and skin went to the head man.
If he had a number at the end of the season
he would give some of these parts to his
followers.

An anecdote illustrative of the danger
from grizzlies was told by Mary Garden. Some
women were camped on the Methow in September.
One old woman had a dream that someone would
be killed. Four young girls went gathering
choke cherries when they came on the tracks
of a grizzly. At that three of them hurried
to lace their baskets to return. The fourth,
a captive, was not afraid. She went on pick-
ing while singing a love song, A bear sprang
from behind a bush and clawed her face. She
screamed. The other girls ran to camp. The
bear tore the girl to pieces, even tore out
her heart, and dragged the body to the creek
where he covered it with mud. The women re-
turned to the main camp. Next morning the
men set out to find the remains.

Deadfalls were set in the early spring
when bears came from their dens, usually dur-
ing a big thaw, for at this season they were
in good condition. The trap is rectangular
in shape, open at one end, made by driving
stakes into the ground, four down the two
long sides and three across the back. In the
diagram {Figure 1) the upper right hand stake
is extra large, and may be a living tree. The
stakes are about six feet high and three
inches in diameter, placed close enough to-
gether to keep a bear's head from being pok-
ed through. The entrance is two feet wide,
just wide enough to permit the body to go in.
A horizontal pole (1) is fastened across the
tips of the two stakes standing next to those
at the entrance. Another horizontal piece
at right angles to this rests on it (2). A
verticle pole is attached to the main up-
right stake by lashing it at the center. The
top of this pole (3) is notched and the end
of (2) fits under the notch. On the other
end of 2 rests a very heavy log (4), which
is the deadfall. Thus 2 is held in place;
but if the bottom of 3 be pulled forward, to-
wards the middle of the trap, so that its

top goes backwards, the notch will release
the horizontal piece (2) so it will fly up
into the air and allow the log to fall and
crush the bear. A large log was buried where
the bear would be crushed, or perhaps sever-
al logs. Chilowist Jim described the dead-
fall as several logs resting on poles which
leaned on the stick (2): a total weight of
two hundred pounds. Instead of a buried log
below, a platform of logs, four feet by fif-
teen, was laid on the ground.

Bark is woven between the stakes so
that the bait can be seen only through the
entrance. This bait may be the backbone of

O

Fig. 1. Diagram of bear deadfall trap.

a freshly killed deer or fresh grease. It is
tied to the bottom of the trigger and not
hidden. The trap is set on a bear trail,
which can be located by the blazes made by
their claws as they pass along. Other ani-
mals are frequently caught in these dead-
falls: coyote, fox, marten, etc., though
small deadfalls are made for them too. One
man might have two or three large ones. They
might be operated during October and Novem-
ber as well as in the spring.

The body meat was prepared much like
deer meat, but most of it was roasted fresh,
since it does not taste so good when dry.
Still some was pounded fine for pemmican.
The head and paws of grizzlies were saved un-
til no more were to be hunted, when the "head
man" of the hunt would singe off the hair
and eat the flesh. If many had been killed,
all the hunters gathered and helped him, al-
lowing him to eat first. A person with bear
power could not eat that portion which was
his power; heart, leg, or whatever (Mary Car-
den) .

When a bear was being carried into camp
the people sang a special song, which was
taken up by the others as soon as they heard
it or saw the bear, and the song continued
while they were dressing it and cutting up
the meat. The black bear song was called
stsSml'st. It is a happy song, very short,
and known to everybody. Since there was a
strong feeling that anyone who made fun of
bear would be killed by one, this song was
full of reverence. When the dressing was
completed, they hung the skull on a forked
tree or high bush and put the other bones in
a creek. (The skull was not painted nor the
tree out or otherwise marked.) Formerly they
roasted the head, ate the head meat, and hung
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up simply the bare skull. Hallowell,'^ who
also says that no ceremonial treatment of the
bear's carcass was practiced in the rlateau
area, makes note of this fact. The greatest
criterion of manhood was killing a bear, par-
ticularly a grizzly. Stories are numerous
of heroes who killed bears unaided, the best
of then by stabbing with a knife.

A "sr.all mountain goat" ( yali' kwulEkSn )

,

TUite possibly an antelope since this is

somewhat out of the mountain goat range, was
hunted in the '.VaterTille - Coulee City re-
gion in the spring.

Small game was taken at all seasons, and
while not sought at ^reat distances, still it

formed a large item after big hunts. Gener-
ally it was a sport for boys, or a diversion
for women, between berrying and root-digging.
i:en took part only in big drives, such as
those held while the women were digging cam-
as in the Columbia River country. There was
no ritual behavior for small game, such as
the wonen's tabus, the rituals of butchering
salmon and deer, etc.

Rabbits came foremost. Cottontails were
taken by small spring traps set in their
trails, with piles of brush for them to Jump
over so they would land on the trigger and
noose. The springs were bent saplings, two
inches in diameter. Rabbits ( spa'p'konten)
also were shot by small boys with bows and
arrows. On favorable ground boys drove them
through the sagebrush towards men with rab-
bit sticks. These were straight sticks
about one inch thick, of willow or service
berry wood. Jack rabbits were hunted with
sticks, bows and arrows, and boys might use
a form of sling.

Rabbit meat was roasted or boiled, but
never dried or preserved, although plenty of
rabbits were killed. The fur was used for
caps but was not strong enough for mittens.

The sling was an Indian hemp cord one

or two yards long and one quarter inch thick,
one end wrapped about the little finger two
or three times, and the rest all wrapped
around a large smooth stone about one inch
in diameter. The string was Jerked back at
the end of the throw, sending the stone spin-
ning toward the quarry. This was also used
in hunting birds.

Vfhen beaver houses were located, the en-
trance tunnel was dug away back to the bank
of the streem; then stakes were driven close
together in front so that the beaver could
not escape. Sticks were then driven down in-
to the various houses to force the beaver to
rush out, on which they were stabbed with
sharp stakes.

Ground hogs were shot with the bow, or
a short pole of service berry wood was thrust
In the animal's den under a rock and twisted

in its fur so that it could be pulled out.
Women might tie a thong to the end of the
digging stick and drag the ground hog out
when he bit on the thong.

Ground squirrels (skuqulau' ta) were
hunted by boys with bows and arrows, and by
older people for sport when there was noth-
ing else to do. They were not trapped, but
occasionally they were forced out of their
holes by pouring in water, and killed with
sticks. Men or women would burn off the fur,
clean them, and roast them on spits, Mary
Garden mentioned a similar hunting procedure
and mode of preparation for a rodent called
p*sl"as, perhaps the same.

Ducks and geese were taken in the spring
when they were moulting, by simply wading
through the swamps, throwing stones at the
stragglers and occasionally shooting them.
Large parties of people might round up whole
flocks, killing adults and young birds to-
gether. They were roasted on sticks and
kept for only a few days. During the fall
migration they might occasionally be stalked,
but the birds were hard to hit and cost too
many arrows, since the Indians preferred los-

ing one to getting wet in recovering it.

Large quantities of eggs were collected
by small children and older girls. They were
cooked by building a fire in a hole, taking
the embers out and pouring in enough water
to extinguish the coals, then putting in the
eggs and covering them with earth. It took
fifteen or twenty minutes. No stones were
used. Most of these were eaten while hot:
they were kept only two or three days. Eggs
were never eaten raw.

Other birds were taken: grouse of sev-
eral varieties, magpies, prairie chickens,
robins, even crows. They used string snares,
bows and arrows, and the sling mentioned
above: mostly the work of boys. The fool
hens (Franklin grouse) and prairie chickens
were caught only (?) by women, who hung a
noose of Indian hemp from a stick directly
in front of the bird. It would put its head
into the noose, and was killed by crushing
or cutting off the head. Similar nooses
were set in the sagebrush at the level of the
birds' heads, or fastened to stakes and prop-
ped open. Birds were roasted or boiled; the
livers, hearts and gizzards were used, but
not the kidneys. The heads might be boiled
for soup, with the brains in place. Fool
hens heads were eaten by pregnant women to
make the child "good," Fledglings were also
taken from the nest to be roasted. Birds
were not baked in clay.

Long feathers were used for arrows, par-
ticularly grouse feathers, and the down used
for stuffing. The wings of large birds serv-
ed as brushes. Birds were butchered in a

stereotyped manner. After being plucked,
both breasts were out off, including the

12 Hallowell, Bear Ceremonialism in the Horthern Hemisphere . 73, 142.
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wings, and the backbone cut twice so that
there were five pieces. Geese and cranes
were out into seven pieces, the legs separ-
ate. This butchering might be done either
before they were roasted or afterward, though
it used to be done before, while the blood
was still in the bird, since a cooked animal
has no more spirit. However, cooking the
animal without butchering it first would not
kill its spirit: only throwing away some of
the meat would do this.

Dogs were not eaten, except by unsuc-
cessful and starving hunters in the bush.
They were never selected and fattened de-
liberately, though the French traders used
to buy them for food.

No snakes were eaten; and nothing was
remembered of hunting elk, moose, or mount-
ain sheep. Caribou were recollected as ob-
tained by trade, tlo buffalo are known to
have roamed this far west."

A local authority states, however, that
the Okanagon believe that buffalo at one
time existed in the vicinity of Moses Lake.
He quotes Ross Cox: "The Indians allege that
the buffaloes were formerly numerous about
the plains [of the Palouse in Big Bend and
Spokane counties] and assert that remains of
these animals are still found. "•

BERRIES

In general when women went together to
gather plant foods, as they generally did, no
one of them would officially take the lead.
One with more power might be more successful
than her companions. Such power might be ac-
quired by a child going near a dead horse.
But there was no division of their gleanings
to affect a balance. Each was entitled only
to what she gathered. They went to much the
same place year after year.

(1)'* Service berries (si' a) were picked
in June, July and August. They grew best In
fertile soil along all the larger streams,
and were seldom scarce. The women wore coll-
ed cedar-root baskets (stExERe'pa) tied to
the front of the waist and used larger coil-
ed baskets ( sEnsaq' a'IkEn) for packing them,
equipped with a tump line. Occasionally a
party would go away over night.

The drying took aproximately a week, de-
pending on the weather and the degree of ripe-
ness of the berries. If there were large
flat rocks nearby they were spread on these;
otherwise on tule mats or sacks laid on the
ground or on racks ten feet long, four feet
wide, and two or three feet high. They were
taken in should it rain. They were never
piled up; always one layer deep. They did
not have to be turned over. When dry they
were put into hemp bags for winter storage.

or into wooden or bark tubs if destined
summer consumption.

for

Today the fresh berries are boiled and
eaten with sugar, though in the old days
they were eaten raw or perhaps boiled for a
half hour with bitter-root or salmon eggs.
Dried berries were never cooked alone: us-
ually they were mixed with bitter-root and
boiled, often also with salmon, which was
separated when served and placed on mats. A
special delicacy was salmon eggs and dried
berries, boiled or eaten cold, but never
mashed. The dried berries were sweet and
thus very desirable for mixing with the many
bitter foods.

(2) Red or orange foam berries (siO'sem!
were gathered the last part of June and the
first of July. They were dried two or three
days on tule mats, then sacked and stored,
but were sometimes used fresh. They were pre-
pared by first being soaked in hot water half
an hour, squeezed with the hands when soft,
then stirred vigorously with the foam berry
mop for twenty minutes or so in a cedar root
basket, until they foamed up like the whites
of eggs. Dried service berries might be ad-
ded for sweetening before soaking, the ber-
ries being very bitter. Grease will prevent
the foaming. This dish is a delicacy, pre-
pared in the evening when friends call, and
eaten with horn spoons.

Thorn berries were gathered during the
last part of July and the beginning of Aug-
ust, being found along the river banks. (3)

Black thornberries (ciwanl'q or swa'enl'k)
were picked and dried like service berries.
Salmon bones with some meat on them might be
pounded in a basket mortar and mixed with
these berries. (4) Red thornberries
(xax'xa'I'I) were mashed and formed into thin
cakes to be dried In the sun for winter use.
No thornberries were cooked.

(5) Huckleberries (stEka'lqx) were
gathered all through August. Mary Garden's
sites are Moses Mountain and the hills west
of Twisp. They were gathered in colled
cedar-root baskets worn in front at the
waist. Some were kept a week or so and eat-
en raw. They were not dried until Nez Perc^
Indians came to the reservation and taught
how to dry and use them like service berries.

(6) The berries of the
tsQ), white In color, rlpene
They were never dried or sto
either boiled or pounded up
fresh cherries or service be
to sweeten them, for they we
They were boiled only if eat
boiling the mixture would nu
enlng Influences.

red willow (stl'q-
d in August,
red but always
and mixed with
rries in order
re very sour,
en alone, since
llify the sweet-

Oregon grape berries were gathered in

13 For data on the Dorthwestem distribution of the buffalo, see Allen, The '•nerlean Bisons . 121 f.

14 Brown, Old Fort Okanogan . 31.

15 Such parenthetical numbers refer to the list of plant foods at the end of this section.
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r.iid-August in pine bark buckets or coiled
cedar-root baskets. After being squeezed in
these containers, handfuls were spread on a
rock to dry. After several days they were
stored in tule sacks for winter use. They
were not cooked; either eaten raw, or the
dried lumps sprinkled with water ernd rolled
in a mat by way of preparation.

(7) Blueberries, (8) raspberries (iata),
(9) strawberries (tq! entqEm) , and (10) thim-
ble berries (palpu'lEqxn) grew in quantities
insufficient to be profitably dried, hence
were always eaten fresh. Elderberries were
boiled and eaten iunediately. (11) Bearber-
ries (skull's) were used in soups; only eat-
en fresh.

ROOTS

(13) Bitterroot (spl'tl\rra) was plenti-
ful throughout the area, and gathered in
quantity during J.:ay. It grew best in moist
ground, not too sandy, usually among rocks.
Four sites known to Mary Garden are (1) hills
seven miles north of Fateros on the south
side of the river; (2) all the way from
Twisp to '.Vinthrop on hills either side of
Methow River; (3) all around Duley Lake,
about twelve miles east of Monse; (4) on the
east side of Columbia River in the hills
east of ;7aterville. The Kartaro people dug
it at three places: (1) at the south end of
Lake Omak: (2) meadows south of Kartaro
Creek; (3) near the present post office of
Kartaro. It was common in Northern Ckanagon
territory. A great many people would gather
at these places, often more than the number
at a winter village.

It was dug with the usual dogwood dig-
ging stick, just before it bloomed; one hand
holding the top of the root while the other
dug. The stalk would be twisted off, the
bark skinned off, and the root put in a twin-
ed hemp basket (stexoRi'pa) carried on the
right side at the waist. They were packed in
large tule baskets (kwa'I'Ip').

These roots were washed and laid on mats
or grass for two or three days to dry in the
hot sun. They were never steamed, smoked,
nor mashed. Then they were put away in tule
sacks (Garden) or in pits lined with pine
needles, and covered with more pine needles
and rooks (Lucy Joe). Care was taken to
pack them tightly enough to prevent air from
circulating, since this would make them hard
and dry as wood. At service berry time they
were usually taken out and mixed with dried
berries, about half and half, for if stored
long alone they became very bitter. It took
a person with good power to mix effectively.
The mixture was then stored for winter use,
usually in pits, packed tight to keep out
the air. This was all women's work.

But some men had the power to mix. Some
could also pick berries, set them out to dry
and go hunting a few days, come back and
find the berries dried Just right.

Bitterroot was eaten fresh, after being
boiled or baked a half hour in the earth ov-

en. Nowadays it is steamed in small pots,
resting on many little sticks which keep it
out of the water. .Vhen dried it was usually
boiled. In all cases it was cooked separate-
ly but mixed with other food when served,
since it is very bitter, like ordinary pep-
per or mustard. It was never pounded, and
never eaten dry, for it would swell up in-
side one and be very uncomfortable, forming
gases. Bitterroot was never preferred for
its taste, but it was considered "good for
one, like pepper and mustard."

(14) A small onion (walqwiu'p'ts) ^ very
sweet, was dug with spitlum, , in the same
places and at the same times. It was eaten
raw but never preserved. Today it is steamed.

(15) Camas was gathered by very few fam-
ilies, since none grew nearby. Some was
found on the upper i;ethow River and in Tum-
water Basin (several miles due east of Okan-
ogan town). The bulk was dug beyond the Col-
umbia River in the hills north of .Venatchee,
near Jaterville, whence it was packed after
being dried. Tule mats were taken for this
trip, since in early May there was consider-
able rain and tipis were wanted each night.
jVhile the women dug, the men would hunt jack
rabbits with bow and arrow, collect birds'
eggs, and spend much time at their games.
The northerly bands knew only of dried oamas,
which they obtained through trade. Most of
that of the southern bands may also have
been gotten in trade.

The following kinds were mentioned:
tsaxulo'sa, white round camas at Watervllle;
I't'xwa, black round camas traded from Idaho,
much sweeter; ka'uos, white camas with a long
bulb.

Camas was dug with digging sticks be-
fore the faded flowers had dropped from the
stalks. The stalks were twisted off and the
skins rubbed off before the roots were placed
in the basket at the waist. The best ones
were dried on tule mats in the sun for two
or three days, then stored. They could be
eaten at any time without cooking, and would
last for two or three years before spoiling.
Roots of poorer quality were steamed for fif-
teen hours in a pit and dried in the sun.
They were then very hard and slightly black
in color. These were stored too but would
not last as long and had to be boiled before
being eaten, usually as a soup with dried
deer meat or salmon, since it did not taste
so good alone. While the former product
could be eaten without preparation and is
delicious in taste, much more of the latter
was prepared because people preferred hot
food in winter. Sometimes camas was steam-
baked in alternate layers of black moss, all
dried together and cooked by boiling with a
piece of deer fat. Dried camas was also boil-
ed with deer meat or dried salmon. When it
was served, the meat was fished from the ves-
sel to be eaten separately. Camas boiled
with bitterroot was mashed before serving.

Each woman dried her own lot and car-
ried it home, keeping It for her own family
or trading it as occasion arose.
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(15) Wild onions were dug along the riv-
ers beginning in April, on the hills in May
and in the mountains in June, before bloom-
ing. They were rolled on a mat to remove
the dirt and eaten raw. Or they were steam-
baked for half an hour, and before eating
each person would remove the outer akin. ?or
storage the steamed onions would be pressed
into little thin cakes and dried. These
would be sprinkled and rollec on a mat until
soft before being eaten. They were never
boiled nor mixed with anything else.

(17) A root (stikcl'n, literally "bit-
ter") grows in bunches like sweet potatoes
or rose roots, each the sl2e of a small fist.
It was dug in early spring in rich damp
ground. The plant is two and a half to three
feet tall and looks like a lily, with thick
leaves and a yellow flower three inches in
diameter. The roots were not peeled but
washed and steam-baked for five to six hours
(overnight), then dried in the sun for three
or four days, usually mashed and spread out
in thin cakes. After steaming the roots are
white and very good tasting, but as bitter
as bitterroot. In winter it is boiled and
put into meat soup, not to modify its bitter-
ness, but to add to the good taste of the
meats. It would be too hard and dry to eat
alone. Today it is steamed in pots twenty-
five minutes, held above the water by sticks.

(18) "Yellow bells" (sEma'rata), a green
stalk eighteen inches high with a small yel-
low flower in springtime, but with no leaves
at any season, was dug in small quantities
In the mountains during the summer. It grew
in dry areas in the Methow valley and around
Lake Okanogan. The roots are rough and bumpy,
white, and disc shaped, two inches in diame-
ter, and one quarter inch thick. They were
eaten raw or steamed in a pit seven feet in
diameter for fifteen minutes and then dried
on tule mats for two weeks. Trips to the
Methow River were made for these if time per-
mitted, for they had to be dried and ready
for storage before being brought back. Sev-
eral women would prepare their lots together.
In the north the women did not go out of
their way to get them and did not preserve
them. When dug with a root called oui'i^
(No. 81), they were eaten together; washed,
but not peeled, and boiled.

(19) Wild carrots (sklo'kum) were dug
with small digging sticks in early June, Just
before they bloomed, on gravelly hillsides.
Garden's four sites were (1) from Twisp to
Winthrop; (2) around Duley Lake; (3) Water-
ville area; (4) Bridgeport area, south of
the Columbia River. They have a single or
double stalked stem about one and a half feet
high, and a root about three-eighths of an
Inch in diameter, roughly spherical. The
stalks were broken off before placing the
roots in the Indian hemp side basket. At ceunp
they were washed and dried in the sun, usual-
ly on racks a yard high. There would be one
vertical pole at each corner of the rack, sup-
porting two short crosspleoes on which lay
three longitudinal poles ten feet long,
rule mats about three feet wide were laid on

these. Sometimes the carrots were steam-
baked instead for about an hour, then squeez-
ed dry with the hands and spread out on mats
of small tules in the hot sun for three days
or so (Garden)

.

Garrets might be eaten raw and some were
burled raw in damp ground for summer use.
Fresh carrots were boiled or steamed for Im-
mediate use. Dried ones were boiled, often
together with service berries, until thick.
They were never cut open.

(20) The root (pcal'k) of a plant one
and a half feet tall with thorns in the fall
but only grass-like leaves in summer (roots
like camas but smaller and sweeter) grows in
damp areas, gullies, etc. It Is knocked ov-
er with a stick and the roots dug.

(21) A root (cul'x'l), one inch long,
smooth, growing only in rooky places, was dug
only in the Methow valley, at the same time
with sEma'rata, and prepared in the same way.

(22) A root (tcokolo'sa, white ceunas ?),
about as big as two fingers, was dug at Soap
Lake during May, It was steamed, then peeled
and dried.

(23) Tiger Illy bulbs (stExtsI'n) were
dug near Twlsp in September, when the flow-
ers had fallen. They were treated like
onions and the inner inedible core discarded.
While never eaten raw they were also steam-
baked, or mixed with dry service berries and
boiled, niey were slightly bitter.

(24) Wild "parsnips" (mic5'wl) were dug
in moist ground in the higher hills during
late fall while the men were hunting. The
roots are two inches long and look like oar-
rots. As soon as dug, they were steam-baked
nearby in pits eight to ten feet in diameter.
Fires were made inside these pits, stones
heated in the fire and when the flames had
died, covered with weeds and grass to a depth
of eight inches, especially the large leaves
of water lilies. Then the roots were laid in,
followed by another six or eight Inches of
leaves and grass, with two feet of dirt on
top. Water is poured on the hot rocks down
the holes left by four sticks, which are now
pulled out, and the roots cooked for forty-
eight hours. They are inspected by digging
a small hole in the edge.

When done the root is Jet black and has
an unpleasant odor but a very sweet taste.
It is stored for winter as such: if it
should lose its moisture it would lose its
sweetness. When eaten it should still be
moist, but it is never dampened artificially:
this would spoil it. It Is wrapped in grass
and tule mats for winter, stored in under-
ground pits, and eaten cold and raw, dipped
into soup, etc. It will keep one year.

When several women dug together they
would make a common steaming pit, then di-
vide up the product by arbitrary Judgment,
The same pits could be used year after year.
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(25) A root {''Slins' nelqx) , about twice
the size of one's thumb, and growing in clus-
ters, was dug near Oroville. They were dried
two or three days on tule mats, or boiled
and eaten fresh, but were then very bitter.
They were not highly prized.

A root (xEnasta'tkwa) could be found in
certain springs in August. Mary Garden's
sites were Elliot spring near Brewster Flat
and Dan Canyon spring near the Columbia be-
tween Pateros and Brewster. These long
white roots were eaten raw and even preserv-
ed a few days by keeping them wet in a tule
sack. They could, of course, not be dried
for storage.

OIHER PLANT FOODS

(28) The cambium layer of large pine
trees (tsl^xwl) was gathered in early spring
(Johnnie stated in June only). If a tree is
found to contain much sweet sap, its bark is
scored all the way around with a knife as
high as one can reach and again at the base,
a vertical score made and the sections of
bark pried and cut from the tree with special
wooden knives four feet long called n'tsl'-
xwi'^tn. Incidentally this kills the tree.
The pieces are laid on the ground and scrap-
ed with knives of deer rib a foot long
(called nEkakamU'n), the soft cambium sub-
stance and sap being collected on dry grass
(a long pine grass called quaquaquni 'Ip). The
matter is carried to camp wrapped in soft
pliable bark with grass to lend it flavor
and moisture. It must be eaten the same day
for it soon loses its moisture and sweetness,
but even then it is stringy and tough.

(29) Sunflower seeds (mi'ktu) were col-
lected as soon as the flowers had fallen off
and the seeds were hard and dry, mostly in
June and July. These plants grew so abun-
dantly and widely that trips were never made
to get them. (The sunflower plant was called
o'mu'quak'n. ) The women used a beater
(klepta'n) made by bending a flexible stick
back on itself and covering the space with a
piece of old buckskin (Figure 24). They
walked about with a birch bark basket tied
to the waist, bending the tops of the flowers
over the basket and beating them gently to
knock off the dried seeds. The baskets are
rather cone-shaped, with large mouths. The
seeds rarely have to be dried further, but if
necessary they can be dried on woven hemp
mats for two or three days, or browned by
pouring them on a flat buffalo skin on which
a hot rock has been placed, and pulling up
the edges of the skin to toast them on it.
They are winnowed by being poured from one
basket into another in the wind. They had to
be kept in air-tight containers, such as the
wooden tubs, else they would dry out too
much. The seeds would last for six years.

They are prepared by being pounded to

poT/der in a basket mortar or buckskin bag and
perhaps mixed with deer grease or pounded dry
service berries. The food was eaten raw, not
even moistened, and was regarded as a deli-
cacy, served in horn spoons between meals.
Today it is sugared, but used very seldom,

(30) Choke cherries (tloxtla'x'l) were
gathered in mid-August, along the rivers.
They might be treated like service berries,
dried for a day on tule mats, etc. Alter-
natively they might be pounded to pulp with
a pestle in a buckskin bag, seeds and all,
then dried in the sun spread out in thin
cakes on tule mats or a wooden rack. 7/hen dry
they were often pounded up with salmon heads,
tails, or eggs, or else soaked in water sev-
eral hours. They were not cooked.

(31) Black moss (skwali'p) was gathered
in the fall after the work with other vege-
table foods was done, though it does not vary
from month to month and might be collected at
any time of year. It grows on the smaller
branches of pine^ fir, and tamarack trees,
and is collected from the last two, since it
has an unpleasant, pitchy flavor if taken
from pines unless the branches are dead.
Young boys climb high into the trees to get
it, several clusters to the handful. '.Vhile

it may be eaten raw, it is then bitter and
becomes green In the saliva, with a consis-
tency like fresh soft dough. The large sup-
ply is steamed in pits three feet deep and
ten or twelve feet in diameter. Hot rocks
are covered with green leaves, then grass;
then the moss is put in and over it is placed
more grass, leaves, and a foot of earths Four
poles are left against opposite sides of the
pit resting on the bottom, which are now
pulled out to leave holes down which water
is poured to the rocks. The moss is steamed
from twelve to twenty-four hours, after
which it has the consistency of stringy fresh
dough. It is spread thin and pressed down
until one inch thick, cut into pieces one-
half inch square and then allowed to dry.
When hard the pieces, shrunk and very black,
are stored in sacks for winter use."" It is
cooked by boiling in a soup, and today when
sugared is delicious. It will last three
years if well preserved.

(32) Pine nuts (sqjau'q.'u) were gathered
in September at the head of the Twisp River.
Girls of sixteen could climb the trees and
throw down branches. The cones were carried
to camp in sacks. A hole in the ground
would be dug, three feet deep, hot rocks put
in the bottom, and on this was laid two inch-
es of green grass and two inches of green
tule. The cones were poured in next, covered
with eight inches of dry pine needles and
one foot of dirt. They are dry-baked over
night and dug out early in the morning, with
care lest dirt get on the cones. These were
laid on tule mats and each one rolled with
pressure under the open palm to free the

16 The prooesB among the Okanagon was described by one of the Wllkas party In 1841 (Wilkes, NarratlTe .

IT, 434) - L.S.
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nuts, which were then pulled out. The nuts
were left In the sun for the rest of the day
and stored for winter in tule sacks.

Some people ate pine nutlets as they
were gathered from the fallen cones. They
were not pounded or stored, but used as a tit-
bit while they lasted.

Two kinds of mushrooms were used, (33)
kJa panter and (34) pi'tlxk'n. The former
was boiled, the latter eaten raw. Neither
was dried or preserved.

Prickly pear fruits (sxwi'Ina, Opuntla? )

were eaten, the spines being burned off."

STARVATION FOODS

\Then all the stored foods ran low in
winter, or when they had neglected gathering
because of preoccupation with the Dream
dance, the people used other sources, accord-
ing to their proximity. Mussels (skokol'na)
were of first importance. Large beds of
these were found in the Okanogan River every
three or four miles, of which the two best
known are Just below the mouth of Omak Creek
and a mile above Oroville. The mussel is
three to four inches long, dark blue in col-
or like the salt water varieties and similar
in shape, but with thinner shells. Starving
people would camp by these beds and gather
them with a forked stick through holes inthe
ice if wading was impossible. They were eas-
ily opened and were boiled. Some few people
liked them so much that they gathered and
baked them in times of plenty, though never
in hot weather. Shell heaps have been re-
ported all along the Okeinogan River.

Trout were speared through holes in the
ice, with the small single-pointed spear
with two prongs (called wl'tck). If a bad
winter was feared, the location of shoals of

trout would be ascertained before
came.

the ice

Winter hunting was resorted to by men
with good power, sometimes after a woman or
even a child had dreamed that game was near.
The hunter took no dog, and planned to fol-
low the first deer tracks he found to the
bitter end. It might take several days to
overtake one. If successful he must divide
his quarry equally, keeping only the heads
for himself.

Less valued famine foods were black
moss, which might be eaten raw if the people
were too weak to boil it; the stalks of cac-
tus plants with the spines burned off, from
which a soup was made; and sunflower root
shoots, eaten raw and on the spot. If there
were not too much snow the first buds of
(36) cwa'ya might be used. This was like the
carrot plant but with a longer stem. The
early disc-shaped bud was eaten. Apparently
it was far from nourishing. It grew near the
rivers. Even coyote, skunk, and the like
have been eaten in time of starvation.

There has been no dying of starvation
since the coming of the whites, but it seems
to have been frequent before that.

How one's power would save him from
starvation was related by Suszen;

The power of any animal might help a
man. If his power was the salmon, he would
wish for salmon to eat; then anything he ate
would seem like good salmon. A man who had
beaver power would think of this. It would
tell him to eat little twigs or pieces of
bark just as a beaver does. The man would
dream this. Those things he ate then tasted
like berries and meat. He could not give
this food to anyone else, not even to his
family, for it would be Just wood to them.
But they were content to see him eat it.

LIST OF PLANT NAMES

Berries

1. Service berries, si'a Possibly Teit's" si'a, Amelanchier alni folia (Nutt)

2. Red foam berries, sxo'sem sxO'sEm, Shepherdia canadensis (Nutt)

3. Black thornberries, oiwani'q sxwani'k, Crataegus rivalaris (Nutt)

4. Red thornberries, jax'ya'1'1

5. Huckleberries, stEka'lqx

6. Willowberries, sti'q'tsu

7. Blueberries

8. Raspberries ,laia xia'la, Rubus sp .

stS^i'llk, Vaoclnium membranaceum
(Dougll

sti'ksx", Cornus pubescens (Nutt)

17 For medical plants, see the section on religion.
18 Teit, Salishar. Tribes . 238-39.
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9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

Strawberries, ta.'emtqEm . tEkei' mkem, Frasarla californlca (C and
S)

Thimbleberries, palpu'lEqxn

Bearberries, skull's

Red berry, ta'tka; grows high in moun-
tains; not important

Roots

Bitterroot, spl'tlum Possibly Telt's spi'tlam, Lewisia rediviva (Pursh)

Small onion, waiqwiu'p'^s

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

32,

33.

34.

35.

36.

Camas

:

Black round camas traded from
Idaho, I't'xwa

White round camas dug at
Waterville, tsaxulS'sa

White camas with long bulb,
ka'Qos

Big onion

"Potato," a bitter bulb, stakcl'n

"Yellow Bells," sEma'rata

"Carrots," sklo^kum

A root, pcal'k

A bulb, cui'xQ

A root "white camas ?), tcokolo'sa,
(perhaps comes from Waterville,
above)

Tiger lily bulb, stExtsI'n

"Parsnips," mIcO'wl

yeklyu'kEps, Calochortus macroearpus
(Lougl)

6'txwa or i'txwa, Camassia esculenta

A "parsley," 'slms'ne'lqA

"Potato," skwEnquInEm

"Radish," xEnxEx

stoxtci'n, Lllium columbianum

cxei^kEn, Si urn lineare

s-hwe'"x^, Erythronium grandiflorum

stoxtci'n, LiHum columbianum

smitsena'lk^, Peucedanura macrocarpum
(Nutt)

skwenkwl'nEm, Claytonia sessilifollt.

la'nExan, Cycopus unlflorus

Other Plant Foods

Pine cambium, tsl'xwi Possibly Teit's tse'xwe or tsii'xe, Pinus ponderosa

Sunflower seeds, ml'ktu

Choke cherries, tloxtla'x^

Black moss, skwali'p

Pine nutlets, sqlau'qiu

Fungus, kla'panter

Fungus, pi'tlxk'n

Fir tree, tsqilxp

Early bud, cwa'ya
(See No. 21, its root, which is
eaten)

Bl'kto, Balsamorrihiza sagittata

xlo'x.tox, Prunus demissa (Walpers)

skole'p, Alectoria .jubata

sqa'uku, Pinus ponderosa

s-hwe'^x^, Erythronium grandlflorum
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STORAGE

Food was stored in many ways: in arbors
in the woods, rook shelters, pits in the
ground, and inside the houses. The greater
part was cached near where it had been dried
and prepared, or at some nearby rock pile
where a rock shelter might be made, leaving
the work of carrying it home for winter when
there was more time.

The arbors (kOOka'os) might be built a-
new or might be made over from the drying
racks used for salmon or deer meat. They
were fifteen to twenty feet square. In either
case each of the four uprights would be re-
inforced by two extra poles fastened at the
level of the horizontal poles, i.e., seven
and a half to eight feet above the ground
("too high for a woman to reach"), and slop-
ing to the ground at forty-five degrees (Fig-
ure 2). They lay in the planes of the hori-
zontal poles, at right angles to each other.
On the horizontals a platform would be built
by placing smaller poles next to each other.
Then at each end of the structure two cross-
ed poles were set up above the platform and
a ridgepole lashed in place between them, to

which tule mats were fastened, so as to
shade the food. The apices of their A-shaped
frames were about eight feet above the plat-
form. Smaller arbors of the same name were
made on the model of the smaller drying rack,
with a tripod at each end. The platform of
this was about four feet from the ground. A
ridgepole and tule mats were set up similar-
ly.

The salmon and deer meat when dry were
put into square sacks or envelopes of woven
tule, each large enough to contain the e-
quivalent of twenty salmon, but the heads,
tails, flesh strips, eggs, and male parts
were put into separate sacks. These might be
equipped with a leather thong for a tximp

line. They were put into the arbor through
its open ends, which were reached by ladder;..

Underneath were kept the dried berries
and vegetables, in sacks and baskets, raised
above the ground on sticks to keep them from
the dampness. They were removed as soon as
convenient to the rock shelters, however.

The account of Telt differs essentially:

"The Lower Thompsons stored the dry fish
in elevated wooden caches, in which they re-
mained all winter. In spring they v;ere re-
moved and placed in cellars where they were
allowed to lie until the following spring,
when they were taken out and aired by being
spread on flat rocks. They were then re-
turned to the cellar and kept perhaps for an-
other year. Most families thus kept the sur-
plus of each season's catch of salmon for
two or three years, in cases of emergency."*^

Dried berries, etc., destined to be used

before winter, were preferably kept in buck-
ets of Cottonwood bark which were cached.
These were made in two pieces: a round bot-
tom piece and a cylindrical wall sewn up
with a single seam. The bark was out very
thick (one to one and a half inches) so that
no supports were needed. It could be peeled
off the trees with comparative ease in June,
when the sap is plentiful. A cover was wov-
en of tall "horse-tail grass" (qEts6's).
Leaves and rocks were laid on this cover.
These baskets were made in the same manner
as those of birch bark (see Material Culture),

Fig. 2. Frame of storage arbor.

Storage barrels, or rather tubs, of wood
were reported by one Informant, Suszen. Lucy
Joe, who was exceptionally well-informed, had
never heard of them. These varied in height
from one to three or four feet, and the di-
ameter from nine inches to three feet. Any
kind of wood was used which was free from
knots, preferably cottonwood and least pre-
ferably pine, because of its pitch which
flavors the food. A cylindrical section was
dried for a month or so, then the inside
burned out by placing coals in it and scrap-
ing out the charcoal and partly burned wood
with a stone adz. This operation limited
the size to four feet, for it would be dif-
ficult to manage the fire any deeper. To
determine the wall's thickness, they were
thumped; no holes were bored. The cover was
always of wood, overlapping the rim and fit-
ting tightly, or the gaps stuffed.

A hide might be thrown over it, held
down by rocks. These barrels were never dec-
orated. They were used for all foods in-
tended to be kept over a month: if for a
shorter time, baskets or sacks were used. On-
ly one food was placed in each barrel, lest
the tastes mix. Their special advantage
over baskets and sacks lay in that insects
and rodents could less easily get at the
food.

As winter came on the supplies were re-
moved from the arbors to rock shelters or
pits, usually nearer the winter villages. The
pits (ulakl'n't) were from six to sixteen

19 Telt, The Thompson Indians . 234.
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feet in diameter and two to four feet deep,
always round. They were lined with flat
rocks twice the size of one's head, made by
splitting larger rocks. Smaller pits might
be built by individuals, larger ones by two
or three families, each woman then marking
out her own area on the floor with sticks,
which radiated from the center. If many pits
were dug together, only one type of food
would be put into each, lest the flavors mix,
for the sacks were put close together to keep
the air from circulating. Sweet dry grass
was laid down before the food was put in, and
again on top of the food, perhaps some dirt,
and then flat rocks piled on top. No skins
were used for keeping out the rain; the
rooks and grass were enough. Generally the
cache stood several feet above the ground
level. This was preferable since the freez-
ing of the ground would then not make it
difficult to get at the food. The food
stored in such pits would be eaten late in
the year, since it usually kept better than
what was preserved in other ways. Cecile had
heard of large lidded wooden boxes set among
the rocks for food caches, but Michel said
that none were ever made by Sinkaietk, which
seems correct.

Two pits are to be seen two miles south
of Okanogan on the east side of the river,
about one hundred yards east of the road, un-
der the high tension transmission lines.
They are ten feet in diameter, eight feet
apart, four feet deep now. The place is
called qoqanl'r.'hu, "cracked hilltop."

In the tule long-house, food was stored
in compartments (xall'na) built one on each
side of the door {see the section on Houses).
These were walled with tule mats, and piled
as high as the roof. Small quantities were
also kept in each family's section. Food was
taken from the out-of-door caches to replen-
ish the house supplies as needed. It was
estimated that the sacks of food prepared
for one family for the winter would make a

pile six feet high.

Food was often eaten cold in winter.
Most of the cooking was boiling, so that
soup would be obtained for older people and
children. Although berries and roots were
cooked with meat, only one kind of meat was
cooked at a time and only one kind of root
or berry with it. No dried food was eaten
when they had fresh. They would try to keep
the preserved foods as long as they could,
and to eat up at once whatever began to spoil.
The most highly valued dried foods were sal-
mon eggs, service berries (these two were
mixed together for great treats), and marrow.
Deer pemmican was highly prized. Much water
was consumed, particularly by young adults;
much soup by children and the aged.

Cooking was done preferably in colled
baskets of cedar root, since they stand

rougher treatment than the bark baskets, evta
though these are lighter. The former might
last ten years. The hot rocks were carried
with green sticks — no tongs were known —
and were blown on before being put into the
water to make them clean.

FIRST FRUITS CEHEMONY

First fruit ceremonies were held after
the first big gathering of camas, service
berries, and bitterroot." The ceremony was
called cqEpS'mnsinm. Most of the band would
gather at the chief's house, where he would
stand up and speak; perhaps other older men
would too; and then the people would eat the
newly harvested food. The chief might have
asked a few able women to cook some of his
supply, or food which had been taken by com-
mon work. This was then eaten at noon, the
men being served first as usual. In later
days they prayed (skum) before the speech
making. There was a special prayer for cam-
as, said by about eight or ten women who
were the first to go out digging, but usual-
ly only one ceremony was held for first
roots, berries, and small game collectively.
The night following there would be much sex-
ual intercourse between husbands and their
wives, but unmarried girls were supposedly
closely guarded. At Kartaro more people
gathered for this ceremony than the number
which usually composed a winter village.

The ceremony symbolizes the first time
that the Indians learned to eat these foods
(said Suszen). Probably the prayer is a re-
cent feature, introduced by chief SuipEqe n
after a dream. ^' His prayer was, "We are not
the ones who made the berries and bitterroot
grow. There must be another person in an-
other world who makes the berries and bitter-
root grow. And then after we get it, we eat
it. You are not like birds, to just go over
there and eat all you want. After somebody
talks to you, then you can eat." This chief
may also have introduced the idea of an
"Other Person," the creator, in this rite.

In the northern part of the area, said
David, there were no first fruits ceremonies
other than those over salmon. This may be
doubted because he also denied their exis-
tence elsewhere. Michel and Johnnie stated
that the rite was practiced by both Sin-
kaietk and Northern Okanagon, but not by Col-
vllle.

FUH TAKING

Fur-bearing animals were taken in late
fall and winter until the end of March (after
which the hairs fell from the pelts). This
activity was carried on mostly by outlying
families remaining in the hills, or by men
who left the ceunps for several weeks on end;
one, two or three men together. All fur-bear-
ing animals were caught in small dead-fall

20 Note also the practise at the fall deer hunt described above.
31 See the Dream dance In the section on religion.
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traps, rarely shot by bow. No special power
was needed for securing fur animals as for
food, most men having enough general power;
but If a man had poor luck he would dance,
sweat, sing, etc. Jfhoever had poor luck
would be pitied by his relatives and an old-
er one might help by telling how the trapping
should be done, but of course no one could
approach an older man to ask this. He had to
wait for this help.

Fur animals were not skinned as deer
were, by slitting the belly, but by slitting
simply the hind legs along their inner sides
and then pulling the skin off Inside out.
All meat and fat is then scraped off and a
stick of supple willow is bowed into a U and
pushed into it, sometimes with a second
stick lashed across its center. The skin Is
kept in a tlpl or tule house, or in the
shade for four days or so, then turned fur
side out and can be used at once.

D0C3S, HORSES, AND PETS

The use of dogs (k6kawa'p) in deer hunt-
ing has been described above.

Dogs were treated carefully and only
the best were ever used. They are never
spoken to in camp today, and the idea of pet-
ting them is ridiculous to these Indians.
They were trained as pups to follow the scent
by being brought along on small hunts by
their owners, and having their heads held in
a slain deer's mouth. (The latter was also
a Colvllle practise.) Pieces of deer and
bear meat would be tied about their necks, or
the musk from a deer's foreleg rubbed on
their noses. They were taught not to bark
until a deer was brought to bay, since this
would scare the other deer. Before a serious
hunt they would be tied up for several days,
beyond the range of camp smells, in little
shelters with deer skins for them to lie on,

and given very little food. They might be
taken into the sweat house, where men with
appropriate power would blow into their nos-
es to give them better scent. No woman was
allowed to handle them. They were not cas-
trated. Dogs were not used as draught or
pack animals.

The dogs were about as big as coyotes,
but with short legs. Their colors were
black, yellow, spotted: all colors. They
were given names, such as Cloud, Mountain,
Trees, or more generally animal or bird names,
according to fancied resemblances in the
dog's marking. Blllle Joe stated that prob-
ably only male dogs were named and always
for animals: cinqjall'p, "coyote"; siniksti'a,
"skunk"; ckamxi'ct, "bear"; kilauna, "grizzly
bear." Every dog knew its name, but they
were called by saying "come here" or whistl-
ing or making a kissing sound. If a female
dog was lost, in chasing game or what not,
the owner would make a little digging stick
and say, "Come back: think about your dig-
ging stick." If a male dog, a small bow and
arrow would be made. Children were supposed
to be able to converse with dogs.

It is said that some pains were taken
in their breeding, that the best males were
loaned as studs and a puppy given to the own-
er as fee, even that puppies were selected
by being placed in a hole in the ground with
the mother outside, and the ones which con-
sistently struggled out best were kept and
the others killed. They may have crossed
with wolves: Suszen remembered cases. Some
very hairy dogs were reported, but dog hair
was not used for anything. Some dogs were
special watchdogs, but there was no word for
them. A good hunting dog was valuable; as
much as a buffalo skin and half a dozen deer
hides were paid for one. None of the old
breed remain, and probably but little of its
blood survives now.

No special inquiries were made concern-
ing the role played by the horse in Sin-
kaletk life. It is of so recent an introduc-
tion and played so ancillary a part as not to
have seriously affected the ancient custom-
ary habits. The horse served solely as an
auxiliary means of transport; for riding and
packing. Its acquisition made a difference
in two directions: communication became more
frequent across coiintry rather than by canoe
on the rivers, and visits to distant tribes,
trading, and ranging over a larger area for
food gathering became prevalent.

The horse is called sini' tsaska'xa, or
inkuwa'p, "my horse," from in-kikUwa'' pa,"my
dog."

Men's saddles were buckskin sacks fill-
ed with deer hair. Women's saddles had high
pommels and cantles of forking deer antlers
laced with buckskin thongs to wooden side
plates. An old woman's saddle seen in the
field closely resembled typical Plains wom-
en's saddles with a broad band of skin slung
between the high pommel and cantle. A bridle
was simply a horsehair rope tied to the
horse's lower Jaw. Stirrups were made of
bent sticks. Spurs were not used.

When horses were first acquired, or at
least became common, is not altogether clear.
Apparently the horse was introduced among
the bands at the extreme northern and south-
ern ends of our area earlier than in the cen-
ter. That is, it can be dated to about 1840-
50 among the Northern Okanagon, about 1850-
60 at the mouth of the Okanogan, and in a
central group such as those in the vicinity
of the present Okanogan town only about 1870-
75, Naturally, data on this point cannot be
gotten with precision.

The Spokan and the tribes of southeast-
ern Washington in the Wallwalla-Umatllla dis-
trict had horses before they were brought to
the Slnkaletk. For a good horse the Spokan
were offered two buffalo skins with one or
more deer hides to boot. The Northern Okan-
agon traded them northward to their own peo-
ple at Vernon at the head of Okanogan Lake,
who in turn carried them north to the Shus-
wap. They also took horses to the Thompson
River, where they traded them for dried sal-
mon.
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For the northern bands we have the fol-
lowing information. In the days when Andrew
Tillson's father was in his prime, that is,

about 1850, they got horses in the Blackfoot
country by fighting. (His father died, an
old man, at the time Andrew was born, eight
or ten years, probably more, before the Nez
Perc6 war of 1877.) They had no horses be-
fore his father was born. Margaret Sersep-
kin, a Northern Okanagon now about ninety-
two, said that as long as she could remember
her father had horses. This would set the
date about 1840-50. (These may have been ob-
tained from a Hudson Bay Company post, for
even when she was a baby, he hunted for furs
to trade with the company.) She accompanied
her husband Sersepkin to the Blackfoot coun-
try with a train of thirty horses when seven-
teen or eighteen, i.e., about 1856. Andrew
also mentioned seeing his first horse at

Kettle Falls about 1874. At that time they
(customarily ?) went to the Wallawalla dis-
trict by canoe to get horses from Indians
and whites. He also rode there at the time

of the Nez Perc^ war (1877). This may mean
only that horses came into general use in

the eighteen-seventies. Andrew further stat-

ed that when he was fifteen, i.e., about

1880-85, Sersepkin and Kawl'sfelaqln began
raising horses in numbers on the Okanogan
River.

On the lower Okanogan, Old Harry said

he first saw horses when he was about ten,

not before, that is, about 1850. (He was

about ninety in 1930. ) They were brought
from the lower Columbia River by the Nez
Perc6. His mother also got some from the
northeast. Mary Garden mentioned travelling
with horses when she was sixteen, about 1870,
but her people had horses at least half a
dozen years earlier.

In the central district, Lucy Joe was
living near the present town of Okanogan
about 1875 when her father brought the first
horses of the district from "Portland." (She
is now about seventy and was a big girl then.)

She stated that they had no horses before
the earthquake of 1872 (?).

Young coyotes, foxes, and wolves were
caught and kept as pets for a short time, but
they were apt to chew their ropes and escape.
Young bear and deer were also kept.

Eagles were kept by many families. They
were always captured as fledglings and rear-
ed in cages (?). Some men laid claim to
eyries and prevented others going there.
Eagles would eat only raw meat, and starved
to death if given any other foods alone.
They grew a new set of feathers every two
months; only the long tail feathers were tak-
en as a rule.

Magpies were easy to keep: their wings
and tails were clipped. They stayed right in

camp. Grows and geese were also taken as
pets.
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MATERIAL CULTURE

By RICHARD H. POST and RACHEL S. COMMONS

DWELLINGS

The principal dwellings of the Southern
Okanagon were the long mat-covered lodge and
the mat-covered tip!.' The underground or
seii-subterranean house appears to have been
a common type in early days here as among
the northern groups, but its use has been so
long discontinued along the lower Okanogan
River that southern informants did not re-
member seeing any of them. Remains of their
pits are extant at Methow. At present the
Okanagon live in log or frame houses, so that
all Information concerning the aboriginal
dwellings is contingent upon the memories of
informants. Only one mat tip! was found
still in use on the present reservation. It
was occupied by an old woman who lived in it
all the year around, on the land of rela-
tives who lived in a frame house nearby. No
evidence was found of the "square or square-
topped lodge" mentioned by Teit.^ Each winter
village may have had a house, presumably a
mat lodge, built by the women as their work-
ing place, but this Information may well re-
fer to the Wenatohi. In addition to winter
dwellings, temporary living shelters were
erected for suiamer camps. Sweat lodges and
menstrual huts were also to be found near
every permanent or temporary settlement.

The long mat lodge, the most common
type of winter dwelling, was A-shaped in
cross section and oblong in ground plan, with
rounded ends.' An opening was left at one
or both ends for entrance, depending on the
length of the house. One door preferably
faced south or the stream. The framework was
of poles, entirely covered by mats except
for a narrow opening along the ridge running
the length of the house, to permit the es-
cape of smoke from the fires, which were sit-
uated directly underneath on the center line.
These houses were as high as twenty feet at
the apex, smaller ones ten or twelve feet.
The slant of the sides was uniform for large
and small houses.

The framework consisted of two pairs of
end poles and as many interior pairs between
them as the length of the house required.
Most lodges had four pairs or frames in all,
which made a "three section house." Five
frames were used when making the less common
"four section house," which would house a
chief, a shaman, or other wealthy man. Hous-
es were even as long as eight sections. As a
rule the larger houses were not so crowded

as the smaller. One was cited as forty feet
long, which took a week to construct.

To form an end frame two poles were
tied together near their tops and raised in-
to position (Figure 3, a, a). About a third
of the way down, two poles were tied to each
of these foundation poles, one vertical and
the other slanting in a plane parallel to the
main axis of the house (b, c). A third pole
was tied somewhat below this point, slanting
in a plane between that of the main axis and
that of the original poles (d). This made
the end of the house rounded. The interior
frames consisted simply of two crossed poles
(e, e) tied together near the top with Indi-
an hemp or willow twigs. These were ten to
twenty feet distant from the end frames, de-
pending on the size of the house. The butts
of the frame poles were plainted about a foot
in the ground. Horizontal poles, set end to
end, were then tied to them the full length
of the lodge along each side and around the
ends, leaving a door space about five and
one-half feet high at each end. The number
of rows of horizontal poles (f, f ) , which
were about three feet apart, varied accord-
ing to the size of the lodge. Four or five
rows were common, making a lodge about forty
feet long and fifteen feet high at the ridge.
To the bottom row of horizontal poles short
vertical sticks were lashed (g, g), about a
foot and one-half apart, their butt ends
burled in the ground a foot, like the frame
poles.

Mats of round tules were tied to the
finished framework, upon which one could
climb without fear of Its collapsing. The
tules ran vertically, their natural length
limiting the breadth of the mats to four or
five feet. They were sewn together (placed
with butts and tips alternating at the edge)
with Indian hemp in a needle of bone or wood
about seven inches long. The lines of sew-
ing were spaced about five inches apart. A
willow stick slightly larger than a tule in
diameter terminated each end. The mats vari-
ed from ten to twenty feet in length. Since
dry tules were used, the mat was very light
and could be easily transported. One row
of them, end to end, was tied to the frame-
work all the way around the lodge, leaving a

space at each end for the doorway; then the
next row was tied above it, and so on, until
in the finished lodge each row of mats over-
lapped the one below it like shingles. The
top row of mats was lashed to the top pair

1 On the choice of village sites and arran^enent of the houses, see Social Organization.
2 Teit, Salishan Tribes . 227.

3 A house of this type is illustrated In McWhorter, The Crime Against the Yaklmes . 35.
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of horizontal ribs, so that the space (five
or six inches ?) between the ribs at the
ridge was left uncovered for the escape of
smoke. The top row of mats was of single
thickness, the next below of two thicknesses,
the lower rows thicker (three to five at the
most) depending on the severity of the wea-
ther. Sunlight could penetrate a single
thickness of matting, although it was said
rain could not. Bark, grass and earth were
packed in successive layers about the base
of the house to keep out moisture. One in-
foimant reported a drainage ditch, and two
said that snow was cleared from near the
house when thawing.

under the ridge opening, was covered with
grass, spread more thickly around the walls
where the people slept. Tule mats might be
laid over this. Fire was placed on the bare
space directly under the open ridge. Protec-
tion from the fires was given by a line of
four-inch poles along each border, held in
place by pegs in the ground. Excavations on
three or four sides of each family's fire
held their cooking baskets. Beds were made
up of skin robes spread over boughs and
grass, which was heaped at one end for pil-
lowing the head. Michel described the beds
as made on a long platform which ran along
each long side of the house. These were

Fig. 3. Frame of a long mat lodge.

Each door space was covered by a mat of

flat tules, sewn horizontally, and strength-

ened with horizontal battens of wood about a

foot apart. This mat was suspended from a

crossbar (h), tied to the two slanting poles

of the end frame. The door was raised by

one of its comers on entering. Tie strings

were attached to its vertical edges and to

the mats framing the entrance, so that the

door could be tied securely shut. In warm
weather these ties were released and the mat

rolled up and tied to the crossbar to leave

the entrance open.

Inside the door was a passageway six or

more feet long, partitioned off by tule mats
which were strongly reinforced with battens,
both horizontal and vertical (at i. Figures).

In the two quarter-circle spaces thus formed

(j) food was stored, piled right up to the

roof in the autumn. Food was also stored un-

der the eaves. Supplies usually lasted
through the freezing months when access to

the outdoor caches was difficult.

Each long mat lodge was inhabited by
several families. No definite areas were
marked off for them, but normally each oc-

cupied one section, less if they were poor.

The floor of the house, except for the space

raised two feet from the ground and were six
feet wide. Blankets were kept below the
shoulders of a sleeper, for to cover the head

with the edge of the blanket was to invite
blindness.

In summer the mat lodge was dismantled
and the mats rolled up and stored in trees
for use the following winter, or some of them
were carried along for use on summer shel-

ters.

The Colville were said to have had mat
lodges precisely like those of the Southern
Okanagon and to have lacked earth lodges.

The form of the mat lodge differed some-

what in the region north of Tonasket, among
the Northern Okanagon. Here the house was
built over an excavation about a foot and a

half deep, the poles of the frame being set

Inside the excavation. When the house was

completed, pine or Cottonwood bark was laid

along the outside at the base, bark side in;

grass was laid over this, and finally dirt

was packed over the whole. This packing cov-

ered the walls about three feet above the

ground level, and was effective in keeping

out moisture. The two end frames here dif-

fered somewhat from the southern type. Three
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poles were tied together near the top, one
of them serving as one of the franes for the
door; then a fourth pole was tied to this
pole near the apex and served as the other
side of the door frame. A horizontal stick
tied to these two poles completed the door
frame. The flat tule mat door was suspended
from this crosspiece.

The house of a chief was of exactly the
same tjrpe as the ordinary mat lodge, but it
was usually larger in order to accomodate the

Fig. 4.

Okanagon.
Mat-covered tipi of Colvllle or Southern

greater number of families who lived with the
chief. The two highest rows of tule mats
which covered the chief's lodge were decor-
ated on the outside, usually with vertical
Imbricated strips of white material about
three-quarters of an inch wide and about two
feet apart. Shaman's houses were as large
as chiefs' but less tidy. The ordinary man
feared to decorate his house with painting
or imbrication lest a shaman should then
take away some of his power.

The mat-covered tipi was a conical lodge
built on a three or four pole foundation.
This has been reported from all parts of our
area and from the Northern Okanagon. A cir-
cular pit about a foot deep was dug, and
three or four poles (both numbers were regu-
larly used) sharpened and tied together at
the top were set up inside the excavation.
Other poles of smaller diameter were then
tucked in among the foundation poles, the
butt ends of all poles resting against the

side of the pit. Two or tnree rows of trans-
verse branches were tied on, completely en-
circling the frame, as in the mat lodge.
Like the mat lodge, the tipi was covered
with several rows of round-tule mats, the
tales vertical, each row overlapping the one
below it, shinglewise (Figure 4). The top
row of mats was of single thickness, each row
below having one more layer of mats than the
row above. The mats were not always rec-
tangular, as those of the long lodge, but
curved, a condition accomplished by laying
all the large ends of the tules along the
same border of the mat and not alternating
them with small ends. After the mats were
In place, slender poles were laid against
the mats and heavier poles on these to keep
the mats from blowing about. An opening was
left at the top for the escape of smoke,
flanked by two ears supported at the top by
poles as in the Plains tipi; but the method
of construction of these was not obtained, ex-
cept for the information that they were made
of tule mats. Presumably they consisted sim-
ply of two tule mats fastened to the top of
the tipi on the windward side. Kodern tipls
with cloth covering show such ears (Figure
5) . There were storage spaces at the en-
trance, said to be like those of the long
lodge. Details are lacking beyond a descrii>-
tion of vertical poles inside the entrance
tied to the lodge poles on both sides. The
door was like that of the long lodge : a mat
of flat tules suspended from a lintel, with
the tules horizontal so that it could be
rolled up and tied. One side was raised for
entering. The door faced south, for protec-
tion from the weather. Poles were laid
against the mats on the outside to keep them
from blowing in the wind.

In winter cedar bark was set up within
the margin of the pit outside the poles and
covered with grass and earth, or earth was
piled up a foot or more over the outside
mats, and the outermost mat or an extra mat
affixed outside of this.

The size of the tipi varied according
to the number of occupants. Only one or two
families lived in a tipi: a larger number
would build a long lodge. A one-family tipi
was about ten feet in diameter; a two-family
tipi about fifteen feet. The height of the
tipi and the number of rows and layers of
mats varied accordingly. There was only one
fire; at the center. No elliptical tipis
were reported, although Curtis* says they
were as often elliptical as circular among
the interior Salish.

The first buffalo skin tipis were seen
by Old Harry, then grown but still unmarried
(i.e., perhaps about 1855-60), "when the
soldiers came." Possibly the reference is to
the Taklma war of 1855-56. Michel stated
that the first skin tipis, possibly copied
from the Blackfoot, were made fifty to sixty
years ago.

4 Curtis, Worth American Indian . 711, 69.
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According to one informant a summer
camp usually had two rows of tipis or tempor-
ary structures facing each other with a long
street between. Each one had built in front
of it a flat-roofed shelter of the type des-
cribed below. This was the general living
and eating place during the summer, cooking
being done at the outer edge nearest the
street. Other informants referred to the
arrangement of a summer camp as rather hap-
hazard.

Data on the earth-covered lodge is equi-
vocal. Billy Joe spoke of underground hous-
es (among Northern or Southern Okanagon ?)

,~it.««iiMjRr
(.••' '».

to live in such houses. A person with the
power of a burrowing animal would initiate
the building of one of these because then
the dirt could be more easily dug. It triok
about fifteen to twenty days to build one.

Mary Garden's father was reported to
have heard of round underground houses among
the southern bands of Sinkaietk, the largest
of which might hold eighty people. A circu-
lar pit was dug. Big green logs of pine
were placed "flat across the top about three
or four feet apart." Small pieces of drift-
wood were placed over these; then a foot-
thick layer of green rye or meadow grass, and

^^"'''

Fig. 5. Tlpl of WenatcM woman at Disautel (front and rear views).

about seven feet deep and rectangular in
shape, usually fifteen by thirty feet, larger
ones being forty feet long and smaller ones
twenty. The smaller earth lodges were prob-
ably all round. There were two longitudinal
ridgepoles, only three or four feet apart,
supported by four stout uprights. These
ridgepoles were only three to five feet above
ground level and were held apart by stout
braces. Smaller poles were placed as close
together as possible with one end on these
and the other end on the ground. Pine bark,
grass and earth were laid over the poles, two
feet deep, except for a space about four
feet long between the ridgepoles for a smoke
hole and again (?) at the entranceway. The
entremce was said to be on the sloping roof
and on the side away from the wind. A trench
was dug around the house to carry off the
water. Both floor and earth walls (against
which small poles were set upright) were
lined with brush or tule mats, or both, to
keep out the dampness. These houses had but
a single fire, even though the largest might
hold eighty people. A sloping notched log
served as ladder, its direction immaterial.
A rope ladder was also mentioned but seems
improbable. It was generally said that the
wealthier and more industrious people used

another foot-thick layer of dirt. The circu-
lar hatchway, three feet in diameter, was at
the center. The hatchway had a coping made
of a willow hoop wrapped with tule or willow
bark to make it smooth. A green pine log,
notched, served as a ladder. It is not clear
whether this house, presumably in the south-
ern part of our area, had its roof flush
with the ground (that is, a mere covered pit]
or was a conical structure raised over a pit.
The former is more probable. Billle Joe and
Johnnie stated that there were no houses
with roofs flush with the ground.

Julie Josephine, now about eighty, had
never heard of earth lodges among the Kartar
people. It is possible that this means that
there were none at Kartaro, a locality fam-
ous for its mild winter climate.

Methow houses, according to Chilowhist
Jim, were circular (fifty feet in diameter)
and had their roofs flush with the level of
the ground. Yet they did not let water
drain in. The inner frame was four or five
fir posts supporting a series of poles laid
close together, the whole covered with tips
of fir boughs and dirt. At the center was a
square hatchway, through which two separate
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ladders slanted. These were notched logs, or
rather, provided with small holes for the
feet. Beside each ladder- log were two slim
poles for hand-rails. The single fire was
at the center of the house. At night the
hatch was closed to keep snow out and the
warmth in. So warm were they that no blem-
Icets were needed.

Underground lodges on the Similkanean
aiver, again, were reported to have been
round. Big Joe had seen an underground lodge
in Inkaicip (Northern Okanagon) territory.
This had a notched log ladder and a little
door at the ground level for the use of old
people. The Colville were also said to have
had underground lodges.

An obscure description of an earth
lodge near Oroville in Northern Okanagon ter-
ritory was obtained from David Isaac. This
resembled an earth-covered tipi with a round
hole at the top and set into a circular ex-
cavation. The pit was about twelve feet in
diameter and eleven feet deep. It would seem
that four main poles were set obliquely at
as many points of the periphery of the bot-
tom of the pit, to meet a round frame at the
center of the roof. A vertical prop support-
ed each of these four at its midpoint. Other
poles were laid on this framework to form a
cone (?), The roof was covered with success-
ive layers of bark, grass and dirt. The ex-
cavation outside of the conical roof was com-
pletely filled with dirt. A notched lug pro-
truding through the smoke hole in the roof
gave access.

Andrew Tillson once saw an earth-cover-
ed lodge among the Llllooet in the Nikola
Valley, but he could give only fragmentary
information. It projected four or five feet
above the ground, the decking consisting of
poles covered with six or more layers of
peeled bark, bark side in, over which earth
was thrown. These poles were preferably of
cedar, otherwise of fir or tamarack. They
were supported by four large posts set up in
deep holes at the corners of a square. A
circular pit was then dug. Smaller posts,
mortised into their tops, reinforced the
four main posts. These apparently leaned
inward. Crossbeams rested on these, mortis-
ed in and held by the weight above, so that
no fastenings were necessary. Other hori-
zontal poles were set in notches in the lean-
ing side poles. The entrance was about ten
(?) feet square, exactly at the center (open-
ings were always at the center) and was
never closed. Whatever snow fell through
was easily removed. The ladder set in the
hatchway was a single log, sloping and notch-
ed on its upper face. It was set about a
foot into the ground and rested against the
rafter poles, which were notched to receive
it. It protruded above the opening about
five feet for convenience in grasping. The
"front" of the house apparently faced west,
since women were allowed to approach only
from the east because game was kept "at the
back:" but this information does not explain
the direction in which the ladder sloped. At
its foot was the fireplace, on the bare

ground, with one fire for each family, all
directly under the opening. Nearby were
wood piles €ind food stores for immediate use.
Sleeping spaces were about the wall. On the
floor were fir boughs covered with grass; al-
so tule mats. Such a house was built before
the fall hunt, usually in as short a time as
two weeks. It held from forty to fifty
people. Tillson said that the Okanagon hous-
es were not like this, however.

The summer shelter consisted of a rec-
tangular roof supported by poles, the sides
being left open. Four poles ivere planted in
the ground, the pair in front about six feet
high and the rear pair somewhat shorter, so
that the roof would slope slightly from
front to rear. Four horizontal poles were
lashed to their tops, forming a rectangle.
Two or three thicknesses of tule mats were
laid on the roof. Sometimes an extra pole
was laid across the roof of larger struc-
tures to support the mats, suid sometimes fir
boughs were used for roofing. The size of a
shelter was increased by adding an extra
pair of vertical poles at the rear of the
framework, thus making it longer from front
to back. Any trees growing nearby would be
used for the poles except pine, the odor of
which was objectionable unless well dried.

A second type of summer structure was
built as follows: four upright poles were
set in the ground in a row, to the top of
each a long pole was lashed with one end
resting on the ground; fir boughs were then
laid across these sloping rafters. This lean-
to was unknown in the northern part of the
territory around Oroville, but was reported
by Chilowhist Jim from south of Omak.

Generally, when travelling, mats for a
tipi were carried along. Poles were obtain-
ed at the camp site and set up as in the
winter tipi, but no foundation pit was dug
for this temporary structure: the poles were
simply planted in the ground a few inches
deep. The summer tipi was covered with one
or at most two layers of mats. Rough tipis
of fir boughs and brush were also made for
temporary use. Flexible horizontal poles or
twigs were tied on over the brush to keep it
in place. The floor was covered with grass.
The fire was built outside.

The menstrual lodge was the regular mat-
covered tipi, put up by the women. A large
village might have two. At a temporary camp
rough bough structures were provided. This
lodge was always at least fifty feet from
any dwelling.

For the construction of a sweat house a
dozen birch wands about fifteen feet long
were out. Such a lodge was about four feet
high and four feet in diameter. Four wands
were placed with both ends in the ground to
form four parallel arches, the two outer
arches somewhat smaller than the two at the
middle (Figure 6). The butt ends of the
two middle wands were on the same side of the
lodge; the butt ends of the other pair on
the opposite side. The remaining wands were
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arched over these at right angles, their
butt ends on alternate sides of the lodge.
Where the wands crossed, they were tied with
willow twigs. Finally a heavy wand was bent
over the frame from back to front and broken
off at the top of the entreince (between the

In very large houses it might be at the cen-
ter. This was dug before the framework of
the lodge was erected. Hot stones were car-
ried into the lodge and placed in the pit;
water sprinkled on them furnished steam. The
sweat house was always so oriented that its

'^ *- 'iLSLi'.^

Fig. 6. Framework of temporary aweatlodge.

Fig. 7. Sweatlodge near Kartaro. Fig. 8. Heating stones for sweatlodge at Disautel.

middle pair of arches first erected, on the
side of their butt ends) , where it was tied.
All the wands were set in holes made with a
short stick pounded into the ground with a
stone. The finished frame was round at the
base and dome shaped. If the structure was
a permanent one it was covered with success-
ive layers of bark, grass, and earth. For
temporary use it was covered with several
layers of blankets. A blanket was hung over
the entrance and lifted to enter. Originally
this was simply a bundle of fir boughs. The
floor was covered with fresh fir tips just
before use.

The pit for the sweating-stones was a
hole about a foot deep and a foot wide, sit-
uated inside to the right of f^^e entering.

entrance faced the stream beside which it was
built. The fire for heating the stones was
built near the lodge, a little to one side of

the entrance. Sticks were used to carry in
the hot stones, except by those whose power
permitted them to carry hot stones barehand-
ed.

A somewhat different type of sweat
house was seen at Kataro, Disautel, and near
the mouth of the Okeinogan River(Figures 7 and
8). This was made of four willow poles
which crossed and were tied at the top. The
rock pit was at the left (?) of the person
entering, whereas in the lodge described
above the pit was on the right.

Each village was said to have a large
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sweat house, large enough to hold ten men.'

Trenches and piles of rocks were report-
ed as canp defence and refuge for women and
children durinj attacks. Ladders were some-
times needed for access. Sumner sites were
reported on inaccessible hilltops for the
sane purpose. i;o barricades of logs were
known.'

DR3SS AND PKaSOKAL ADORMIIENT

As Teit' also described for the North-
ern Okanajon, men's clothing consisted of
breechclout and belt, coccasins, long leg-
gings, shirt, and cap or headband. '.Vomen

wore either a long dress or a short shirt
and skirt, torrether with moccasins and short
leggings. Buckskin ^as worn throughout the
year, thicker in winter, thinner in summer;
although in hot weather r.en and children
would remove shirts and leggings. I,:en avoid-
ed nakedness, even ^-^arding their genitals
while i30lng to and from swimming, a precau-
tion not paralleled by women. Clothing was
made also of -.volf, fox, coyote and otter
skins, of beaver and nink for the rich. Bear,
goat, and large deerskins were used for capes
and robes. In sunicer, garments made of
shredded sai^ebrush '.vere worn, at least in
earlier times. When first dressed, a child
wore the seime styles as adults. All wore
moccasins, including children. All clothing
was made by women.

There are indications that skin garments
were a cocparatively late, though aboriginal,
acquisition, and that sagebrush bark was at
one time the year-around material for cloth-
ing, as £imong other tribes of the Plateau.
For instance, Mary Garden stated that the
bark breechclout and bark skirt were in gen-
eral use before the days of her great-grand-
parents. This would mean perhaps in the mid-
dle of the eighteenth century. At least with-
in her own lifetime gala dress of buckskin
has al7;ays been in use. Lucy Joe thought
that buckskin clothing came into use about
the time of the fall of the "dry snow" (circa
1790). She was born 1850-50. As a little
girl she wore buckskin. Her husband, whose
first wife was Inkamip (Northern Okanagon)

,

said that "long ago" those people wore sage-
brush aprons.

The breechclout was made of a single
piece of soft buckskin, two and a half to
three feet long by one foot wide, passing
under the crotch and hanging over a belt be-
fore and behind like an apron, perhaps as
low as the knees. On some no apron was left,
the belt passing through tabs on the breech-
clout. In winter the hair was sometimes
left on the buckskin, and occasionally coy-
ote and other fur was used, v;orn hair side
in. The apron of the clout was sometimes

decorated with a fringe. The belt was a
piece of tanned skin tied at the front in a
flat knot, bowknots being unknown in the old
days (?).

lien's leggings reached from the breech-
clout to the moccasins. They were frequent-
ly made of wolf, coyote, or fox skin in -./in-

ter, and buckskin in summer. The exact con-
struction is not clear. Each legging was
apparently made of a single piece of skin
se.m or laced with buckskin on the outside
of the leg and so cut as to leave a triangu-
lar flap along the seam, point downward.
This was often slit in fringes. Stripes of
porcupine quills, shells, or feather quills
were sewn down the seams and around the bot-
tom as decoration. The legging was held on
by a thong attached to the top on the out-
side, which was tied to the belt. The leg-
ging was not attached to the moccasin, but
simply fell over it or was tucked in. iVinter
leggings, most often of coyote skin, were
worn fur side out and were not decorated.
The sides were sewn with buckskin, using an
awl. Additional leggings of groundhog skin,
sometimes added to eke out the length of
those covering the thighs, reached from knee
to ankle, 'ffomen's leggings were shorter than
men's, reaching to Just above the knee. They
were always of buckskin and worn the year
around. (Chilowhist Jim stated that they
wore goat hide in winter.) The edges were
tied together with three buckskin thongs on
the outer side of the leg. Apparently there
was no triangular flap as on the men's leg-
gings. Decorations were of porcupine quills
or paint, but shells were not used.

Two types of moccasin were in use, al-
though both come in the category of "one-
piece" moccasins. One, said by informants
to be the older, was made with a tongue cov-
ering the instep, the seam of the v;ide sole-
piece extending from the toes to meet it. A
later one-piece type, said to have been bor-
rowed from the Nez Perc6, has almost com-
pletely superseded the older type. This has
its own seam around the margin of the sole.
Both were made from smoked skin lest wetting
make them stiffen. There were no sex dif-
ferences in cut.

For the older style moccasin a piece of
buckskin was cut larger than the sole so
that it could be lapped over the sides of the
foot. This was then sewn up from the toe to
the instep, and vertically up the heel
(Figure 9).° A folded double tongue piece
covering the instep was then inserted, the
sole piece being slightly gathered to fit
the tongue. The circular seam securing this
was reinforced by inserting in it an extra
strip of buckskin. A straight piece of buck-
skin, about three inches wide and long enough
for its ends to overlap about two inches at

5 For the use of sweat houses, see Diversions.
6 See Warfare.
V Teit, Sallshan Tribes . 230.
8 Specimens in llashlngton State Uuseum: Figure 9, Noa. 2-267, 2-268; Figure 10, Nos. 2-266, 2-269.
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the front of the ankle, was then sewn to the
edge of the sole piece from the top of one
tongue seam, around the heel to the other
tongue seam. This ankle flap was pulled
tightly around the ankle with the free ends
overlapping. This moccasin was laced by a
buckskin thong passing back of the heel and
through two loops sewed at the points where
the ankle flap met the tongue.

Both types of moccasin were provided
with tabs or trailers protruding at the heel.
The tab of the recent style is inserted into
the lower seam as it is sewed at the heel.
Those of the older style were made by pinch-
ing out the material in some fashion as the
heel seam was formed. Heel-tabs were forked
at various angles or fringed, according to
the fancy of the maker.

Fig. 9. Moccasins of older type. (The moccasin on the right is left unsewn to show the pattern.)

Fig. 10. Moccasins of recent type. (The moccasin on the right has been left unsewn to show the pattern.)

In the more recent type of moccasin the
sesim runs around the outside of the foot
from the toe to the heel with a vertical
seam up the heel (Figure 10). The
straight tongue is part of the sole-piece,
and in use is tucked under the overlapping
ankle flap, which is attached as in the old-
er type of moccasin. Sometimes the sole-
piece is slashed even with the width of the
tongue and a tab bent back over the instep
and fringed.' The moccasin is held on by a
thong lacing which passes through holes in
the sides of the moccasin and the tongue.

"Moccasins" were also woven of Indian
hemp by those too poor to use deer skin.
These were said to have been made in the old-
er style, but informants could give us no
details as to the manner of weaving. It is
possible that these resembled the slipper-
like sandals of the Paviotso and Klamath.

In winter, warmth was obtained by stuff-
ing moccasins and leggings with sunflower
leaves, deer hair, or grass, made soft by
rubbing between the palms. One informant
(Cecile Brooks) reported warm moccasins of

9 This Is not clear. Perhaps It is meant that the tongue is cut off sbort, fringed, and allowed to

fall over the Instep as in Tlgure 10 with or without another long ton^e sewed In place. — L.S.
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buffalo skin with the hair inside. rhese
needed no stuffing and were not decorated.

At present moccasins are undecorated
except those used in the winter dances. The
modern decoration is bead work in floral
designs of the Great Lakes type. The old
style moccasin was decorated with embroidery
on the seams and surface of the inset tongue.
Presumably the embroidery was done in porcu-
pine quills in early times; after the intro-
duction of the horse, horse hair was a common
embroidery material. One pair of moccasins
of the older style obtained was decorated
with horse hair at the curved seam of the
tongue: two lines of black horse hair at the
outside, a white line inside these, and a
third black line inside the white. For this,
several streinds of hair taken in a bundle
were wrapped with another bundle to form a
cord-like line. The stitches of sinew with
which the hair cord was sewn on passed
through the turns (?) of the wrapped bundle
of hairs. The two center lines of hair were
thicker than the two outer lines. A tassel
of hair about two inches long was left on
the right side of each moccasin.

The man's shirt was made of two deer
skins, neck end up, sewed together over the
shoulders. It had sleeves to the elbow, be-
yond which a thong might extend to tie to
the gloves. Sometimes the sides were fast-
ened only with thongs. According to Teit,'°
Northern Okanagon shirts had the margins of
the neck cut circular or triangular to be
bent down and sewed to the body of the shirt
In the manner of the pendant flaps of Plains
shirts. A poncho-like shirt made of a single
skin with a hole cut for the head to pass
through was also worn. Fringes and em-
broidery were not emphasized. Neither the
vest nor the neck wrap mentioned by Teit was
described by our informants.

The woman's dress was made of two buck-
skins, hung from the shoulders and reaching
as low as the calf or ankle. These skins
had the flesh side out. One informant stat-
ed that the tail end of the skin was at the
bottom of the dress because this was the
broader part of the skin, but another stated
that it was at the top, which agrees with
Teit's information. The shoulders were ei-
ther sewed or laced together with buckskin
thongs. The sides of the dress were sewed
together below the armpits. This stitching
was well within the margins of the skin,
which was purposely cut over size. The
marginal portions could then be slit for
fringes. The leg skins were left attached
and sewed as a sort of sleeve. This was sewn
along the upper side, but apparently unsewn
below, or at best laced, so that it resem-
bled a cape draped over the arm. Mary Garden
mentioned sleeves of elbow length. Sleeves
evidently varied greatly in length. Seams,
ends of sleeves, and the bottom of the dress
were usually fringed. Wealthy women added a

yoke to the dress. No belts were worn with
these dresses until recently.

The dress was decorated with paint (col-
ored dots applied with the thumb across the
top and around the bottom) together with
short pieces of buckskin thong doubled and

&ead«d deeign

Thcfioa ujilti beads

A dress desion

Fig. 11. Women's dress (after native sketch).

sev/n on at the fold to resemble small bows.
Mary Garden denied the use of painted decor-
ation. Other dresses had designs made with
bone beads or embroidery of porcupine quills
along the yoke and near the bottom of the
garment (Figure 11), Various special' designs
might be used by women with certain kinds of
power. For example, a woman with power
against being shot would have rows of little
holes around the top and bottom of her dress.
On the whole, women kept articles indicative
of their power hidden inside the dress. A
women with the power of a swift bird might
have some of its feathers tucked into the
buckskin ties on her shoulder: when pursued
she would throw these feathers behind her.

Porcupine embroidery was said to be made
by doubling the quill, slipping the ends
through two holes close together. The ends
were then interlocked or tied with buckskin
on the under side. (This may well be ques-
tioned. ) Designs used were a series of short
parallel lines, squares, triangles, zigzag
lines, and chevrons. Beads or shells (in-
cluding dentalium shells) were sometimes at-
tached to the fringes. The use of beads was
learned from the Nez Perc^.

Some notes on design styles in general
were obtained from Gecile. Solid dots and
concentric circles were used; the dot within
a circle as a unit being unknown. Long be-
fore the earthquake (about 1870) they were

10 Telt, Saliahan Tribes . 232.
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using floral designs, but these were
more crude than current examples.

much

Hill-Tout" states that women's dresses
as a rule were made of finer, softer material
than men's, and were often more highly orna-
mented.

Back

Front

H

JUUl uuuu

Fig. 12. Diagram of method of twining woman's
ponoho-like shirt.

Buckskin clothes might be cleaned by
spreading wet white or red clay over them
and scraping it off with the bone skin scrap-
er after it had dried. A white clay for the
purpose was obtained from a lake above River-
side: this, called q'eio'q'etc, was presum-
ably a diatomaoeous earth.

Skirts were sometimes worn. These were
decorated with a fringed piece of skin sewn
around the lower border so that the ends of
the fringe hung even with the bottom of the
skirt. The skirt reached only to the waist
where it was drawn tight with a buckskin
thong tied at the back.

Sagebrush skirts were formerly worn by
women who apparently could not afford better
materials. Such a skirt consisted of two

aprons, one before and one behind, fastened
at the waist by a strip of bark. The apron
was made from the outer bark of the shrub,
from which the cortical layer was stripped.
Strips about twelve (?) inches long were
fastened together at the top by three or more
rows of twining, spaced a half inch apart.
The rows of twining appeared in the upper
eight inches of the skirt. A skirt made of
strips of willow bark, which seems to have
been a true skirt, not two aprons, was tied
in front of the right hip. This reached to
the knees.

A willow bark shirt for women, poncho-
like, was worn with the willow bark skirt

Fig. 13. Basketry hat (after native sketch).

and made much like it. The garment, which
reached only to the hips, was fabricated in
twine weave; the rows of twining, spaced two
inches apart, came to about six inches of the
bottom, the loose ends of the willow warps
being left as a fringe. It was tied under
the arms and hung with its lower margin of
fringes tucked under the top of the skirt.
The process of twining followed a definite
procedure: it was begun at the right shoul-
der of the garment and inserted in the order
indicated in Figure 12, A three or four
strand belt, braided or twisted, was worn
with this. This was tied in front or on
either side.

During menstruation women wore a narrow
breechclout of buckskin lined with cattail
down. Girls commonly wore a broader strip in
a similar fashion as a protection against
rape. These strips were attached to the belt
by thongs fore and aft.

Circular shoulder capes were made of
small furs, as coyote, fawnskin, or ground-
hog. Four groundhog skins sufficed; these
being laced edge to edge. Buckskin thongs
tying in front of the neck held the cape on.
They were worn by both sexes in rainy wea-

11 Hill-Tout, Native Races . 68.
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ther, fur outside, men less frequently. Mary
Garden stated that capes were not made of
willow bark.

Large robes of deer, bear, or several
skins sewn together served both sexes for
bedding and wraps in winter. The fur side
was worn In and the outside was often decor-
ated with concentric circles in paint or
porcupine quills. (Such circular marks re-
call the beaded bosses on Plains belts and
robes. ) These were worn about the shoulders
and fastened in front by means of a skin or
hemp thong passing through small holes. A
specimen obtained from Cecile Brooks, a Kalis-
pel living among the Okanagon, measured
forty-three by fifty-eight inches.'^
Buffalo skins for robes were traded from the
Blackfeet or other eastern tribes. They were
valuable: worth a horse. Other than this
there was not much trading in articles of
clothing.

These robes were spread over grass or
soft bough tips in the houses for bedding.
Man and wife shared the same covers. Two or
three boys lay together on the father's side;
girls similarly on the mother's side. The
fur was placed next to the body.

No evidence was obtain
features mentioned by TeitJ
of woven strips of twisted
woven goats' wool, of dress
ed and embroidered, or fine
capes. Information is also
Tout ' s " woman ' s bodice worn
breasts, usually of buckski
brush and cedar bark.

ed of certain
such as robes of

rabbit skin, of
ed buckskin paint-
ly embellished
lacking of Hill-
just below the

n but also of sage-

The usual hat was made of a strip of
skin sewn into cylindrical shape with a disc
fitted and sewn into the top. Wide tabs
might be sewn on each side and a fox tail or
something similar at the back for a pendant.
This hat was apparently worn by both men and
women, although Cecile stated that it was ex-
clusively confined to men.

Coiled basketry hats" were worn by wo-
men on gala occasions, not as protection
against the tump line. These were dome-shap-
ed and decorated. One hat seen (Figure 13)
had eight rawhide tassels at the top, a green
and red stripe around the bottom, and above
this a row of stepped triamgles, green alter-
nating with red, (Lucy Joe denied that bas-
ket hats were worn.

)

A special type of hat, which could be
worn only by a man with strong power, was
made of groundhog fur. It consisted of a
crown made of a single piece of skin, an ear
flap on each side, and a visor (Figure 14).
The flaps were tied under the chin with buck-
skin thongs. Bear claws or part of the pow-

er animal were sewn on top or front as a
decoration. It was stated that if an old
man with strong power saw such a cap worn by
a young man who lacked the privilege, he
would ask his power to kill the pretender.

A child might have a head covering of a
single groundhog skin wrapped around the
head and tied at the back by two buckskin
strings which were permanently sewn to the
skin.

Fig. 14. Man's fur hat (with pattern above).

A net band of Indian hemp (tied in back)
was worn around the head by both men and wo-
men to hold the hair in place. Most men wore
a fur band, which was sometimes decorated
with birds' heads, or more rarely porcupine
quills. These bird heads were probably the
owners' power emblem. If the emblem of the
owner's power, his ciaut, was attached to
this head band, he could wear it the year
around.

Feather bonnets were said to have been
introduced among the Okanagon by SulktasKu'sm
(?) about eighty years ago. (Chilowhist Jim
laid their introduction to the Nez Perc6

12 Specimen in Washington State Museum, 2-279.
13 Telt, Sallshan Tribaa . 231.
14 Hill-Tout, native Races . 68.
15 Illustrated by Curtis, North American Indian . VIII, 64.
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about forty-five years ago. He stated that
while the Nez Perc^, Yakima, Spokan and
others had them, they were not formerly used
by Sinkaietk, Northern Okanagon, Sanpoil,
ffenatchi, Chelan, or Methow. ) They were of
the typical Plains type. The head band was
occasionally of soft buckskin but usually of
woven Indian hemp, while in summer a strong
net was used, with meshes one inch apart.
The feathers, of which there were one or two
dozen, were fastened one or two inches apart
on the band, their flat sides outward. These

Fig. 15. Comb and head scratcher.

bonnets sometimes had trailing ends which
might reach even to the ground. The lower
end of each quill was cut down to a strip,
which was passed through the fabric or skin
of the band and doubled back to be tucked in-
to the quill. The tips of the feathers were
often decorated with tassels of horse hair
or down. No other ornaments were attached.
The feather bonnet was worn only by chiefs,"
and by them only on special public occasions
or when travelling.

Before the introduction of the Plains
bonnet, feathers were worn with the follow-
ing significance, according to Suszen Timen-
twa. Messengers wore one or two feathers
flat on the head. One feather indicated a
single matter of business, two feathers in-
dicated two matters of business. Scouts wore
one or two feathers upright, depending on
the prestige and steinding of the individual.
Three feathers indicated a chief. Such
standardization seems highly dubious. The
wearing of feathers was also connected with
power, in that an Individual without the
proper power could not wear feathers without

suffering loss of prosperity or well-being.
Since scouts and messengers would be chosen
from among men of prestige and acility, who
would also naturally have sufficient power
to wear feathers, there is no inconsistency
here. Apparently after the introduction of
the Plains feather bonnet, the wearing of
feathers became more common.

Mittens were worn, but the t3rpe describ-
ed does not appear to be aboriginal. They
were made of bear skin or fur, worn with the
fur outside. A piece of fur was doubled and
the edges sewn together. A hole for the
thumb was cut in the folded edge and a thumb
piece sewn on. Some mittens reached to the
elbows, others only to the wrists. A buck-
skin thong held the mitten to the sleeve, and
it was also stated that a long thong was
passed back of the neck, through the sleeves
and attached to the mitten at either end.
The aboriginal mitten, judging from informa-
tion of neighboring tribes, was probably
merely a sack to enclose the entire hand
without a separate thumb piece.

A feather fan, that is the wing of a
swan or crane, was mentioned as carried by a
chief. This was presumably of the Plains
type.

Men wore their hair in two braids hang-
ing in front of the ears or on the side, and
suspended in front of the shoulders. The
front hair was cut off at about the level of
the eyebrows and combed straight back. Women
parted their hair in the middle and had two
braids hanging down the back. Sometimes the
braids were tied together at the ends and
drawn forward over each shoulder so that the
Joined ends of the braids rested against the
back of the neck. When riding, women tied
the braids together in front to keep them
from blowing about. At puberty girls folded
up each braid and fastened it with a buck-
skin thong so that a roll hung on each side
of the face. Both men and women wrapped bits
of fur into their braids; not necessarily the
fur of their power animals. Porcupine quills
were used in these knots of hair behind the
ears in some unascertained fashion. At the
winter Power dance both men and women wore
their hair loose. At the same dance a coy-
ote skin with its tail hanging might be worn
for a head covering. Occasionally an indi-
vidual would be commanded by his power to
keep his hair loose always.

Grease was generally applied to the hair
by women, less frequently by men. It was
mixed with finely pounded needles of fra-
grant fir to make a pomade of bright green
color. Face and body were less often treat-
ed. The grease was collected from the tops
of cooking receptacles where it hardened. It
was stored in deer bladders (paunches ?).

White paint was sometimes put in the
part of the hair (by men ?). It was not used

16 But see Marriage Ceremonies.
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on the hair itself.

Coibs were made of eight to twelve piec-
es of dogwood or willow, twined together at
one end with Indian hemp or buckskin. The
spread of the prongs made a comb about five
inches V7ide and the sace in length. The
points were sharp and close together. The
conb shown in Figure 15, which is four
inches long, is cased in deer hide. Combs
were undecorated and there was no difference
between those used by men and by women. An-
other type of comb consisted of a number of
little willow sticks arranged between the
prongs of a forked stick, with a transverse
piece bound across then: to hold them in
place. Such combs were only three or four
inches long.

Hair and body were washed with the soapy
leaves of dogwood. These were picked in
early August, stored for winter use, and when
.vanted soaked in cold water for an hour to
produce a lather. Another soap was provided
by the "alkaline" deposit scraped up in cer-
tain dry lake beds.

Men plucked out their facial hair.

Face and body painting was used only on
special occasions, such as dances. It wao
said to have been performed according to in-
structions from the individual's power. On
the other hand we were told that one might
paint as he pleased. Hefi, yellow, and white
clay mixed with grease were used as paints.
Alder (?) wood furnished a dark red, char-
coal a black; both with a grease base. One
informant (Michel) denied the use of black
paint. The paint was applied with a tiny
stick over a base of deer grease. Sometimes
the entire face was colored red and a yellow
design applied, or vice versa. Women never
painted about the mouth or chin, and never
used white. Some typical designs are shown
in Figure 16. At puberty girls painted their
faces red and yellow except for chin and
mouth. A boy on his puberty quest painted
himself red (?). Painting was naturally
more common when work was light, but was
practised chiefly on special occasions such
as dances.

Both men and women pierced the upper lip
from side to side Just below the nose and
inserted a shell or string with a bead on
each end. This custom was obtained from the
Moses-Columbia after they came to Nespelem.
A very few wealthy people also pierced the
nasal septum and wore a shell through it.

When girls were two or three years old
their ear-lobes were rubbed numb and pierced
with a bone awl. The hole was salved with
deer fat and first a greased thread, then a
stick inserted and worked back and forth fre-
quently for three or four weeks until it was
healed. Imported oyster shells or local mus-
sel shells were made into rings and tied to
the ears by buckskin thongs. Shells ob-
tained from a small lake, called tsIapU'stEn,
at the head of the Methow River, were ground
on a flat stone. Bone ear ornaments and

-42

flattened gold nuggets were also worn. The
ears of boys were pierced too, but not as
commonly as girls. As many as six earrings
have been reported worn on each ear, a custom
learned from the Moses-Columbia at Nespelem.
One old Okanagon man repeatedly pierced his
ear lobes as the holes were torn out by
heavy ornaments. There was no esoteric rea-
son for piercing the ears.

Womens'

Men aji<L V/omea

/OT-

Men's desidn jav

fyuhtind gTi^'jiy Aea.r

lacs aid fcoiiy ^airttedred

Tour <r/aw marArs sc-ra./"!d byfingi^TS

-SAamans' J>esi^is

useotv^i/e doctor I nd

/^ivJa^S Ted

Fig. 16. Typical face painting designs (fram
native drawings).

Tattooing seems to have been more char-
acteristic of the Northern Okanagon than of
the Southern. (Lucy Joe stated that she had
never seen a tattooed Wenatchi.) Both men
and women tattooed their faces, wrists and
the backs of the hands. Mary Garden assert-
ed that women's faces were not tattooed, but
that they had a band of decoration around
the wrist. Tattooing was done with a sliver
of bone or a beaver tooth, inserted into the
skin by pushing and twisting, after the skin
had been rubbed numb and coated with grease
as a body for the pigment. The sliver of
bone used as a tattooing needle was scraped
to a very sharp point and polished with
horsetail (Equlsetum ) . A small groove en-
circled it near the point to carry the pig-
ment, v;hich was thus deposited when the nee-
dle was withdrawn. The pigments were red
ochre, yellow ochre and charcoal. The de-
signs were circles and lines of dots. A
circle of dots was sometimes made on each
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cheek. There v;as no sex difference. A shaman
capable of drawing blood from wounds might
tattoo a line of dots from each corner of
his mouth to his chin. Otherwise it is not
clear whether the designs had any connection
with the power animal or other significance.
(Kary Garden had never hear of tattooing a
person because he was a murderer or thief, as
Suszen reported.)

CRADLES

The cradles of the Southern Okanagon
neve of the flat board type, fashioned of a
single broad piece of wood, common to all the
southern plateau tribes. Two cradles were
used for each infant: that used while it v^as

very young was hardly more than a pouch with
a board inside to stiffen it; the other, a
much larger cradle, used when the baby was
three months old, was a pouch fastened to the
front of a large board.

Three forms of this second cradle were
in use, but were not of equal antiquity. The
form which is certainly oldest was trapezoid-
al or keystone-like in shape and had an ex-
tension at the top to serve as a handle, A
pouch to hold the infant was usually, but
apparently not always, attached to its face.
This pouch fell far short of reaching the
edges of the board. A second type had a
pouch similarly arranged, but the board was
oval. In neither of these types was the
board v;holly covered with skin. In the third
type an oval board was entirely encased in
skin; this casing itself served as the pouch.
This third type is clearly of more recent in-
troduction than the first. It was said to
have been made In imitation of the Nez Perce
now resident on the reservation. There is
some question with regard to the age of the
second type, but it probably resolves it-
self into the attached pouch being ancient,
the oval board modern. This type was said
to have been derived from the Mo sea-Columbia
at Nespelem.

Lucy Joe stated that the skin-encased
oval cradle was copied from the Nez Perc^

,

while the trapezoidal form was old. Both
Tfere in use V7hen she was a little girl {1860-
70), but the trapezoidal form predominated.
According to Mary Garden, too, the third
type, oval and skin-encased, was learned
from the Nez Perc6. She also stated that a
specimen of the second type, oval with at-
tached pouch (illustrated in Figure 17, c,d),
made seventeen years ago, was in imitation
of the Moses-Columbia at Nespelem. Cecile
alone said that the covered oval board (type
three) was older than the trapezoidal (type
one), but either she was mistaken or we mis-
understood her. Both were in use when she,
a Kalispel, joined the Southern Okanagon
about 1890 (?).

The Kalispel used only the encased oval
cradle according to Cecile. Margaret Felix

said that the Inkamip band of the Northern
Okanagon used the second type (an oval board
with square-cut bottom and with attached
pouch). She was using this type for a very
young infant for her own six-nonths old baby
and affirmed she had invented it herself J

Cradles made of bark were not used by
the Southern Okanagon, but were known as in
use by the Thompson. However, bark cradles
of some sort were made locally by little
girls for their dolls.

The labor of constructing a cradle was
apportioned between the sexes: men prepared
the wooden board from a dry pine , women made
the skin pouch and other parts and put the
whole together.

The baby's first cradle was prepared be-
fore the child was born. This was a buck-
skin sack within which a board was placed
for stiffening (Figure 18}." This wooden
board (an inch thick) was oval with rather
straight sides. Four holes were bored in it
(a wedge was used as a boring tool) , one pair
near the top and the other at the bottom, but
all four near the edge of the board (Figure
17, a, 1). The buckskin intended for the
pouch was cut as in Figure 17, a, 2, vrith
slits at the top and bottom reaching nearly
to the board. The two upper extensions of
this skin were then lapped and sewn, and the
two lower ones likewise, thus forming a pouch.
This was fastened to the board, which was
placed inside it, by a thong passing through
the upper set of holes and another through
the lower set. These thongs thus passed out-
side the buckskin at the back of the cradle
and were knotted on the inner face of the
board.

The mattress ( .nkEke -S'kEtEn, "pad for
the back") was a buckskin sack exactly the
size of the board, stuffed with feathers.
Two smaller sacks were made to serve as pil-
lows; one under the head at the very top of
the board, the other (under the knees ?)
where the lower set of holes was placed.
Buckskin thongs ran through each of these
pillows, through the mattress beneath, and
passed under the thongs which held the pouch
to the board. As the thongs were soft skin
strips, the knots caused no annoyance to the
baby. Loops of buckskin were fashioned of a

single thong along the opposing edges of the
opening of the pouch. The lacing thong was
then passed through these. It would seem
that these cradles were hardly larger than
the baby so that the pouch fitted snugly.

The older type of child's second cradle
was an elongated trapezoid. Like all second
cradles it was almost twice as long as the
first cradle just described. An extension of
the board at the middle of its upper edge,
some three inches long and also of trapezoid-
al shape, served as a handle. Ordinarily, it
was reported, the corners of these trapezoids

17 Speclmona in WaahingtOT State Museum: Firaire 18, No. 2-262; Figure 20, No. 2-263
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Fig. 17. Cradle types and patterns (a, infant's
first cradle; b, old trapezoidal type; c, recent oval
typo with pouch; d, detail of the pouch shown in c;
e, sack for use at night).

Fig. 18. Infant's first cradle (from a model),

Fig. 19. Trapezoidal type of second cradle.

Fig. 20. Oval type of second cradle (from b model).
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v;ere sharp, but in a specimen seen in the
field (Figure 19) they were somewhat
rounded. Six holes, in pairs, were bored
down each side of the cradle to receive the

loops necessary to lace the bedded infant to

the cradle if the board was to have no pouch
attached (Figure 17, b). Three loops on each
side were then formed of a cord (thong ?)

which passed in and out of the pairs of holes,

beginning from the under face of the board.
A willow bark pad was tied between the upper-
most pairs of loop holes to lie under the

child's neck; a second similar pad was tied
between the middle pairs of holes to rest un-
der its knees (Figure 17, b,l,2). Baby and
bedding v;ere laced in by a buckskin thong
passing through the three pairs of loops.
This thong was permanently tied to the lower
left loop (that is, on the baby's right side)

and was carried first to the opposite lower
loop, thence to the left and right middle
loops, thence to the upper left loop, and vtbs

finally tied at the upper right by a simple

knot followed by a half-loop.

'iVhen a pouch was to be attached to the

trapezoidal board a row of holes was bored
around the periphery (to judge by the speci-
men shown in Figure 19; there being no
other data). The pouch itself was evidently
shaped much like that of the baby's first
cradle.

In all trapezoidal boards a hole was
bored in each upper corner to receive loops
to which the tump line was attached. These
loops were of tanned skin from the neck of a

deer, which is tough; the tump line was bear-

skin, worn with the fur side next the car-
rier's head. The ends of the broad tump
strap were brought through each loop, lapped
back, and sewn with buckskin thongs. A shade
bow was also previded to hold a covering
away from the baby's face, so that it might
at once allow plenty of air, yet keep off the

flies. This arch was a green service berry
or willow branch, trimmed to a half-inch
thickness and fastened in the proper shape
until it dried. It was tied to the tvunp

line loops at each side and was of such a

size as to stand ten inches above the baby's
face. The arch was adjustable: it could be

laid flat or raised as desired. When trav-
elling the arch was held erect by tv;o strings
tied in grooves at the top of the arch; one

end of each thong extended to a hole in the

handle extension at the top of the board, the

other to the middle lacing loops. A mattress
Just the length of the child was made for use

with at least the pouched variety of this
cradle, together with pillows for head and

knees. These pillows were somewhat smaller

(?) than those provided for the baby's first

cradle.

These boards were not decorated: "the

board was so small that there was no room
left for painting." Strings of dentalium
shells were hung from the shade bow for the

baby to play with. As in all other cradles,

the baby's umbilical cord, tied in a buck-

skin, and sometimes a fool-hen's heart, were
attached to one side of the cradle near the

top.

In more recent types of cradles the
board was oval with a flattened base. As not-
ed above, there were two different ways of
providing a pouch for the baby: either the
pouch was fastened to the face of the board
well within its margin (a type derived from
Moses-Columbia), or the board was entirely
encased in a skin cover which fitted snugly
except where it pouched to receive the in-
fant (derived from the Nez Perc6).

The oval board, in an example of the
first mentioned variety made by Mary Garden,
measured thirty-one inches in length, thir-
teen and a half inches in greatest width.
A flattened base was provided so that the
cradle could be stood on the ground leaning
against some convenient upright. The board
as a whole was not covered with skin, but a
skin pouch (Figure 17, c,l) v/as fastened to
it through a series of holes arranged in ap-
propriate positions well within the mar-3in
of the board. In the specimen examined this
pouch was twenty-three inches long by nine
and a half broad, and conformed to the con-
tour of the board. A strip of cloth (Figure
17, d,2) was sewn around the opening of the
sack; at intervals three angular pieces had
been clipped out by way of decoration. Two
cloth pillows (Figure 17, c,3,4) were fast-
ened in place within the sack. The carrying
band or tump line was fastened to two holes
(c, 5) on either side of the sack. The same
holes also served for tying the ends of the
shade bow, which could be held upright by
cords to two holes at the top of the board
(c, 6). A series of loops v/ere provided on
each side of the opening of the sack so that
it might be laced up. The lacing thongs
mere two (d, 7, 8); one fastened to the up-
permost loop on the right , the other to the
lowest loop on the same side. To lace the
infant in, these were put through successive
.oops to meet at the middle, where they
30uld be tied together. The lower margin of
the opening could be drawn up over its feet
by a pucker-string (d, 9) which ran under
the stitching; the ends of the pucker-string
could be tied together. This string was per-
manently attached to the lowest loop on the
right. By way of decoration twenty-two
brass pins were set along the upper margin
of the board (c, 10). Such boards were said
also to be decorated with bead work, but prob-
ably the following variety was meant.

In the second or Nez Perce variety of
the oval board (Figure 20) the buckskin
covering was stretched tightly over the
board, leaving an opening, that is, a pocket,
to be laced as high as the breast of the
child. A second piece of buckskin was cut to

fit the upper part of the board (a dark cloth
in the model illustrated) and sewn down
smoothly, covering the seams in the piece un-
derneath. A hood which stood out from the
board a few inches beyond the baby's head,
vas made of two straight pieces of buckskin
sewn together. The two thicknesses of skin
were sufficiently stiff to stand out at right
angles to the board. This was sewn around
the upper edge of the opening of the pouch.
A mattress Just the length of the child and

two smaller pillows were provided for this
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cradle. The edges of tue buctcslcin-covered
board were decorated with a continuous line
of dentalium or other shells if the family
was wealthy: poor people embroidered the
edges with porcupine quills.

There was nothing in the shape or decor-
ation of any of these cradles to indicate
the sex of the child.

A sack to hold the child at night, a
sort of soft cradle (Figure i7,e), and the
method of bedding the infant are described
elsewhere."

.VEAPONS

Both self and sinew-backed bows were in
use. The former was considered superior to
the sinew-backed bow for distance shooting.
.Ve have no information as to which predomin-
ated in use. BotH were four to five feet
long; the sinew-backed bov; pernaps the short-
er. The self-bow was made of cedar, the
sinew-backed of bluewood, dogwood, or maple.'''

The sinew-backed bow had recurving ends; the
self-bow seems to have been a simple arc, but
our information on this type is quite inade-
quate. It took considerable strength to
pull either one.^"

The self-bow v;as broad, flat on the in-
side, convex on the outside, narrower and
thicker in the middle for convenience in
grasping. For the sinew-backed bow the sel-
ected piece of wood :vas decorticated, split
in half and the heartwood removed, except for
a narrow strip which was said to prevent the
bow from cracking when it dried. It was then
dried for about four days, held by seven or
more stakes driven into the ground to give
it the proper shape. The flat side became
the inner or string face of the weapon. Sev-
eral layers of thin deer leg sinew were ap-
plied on the back or convex side of the bow
to a thickness perhaps of a quarter inch.
These were made to adhere by layers of glue
obtained by boiling salmon skins. The sinew
was pounded and twisted until it was loose
and stringy, then extended on the bow to
about four Inches from the ends. Sometimes
a rattlesnake skin was glued to the back of
the bow if the owner had rattlesnake power.
Oedar root was wrapped for six or seven inch-
es about the middle and near each end, both
for support and to prevent the glue from
melting from the heat of the hand. The ends
of the bow were so cut that the shoulder of
the nock was at right angles to the median
line of the bow; beyond this the tips were
diamond- shaped.

Horn bows were known only by reference
in tales.

Bow-strings were made of deer leg sinew
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or of Indian hemp, the latter two ply, rolled
on the thigh by women. One end of the
string formed a loose loop, the other was
lashed to the opposite nock. When the bow
was not in use the loop end was loosen-
ed and slipped down the bow. Great
care had to be taken that the string be new
and strong, for If it should break, the bow
would snap from the tension of the sinew.

Arrows for hunting were about three and
a half feet long, while war arrows were per-
haps a foot shorter. Service berry #ood was
used for arrows, as the pliability of this
wood when moist permitted easy straightening,
and its stiffness and elasticity when dry
made it admirable for shooting. A fairly
straight piece of wood was selected, stripped
of its bark and bent straight while heating
it before a fire. The teeth were used as a
vice, or a perforated piece of wood (about
five inches by three) as an arrow-'.vrench.
Wrenches were also made of bone and horn.
Stone straighteners were not used. Sometimes
arrows were straightened by weighting with
flat stones. They xere smoothed by rubbing
with a handful of service berry shavings or
tough grass; never with a stone. Just below
the nock the arrow was made thin to provide
a better finger hold.

It was feathered with three vanes of ea-
gle, grouse, or hawk feathers. These vanes
were always parallel to the axis of the
shaft. Each feather was split and the wider
half discarded. The quill of the narro?.' and
stiffer half was shaved as thin as possible,
while being held between teeth and hand. The
vanes were bound on at both ends with sinev;
from the back of a deer. One end of the
chewed _and shredded sinew was held in the
teeth while the other was started around the
arrow about three quarters of an inch below
the nock, after pine pitch had been applied.
The vanes were fastened by inserting a tuft
at one end under the sinew with the left
hand while the arrow was rotated with the
right, thus rolling the sinew around the
shaft. When the vanes were neatly in place
the arrow was rotated until enough sinew had
been wrapped on. The forward ends of the
vanes were fastened in the same way. There
were no grooves into which the quills were
set; neither were they bound in the middle,
but fastened merely by the sticky gum and the
binding at both ends. Arrows for small game
were often decorated with paint to facili-
tate finding them in the bush and probably
also for identification.

Before the feathers were put on, a strip
of sinew was wrapped spirally, or in a double
spiral, about that portion of the shaft
where the vanes were to be. Pine pitch was
smeared over this section and charcoal, red
ochre, or the yellow pi^nent inside cotton-

18 See Individual Life Cycle.
19 Ironwood, used by tribes on the Columbia, does not grow in this region.
20 Modem examples made for casual hunting of small game are quite short.

State Mueeum (no. 2-271) Is thirty-two inches In length.
A specimen In the Washingrton
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wood buds was rubbed in. Tfte sinew was then
unwrapped, leaving a spiral negative design
in natural color on pigment "

Arrows for shooting small game were not
provided with stone heads but were simply-
sharpened to a point. War arrows and those
designed for large game were fitted with
bone (but not horn) or flint heads shaped by
pressure with a deer horn flaker. These were
either lozenge- shaped or barbed and stemmed.
The stem was inserted into a slit in the ar-
row, which was then whittled thin and sinew
wrapped around the Joint over an application
of pine pitch. The head of the arrow was in
the same plane as the nock. Stone arrow-
heads could be made only by a man with pro-
per power. The first time he used this pow-
er to made arrowheads he sang his power song.

When the arrow was finished the edges
of the feathers were trimmed with a hot coal
and the shaft polished with wood shavings or
with "macaroni weed" (its'l'stln)

.

Sometimes arrows were provided with
detachable fore shafts of wood or bone. The
shaft was inserted into a socket in the end
of this foreshaft. When the arrow struck, the
shaft came loose. This device may have been
limited to war arrows.

Arrows for both war and the chase were
sometimes poisoned with a concoction of rat-
tlesnake heads, or yellow jacket nest boiled
with wood from a tree struck by lightning.
The efficacy of the latter was probably en-
tirely psychological and its use was connect-
ed with the belief that contact with a light-
ning struck tree would prove fatal. Accord-
ing to Michel, the Southern Okanagon did not
use rattlesnake poison for arrows, though the
Colville did. The distinction is doubtful.
A rattlesnake's poison was believed to be in
its blood. The root of a nettle plant call-
ed stsAtsExunt was also boiled with arrows
to poison them. (A gun which failed to kill
was sometimes washed out with boiled yellow
Jacket nest. Women sometimes poisoned each
other by concealing rattlesnake skin or part
of a bullfrog, of which the oil was the tox-
ic element. In food. This caused slow con-
sumption.) No song or spells were known to
help the poison do its work. Poisoned arrows
were kept in separate quivers, but were not
protected otherwise.

In use the bow was held vertically with
the arrow to the left, occasionally hori-
zontally. (The Wenatchi held the bow hori-
zontally with upturned fist, the arrow rest-
ing between the first and second fingers of
the bow hand.) The arrow was grasped be-
tween the thumb and the second Joint of the
bent index finger (primary release) , although
the third finger was sometimes hooked about
the string for added strength (secondary re-
lease). Both the stricture below the nock
and the sinew which held the vanes furnished
a firm grip.

Arrows were carried in a quiver of hard
rawhide slung over the right shoulder by a
strap, so that it hung under the left armpit.
The quiver was somewhat shorter than the ar-
rows, so that their feathered ends protruded.
Bows were also carried in quivers. Some
quivers were made with a wooden bottom and
had a wooden or buckskin cover. Quivers did
not have a stiffening rod. Decorations were
of beadwork and fringes. Both men and women
made quivers.

Wrist guards were worn on the inside of
the left wrist: a triangular piece of thick

Fig. 21. Stone scraper or knife.

buckskin, one apex directed forwards and the
other two connected by a thong passing
around the wrist. The hide was sometimes
stiff enough not to require a tie at the
forward point. They may have been used only
by small boys.

War clubs of the "slave-killer type
were made of a stone called sqga'sxEn. A
piece of stone about two feet long and three
inches thick was ground down with another
stone to about the shape of the human fore-
arm. A buckskin loop, fastened to the han-
dle, slipped over the wrist. The club had
no covering of skin or other materials

A deer-horn club was made of a horn from
which the tines had been cut. The horn was
scraped smooth and polished with horsetail
(Equisetum ) . The heindle was somewhat thin-
ned. This was first covered with pitch, a
circular piece of buckskin wrapped over it,
and bound with sinew. Pictures inspired by
the owner's power were Incised or painted on
the club. A similar club made of deer horn

21 Specimens in Washington State Museum, Nos. 2-272, 2-273.
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had a strip of rawhide hanging from one end,
and a hole at the other to which a wrist loop
was attached. This club was usea mainly as
a quirt.

Moveable heads were reported on clubs
two feet long, perhaps of the type used in
the Great Basin.

Little information was obtained concern-
ing stone knives, which have long been out
of use. A single type of knife served all
purposes (Figure 21). It was of flint, shap-
ed by pressure-flaking along one edge only
with a deer-horn implement, and smoothed by
rubbing on a whetstone. The horn flaker was
rubbed on a rough stone to make it blunt.
The pressure was down and away from the body.
Flint was obtained from McLaughlin's Canyon.
Flint or obsidian was also shaped by heating
and then touching with a wet stick along the
line to be chipped. Only one edge of the
knife was sharpened. The handle might be
left unworked and wrapped with buckskin.
Mary Garden reported that knives to be used
in warfare were provided with short stout
handles so that one stabbed downward. The
handle was of peeled service berry wood, two
inches in thickness, dried over the fire If
wanted immediately, but otherwise set aside
to season. At one end a flat place was whit-
tled so that the blade could be set against
it. This was Joined with pine pitch and a
wrapping of a narrow strip of wet buckskin.
Pictures of the power animal were incised in
the handle, the fine lines being filled with
clay or charcoal.

Spears of various lengths were used in
warfare and to a very limited extent in deer
hunting. ~ A spear about ten feet long with a
bone head was reported by Suszen. The shaft
was made of any straight wood, preferably
fir, which was peeled and straightened with
a large wrench like that used for arrows.
The head was either inserted in a socket in
the shaft (?) or was Inserted in a groove and
bound with rawhide. The shaft was decorated
with feathers and beads. A shorter spear,
from five and a half to six feet long, was
reported by Michel. This spear is substan-
tially the same as that just described. The
head, of flint, was Inserted in a slot in the
end of the shaft and wrapped with sinew.
Heads of horn, lozenge-shaped or deeply barb-
ed, were also reported.

Spears were not thrown: all were thrust,
held at the end of the shaft with the thumb
back and the knuckles up, the hand moving
forward from over the shoulder. The spear
thrower was unknown.

Shields of varied shape and construc-
tion were used in warfare to parry arrows
and spear thrusts. One type was circular
(about three feet In diameter) and convex.
It was made of rawhide from the neck of an
elk, deer, or horse, or when obtainable from
buffalo or grizzly bear hide. The hide was
stretched and sewn over a hoop of blue wood,
to which a cross of wood was bound. David
Isaac, of northern affiliation, reported that

both of the cross-sticks bowed outward so
that the shield was convex. The shield
was held by the horizontal cross-stick or by
a cross-piece of buckskin. Round shields of
wood were reported by Suszen as the common
type, but no details were obtained.

Square shields were
sticks. The hide shield
along the vertical axis
prow-shaped front, which
deflect arrows. A long
the vertical crease and
by a rawhide handle. Wh
was fastened to a frame
The square slat shields
"braided" closely togeth
weave.

made of hide or
s were often bent
so as to present a
would more easily
stick was built into
the shield was held
ether this shield
was not reported,
were made of sticks
er in a checker (?)

Shields were used mainly as parrying in-
struments, and held in the left hand byaman
armed with a club. They could be dispensed
with by an agile man. The ability to dodge
arrows depended on one's power. Boys played
at war with shields and blunt arrows.

Skin armor was made of thick deer and
elk rawhide among the southerly bands. One
type was a poncho: a single piece of rawhide
reaching below the hips with a hole cut for
the head to pass through. This was laced
together on each side with thongs. The hide
was soaked in water to loosen the hair; then
it was shaped and allowed to dry stiff. An-
other type of armor was made of two pieces,
also from the neck region where the hide is
thickest. These were sewed or tied together
over the shoulders and tied at the sides, be-
ing appropriately cut out to fit shoulders
and neck. This type reached to the waist or
lower. Neither type was decorated. Both
V7ere worn next to the skin under the clothes.
They could not stop an arrow at close range,
however.

Among the northern bands armor was made
of eight (?) thicknesses of tanned moose
hide. This reached below the hips. Back and
front pieces were Joined by two ties over
each shoulder and four on each side. The
ties were strips of skin sewed to the front
and back pieces. The informant (David Isaac)
did not remember whether there was any decor-
ation.

Both the southern and northern groups
had rod armor. This was made of blue wood
sticks after the pattern of the moose hide
armor. The sticks ran vertically and were
probably twined together at short intervals
with Indian hemp cords. The rods on the
sides, naturally, reached only to the armpits.
This armor was not so long as to prevent the
wearer sitting down. The shoulder ties were
fastened to the twining elements; the side
straps to the rods. Both the skin and the
rod armor were put on over the head, indicat-
ing that the shoulder straps were permanent-
ly fastened.

Armor was not common, as it was custom-
ary to enter battle wearing only a breech-
clout and with the body painted.
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There was no helmet or other protection
for the head.

It was reported by the chief Suszen
that in the manufacture of weapons and other
implements, individuals who were particular-
ly adept were often commissioned by the chief

to make a number of shields, snowshoes or
whatever the artisan's specialty might be,

and these were loaned by the chief to those

who needed them. This statement is probably
colored by the informant's habitual over-
emphasis on chiefly authority; further, it

is doubtful that such specialization in manu-
facture ever obtained among the Southern
Okanagon.

CANOES

Dugout canoes were used to some extent

by the Southern Okanagon, but were scarce.

Bark canoes were altogether absent, but were
common among the Northern Okanagon (that is,

from Oroville northward, and on the Slmllka-
meen). Rafts, made of logs tied together
with service berry or other withes, were al-

so used to some extent by the Northern Okan-
agon, When the Kartar people went to the
Okanogan River for torch fishing, they bor-
rowed canoes from the residents there.

The dugouts of the Southern Okanagon
were made chiefly of yellow pine; also of
cedar or cottonwood. Large cedar trees were
scarce, and from them only small canoes
could be fashioned. Cottonwood was con-
sidered inferior because it warped in drying
and fir was too heavy. Canoes varied in
length from twelve to thirty feet and were
about two feet wide. A large boat held ten
to twelve- people including paddlers. The can-

oes were flattened on the bottom. The ends,
which were alike, rose upward from the keel
line to gunwale at an angle of about thirty
degrees. These sloping ends were flat plsuies,

which helped to keep the canoe from rolling.
The sides were about two and one half inches
thick; the gunwales slightly higher at each
end than amidships. They were undecorated
and no stem or stern pieces were added. In
constructing the canoe a log was first rough-
ly hollowed with fire and flint or horn chis-

els; then it was burned smooth with fire and
the charcoal scraped out with the same chis-
el. Holes were not bored in the sides to

ascertain the thickness: this was accomplish-
ed by thumping. The canoe was put into still

water and balanced by hewing down the heavier
side. Two nen required about two months of

continuous work to complete a good-sized
canoe. This was a summer task.

The paddle had a total length of four
to five feet, the blade being two feet long
by six inches wide, thickened at the center,
sharp around the edges, and rounded at the

lower end. These were of cedar because it

was light. (Double paddles and double-point-
ed paddles were unkno\TO. ) punt poles were

used along the shore, especially on lakes.
Paddlers usually knelt on grass in the bot-
tom of the canoe. The steersman at the
stern paddled mostly on one side, but the
others paddled on both sides, shifting after
every two or three strokes, according to
Curtis." Since the gunwale of the canoe was
only a few inches above the surface the can-
oe often shipped water. This was emptied by
tilting the canoe to one side and scooping
out the water with the paddle.

Among the Northern Okanagon spruce bark
canoes were abundant, some families owning
two, (David Isaac stated that dugout canoes
were unknown until after the advent of the
whites,) Their maximum length was fourteen
feet, the maximum load four persons, but us-
ually three. Both ends were rounded (David
said sharp) and "turned down" for strength
(i,e., the bark turned down inside ?). This
canoe was made of a single piece of inner
bark of the spruce, with ribs of bluewood,
about six inches apart, whittled flat on the
side next the bark shell and sewed with ced-
ar root. A central longitudinal bar was put
on the bottom over the ribs. The gunwale
was reinforced by a rim of bluewood fastened
with pitch and sewed to the inside of the
shell. A single piece was used for each
side if long enough; otherwise lengths were
fitted together. In sewing on the various
pieces, an awl of bluewood, fire hardened,
was used. The outside of the canoe was coat-
ed from time to time with pine pitch spread
with a firebrand. A coat lasted about ten
days if the canoe was used frequently. A
single strip of wild cherry root, which turn-
ed yellow, was sewed around the canoe (gun-
wale ?) for decoration. There were no
thwarts. Men knelt in the bottom, using a
paddle four feet long, its blade thickened
down the middle, and without a cross-grip to
the handle. Paddles were neither painted nor
carved. About three days were required by
two men to complete a bark canoe^ (David
said the last of these was made sixty or
seventy years ago,)

The Lakes (Senajaxtee) were said to use
white fir bark for canoes.

VARIOUS IMPLEMENTS

Salmon Spears

One and two-pronged spears with detach-
able heads, and one, two, three and four-
pronged spears with non-detachable heads
were used for spearing salmon. The commonest
was the two-pronged type with detachable
heads. Shafts were of fir, from sixteen to
twenty feet long, shaped to a uniform thick-
ness. Fir was chosen because it was not on-
ly naturally straight, but would not warp
nor become heavy when wet. The forward end
was beveled to receive two foreshafts about
eighteen inches long, of any kind of wood
such as service berry, bound to the shaft

32 Curtis, North Anerloan Indian . VIII, 71.
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at a slightly diverging angle (Figure 22)."
Kach foreshaft bore a head, made of two piec-
es of split deer horn or bone, sharpened at
the point and bound together. Each head was
attached to the shaft by a slack line. At
their midpoints the foreshafts were connect-
ed by a firm line to prevent them from
spreading when thrust into a salmon. All
points of binding were first covered with
melted pine pitch and then wrapped with Indl-

formed of two small sticKs crossed at the
middle and lashed. The cordage was wound on
this figure-eight fashion.

Deer nets were made of hemp string by
hand, with no shuttle. They were about eight
feet high and as long as four hundred yards,
but were made in sections large enough for
one man to carry. Women made the hemp string,
men the net.

Fig. 22. Fishing spear (showing foreshafts and detail of head).

an hemp cords. When casting or thrusting
this spear, it was held horizontally above
the right shoulder, the right hand grasping
It with the thumb toward the butt end, so as
to deliver a stabbing stroke downward. The
left hand merely guided the shaft.

Nets

A conical dip net was used for chub,
eels, squawfish, and small salmon trout. Its
handle was a long peeled willow limb bearing
a fork. The ends of the fork were lapped
and lashed together to form the ring carry-
ing the net. The net was laced to this ring
with Indian hemp cord. The net itself was
deep and conical. It was made with the aid
of several gauges of cedar wood, whittled and
rubbed very smooth (Figure 23). The descrip-
tion obtained is not wholly clear but seems
to be as follows. Meshes were made in a
continuous spiral around the net, working
from left to right, and turning the fabric
face for face with each new row of meshes
added. To start the first row, which would
form the apex of the net, a series of loops
were made over a net guage. For the second
row, the fabric was turned over so that the
meshes now added faced in the same direction.
Square knots were used throughout. The net-
ting needle, or more properly reel, was

Snowshoes

These were of two kinds in the southern
part of the territory: a long narrow type
and a short broad one. Suszen stated that
the long shoe was more difficult to make and
use, the broader kind being used more by
women and unskillful men. (Wenatchl snow-
shoes were said to have been longer and nar-
rower, and to turn up at the toes.) The long
shoe was turned up at the toe, otherwise the
construction was the same for both. The
frame consisted of two pieces of maple wood,
which were bent in hot water while still
green and lashed together before and behind.
Thongs of thick skin (such as bear skin) were
woven across the frame with a checker weave.
The weave differed in the several sections
of the shoe. A loop across the instep and
another across the heel kept the snowshoe on
the foot. A hole was left for the toes to
pass through when raising the foot to take a
step. The snowshoes varied according to the
size of the user, the long type being aoout
half of the owner's height in length. The
long type may have been borrowed from the
Wenatchl, since it resembles the Wenatchl
type and was not reported for the region near
Omak. On the other hand, the snowshoes said
to have been used in the northern part of
the territory were about three feet long for

23 Wasblnston State Huseum, No. 2-327 a-c.
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the women and from four to five feet for men.
Beside this there were no sex differences in
use or manufacture. Only a few people could
make them, but these were both men and women.
A pair would last a man for two or three
years and was worth from one to three deer
skins.

Fig. 23. Net guage (after native sketch).

Digging Stick

This was about two and a half feet long
but depended on the stature of the woman us-
ing it. It was made of service berry or ar-
row wood and was fitted with a deer or elk
horn cross-handle. The stick was stripped
of its bark and shaped by heating (soaking in
hot water ?) and bending over the knee, or
by laying it across two sticks on the ground
between which it was weighted down with a
stone. Presumably the stick was curved some-
what throughout its length. Both ends were
sharpened so that the stick could be reversed
in its handle when one end dulled. The horn
handle was rubbed into shape and a hole was
bored in the middle, through which the stick
was inserted. Women setting off on a trip
to gather camas took eight or ten such
sticks with them. Iron bars now replace the
wooden sticks.

Seed Beater

This was a wooden frame covered with
buckskin; in effect two oval surfaces, the
beating surface six inches in length, the
smaller portion, which served as a handle,
four Inches long. A peeled stick of service
berry wood about three-fourths inch thick
was bent Into a figure-eight and the ends.

which lay at the point of crossing, were
lashed together with the inner bark of serv-
ice berry (Figure 24) . A piece of buckskin
the shape of the beater (a) was sewed on the
larger loop. A second piece (b) was sewed
on the opposite face of the smaller loop so
that this, the handle, was covered on both

Second buckskin

on Kdndle

Fig. 24. Seed beater (drawn from deacrlptlon)

,

faces. The first piece of skin (a) over-
lapped the second. The sewing on both loops
began and ended at the point of crossing. The
stitches were on the back, the smooth side
being down when in use. The fastening of the
sewing element was a simple knot. After the
beater had been in use, the buckskin on the
beating surface stretched and was less taut,
which was not considered desirable. A skill-
ed woman could cause an almost constant rain
of seeds to fall into the funnel-shaped
birch bark bucket held in the left hand. The
bucket was held by the rim with its loop han-
dle resting on the back of the hand, or it
was simply held by the loop. Basketry beat-
ers were unknown to the Southern Okanagon.

Mortar and Pestle

For a mortar a rather shallow, twined
Indian hemp basket was lined with the heavy
neck portion of a deerskin and placed inside
a slight cavity, naturally or artificially
hollowed in a stone.

Methow and Chelan were reported also to
use this form of mortar and pestle (see
below). The Yakima, ffenatchi ,and''Ellensburg"
(Northern Wenatchi ?) used a coiled cedar
root basket with a pestle of similar shape
but of a blue-black stone.
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Or a pounding sack was made from a disk
of hide about a foot In diameter, to which
extensions or sides of skin about four inch-
es high were sewed with buckskin.

Pestles were made by men of a white or
gray stone called squgasxEn. by chipping a
naturally well-shaped piece to the proper
form. The pestle was three or four inches
in diameter and about nine inches long (Fig-
ure 25) ." Pestles had no knobs at the up-

r-'

^^

Fig. 25. Stone pestles.

per end as in neighboring areas. Usually
only one or two old men were proficient at
chipping them: they were sold for a deerskin.

Spoons

Elk or mountain sheep horn spoons were
made from horns traded from the Similkameen
River (Figure 26). The horn was soaked in
water overnight to loosen the core, which
was removed by tapping gently on the outside.
The horn was then out open along one side
and whittled to the proper outline, after
which it was soaked in hot water for an hour
until soft. The bowl was then shaped with
the hands. Two crossed sticks were placed in
the bowl and Indian hemp was wrapped around
the circumference to maintain the shape un-
til the spoon was dry. It was then polished
with horse tail ( Equisetum ) . The handle was
decorated with a series of notches, or might
bear the same decoration of fine lines as
the sticks for handling coals described be-
low. These spoons were fairly rare; no more
than one to a family in early times. A sheep
horn spoon was worth a deer hide.

Stone Adzes

These were used for hollowing out dug-
out canoes and wooden storage tubs. They
were easily made from a stone knife hafted
to one of the branches of a forked stick, the
other branch serving as the handle. At the
hafting the branch was whittled thin to the
same size as the blade. No gum was used, on-
ly a deerskin thong, since this was only a
temporary tool. The wood was from certain
thorn bushes, which are not apt to split.
Mary Garden stated that the adze scraper used
in tanning bear hides was never used for
trimming wood.

Fig. 26. Horn spoon.

Fire-Drill

The drill, made from wood taken from
the topmost twig of a dead pine tree and well
dried, was sharply pointed. The hearth was
a board about one foot by six inches, of
either dry pine or cottonwood root, shaped
either flat or convex transversely on the up-
per face. In the convex type the hole in
which the vertical drill was rotated was on
the center line and the tinder, dry grass or
shredded dry willow bark, was placed around
it. In the flat hearth the hole was near
the edge and was connected with the edge by
a shallow groove. The tinder was placed be-
side the board so that the ignited dust
would fall on it by way of the grooves, '^ile
one man held down the hearth, the drill was
rotated rapidly between the palms by one,
two, or even three others, taking turns with-
out letting the drill stop. When the glow-
ing dust appeared, they cried in unison,
"There they come; there they come," If one
man alone drilled for fire, he held the bark
tinder ready under his armpit. Sometimes
green birch was used for the base and dry
sagebrush bark fiber as tinder. The drill
was designated as male, the hearth as female.

Fire was also produced by striking to-
gether two pieces of flint. This was said
to be pre-white.

Only one fire was started In oeunp in

24 Ihflt shown in Tlgare 25, a la fifteen and a half Inches long; in b alx and a half Inchea. Specimens
In the tashingtco State lIuBeum numbered as follows: Figure 25, a, 2-265, b, 2-284; Figure 26, 2-274.
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this fashion, which was then distributed. At

night logs were left to smoulder, turned over
in the morning, and blown into flame.

Fire was carried on Journeys in a fuse
of sage brush bark bound with Indian hemp in-

to a tight bundle two inches in diameter.
These might be very long when new; perhaps
thirty feet. About seven inches of its
length burned away in twelve hours.

Cooking and Household Accessories

A piece of dried cedar wood, about
twelve inches long, whittled flat at one end
for half its length, served as food stirrer
when cooking. A makeshift spoon or stirrer
was made in summer by twisting and knotting
a willow twig on itself to form a racquet
(Figure 27). The tip was passed alternate-
ly over and under each successive coil en-
countered an indefinite number of times. The
twig might be split in two for the purpose,
or a forked twig used.

Meat was served by spearing with a point-
ed service berry or arrowwood stick about a

foot long. Spits for roasting meat were
made of cedar or arrowroot. They varied from
two to four feet in length, and were sharp-
ened at both ends. The meat was put on one
end, while the other was stuck into the
ground. Every woman had three or four roast-
ing sticks of various sizes at hand. After
meals, women rolled roasting sticks, stirrers,
and the sticks used for serving meat in the

mat on which the meal had been served.

Brooms were made by tying the stems of
several branches together, such as white
sagebrush. The dried wing of a large bird
(goose, owl, eagle, etc.) was used to brush
clotfiing, mats, and the like.

Mops used for beating up foam-berries
were made by tying dried "pine grass" to the

end of a service berry handle about a foot

long and an inch thick. The bundle of grass,

which was about ten inches long, was placed
around the handle so that the ends of the

grass were flush with the end of the handle.
This was then bound, near the end of the

stick, with Indian hemp cord. The free ends

of the grass were then allowed to fall back
over the end of the handle and again bound
while in this position.

Cooking stones were smooth, about fist-
size, and were heated on a crib of sticks
which was fired from below.

Sticks for handling hot coals, stones,
and the like were made of a hard, relatively
noninflamable wood, such as dogwood. A pair
were whittled spatula-shape at one end; their
round handles being about .three quarters of

an inch through. The handle was decorated
with incised lines filled with red or yellow
clay. The designs were eimple spirals
around the shaft for its whole length, paral-

leled by dots, or a similar arrangement with
spirals in opposite directions and thus
crossing. The Chelan used the same kind of

fire sticks.

A stick for use with the roasting pit
was sometimes specially prepared. This was
of service berry wood, twelve to fourteen
inches long, sharpened but not otherwise fin-
ished. The steam was allowed to escape by
punching a hole near the edge of the earth
covering, never at the middle.

Vfhen a hunter had no other cooking uten-
sil, he used a deer paunch set in a hole in
the ground.

Fig. 27. Types of makeshift stirrer.
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Needles

A needle fcr sewing tule mats was six
or seven inches long, made of deer bone,
thinned down, and with an inch-long eye at
the top. It had no ridge or groove. No
creaser was used with it as on Puget
Sound. Needles were also used in sewing
skins. These were of bone or wood provided
with a round eye. Needles made of quills
were also used for sewing; they could only
be inserted after holes had been punched by
an awl

.

Tump Lines

A tump line or pack strap consisted of
a single thong of tanned deer skin, from
three to six feet long, depending on the use,

with a broader section (two and one-half or
three inches across in the center) where it

passed over the upper part of the forehead
and hair. Deerskin from the neck region was
preferred since this is thicker. Tump lines
of Indian hemp were reported: the central
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Fig. 28. Coiled baskets (front and side views).

Fig. 29. Coiled baskets (a, c, Soutbem Okanagon; b, Wenatchi)
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portion of these was nine by three inches;
the lines were braided. Although the weight
could be shifted to the small of the back by-

bending forward, almost the entire burden
was borne by the lines. One informant said
the half-bow knot was used universally. Wo-
men carried bundles of wood, blankets, tule,
and the like with such lines.

Parfleches

These (called pEnpEnai, "it folds back")
were made of buffalo or horsehide and were

The coiling is counterclockwise, the
work proceeding from left to right on the
edge of the basket nearest the worker, the
inside of the basket being uppermost. The
strips of bark used for sewing, eighteen inch-
es or more long, are soaked in water while
the work is in progress, and occasionally
the whole top of the basket is dipped into
water. Such strips are split to proper
thickness and width while one end is held
between the teeth. The foundation of the
coil is a bundle of strips of bark (sometimes
strips of the root itself are included) about

Fig. 30. Round twined bags (showins two sides in a and b

laced with rawhide. There is obscurity in
the statements that the "parfleohe was of Nez
Perc^ type," and again that they "were exact-
ly like those of the Nez Perc^." At least
they were made by Southern Okanagon."

BASKETS, BAGS, AND BUCKETS

All such containers were made by women.
Sometimes these were exchanged among them-
selves for similar products or for food.

Coiled baskets made of cedar root bark
were used for storage, cooking, berry gather-
ing and other purposes, as among all the in-
terior Salish tribes. They would stand much
rougher treatment for cooking than birch
buckets. A basket of this sort would last
for ten years. Apparently they were former-
ly made in a variety of sizes and shapes, but
those seen were used only for berrying and
were about a foot deep, tapering slightly at
the bottom and sometimes flattened on one
side (Figures 28 and 29).'" Hill-Tou-^" states
that "a well-made cedar root basket often
outlasts the generation which first saw it:
some specimens are known to have been in use
close upon half a century."

a quarter of an inch in aiameter when com-
pressed. In splitting the cedar roots many
splints are short: these are used in the
foundation. The foundation bundles are sewed
with a somewhat longer and strong strip of
cedar root bark, pointed at one end so it

can be passed through each stitch in the
course below. A hole is made with an awl
for each stitch, which passes inwards from
the outside, up and over the bundle of
strips, then is pulled downwards with con-
siderable force before being pushed in
through the next hole. The stitches are spac-
ed equidistantly in round baskets, but in
rectangular baskets they are more frequent
near the corners. As the work proceeds new
strips of bark are inserted into the end of
the foundation bundle to give a continuous
coil. To add to the sewing elemenl; the rem-
nant of that already in use is brought into
the foundation bundle. The new sewing ele-
ment is stitched twice through the same hole,
the short free end being left in front and
covered with the second of the stitches. The
edge of the basket is finished with stitches
making a criss-cross pattern: apparently
each stitch pierces the second stitch beyond
of the course beneath, is then carried back

25 An Okanagon apecimen is figured In Spier, Plains Indian Parfleche Designs . 322.

26 Catalog numbers (Washington State Museum) and dimensions of baskets Illustrated: Figure 28,a (2-253)

depth 12" I length 9" i width 7"; b (2-257) 8" z 9" z 7" ; c (2-255) 14" z 12" z gj": Figure 29, a (2-256) 10"

z ei" z 7".

27 Hill-Tout, British North America . 113.
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over the rim from the inside, and pierces
(from the outside) the stitch that has been
skipped. The elements of the foundation bun-
dle are cut off one by one at the rim so
that the foundation coil tapers to an end
and the edge of the basket is even.

Imbrication was the only mode of decor-
ation. This was done with a kind of grass
called slEkg'stIa, which was picked in the
Pend D 'Oreille country in midsummer. This
was sometimes colored with vegetable dye. Ac-
cording to Boas^' the home of imbrication

filled. Bags of other materials were appar-
ently made in an identical way. These had
handles of buckskin, with little buckskin re-
inforcements. A hop vine cord specimen seen
had its base In simple twining, its sides in
diagonal twine. They were decorated by false
embroidery in red and black, worked with the
inner bark of a plant called po'qwe. This
plant was brought by the Stmilkameen in bun-
dles about five Inches thick, three of which
were worth a blanket. The bark was dyed in
a concoction of Oregon grape root boiled in
water. The lacing was always done with a

^iVpiv,;> r.way^^i- •I'u

^is!?i?^#"' ^^mM'BK-.

Fig. 31. Flat twined bag (shovrtng unlike designs on two sides).

seems to have been somewhere in the Cascade
region, the Okanagon having received the
trait about the time of the coming of the
whites.

Cooking baskets were always set into
the ground for stone boiling. They were not
washed out but scraped witn the fingers,
which were promptly licked.

Twined bags with round bottoms resem-
bled baskets in shape (Figure 30).^'' These
were made of Indian hemp, of wild hop vine
bark (qetsSasEnl'm) , or with tule warps and
willow bark wefts. The tule-willow bark bag
was described as follows. The bottom was
first twined, working in a clockwise direc-
tion, new warp elements being added as the
work proceeded. This was begun by wrapping
the weft once around the warps where they
crossed at the center. The tule warp ele-
ments were then bent up to form the sides.
Loops of tule were put around the rim of the
bag, by which it could be tightly laced when

two- strand Indian hemp cord. If the bag was
to be carried any distance, the top was stop-
ped with grass and leaves before it was
laced. The tUmp line was then tied around
it. Such bags were used to transport any-
thing that was not fragile, such as dried
meat, berries, or pine cones.

Flat twined bags of Indian hemp were
used for carrying roots and berries, or for
supplies taken on a hunting trip. They were
about twelve inches wide and eighteen inches
deep (Figure 31).^° Such a bag was woven
as a flat fabric, then doubled, and sewed
along the sides. A buckskin handle was fast-
ened on each side at the opening. An Indian
hemp rope fastened to the handles was slung
over the shoulders for carrying. As in the

specimen illustrated, the two faces might
bear different designs. The making of corn
husk sacks of Nez Perc6 type was derived
from the Wenatchi (?) within the last two

or three decades.

28 Boas, Colled Basketry . 139-140.
29 Specimens In Washington State Museum: Figure 30, a, b, no. 2-254, 13^" deep, 9" diameter; c, no. 2-

258, 7^ deep, 5|" diameter.
30 This specimen (no. 2-259) is 20" deep by 16" wide.
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Bags similar to the flat bags above
were also twined of green willow bark. A mat
with single or multiple warps about four
feet square was twined, doubled over, and
sewed up the sides. The rows of twining were
about three inches apart. This bag was fill-
ed with meat for storage, the opening laced
through loops along its edge. Willow bark
wears better than similar bags of tule.

Birch bark buckets were made of a sin-
gle rectangular piece of bark (Figure 32)."

able and the need. Few were over two feet
high. Such buckets were used for fetching
water, gathering sunflower seed, etc.

A pine bark cooking bucket made exactly-
like this was reported by Mary Garden. Such
buckets are known from adjacent tribes. Yet
it was said that pine was avoided for such
purposes on account of its disagreeable odor
which would affect the food. The pine bark
could be gotten at any season. The outer
rough bark was scraped from the strip.

a b

Fig. 32. Birch bark buckets (showing two aides in a and b),

Green bark was used and could be secured at
any season. Two diverging cuts were made at
the middle of each end (Figure 33, a), the
size and angle depending on the width of the
bucket. The sides (c) were folded and the
flaps at the ends (d) folded and lapped. Sew-
ing began at the rim, proceeding until the
points at the ends of the bottom (b) were
folded up and sewed. The sewing element was
Indian hemp or willow bark. The rim was re-
inforced by a green willow twig sewed inside.
The ends of this twig were shaved to overlap.
The rim of the bucket was folded down over
the twig; the sewing, starting from the end
seam, was a plain over-and-over stitch, pro-
ceeding in a counter-clockwise direction.
The Indian hemp twine was poked through all
holes from the outside, pulled up, over, and
down on the outside, then poked through the
next hole, as in coiled basketry. The term-
ination of this sewing strand was a simple
knot on the outside. A characteristic of
this binding is the decorative effect pro-
duced by lengthening the stitches at inter-
vals: this also prevented the bark from
splitting due to too great strain on any sin-
gle line of grain. A handle of buckskin was
sewed to the rim at the seam {?). Bark bas-
kets varied in size with the material avall-

A Cottonwood bark bucket was made in the
same fashion (see Food Quest).

In general, all buckets, tubs, and the
like were used for storing berries, etc., and
were kept under the storage arbors. They
were set up on sticks so that their bottoms
would not rot from the dampness. On the
other hand bags, envelopes, etc., containing
meat and fish were kept on the platform of
the arbor.

Vessels of clay, such as were made by
the neighboring Sanpoil, were unknown here.

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

Flageolets were used principally in
courtship by men, but on other occasions
were played by women also. They were made of
elderberry wood, the leg or wing bone of an
eagle, or the leg bone of any long-legged
bird. The elderberry flageolet was about
ten inches long and had from six to ten stops.
The pith was pushed out by means of a stick.
Near the mouth and was an oblong longitudin-
al slot into which a piece of chewed tree
gum was inserted to serve as a reed. Two
strips of buckskin were wrapped transversely

31 Numbers and dimeneloms are: a, b, no. 2-265, 8^ deep, 8" diameter;
diameter.

e, no. 2-264, 7" deep, 7"
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over this hole so as to leave a narrow open-
ing between them. Both ends of the flageo-
let were open, A young man who made good
flutes would be hired to make them by others.
Flute tunes had no words and were freely
learned and played.

Drums were not used by Southern Okana-
gon, but the Northern Okanagon were said to
have had square as well as round drums. The
latter were one and a half to two feet in
diameter by six inches deep. Square drums

b !

I

b

Fig. 33. Pattern of birch bark bucket.

were about the same size. The wooden frame
was a pine board softened by soaking in water,
bent into cylindrical shape and sewed to-
gether at the ends. On this a head of deer
hide was laced. Two buckskin thongs cross-
ing at right angles on the bottom of the
drum served as a handle. The drum was al-
ways beaten while held in the hand, and al-
ways with a drunstiok which had a knob of
buckskin wrapping at one end.

A double-headed drum, about three feet
in diameter, was made of cowhide stretched
over a section of a hollow pine trvink, the
two heads laced together. It is doubtful
that this diTim is aboriginal.

Deerhoof rattles were tied to the pole
used in the winter ceremonial dance. These
were made of the dew claws of the deer. The
musical rasp (notched stick rattle) and a
dnin made by swinging a suspended horizontal
pole against an upright, such as is known to
the Wi shram, were absent here. The only ap-
proach to drumming employed by the Southern
Okanagon was the time-beating with short
sticks on a long pole during the hand game.

PIPE AND TOBACCO

Various types of pipe were in use.
These Include the elbow pipe, the tubular
pipe, a square block pipe, and variants of
the tomahawk pipe (Figures 34 and 35).

Women's pipes were like men's but smaller:
they were made for them by the men. No woman
could smoke a man's pipe.

Pipes were made of soapstone, clay, and
a red stone, probably red catllnite. Red cat-
linite pipes were traded ready-made from the
Shuswap, since the Okanagon did not know how
to work this stone. A red stone was ob-
tained on the Methow River, a dark blue-
green soapstone from the Wenatchi, and black
soapstone from the Similkameen River. A
light green, soft stone (soapstone ?), which
was considered superior to other materials,
was also gotten from the Similkameen River.
To obtain it a man had to be let down the
bluff by means of a rope to the water's edge,
where he crawled back under the shelving
rocks and took the stone from under water.
The stone was immediately cut into pipes
while still wet and soft. Stone for pipes
was also traded from the Thompson for Indian
hemp. Clay was also used when stone was
lacking, according to Suszen, although he had
never seen clay pipes, but Billle Joe denied
this. The Methow used a blue translucent
stone (soapstone ?).

To manufacture a pipe, the shape marked
on the stone was cut out with a flint or ob-
sidian knife. The stem and bowl were bored
with a flint or obsidian drill. The bowl was
smoothed and polished with horse tail ( Equis-

etum). The short stems of stone pipes were
sometimes lengthened by inserting a hollow
willow stem. The tubular type (Figure 34, b)
rarely needed such a stem. Pictures of birds
and animals or straight lines were incised on
the stone stem of the pipe with an obsidian
flake and filled with red paint made of red
clay (ochre ?) mixed with pine pitch and
grease. Those who were too poor to own a
pipe or who were on a hunting trip without
one, would make a hollow in the mud for a
bowl and insert a wooden stem at one side.
This makeshift had to be smoked in a prone
position. Women's pipes were similar to
men's but somewhat smaller. All pipes were
formerly made by men, but are now made by wo-
men also. Pipes were never sold.

There was apparently a tribal pipe (i.e.,
group or band pipe) in the custody of the
chief of the band. This pipe was passed
around the council circle to the right, start-
ing with the chief, before the discussion be-
gan, each man taking two or three puffs. The
heads of winter houses were also said to have
large pipes for formal gatherings like those
of the chiefs.

Tobacco was not cultivated, not even by
weeding the wild plants, but was gathered
along creeks and in moist places. This plant
was said to be a yard tall. The leaves were
stripped off and spread on rocks to dry for
about two days. The dry leaves were then
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put into buckskin bags and pulverized by rub-
bing the sides of the bag together. The to-
bacco was then stored in another bag. One
informant, Suszen Timentwa, stated that the
tobacco was pulled up by the roots, dried for
ten to fifteen minutes over a fire, then
stored in tight cedar-root baskets. He also
stated that it was kept moist by putting in
the basket fresh roots or grass, but on
another occasion denied this. It seems im-
probable that the tobacco plant was rooted
up, as this would destroy the supply, but it

C
n

Fig. 34. Types of pipes.

was said to keep better intact. (This was
in fact contradicted by other informants.

)

"Kinikinik," properly bear berry ( Arcto -

staphyllos uva-ursi [L.] V was mixed with to-
bacco just before being put into the pipe in
the ratio of two parts of kinikinik (skaisu -

33a£n) to one of tobacco. Sunflower leaves
were substituted for tobacco, as alsoa plant
called cqEluxcma'n^lc (which grows by streams)
and the dried pulverized root of la'cia'c.
(The last named was also used to revive un-
conscious persons.) All three were mixed
with kinikinik. Not so sman'xU, a "grass"
growing near Riverside, which was smoked
alone.

Formerly the pipe, tobacco, and kini-
kinik were carried in two separate bags worn
at the waist. These bags were made by women
for their husbands according to the latter'

s

specifications. They were about six inches
wide by nine Inches long, but varied greatly
in size. They were sewed up on one side, per-
haps fringed at the seam, and were closed by
a draw-string at the top. They were decor-
ated with porcupine quills. A shaman's
pouch was painted on both sides. In more
recent times they used a single long bag,
about the length of a stocking, open at both
ends, and separated into two parts by a seam
across the middle. Tobacco and pipe were
kept in one compartment, kinikinik in the
other. A Wenatchi woman shaman was seen
with a cloth bag of this type knotted sev-
eral times in the middle to keep the com-
partments separate. One informant stated

Fig. 35. Stone pipe.

that the bag was sewn down the middle:
whether this means longitudinally or trans-
versely is not clear. These bags were fring-
ed and decorated with quill work, though mod-
ern cloth bags were undecorated. Tobacco
bags were made of ground-hog skin, buckskin,
and, in later days, other materials. Otter
hide was used by chiefs and other wealthy
men, "strong men" who were able to (permit-
ted to ?) make fire with the fire drill.

In former days the only women who smok-
ed were shamans. Smoking always accompanied
a shamanistic curing ceremony. A man shaman
had a special ceremonial pipe decorated with
his power animal, in addition to his ordin-
ary or secular pipe. No other person was
permitted to smoke the shaman's ceremonial
pipe.

PREPARATION OF MATERIALS

Tanning

Deer skins were tanned by women. If the
skin was not to be prepared immediately it

was hung, hair side under, over a pole tied
between two trees until dry, then stored
away. Then ready for dressing the skin was
soaked in a stream for several days. The wet
skin was then laid over a log leaned against
a tree and the hair scraped off. This log,
prepared by a man, was about six inches in
diameter and about five or six feet long.

32 Identified by Urs. Uartha Flahaut of the Washlngtcm State Unseum.
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The bark was removed and the log beveled at
the upper end to rest flat against the tree.
After the neck of the deerskin had been
scraped, it was tucked In between the end of
the log and the tree so that the skin was
draped over the I0-5 with the legs hanging.
The hair was then scraped from the rest of
the skin with a downward notion always in the
direction the hair lay. Women r.ade their
own scrapers of the fibula (?) of a deer,
naturally sharpened on one edi^e, but further
sh.irpened with a stone knife. The articula-
tions at the ends of the bone were not re-
moved but were wrapped with buckskin or sinew
where it was grasped. The parts of the skin
were scraped in the following order: the
neck, forelegs, back, and finally the hind
legs. On a lar;e buckskin a thin layer im-
mediately under the hair, probably the pig-
ment layer, had to be removed to leave the
hide smooth. The lonj hair of a hide taken
in fall or winter was often cut short before
scraping. After the hair had been renoved,
blood was washed from the skin in clear
water until it was white. The skin was then
hung up to dry with the hair side down. A
woman who wanted to prepare her buckskin
quickly '.vould scrape off the hair while the
skin was still fresh. This was more dif-
ficult than after the skin had been dried
and soaked.

After dryin-?, the skin was soaked for
one or two days in a basket containing a mix-
ture of water and deer brains. The brains
had been previously buried in the ground un-
til decomposed; which took over a week. One
brain was sufficient to tan two skins. While
soaking, the skin was worked from time to
time with an ed.^ed stone and rubbed between
the hands to aid the softening process. The
skin was then wrung nearly dry. For this
process the neck end was wrapped around a
post or a small tree and turned back so that
the end was caught in the folds of the skin.
The skin was then twisted once counter-clock-
wise and the hind legs similarly wrapped
around a stick. Holding the stick in both
hands and pulling, the tanner then twisted
the skin counter-clockwise as far as possible,
until it knotted itself up against the tree.
After being left for a few minutes until all
the water had dripped out, it was untwisted
and tied on the stretching frame with cords
of braided Indian hemp about one-quarter
inch thick.

The stretching rack consisted of a pole
tied near the ground between two saplings
about six feet apart, and another pole tied
about five feet above it, thus making a par-
allelogram about six feet wide and five
feet high. If a small skin was to
be dried the frame was shortened by tying a
vertical pole to the horizontals to give the
desired length.

Holes for a cord to pass through were
made with an awl about two inches apart all
around the edge of the skin. Any tears in
the skin were tightly sewed up before
stretching. The skin was always stretched
with the flesh side tovqrd the operator and

the neck toward tne right. The two corners
of the neck and the ends of the hind legs
were tied tightly to the four corners of the
fra^e. The ends of the forelegs were tied
to the upper and lower bars and the tail to
one upright. Then a long lenr^th of quarter-
inch Indian hemp rope was tied to the upper
horizontal with a half bow knot and passed
alternately through a hole in the skin and
over the bar until the skin was tightly lac-
ed to the frame all around. As the skin
stretched during the scraping, the rope was
tightened. The edges of the skin were scrap-
ed v.'ith a stone scraper held in the hand; for
the larger surface the scraper was attached
to an eighteen-inch handle. The operator
held the scraper in both hands and, standing
sideways facing either the neck or the tail
of the hide, scraped toward herself. The
scraping process was continued until all the
flesh was removed and the skin left soft and
white. This required several hours.

The final step in the tanning process
was the' smoking of the hide. A circular pit
about eighteen Inches in diameter was dug in
the ground and a fire of two or three heavy
sticks was built in it. '.Vhen this had burn-
ed to coals, pine cones, rotten fir wood, and
dry willow broken into small splinters were
put on the coals to produce a dense smoke ov-
er which the skin was left all day. This
gave the buckskin a strong yellow tinge, de-
sirable for moccasins. For gloves and other
articles calling for a white skin, only dry
willow splinters were used in the smoking.
Formerly the skin was laid over a dome of
green poles, like a sweat house frame, built
over the fire pit. Three skins were smoked
at once so as to cover the entire dome. This
method was replaced at least forty years ago
by another. In the modern method the soft-
ened skin is trimmed all around to an even
edge, folded along its longitudinal axis
with the flesh side in, and sewed up from the
neck to the end of the hind legs, thus making
a sort of bag with the opening at the hind
end between the tail and the hind feet. The
skin is then hung, opening down, from a
horizontal pole tied between two trees, di-
rectly over the smoke hole. A broad band of
cloth sewed to the open end of the skin and
fitted to the edge of the fire pit caught all
the smoke and directed it into the skin.

Skins to be tanned
stretched tightly about
the ground by stakes dri
the edges of the skin,
ened with water and the
was scraped with a handl
As the skin became loose
so as tp tighten it. No
used in this process.

with the hair on were
three inches above
ven through holes in
The skin was moist-
upturned flesh side
eless stone scraper,
the pegs were moved
deer brains were

The implement used for scraping the
flesh from the drying skin was a flat round-
ed stone. Figure 21 shows the outline as
traced from a specimen: only one edge was
prepared for scraping, that to the left. A
flat weathered slab taken from the river, per-
haps an eighth-inch (?) thick, was laid on
coals until the heat split it along its lines
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of cleavage. One of the thin segments was
then laid on a rock where the nearer edge
was struck off with any convenient stone, The
strokes were toward the worker. When flak-
ing had brought the edge to the desired
shape, this was further ground smooth on a
rock.

Sewing

This process was accomplished by lacing
a sinew or buckskin thong, etc., through
holes punched with an awl. Sinew was pre-
ferred to buckskin, since it was stronger,
but it was harder to obtain for there was
only a small amount in a deer. The sinews
along the deer's backbone and legs were used.
Customarily sewing proceeded from the top of
the garment downward; a right-handed person
working from right to left. Holes were bor-
ed amay from the .body. As each hole was
punched the sinew strand was inserted and
drawn taut.

Bark Fibers

Willow bark prepared for such articles
as a women's skirt was the outer bark of the
tree. This was stretched while still green,
hung up for a day and then softened by rub-
bing a stone scraper across it many times.
The scraper was that used for dressing hides.

Cordage

Cords and ropes were made of Indian
hemp (spgl'tsEn). Among other places, this
grew along the Okanogan River and at the
southern end of Omak Lake. Whole families
would move to the hemp fields to camp while
the women gathered it. The harvest lasted
about two weeks. During this period, women
would gather enough for five bxindles at a
time (each bundle five inches thick, three to
four feet long) which took two or three days.
After preparing fibers from this, they went
to gather it again. Some of the hemp was re-
served for their own use, but the bulk was
sold to the Thompson.

The plants were soaked in water and the
bark stripped away. The decorticated part
was then separated into fibers by rubbing be-
tween the fists. The fibers were made into
two long bundles, each half the thickness of
the cord desired. These were rolled with
the palm on the bare right thigh: the two
bundles, separated by about an inch, were
rolled toward the body; then by a sharp re-
verse movement without lifting the palm, they
were made to twist about each other. Rolled
with the right hand, the finished cord fell
away to the right, while the left hand fed
In new bundles of fiber.

Various sizes of cords and rope were
made for different uses. For most purposes,
two strand cords were used.

Three strand braided ropes were made of
willow bark. The bark was kept in water un-
til it was needed, and the braided portion of
the rope was continually laid back in the
water while the length of rope was being com-
pleted. Lengths of three to four hundred (?)
feet were made in this fashion, strong
enough to lowe-r a man down the face of a
cliff when hunting for eagles.

Mountain goat hair was twisted into
cords according to Chilowhist Jim (an infor-
mant from the southern end of the territory).
The longer hair, six to eight inches in
length, was shaved from the skin with a knife.
A pile of this hair was moistened, matted to-
gether, and roughly twisted. To twist this,
a lithe stick provided at one end with a
right-angled hook was used. One end of the
bundle of hair was engaged in the hook while
the longer arm of this stick was rolled be-
tween palm and thigh, or between the palms,
to twist the hairs into a cord. Two persons
engaged in the task; one spinning the wooden
hook as he pulled on the cord, the other
holding the free end and adding hairs to
lengthen it. This cordage was made of tenor
twelve strands of hair. Horsehair was spun
in the same way to make rope, which was val-
uable because it withstood wetting.

Weaving

It is doubtful if the Southern Okanagon
wove, or at least that the southern bands
did. (Chilowhist Jim, whose information may
refer to the Methow, implied that his people
wove mountain goat yarn.) Teit states that
the Lake (Sinajextee) alone of all the inter-
ior Salish tribes wove. "It is said that the
Lake tribe made woven rabbit skin blankets
eind that also goat hair blankets were woven
on a loom." Again, "Woven goat's-wool robes
were known [by the Coeur d'AlSne] to be made
by tribes living west in the Cascade Moun-
tains, but not elsewhere. "» Andrew Tillson,
whose affiliations were with the northerly
groups, stated that blankets were woven of
goat's hair. The hair was twisted on the
thigh and woven apparently without the use
of any sort of loom. On the other hand, the
Inkamip band of Northern Okanagon, according
to Tom Martin, had no woven blankets of
mountain goat hair. Cecile, a Kalispel
brought up among the central groups of South-
ern Okanagon, had never heard of blankets
woven of goat hair or rabbit skin. They may
have traded for them.

Wood and Bone Working

Trees were felled by chiseling away
chips around the circximference near the base
with a deer horn wedge and a wooden maul. The
procedure was to drive in the wedge and pull
it up to pry off a chunk of wood. An alter-
native method with a dry tree was to chip
out several pits at the base with the horn
wedges. Fires were set in these pits to burn

33 Teit, Sallshan Tribes . 66, 219, 231.
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through the trunk. These were carefully
watched to keep the flames from spreading: in
winter snow was banked against the trunk for
this purpose. As a rule only leaning trees
were felled, since the weight of the tree
lessened the labor by cracking it off. Sev-
eral men might work together on this task in
order to obtain boards by their Joint labor.

To manufacture boards from such a
straight-grained tree as a pine, its outer
portion was removed from one side with wedge
and maul until a flat surface of the neces-
sary breadth was obtained. Then a board of
required thickness was pried off, four
wedges being inserted in line and struck one
after the other in series. As this section
slit off, the four were moved along the log.
Individual boards might be thinned further
in the same manner.

Wedges for wood working were made from
the base of a deer horn, which was cut flat
and sharpened at one end. It was said that
the naturally pointed tines were also used.
The maul was an unshaped cylinder of half-
dried pine or birch, slightly smaller at the
handle. Stone mauls could not be used since
they shattered the wedges.

A stout stick was split lengthwise by
first starting the split at one end with a
knife. This end was forced against a con-
venient stone on which only one split half
rested. As the stick bent, the split extend-
ed further along the stick. It was then re-
versed so that the other half of the split
end rested against the stone, and the pro-
cess repeated. This is a well-known method.

Wood was heated to bend it, not steamed
as on the coast.

Dry trees desired for firewood
simply burned down.

were

There were no carved or painted wooden
images. Nor were wooden boxes made, as on
the coast. One informant had heard of large
lidded wooden boxes used to cache food, but
these may have been trade articles.

Bone Intended to be cut into implements
was soaked in water until soft.

Dyes and Paints

Vegetable dyes for coloring fibers used
in basketry decoration were made of a plant
called kal'lEqwe-lstEn, "all colors." This
was a plant about a foot high, some t ime s wi th
a single stalk, and bearing small flowers.
It grew profusely along creek bottoms. Dark
red, light red, and blue dyes were obtained
from its roots by boiling them in water.
Michel, who described this dye, declared
that these different colors could all be
obtained from the same plant.

Mineral paints were obtained from a
place in Canada where the men and women used
to go especially for it. Red, bright red,
orange, black, and yellow paints were obtain-

ed there. Each color was wrapped in a sep-
arate buckskin bundle. These paints were
sometimes traded from the north; a fistful
being worth a robe or a blanket. The paint
was mixed with water in the bowl of a moun-
tain sheep horn spoon and applied with the
thumb. According to Mary Garden, of the most
southerly group, clays were bought from the
Spokan. About two tablespoons of clay dust
were gotten for a gallon measure of camas: a
small sack of the dust was worth a deer hide.
Clay paints wore carried in buckskin bags
about four inches square. She named the fol-
lowing paints obtained from them: Enaqa'lsp-
anEnvr lau, "Kallspel earth," chocolate red;
tu'l'man, dull light red; Enkw'Reolau

'
, "yel-

low earth"; Enp'omulaU', "brown earth."
Other clays obtained at Keller on the San-
poll River, "were not so pretty," since the
colors were duller. Here there was a dull
red and a yellow brown, duller than Spokan
yellow, known by the names for light red and
yellow above.

Black paint was made of charcoal and
grease, A white was obtained from a lake
above Riverside (?), This, called q'eio'q'-
etc, was presumably a dlatonaceous earth,
since It was said also to have been applied
to buckskin clothing to render it clean.

Porcupine quills were dyed yellow with
Oregon grape. The quills were placed in the
boiling concoction until soft, when they
were run between the fingers to press them
flat. In sewing, the quills were bent over
the sewing sinew.

MENSURATION AND TIME COUNTS

Some information was obtained on stand-
ards of measurement. These were all based
on parts of the body.

Measurement by the arm:
pitoqwi'ocl'kst , from closed fist

to inside of the elbow;
ntla'pa'cxEn, from closed fist to

shoulder of the same arm;
ntqo'cElaq, from closed fist to

the pit of the throat (the arm
extended to the side);

keaqosa'xEn, the same to the oppo-
site shoulder;

nikScwhepkst, the same to the
wrist (?) of the opposite ex-
tended arm;

tSl-mlxq.'o'tsEnikst, from the tip
of the middle finger across
the palm to the wrist.

Measurements by span of thumb and first
finger:

naqjetEqeocEmfn, one span;
acI'ltEqeOcEmln, two spans;
katEltEqeocBmIn, three spans.

The stem, tEqeocEmIn, was said to mean a

central transverse stick or part, e.g., of
an H-shaped object.

Measurement by thumb's breadth:
nakcq§'nlg8t , one thumb broad;
acllqe'nigst, two thumbs broad.
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The commoa word for thumb was ctS'nIgst.

A woman measured the length of buckskin
needed for a moccasin as the spein from thumb
tip to tip of middle finger plus the length
of the back of the middle finger to the
knuckle. She might measure this with the
material lying flat, or having measured the
span bring the material over the back of the
fingers to the middle knuckle. (The termin-
ology for this was unknown to the male in-
formant s .

)

Measurements were never made between
tattooed marks as among the Tarok.

Michel reported knotted strings for
keeping track of time. One knot was tied
in the string for each day, two knots close

together for two hundred, three for three
hundred, etc., and a small extra piece tied
on to represent a thousand days. While the
device is indiginous, being known also to
neighboring peoples, we may doubt the earli-
er existence of the higher counts (see also
Religion). It was also said that women kept
track of the passage of the nine lunar
months of pregnancy by making a knot for each
month, counting from the first failure to
menstruate until one month after the birth
of the child. Old people were said to keep
track of how long their children had been
dead in similar fashion, but we may doubt
this. Knotted string records were call-
ed catoa'sqi. They were not used as memor-
anda sent with messengers who carried invita-
tions.
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SOCIAL STRTKTDRE

By L. 7. W. WALTERS

TRIBAL NAME

The Sinkaietk or Southern Okanagon, oc-
cupying the Okanagon River valley In eastern
Washington, have been referred to in all past
written records as the Okanagon, thus group-
ing them with the British Columbia Okanagon
as one tribe.

Teit calls the Sinkaietk the "American
Okanagon" and treats them as one with the
British Columbia Okanagon when discussing
pre-white customs. To explain their differ-
ent entities in historic times, he says,
while recording autobiographical material
about Nicholas (1780-1865), head chief of
the Okanagon tribe:

"He was sorry that the country of the
Spokan had come under the control of the
Americans. It seems this attitude of Nich-
olas and the fact that the southern part of
the Okanagon country became American terri-
tory and the northern part Canadian (the in-
ternational boundary passing through it a
little south of the middle) brought it about
that the American Okanagon, after Nicholas's
death, recognized a different head chief."'

The Sinkaietk have only band chiefs and
deny that any man was ever head chief over
their entire tribe. Taking into considera-
tion that each band is autonomous, it is not
possible to speak of the Sinkaietk as a
tribe, if tribe be interpreted to mean a

group functioning as a unified political
whole. Any unity that the Sinkaietk possess
may be explained as due to dialectic identi-
ty, close geographical association, similar
customs and friendly relations which have
been maintained by constant intermarriage.

The Sinkaietk deny identity with the
Northern Okanagon on the basis of political
differences, although they speak an identical
dialect. They deny identity with the Chilo-
whist band of Methow on the basis of dialec-
tic differences, although this band is
located on the Okanogan river between two
Sinkaietk bands and possesses similar
customs.

The term "tribe" is loosely used in an-
thropological literature. Within the Plat-
eau culture area, the interior Salish lin-
guistic stock may be analyzed into a number
of dialectic types, one of which is the
Okanagon speaking peoples, who speak a
mutually understandable language and possess
many culture traits in common. The Okanagon

linguistic branch may again be analyzed into
six known functional units: the Okanagon
proper, the Sinkaietk, the Lakes (Sina jeitee ),

the Colville, the Nespelem and the Sanpoll.
I shall refer to these units, as determined
by native sentiment, as tribes.

With this terminology in mind and in
order to prevent future confusion of geo-
graphical groupings. It seems advisable to
call the Indians south of Tonasket, Washing-
ton, Sinkaietk, an anglicized form of their
own name. They declare complete independ-
ence, deny that there was ever an historical
affiliation of a political nature with the
Okanagon proper in the past, and designate
themselves by a different name, sinEqaie' tku,
"people of the water that does not freeze."

Comparison of the culture traits of the
Okanagon of British Columbia and the so-call-
ed Okanagon of the United States strengthens
the necessity for recognizing them as two
separate tribes. There is as much dis-
similarity between Sinkaietk and Northern
Okanagon culture as there is between
Sinkaietk and Sanpoll or Sinkaietk and Col-
ville. Even within the Sinkaietk, there are
local variations in culture from band to
band.

The misnomenclature was effected appar-
ently with the coming of the whites. All
Indians living in the environs of the Okan-
ogan River were called Okanagon Indians.
Prior to this period the river had two names;
by the Indians, it was called nuqaie't'^*^
("water that does not freeze") from its
mouth to Tonasket, and wEkanaqa'in from
there to its headwaters. Nowhere in the ear-
ly literaturehave I found a reference to
the nuqale't'^u river. The history of the
adoption of the name of Okanogan for the
whole river, I do not know.

TERRITORY AND POPULATION

The Sinkaietk, whose number has prob-
ably never much exceeded three hundred since
the fur traders came into this country, for-
merly occupied the entire territory from
about six miles east of Condon's Ferry on
the Columbia River, down that river to the
mouth of the Okanogan River and up the Okan-
ogan River to Tonasket.

"The population of this section was
probably at its highest about the year 1780.
... About 1782-3 the whole region was swept
by the great smallpox epidemic which had

1 Telt, Saliahan Tribes . 269.
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started on the Missouri a year earlier and
extended from Lake Superior to the Pacific
and northward to Great Slave Lake.... From
all accounts it destroyed from one-third to
one-half of the Indians within its area....

"The beginning of regular trade with
ocean vessels at the mouth of the Columbia in
1788 marked the introduction of sexual dis-
eases from sailors and traders which soon
poisoned the blood of practically all the
Indians west of the Cascades...."^

In 1846, the interior Plateau suffered
from another smallpox epidemic. In 1847,
numbers died with the measles, contracted
from contact with the whites. In 1852-3, an-
other destructive smallpox epidemic starting
in the Makah tribe on the coast, swept
across the state of Washington and into Ida-
ho. Thus, the population of the Sinkaietk,
as well as that of all other interior tribes,
was greatly decimated,^ The following is a
table of estimated populations of the Okan-
agon in the United States, obtained from old
sources.

Mooneye
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the Methow River, ascended the south bank a
short distance and then took a course due
west to the coast. Since acquiring the horse,
the Sinkaietk have sometimes crossed the
Heckles in search or Duftalo.

In proximity to the Sinkaietk, there are
three large trading points; Big Bend on the
Columbia River, the mouth of the Okanogan
River, and Kettle Falls. During the salmon
seasons, tribes from great distances con-
gregate at these places for fishing, trading
and gambling.

If few salmon are being caught in the
home territory, any band is welcome to fish
in friendly territory. Young men, in any
case, are apt to fish in friendly territory
in order to see the girls of other places.
Many marriages take place at salmon fishing
time.

Trading is a complement of food gather-
ing. Trade in food Is carried on entirely
ty the women, since the stored food belongs
to them. (Husbands, if questioned concern-
ing the food supply, answer, "I don't know.
That is not my business.")

Sinkaietk people travel quite some dis-
tance from their own territory to hunt, fish
and trade, as is evidenced in the following
accounts,

Mary Carden,when sixteen (approximately
1870), went with Tukoratum people to trade
in Ellensburg. The group started from the
mouth of the Okanogan River, crossed the
Columbia there and went across country. They
crossed the Columbia again below Wenatchee
and went over the mountains to Ellensburg.
They had money and horses then, and went to
purchase a winter food supply, blankets and
yardage for clothing. In the old days, Mary's
people went to Spokan, ?.'allspel, Colville,
Itoses Columbia and snkama'pElEks (a band of
Northern Okanagon) territory to trade.

According to Chllowlst Jim, who is of
Uethow descent, although there have always
been canoes, travel by water is infrequent.
In early days, however, they travelled all
the way to the Wenatchi, sometimes twenty
boats going at a time. It took four days to
get back, using long poles to go upstream.
They went to collect tules for housemaking
and to catch salmon which they dried there
for food. Trading took place at the mouth
of the npEsqwg'as creek which enters the
Columbia River at V/enatchee. Trade in Wen-
atchi territory had to be with a certain man,
a trading friend (so'xqui).'" If an in-
dividual's trading friend was not present,
that person would have to return without
making any trade. This seldom happened, since
the trips would be made at times when many
Indians gathered from everywhere, and all
who were interested in trading would be cer-
tain to be present. If a man's trading
friend died, friends would assist him in

developing friendship with another. One man
never had more than one of these in a trad-
ing place, but the latter might have several
to deal with if Indians from many places
came at once. This trade relationship was
not reported in connection with any other
tribe than the Wenatchl, In Wenatchi coun-
try, people from the coast ceftne to trade
with the people of the interior. Whether
this Wenatchl trading friend acted as an in-
terpreter, middleman, or did direct business
with his Interior friend is not known. In
October, the Wenatchi people came to the
mouth of the Okanogan River to get salmon
and to trade.

Andrew Tillson went to the coast at the
time of the Nez Perc6 war. He started at
nboi't haying time and went alone by horse.
He went from Loomls (tu' tckula^ii) to the
country around Orovllle. Then he went a-
cross to Rock Creek (sxa'IaqEn, White Owl),
thence to Curlew (nsIsqEtcI' n) and across
the hills to Kettle Falls (cxOne' tl<Q)

. Then
he went to kawl'la and Loon Lake (nqweme'taqQ)
in Spokan country. From there to Walla Walla
the country was uninhabited so that he trav-
elled for two days without meeting anyone.
When he reached the Palouse River, he crossed
on a ferry (sfeqa'wei) , run by a white man.
It took him two days from here to reach
Walla Walla, where there were many other In-
dians working, but no Okanagon. Then he went
to Wallula where there were friendly Nez
Perc^ (nai'aqutsEn) and sold his horse for a

good price, four dollars. A horse might be
traded for a tanned buckskin, which might
Itself bring twenty dollars, or for good
blankets that mere worth a hide. Large par-
ties of Okanagon sometimes went to Wallula,
They camped alone while there and never in-
termarried with the Nez Perc6, From Wallula
Andrew took the steamboat to Portland, but
as he was warned by white people that he
might be killed by the other Indians, he
returned to Wallula after two weeks. After
remaining in Wallula three years because of
the fighting, in which he did not parti-
cipate, he bought a horse and returned to
Loomls,

Suszen Timentwa says that the Sinkaietk
infrequently go to Blackfoot country (ctq"6_
xonu'la; ctq'^O' lexQn, Blackfoot), They go
down the Okanogan River, south on the west
side of the Columbia to Nez Perc6 country
and across to the Blackfoot country. Some-
times the Moses Columbia, Spokan, Flathead,
and Nez Perc6 accompany them. Runners carry
news all the time between these tribes; thus
they arrange meeting places on the way to
the buffalo country. Poor men with nothing
to trade go also to assist with the horses:
they receive food and clothing for their
services, Salmon, mountain goat hides, ber-
ries, grizzly bear hides, and deer hides are
taken along to trade for buffalo hides and
meat. The Blackfoot and the Plateau people
are always ready to fight. A smoke is mo-
tioned for in sign language and a t.uce

10 For other data, see Individual Life Cycle.
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holds while trading. The Plateau people have
learned sign language at these meetings.
Some of the Blackfoot are anxious to get
salmon in trade, while others object to the
Plateau people hunting buffalo and fight
about it. Healthy women and children are
taken on these trips. The women trade with
women; camas for buckskin clothes and leg-
gings that are beaded with bone. All trading
is individual. The trip takes three months
each way.

Sulktaskosem, Suszen's great grand-
father, a Moses chief, was said by him to
have been the first Plateau man to lead a
party to the Blackfoot country, Margaret
Sersepkin, whose narrative follows, said
that her husband was the only Sinkaietk who
took parties to the Plains in the middle of
the last century, and that in her father's
youth no one went to the buffalo country.

Margaret and her husband, Sersepkin,
chief of the Kartar band, started from Loomis
for the plains in July, six years after a
great earthquake, (Margaret is now about
ninety-two. She was seventeen or eighteen
at the time of the trip.) Sersepkin' s party
consisted of two boys hired to kill buffalo,
his own two sons and Margaret, with thirty
horses, some of which he intended to trade
with the Plains people. A good horse was
worth five or six buffalo hides.

After travelling all summer, they
reached Montana where they rested five days
at the home of Angus Ifecdonald, who was the
brother of George Tillson's wife. They trav-
elled eastward from here seven weeks before
coming to good buffalo country. On their way
they came down to a town, either Helena or
Missoula, and followed a lake for two days
before crossing the Rockies. Then they came
to a big bluff with a little narrow trail.
When they got on top of this rocky mountain
and camped, at midnight they heard a roaring
like a thunderstorm. Margaret was fright-
ened and thought the mountain was going to
cave in, but experienced travellers with her
said that the mountain made this noise be-
cause she and her companions were strangers,
and when they had travelled over this moun-
tain two or three times, it would not make
this noise. At the foot of this mountain,
miles away, they looked back and could see
Indians going single file up the rocky trail.

On the other side of the mountains
there were nothing but plains. People from
many different tribes were wintering there
in buckskin, buffalo skin, or canvas tipis.
Yakima, Spokan and Nespelem Indians were
there. The only food was buffalo meat.
There was no wood, no rocks, no long grass;
the grass was short and thick and the ground
so hard that horses left no tracks. They
camped at small lakes where the drinking wa-
ter was filthy from the buffalo. The Black-
foot danced every night with many drums, but
the Plateau people did not join them. The
Plains and Plateau people talked to each
other and told stories in the sign language.

Horses were traded to the Plains people;
fast horses brought good prices because they
could catch buffalo. Margaret tanned the
hides of buffalo that they killed there. She
did not trade with the Plains people for
buckskin clothing and feather headgear, be-
cause Sersepkin was not interested in these
articles.

The Blackfoot had ceased fighting with
the Plateau hunters a few years before Mar-
garet's trip. After the whites came, the
Indians saw that the whites were a common
enemy. Before leaving the Plains, the chiefs
had a meeting with Sersepkin and agreed that
the Indians should not fight among them-
selves, for they had together many enemies.
"We talk different, and we cannot understand
one another; but we have the same ways and
the same kind of skin; therefore we should
not fight among ourselves. So whenever you
people come over here to hunt buffalo, you
can have our hunting grounds. We will all be
like brothers." Sersepkin gave a speech of
approval. They agreed to divide what they
had in common, however little, and said that
in time they might all come to talk the same
language. The Blackfoot explained that they
had fought for their hunting grounds in the
past because they lived entirely on the
buffalo.

On the return, a baby of Margaret's died;
one who had been born during the trip. They
brought back about twenty horses transport-
ing tanned skins, and gave many of the skins
to old men and women who needed them. They
arrived in Loomis during the first part of
July, the trip having taken a year.

The Thompson are the only people to
whom the Sinkaietk sold hemp. About every
other year the Thompson come down to Kartar
territory in the fall to buy hemp, bringing
salmon and skins. Lucy Joe's mother and
aunts stayed up at night getting the hemp
ready when the Thompson were coming. After
picking and bundling the hemp they left it
in the branches of a certain tree in hills
near Kartar creek until the Thompson came.
Then all went to the tree and traded. Re-
cently Kartar people would go on occasion to
Thompson country to trade for salmon. For-
merly they were enemies.

Cecile has gone with two Kartar trading
parties to Thompson country. The trip takes
six days on horseback. They crossed from
Kartar to Tonasket, then to Loomis and up
the Similkameen River to t'sa'wg, where they
brushed themselves with fir boughs, casting
these on the large pile that was there, be-
fore turning north. They asked the place to
protect them that they might return to it
alive and make another offering. They be-
lieve that a person who ignores this custom
will sicken and die. In Thompson country,
the men discover those people who have sal-
mon to trade. Then the women bargain their
bitter-root, hemp, blankets and robes to the
Thompson men for salmon. The Thompson, who
have three kinds of salmon to trade (a large
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red salmon, a smaller red salmon, and a
white salmon) especially prize the bitter-
root of the Kartar.

Before they had horses, Kartar people
walked to Kettle Falls to trade, taking
about four days to get there. Arm-length
bunches of raw hemp, about six inches thick,
and buckskin were traded by the women for
salmon. A large bunch of hemp was worth a
horse. From Kettle Falls, the Colville and
occasionally the Sinkaietk went to Blackfoot
country after they obtained horses. A Col-
ville expedition of ninety years ago was
cited by Johnnie Louie.

Sea shells and dentalium are obtained
in trade from coast people. One buckskin
buys sufficient to trim one dress. The
shells are assorted according to size and
color so that bundj.es are uniform, but all
sizes are of equal value. The Sinkaietk
drill the holes for stringing the shells af-
ter purchasing them. They are used only as
decoration on garments and are never used as
a medium of exchange.

The Inkamip, the most southerly North-
ern Okanagon band, occupied territory direct-
ly north of and contiguous to Sinkaietk ter-
ritory. Their trade relations eire predomin-
ately to the north. They go up the Okanogan
River beyond Lake Oksnogan, about two miles
from Enderby, to trade for salmon with the
Shuswap. The Sinkaietk have never traded
with the Shuswap, for they are enemies. The
Inkamip go in August, taking about four days
on horses. Since the white traders came, the
Shuswap have planted potatoes for which the
Inkamip also trade.

The Inkamip go to the mouth of the Kam-
loops to trade with the Thompson every Aug-
ust. They go from Lake Osoyoos to the Slm-
ilkameen River, up the river on the east
side by Princeton to the head of the river,
and cross to the Kamloops River. They take
raw hemp, gathered in Slmilkameen country,
tied in hanks about three Inches thick and
ten hanks in a bunch, tanned deerskins and
dried huckleberries, and bring back only sal-
mon. Tom Ifertin, my Informant, asked, "How
should I know the value of things? The old
women do the trading."

The Inkamip dig camas at Kettle Falls
and trade for fish there. They never go to
Blackfoot country, but trade for buffalo
skins with the Colville. They never trade
with the Kutenai or Llllooet.

The Chelan visited the
Skagit west of the Cascades,
about ten, a Chelan woman was
man from Puget Sound. She, a
died on the trip across the mo
wrapped her body in a blanket
a tree to await their return t

year. The body had dried, so
to cut her up" and bring back
a box.

ountry of the
When Mary was
married to a

consumptive,
untains. They
and tied it to
he following
that they "had
the remains in

DRUM DANCE

In recent times, a new pattern for trad-
ing, the summer drum dance (stia'lem) has
been introduced to the Northern Okanagon, com-

ing from the Thompson by way of the Similka-
meen. The Sinkaietk have never had a secular
form of dance; their only dances being
those in connection with power, which are
danced only during the winter period, and the
Dream dance. The Sinkaietk have never given
a drum dance in their own territory, but
they have participated in Northern Okanagon
territory as guests. In many respects the
Drum dance suggests the potlatch, and prob-
ably traces its origin to the Northwest
Coast potlatch.

When a tribe wishes to give a Drum
dance they collect many horses, blankets and
food. Then they send a messenger, carrying
tobacco and clad in good clothes, to Invite
another tribe to be guests. The messenger
always arrives at the guest camp in the even-
ing, presents the invitation and the tobacco
to some wealthy or prominent man who divides
the tobacco among his people. The messenger
is then lifted from his horse to a spread
blanket and Is stripped naked by men and
women. If he covers his penis with his hand,
the women slap his hand away. Then the women
dress him in different clothes; they give
him a new horse and saddle, thus replacing
all of his possessions. Then he is presented
with a return gift of tobacco of value equal
to that received and sent home.

At the end of a month, which the guests
are given for preparation, the messenger
returns with gifts of blankets and tobacco.
From this "time on, a messenger arrives each
evening that the guests are on the march,
bringing food and gifts. Every messenger is
re-outfitted and sent back. The host tribe
beats a drum during the whole period of the
guests' journey. The guests beat a drum and
sing all during the march; young men and wo-
men dance at their camps on the way.

When the guests are in sight, and again
when they are about one hundred yards dis-
tant, the hosts send two well-dressed men
outfitted with new blankets and riding good
horses to meet the guests. The latter form
In a circle around the men and reoutflt them,
while both sides are beating their dr(uns.

The guests stay in a camp prepared by
the hosts, provided with tents, blankets and
necessities, facing the host's camp, with a

street left between. Two headmen of the
guests are lifted from their horses and led
by the hosts over a long, wide roll of broad-
cloth to their tipis, followed by the whole
guest tribe. Then the broadcloth is present-
ed to the guests.

Trading is started immediately, accom-
panied by drumming and dancing. The guests
settle themselves in camp, then they lead
their trade horses out all equipped and sad-
dled. The hosts, beating drums, meet the
guests and take the horses away, returning
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Others. Then the hosts beat their drums un-
til their gifts are all given away, while
men and women dance up and down in place in
the street between the camps. Guests then
beat their drums and send their presents.
When everything is given away, both sides
beat their drums while the property is div-
ided among the members who have contributed,
each man getting the same amount of property
that he haa given. The young people are all
dancing but each party keeps separate. Then
the guests leave without ceremony or drum-
ming.

The Thompson, Shuswap and Northern Okan-
agon give such dances. The following have
never given them: Chelan, Colville, Nez Perc6,
Sinkaietk, Spokan and Wenatohl.

KNOWLEDGE OF SURROUNDING TRIBES

The Lower Eraser Salish (tlEmsIu'u^)
were bad raiders. They usually set fire to
the camps attacked and ran. For this
they were considered cowards, not brave
enough to stay and fight. At the beginning
of the nineteenth century the Sinkaietk and
Lower Fraser people became friends and trad-
ed. The Lower Fraser people now bring Euro-
pean food to trade for salmon and berries at
the mouth of the Okanogan River. Now Tukor-
atum people also go to Lower Fraser country
to trade.

The Sinkaietk are much afraid of the
Thompson (nEkwEtEmI' ^'^) because they raid at
night, looting and burning tipis. They fight
only when the Sinkaietk surprise them in
their attacks.

There is a tradition of the migration
of a branch of the Thompson southward
through Sinkaietk territory. The division
was caused by a quarrel over a dog. Some
went back north, but others went south, where
in their new habitat they are called wicxam
(Wishram) . This is undoubtedly the tradi-
tion recorded by Teit." Curiously enough
this detached group was called by our inform-
ants "Apaches"; in connection with this it
is well to recall that Athapascan peoples
(Stuwi'x), who later mixed with the Thompson,
inhabited the Nicola-Similkameen district
not long prior to the advent of the whites.
It was also stated that people on the Simil-
kameen long ago, in the days of David Isaac's
great-grandfather, spoke a language unintel-
ligible to the Northern Okanagon.'^

SuqwEtl'kEn, "half and half people," is
a general name for all people living to the
west of the Cascade mountains. Some of
these people made red pipes and brought them
to the mouth of the Okanogan River to trade
for salmon before the whites came. These

people have always been friends. (Michel,
however, said that formerly they were fought.)
Mary Garden thinks they intermarried with
the Tukoratum in the old days, because Tukor-
atum here have relatives there. The Tukor-
atum cross the mountains some years. The
coast people have strange kinds of fish for
sale. The specific people to whom Mary is
referring here are probably Skagit, for the
neighboring Chelan and Skagit intermarry and
are friendly, making annual visits across
the mountains by way of Cascade Pass.

The Wenatchi are called npEsqwS'us or
sinqwi'la. The Columbia (i.e., Teit's Mid-
dle Columbia Salish) are called "big river
people" (slnseloxwl'i 't'^'''^) , while the
Moses Columbia are known by their band name,
skuwa'iqtsin, "build on edge of the river."
The Upper Kutenai are skalsl'ulk.

The sinkaqal' i' us, "between people," are
a group composed largely of Tukoratum and
Ifoses Columbia people who have intermarried
and live around Coulee City. It is a small
group with one chief, and does not belong to
the Sinkaietk tribe.

The nal'aq'^tcEn live on the Columbia
River below Wenatchee "around Ellensburg and
Yakima." The Cayuse, Iftuatilla and Walla-
walla are all known as either the skal.uu's
or sEniyS'l.m- n. The Coeur d'AlSne are
known as the ski'tso'^'^. People around the
Dalles in general are called swal .ya'mpa^,
and the Chinook are stcEnu'k. The Snake are
called sinxaxo' O'laOxtEn; the Blackfoot
stEqwa' I' ixEn.

During the days _of Mary's grandfather,
the Spokan (spCka'In^^) attacked the Sin-
kaietk across from the island just below the
town of Okanogan. All the Spokan were kill-
ed but one, who swam the river and died on
the edge of the island. Since then the
Island has been called stEpSkanExi'kEn.'^

The Lakes (cinnal'tckst ) still use bark
canoes. After the Colville got horses, they
traded horses to the Lakes for bark canoes,
but the Lakes could not use horses because
the mountains in their country are too
steep. The Tonasket make their own bark can-
oes, because it is too far to trade them
from the Lakes.'*

The Similkameen (simllkami' ^"^l , who now
speak the Okanagon language, live around
Penticton and at Princeton, B. C.

The Sinkaietk and Shuswap made a treaty
at Konkonelp before 1800 and have never
fought since. '^ The two tribes are apparently
old enemies, for Teit mentions "the Okanagon,
of Okanogan River and south,who occasionally

11 Teit, Middle Columbia Salish . 96 f.
12 Teit, Sallshan Tribes . 204 f.

13 The above information Is all from Mary Garden, Tukoratum.
14 According to David Isaac, Tonaslcet.

15 Infonnant, Michel Brooks, Kartar.
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attacked the Shuswap Lake and North Thompson
people. " "

WARFARE

The Slnkaietk have evidently been a
peaceful people for at least several centur-
ies. At the beginning of the nineteenth
century, Cox describes them as such.

"The natives of the Oakinagan [Sinkaietk]
are an honest, quiet tribe. They do not mus-
ter more than two hundred warriors; but as
they are on terms of friendship with the Kam-
loops, Sinapoils, and other small tribes in
their rear; and as the Columbia in front
forms in impassable barrier against any sur-
prise from their old enemies the Nez Percys,
they have in a great degree forgotten the
practice of 'glorious war,' and are now set-
tled down into a peaceful and rather sloth-
ful tribe.""

They fought to protect themselves in
case of attack by other tribes, and. the only
recorded instances of warfare outside their
immediate territory were those in which the
Sinkaietk pursued a raiding party of enemy
warriors. On one such occasion the Konkon-
elp band pursued a Thompson party across the
Canadian line.

The last time the Thompson came to
skunqwuniep where Okanogan town now is, they
stole everything they could and then set
fire to all the tipis and burned a lot of
old people and children. Next morning the
Konkonelp went after them and followed them
across the line to somewhere near lake Okan-
ogan. They found the Thompson in camp, just
before dawn. So the Konkonelp started mur-
dering them. One man was left who said he
was a relation who had been captured, but the
Konkonelp were so mad that they killed him
anyway. They cut off their heads but did
not bring them home,'*

Teit mentions a skirmish that is prob-
ably the same,

"At one time a party of Lower Okanagon
from the American side, south of the Col-
umbia River, lay concealed for two days in
order to attack a band of Spences Bridge In-
dians; but so watchful were the latter, that
the Okanagon returned without striking a
blow."'i

The above story is an exceptional in-
stance. They did not usually go to attack
in enemy territory even for revenge, but con-
tented themselves with killing as many as
possible during the next raid that they suf-
fered. Since raiding seems to have been t

chronic misfortune to cope with, the Sin-

kaietk were vigilant and constantly prepared
for an attack.

The settlements at the mouth of the
Okanogan were known to Mary Carden to have
been attacked by the following: Blackfoot (?),

Spokan, Moses Columbia, Nez Perc6, Yakima,
and Coast people (stq'wat ' I' kEn) . "There may
be some doubt as to lloses Columbia and Ya-
kima, for on another occasion she stated
that the former were always friendly allies
and that the Yakima never caime so far north.

Captives to be held as slaves were
never deliberately sought by the Sinkaietk.
A wounded enemy might be cared for by the
chief and in time be identified with his cap-
tors. (On slaves see below.)

War Leader

A man with power from a strong animal
such as cougar or eagle may be the war lead-
er (snkEoI'lc). He was considered immune to
wounds and directed the tactics of all his
men. Such an individual is supposed to be
able to dream of an approaching enemy attack,
so it is always desirable to winter with him.
He is urged to stay at the regular winter
villages with the chief. He has no proper
title or position, but is much respected as
a strong fighter and a man who has saved his
people. Ixwaski'nt, a Kartar, was such a
man.

The Sinkaietk used to have an old camp
on Salmon Creek at Okanogan a long time ago,
a summer camp. They had a trench there to
defend it. In July they would be camping up
there. They used to pick berries below Okan-
ogan, below that island where the eddy is, on
the east side of the river. They had a
watchman on the hill there watching for
strangers. When the women saw any strangers
they would let out a whoop and scatter and
run away. They had canoes there to cross
the river. When the other Indians used to
come, they came on that hill, and the Sin-
kaietk used to cross the river and get back
to their camp. When they had that fight
with the Blackfoot, everyone picking berries
except one woman was killed. She got bacK to
camp. Those in camp got their bows and ar-
rows and stopped the enemies before they got
to the camp. Ixwaski'nt was the war leader
of the Sinkaietk. He drove the Blackfoot be-
low Okanogan and killed all except two who
swam the river but were captured before they
got across. Only one of the enemy was al-
lowed to return to his tribe. Ixwaski'nt
told him to tell the Blackfoot that he,
Ixwaski'nt, had won the fight."

The Konkonelp people sent word to the
Kartar band that the Spokan were coming to

16 Telt, ShuBwap . 542.
17 Cox, Adventures on the Colvmbia River . 206.
18 Informetion from Uary Carden.
19 Teit, Thompson Indiana . 269.
20 Information from Ulchel Brooks, Kartar.
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fight them, so the people from Kartar went
to skunqwuniep to camp with them. One of the
Kartar men went to see where the enemy was.
The enemy saw him and were going to shoot,
but he turned into a wolf. His name was
Ixwaski'nt. That night when they went to
sleep, Ixwaski'nt went over to the Spokan
camp and killed all but one. He told him,
"I will leave you, so you can go back and
tell the other people." This time, none of
the Konkonelp or Kartar people were killed,
because they never had a chance to fight.

Another time, Ixwaski'nt was chased by
the Blackfoot until he was so tired he could
not run any more. Then he Jumped into a
creek and turned into a frog. When the enemy
came, all they could hear was a frog.^'

Tactics

There are no prayers for war . A shaman
with war power may sing all night and ' tell
what he had dreamed and what to do to win
the fight. There may be power contests in
advance of a fight between two warriors or
between two medicine men. There are no sex
taboos before fighting, but there is some
feeling that sexual abstinence helps, however,
and that a man whose wife Is menstruating is
not very fit to fight. The Sinkaietk had no
war dance, neither before nor after battle.
The only strongly formalized pattern in con-
nection with war seems to be that of sending
one or two enemy warriors back to their own
people, as messengers, to carry the news of
their defeat at the hands of the Sinkaietk.
Equally important in their war tales is the
firm belief that In times of great danger it
is possible to assume the shape of one's pow-
er animal and thus escape.

Warriors in dressing for battle usually
paint their whole bodies with red clay and
wear only a breechcloth. Only the best
fighters and war leaders wear their power em-
blems in battle, for the emblem of a man
killed in battle is always kept by his vic-
tor.

At the summer cumps, while the women
are picking berries or the men fishing, the
chief appoints a guard or sentinel, who
watches from some high point for the ap-
proach of an enemy group. (So stated Ceoile,
but Lucy Joe denied it.) At Okanogan in
Konkonelp territory, the lookout is always
stationed on the high tableland behind the
camp. Since attacks usually come after dark
It is his duty to keep awake to watch for
scouts sent out by enemy raiders. Sometimes
these sentinels fail their duty, fall asleep
and permit surprise attacks. In giving a
warning, these sentinels have no special in-
struments of alarm or signal calls; they
merely shout to the people, so that the wo-
men may hurry to shelter and the men gather
up their weapons. Sentinels are not formally
paid, but they receive a share in the pro-

duce 01 the hunts or fishing which they are
forced to miss.

Cecile Brooks, an informant who prob-
ably knows more about the Konkonelp and Kar-
tar bands than about the others, says that
in the past when at attack was made on the
Sinkaietk the men got ready to fight, and
the women and children retired to. a pit be-
hind a rock barricade. One was built at ev-
ery village, she affirms, and also at the
summer camps. This Is doubtful.

The village where Okanogan, Washington,
now stands, is said to have been fortified
by piles of rocks behind which trenches were
dug; that is, on the camp side. The women
stayed hidden in the trenches during battle.
Barricades of logs were never built. This
refuge was described by Suszen as on the ta-
bleland overlooking the present town. Here
were trenches for defense and food stored in
underground cellars. They would flee up
this hill, passing up the steep sides by lad-
ders which were pulled up after them.

The women do not pray and sing at this
time, but they think of their power. If the
enemy comes close, a woman with much power
may take a bow and arrows from the dead of
either side and fight with the men. She
shouts while fighting, but does not sing, and
comes back to the pit at intervals to rest.
In desperate situations even menstruating
women help In battle. After the fray, a woman
may keep the bow and arrows obtained on the
aattlefleld for her own use, but this is the
only way in which a woman can obtain weapons.

Mary Garden, now an old woman so crip-
pled with rheumatism that there are days
when she can scarcely walk, gave a vivid des-
cription of the tactics of the Tukoratum war-
riors. She stood erect, and with gesticula-
tion and posture enacted each phrase of her
description. "In battle some would run down
along the river under the bluff and Jump out
at the enemy. Others would hide behind bush-
es at a distance with their bows and arrows.
The fast runners Jumped right into the fray
In hand to hand combat. As they fought they
would whoop and Jump up and down and wave
their war clubs. They sang their power
songs, and made lots of noise to frighten
the enemy."

The historical stories of battle ob-
tained are of occurrences in a past so dis-
tant that the accounts have a mythological
flavor. Versions of the following episode
were received from two different informants.

A long time ago a party of Spokan In-
dians came to attack the Konkonelp and kill-
ed all the women who were out in the fields
picking service berries. A guard had been
set to watch from a little hill Just above
Okanogan. He went to sleep and failed to
see the enemy coming. All the women and

21 Information from Cecile Brooks, Kartar.
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children were killed, except one girl mho
had the feathers of a swift bird tied in the
shoulder-lacings of her dress. As she ran
away from the enemy she threw the feathers
behind her, and this made her run so swiftly
that she seemed to fly two feet above the
ground. She passed the sleeping guard and
ran to the summer camp where all the men
were. The men took their bows and arrows
and rushed to the berry fields, too late to
save the women, but they killed all the en-
emy pxcept two.'^

In the second version, the locale has
moved down the river thirty miles and the
participants have changed identities. The
reference to boats of the enemy suggests Kut-
enal , rather than Blaokfoot;

In the old days the Tukoratum people
camped at sia'k61at£n, one mile north of
Monse. In September, the men were fishing
for salmon and the women were drying them.
Some women were going to the Columbia to
pick thorn berries; they had a watchman
along. Late in the day the watchman left.
The Blackfoot were there; they had hidden
their boats by the Island two miles down
from the mouth of the Okanogan. The Black-
foot hid in the bushes there. Some scouts
saw the Tukoratum women and signalled for
the rest of the group. The Blackfoot attack-
ed the women, who started back for camp. The
last girl had much power; she wore eagle fea-
thers inside her dress. Her mother had power
too, deer power. The old woman pulled up
her dress over her head and ran naked, like a
deer. The girl put feathers on her head and
flew.

The men at camp heard them and came to
help. The Tukoratum killed all the Black-
foot men on the flat, but two, and four more
that had been left with the boats. At the
river, they killed the four men at the boats.
The two remaining Blackfoot Jumped into the
Columbia River and the Tukoratum pursued
them in canoes. One Blackfoot finally called,
"I am of your own people. I was captured
when I was a little boy." So the Tukoratum
did not kill these two, but sent them back
to the Blackfoot chief to tell him, "Even if
you send one hundred men here. Just two Okan-
agon men could kill all of them.""

During the days of Mary Garden's grand-
father (that is, possibly early in the last
century), the Spokan attacked the settlement
opposite the Island below the present town
of Okanogan.

The Nez Perc6 are traditional enemies
of the Sinkaietk, Mrs. Johnnie Louie, after
interpreting the following story, said, "The
Nez Perc6 have always been cruel. Even now
they think they are better than the Sin-
kaietk."

There was an old woman gathering wood.
She looked up and saw a man standing right
there. He was a Nez Perc6 come to spy on
the Konkonelp, He stood there and the old
woman was afraid to run for fear he would
kill her. So she made believe that she did
not see him and went on gathering her wood.

Then she went back to the village and
told the people, "I saw our enemy. I guess
they have come to see what you are doing."
And they told her, "Oh, we don't believe you,"
And they did not believe her. She said, "Yes,
I saw him. He had mud all over his head and
all over his clothes. He was the same color
as the ground, and I could hardly see him."

She had three grandchildren, two girls
and one boy. She told them, "We will get
ready to leave here." It was about evening.
So they left and went far off and sat down.
They did not go to sleep. They Just sat
there.

About morning, all at once the people
in the village all went to sleep. The enemy
came there and killed everyone. All the wo-
men, men, boys and girls; they were asleep
when they were killed. The Nez Perc6 took
all the little children, stuck a stick
through their throats and strung them up on
a pole. They took some food and blankets
and left."

The following tales are of battles p'^r-

tlcipated in by neighboring tribes.

One time the Shuswap came down toward
Osoyoos.

Two Northern Okanagon boys and their
mother had gone from Oroville to Osoyoos on
a ridge and camped there to keep away from
the mosquitoes. One of the boys was sick
and could hardly move. He was paralyzed;
sick for a long time.

In the night the old lady got up to ur-
inate and saw people lying all around watch-
ing her. She got up, raised her dress, and
scratched herself as if she did not see them.
She thought that if she acted afraid they
would kill her, and she wanted to warn her
son.

She told her boy that the Shuswap had
surrounded them. So the boy got ready to
fight. As soon as morning came, he Jumped
out of the tipi and started to shoot the
Shuswap and they started to shoot at him.

The sick brother did his best and start-
ed to walk away to escape. His mother walked
behind him. He tried to climb a hill, but
fell back. His warrior brother turned around
and started to fight again. Again the sick
boy tried to climb the hill, but fell back.

22 Infonnation from Cecile Brooks, Kartar.
23 Infomant, Mary Garden, Tukoratum.
24 iDformant, Cecile Brooks, Kartar.
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His mother was quite helpless, too.

The Shuswap saw how helpless they were.
The Shuswap wanted to scare the boy that was
fighting. They hallooed at him and blew
their flutes [?]. The sick boy still tried
to climb the hill, and the Shuswap made all
kinds of strange noises to frighten the one
that was fighting them. The Shuswap made a
noise like the sick boy's power, and it liv-
ened him. He ran up the hill very fast, and
his brother ran after him. The old woman
had some fine swan's feathers sewed onto the
sleeves and shoulders of her dress. When the
Shuswap caught her and were going to kill
her, she tore the feathers out and threw
them behind her. Then she ran and escaped
from the Shuswap.

They came down the hill toward Oroville.
The Okanagon, who were facing that way, saw
them coming and said, "Enemies have attacked
the boys and old woman, and are chasing them."
So all the men got their weapons and went
over there. They asked the old lady, and she
said that one boy had fought and saved all
three. So the Okanagon retreated fighting
and went back across the river to their camp.

The Shuswap followed them. When they
came to the fish trap, they saw some salmon
in the river. The Okanagon started to get
salmon from the traps on one side of the
river, and the Shuswap from the trap on the
other side. The Shuswap started to roast
fish right there. So the Okanagon went back
to their camps and cooked fish and ate also.
After everyone got through eating, one of
the Okanagon went over and asked the Shuswap
"On which side of the river shall we play?"
The Shuswap said, "We will go up the river
and you also. You cross and we will come to-
gether and play."

They fought and fought. Finally the
Okanagon killed the chief Shuswap warrior.
There was still another fierce Shuswap war-
rior, so they fought until they came to Okan-
agon Smith Ranch above Oroville, where they
killed the other big Shuswap warrior. The
Okanagon had not lost a man. There were only
four Shuswap left. The Okanagon chased
them all the way up Dry Gulch, up the moun-
tain toward Osoyoos. As soon as the Shuswap
reached the top of the hill, they fell down
weary. So the Okanagon said, "We will Just
let those four go to tell the tale."

The Shuswap waited for the Okanagon to
come. One said, "You had better look over
the hill and see where they are." Another
looked over the hill and said, "Well, I guess
we are saved." They saw the Okanagon al-
ready going back down the hill."

Some Okanagon warriors from Oroville
and Pentioton, with a certain fierce warrior

named CIrmEntca't went to fight the Shuswap,
who have dugout houses

.

The Shuswap went way up the river to
fish for salmon by torchlight. They came
down the river with all their torches, spear-
ing salmon as they were coming along. The
Okanagon were near the Shuswap 's earth-cov-
ered houses. They were sitting on the bank
while the Shuswap torch-fishers were going
along the river in their canoes.

One of the Shuswap hallooed, "Maybe you
are around here getting cold, CIrmEntce't ;

"

He was just joking, not knowing that Clrm-
Entco't was really near. CirmEntc5't was
listening and heard this. The Shuswap start-
ed laughing after he had said that.

When the Shuswap returned to camp with
their fish, they cooked and ate, and went to
bed in the earth-covered houses. There were
many of these houses.

The Okanagon waited until three or four
in the morning. Then they began pulling the
ladders out of the houses. Around these
houses there was grass. They set fire to
the grass all around. They killed all those
Shuswap. So after they killed them all, they
came back and stopped fighting" (David Isaac).

One time the Shuswap planned to attack
the Okanagon at Inkamip on the Similkameen.
The party of Shuswap came along. They saw
the Okanagon fires down below them and
thought they were at the foot of a hill.
They were walking along single file in the
dark. Really, they were at the top of a
great rock cliff. One by one the Shuswap
stepped over the edge. The last Shuswap was
a blind man who walked with a stick. He felt
ahead and knew it was a cliff. When iie knew
that his companions had gone over the edge,
he returned home.

That night some Okanagon had a dream
that the Shuswap had come. They all went to
the foot of the cliff and there they found
the dead Shuswap warriors."

Many generations ago the Northern Okan-
agon and the Shuswap fought over a nqS-
itstEn, a woman inherited through the levi-
rate. Both tribes were hunting about Okan-
ogan Lake when they met in friendship at its
head. Two Okanagon men had with them their
dead brother's wife, with whom two Shuswap
ran off. The Okanagon brothers killed these
Shuswap and fled toward Oroville. The Shus-
wap pursued them and killed one. Then In

turn an Okanagon party chased the Shuswap
and killed one of them. When the Shuswap
then threatened to annihilate the Okanagon,
the latter withdrew and gathered at Oroville.
The Shuswap returned north, the enmity per-
sisting.^'

25 Narrated by David Isaac, Northern Okanagon.
26 Narrated by Blllie Joe, Northern Okanagon
27 Told by David Isaac, Northern Okanagon.
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Northern Okanagon V/ar Dance

The Sinkaietk take no scalps and have
no war dance. Mary Garden stated that the
Blackfoot, v;ho were met when buffalo hunting,
were the only people who scalped.

The Northern Okanagon, however, have a

dance preparatory to war and a scalp dance
on their return, A warrior keeps scalps
with his pov;er emblem in a medicine bundle:
they are kept for display. The scalps are
decorated with feathers and porcupine quills
strung on the hair. They do not take heads
of the slain as trophies.

For the preparatory war dance, warriors
paint their bodies solid red without designs
and wear a small b'reechcloth. All trophies
from former skirmishes are brought out. Gar-
ments and ornaments from slain enemies are
worn at this time. A war leader with an en-
emy scalp on a short stick starts the dance
by stamping the lower end of the stick on
the ground when the drum begins to beat.
Then all the men, and as many women as
choose, dance with the war leader. At inter-
vals during the dancing and singing, each
warrior describes his war power, states what
his power has told him to do and how many
times he has saved his people. At this time
power songs are never sung; only war songs
are used. Great warriors ask their people
to test them for war. These men have so
much power that arrows and bullets cannot
penetrate them when their people shoot at
them. The war dance continues until the last
warrior has told his story.

There is no dancing in camp while the
men are away fighting, but when they return
they hold a scalp dance. People from many
neighboring villages come to dance with the
returned warriors. At this time, the war-
riors one by one relate their deeds in the
last fight.

David says that the Shuswap are the
greatest enemy of the Northern Okanagon.
Whereas the Shuswap come down to fight the
Northern Okanagon every spring, taking advan-
tage of the high water to float their bark
canoes, the Northern Okanagon go to Shuswap
country to fight every fall. This would in-
dicate a degree of formalization.

RELATIONS WITH THE WHITES

The Sinkaietk tribe was well disposed
to the whites in their first contacts, ac-
cording to the accounts of white men, as well
as their own, Ross Cox found them friendly
at the beginning of the last century, Wilkes,"
in 1845, says, "The Okonagan tribe of In-
dians are supposed to number about two hun-
dred, and are represented as quiet and

peaceably disposed." In 1860, Lane" reports,
"The Onkinegans inhabit the country north of
Fort Colville; are well-armed, and number
about 700, They are well disposed toward the
whites,"

The Sinkaietk deny that they ever parti-
cipated in battle with the whites, but in
the governmental reports concerning the dif-
ficulties in Yakima country in February, 1856,
the Sinkaietk are mentioned. At this time,
Major Haller took one hundred infantrymen to
punish the murderer of a Mr, Bolon, The
party was defeated by the Yakima and some
ten persons were killed,

"The result of the blunder on the part
of the military was instantly heralded to
all the tribes west [east] of the mountains,
inviting them to Join and exterminate the
Americans, This message took like wildfire
with all the Indians, and immediately after
the following tribes decided to go to war:
The Cayuses, Walla-Wallas, Umatillas, Des
Chutes, Tigh, John Day's River, Pelouse, Isle-
de-Pierre, 0-kln-l-kalnes [Sinkaietl^; and
on the east [west] of the Cascade mountains,
Nesqually, ;Vhite River, Dewamish.and 'Washing-
ton Lake Indians,,..

"The defeat of Major Haller by the Yak-
ima caused these tribes to commence hostil-
ities sooner than they intended."^"

In May, the Sinkaietk still took part
in the general unrest, according to Craig, at
the Lapwai agency (May 27, 1856).

"... There is a cloud of Indians col-
lected in the Spokane country, they say to
rub out the few whites and Nez Percys that
are here,

"There is very little doubt that the In-
dians in the direction of the upper Columbia
have joined the war party, as they have re-
ceived their horses as pay for so doing.
There are now Cayuses, Pelouses, Spokanes,
Okin-e-Kanes [Sinkaietk], Coeur d'Alene, and
Colville Indians, a part of each of which
are now on this side of the Spokane prairie.
They say they have made all the whites run
out of their country and will now make all
the friendly Indians do the same. They have
sent to the Snakes, and a party has already
joined them.""

In the same year, Stevens reports,

"The whole interior is ripe for war.
One-half of the Nez Percys are about to Join
the war party. The Spokanes, Coeur d'Alenes,
Colvilles, and Okl [n]akanes [Sinkaietk] have
accepted horses as the price of their serv-
ice. They say to the friendly Nez Percys,
join us in the war against the whites or we

28 Wllkea, Narratire , 17, 434.
29 Lane, in Meaaai^e from the President , 170.
30 Shaw, Eatimatea for Indian Serrlce . 113.
31 Craig, In Indian Affelra on the Pacific . 171.
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will rub you out. A portion of the
have joined them. "'^

Snakes

Here we find that traditional enemies
have aligned themselves together to make com-
mon cause against the whites.

The relations of Tonasket with the
whites illustrates how the whites even in the
early days affected Indian political regimes.
In the 1850's, Tonasket was a warrior of
great repute, and Sersepkin was chief of the
Kartar band.

These two men while in Oroville talked
war against the white people and sent to all

the people to gather. The southern Sin-
kaietk, Nespelem and Sanpoil said, "No." The
two warriors called these people "old ladies,"

but the Sinkaietk did not want things to be
changed. They said, "Don't bother us. Don't
draw our people into your fight." This must
have been 113 or 112 years ago." Those two
men fought about one day at McLaughlin's Can-
yon. The Konkonelp traded horses with the
soldiers as they passed.

In 1858, Tonasket fought with the Okan-
agon who were protecting their territory
from the invasion of the many white miners
who were seeirching for gold in the newly re-
ported fields in British Columbia. On one
occasion when the Indians were greatly out-
numbered, Tonasket employed an old military
ruse. Scattering his men to give an appear-
ance of strength, he called upon the whites
to be friends and pay tribute, claiming him-
self to be the chief. The gullible whites
paid the tribute, and from that time the
whites in the country recognized him as chief
of all the Sinkaietk and gave him presents.

The Indians were not so agreeable. Ton-
asket was not of chief's descent, and the in-
dependent people of the autonomous Sinkaietk
bands had never accorded authority to any
other than their own band chiefs. But
through his influence with the whites and
the Indians' belief in his possession of
great power, he was able to establish him-
self as chief of a band, which from that
time was called after him, the Tonasket band.
Although his people disliked him, they obeyed
him.

"... They are peaceable among themselves
and friendly to the whites.

"To-was-kut, the head chief, has always
been a friend to the whites. When his tribe,
in 1858, attacked the miners, he was not at
home; as soon as he heard of it he returned
and stopped the fighting, espousing the
cause of the whites against the wish of his
tribe, and protecting them in his country. "*•

Cecile Brooks' statement concerning Ton-
asket is similar to that of all the other
Sinkaietk informants. She said,

"Tonasket was never chief of any-
body except his own band. He was a mean man
who beat his children to death, drank and had
many women. He under-fed his people who work-
ed for him, but they continued to recognize
him as chief.

"

TRIBAL SUBDIVISIONS AND SETTLEMENTS

The Sinkaietk tribe is composed of four
autonomous groups, which have come to be
known by the following anglicized forms of
their own names: the Tukoratum, Konkonelp,
Kartar and Tonasket bands

.

In 1854, Stevens wrote,

"The Okin-a-kanes comprise the bands
lying on the river of that name, as far
north as the foot of the great lake. They
are six in number, viz: the Te-kunr-a-tum,
at the mouth; Kone-konep, on the creek of
that name; Kluck-hait-kwee, at the falls ;Kln-
a-kanes, near the forks; and Mil-a-ket-kun,
on the west fork."^

The last three bands named belong to
the Northern Okanagon tribe. Stevens does
not mention a band occupying the territory
of the present Tonasket band. It may be pos-
sible that no band used that specific terri-
tory for winter residence in 1854. Tonasket
did not become chief of his band until 1858.
Perhaps at this time, he acquired followers
from other groups and established himself as
chief over a newly organized band. Adequate
information on this subject is not at hand.

Since the political bond is very loose,
the greatest factor in maintaining an atti-
tude of tribal unity is probably that of
blood relationship. Responsibilities toward
members of the family through both maternal
and paternal lines are keenly felt. Due to
constant intermarriage, and the practise of
polygyny, most Sinkaietk people have rela-
tives in each of the four bands.

Following is a list of desirable sites
which may be chosen for winter habitatiop.
In the summer, band organization breaks up,

Thus, summer camps at good fishing stations
and food sites are composed indiscriminately
of people from any of the four bands and
from neighboring tribes. In contrast the
winter settlements are semi -permanent , band
organization is in effect, and the range of
each band is normally limited to its own
territory.

32 Stevens, in Report of the ComnlBaloner of Indian Affairs ... for the Year 1856 , 190.
33 Suazen Timantwa, Infomant, has grossly overestimated the time, but this manner of expressing the

time element Is interesting.
34 Boss, Samiel, in Report of the Conmlssioner of Indian Affairs ... for the Year 1B70 . 26.

35 Stevens, In Report of the Conmlssloner of Indian Affairs ... for the Year 1854 , 445.
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Fig. 36. Map of Slnkaletk and Northern Okenagon territory.
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The Tukoratum (stEkora- ' til^) have win-
ter sites from Condon's Ferry on the Colum-
bia River to the mouth of the Okanogan River
and up the Okanogan River to about four
miles above Monse, Washington. This band is
sometimes called the snEkEkum'tcl'nfi'^, "peo-
ple at the mouth of the river."

6.^ EnkukcI'ptEn (Wenatohi word), "driftwood
in the water."

7. akltltqwBta'n, "tules by the mouth of
the creek."

8. sqe'tastum, "rocks ready for a tipi."
9. nita'p, "driftwood around the rocks."
10. tu?tiatd'ks, "rocky point."
11. kall'tsman.
12. ya'ktamalamo'l' ^^, "brush at the mouth

of the creek."
13. sluxtl'na, "below the cliffs."
14. spukpukoml' n, "scattered rocks."
15. tOkora-'tum.
16. Enloxtci'n, "below the mouth of the

river."
17. nEkEkum'tcI'n, "mouth of the river."

This village is divided and built
on both sides of the river.

18. sinkaspi'tlQ?:tEn, "old camp sites,"
This is one of the best winter
sites belonging to the Tukoratum
band. It is very old,

19. stsasIxuwe'x^O?, "fish hawk." This site
is so named because birds callea
tsl'euk catch fish there.

20. sxa'iykalOktEn.
21. skupkupu'naux^, "sand point,"

The Kartar (skata'rEx) band have winter
sites from the foot of Lake Omak to the Col-
umbia River,"

1. ya'akspI'tsEn, "place where Indian hemp
grows .

"

2. kata'r*^, "strip of brush."
3. kaiEiEu'l- t, "trail between the cliff

nnd the brush."
4. Ensupsupoxwe'nk'J, "holes in the cliff."
5. EnAkaka'iOxst&mxOlau, "between two rocky

points."

The Konkonelp (skQ'nqwunlEp) band have
winter sites from about three miles above
Malott to the turn of the Okanogan River at
Omak.

22. EnxasxasI ' tkQ, "good water,"
23. Name forgotten.
24. kauoqSni ' txu, "snowdrift marks."
25. ni^wItl^tkO^, "littlecreeks.

"

26. qD'nqSni-tp or sku'nqwunTEp.
27. paka' uotel'st , "white rock."
28. sm0q6tcl'n, "swallows."

29. k&16'k*ak, "little rows of brush off
the hill,"

30. katoma'uk°, "one hill on the flat."
31. iaami'na, "against the hill."
32. EnstEpi'tsa.
33. Enaqatka'tEnEtk, "cache in rocks."
34. nxuiall'nak, "putting sticks up against

the bluff."
35. akcaca'ktkufp, "little pine trees."
36. EnsEsa'tqtp, "a lot of pines."
37. sqwi'nt.
38. sumukwa'aqa'in, "snow on the brush."
39. ne'aomEn.
40. sinal' alaqwal'i'p, "edge of the water."

The Tonasket or sqwaOxelS's band occupy
the territory from Riverside upstream to Ton-
asket. Whereas the first three bands are
commonly known by the names of their largest
winter villages, this band is commonly known
by the name of a famous former chief. How-
ever, the name of its most important village
is sometimes used.

41. qwauxolo's.

The Inkamip band of Northern Okanagon
winter at the head of and on the eastern
shore of Lake Osoyoos in British Columbia,
Their territory is directly north of that
of the Tonasket band of Slnkaietk. Tom Mar-
tin says that they numbered about two hun-
dred people in 1870, They live in one group
in the winter, staying at a different site
each year in order not to exhaust the wood
supply of any one site.

42.

43.

44.
45.

46,
47.

tiatsEnl'tk^^, "flat place where brush
comes to the shore,"

nEwai'e 'nlk"^, "smooth rock with creek
running down to it,"

intaqajnxuwl'ltEn, "to cross creek there,"
iniEl'iamEltsI'n', "level place with

hills behind,"
inkaml'p, "at head of the lake,"
pustintse'ntEn.

A group of Msthow {sm5't?aa^Ix) people
winter on the Okanogan River between Sand
Point and Malott, Washington. They are
called the Chilowhist (ci'lCxwist ) band, tak-
ing their name from the principal creek in
their territory. These people speak a var-
iety of the Okanagon language that is more
similar to the Chelan dialect than to Sin-
kaletk. For this reason the Sinkaietk con-
sider them members of another tribe, al-
though they are wedged geographically be-
tween two Sinkaietk bands, possess similar
customs, and intermarry with the Sinkaietk.

36 Numbers refer to sites indicated on the map (Figure 36).
37 In 1853 Gibbs mentioned the Saht-lll-kwu band as though resident at the lake between Fort Okanogan

and Fort Colville (Glbbs, in Stevens, Report of Erploratlons , 413). This must be Omak or Goose Lake and the
band the Kartar people. Telt lists a Southern Okanagon village Sfiil'li'' ("heaped house") situated "near the
mouth of Simllkameen River," according to his Northern Okanagon informant. The informant may very well have
said "near the mouth of the river," meaning the Okanogan River, but which Telt took to mean the Simllkameen.
Imned lately following he gives another village "TEkwora'tEm - On Okanagon River, close to .sall'ljc"" (our no.

15) Telt, SallBhan Tribes . 208). Sait'll" must be a Kartar village and the same as Glbbs' Saht-lll-kwu. —L.S.
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48. carl 'pa,
49. la'plUp, "salmon In little pools,"
50. EnOkEnl'kEputEn, "cutting down tules."
51. oi'lo:fwist.
52. enia?Q16xswa'tk'i, "rooks in the river."

The band affiliations of the two follow-
ing Methow villages are not known.

53. lalae'la'x,
54. smfEncI'na^,

VILLAGE LIFE

There Is no feeling of class distinc-
tion among these people. Every individual
Is free to make his own decisions and to
choose his own manner of existence within
the limitations of the culture pattern of
the group. Thus, a man may fish, hunt or
gamble when and where he chooses. He may es-
tablish himself and his family in any one of
the village sites belonging to his immediate
band or to a friendly band. Wherever he re-
sides he must recognize the chief of that
area as leader, but if the methods of a

specific chief are displeasing, he may always
move elsewhere.

An individual receives his nationality,
not from the place of his nativity, but from
the place where he resides the greater por-
tion of his life. Thus, a Sinkaietk child
captured and raised by the Blackfoot becomes,
to a Sinkaietk mind, a Blackfoot of Sin-
kaietk parentage.

Actually, being free to go, they choose
to stay. Family ties are very strong. The
same group often winter? at the same site
year after year. The wealthy are respected
and residence in their proximity Is desir-
able, for practical reasons. In case of
famine and extreme conditions, the wealthy
assist the poor. Even a man who is poor be-
cause of laziness is not permitted to starve.
He is cared for by his more enterprising and
therefore more affluent relatives.

The power concept is a potent force in
Sinkaietk social organization. Since power
is not esoteric, every individual obtains
some power, to a greater or lesser degree.
The whole phenomenon makes for special-
ization. Thus, the leaders of group activi-
ties are chosen because of their abilities
derived from specific powers. As a result,
positions such as war leader, dance leader
and house leader, hunting leader and curing
doctor, are never hereditary and are not
necessarily permanent during an individual's
lifetime.

At all seasons of the year some fami-
lies live in the hills. Single families are
moving throughout the year, but at all times
the villages along the rivers have the dens-
est population, more so in winter than at
any other season. A small group wintering
apart from the main body of the band has no
chief and sometimes does not even appoint a
temporary headman, tut the chief always
knows where they are. For any specific acti-

vity like hunting, all group projects have a
recognized head whose authorization Is from
his spirit power.

After the fall hunt, the chief announces
his choice of a winter site at a meeting, and
all who choose, follow him. Relatives like
to winter together. Four or five sites are
inhabited simultaneously by the band, each
group moving as wood or hunting gives out.
The quantity of available firewood at any
given site determines its desirability as a
winter camp. Two or three houses are always
built together, a family never attempting to
winter in isolation.

The mat houses are built in a single
row along a creek or river (sometimes there
is more than one row), their long axes run-
ning parallel to the stream, north and south,
in order to afford the greatest security
from the strong north winds. (The winter
winds blow only from the north.) Beside these
there are a few tule mat tipis and one or
two underground lodges. Winter mat lodges
had twenty to thirty occupants, thought Chll-
owist Jim; some up to fifty. Ten or twelve
such lodges were found in each winter vil-
lage. Michel gave the size of a winter vil-
lage as one long house holding three to six
families, with one or two tipis, or a larger
village as three or four long houses with
five or six tipis.

All working
the chief's house
then the others
to whether othe
occupy a dwelling
Yet cooperation 1

of several people
the structure and
position.

together, they build first
which is the largest, and
There is some question as

rs than those who are to
feel called on to assist.

s essential, for the efforts
are necessary in preparing
setting the heavy poles in

In each house live a number of people
who are not necessarily related but who are
congenial. The house group is not formed
casually, but by special invitation. Actu-
ally, the winter house is composed predomin-
ately of the same group from year to year,
stability of the house and village group de-
pending to a great extent upon the compati-
bility of personalities and the manner in
which individuals treat each other's chil-
dren. Laziness is tolerated but disapproved.
A man too indolent to assist in keeping the
snow scraped away from the house is not apt
to be invited to share a winter house. Lazy,
improvident and unfortunate people are cared
for, however. They arc provided with food
without expectation of return, as such people
are usually in continuously impoverished cir-
cumstances.

When all the houses are finished, and
then only, Individuals move into their pri-
vate dwellings and store their provisions.
The following day the chief's wife selects
women to prepare food for a feast to be eat-
en in the middle of the day. The chief (with-
out the assistance of a speaker) makes a
speech eind then the men eat. There is no
singing or festivity. In earlier days, In-
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stead of a feast, the women passed salmon
and bitter-root in a wooden dish to everyone.
As Lucy Joe said, "This was to pay for the
house, so that everyone would live all
winter.

"

That evening everyone returns to the
chief's house for "the washing of the house,'
a ceremony at which all adolescent children
are whipped ceremonially by a chosen man to
strengthen them. It is believed that if a
child cries, it will not live long. Small
groups away from the chief's village hold
the ceremony in the largest house of the
group. A blanket is spread on the floor on
which each child, fully clad, lies in turn,
to receive about five strokes of the whip.
Smaller children are given fewer lashes, and
if a father thinkq his child too little he
takes the blows himself, but the following
year the child will have to undergo the or-
deal. Each child is whipped in this fashion
once a year between the ages of five and
eleven. Cecile explained the ceremony: "It
is just like cleaning the house to do this."^

All members of the house eat together.
Each family keeps its supplies separately on
an outside platform. If married children
are living with the parents, their supplies
are kept together. The women cook together.
Each person has a regular sleeping place
along the wall and here, near his bedding, he
keeps his personal possessions. Bow and
arrows are hung on a loop fixed to one of the
house posts to keep them from being knocked
about.

One of the oldest men who is known to
have much wisdom Is usually looked up to as
a house leader. Billy Joe asserted that he
was one with considerable spirit power. If a
man is of good character (xast) he will take
the advice of an older man even though he is
not closely related, although it is not ob-
ligatory. A man who does not have this type
of respect for his elders is called qast, as
would a disobedient child. There is no auth-
ority who determines where in the chosen vil-
lage site a particular family is to set up
its house, or where in the house the beds
are to be. These matters are settled by
mutual consent without any discussion. Three
women in the same house may share one flre-

Sinkaietk

Tonasket '

yeR

tsSml'n
qO'psa

Konkonelp *

cOml'

n

ko' psE

Northern Okanagon

Inkamip "'

tsumi' n
ko'pcE

place, but each family eats its own food.
Parents may eat with married children, but
the families of two brothers living in the
same house eat separately.

Msmbers of the winter village usually
disperse to different food gathering sites
in the summer. The village breaks up casu-
ally. There is no formal proclamation like
the one which organizes it. Families leave
one by one, taking the children along, par-
ticularly the girls. A boy may be allowed to
stop away from the family if he wishes. If
a group of brothers are living together, they
usually move together.

Michel traced the movement of a winter
village when he was about ten years old
( circa 1885). The village site was a little
above the present town of Okanogan on the
river. The village broke up to go to set a
big fishnet (weir?) at the waterfall on Omak
Creek at sqlEnt, a few miles to the east. A
man with salmon power had announced at the
winter dance that he would place a net at
sqlEnt at the proper time. The villagers
reached there in the afternoon, most riding,
but some walking when their horses were need-
ed for packing. In this season the weather
was still chilly, so that fires were laid in-
side the mat-covered tipis.

The summer camps are set up without any
special organization. They are always near
water, but houses may be on either side of
the stream, and members of different bands
may all camp in one place while gathering
food. When a large group is camped together
and all are members of one band, there is no
reflections of their winter affiliations in
the arrangement of the camp.

KINSHIP TERIB

Kinship terminology was obtained from
both Sinkaletk and Northern Okanagon inform-
ants. It is clear from the following lists
that the two systems are identical. It is
impossible to judge whether phonetic differ-
ences are in all cases due to Inexpert re-
cording or represent in some instances func-
tional phonetic differences between Okanagon
proper and Sinkaletk dialects of the Okan-
agon language

.

the sixth generation removed and all pre-
ceding ancestors or succeeding descendants,
beginning with great-great-great-great grand-
parents or great-great-great-great grand-
children.

the fifth generation removed.
the fourth generation removed.

38 See also Individual Life Cycle.
39 Informant, Andrew Tillson, Tonasket.
40 Informant, Suazen Timentwa, Konkonelp.
41 Informant, Tom Martin, Inkamip.
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Tonasket

ta£tSpa

Konkonelp

tato'p'

sxa'xba Icxa'p'

k!S'k;wa kl'qwa

ka'qEna' ka'kna

stEmtl'ma tumti'ma

sne'mat
IEI'5
ml 'stlim
akiol
t6m
sqsl
stEmqEI'lt
tqa'kea
itsI'sEnsa
tkl' kha
ftstsio'ps

cuni'mat
II' I' Q^

kul

tqa'qoa
sI'cSnsa
iki

'
qia

cEcau'pf

Inkamlp

tato'p'

Icja'p'

kl'qwa

ka'kena

tumti'ma

suni' mat
II'I'QX
ml'stOm
kai
tOm
qQsi"!
tumql'I'lt
iEka'ksa
ol 'sEnsa
i;EkI ' qa
sEsuo'ps

sEntxos
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Tonasket

oqii'lp

ntlmtn
cniklu
sipn
nkulEmSt

stsixt

uEskio

sastEm

Konkonelp

ntlmten
sEnl'kEl^"
cI'pEn
nkulEmO't
nata'mtEn
tcl-'uxt

nEsqe'5

oasta'm

Inkamlp

ntI'mtEn
sEnl'kEl^ii
sI'pEn
nEkQlEmu'lt

cacta'm

nqO'Itsten nqo'ItstEn

nqC'TtstEm

nkulumte'Sc

Customarily, the Sinkaietk us© the voc-
ative form in direct address and the non-voc-
ative, which is formed by the use of a per-
sonal pronoun and the kinship term, when
speaking in the third person.

This kinship system is characteristic-
ally Mackenzie Basin type,''' in that all
cousins, parallel and cross, are siblings,
addressed as older brother, younger brother,
older sister, younger sister. Parents are
man's father, woman's father, man's mother,
woman's mother, and children are son and
daughter. Nomenclature for paternal and ma-
ternal affiliations is bifurcate collateral
in the parent and grandparent generations.
Maternal and paternal aunts and uncles are
differentiated by four terms, which are also
applied to their cross and parallel cousins
and cousins-in-law. There is one general
term for grandchild. Then there are four
reciprocal terms used between the four class-
es of grandparents and grandchildren, the
distinction being based on the sex of the
affiliating parent.

In all other generations, the male and
female relatives on either side are merged
into a single reciprocal term which desig-
nates generation alone. This generation
terminology with reciprocity is typically
Salish.'" There is only one term for niece
and nephew. This is used also to indicate
wife's and husband's siblings' children.

After a death, forms of address toward
certain relatives change, A widow and her
husband's brothers use a new reciprocal term.
The parents of a deceased mate and the liv-
ing spouse use a new reciprocal term, and a
special term is used for a deceased parent's
siblings.

deceased mate's parents, deceased son's
wife, deceased daughter's husband.

son-in-law's or daughter-in-law's parents.

daughter's husband.
son's wife.
relative-in-law living in same house.
relative-in-law living apart.
wife's brother, sister's husband (man

speaking), wife's sister's husband, husband's
sister's husband.

wife's brother's wife, husband's brother's
wife, husband's sister, brother's wife (wo-
man speaking)

.

wife's sister, sister's husband (woman
speaking), husband's brother, brother's wife
(man speaking)

.

brother's widow (man speaking), deceased
husband's brother.

brother's widow who has married another
brother, husband's brother after the woman
speaker has married deceased husband's bro-
ther.

reciprocal, wives of cousins.

The term castsm, directly correlated
with the functioning of the levirate and sor-
orate, is applied to wife's sister, woman's
sister's husband, husband's brother, man's
brother's wife.

Parents-in-law use a reciprocal term,
which is also applied to the parents-in-law
of any relative. The concept of relatives-
in-law living in the same house and rela-
tives-in-law living apart is expressed in
two terms. This is a reflection in the kin-
ship system of the normal composition of the
household. Relatives-ln-law are frequently
inmates of the same communal house.

VILLAGE COMPOSITION

In the village in which Lucy Joe lived,
near Kartaro, there were five house sites.
She does not remember all the inmates of the
houses, but all were in some way related to
her. KEipdqtsI'nEkin, the head of one house-
hold, was no relation, therefore was not
called by a kinship term but his wife, who
was a Kartar woman named sOqapkEna' luks, was
the cousin of Lucy Joe's mother, so Lucy Joe
called her aunt (swawa'sa). Lucy Joe called
this woman's daughters "sister" (iki'ka).

In another long house lived nmaswi'st,
Michel Brooks' father, who was her^ first
cross cousin. He was married to tsumate'-
luqs, a Konkonelp woman.

Lucy Joe's paternal grandmother, qwaik-
Enma'liixs, was a Konkonelp woman and her pa-
ternal grandfather was from Nespelem. QwaJk-
Enma'luis used to give food away to all the
neighbors at the founding of the new winter
village each year. This is no longer done,
but people say to Lucy Joe, "Tour name Is

43 Spier, Kinship Systems. 76.
44 Spier, Idem .. 74.
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qwa£k£[una^ IQzs. When are you going to give
things away to start the village?"

Lacy Joe's father was a Northern Okan-
agon, her mother Sanpoll, She herself, hav-
ing lived much of her life at Kartaro Is
considered a Kartar. She has lived in Kon-
Iconelp and Nespelem territory also. She was
born between Kartaro and Nespelem when her
family was travelling.

Julie Josephine and Lucy Joe are first
cross cousins. Julie Josephine as a little
girl lived for two winters in a village be-
tween Kartaro and Lake Omak. Then her par-
ents decided to move to Sqwint in Konkonelp
territory and lived there for two winters.
Wherever they went, they stayed for several
winters and then moved on. Most of their
winter homes were in Kartar territory, how-
ever, so Julie Josephine is a Kartar. Her
maternal grandfather, si 'pa's, was a Kartar.
Her maternal grandmother was Konkonelp. Her
paternal grandfather was Tukoratum, and her
paternal great grandmother was Konkonelp.

At one time, Julie Josephine lived in
the same village as Lucy Joe. Her family
lived on the east side of the creek in a
long house with three fires in it. This was
next to Lucy Joe's house, but nearer the
creek. On the west side was a very long
house belonging to the chief swipqe'n, where
the people danced.

At this village, kEipuqtse'nlxEn was
village announcer and whipped the children
when the village was completed each year. He
switched the children severely until they
yelled, before pushing them away. Julie
Josephine was never a sis±i.6' mxai, that is,

a girl undergoing puberty rites; girls' pub-
erty rites have not been observed in the
last eighty years, so since she did not put
her hair up she was not called pu'Tpu'x [?].

INHERITANCE AND PROPERTY

Food sites and tribal territory theo-
retically belong to the tribe, but all friend-
ly tribes are welcome to share the hunting,
fishing and food gathering sites at any time.
All other property is strictly personal. Hus-
band and wife do not have common possessions.
Even stored food is not a common possession.
It belongs to the woman and is hers to bar-
ter away as she sees fit.

There are three types or inheritable
properties: material possessions, personal
names, and power. At death, a near relative
of the deceased takes the material property
and distributes it as he sees fit during the
period of mourning. At the death of a mar-
ried nian who has a brother, the latter usual-
ly gives away the property. This may be one
result of the functioning of the levlrate.
It was said a chief would so function for

the widow if there was no brother. The ae-
ceased's parents and brothers and sisters
get most of his property, friends share the
rest. The surviving mate and children keep
practically nothing. In fact, they give
away part of their own personal property as
well. In order to meet with social approval,
although it often means severe hardship in
the future. It seems probable that there is
a formalized pattern for distributing the
personal property of the deceased, which can-
not be adequately described in this paper
due to the lack of Information.

Cecile Brooks says that the property of
the deceased was not given away in the old
days as it is now. Members of the Immediate
family continued using the property. "Fami-
lies needed all they had in those days; they
did not own many extra things."*'

If the deceased person had been well-
liked, or if he possessed a famous family
name, some time after the death, the name
will be presented to some young person at a

feast held for this purpose. It is said that
the same name is not found in two families.
Since inheritance of names may be from
either the maternal or paternal lines, it is

clear that names must sometimes pass from
one family to another.

Power is inherited In a dream. This
seldom happens, but a person who had not
been able to find power alone may dream that
a dead relative appears to him and presents
his power. From this time on, such a person
aas the right to sing the deceased's power
song and use his power.

CRIME AND PUNISHMENT

There is practically no thievery with-
in the tribe, since any property may be had
for the asking. It is known that there are
occasional kleptomaniacs who steal, not from
necessity, but for the pleasure of stealing.
Such persons are not ordinarily punished, but
if they become too much of a public nuisance,
someone nay kill them in exasperation.

At the beginning of the nineteenth
century, Ross Cox records that "Acts of dis-
honesty are of rare occurrence among either
men or woman.... Their principal amusement
is gambling, at which they are not so quar-
relsome as the Spokans and other tribes ; but
when any doubtful case occurs, it is re-
ferred for arbitration to one of their eld-
ers, by whose decisions the parties strictly
abide. "*

This influence of the elders is the fac-
tor in Plateau organization that keeps peace
and order. No younger person of good charac-
ter ever disobeys the command of any older
person.

45 Canpere Individual Life Cycle.
46 Coi, Adventures on the Columbia River . 206-207.
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After a murder, the deceased's family
often kills the murderer for revenge. It

may, but more usually does not, develop from
this point into a regular feud of years' du-
ration, depending on whether the murderer's
family thinks that the revenge is Justified.
If the murderer is from another village two
men will usually go off to find and kill him;

the revenge party is never larger. If a feud
is started, the chief talks, trying to per-
suade his people to stop fighting, but there
is nothing more effective that he can do to
check the feud.

Sometimes payment is taken in compensa-
tion for the murder of a relative. The first
step is taken by the murderer to keep the
others from seeking his life. He tells the
chief that he is ready to make a certain pay-
ment in such things as blankets, provisions
and weapons. The payment is usually so
large that the murderer is impoverished for
some time in the future. If the injured
family accepts his offer as made through the
chief, the affair is ended. Should they re-
fuse the payment, it is clear that they in-
tend to kill the murderer. There is no
fixed valuation set on a life.

The following Colville tale, told by
Johnnie Louie, illustrates the nature of a

feud. While it is Colville and involves
other tribes as well, there is no reason to
suppose it does not also represent the situa-
tion among the Sinkaietk. Despite its
supernatural elements, it was told as an his-
torical happening of the mid-eighteenth cen-
tury.

ftuinmusq had a brother-in-law from Cu-
sick, a Spokan man. They decided to go to
Cusick for camas digging. Quinmusq, his
sister, her husband, and baby went from
Kettle Falls to Cusick. Quinmusq left them
for several days. His sister went to look
for him. When she found him, he had gambled
away everything he had. She was angry and
told him to come back to camp because they
were leaving. He went with her.

Back at camp, his sister was Just tak-
ing some camas from the pit. He took a hand-
ful to chew. His sister said, "You eat it,
but you wouldn't help get it." She called
him a dog and other names. He spat out the
camas, threw it down and walked away. He
waited around a couple of days. His brother-
in-law came back and scolded his wife for
scolding her brother. Then he tried to rea-
son with her brother.

They all took packs. About two days
out of Cusick they came to a river, ftuinmusq
told his brother-in-law, "You'd better go
and get some crawfish to bake at noon." The
brother-in-law went. Quinmusq waited until
he was gone; then he took his brother-in-
law's bow and arrows. He started after him.
His sister saw him and grabbed a big knife.
Quinmusq ran to the edge of the river where
his brother-in-law was digging crawfish and
shot him in the back. His brother-in-law
looked up and saw that it was Quinmusq who

had shot him. He leaped up the bluff, with
the arrow in his back. Quinmusq shot five
more arrows into him and killed him.

His sister came straight for him with
the knife. He told her to stop; that he
would shoot her if she did not. She said,
"Shoot me if you want to," and kept coming.
He shot her tnrough the heart and shot five
more arrows into her body. There he left
her and ran back to camp. The baby was
there on the cradle board. He took it up
and smashed its head against a tree.

Then he went back to Colville. His peo-
ple asked, "Where are your sister and her
husband?" He told them that he had got
tired of staying with them and left them;
that they would be back in the fall sometime;
that there were lots of camas to dig there.

Just a week later, the sister's dog
came back to Cusick. The Cusick people rec-
ognized it. The dog's face was all greasy.
They thought he had been eating bear. Then
the dog made motions as if he were going to
throw up. He did and a long black braid of
hair came up. The people went to see what
it was, and some of the brother-in-law's
relatives knew the braid was his. They
thought some enemy tribe had met the four on
the way home and killed them. They did not
suspect Quinmusq.

Finally about fifty good fighters start-
ed out. They came to the flat where the
four had camped. Pretty soon they found the
baby with its head smashed by the tree. They
saw the woman's body and then the man's down
by the river. Now Quinmusq's big toe was
crooked and turned back on his other toes.
Everywhere were Quinmusq's tracks, but no
enemy tracks. So they knew that he had kill-
ed the three. They followed his tracks.

The Spokan went back and told their
chief. He said, "All you warriors, go and
kill that fellow. He killed his own sister
as well as one of our people." They knew
where Quinmusq hunted every year in the fall.
So the chief sent them to kill Quinmusq and
all his people. He told them to wait for
Quinmusq where he would go to hunt.

The Spokan started. Early in the morn-
ing they arrived and asked the people for
Quinmusq. The people told them that Quinmusq
with his three brothers was down by the
river sweating. The leader of the warriors
said, "We Just want Quinmusq's people. We
won't hurt anybody else. He killed his
brother and sister in the summer." So they
killed the mother and father of Quinmusq.

Quinmusq was way in the back of the
sweat house. He was so fierce that he al-
ways had his big knife in the sweat house
just inside the door. The Spokan called to
them. Finally the first brother Jumped out
and was killed with spears and bows and ar-
rows. The second went out and was killed.
The third sang his power song. Then he went
out. When they shot at him they missed. He
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fell down and Jumped up. They chased him
but could not catch him. They drove him to-
ward a huge fallen tree. They did not think
he could Jump over It, He could not. He
Jumped and landed on his stomach across the
top of It, They shot him in the back. He
fell over on the other aide, Jumped up and be-
gan running again. The Spokan told him,
"Come back and be killed. You are shot. You
will only die out there anyway." He said,
"You haven't done anything to hurt me," and
ran for a day until he met some Colvllle
Indians who took the arrow out of his back.
He told them the story. So these ColTllle
turned back.

Qulnmusq stayed in the sweat house
while his enemies taunted him, called him a
woman, told him his brothers were dead. He
had forgotten about his knife being there, so
he sang his power song and leaped. It did no
good. His body was full of arrows and
spears. When he fell near the river he was
dead. They cut him all to pieces and threw
him in the river.

They went back to the camp and told the
rest of the Colvllle not to be angry. They
said, "If we had killed only Quinmusq, it

would have started a lot of trouble. His
brothers would have fought then," So the
Colvllle fed them deer meat. Then they pack-
ed up their arrows and went back.

Quinmusq lay in the river until every-
thing was quiet again. All his power ani-
mals came to him then. They gathered up the
parts of his body and put them together.
Fishes, mud turtles, grizzlies and all kinds
of power animals came and brought him back
to life. But he still had the scars all
over his body.

He went back to the camp, but everybody
had packed up and left there. There he saw
his mother dead, and his father. Two brothers
were dead at the sweat house, but he could
not find the other. Then he thought about
his knife. He got it and started after the
Spokan, Seeing them, he ran clear around
them and waited by a fish trap where they
would cross.

Some of them said, "Oh, what it would
be if old Quinmusq were across there." They
shouted this to plague the dead Quinmusq, At
the very time he was opposite them in the
brush. The first man started across. Quin-
musq whooped and stabbed him. The others all
fell in up river and came down against the
trap. Quinmusq ran up and down the trap
slaughtering them. He killed all but two,
whom he sent back to tell their people the
story. "The next time you get mad, tell all
your fierce men to come to fight."

When these two got back to Kalispel
[
sic

]

and told the story, the chief said, "We might
just as well make peace now. We'll be
friends with the Colvllle. We can't do any-
thing with Quinmusq." So they made peace.

No payment is ever accepted as compen-
sation for adultery. If a man is sufficient-

ly annoyed to do anything about a discovered
liaison of his wife, he kills the offender,
thus placing himself in danger of blood re-
venge.

If a man kills several people, he
achieves fame as a "mean" man, and the peo-
ple treat him with respect because they
think he has great power. Such men are not
customarily punished through group action,
David Isaac reports the following exception
among the Northern Okanagon.

Two Thompson Indian brothers who lived
near Lake Okanogan were always being mean to
the people near them and occasionally kill-
ing someone in fierce fights. They lived en-
tirely alone, away from the other people.
Nobody liked them.

One day the younger brother was seen to
go off hunting alone, so some of the people
got together and decided to kill the older
brother. They went to his place in a body,
and the strongest n.en sat closest to him and
told him that the people had grown lonesome
for him, and wanted him to come back to live
with them. Then, when he showed his mean-
ness, they suddenly grabbed him and fought.
They stabbed him again and again and finally
subdued him and cut his head off.

When the younger brother came back and
saw what they had done, he picked up several
bows and arrows and walked over to the vil-
lage. There he told the people that since
they had killed his brother they might as
well kill him too, that he wished it. But
the people said that he must live. They had
killed his brother because he was mean and
had killed many people for fun, but they de-
cided to let the younger brother live.

This was not long ago. A daughter of
the older brother is still living near Oro-
ville.

According to Suszen Timentwa, the
present chief, in pre-white days the chief
ordered offenders to be tattooed plainly on
the body where it would show: on the fore-
head, cheek, arm or chest. For stealing, the
tattoo was black; for adultery, yellow; and
for fighting, red. It might be a circle, a
straight line, a bird's foot, or a deer head.
The tattoo was made by pressure pricking
with a needle and rubbing paint into the
wound.

For the first offense the culprit was
painted with one mark. If the crime was not
repeated, the chief would say, "He is a good
man now, better than we are," If the crime
was repeated, a second mark was put on.
After the third of fense, the people said, "He
Is no good. Send him away," and they cut
off his hair before they banished him. If a
foreigner committed a crime, his hair was
cut off on the first offense and he was sent
away.

If a chief found in the old days that
Indians were killing animals for fun, or
wastefully, he stopped it. The Sinkaietk
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say, "If you kill an animal and throw it
away, it dies forever. If you eat it and
throw away the bones, it will come to life
again. That is why things are dead forever
now, because white men kill for pleasure end
do not eat everything." The chief warns
wasteful Indians three times. Then, if they
do not improve, the chief says, "Take them
over here and cut off their hair and tell
them to go some place and never come back."
Such culprits might come back later, declare
their good intentions, and be accepted into
the group again.

The above information was denied by all
other informant's, each declaring that the
Sinkaietk never tattooed, cut hair, nor ban-
ished culprits.

Punishment of crime has become much
more rigid since the advent of the Catholic
priests. They are said to have introduced a
simple Judicial system with policemen (culEn-
ka'm), trial (cqwakwa'llckim) , witnesses
(sln-mipa'l^) , a Judge, a whipper (cO'ltsEm)
and a counter of the strokes (tsEka'm).

The policeman, who carries a stick when
summoning a culprit, takes his prisoners to
the chief. For doing this work, he receives
no payment. The only punishment meted out
is whipping. The people all assemble in
front of the village to hear the trial and
to watch the whipping.

At the trial, the chief appoints a man
as judge to determine the number of strokes
to be given. Witnesses speak before the as-
sembled people, reporting the culprit's mis-
demeanors.

From fifty to one hundred lashes are
given for the first offense of murder, adul-
tery, or stealing. Before the whipping be-
gins, the chief exhorts the criminal to be-
have in the future, for a second offense
will bring an even more severe punishment.

Itost bands pi
tree and tie his
the Tukoratum, the
across the breast,
the ribs, kneels
ground. Ifen with
to kill the culpri
The whipper takes
whip as the counte

ace the culprit facing a
wrists behind it. Among
victim, with arms folded
both palms flat against

with forehead touching the
clubs stand nearby, ready

t should he try to escape.
his place and lifts his

r counts the strokes.

The whip used is a long leather thong
with small stones and sand caught in the
braids. It usually draws blood after a few
lashes. If the whip should break, it is at-
tributed to the man's power. If the whip
breaks three times, the whipper will fear
the man's power, so the man will be freed.
If the man dies in the course of the whip-
ping, it is considered Just. If either the
whipper or the counter exceeds the verdict

in strokes, the one who has made the aistake
is whipped himself and removed from office.

As part of the new system, each week the
people confess their misdemeanors to the
chief and are given trial for serious of-
fenses. Backsliders in confession are re-
ported by their neighbors.

CHIEFTAINSHIP

"The government, or ruling power among
the Oakinackens [Sinkaietk] is simple yet ef-
fective, and is little more than an ideal
system of control. The chieftainship de-
scends from father to son: it is, however,
merely a nominal superiority in most cases.
Their general maxim is, that Indians were
born to be free, and that no man has a natu--
ral right to the obedience of another, except
he be rich in horses and has many wives; yet
it is wonderful how well the government
works for the general good, and without any
coercive power to back the will of the chief,
he is seldom disobeyed: the people submit
without a murmur."*''

In each band of the Sinkaietk chiefs
are hereditary and the most important per-
sons in the tribe in regard to moral influ-
ence. Chiefs are not necessarily the
wealthiest men in the group; this is usually
the case, however, because of the many gifts
received from the people.

A chief and his family are supposed to
exemplify the virtues of the group. A chief
should know no fear and should neither lie,
steal, nor fight with his own people. It is
his duty to exemplify the ethical standards
of the social unit, to exhort the people con-
cerning these duties, and to advise them
against getting into trouble.

"Every morning at the dawn of day, the
head chief rides or walks around the camp or
village and harangues as he goes: the
business of the day is then and there set-
tled; but he never interferes with the af-
fairs of families or individuals. All the
movements of the camp, as a whole, as well
as hunting and other matters of consequence,
are settled by the chief's authority alone;
and all weightier matters, of peace or war,
are settled by the chief and council.""**

According to present informants, this
morning harangue described by Ross (and an-
other in the evening) is, and always has
been, the duty of the chief's spokesman, the
tribal attitude being that it is improper
for the chief to address directly the people
in public.

The chief's family is supposedly the
best trained family of the band in moral pre-
cepts, since this ideal of Sinkaietk virtue
is constantly before their attention through

47 Ro33, Aleiander, Adventures . 292.
48 Ibid .. 293.
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the duties or the chief. Michel Brooks says
that a son of a chief is chosen as his suc-
cessor because he knows how to be chief, hav-
ing heard all that his father has said be-
fore him. Even so, the children of the
chief are respected and Judged according to
their individual merits.

The members of a chief's family are not
known by a distinctive term. Terms of a
purely descriptive nature, such as, wife of
the chief (pol 'Imizum) , or child of the
chief (nkaielml'xum) are used during the
life of the chief. Even the eldest son, who
is recognized as the one who will most cer-
tainly succeed to his father's position, is
not designated by any distinctive term.

In selecting a wife, the chief need not
choose a girl from a wealthy family; it is
more important that she be a chaste and in-
dustrious individual. A chief's child may
marry into a lazy and improvident family
without disapproval. Personal compatibility
is the first essential in marriage. There is
no conception of good birth in any except
the chief's family, and this recognition
does not approximate an attitude of caste.

The wife of a chief works just as does
any other woman, but her suggestions are re-
ceived by the other women with respect and
are usually followed. The women talk to her
as they do to anyone else; some may es-
tablish a very free verbal joking relation-
ship with her, but no woman argues with her
concerning a disputed point. She attempts
to prevent quarrelling among the women. If
the chief has several wives, it is not the
oldest, but the one who receives his greatest
favor, who is most respected by the other
women of the band.

Sisters of the chief are considered
v/orthy of some respect. There is no such
feeling regarding women who are particularly
skillful at the tasks of women. It is said
of such a woman that she is smart, but this
does not mean that her suggestions are cer-
tain to be followed.

Power was not a necessary attribute for
holding the office of chief. Reputation as
a v/arrior was not considered essential. The
ability to organize successful hunting, fish-
ing, and gathering expeditions is the most
important requisite of office. Mary Garden
says, "A chief has to be a good manager and
have good sense."

Informants from the Konkonelp and Tu-
koratum bands agree that ordinarily a chief
does not participate in daily activities.
The people say, "You be chief. You stay in
one place. We will take care of you. You
tell us how to get food, and take care of us
in time of trouble." Then, the best of all
the food gathered or killed is given to the

man and woman chiefs, divided between them.
They use what they need and keep the surplus
on reserve for the people until time of want.

Chilowhist Jim, a ffethow informant, says
of chiefs, "They do little work, just stay
in the house all day and talk and smoke. But
they care for their people well, keep track
of everyone, where each person is, what he
is doing and how successful he is in every-
thing. A man, before making a trap or tak-
ing a trip of even one day, talks it over
with the chief." The Kartar agree with the
Northern Okanagon tribe in saying that their
chiefs work just the same as ordinary people.

Suszen Timentwa insists that there may
be two or three chiefs at one time in a band,
each with equal authority, and that they
take turns in directing tribal affairs.

"Each nation or principal tribe has
generally two chiefs; one for the village,
and another called the war-chief. The former
is the head of the tribe; and, as already ob-
served, holds his office by lineal descent:
the latter is elective, and chosen by the
voice or whim of the majority of the people."'"

All other informants deny that the
Sinkaietk bands have more than one chief at
a time. The war chief referred to here by
Alexander Ross is probably only the war lead-
er, described as an individual possessing
great power and respect but having no perma-
nent official position. Each band has one
chief, who, in accordance with the loose so-
cial organization of the group, functions as
a tribal manager rather than as a despot con-
trolling life and death, as did the chiefs
of the tribes to the south on the Columbia
River.* Even though he prove selfish end in-
efficient, and meet with serious disapproval
on the part of some, the group will continue
to respect him as chief.

According to Mary Garden, all four of
the Sinkaietk bands as well as the Methow
and Chelan tribes have chleftainesses
(sku'malt, woman of great authority) as well,
who se;"ve in an advisory capacity.

The chieftainess is officially elected.
She receives formal appointment at a council
meeting just as the chief does. Apparently
this office is hereditary through the male
line; these women are always related to the
chief, and at death, the office passes to an-
other female relative, and in no recorded
case from mother to daughter.

There are apparently differences in the
status of such women in the several bands.
In the Tukoratum band, whereas the chief
served as the group manager, the woman sku-
m61t was a consulting adviser only in cases
of murder, revenge or emergencies. If her
decision differed from that of the chief, the

49 Ross, Alexander, Adventures . 293.
50 Spier and Sapir, Wlahram . 212.
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people were free to follow either. Amity
might be advised but could not be enforced.
Suszen Timentwa, who has lived among Kon-
konelp and Kartar people, pictures these
women chieftainesses as group managers, serv-
ing as sole chief of the band from their ap-
pointment to office until death. It is doubt-
ful if this was ever the case in either band;
for the male hereditary chiefs are remembered
for five generations back in both bands, and
contemporary women sku'malt are recorded for
the Konkonelp band. Kartar informants de-
clare that women never had a voice in coun-
cil and that there were no women chief-
tainesses. In consideration of their close
social affiliation" with the Nespelem tribe,
this is intelligible, since the Nespelem
never vested authority in women."

This recognition among the Sinkaietk of
the equality of women is not unexpected.
Ross Cox, at the beginning of the nineteenth
century, comments upon the independence of
the women of the lower Columbia.

"The treatment of women differs materi-
ally among the various tribes.... Among the
lower tribes, however, where their exertions
in collecting the Wappitoo roots contribute
to the general support, they assume an air
of liberty and Independence quite unknown
among the upper natives [Kutenai, Flathead,
Spokan]; and in all cases of importance the
elder women, equally with the men, are con-
sulted.""

Such women are also known among the
Coeur d'Al^ne:

"There were no female chiefs, and women
had no direct voice in the elections of
chiefs. However, the influence of some women
was powerful in moulding public opinion. A
woman who had chief-like qualities, who was
good, intelligent, sagacious, and liberal,
was called sq ' o^ma'lt . Such women were high-
ly respected, and their opinions treated
»ith consideration. Some of them occasional-
ly made speeches before the people and
chiefs, "5*

There is no difference in function be-
tween the Coeur d'Al§ne sq'o'mft'lt and the
Sinkaietk sku'malt. The latter women have
greater honor, however, for their position
is official while that of the Coeur d'Al^ne
women is not.

In the old days, among the Konkonelp
and Tukoratum bands, supposedly no one but a

chief could wear an eagle feather headdress
clear around the head. A "mean" man, that
is, of an aggressive, desperado disposition,
might make a headdress of eagle feathers and

wear it in battle and at group gatherings.
Such men were not criticized by the people.
In later days, anyone can wear such a head-
dress, but the chief's is always the most
ornate. The woman sku'malt has no special
dress, but she is better dressed than any
other woman of the band, and always wears a
shell through her pierced septum, a sign of
wealth.

"The royal insignia of an Indian king
or chief is simple, and is always known in
the camp. The Oakinacken [Konkonelp band in
this instance] emblem is a white wolf-skin,
fantastically painted with rude figures of
different colours — the head and tail deco-
rated with the higua,'^ bears' claws, and the
teeth of different animals — suspended from
a pole in a conspicuous place near the
chief's lodge.

"On our first arrival among this people,
the wolf-skin was always to be seen waving
conspicuously from the pole; but as they be-
gan to associate and get accustomed to us,
they became less particular in exhibiting
the ensigns of royalty.""

The Kartar chief, on special occasions,
wears a buckskin shirt fringed at all the
seams and carries a fan made of the wing of
a crane or swan. A "mean" man may possess a
fringed shirt also, painted and worn for
power. Such a man may wear a fringed shirt
at any time without objections from the
chief.

The new chief of the Kartar band is
always given the tribal pipe which belonged
to his predecessor. The pipe is a large one
made of stone. The chief passes it around
in formal gatherings. He carries this pipe
in a special frirf;ed buckskin bag, sewed with
hemp or sinew and decoratea with porcupine
quills. This stone pipe is called slnal-
Ostn. The chief of the neighboring Nespelem
tribe also has a stone pipe called sinal-
ostn. This formal smoking of the pipe at
special gatherings is characteristic of the
Plains.

If a chief is sick a long time before
death, he may appoint his oldest son to take
his place, or If a chief reaches senility, he
appoints the new chief and retires. Some-
times a chief may be displeased with his
children, considering them disobedient, and
name instead one of his own brothers or a
near male relative to take the office. When
the old people's council meets, they announce
the chief's wish to everyone. These forms
of appointment seldom occur since most men
die a violent death.

51 Michel Brooks says that the Kartar feel that the Neapelera belong to the Sinkaietk tribe.
52 Ray, Sanpoll and Mespelem .

53 Coi, Adventures on the Columbia River . 235.
54 Telt, Sallshan Tribes . 154.
55 Higua la the bead-like shell monev ground from clam shells.
56 Ross, Alexander, Adventures . 291.
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Normally a new chief is appointed at
the death of the old. The person selected
Is always a son, brother or near relative of
the deceased. When the chief dies, people
wait about a year, until his wife ceases
mourning, before choosing another. Then the
relatives of the dead chief send word to
everybody in the band to come to a meeting on
a certain day, usually in spring when there
Is plenty of food. Some relatives who live
nearby arrive two or three days early to
help gather food and get ready. There are no
ganes nor dancing on this occasion.

On the appointed day, all of the old
men and women form a council to decide who
shall be the new chief. They always choose
the dead chief's eldest son, i f he is grown.
The son may refuse, saying he does not feel
old enough for the responsibility. Apparent-
ly it is good form to refuse and be coaxed
by the people. Then the council may appoint
an older man, usually the dead chief's bro-
ther, if one is living. When it Is decided,
the new appointment is announced to all of
the band. The young people present have no
voice in the matter. They utilize the oc-
casion to carry on flirtations. As a finale,
everyone eats together; the food being pro-
vided by the chief's family.

The selection of a new chief by the Sin-
kaietk band offers an interesting illustra-
tion of discrepancy between theory and prac-
tice. In theory, the people choose the
chief and he holds office as long as he re-
tains their approval. Any individual may be
chosen, parentage supposedly not determining
the selection. In practice, chieftainship
is hereditary, and there is no known in-
stance of a chief ever having been deposed
from office. The following successions of
band chiefs indicate this clearly.

These recorded lines of succession for
the Tukoratum, Konkonelp and Kartar bands of
the Sinkaietk tribe and for the Chilowhist
band of the Msthow tribe were obtained from
Mary Garden. They go back to approximately
the beginning of the nineteenth century, and
continue down to the break-up of the polit-
ical organization of the individual bands.
These records would indicate that the office
of the chieftainess was not of as great im-
port in the political organization of the
bands as that of the chief, for woman of-
ficials were eliminated before the latter.

Ciya'qwEkEn was chief (yllaml'xOm) of
the Tukoratum band during the days of Mary
Garden's great-grandparents. He married a
Tukoratum woman and was succeeded by keket-
Emfina'Us, his son, who married first a Nes-
pelem woman, and after her death, a Chelan
woman. He was succeeded by kuxkuxta'skEt , a
younger brother, who married two Tukoratum
women who were not sisters. He was the last
of the Tukoratum chiefs. He was killed in
approximately 1860, when his sons were still
too young to be chiefs. The band has been
guided since by reservation chiefs appointed
by the Government.

Sl'nt'^", a contemporary of cIy6'qwEkEn
and his cousin, was a chieftainess (sku'mfelt)

of the Tukoratum band. She was followed by
klaltslapl'tsa,' a cousin. The latter was not
formally appointed at si'ntku's death, but
she had much wisdom so the people called her
sku'mAlt and went to her for advice. She
died a few years after the death of kCUfkiupta'-

skEt

.

TrwIsta'skEt was chief of the Konkonelp
band and a contemporary of cly&'qwEkEn. He
married two Konkonelp women who were not
sisters, and was succeeded by his son, no^ta"-

skEt , who married a Nespelem woman. KumkQmi-
EpO'sEmEn, a younger brother, succeeded no?-
ta'skEt, and married a Nespelem woman. He
was succeeded by his son, EntaktcEnl'^Q, who
also married a Nespelem woman. The letter's
son, Ent6ktcEnI*Q, is Johnnie Frank who now
lives at Nespelem. Johnnie Frank has been
appointed chief by the Government as well as
by the people.

Sqwal-±pa'ls was chieftainess of the
Konkonelp band, contemporaneously with txwls-
ta'skBt. She was succeeded by her niece,
tcutcuwe'l' ks, who was the last chieftainess
of this band.

Xwistasumxa'I'kEn (Walking Grizzly) was
chief of the Kartar band and a contemporary
of cIy6'qwEkEn. He married two Kartar sis-
ters and a Nespelem woman. He was succeeded
by his son, xwlstasumxa'l' kEn, whose mother
was one of the Kartar women. He married two
Kartar women who were not sisters, and was
succeeded by a son, suwipuka'ln, who married
a Kartar woman, a Nespelem woman, and a
Similkameen woman. He was a contemporary of
Chief Moses of the Moses Columbia band, and
died in 1872. Suwipuka'ln was succeeded by
a brother's son, soyl 'met' kEn, who married a
Konkonelp woman. Suszen Tlmentwa, the pres-
ent chief of the Kartar band, was appointed
by the Government with the people's sanction.
His grandmother was a sister of soyI'met'kEn's
father. He is now living at Malott on an
allotment.

Mary says that the entire Methow tribe
was under the rule of one chief only, who
usually lived at ci'lOxwist, on the Okanogan
River. Sqilo' ska'sket was a contemporary of
cIy6'qwEkEn. He married a Chilowhist woman,
a Tukoratum woman, and a lalae'la'^ woman.
He is the only chief whom Mary knows about
who depended on his spirit power in managing
his people, rather than on "good common
sense.

"

Of the Chelan tribe, kanl'mt'l^Q was
chieftainess during the days of clyA'qwEkEn,
and was a distant cousin of the Chelan chief
who was her contemporary. She was followed
by an unappolnted skQ'mAlt woman. "There
were government laws by this time and chiefs
were not necessary."

MBla'lnEm was chief of the sinkaqal' I'Qs

during the days of clya 'qwEkEn.''

57 An acccmnt of the Moses Columbia chief SuHrtasku'sum will be found in the section on Religion.
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Headmen

In every village other than the village
in which the chief is residing, there is a

headman (xa'tu'c). Should the band chief
wish to use his authority, it must be fol-
lowed by the headman. The headman is not
appointed by the chief, and acts freely on
his own judgment without consulting

^
the

chief, directing the communal hunting' and
fishing of the village, and the summer and
winter camping. The women do not need a
headwoman to direct their food gathering.
The headman wears no special insignia, nor is
he appointed with a formal ceremony. He
holds office through his ability to have
dreams telling him where to direct the group
for successful hunting. He always gives win-
ter dances in his house. He is not
necessarily a good warrior. When various vil-
lages are together in the absence of the
chief, the headmen decide among themselves
who shall direct the communal fishing or
hunting.'^

Chief's Helpers

The chief appoints, without any partic-
ular public announcement, promising young
men as his aides (skolsti' ckum) , and in re-
compense for their work, he treats them as
sons. They retain their position as long as
they are efficient. Of these, some as sent-
inels (cuxkwitlat'iacumi 'ct) are kept on the
hills day and night, presumably only at the
time an attack is expected. When they see
enemies approaching, they warn the villagers.

The chief never addresses the people
publicly himself. He has a spokesman (cux-
wawa'm) who delivers his message in a loud
voice. Other duties of the curfwawa'm are
to carry messages to scattered members of the
band, to carry food from the chief to hungry
families early in the spring and to report
to him on their condition, to awaken the
people early in the morning before a hunt, to
tell people what they are to do for the day,
to exhort them concerning their morals, tell-
ing them not to be ungracious, lazy, or
thieves, and to announce a death, or the
break-up of the camp. As Lucy Joe so pictur-
esquely said, "All around the village, one
spring morning, the crier would halloo.'These
people are going to move to Nespeleml These
people are going to move somewhere else! We
are all going to move, to go get berries,'
and so we moved."

The chief has a second public spokesman
(coxqOloqwe'llt ) who enunciates his speech
slowly and softly. He functions only at in-
door gatherings , such as a name-changing cer-
emony after a death, or for the shaman at
the winter dances. He repeats exactly what
he is told to say. For this he receives pay-
ment in blankets or horses.

According to Suszen, all of the chief's

helpers tie one or two eagle feathers to
their back hair to indicate their position.
All other informants deny that the chief's
helpers have ever used feathers or any
other objects as insignia of their position.

COUNCIL

Matters of great weight such as revenge,
personal disputes and starvation are refer-
red for consideration to a group meeting,
composed of the chief, the chieftainess, and
a council of all the old people of the band.
Group meetings are never held concerning ev-
eryday routine, such as moving, hunting or
food gathering. Such work is directed by the
chief alone.

Ross, in his description, does not men-
tion the inclusion of women in the council.
Further, he stresses worthy personal achieve-
ment rather than age as the basis for member-
ship in the council. The present Sinkaietk
retain no memory of this earlier form in
composing the council.

"On all state occasions, of peace or
war, the chief has the assistance of a coun-
cil; that is, he calls all the great men to-
gether, they form a ring, sometimes in the
chief's lodge, sometimes in the open air. No
one is admitted into the council, except he
can show some marks or trophy of war, or has
performed some praiseworthy deed, according
to their ideas, or else he must be rich in
horses or have many wives; or, lastly, he
may be called by the chief, and that enti-
tles him to a seat without any other quali-
fication. The council being seated, and the
ceremonial pipe smoked, the chief, in his
usual sitting posture, holds down his head,
as if looking to the ground, then opens the
business of the meeting by a speech, closing
every sentence with great emphasis, the
other councilors vociferating opprobation.
As soon as the chief is done speechifying,
others harangue also; but only one at a time.
The decision of the council is sure to be
zealously carried into effect; but, in all
ordinary matters, the chief is not more con-
spicuous than any other individual, and he
seldom Interferes in family affairs, or the
ordinary routine of daily occurrences: and
this, I think, adds greatly to the dignity
of his character. "=''

Bravery in war as a virtue for attain-
ing status and position in the group is a
Plains characteristic; wealth is a Northwest
Coast characteristic. Thus, the composition
of the Sinkaietk council in early times is
an excellent illustration of the transition-
al character of the culture of the Sinkaietk.

SLAVES

All informants agreed that the Sinkai-
etk have never had slaves, although they are
aware that some Indians buy and sell slaves.

58 Compere the houae leaders.
59 Ross, Alazander, Adventures . 293.
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In war, enemy men are killed and their women
taken as wives {sqwg'nExSn, "wife vjho Is cap-
tured"). There is no word in the Sinkaietk
vocabulary for slave.

IJary Garden says that the chief some-
times cares for wounded enemies until they
are well. Then such men work with the chleTr
family, joining hunts, etc. If a captive is
a good provider, Sinkaietk parents may ask
the chief to let him marry their daughter.
At these marriages, the chief acts as the
captive's father. It is hard to believe that
captive enemies would prove so amenable, un-
less they had been taken very young.

99

David Isaac says that in a raid, some
Northern Okanagon people kill captive chil-
dren; others adopt then. He has heard of
children being roasted to tantalize the ene-
my. He recounts the capture of a woman Ir.

recent times.

After the whites cane a man put red
flannel on his moccasins and went among the
tribes leading a religious revival and seduc-
ing the young girls. He was shot at Cariboo.
His followers from Douglas Lake went up and
avenged hln. 'iThile there they captured a
nice girl at Cariboo and brought her back.
She married a Douglas Lake man.'°

60 See the Dream dance.
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THE INDIVIDUAL LIFE CYCLE

By MAT MANDELBAUM

THE LIFE CYCLE

A baby born among the Slnkaietk had no
real social position. His mother remained
in seclusion in the special lodge in which
she had given birth to him, and none but
women touched him. After some days he was
brought forth to be welcomed and blessed by
the community, represented on this occasion
by a small group of the old people. Then,
strapped on his cradle board, he accompanied
his mother as she resumed her routine tasks.
Not until he was a year or more old was he
given real social status. Then a feast mas
held in his honor and he was given one of
the family ancestral names.

For a few years his life was very easy.
He was trained to keep out of danger, and to
respond politely to adults and their re-
quests, but he had no responsibilities and
few duties, and was free to spend most of
his time in play with the other children of
the village.

As he grew older he was made to assume
further duties, and a somewhat more formal
education was begun. The boy learned to
hunt and to fight; the girl assisted in root-
digging and berry-picking. In the evening
the children heard the folk tales, and the
moral lectures given particularly for them
by the old people. From the major part of
the religious life they were definitely ex-
cluded until the series of rites which took
place at puberty.

After puberty, childish pursuits aban-
doned, the adolescent spent his time learn-
ing techniques and preparing to take on
adult functions. After some years spent thus
it was time for marriage, which was rather
unceremonious. Then the couple went to live
at either parental home. Life continued in
much the same fashion as before, the boy
sharing the masculine pursuits of the group,
the girl busy with food-getting and cooking.
The wife's pregnancy placed herself and her
husband under many restrictions and tabus
for the sake of the child, but a short time
after its birth the old routine was reestab-
lished.

When "powers" for special aptitudes
came back to the adult at the winter dance,
social differentiation for the individual
really began. This brought about some dif-
ferences in position, which meant, however,
only purely individual prestige.

With increasing age came change in po-
sition, less active roles being played by
the elders. Finally came desertion or loss
of the spirit guardian, and with it, death.

The body was then buried in tne earth among
stones and was mourned for some time. When
the relatives were once more pure, the proper-
ty was divided among relatives and friends,
and, except for perpetuation of the name in
a new individual, the place and soon the
memory of the individual was gone from the
community.

STATUS TERMS

The Slnkaietk used a great many terms
to distinguish the place of the individual
in the developmental sequence. They were
not the ordinary terms of address. Personal
names and relationship terms were more
commonly used as vocatives, and status terms
were used, even as terms of reference, only
when there was some reason for stressing the
status of the individual concerned.

These terms do not, however, represent
an absolute scale. In no sense do they rep-
resent formal age grades. Many of them are
not mutually exclusive, and might have been
used toward one individual to emphasize vari-
ous aspects of his position. Thus, a man
might have been pointed out as the father of
many children, a married man, or an old man,
as might suit the point to be made by the
person talking of him.

The following is not an exhaustive list.
There is no absolute limit to the number of
these terms possible, for the flexibility of
the language and of the categories involved
allows for the compounding of new forms. It
is possible that other distinctions might
have been expressed in terms as acceptable
as those listed here. Unfortunately we had
no linguistic check on the terms given us
and so could not be sure that they were all
formally equivalent.

infant
baby girl [new-born?]
baby boy [new-born?]
crawling
unweaned
running about
little child
big child
run about outdoors
big enough for chores
boy
girl
oldest child of a family
second oldest child
youngest child
several daughters of one
father

several sons of one father
just before puberty
girl [and boy?] at puberty

Oxtl'lat
xl 'lotEm
cqocqOcS'
qElkStc'jfi' nux
wai'q'ixap
x6xweiuc
qwuqwS' 5 'ma
tetExa'p
quicqe' tcilix
q'Otcqutsqwg'lix
t'tuit
xI'xCStEm
cxil'tx
q.'S'Oc
ctES'Ot

3-fum'^umqEe ' Itc
ickOcS
xSlqe'lt
sliixO'mxax
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adolescent
man
woman
pregnant woman
newly married boy
newly iaarried girl
married couple
spinster
bachelor

father of many children
old man
woman at menopause

old woman [after meno-
pause]

old couple
grandfather
dead person

staqumS'z^
squtEmS'x'^
t'EkitEmS'lz*^
tqwe' ItEm
taQxina' ?Enu?
wS'iux
naxEnu:5wS'6s
sEmamta ' lui'^

swIEnO 'mpta

;

ka' ItQmiuml'ct
twaie'glt
tluiEtiExa'p
klaq°?a'n

("ceases men-
struating" )

pOptuwi 'naux*^
sEnoqOiExlExa' po
tluxuxpoe'lux
tEl&'l;

wa' ik'lal

For most of these terms all the inform-
ants were in agreement, except Billy Joe who
gave several terms quite different from
those listed here. Many of them
were transparent compounds such as
wa'itlal Iska'ltEmgx'^, widow, "one whose man
is dead," and wa'itklaina'xunax, "widower."
Such terms may have been perfectly accepta-
ble, but could not be so considered without
further check. We were unable to discover
whether the compounding was a fixed or a
free process.

Unfortunately a great number of the
terms were obtained from informants from the
northern groups. They have not all been
checked for the Sinkaietk proper. Where
there was duplication there was no particu-
lar difference to be noted. Johnny some-
times gave variants, presumably Colville.
The alternatives for bachelor and dead per-
son here listed are his.

NAMING AND CHANGING NAMES

The Infant made his debut when he was
but a few days old, at the end of the period
of enforced seclusion for his mother. A
feast took place, to which only a small num-
ber of relatives and friends were invited.
According to Chilowhist Jim this was an oc-
casion for merriment and rejoicing, with a

special name, oqwlkwal'malt. Cecile said
that the affair was so informal that there
did not even need to be a feast, but the
others agreed that though it had no specific
name it was called, descriptively, " we are
going to eat."

The child was passed about among the
assembled company, and each person present
held it, greeting it with some such common
formula as walktski'ts, "You are here," and
wishing it luck. There might also be a tem-
porary name given it at this time for use
until the regular naming feast.

Billy Joe and Mary Garden contended
that this ceremony was held for the first-
born of a couple only.

The naming feast took placo about a
year later (when the baby ate solid food for
the first time). It was at this time that
the full introduction of the infant into so-
ciety took place. The ceremony was more
elaborate and on a larger scale than was the
blessing ceremony.

The crier was summoned by the father of
the child and was asked to go about the vil-
lage or camp announcing that the feast was
to be held. Everyone was thereby invited.
If there were a great many people present
the feast might be held out of doors, but the
naming was always in the house of the par-
ents. The mother ate with the others and
gave the child its first solid food. One of
the grandparents, or some other old person,
of the seune sex as the child, picked it up
and said, "Well, I am going to call my grand-
child . That was the name of my
mother's sister. My grandchild will be like
her."

There was no special way of selecting
the name to be given. The grandparent who
was to perform the ceremony might make the
decision. The name was always that of some
dead relative on either side of the house, un-
less there was some aged living relative who
wanted to hand his or her name over to the
child before he died. A name was given away
only to a relative. Names could not be
bought from the former owner, but a trans-
action might ensue between competing brothers
and sisters, or other relatives, who each de-
sired the name for their children. There
was no idea of reincarnation, but there was
a feeling, rather vague and indefinite, that
the child would somehow resemble, in appear-
ance or personality, the ancestor whose name
it had been given. Assuming a name was felt
to be an honor to the person whose memory
was thus perpetuated. The northern groups
recognized this by gifts to the child from
the near relatives of the person thus honor-
ed.

David Isaac'
follows. Parents
give a dinner for
would say to his
mother is dead,
tie girl my mothe
come and approve,
aunt would give a
because she would
name was being pe
relatives would c

s account of this was as
naming a young child would
their relatives. A man

aunt, for example, "My
I am going to give my lit-
r's name. I want you to

At the feasting only the
present to the little girl,
be glad that her sister's

rpetuated. Any friends or
ome to this dinner.

For this feast the parents and other
relatives prepared small bunches of camas,
cherries, and other foods. These were dis-
tributed among the guests before theiT depar-
ture, to symbolize the generosity which it
was hoped would be characteristic of the
child when grown. They were also pledges
and reminders to the guests of the new name
and position of the child.

The name thus acquired was used until
after puberty. Then or thereafter a man
might change his name for a variety of rea-
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sons. He mighx do it In honor of a newly de-
ceased relative, at the suggestion of his
power, or merely for variety or amusement.
Sometimes a man's parents would wish him to
change his name, taking that of a relative
recently dead. The parents would give a
feast like that described above, then either
the parents or the man himself would an-
nounce the new name. It was said that if
someone wanted to give a man a new (ances-
tral) name, they gave him presents; but if
he wished to take a new name, he made the
presents (as described below).

It was claimed that meij often changed
their names, but women, and men of great re-
pute, did this less frequently. Only when
the new name was in its turn that of a de-
ceased relative did it come into regular use
and supersede the former one. Others were
regarded as supplementary and less formal
names, more in the nature of nicknames. How-
ever, it was said that some people never
changed their names, e.g., great warriors.
Sqts's?S'sam and suxsuxpk!e' n, both Moses-
Columbia (?), were cited as examples.

Among the Sinkaietk the assumption of a
new name seems to have been accomplished
very simply, by asking a friend to use the
new name at a gathering: thus it came into
use among a few friends. The friend might
be paid for this service. Among the more
northern groups it was a more formal affair.

The following is Andrew's account of
the ceremony among the Northern Okanagon as
it took place when a brother of his changed
his name. In this a pattern for the use of
wealth is evident, "hich does not seen to
have been present at all in the Sinkaietk
form.

Andrew's brother was given the name
npiuxtci'n by his mother when he was about
fifteen. There was a little feast and then
everybody knew him by that name. Then his
mother died and he was sad. He wept and
said, "I take pity on my name. My mother
gave it to ne and she is dead. I want to
change my name, because she is dead and can
no longer call me by it. My older brother
had a name and I am going to take the name
he had. " Andrew told him to do as he thought
best.

Then all the Indians, the Sinkaietk and
the Pent ic ion [Northern Okanagon] , and those
from the Kettle River and the Similkameen,
gathered at his invitation. He bought a lot
of provisions and killed two steers. To all
the Indians that came he said, "I want you
to stay with me for three days." He hired
two men and two women as cooks. The next
morning after breakfast he said, "I want you
to know what I have in my mind." He wrapped
himself in a blanket and a shawl, and took
ten dollars in silver in each hand. He
stood up and said, "There are four of you
different tribes, and I want one of each of
you to take one of these things."

For an hour they tried to get one an-
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other to take one of the blankets, but every-
one was afraid. Finally one old woman took
courage, got up and took a blanket. Then
she stood in front of him and said, "I took
your blanket, ckEtiO'oOlauh," Thia was the
new name he was taking. Then another old
woman, from Penticton, got up and took the
other blanket, and a man from Similkameen
took the money from one hand, then one from
Kettle River that from the other; each say-
ing the same thing as he took it.

Then his brother thanked the people
that had taken the things and called him by
his new name. He explained that it grieved
him to hear the name that his dead mother
had given him.

After three days everyone shook hands
with him and called him by the name that he
wanted to be called by. Then all the people
left.

Sometimes it was because of his power
that a man took a new name. A man picked
some name deliberately because of its associ-
ation with his power, or the latter might
tell him to take some special name. This was
announced the first time he danced at the
winter ceremony. There was no feast or pay-
ment. People might call him by this name,
but they seldom did. Normally a man would
have but one power name, though he might
have several guardians.

Sometimes a man gave himself a less for-
mal new name. These self-applied nicknames
were frequently derogatory in character, and
alluded more or less esoterically to some
episode in the past of the individual con-
cerned. People who were jokesters were par-
ticularly likely to give themselves supple-
mentary names. The extent to which such
names were used by other people depended
upon their aptness and their humorous quali-
ties. Some of these somewhat slighting nick-
names might be called mother-in-law names,
since a man sometimes mockingly took an epi-
thet applied to him by his angered mother-in-
law as a name. Such a name became a standard
subject for joking allusions.

Andrew, for instance, was originally
named by his mother thutsaa'c, "wind," while
a baby; later he called himself derisively
cilhwapawckEn, "big mouth;" then his power
told him to change his name to kElqot, "lies
down under something."

People were actually called by any of
their names. There was no name tabu of any
sort. The only feeling against free use of
the name of a newly deceasea person was that
the bereaved might be too often and painful-
ly reminded of his loss. This was, however,
not a regular tabu.

A name given in childhood was called
ckwict; a power name, cinSmuickwIct

.

Formal names were always those which had
been used by an ancestor, and there was a
strong feeling against duplication of names
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by two indiviauals at the same time. This
was a situation favorable to the development
of family ownership of particular names.
Among the more northern groups David says
that parents would sometimes have to pay
other equally interested relatives for the
privilege of giving a particular name to

their child. Ross's statement that names
could be given and thrown away also indi-
cates a feeling for names as property, though
we could not corroborate it exactly.' How-
ever, there was no fized system of names be-
longing to each family, for a child might be

given names assumed as supplementary names
by his ancestors, particularly power names.

FORMAL ASPECT OF NAMES

There was no difference in the form of
names thus variously acquired. Not all
names had meaning.

The only formal difference was between
the names for men and those for women. Women
were never named after animals or birds (or
plants?), and the majority of their names
end in the suffiz -alks or -61ks, meaning
"dress" or "robe," or in -atq'l, "water."
Michel stated that all women's names lefer-
ring to dress or blanket were power names.
Some examples of the names for women are:

clema'tq*^
si'htq'^

woq.'pS' tqu
cilxe'mtqu
tsu'xtsiltS'^
q.'S'nankt'l^

sEmElEmti't'l?
qwi ' qwa • e ' t'J"

sEmExa ' lEqs
or sun 'ha' Iks

qwalxu'nmElqs

qwal' kla'lks
tslO-ta'lks
slnEmta'lks
ts.'Qm* ta'lks

or tsutsua'lks
xisum-ta' Iks

sElElla' Iks
skT/a- le'lks
tsEmExEna ' Iks
ciqo'tE'lkc
chwictimnE'lkc
oqetE'lpc
cklotElkc
sokEpExne'lks
kwa IxEnma ' Iks

slEbEpa'lks

sluxumta'lks

whirlpool
perfumed waters
toward water
toward rough water
telling the waters
twisting waters

(as a meandering
stream)

slow waters (?)
black waters (?)

war-dance dress
something went dry
about her dress

red dress
dress (?)

perfumed dress

fringed dress (?)
nice dress [same

as preceding?]
lost dress
blue dress
snow dress
yeHow jacket dress
walking dress
walk on the dress
sat on her dress

dress (?)
dusty dress (as by

kicking up the
dust)

horizontal strips
around the bot-
tom of a dressl?;

A few of the other names end in -pitsa,
"blanket:"

cipi'tsa'
qeipl'tsa'
huctami' tsa
clkomEni'tsa

amtEpi'tsa

Others were "long loose hair,'
ed hair," and "sit-down skirt."

shouting blanket (?)
red blanket
walking blanket
part of the blan-

ket is floating

"unbraid-

Men's names are much more varied. A
large number of them are names of animals, or
parts or attributes of animals, unchanged
from the form they would have as non- human
names. They never have plant names, "because
plants don't give power." When not the un-
changed animal name, they frequently end in
-a'zn, -8'xn, -Ezn, which appears indicative
of an attribute. Several of the men's names
have the feminine ending "blanket."

snkall'p

q'lEpstsI' nExn
spEpEi:!' na

skm'^st
Intimtamilo' pc

sqeiaunl' tsa

xwaxwaqE'n
cqlSlcin
sn.ksti'a [?]

yixOi'jfO'tm
spdk'mi'x
asu'?l
n-laqe'kn

sqEms'utkEn

kutclixoqOlExEn
pukhpE ' lExqEn
tciqIulpa'Oo

coyote (the myth
name for Coyote)

coyote's ankle
rabbit ( a man's

name , though the
mythical crea-
ture is female)

bear
grizzly bear's

anus
grizzly hide
blanket

fox head
deer fat
skunk (in no sense

a derogatory
name)

badger
swan
loon
a bird picking its
back (?)

(swan's ?) long
neck

running crane
white horse
fir back

The last was the only name known to
Johnnie referring to a tree, and the refer-
ence here was rather to the tree as fuel.

In others the meaning is less obvious.
Some are descriptive. All are sharply mark-
ed off from the women's names, but them-
selves exhibit many differences not easily
classifiable.

slnio Ip
qSmti' kEn

ciltl'qEn

inmachwi' ot

lower intestine
rotten on the
mountain (?)

lost on the
mountain

keeps walking

1 Ross, Alezander, Adventures . 325. Telt remarked upon very much the same situation amcmg tlie Thompson.
"Each feunlly had certain names, and no one but members of the family were permitted to use them.... They do
not seem, however, to have been the property of families for a long time, new names being often Invented"
( Thompson Indians . 290).
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nolonui'lc
tEiwista'skEt

slS'qfixEn

ma'Eqe'n
papjmtl' tsa
qwalxunmltsa

;fEL3ka'xn
huntOisEnl'lhQ
tcIxa'xElix

hicha'ca
ntsScpSckwa' ct
xIli!<Ka':3p:n

nlrqo'ctsln

kstilla'ot

opaqEC'l"
lupg' tSmqEn

chSlxa' It
cOqe'm
sinOe'o

iron head
walking in the

sky (?)
moccasins no

good (?)
big eddy
shining blanket
something went dry

around his
blanket

twisting his arin(?)
tipi door
they've been
driven

don't know how
no name
round wing
spanning (as a

rainbow, or a
stick bent ac-
oross a creek)

still walking with
arrows in his
body (from
kstilleot

)

two smokes
serrate head (like

a saw)
daylight
moonlight
sunrise

"Burning back" (nole'qin), a man's name,
was given him by his brother because he lied
30 much. People say, when a liar approaches,
"Here comes so and so to burn our backs,"
"Pitiful" (ampciimp) was described as a good
name; girls would be kind to a man so named.
"Big buttocks" (cll'quip) was a self-elected
name, chosen not because the man's buttocks
were big, but to commemorate a famous occa-
sion in which a person so formed had figured.

Other men's names were said by inform-
ants to be meaninglesstrwEsta'xn, s'al'Eal',
ola'pEkEn, klnEml Ix, qalawi'la, k.'16'pakn,
kwa- alExnl'tsa, ckl'Sc.

The literature on the Sinkaietk says
little about names. Alexander Ross says
that babies were named, years after birth,
after some fancied resemblance in character
to an animal, and that names were changed
frequently.^ Curtis' account, which is not
specifically Okanagon, notes the use of the
names of living and dead relatives, and the
paying for and giving away of names.'
Teit's account says that in form the names
agree with those of the Thompson, and these
are seen to differ in no marked way from
those suggested by our Okanagon informants.*

CHILDHOOD

For the first year or so of his life
the baby was carefully tended. He was wash-
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ed, at first in warmed water in the shelter
of the lodge, and then, as he grew older, in
the same icy stream used by the adults. He
was wrapped in soft skins and furs, which
were lined with bundles of cattail rushes as
diapering, and sprinkled with powdered sweet-
smelling leaves. During the day he was car-
ried about by his mother, and after the
first few months he spent most of the day in
a somewhat vertical position, tightly strap-
ped to a cradle-board, whence he was removed
to suffer the equal confinement but enjoy
the lesser stiffness of his nightly sack.
When a young baby cried from crossness, it
was unwrapped and laid in the shade. No par-
ticular effort to train or amuse him was
made. After his first tooth had appeared, he
was given other foods in addition to his
mother's milk, such as dried meat, dried ber-
ries, and caraas. Before the tooth appeared
they were afraid to feed anything else, as
it would cause his mouth to become sore.'

When the baby learned to walk, the cra-
dle was very gradually discarded. When he
was able to run about freely, and had been
given a name, he was left pretty much to his
own devices, or to the care of older
children. He was taught to avoid the fire
and snakes, not to molest the food, and to
conduct himself decently when he was with
older people. His mother sometimes took him
along when she went on trips from camp, and
he played with the other children, or was
tied to a post while his mother did her work.
Sometimes the adults amused him with games
such as shadow-pictures and cat's cradle.
The training was left to mother and grand-
mother, since his father was usually not at
home during the day.

When the child grew to be a bit older
and stronger he was expected to be of some
use. Little boys helped in the gathering of
wood and water and the care of the horses.
However, Mary CsLTden said that a small boy
accompanied his father hunting and fishing,
and while he was expected to help with the
horses, he had no other household duties.
They also learned to kill small game, build
traps and make, shoot, and dodge arrows. The
little girls helped their mothers about the
house, cooking and caring for the babies, and
in the fields, where they worked with little
digging sticks and baskets. They also watch-
ed the smaller children. A house in. which
girls regularly gathered to work under the
direction of an old woman was described by
Suszen.'

Aside from the few set chores their
time was pretty much their own. They played
at keeping house, built little salmon traps
and weirs, and, if they were not drafted in-
to service while the adults were building,
they built little play houses. Here they

2 Ross, Alelander, Ad-rentures 335.
3 Curtis, North American Indian . VII, 75.
4 Teit, Sallahan Tribes . 277.
5 See also Childbirth below.
6 See Adult Life below.
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sometimes slept when the village was very
crowded with visitors. They played games
such as the cup and pin game, and also most
of the adult games, but without the gambling.
Little girls made themselves little dolls of
of stone and bark.

To some extent the children were treat-
ed as adults. The desires of children only
a few years old would be considered and con-
sulted in such matters as the making of pro-
tracted visits. In return, they were expect-
ed to act according to group standards, to be
polite and instantly obedient. While a
woman cared for her own children, even in a
plural household, children were expected to
obey all their elders. Bad behavior was
punished by whipping, either by the parent
or by some old man delegated to the task. Oc-
casion for this was said to have been rare.
Children were frightened into behaving by
saying, "The owl (or night hawk) will bite
you." Certainly today most of the children
are very well-behaved, and one little girl,
whose peculiar upbringing had "spoiled" her
considerably, was considered an exception by
all, including the other children.

A boy might go to stay with relatives
for a time if he chose, but he would never
run away to them if mistreated at home for
fear that his father would punish him even
more severely.

In addition to that education which
came with play, a more formal sort was under-
taken. Lectures were delivered morning and
evening by an old man of the family. These
contained injunctions to be industrious, hon-
est, clean, liberal and respectful. They
were not coated in sugared allegory or fable,
and did not provide the same sort of pleas-
ure as did listening to the ordinary tales,
which were never directed to pedagogical
ends.^

There seems to have been some prizing
of the knowledge thus handed on.

A sad tale is told of a widow who de-
sired that her young son get his share of
the lecturing. She sent him to listen to
the words of wisdom being imparted by a
neighboring elder to his grandsons. The old
man would not allow this, so the poor boy
got what he could by listening outside the
lodge. He took all the words to heart, and
grew to be wise and respected, but the grand-
children, careless of the worth of what was
too easily theirs, disregarded the advice
and grew up shiftless and worthless.

Character training was also practiced
In making the boys and girls rise early
every morning and go swimming, however icy
the water, to insure their growing up to be
energetic.

Julie Josephine said that when she was
a girl she would wake to hear her grandpar-
ents calling to her, "Go wash your face in
the creek. If you wash it with warm water
you'll be blind right away." They would
make her swim in the creek even when it was
full of floating ice.

They were also sent to dark places to
fetch things, as specific training for the
vigil before them. The seasonal whipping
which accompanied the setting up of the win-
ter village must also have served as a train-
ing in stoicism. Billy Joe said that the
man who did the whipping announced, "Don't
be sorry in your hearts. I'm beating your
children so that they will grow."'

lot kceltc hlcpOo'cEn IsimErl'm
Don't sorry hearts doctoring

Icqocqwacl'atit kstlaxpEneha
our children grow.

Teit speaks of the instruction and ad-
monishment of the children, but he does not
say what the nature of this was. He mentions
that whipping occured, though but rarely.''

Our informant Mary Garden said that
when a child was disobedient, an old man
would take some object far from camp and
leave it. At night the child was sent to
fetch it and if he failed, he was whipped.
One old man in each camp exercised this func-
tion: he may have been the person who whip-
ped at the setting up of the winter house.
Parents might whip a child all over the body
with a little switch, or slap its face with
the open hand.

The first roots dug or berries picked
by a girl, when she was about nine, were
given to the old people to eat. This was
done so that she would not grow up lazy.
Similarly, a boy's first kill was given to
any elderly friends, so that he would become
a good hunter.

What share the children had in the re-
ligious life was in its minor aspects only.
When they were eight or ten they began to
take the sweat bath, and learned the proper
songs and prayers. A girl might carry food
to her older sister in the menstrual lodge,
but got no closer personal acquaintance with
the tabus. Occasionally one might chance to
be present at a curing, but this was not
regular, and they attended no winter dances.
When the household was occupied with such an
affair the children were sent elsewhere to
sleep. The vision experiences some of them
had were probably most appreciated by the
adult under whose direction the quest was
undertaken; the child was expected to forget
all about it. Unfortunately, as we were
working only with adults, we could get no
valuable material on the child's own view of

7 On the telling of stories, see Diversions.
8 See also Social Organization.
9 Teit, Salishan Tribes . 281.
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the religion of its elders.

Adoption seems to have been relatively
common. Parents, especially those who were
poor, were known to give their children to
well-to-do relatives to care for. The latter
may always have been childless couples. Only
a child who stood in the relation of
slEii^wilt, nephew or niece, to its foster
parent would be adopted. Relatives of this
degree were normally thought of as one's own
children. For instance, Michel stated that
when a men's wife died, his sister had the
first right to the children if she wanted
them, and she usually did. The adopted
child would call his foster parents "father"
and "mother." In later life the child would
care for its foster parents. There was a

term for such an "adopted father," ctqollSu.
The child's own parents would normally not
think of reclaiming it while still a child.
But when the boy was grown, it was expected
that he would take care of his own father
when old and needy. He then called his own
father by the proper term, "father." Such
more or less formal adoption was, of course,
different from the frequent and lengthy
visits with relatives in which children in-
dulged.

The nature of a child's life can be
learned from tory Garden's account of her
tenth year (about 1862). She was living
with her Colville grandmother at Tukora'tUEi.
In the spring, in April, they went to Kater-
vllle, where she helped dig bitterroot. It
was still cold In the morning. At the dig-
ging place, all of the bags were put by a
sagebrush clomp to protect them from the
sprint wind. Her grandmother would wrap
K;ary up and she would go to sleep. Once when
she woke up three jackrabbits were there; she
was afraid and screamed, and ran to the
women.

One cold morning she and her grandmother
got on a horse to go out. The horse began
to buck, the saddle turned and they fell off,
so the men caught the horse and patched the
saddle. Then they started again.

She and two other girls were going to a
spring through the trees to get water one
time. On the way they heard something and
were scared. They ran back and told their
grandparents they had heard a cunl'na. That
means "owl" now, but it was something to be
afraid of In those days.

The first of June they went up the flat
from Vi'aterville, crossed the river to Chelan
Falls and went to Enkumkumfi'swultEn, where
the toviD. of Chelan now is. Big waves would
throw suckers up in the tules there, which
the women would pick up.

Then they came to lalaS'l'^-^ and up to
Enasxwue'nEm, which is one mile up on the
beach on the west side of the Methow River,
to get sunflower seeds. When the old people
went out to get sunflowers, the little girls
would so to dig wild carrots. Mary saw a
rattlesnake there for the first time. All
the girls ran back and would not die any

more. They were afraid in those days.

One day they were helping the old peo-
ple when a doe and two fawns Jumped right out
of the sunflowers and ran into the brush.
So everybody had fun catching those two
little fawns. Mary's people caught one,
which they killed and ate.

Her grandfather caught a little deer
once and kept it for a pet for two months.
When they took it along they would carry it
on a pack horse. They fed the fawn flour
and sugar mixed in water. He sold it to
some white people at Bridgeport for five dol-
lars because it was to hard to carry around.
Some people would catch little coyotes for
pets.

Next they went to kall't'sman so that
Mary's grandfather could catch salmon during
high water. This was about July. Her grand-
father Has a good fisherman and a big power
man. At Watervllle he never hunted. Just
played the stick game and won lots of blan-
kets and horses.

In the mornings some people would go up
to the lakes on the hills to get duck eggs.
The little girls would go along. The big
girls would see a duck fly from a nest; then
the little girls would run to It. The big
girls could wade faster through the tules;
they would duck the little girls in the wa-
ter so they could not get eggs, which made
them cry. Then the little girls would go
off hunting by themselves.

From there they went back to Twlsp. The
men put fish traps in the river to catch
salmon. It was still July. When they went
to get willows the little girls went on
horseback so that there would be horses to
take the brush back. The old people cut the
willows; the little girls had little knives
to trim them. After one man tied the wil-
lows in bunches to put on the horses, the
little girls led the loaded horses back. It
would take a week to get ready. Some people
would put tripods of poles in the river
while others were gathering the willows.

The little girls used to have fun watch-
ing the men take poles out in the river;
several men would carry one pole. Sometimes
they would have to walk clear under the wa-
ter. Everybody would holler and have lots
of fun.

The men were late fixing the trap and
did not have time to fix a platform above
each hole in the trap. So they built a fire
on each side of the river that night and the
men speared.

The men took the first catch, cleaned
and roasted it. The only part of the in-
sides which they cooked was the fringe under
the gills. They boiled this with service
berries and bitterroot, calling it sk'alo'ps.
Then the men divided all the salmon with
every family, but the men kept the heads and
the sk'alo'ps. All the bones were put on a
drying rack, because if some wild animal ate
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the bones, the men coula not catch any more
salmon. The next day the men built corrals
behind the holes to catch the salmon. They
used dip nets then.

They stayed in Twisp country the rest
of the summer while the women got berries.
When the salmon began to spawn the people
scattered, going up different streams while
the men speared them. Mary came back to
Tukora'tum in September.

In the fall, the children would all get
together on the sandbars and play with rocks
They would play that they were building fish
traps and catching salmon, or they would put
rocks around for cattle and play that they
owned lots of cattle. Just before the snow
falls, when the people go to their wintering
places to build winter houses, the children
would get poles and build winter play houses.
The little children were the play children:
the big boys and girls were the fathers and
mothers. They would take the names of older
people whom they knew. They used these tent
play houses all winter long.

When snow came they could not play out-
side because it was too cold. Then they
played in their play tents. Sometimes,when
guests came, the children would sleep in
these play tents to make room.

Mary stayed in Tukora'tum until spring
came, when they went back down to Waterville.
Her people made rounds like this every year.

PUBERTY AND ADOLESCENCE

As the boy or girl grew up and ap-

proached puberty, he was forced to change

his mode of life. Though this was not a

very long nor a very tabu period for the boy,

it must have been strongly marked emotional-
ly, for it meant fasting and solitude for

many days. For the girl the rites were more
severe, and the introduction to adult life
strongly colored by the feeling that "blood
that comes from a woman is not good." For
both boys and girls this pubertal rite or

period was called apsuwi'st".

When a boy's voice changed, his father
sent him away from camp for a period varying
from three days to a week or more. The boy
usually spent this time on the top of a

mountain, where he ran about a great deal,

lest he grow up to be lazy. The northern
groups required of him strict fasting, but

the others asked only that he eat sparingly.
He took a sweat bath every morning and even-

ing, and after it plunged into the waters of

a neighboring stream. Each night he left a

pile of stones on the mountain as a mark of

the number of nights he had spent in this
fashion. Even those who were known to have

been blessed by the spirits had to undergo
this ordeal, for by it they were assured of

such common desiderata as strength and ener-

gy. There is now some doubt as to the rela-
tionship this may have had to the regular
quest for power which was demanded of all

children of the community. According to

Lucy Joe, at least, this followed the quest,
which took place when the boy was nine to
twelve years old.

The girls' rites were rather more com-
plex. The seclusion period was longer, and
the tabus more numerous. There were also
formal rites, which are extremely difficult
to reconstruct with certainty. For some
reason they had ceased to be practiced be-
fore the coming of the mission, so that even
the two oldest of our feminine informants
had not gone through them and knew them only
by report. As they were both from Kartaro,
it is possible that this may have been a
purely local death of the custom.

At the appearance of her first menses
the girl left the dwelling house and remain-
ed in a little tipi built for her some dis-
tance from the village. Before she went her
mother bound her hair in rolls which hung
low on either side, behind her ears, and
were decorated with fur and sometimes other
ornaments. She was required to keep this
coiffure during the period of isolation. She
might not touch it, even to scratch it, on
pain of future baldness. Instead she used a
scratcher in the form of a miniature comb
which hung in the tipi for her convenience.
Her forehead and cheeks were daubed with red
or yellow vegetable paint, applied over a
layer of pine pitch. She wore undecorated
clothing, which she was not allowed to
change. Sometimes she used a shell or a
drinking tube, lest the contact of her lips
dry up the spring she wished to drink from.

When a girl first menstruated, her
mother made for her a band of buckskin to
pass between the legs, being tied to the
belt by long thongs. A layer of soft cat-
tail fluff was spread inside this band. The
band was retained for use in later life. Ce-
clle stated, however, that formerly no such
article was provided.

ffhile menstruating she remained alone
in the hut, eating little or nothing. Accord-
ing to Michel, she had to lie on her left
side with her face to the east, but this re-
port is doubtful. There was no notion that
her glance was baleful and she might freely
look at the sky, e.g. She was supposed to
observe all the regular menstrual tabus.
When the flow ceased, she built a small
sweathouse, and entered upon the long period
of purification. Here she often stayed even
over night. She took frequent sweat baths,
using the regular song, and praying for vari-
ous virtues, particularly that she be not
lazy. At intervals in the sweating process,
she would return to the menstrual lodge to

resume her occupation with basketry, etc.

Every morning she went swimming, even if the
water were ice-covered. Cecile stated that

she swam each morning, but did not use a

sweat house.

This sweat house was quite a distance
away from camp. Several of the informants
said that she built a series of them, in

various places. If this Is true, it was at
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any rate not the general pattern.

According to varying report this period
lasted from a month to a year. There was
probably a great deal if individual and lo-
cal variation. A. lazy ejirl was said to need
a longer time than an energetic one, if a

cure was to be effected.

When the time approached for the return
to camp, the girl spent several nights away
on a hill (or more probably every evening
during the period of isolation). Here she
built a fire, but no shelter, and prayed at
morning and at twilight.

At twilight, facing the west, and leap-
ing sidewlse, back and forth, feet together,
high into the air, she sang:

qEnqEquntEmi ' — n sEnqEqQluxtsI '

'

n

Help me Twilight
leaping twice to each phrase. She continued
this till full darkness was upon her, and
then slept in the open. At the first liglit

of dawn she had to rise, face east, and leap
again, singing:

cenqEquntSmi'' '

" n sSnq!paqEtsi n
Help me Dawn.

Then she made a pile of rocks to indi-
cate her accomplishment of the required cere-
mony, and plunged into the stream. She re-

turned to her tipi to sleep until late the
next afternoon. She continued this for sev-
eral nights, and was then ready to return to
her family, after taking a sweat bath and
changing her clothes.

Cecile said that it was the regular vil-
lage menstrual lodge, and not a separate one
of her own, that the girl occupied at puber-
ty. Here she was said to make baskets and
mats with the other girls who were there.
She may very easily have been mistaken, how-
ever, for her information was less than
second-hand on these points.

Tiichel thought that the fire upon the
mountain was an alternative to the long
period of sweating. This was probably a con-
fusing of two distinct parts of the ceremony,
thou'^ formlessness of pattern and variation
might conceivably have permittee it.

From Kartaro comes a very peculiar ad-
dendum. How much of this mythical elabora-
tion was actually dramatized in the fashion
indicated in this account cannot be dis-
covered:

'iVhile the girl is in the menstrual
lodge dog salmon is brought to her. She
places this among the poles of her lodge (or
raises it on poles) in memory of Coyote, who
brought the salmon up the rivers. She goes
to the door of the lodge and jumps up and
down, singing, "Take pity on me. Coyote."

rhis is in recognition of the bondage she is
under to Coyote as a payment for his gift of
salmon to the people.

After she leaves the lodge she gives the
salmon to an old woman, who puts it under
her pillow. It is believed to have great
potency. "Once when the people were starv-
ing, nine of them were saved merely by sniff-
ing at some of this salmon."'"

Lucy Joe interpreted the piling of the
rocks by the girls at puberty in mythical
fashion too. Coyote had ordered the rock
piling, but it no longer need be done, since
he had been set adrift on the ocean.

She also added that during this time the

girl must run up a hill .vith stones under her
dress, and must then loosen her girdle so as
to allow these to fall out. This sets the
pattern for ease in delivery which her fu-
ture children v/ill follow.

Curtis' account of these ceremonies
says only that the girl at puberty had her
hair bound into two rolls, and lived in a
wickiup, dancing and praying to the sun on a
hill at night for ten days." Teit's account,
somewhat fuller than this, mentions the wash-
ing in running water and prayer to the Day
Dawn. He says also that some made circles
and figures of stone near the trails at this
time, which were sometimes painted. Boys
took sweat baths for power, strength, and
skill, and sometimes performed feats as
tests. They piled rocks and sometimes made
red paint pictograph records. '^

The girl at puberty had to obey all the
tabus which were required of menstruating
women. Should she come near a man with
power he would be harmed, and might punish
her by making her menstrual flow continue
indefinitely. He could check it by giving
her a piece of deer liver or kidney. Women,
during this period, stayed in a lodge for the
purpose, a hundred yards or so away from the
rest of the houses. A large village might
have more than one such lodge. 'JVhile ac-
companying men on a deer hunt, women built a

menstrual lodge at the edge of the camp. The
women gossiped and made articles for house-
hold use. No man was ever supposed to ap-
proach this lodge, lest his power be affect-
ed. The objects made there did not, however,
share this tabu.

On a hill across the Columbia from Brew-
ster are a group of rocks said to be Coyote's
eight-section house. To one side is a small
pointed hill which was the women's menstrual
lodge of Coyote's group.

In common with the girl at puberty, the
woman who was menstruating must avoid the
sweat house. The sweat house symbolized

10 Compare the msrth of this area concerning the people who had ao mouths, who ate by sniffing. — L.S.
11 Curtis, North Anerican Indian . VII, 75.

12 Telt, Salishan Tribes . 382.
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man's luck and power: her pollution would be
permanent. Sometimes hot rooks covered with
green grass on which to lie were put in a
pit in the menstrual lodge as a substitute
for the customary sweat bath. They were not
allowed to take back to the village the
clothes they wore during this time. These
were cleaned with dlatomaceous earth and
left in the lodge. Fresh ones were brought
them by girls to don after a sweat bath and
a bath in the river, taken before returning
to their ordinary life. They were not al-
lowed to cook, even for themselves. Food
was brought to them from the village, and
none of it might be left till the next day or
brought back to the village. Anything but
bloody meat and fresh salmon might be eaten,
and possibly the first of the camas or berry
crop. They were not supposed to drink di-
rectly from a stream, lest it dry up. The
drinking tubes used were made by pushing the
pith out of an elderberry shoot. They should
not comb their hair during the period, but
could scratch the head with their fingers.
Women in their periods could not help men in
any way, nor would men look at or talk to
them. Should a man eat anything cooked by
them, he would sicken, lose his power, and
game would flee from him. While a woman
with a small baby might take it to the lodge
with her, older children were left in charge
of the husband or some relative or neighbor.
At the lodge a woman busied herself with mak-
ing mats, sacks, etc., which she was free to
use later in the household.

Women who did not menstruate were free
from these restrictions. They were said to
be fairly common, but this may mean merely
that slight menstruation is not noticed and
considered. [These women were said not to
have children. - L.S.] Those whose periods
were of excessive length took each month a
drug, unknown to the informant.

When the period of seclusion for adoles-
cent boys and girls was over they returned
to the village in a very unceremonious fash-
ion. The return was unheralded and uncele-
brated. If a boy changed his name at this
time there might be a feast, but it would
be on account of the name. The adolescent
returned, no longer a child nor given to the
things of childhood, but an adult ready to
take his place in the adult scheme of things.

After the return from seclusion the
boys accompanied the men on their hunting
trips, and assisted in all the manly pur-
suits. The first kill of a deer (and of a
bear, said Cecile) made by the boy was wel-
comed by the community and ceremoniously
treated. He himself did not eat of it, but
all the old men did (or at least he did not
eat until the old men had partaken) . This
was for the sake of his future luck in the
hunt. At this time the lad was in the neigh-
borhood of eighteen or twenty. The girls
stayed at home, going abroad only when chap-
eroned by some older female relative, except
early in the morning before the boys were up,
when they went to sweat, swim, and get the
water for cooking. They were supposed to
swim every day. They became acquainted with

the more specialized techniques, such as bas-
ketry, and were supposed to have no contacts
with men except for fleeting ones at group
affairs. Actually, however, many of the
maidens succeeded in eluding the vigilance
of their elders, and a virgin bride was con-
sidered unusual and rather highly valued.

MARRIAGE

Prohibited Degrees

No marriage to a blood relative was al-
lowed. Theoretically this prohibition ex-
tended even to sixth cousins. A breach of
tabu towards so distant a relative would be
considered rather wrong by the older people,
but would not have been very severely cen-
sured. Actually, many second cousins did
marry. According to Johnnie, it was prefera-
ble to marry "a daughter of a man who had
married one's grandmother's sister," or a
relative similarly removed, than to marry an
utter stranger. The marriage of close rela-
tives was a disgrace, but our informants
agreed that even in this case, after the
lapse of some time, the offense was forgiven
or at least forgotten, and the couple receiv-
ed once more into the community's good
graces. It was believed that the children
of tabu degree relatives would be deformed,
stupid, or physically weak.

The idea of tabu included not only sexu-
al relations, but also any sort of intimate
trifling contact, such as tickling. This
held not only between cousins, but also
brothers and sisters.

Incest was exceedingly rare, acctjrding
to Cecile, who stated that it never occured
between parent and child. On rare occasions
a brother and sister, usually quite young,
might have incestuous relations. In this
event the parents would be so horrified that
both children would be killed. This happens
often in the myths, and always the parents
are so ashamed that they put an end to the
offenders, or at least to the boy. The girl,
particularly if there was a child, was some-
times allowed to live. Such a pattern in
the mythology generally means that the tabu
was felt rather strongly.

The technical ban on marriage referred
to cousins of any degree. They were appar-
ently grouped with the siblings, whose rela-
tionship terms they shared. "The older peo-
ple considered the cousins as their children,
and children should not marry." More distant
collateral relatives, or those merely con-
nected by marriage, were known as snaqsl'lux.
These were held to be most desirable as
mates, and were preferred to total strangers,
ne were told. We found no check of this in
the marriages.

Betrothal

It was preferred to marry within the
tribe, but marriages outside of it took
place. Rich and poor married quite freely,
for there was always the notion that a man
was poor only because he lacked power.
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The usual pattern for the marriage pro-
posal was for the father, uncle, or some old-

er male relative of the boy to ask the par-
ents of the eirl for her in marriase. It

would be insulting, thought Dave, for a

friend or a woman to be dispatched. The boy
was always consulted, and the suggestion
might come fron him. Sometimes the boy did
his own proposing, but this was not consider-
ed quite the best form.

There was apparently no set form for
the occasion. The father sometimes made a
speech, speaking of such things as any
friendship that may have existed between him-
self and the father of the girl. If the re-
quest was refused, no hard feelings were
aroused and the man left without more ado.
If the parents of the girl gave their con-
sent, she went off with her husband and his
father immediately, or he joined her family
group. She was expected to assent to her
fajnily's choice without hesitation, as her
former seclusion had prevented her making a
choice of her own. If for any reason she re-
fused, the man might make a determined ef-
fort to win her by a prolonged courtship,
iiary Garden's first husband, whom she had at
first refused because he already had two
wives, courted her for about a year , visiting
with her family for long periods of time.
Julie Josephine, on the other hand, said that
the man whom she married came to ask for her
himself, and she -.vent off with him immediate-
ly. In her case, her father being long dead,
her mother arranged the affair. If the girl
did not like the man approved by her parents,
she might elope with someone else. Old Harry
insisted that the chief was frequently call-
ed as consultant by the family searching for
a mate for their child. If this was so, it
was probably a local pattern of the extreme
south.

Several of our informants spoke of the
possibility that the family of the girl make
the advances. A particularly good hunter
would be selected, for example, and the girl
sent to him. Should he not desire to marry
her, he was free to send her back, with no
stigma upon her. Others scorned this idea,
but agreed that a younger sister, as she be-
came mature, was sent in this fashion to
join her sister as co-wife. Curtis mentions
the proposal by the parents of the girl as a
regular Salish institution, which was pass-
ing out of favor at the time he made his sur-
vey.'^ Teit speaks only of the proposal from
the suitor to the parents of the -girl, direct-
ly, or by means of a relative or the chief."

Sometimes the parents arranged for the
marriage of their children while the latter
were yet infants. This was known as
ckElOmEct. There were exchanges of presents
from then on, mostly of food, the parents of
the girl giving things like roots and ber-

ries, those of the boy fish and meat, sym-
bolic of the pursuits of each sex. These
were not necessarily gifts of such great
value as horses. They represented merely
the feeling of mutual helpfulness between
the two families, and the sort of support
the offspring of each was going to bring to
the other, Vfhen the children came of age it
ffas expected that they would marry.

Betrothal and marriage were described
by Billie Joe. Two friends might agree that
their children should marry when they were
fourteen or fifteen. (Yet he also stated
that formerly girls did not marry until nine-
teen or twenty.) 7/hen the agreement was
reached, the father who had suggested it
took a present of horses to the other, in the
old days a gift of hides, and immediately re-
ceived a gift of equal value in exchange.
The children were considered married then.
..hen the news got about, no one would inter-
fere -.vith the arrangement. After the girl's
first menstruation the couple would live to-
gether. There was no feast, for the Okana-
gon never had feasts "of any kind" until
forty years ago.

Other than by infant betrothal marriage
consisted in the boy's parents taking seven
to ten horses to the girl's parents and
bringing her back. A year later the girl's
parents returned equivalent gifts.

After marriage the couple always lived
first with the groom's parents. They visit-
ed back and forth until they had accumulated
enough to build their own home; the necessi-
ties might be given them by their parents.
Women always returned home to their mothers
for the birth of a child. After the first
baby was born, the young couple established
their own home. After marriage both the
mother-in-law and the girl's mother instruct-
ed the girl how to treat a husband, and the
duties of a wife in general. This training
continued until the first baby arrived."

There was no recognized pattern for the
breaking of such a betrothal, though one of
the pair might elope. Teit, too, mentions
this as a possibility. It was said to have
occurred but rarely, but it is difficult to
evaluate such quantitative estimates. If a
young couple did elope, they would be wel-
comed back after a short time, for "What
could the parents do?" Occasionally separa-
tion might be urged, but could not be enforc-
ed without the consent of at least one of
the parties. Some of the more southern in-
formants, particularly Old Harry, stated
that the chief could force a separation.
This may be a modern or a Wenatchi pattern,
and must be considered doubtful, though it
may have been the southern practice.

If one of the parties to such an early

13 Curtis, North American Indian . VII, 73.
14 Teit, Sallshan Tribes . 287.
15 See also Household Arrangement.
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betrothal died, some other member of the

family might succeed to the vacated place.
This was not demanded, no great sums having
been laid out in advance.

If a girl past puberty was seen exposed
by a man, or if he touched her, he had to

marry her. Girls were very modest and had

to be very careful, for should so much as

their legs be seen, the only alternative was
suicide. That is why the girls went swim-

ming early in the morning, before the rest

of the camp was about, and built their puber-

ty sweat lodges far away from the site of

the dwellings of the rest of the community.
Sometimes boys by means of this custom
forced girls to marry them who otherwise
might have refused. They, too, got up early,

and even sneaked up to the sweat house.

Attempts of this sort were favorite sub-
jects of stories. In these the actors were
usually a girl who had just reached puberty
and her brother-in-law. These stories were
often told of human rather than animal char-
acters, as though they were occurrences of

the immediate past.

Once a girl mas going along picking ber-
ries. The juice was dripping so she picked
up her skirt that it might not be soiled.
Her sister's husband saw her with her skirt
tucked up, so she had to marry him. She car-
ried home his bow and arrows, he her basket
of berries, to announce they were married,

A girl was being pursued by her brother-
in-law. She did not want him. When she was
alone in the moxintains he went hunting in
the neighborhood, on the chance that he
might see her undressed, so that she would
have to marry him. While she was away swim-
ming he hid in the little lodge she had
built. When she entered in the proper cau-
tious fashion, back and feet first, he grab-
bed her. She fainted, so that he had to re-
store her with the smoke of a certain aro-
matic fir. Then she had to marry him.

The situation must often have been an
awkward one for the girl who for any reason
was not willing to marry her brother-in-law,
as frequently he was living in the same one-
room house.

It should be noted that the significance
attached to touching, etc, did not apply to

a matron.

Marriage to the younger sister of one's
wife was the accepted but not the necessary
pattern for the acquisition of a second wife.
A man might marry several unrelated women.
In this case he usually set up separate
households for each, and visited among them.
That this occasioned unpleasantness is par-
ticularly evidenced by the case of Mary Car-
den, who was a third wife. She forced her
husband to cease his attentions to the
others on threat of leaving him.

The sororate, separate households for
non-related wives, childhood betrothal, and
the subsequent gift exchange are mentioned
or suggested in the literature,""

Ceremony

The information with regard to the cere-
mony of marriage is in rather a confused
state. It was, most of the Sinkaietk insist,
a completely informal affair. "It was not
marriage; it was just taking each other."
This seems rather to be a voicing of the con-
trast between its formlessness and simplici-
ty and the ceremoniousness of more modern
forms of marriage.

It is difficult to say exactly what
sort of variations our diverse accounts are
indicative of. Probably they were all recog-
nized patterns, among which the situation, or
the individuals or families concerned, might
indicate a choice. Possibly Suszen's expla-
nation is to the point; that when a marriage
was with another tribe that practices the
potlatoh, the Okanagon carried gifts, other-
wise not. Some sort of local variation as
to the most highly desirable of the possi-
bilities may be represented. The system was
certainly never very formal and fixed, and
it is natural that newly introduced changes
and contrasts should have made the solution
of the confusion rather impracticable. Cer-
tainly not all the types indicated were of
equal validity or age in the culture.

The various patterns which were claimed
to have existed here are:

Childhood betrothal , with subsequent ex-
changes between the parents, and unceremoni-
ous consummation.

Payment by the groom , to be repaid later,
but not so ceremoniously, and not in full.
Mary Garden's husband gave four horses for
her, and about a year later her family re-
turned two to him. Half of the marriage
price was given to her mother's brother.
This was not a unique case, but was a rare
one.

Purchase , on the part of a wealthy or un-
attractive man, particularly with a girl hav-
ing a reputation for chastity. Cecile told
of a chief who had paid eight horses for a
girl, and when her sister came of age, desir-
ing to marry her as well, he paid another
ten. This was, however, a modern case.
There may have been return payments of which
she had no knowledge. She said that an old
man told her that such purchases would never
have been made in the old days, but this may
have been a reflection on the size rather
than on the fact of the payment.

Many of the informants said that it
would be particularly in the case of an
intertribal marriage that such external rati-
fications were necessary. These took place

16 Ross, Alexander, Adventures . 281; Curtis, North Amflrlcan Indian , VII, 73-74.
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chiefly among the wealthy. Marriages took
place occasionally with all the surrounding
peoples: Chelan, Methow, Moses Columbia, Nez
Perc6, Yakima, Coeur d'Al§ne, Wenatchi, and
Thompson, torriage with other Okanagon
speaking people was not classed in the same
way. This occured very commonly. David
Isaac's genealogy, for example, is by no
means atypical. (Tribal or band affilia-
tion is indicated by the names.)

Then there was a feast; according to Ross a
rather formal affair.

"When the boy brings the purchase money
to his father-in-law the pipe is passed
around. Then the girl is brought in, seated
near him, and the pipe is passed around
again. Each side then talks about the worth
of his own family. On arranging the pur-

(Slnkamlp (N. Okanagon) +9Sinkaletk

tfSinkaletk+jInkamip Slnkamlp+jSokenaqS'n (N. Okanagon) 6Penticton (N.Okanagon)+QPentlcton

(5Inkamlp+ 9Penticton

6Dave

Suszen's genealogy is also instructive
from this point of view:

6SinkaqaI'i'iis+oKonkonelp dMoses Columbia+oMoses Columbia dNespelem+oNespelem dChelan+oChelan
(tioses f r

I

I

Columbia) osEnEkl' t'*^*^ -fOUbses Columbia oNespelem* 6Chelan
(- Sinkaietk ?)

|
|

$Konkonelp +6Chelan

6£If from another tribe, the groom's fa-
ther would bring gifts to the bride's par-
ents. Returning nith the girl, he carried
presents from her parents. Sometimes the
groom would accompany him on this visit
(Mary Garden). This might be followed by
slight exchanges, as of food, between the
families. It might also be followed later
by a present from the family of the groom as
a sort of token of appreciation of the worth
of the bride. This Is the extremely simple
pattern in which both Lucy Joe and Julie
Josephine were married, accompanied by no
gift exchange or other preliminaries. This
may have been a fCartaro local pattern.

Information from the Inkamip band of
Northern Okanagon (Tom Martin) was that a
man's father, if he was alive, brought gifts
to the girl's parents "to buy the girl so
her parents will let her go." If they
agreed, she accompanied him home at once.
There were no return presents. The couple
lived first with the man's parents; later
visiting back and forth, each time carrying
gifts provided by their elders.

Commonly the group was notified of the
marriage by a feast, supplied by the parents
of either bride or groom. The girl's father
announced to the guests that his daughter
was married. There were no ceremonies, no
gifts, no special clothing. The couple mar-
ried as soon as an agreement was made by
their parents: the feast was usually held
the next day. David Isaac's account for the
northern bands agrees rather well with that
of Ross." After the arrangements were com-
pleted the suitor spent the night with his
bride. Ross says he did it for four nights,
spending them, however, only in chatting.

SSuszen

chase price, several offers are made by the
suitor, and refused, until one sufficiently
high is offered. This takes place only for
the first marriage" (David Isaac).

There were obtained two accounts of
more elaborate ceremonies. I shall present
them for what they may be worth, but both of
them are suspect. One was given by Suszen,
who latter 'admitted that it was a pattern
newly taken up at Nespelen from Yakima and
Nez Perc6. He insisted at one time that it
had existed in his youth and been stopped by
order of the missionary. The others said
that this form mas quite new. Lucy Joe
thought it was used even now by the Sinkaietk
only in the case of marriage with the
Wenatchi.

The person who acted as go-between at
a wedding was called n'maldcI'nQm and might
be of either sex. If he was not a relative
or close friend of the participants, he ras
paid for his services. He made one or two
visits to the girl, each time taking her a
small gift. He offered a price of some val-
ue to the family. Then both the families
concerned would try to get a large amount to-
gether. All the relatives would send horses,
blankets, food, and other valuables. They
were brought to the meeting place a few days
before the ceremony. They served as stabi-
lizers of the marriage, for the relatives, in
case of divorce, would say, "Look at all the
things I gave away to get you married. Are
these all to be for nothing?"

At the meeting the people sit in a big

17 Ross, Alexander, Adventures . 299-302.
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circle, with the pieaents in the center.
They form two groups; the girl's family and
presents representing one half the circle,
those of the boy the other. Speakers were
appointed for the occasion, who took their
places in the center of the circle. First
the one representing the boy and then the
one for the girl recited the list of the
presents on his side. Then they said to the
young people, "Will you be good to each
other, and live always together?" The young
people were shy, so the speakers answered
for them, saying to the group, "These young
people are now married."

Then the parents exchanged all the
gifts. Little boys carried them across the
center line dividing the two groups. Each
party redistributed its receipts among the
contributors. The fathers gave things to
the men, the mothers to the women. If one
of the parents v.-as dead, a relative served
as proxy. The parents usually profited lit-
tle by the transaction, and the others
treated it pretty much as a gamble. There
were no reproaches for those who took or
were given more than their share.

A feast followed, although it sometimes
preceded the distribution of gifts. Young
men and women assisted with the cooking and
the serving. It was given in the largest
house in the village, or, if the weather per-
mitted, out-of-doors. After this there wa3
a dance, and a chance for the mingling of
the young people.

All this ceremony was held only for the
taking of a first wife. For this the people
v;ore their most elaborate headdresses. The
boy uore one of eagle feathers, which he bor-
rowed if he did not own one. The girl wore
two feathers fixed to a deer thong, at the
bacl-: or the front of her head. They were in
honor of the creator (Qwulencolten) and were
removed after the ceremony. Those of the
woman v;ere fastened close to each other, for
tliey represented herself and her husband.
[Chilowhist Jim denied that such feather bon-
nets were worn at marriage; indeed that they
were worn at all until introduced by the Nez
Perc6.]

While this account differs from that
presented by other informants, it mas con-
firmed in essentials by Chilowhist Jim (of
Methow affiliations). He stated that at mar-
riage presents were given. "This shows that
the relatives are pleased with the match."
All sat in a great circle, indoors or out,
according to the season. The chief asked
the youth if he would be a good husband and
faithful, to which the spokesman for the
groom's party replied. A similar question
was put to the bride. "The people there act
as witnesses to this."

The other aberrant account Is that of
Billy Joe. It includes several pre-nuptial
visits performed by the bridal pair and both
sets of parents. Each time the visitors
brought gifts. The first payments were made
by the groom's parents. This is a common
Southern Plateau pattern, but all the other

informants denied that the Sinkaietk had
ever practiced it. Billy Joe may have learn-
ed of it from his Wenatchi associates, or
from his father, who is reputed to have been
a great traveller.

Divorce and Remarriage

In the old days resentment of or punish-
ment for adultery was a personal affair be-
tween the injured husband and the wife's
paramour. The former might kill the later,
and no return vengence would fall upon him
unless the relatives of the murdered man con-
sidered themselves unjustly bereaved, in
which case a vendetta might be started which
could last indefinitely. The wife might
also have been killed, at the discretion of
her husband. He might allow her to return
to her family, or he might forgive her and
allow her to continue as his wife. She, on
the other hand, was not supposed to resent
the extra-marital peccadilloes of her hus-
band, but should she do so, she might leave
him. More commonly she soothed her 7/ounded
feelings in a quarrel with his suspected fe-
male partner in iniquity.

Adultery v?as not the oniy reason for
separation. A spouse who felt injured for
any reason might go away, the woman usually
returning to her parents. For instance, she
might leave because her husband beat her
"too much," or he might force her to go if
he tired of her. Normally, the woman took
the children with her. The marriage might
be salvaged by a reconciliation. This could
be brought about by resort to love charms,
which might be obtained from many people who
knew the secrets, or whose power lay in that
direction,- There might be pleas, recrimi-
nations, pardon, or mere casual resumption
of old relations.

A man or woman might tire of his mate,
pack up his best clothes to go off visiting,
or to a celebration, and fail to return. >Ie

might send word that he was never coming
back. Or perhaps a girl was married to an
old man: a former lover might kidnap her.
After the deserted spouse had remarried, the
runaway felt safe to return. Often camps
would divide and feuds arise over marital in-
fidelities. Feuds lasted for generations if
they led to a killing. If a father was kill-
ed, his son would grow up to take revenge on
some partisan of the murderer.

Should the aggrieved party refuse to
forgive and come to terms, the marriage was
considered dissolved. The woman was free to
marry again, and generally could, even if
there were children. The former husband, of
course, needed no particular dispensation, as
the privilege of polygamy mas always his.
The woman who remarried after separating
from her husband was considered quite likely
to get into and out of another such scrape.

In case of separation, the children
were brought up by either parent, but usual-
ly full to the mother. When one of the par-
ents died, the other had to take charge of
the children; the man by way of additional
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wives or his female relatives.

If a i.ian died it was expected that his
wife would marry one of his brothers or
cousins, which one beinc settled by theo in
consultation. Should she marry one of them,
or an outsider, without consulting them all,
a feud was said to result. Johnnie consider-
ed her marriage to one of the brothers so ob-
ligetory that the heir had merely to enter
her house, after the mourning period, and
lean his weapons against the wall. Others
of the informants said that very often she
did not make this narriage at all. In that
case all her formal connections with the
family of her forcer husband were severed.
On the death of a wife, a man was expected
to marry her sister,' according to Suszen. If
he did not, her parents might be ansry and
take away his power in order to kill him.
Michel said it rras not compulsory. It '.Tas

unthinkable that the widow should marry her
deceased husband's father or son: of the lat-
ter it ?-as said, "That would be just like
marrying his mother,"

Lucy Joe's statement concerning the
levirate deserves quotation in full. "If a
man died and left two wives, each rould re-
marry. The dead man's brother might marry
one, but he did not have to. Some people
waited a long time before remarrying; some
did not. A woman was supposed to 'take pity
on her mother-in-law' and not marry right
away. After the husband's death a woman's
mother-in-law zould continue to give things
to her, feeding the children, and the like.
About a year afterward, she 7;ould tell her
daughter-in-law, 'Well, from now on you can
do as you please.' The woman v.ould select a

husband for herself."

Cecile was married to Lucy Joe's son.
When he died, Lucy Joe told Michel {who was
Cecile 's "brother-in-law," actually her
cousin) , "You had better take care of Ce-
cile." So they married. Now when Cecile re-
visits Lucy Joe, the older woman is pleased.
But if Cecile had not wanted to marry Michel,
Lucy Joe would not have objected.

The nature of marital relations is
shown in the following account of Mary Car-
den's first marriage.

Mary's brother was married to
k'alop'kEn's sister. VThen her brother died
her people wanted her to marry k'alSpa'kEn
to keep the families together. She did not
want to marry him because he already had two
wives. But her people begged her to marry
him so she could take care of her brother's
children. This man and one of his wives and
children, together with his sister and her
children, lived at Omak '.••ith the grandmother,
his mother.

Finally, in the fall when she was twen-
ty, Mary decided she would. K'alSpa'kLn
had come to Mary's house during these two
years and stayed weeks at a time, trying to
get her to say "Yes." They were all camped
at Malott catching salmon when she decided

to marry him. K'alOpa'kEn was there, but
with neither of his wives. So he lived with
Mary at her people's house until the end of
the salmon run. K'alOpa'kEn gave two horses
to her father and two horses to her mother's
brother. A gift was often given to a
mother's brother when marrying his niece. A
little later in the fall, her father and
uncle each gave k'alopa'kin one horse.

After the salmon run, they returned to
live with his mother in a log house. They
were sk'unqwuniEp people, K'alOpa'kEn was
good-looking, wealthy, and well thought of.
Wherever he went he did not take his wives
along, because people would always give him
a woman. He lived with his wives one at a

time, that is, whenever they were not angry
with him. He would always have one of them
at his mother's house to take care of her,
since she was blind. His wives rould tire
of that.

In October, Mary and he went do.vn to
the Columbia to get salmon. Then they stay-
ed a month with Mary's people near the
mouth of the Okanogan . Then they went back
to Omak and stayed there until the next sum-
mer. Mary was going to have a baby, so she
went home alone. She stayed home two months
and then returned to Omak.

I'lary lived with him about ten years and
had five children, three of whom died nhile
young. K'alopa'kEn had left his first wife
entirely when he married tary. But he con-
tinued stopping at Kartaro and staying with
his second wife a few days when he went that
way.

Mary knevt this woman. Sometimes she
was all right, but again she would get angry
and cause trouble because k'alopa'kEn would
give the best of everything to V^ry.

Once he brought his second wife to live
with them, because it was too lonesome for
her at Karteio. Mary told him that if he
did this she mould leave him. So when they
were moving after this, she left his pack
horses with his things and started home to
her people. They were separated from June
till late that fall. Mary took the children
with her.

'.'.'hen she got back from picking hops on
the coast, he ras at snEkEkamcI'n waiting
for her. He had left his second wife in the
middle of the summer: it was permanent this
time. They had been married about six years
when this happened.

K'alopa'kEn was killed and burned at
Okanofran. It was never known who did it.
Mary stayed on at Omak six months, then she
went home, K'alopa'kEn was elveys good to
Mary except when his second wife caused trou-
ble.

Household Arrangement

If a man had only one wife they lived
either with his or her parents, or moved
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about between the hones of the two, spending
some tine also alone or with other relatives.
Ordinarily a young couple went first to live
with the husband's parents. The girl assist-
ed the female head of the household, leaving
the older woman largely the task of supervis-
ing. A young wife was instructed in her du-
ties by this matron, but was already fairly
well acquainted with most of the techniques,
with which she had been working since puber-
ty. If the mother-in-law was stingy, they
might have separate households in the same
house, keeping their supplies separate and
eating apart. But ordinarily, since they
managed to maintain pleasant relations, they
lived as a single family. The young couple
would remain as long as they cared to, then
go to the home of the bride's parents.

Men might set up homes of their own any
time they desired, but generally this was
not before several children were born to
them, Ivlany of the winter villages were made
up of groups of relatives of different de-
grees.

A man who had several non-related v,ives
usually left each v.ith her own family. Co-
wives shared equally economically, unless
the husband particularly favored one. Each
cared only for her own children and was
swa wa'sa (mother's sister) to all the others,

whether really related or not. As there
was no institutionalized head wife. Jeal-
ousies often arose. Several informants said
that the wife most loved by the husband had
authority over the others; David Isaac, a
Northern Okanagon, said that it was always
the first wife. The informants insist that
most men who were married had at least two
v;ives, but chiefs, shamans and good hunters
often had more. The only explanation, and a

very probable one, is that there was a very
higia divorce rate.

Johnnie described plural marriage as
follows. In the old days a man 7.ho vvas a
good hunter mould have many wives, as many
as five. Several sisters would marry one
man. All lived together in one house. The
husband "took turns" sleeping with his wives,
one each night. There was no jealousy be-
tween the v;ives. The husband did not stop
sleeping -^'ith his wife vrhen she was pregnant,
but after the baby was born he had no inter-
course with her for quite a few days. The
wives divided the food he brought home and
took turns cooking it for him. When he died
they might continue living together, or, each
taking such household articles as she had
made, build little separate houses in which
to live. After the mourning period of a
year or so the man's brother, who was the
best hunter and had been chosen to care for
them, would come to the house. If he was
already married he might visit back and
forth between his other wife or wives and
these women. If he had but one wife and
there was only one widow, he might establish

a joint household. Children always stayed
with their mothers.

There were no mother-in-law or father-
in-law tabus. If a mtn liked the wife of
his son, he would treat her as he r.ould his
own daughter. "He would sit near her and
tell her stories." Similarly a roman and
her son-in-law were like mother and son. If
the son-in-law or daughter-in-law was lazy,
the mother-in-law (but never the father-in-
law) might beat him, or her. Unless there
was some untoward personality difficulty,
young married people got on perfectly well
with the parents of their spouses.

Each family in a mat lodge would have
its own food supply and fire. Women might
share a single fireplace, but unrelated fami-
lies ordinarily ate by themselves. Food was
served on tule mats spread directly on the
floor. '«

Women never got power for housekeeping,
for every woman was supposed to be profi-
cient at such tasks.

NOTES ON SEX LIFE

Chastity in a girl was valued, so that
larger gifts would be given for girls rith
the reputation for it, and they were more
likely to have influential suitors. But it
was by no means demanded (compare Suicide be-
low) . Chastity was more important than
ability to work, but no man wanted to marry
a lazy girl.

A general statement by Johnnie seems
valid. A good girl is called camamto'lu-^.
This is the sort that has no contact of even
the mildest sort before marriage. She leaves
the house only early in the morning and late
at night. She would be told the virtues of
chastity and hard work and would want to fol-
low this advice. Her people make her resist
advances from the first man who may come,
waiting for a famous man who 7;ould surely
come even from a great distance for such a
girl. Such make very good wives. They
always stay with their mothers, always with-
in sight, and always obey their parents.
Such girls are rare: one in a hundred. Nor
were all the girls of a family always of
this sort.

Another informant stated: Perhaps a

Chelan chief would hear of such a girl and
take his son with him to get her. Her father
would depreciate her, saying, "She is lazy,
no good, but I do not want to disappoint
you." He would ask his daughter. She would
reply, "It is up to you."

Theoretically girls were so hedged
about and guarded that there would seem to
have been no place for the loose character.

Again Johnnie's statement: The name for

18 See also Social Organization.
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such a one was wl'owxina, literally (?) "she
don't know when to stop," or "free to every-
body." These girls never learned to be good.
There were never many of them. They never
worked but were supported by their own peo-
ple, even though these did not like them. If
a girl was always bad, going with many men,
she would not have a chance to marry well.
In fact, girls who had many illegitimate
children would never marry. If a father
found he could not halt her and tired of the
disgrace, he marched her out to the woods
and shot her with arrows, leaving her with-
out burial. Not every boy would have deal-
ings with such loose girls. The sons of
"nice" people would be "nice." But every
boy and girl had a certain amount of inter-
course before marriage.

Illegitimate
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However, at the time of the occurrence,
it was considered rather shameful, and was
so felt by the girl involved. Therefore
girls who became pregnant as a result of an
illicit affair attempted to produce abortion
by violent pressure, as by falling on their
abdomens across a log. If this failed they
were said sometimes to kill the child if the
fact of the birth could be kept sufficiently
secret.

There was also a magical contraceptive
brought by a woman of an unidentified Paget
Sound tribe. She would arrive in the
Wenatchi country every summer in the days of
Mary Garden's mother's girlhood. She in-
structed the women to eat the leaves of a
bush that grew far up in the mountains. (The
bush is two and a half feet tall; its dark
green, shin,y leaves are small and pointed,
and in general shaped like those of a tobac-
co called sqwuli's.) This plant was said to
grow in two forms; one, which blossomed, was
male, the non-blossoming variety female.
Women who did not want to have children
would eat these leaves after menstruation
for a year. This assured permanent barren-
ness, but its effect, or barrenness from any
other cause, might be counteracted by eating
the leaves of the female or non-blossoming
plant. The point of the leaf was opened
with a sharpened twig; it was then blown
full of air and swallowed. If the leaf
could be blown up without bursting, the woman
would conceive. For example, Mary's sister
was married many years, but had no children.
A year after taking this cure she had a
child and later two more. Some women who
were barren always burst the leaves when
they were blown up. After Southern Okanagon
women learned which bush was used, they would
get the leaves themselves, asking the bush
for help while picking them. In the days

when they had to buy this assistance, they
would pay as much as a blanket or a beaded
dress for a small bunch of the leaves.

Mary Garden had never heard of insert-
ing anything in the vagina to prevent concep-
tion.

Girls commonly wore a broad band of
buckskin between the legs as a protection
against rape. This v/as attached by thongs
to the belt fore and aft.

Abstention from intercourse before hunt-
ing and fishing was considered desirable.
The purity thus acquired was to be intensi-
fied by the taking of numerous sweat baths.
However, while men were away hunting, the con-
duct of the women left behind could not in-
fluence them.

Berdaches or transvestites were known.
They v.ere described as individuals who,
though male, preferred woman's dress and oc-
cupations. "It was Coyote's fault that
there were such people. He announced that
there would be such v/hen he left Cougar's
house, where he had masqueraded as a woman."
They were not considered particularly power-
ful, but on the other hand they were not
frowned upon. People much given to joking
might make such an one his butt. We could
get no notion of the frequency of their oc-
currence. Most of the informants knew of at
least one such case, 'lie were also told of a
Nez Perc6 man who, about sixty years ago,
came among them dressed as a woman and at-
tempted to ply the trade of prostitute at a
communal gathering. He demanded payment
first and fooled the men. The man was appar-
ently sexless, since he could have inter-
course with neither men nor women.

In €he old days there were no prosti-
tutes. There were some girls more interest-
ed in going about with men than in any other
pursuit, but this activity was non-profes-
sional, and considered very shameful. Some-
times a father who had a daughter of this
sort who would not reform, has been known to
kill her because of her disgracing the, fami-
ly.

Women who were not interested in get-
ting married, and liked to hunt, were not
called by the same term as the berdaches.
These were known to exist. In neither case
was it considered by the community to be
really a sexual disturbance. Women of this
type were sometimes forced by their fathers
to marry some satisfactory suitor.

At the present time there is a woman of
a coast tribe on the reservation who cannot
have intercourse with her husband unless she
feels passionate; only when she is relaxed
and about to sleep. There have apparently
always been a few such women, for it was
said "the men know how to handle them." (On
non-menstruating women, see above.)
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CHILDBIRTH

If the woman did not become pregnant in
due course of time after marriage she would
eat herbs given or sold her by one of the
old women who were wise in such lore. Should
she remain barren, she would not be divorced,
but her husband would take another wife if
he could afford it.

As soon as the woman knew she was preg-
nant, she had to observe a number of tabus.
Most of these were dietary. If she ate
salmon the child would gape and die as soon
as it was born, while if she ate pheasant '''

it would cry too much. If she ate eggs the
child would be born with a caul. She was
encouraged to eat fool-hen, as this would as-
sure a good disposition for the baby. (Hence
a fool-hen's heart was also tied to the cra-
dle.) If she looked ijpon a corpse the baby
would be stillborn, while if she saw a wound-
ed animal or person bleeding, or ate fresh
meat, the baby would be born red and bloody,
and would die unless she rubbed it with
ashes of the red willow and grease.

There were some restrictions on the
father as well, but only for a short time im-
mediately before the birth. He must not ex-
ert himself too much lest the child also be
tired. He was forbidden to hunt, for should
he cut a deer's throat at this time the baby
would die. Should he kill a grouse and its
stomach swell, that of the baby would too.
He avoided this by burning a piece of deer
sinew. He had to continue these avoidances
after the birth while his wife remained in
seclusion. Usually a man did not go out
hunting at all during this time. He and his
wife were fed by relatives during the time
she was in seclusion.

Aside from the food tabus there were no
restrictions upon the mother. For instance,
she might smoke, if she was one with power
to smoke. A woman shaman who became preg-
nant would continue to make cures until the
time of birth. A woman was expected to go
on with her work, and to arise early and go
for a swim every morning. The other women
would say to her, "Get up.' Don't sleep so
long, or the baby will have a big head or
something.' Go take a swim and don't be
lazy." She would remain active, working up
to the time of birth, so that the child
would not become too large and cause a diffi-
cult delivery. For the last month or so she
might have no intercourse with her husband,
but this was not so important as its avoid-
ance during the post-parturition period.
Telt says that the woman must pray to the
"Day Dawn" and the husband must take sweat
baths, but the first of these was denied by
Lucy Joe and the second not mentioned by our
informants.

These tabus applied equally at the

birth of every child born to a couple.

Pregnancy was recognized by the failure
to menstruate. The time for the birth was
computed roughly by means of a string knot-
ted monthly (Michel said daily) , nine moons
being known to be its duration. It was held
that the period was longer for a first child.

When the time for the birth approached,
the woman would go to the home of her mother
if that were possible. Otherwise she would
call her mother, mother-in-law, aunt, or any
other matron to assist her. Such was not of
necessity a woman with power, nor one who
had children. No man could be present, and
though the birth might perforce take place
out of doors, it must never happen in the
dwelling house. Many cases are remembered
of women who went out for the day and had
their babies en route , without any particu-
lar assistance. Some preferred to have
their babies alone. This was considered as
particularly appropriate for such women as
had for a power animal some such thing as a
mother eagle with her brood, or a bitch with
young. If this happened the babe was wrap-
ped in soft fur and brought back to camp.
The mother had to spend the next ten nights
in the lodge, and might not come home to the
house. It was said that sometimes, Instead
of a completely separate lodge, one of the
village menstrual lodges might be used.

If the birth took place in the proper
fashion, in the lodge with one or more older
women assisting, the mother sat or squatted
on her heels; never lying down. The floor
might be spread with fir boughs, but never
with blankets or robes. The woman faced the
door with her back to the fire in the center
of the lodge. One of the assistants stood
behind and held her shoulders, and if there
were another she would squat in front and
hold her arms. If there were only one as-
sistant, a digging-stick was thrust into the
ground for the mother to hold to for support.

If the delivery proved to be difficult,
the assistant pressed on the mother's ab-
domen. Should she cry out unduly, her mouth
and nose would be plugged. The attendants
would scold her, saying, "You've got to help
yourself, or you will die." Should these
efforts fail, a shaman might be called in,
who would put water on the woman's head and
blow on her. This would cause the baby to
come quickly. If the shaman were male he
would have to leave before the baby came, for
no man might be present at the time of birth,
particularly no man with power, as it would
hurt his power. Should the husband have any
power which might be useful under the circum-
stances, he too might help, but would have
to leave before the crucial time. If there
was difficulty in presentation, there might
be efforts made by the midwlves to turn the
baby around, but these were seldom success-

19 Possibly the grouse Is meant. Several varieties of pheasant have been introduced on the reservation
and, in comnon with local whites, the Indians now use the name for birds of the grouse type. — L.S.
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ful. No explanations were current for ab-
normal presentations.

When the baby was born, the father was
notified. He shot arrows, beat a dog, forced
a horse to run hard, and performed other
such acts in order to assure the safety of

the child. This was also accomplished by
stroking it down the middle of the forehead
and along the nose with a skunk hair. For
ten days he refrained from hunting for the
reasons given above. If the child did not
cry at once, cold water was thrown upon it.

If it were stillborn, it was considered to
have been choked to death, and was buried at
once with no ceremony.

Abnormalities in the birth are explain-
ed by happenings previous to it. A caul is
due to the mother's having eaten eggs. If
the cord is wrapped about the throat of the
child, it is because a horse was choked with
the tie rope. Ceoile says that most diffi-
culties now are due to the difficulty in the
expulsion of the after-birth, but that this
did not happen in the old days. She blames
it on the modern practice of lying down for
the birth. If the birth was premature, a pit
was dug to receive the child and keep it
warm. Otherwise this was not done.

The after-birth is buried by the attend-
ant, or the mother herself if she is alone,
lest an animal eat it, for in that case she
would have no more children.

After a precautionary wait of a few
minutes the umbilical cord was out to about
four inches. If cut at once, the baby would
•'bleed inside" and die. The stump was tied
with Indian hemp and covered with a piece of
thin greased buckskin, which was held in
place by a buckskin band around the baby's
body. This was removed daily to allow for
the sloughing off of the cord. When the
stump finally dropped off, it was tied into
a little buckskin sack which was fastened to
the cradle.

The baby was then washed in warm water,
but was not greased. Then, and every time
subsequently that it was unwrapped and bath-
ed, it was given a beauty massage: Its nose
and penis pulled or blown on to make them
long, its limbs rubbed, its face massaged,
its eyes pressed open, and the roof of the
mouth pressed up. No reason was assigned
for this. Suszen stated that a new-born
child was immediately dipped in water "be-
cause God created the land from water."

It was suckled with the very first milk,
none being thrown away. (Cecile stated, how-
ever, that the mother first waited over
night.) Should the mother be unable to
nurse her child, it was given to a wet nurse,
who would have to be paid for her services,
even if she were a close relative. The child
was returned to its mother when it was wean-

ed, and as this was never forced, it might
mean a lapse of two or three years. If the
mother died at childbirth, the baby was al-
lowed to live, and was either given to some-
one to nurse, or was kept alive on berry
juice, soups, and so forth. If a woman had
a second child before the other was weaned,
both were nursed, as were twins. No pre-
cedence was given the elder twin (the first
born). This may be what Teit means by his
curious statement that twins were less
strictly attended to than among the Thomp-
son."

For a period of ten to eighteen days
after the birth the mother remained in seclu-
sion in the menstrual lodge. She might wash,
but not take a sweat bath, for this would
make the baby sweat also. The food tabus
continued. She was fed by others, and did
not cook for herself (Cecile said she might)
nor for her household. She might talk to
her husband only at a distance, and he could
touch neither her nor the child, though he
was shown the latter. His power would be
harmed if he came in contact with them. He,
too, was not allowed to sweat bathe, nor
might he hunt or do anything strenuous that
might overtax hlD.

There were several ideas current con-
cerning the predetermination of such charac-
ters as sex and left-handedness. If the
child, still unborn, faces the mother's ab-
domen, it will be right-handed. If it faces
her back it will be left-handed: a fairly
common characteristic among the Sinkaietk.
If a child is left-handed, they say, "He
built his face where his back should have
been." Sex might be discovered by two or
three means. At the winter dance a man in-
spired by his power might be able to tell a

pregnant woman what the sex of her coming
child would be. If a little boy became
ashamed in the presence of a pregnant woman,
it meant that she was going to have a girl;
the shyness of a girl prognosticated a boy
baby. No special preparations were made on
the basis of these predictions, and there is
no telling how seriously they were believed.

Twins were considered a very good thing.
In the northern part of the area they had a

reputation for intelligence and ability as
diviners. A mother had no dreams or other
indication that she was to give birth to
twins, but "just before the birth her abdomen
would become very hard, so she would know."
Twinning was thought to run in families: one
woman said that in her family twins appeared
in alternate generations. Twins were said
to be almost always of like sex. There was
a conviction that only identical twins would
survive. Twins were supposed to be dressed
alike (of this we are doubtful) for should
they be dressed otherwise, the one not favor-
ed would cry and die. The first born of
twins was considered the elder. According
to Lucy Joe there were no beliefs in the con-
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nectlon of twins with the weather, with
salmon, or with grizzly bears.

There vas believed to be a connection be-
tween parturition and the weather. When a
person died the weather of his birthday was
supposed to occur again. The weather at the
birth was connected with the character of
the mother. If a cold wind storm blew, it
was said that the mother was cranky, mean,
and could not get along with someone. On the
other hand, warm, fine weather was interpret-
ed as meaning the mother was kind and agreea-
ble. Again, it was said of a child born in
bad weather that its mother must have a
"good behind" {buttocks or genitals?),
nxEco'ps; of one born in good weather, that
its mother must have a "bad behind, "nqEoo'ps.

About ten days after the birth (some in-
formants say more t^me was necessary) the
mother left the lodge. She took a sweat
bath one evening, another on the next, and
was then ready to return to the dwelling
house. Then she cooked and all the people
came to a little feast she prepared. All
the old people blessed her child.

Newborn Sinkaietk infants were carried
in cradles with the board covered by a sack,
and which had neither shade bow nor tump
line. They were constructed before the
child was born. These were carried horizon-
tally, or nearly so. When the child was a
few months old this was changed, without cere-
mony, for a board with a sack attached to
it, in which the baby was wrapped. This
would be carried on the mother's back, or
suspended from the pommel of her saddle.^'

During the day the baby now spent its en-
tire time strapped in the cradle. This was
carried on the mother's back by a tump line,
which was shifted from her forehead to
breast as she wearied of one position or the
other. When she wished to be free of the
burden, she hung the cradle from a low bough
out of reach of snakes on the ground. During
the day a hammock might be used for the baby.
This was a long piece of skin slung between
two trees. It was kept swinging by some
small child so that the mother could go
about her work.

There were characteristic ways of rock-
ing a cradle: on the mother's back, or lying
on her extended palms while her arms were
crossed under it, or lying on the thighs as
the woman sat with legs extended straight be-
fore her.

At night the
same fashion, but
a board cradle, it
soft coyote skin,
used summer and wi
was still carried
sack was merely a
of skin the edges

baby was wrapped in the
instead of being placed in
was put into a sack of
fur side in. This was
nter, as long as the baby
on the cradle board. The
roughly rectangular piece
of which met in front.

where they were laced after the baby was in
place (Figure 17,e).

The cradle was kept in continuous use
until the child could walk. After that it
served when long journeys were to be made.
It was said thet formerly infants learned to
walk only at a later age than in these days
of non-cradling, so it may be presumed that
cradling retarded this ability.

For bedding the baby on the cradle two
skin wrappings were used, always placed fur
side in. One, serving as an outer blanket,
was either a coyote skin or two jack rabbit
skins sewed together. The other was a dia-
per; a single jack rabbit skin, or in warm
weather, thin buckskin. This diaper was
spread with shredded willow bark or dried
cattail fluff, (The latter was, of course,
picked in the fall and was stored in large
sacks.) On this the baby was placed, one
edge of the diaper brought across and be-
tween the legs to prevent chafing, and the
opposite edge drawn quite across its body.
Some women disposed of the soiled cattail
fluff by storing it in a sack until it could
be conveniently thrown away {?); others burn-
ed it.

The sanitary arrangements were the same
for both first and second cradles. The penis
of the boy was left outside the lacings; the
inside of the girl's sack was kept dry by a
piece of folded buckskin, drawn up from
underneath, between her legs, and left hang-
ing outside the lacings, hanging over the
edge of the board at the end and at the
sides. These pieces of buckskin were clean-
ed with clay as often as necessary. Some-
times the" boy's cradle also had a buckskin
outlet, of tubular form.

Most of the informants denied that
there was any intention of flattening the
head among the Sinkaietk. They knew that
this was done by some of their neighbors, but
they laughed at them for it, calling the Kez
Perc6 and others pEpi'liakEn, "f latheads, "on
this account. They in turn laughed at the
Sinkaietk for failing to do so. Mary Garden,
however, described the process, which she
said was a method of beautifying.

A flat stone or other hard substance
was put in position on the baby's head and
bound (?) down with a broad strip of skin.
Then the infant was wrapped in the outer
blanket and laced in the cradle. The arms
were left free during the day so that it
might play with the dangling strings of den-
talium shells.

The stump of the umbilical cord was sew-
ed up in buckskin and, with a sack contain-
ing the heart of a fool-hen, was fastened to
the cradle covering near the child's head.
The fool-hen's heart made the child well be-
haved and docile like the bird.

21 For descriptions of the several types of cradles, see Material Culture.
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The baby was unwrapped every day and
bathed, at first in warm, but as it grew old-
er, in unheated water. (The heating of wa-
ter sounds unaboriginal; Kary Garden stated
that evon tiny babies were bathed in cold
water.) The wrappings were, however, rarely
cleaned. Each time the infant was unwrapped
it was given a beauty massage. Limbs, nose
and eyelids were rubbed, the roof of the
mouth was pressed with the thumb; all to the
end that these features might be lengthened
or otherwise beautified. The baby was also
dusted with powder and its cradle filled
with the dried and ppunded stalks, flowers
and leaves of sEsan-'-i' stEn, a sweet-smell-
ing plant. (This had a stallc like a sun-
flower and small white flowers an inch and a
half in diameter. ) This assured the baby
smelling s'veetly, not only while thus per-
fumed, but all through life, and also made
it grow healthy and strong.

When the child outgrew the cradle, it
was carried to the hills, with the stump of
the umbilical cord still attached, and hid-
den so that no one could find it, e.g. , lodg-
ed between two trees.

A cradle might be used again for an-
other child, however. A woman might borrow
one which had belonged to a child of another
family. '.Then it was to be used again, the
skins were cleaned with clay. A board be-
longing to a baby who had died had to be
purified before it could be reused. It was
filled with fir boughs or rose twigs which
were changed every day for two weeks.

Teit's material on carriers mentions
wrapping in soft furs, with the use of shred-
ded bark for bedding. He describes drains
of bark and wood, of which our informants
knew nothing. The use of soft pillows and
non-flattening of the head, which he reports,
agree with our material. ^^

When the child was able to walk the cra-
dle was put aside to await the next child.
If a journey longer than the child was able
to take was to be made, it was carried on
its mother's bock in a sling supported across
her chest. The child sat in this 7.ith its
arms around its mother's neck, and its legs
about her waist. The sling, which may have
been but the common tump line, was a rope of
Indian hemp having a broad central part some
nine inches long on which the child sat. It
was possible to carry a child and a pack at
the same time with this device, the child
being perched on the load.

ADULT LIFE

Sinkaietk life followed a routine in
which the variations were chiefly seasonal.
Men hunted and fished, gambled and fought.
Women gathered vegetables and small animal
food, did the work about the house and made
the clothes and most of the utensils. All

cooking was done by women: it was a disgrace
for a man to cook unless he was hunting
alone. But both sexes gathered firewood.
Aside from cooking, the cares of the house-
hold were not great, as pots and mats were
not cleaned, and only occasionally was the
floor swept with a bundle of twigs. Clothes
were usually used until they were worn
through, not much effort being expended on
cleaning them, though clays were known which
could be used for this purpose.

This is \!ary Garden's description
the start of an ordinary day;

of

The women a

fore daylight
help cook, and t

for the men. Li
to sleep as long
over the log to
afresh, then wen
swim, and to fet
dren, too, swam
[Boys were suppo
swimming before

rose early; in the winter be-
They woke the big girls, to
he boys, to get the horses
ttle children were allowed
as they liked. Women turned
start the household fire
t down to the river for a
ch a basket of water. Chil-
es soon as they got up.
sed to have returned from
the girls went.]

Then the breakfast was cooked in bas-
kets of pine bark, while th,e men bathed in
the river. Soon the meal was ready ;this the
family ate off tule mats spread on the
ground,, each family about its own mat. Be-
fore eating they prayed to Kulenso'tn; some
old man would ask for help for them all
through the day. The women of each family
placed a bit of their best food in the lit-
tle basket before him. He said a few words
which the people repeated. Then this food
was passed around so that all might share
the tidbits.

Of ordinary food, each family ate its
own. There was no eating together except at
formal feasts. The women served the men be-
fore themselves. [There were no regular
seating arrangements and no regular places
even for the heads of the families. However,
the women and older girls sat near the fire
so that they might reach the food to pass it
about. If a man wanted anything he would
ask for it as abruptly as he pleased and a
woman would fetch it at once.]

Solid food was placed on the mat and
soups were served in baskets, from which all
helped themselves with individual elk horn
or wooden spoons. [There was no tradition
for modestly refraining from taking the
choicest bits.] After the meal the women
shook and brushed the food mats, rolled the
cooking utensils in them and piled them with
the baskets in the storeroom either side of
the door. If there was more than a single
family in a tlpi, each had its allotted
space for dwelling, and there the articles
were kept.

During the day the people might be busi-
ly engaged either at camp or away from it, or

22 Telt, Saliahan Tribes . 279.
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they might pass the
more properly, list
monologues. No one
speaking, and when
being discussed the
pauses which all re
did not look at the
eyes on the ground

time in conversing, or,
enlng to or delivering
was interrupted while

£iny important matter was
re were frequent long
spected. The listeners
speaker but cast their

as though lost in thought,

When sitting about, the men sat on the
ground with one foot under them, inside
uppermost, with the other knee up, or with
their legs parallel and extending to one
side under them. They also sat with legs
crossed under them; crossing the ankles be-
fore sitting and uncrossing them only after
rising again. In such a position the knees
might be on the ground or raised. The usu-
al position, as when eating, was to kneel
with the knees and feet close together, and
then sit back on the heels: in this position
the lower part of the knees, the front of
the shins, and the instep were flat on the
ground. A common working position for men
was sitting with both feet flat on the
ground before them, knees sharply drawn up.
Another position when seated was to have the
left leg folded in front of the body, the
right knee up, and the right foot flat on
the ground.

Women most often sat with their feet to

the side of, rather than under their but-
tocks, the sole of one across the instep of

the other. While not working they usually
preferred keeping both legs stretched out be-

fore them. When women sat down they tucked
the fringe of the bark skirt between the
legs.

The blanket or robe was held together
by folding the arms over the breast, holding
an edge of the blanket in each hand. Either
right or left hand could rest on top of the
other.

Pointing with the finger to designate
something was a quite permissible gestur-e.

Should anyone decide to take a nap dur-
ing the day, as was very commonly done, he
would go to sleep right in or near the tipi,
making no attempt to avoid the miscellaneous
camp noises.

At each winter village, according to
Cecile, the women had a house of their own
at which they gathered to work. Presumably
this was a mat lodge, but one which admitted
more light. This was a Wenatchi institution
Insisted Lucy Joe, who is undoubtedly better
informed. She stated that Southern Okanagon
women on the contrary worked in their own
homes.

The Wenatchi weaving house was a semi-
underground affair entered from above by
means of a notched log. The superstructure,
erected over a pit two feet deep, was cover-
ed with bark, then grass, finally dirt. Its
form was not clearly described. When women
finished breakfast they went to this weaving
house to stay until evening.

To return to Cecile 's description: Dur-
ing the summer women's activities, as berry-
ing, digging food, preparing skins, and so
forth, made such a place unnecessary. While
they erected the house collectively any
woman who was visiting might make use of it.
Here they spent the greater part of the day
weaving baskets and sacks, making buckets
and the like, leaving in the evening only
when it was time to prepare the evening meal,
the principal meal of the day. Each one had
her regular place in the house where she
kept her materials. This house was called
sneI'mEn, "place to weave."

In this connection it must be noted
that Suszen described a somewhat similar
house for girls, but this was mentioned by
no other informant and Dave explicitly de-
nied its existence. The girls' house
(ulakl'm) was evidently a small underground
lodge, and as such, found only in the perma-
nent settlements. Here the girls went
through the day, being instructed by some
old woman in the making of bags, baskets, bead-
work, mats, and all the other women's manu-
factures. Girls first went when seven to
nine years old and continued until they had
learned everything. "It was just like
school. They would have no time for learn-
ing after they were married." Girls were
thus kept from running off with boys and
learned what was useful. Attendance was ir-
regular, depending upon what work awaited
them at home. Some girls slept there. The
house was usually near a berry patch so the
girls could get something to eat. There was
nothing comparable for boys.

Life in a typical camp, that of the
Timentwa's, as Mr. Post observed it while
living there, deserves description in full:

Fathers and sons seem to go around with
each other a great deal. They travel to-
gether, go for a stroll together, and sit to-
gether in larger groups. They seem never to
misunderstand one another. The father would
not often ask his son to do anything; both
seemed to see what was to be done and there-
upon do it in equal degree. This applies
equally to small boys. They were rarely
given orders; practically never created a
disturbance or were a nuisance. Yet no for-
mal respect was paid to older people.

Harsh words and unkindness appeared to
be absent: no personal jokes or sly digs.
There was great tolerance on the very few oc-
casions when it was needed.

At table they were not ceremonious. One
never hesitated to take the last piece on a
platter even if by so doing his neighbor
would get none. No one suffered from too
little to eat, but he might not get any of
his favorite dish. There was no complaint
in such a case, nor any sign of disappoint-
ment.

There was no regular place for each per-
son while they were eating, not even for the
head of the family, except that the mother
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and older daughters sat nearest the fire so
that they could reach for food to pass
around. If any man wanted a thing, he would
just say, "Some — " or "Where is the — ?": a
woman would get up and fetch it without a
word.

If another family came to visit, their
women cooked over a fire apart, and would
start the dish of food where most of the mem-
bers of their fanily sat, but the dish was
passed on among others present until empty.

There were tivo baby girls at the
Timentwa table: one of two and the other
three years of age. Neither was spoiled in
any degree, yet they were spoken to and giv-
en every attention after meal time. At other
times they were not noticed. The women did
not pet them at all, though they betrayed
their usual stoical appearance with regard
to the babies by the kindest of smiles when
the babies were not looking. When one cried
it would be softly spoken to in a soothing
tone, and sometimes a hand held out to it.
But no more was done and it soon stopped. It
was addressed very much as an adult or a
child of nine or ten who had done something
wrong would be by us. In general they were
well behaved and no nuisance. They gave the
happiest smiles on every occasion and seemed
to have a happy pleasant existence. These
two girls (one a Timentwa, the other a dis-
tant relative visiting with her widowed
mother) had absolutely nothing to do with
each other.

There was no conventionalized joking-
reiationship. Joking between individuals
was, on the other hand, fairly common. There
were some people who, either because of
their own temperamental flair in that direc-
tion, or peculiarities which laid them open
to it, were treated jokingly by everybody.
They were called by nicknames which were as
often as not of their own devising, and ver-
bally teased in many ways. Practical jokes
are rare. Playing practical jokes was call-
ed kwEskwa'st, and the practical joker ("a
fellow who is always playing jokes") was
called the same. Verbal jokes
(n- kwEskwEstsi'n) were common and usually re-
ceived in friendly spirit. When two friends
were always arguing, but never really quar-
relling, it was said of them, "One is ugly
and the other is good-looking." One common
joke of today is apparently a relic of the
levirate: one man will say to another (a
friend, often a cousin; , "When I die, you
will have the woman left," i.e., the speak-
er's wife. A frequent joke, and one always
heartily laughed at, is based on the like-
ness of the words for "dessert" and "cool."
TExal' IstEn means "fruit eaten after a meal"
or dessert, the implication being that the
fruit is cooling or refreshing. TExa'pI'ls
means "to cool off" by taking cool air into
the lungs or by being in a cool breeze. When
a fruit dessert was suggested, one jokester
said, "You don't need 'fruit after a meal',
it is 'cool' enough." Another said, "Just
go out and take a deep breath in the wind,
then you won't need 'fruit after a meal'."

There were no insulting gestures. The
following verbal insults were recorded:
ntlupqo'pc, "dirty anus (or buttocks)";
kciltEml'lt, "bastard"; kEkowa'p, "dog";
kcqw§'chin, "you have senen on your penis";
kcpa'rEk, "your foreskin is drawn back";
"your anus is filled with blue mud."

Some phrases of greeting were secured.
When a man meets a friend on the trail, he
says, wai xi'wi't, "Good." We meet.' The
other replies, wal (wal is a generalized af-
firmative, rendered "well," "good"). To a
caller entering a house, or to a person join-
ing a group, one of those present would say,
wal ktstsEkl'ts, "Good.' You have come," to
which the newcomer responds, wal.

A great deal of time was spent in visit-
ing. This was very informal. One entered
the tipi of another with some such greeting
as wai ktski'ts, "Well, I am here." This the
other echoed, and then hands were shaken all
around. After this the visitor was asked to
sit down, often at the best place, that be-
longing to the head of the house, back of
the fireplace. He was expected immediately
and without further formality to deliver any
news of which he was aware. Chilowhist Jim
stated that one was expected to enter and
sit without invitation, for if he hesitated
he might be taken for an enemy. In entering
the semi-underground house there was some-
what more formality demanded of a visitor.
Possibly even members of the household were
required to announce their presence at the
top of the ladder, so that those within
would avoid the foot of it. There was a par-
ticular rule of etiquette demanding that no
one look up while a woman was descending.
When one. person was leaving, he or she said,
wal qEnqlho'Ia, "Well, I am going," or in the
plural, wai qoqiha'ia, "Well, we are going,"
to which the response was wal.

When a visitor arrived the dogs would
bark and someone nould look out. One never
went to meet a visitor. When he reached the
entrance, he announced, "I am here," The
host responded, xwa'i kuski'tsEts, "Oh, you
are here," and again the visitor said,
xwa'i kEnskl'ts, "Yes, I am here." This is
just like knocking and opening the door. The
visitor descended the ladder and went around
shaking hands with everyone present , includ-
ing children. Then some man would say, "Sit
down." The visitor was offered the place be-
longing to the head of the household, the
best place (which in a mat lodge was back of
the fireplace opposite the doorway). Should
the guest bring important news, he told it

immediately. People always asked, "Have you
any news?" If he replied in the negative,
they knew he was merely visiting. He might
begin to tell stories. The women of the
household was supposed to cook a full meal
for him, whether he arrived at meal time or
not. He was given the best place to sleep,
adjacent to the heaa of the house.

A married woman might go to visit her
parents without her husband, but his per-
mission was required. She carried gifts
(Idary Garden)

.
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If the guest remained for any length of

time he was given food, and if he stayed
overnight at a strange camp he was given a

good place to sleep. He was fed during the
length of his stay, however protracted, and
even a whole family was so treated if It

came visiting. The women might help with
the cooking, and other womanly occupations.
Families might eat together in this case, but
at all other times except feasts they ate
separately.

Men and women alike had particular
friends whom they called "partner" (sEla'zt)
and whom they visited frequently, Lucy Joe,

in describing this relationship, said, "Some-
times I just think suddenly 'I'll go see
— .' Then I get a basket of cherries or
something and take them to her. Then she is

very glad." This partner was almost always
of the same sex and served also as a confi-
dant. To Chilowhist Jim it seemed that
women did not have such partners as frequent-
ly as men; further that the relationship be-
tween any pair lasted only a few years.

To David, a Penticton, this seemed an
absurdly simple pattern. Though in the
north there was this exchange of gifts in-
formally between friends, there was the feel-
ing that anyone in the group might have any-
thing he needed from the others. Begging
was disgraceful, but gifts of food or even
such things as moccasins were given to a man
leaving after a visit should he need them.
The recipient would probably feel obligated
to make some sort of return, but the gifts
were not given with this in mind. However, to
David, the institution of the gift-exchang-
ing friendship had reference primarily to
men of the various neighboring tribes. They
would help each other, particularly if one
of the pair should become bankrupt through
gambling while on a trading trip.

David's statement is as follows: People
visiting friends do not bring food. Hosts
always give them food to carry to their chil-
dren or parents. Friends seldom buy from
each other while visiting. If a host sees
that his guest is in need of moccasins,
clothes, etc., he would try to find some to
present when the latter leaves. Begging was
considered contemptible, however. A guest
presented with moccasins, for example, would
feel that he owed his host a present in re-
turn, but the donor would not think so.

Suppose a Wenatohi was visiting and had
bad luck in gambling. Some man would give
him clothes and the like so that he could
get home. Later, when this generous person
was in the Wenatchl country, he would be in-
vited to stay with the man he had befriended,
The latter would treat him well and give him
gifts when he was leaving. He would say,
"We'll be friends all the time. When you
come to my country you will always stay with

me and I will give you things." They would
agree to exchange presents and hospitality
as long as they lived.

One of them might go to visit his part-
ner with some horses. IVhen he got ready to
leave the other would pick out some fine
horses and give them to him. Each would in-
sist on the worthlessness of the things he
was giving. They all tried to return more
than they were given.

A man would have a "giving-partner" in
his own tribe very seldom, because men in
the same tribe are friends anyway and borrow
aach other's goods or horses freely. Ken
thus borrowing each other's belongings mod-
estly refrained from taking the best.

They did not ostentatiously give their
return presents, but would simply lay down
the return gift, without saying, "Here, I am
returning your gift." A ;iian would try to
make a return of a little better value than
what he had received, and the recipient , see-
ing this, would sometimes give something
extra, commenting on his generosity.

A pair of gift-exchanging friends call-
ed one another sinuqoihwitstue 'h, "giving-
partner" (-tQe'h, reciprocal). A partner is
st5q.'Qe; a gift chwitsx.

There was no gift-giving to ruin the re-
cipient's reputation through his inability
to return a larger gift, as in a Coast pot-
latch.

Among many groups the men had regular
partners with whom they preferred to trade
when they went on long trips." Large groups
often went, and the women went along, for
they were useful for carrying and the care
of the food. Much of the produce exchanged
was actually the property of the women, who
did their own trading while the men occupied
themselves in gambling. Teit says that
there were families which undertook these
trips regularly, while others went only oc-
casionally. Young men, however, often went
along merely for adventure." Trading visits
were one of the great opportunities, like
the salmon fishing and some of the winter
dances, for the coming together of large
crowds of people, so that the young people
had a chance to meet. Marriages were fre-
quently contracted at this time.

By the time
reached, social
differences was
in position and
specialized acti
of the people,
had more potent
the rest of the
lage groups and
for their presti

that full middle life was
recognition of individual
achieved. Differentiation
function meant rather
vities on the part of some
Shamans of various sorts, who
supernatural blessings than
community; headmen of vil-
executive officials, chosen
ge and personality, as well

23 On trading friends see Social Structure.
24 Teit, Salishan Tribes . 250.
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as their supernatural ravors; chief s, holding
position largely because of birth;all spent
some part of their time in activities not
participated in to the same extent or in the
same manner by the rest of the group. How-
ever, specialization was never so extreme as
to exempt these individuals from the ordina-
ry economic pursuits of the group, and still
less from the social and religious activi-
ties.

It was known t^iat women sometimes died
at menopause.

Insanity was said to have been very
rare. All those Mrs. Louie could recall
were half-breeds. Cecile also cited a few
cases: a young Wenatchi girl, and a local
girl who was sent 'to an asylum recently be-
cause she "wanted pofier too much." A case
of years ago was that of a woman who was bad-
ly frightened at the time of the earthquake
(about seventy-five years ago?). She took
off all her clothes and ran away. She was
found naked, frozen to death in the snow.

Some data on suicide was obtained from
Johnnie Louie which may be added here. The
pattern for suicide seems to be by hanging.
No one was ever hung for punishment. Suicide
was rare among men, but common enough among
girls. For instance, if a girl was angry
she might kill herself, or if a wife was
beaten on unfounded suspicion of adultery
she might hang herself. If a girl got a
reputation as loose, her father might whip
her; she, feeling hurt, might kill herself.
A child who suggests something important to
its parents, which the latter refuse, has
good cause to kill himself for shame. Thus,
sixty years ago a man was sent by the
priests to convert his family. His father
disagreeing, the son shot himself through
the mouth. Cecile Brooks said that suicides
were more frequent in early days than at
preient. V/omen particularly were given to
It on such provocation as a parental scold-
ing, a disagreement over bethrothal, or the
like. They would hang themselves with a
pack rope. Men also killed themselves, for
example, because of jealousy. "They rigged
up some sort of arrangement by which they
could release an arrow with their toes."

DEATH AND BURIAL

As soon at it was known that a death
had taken place, relatives and friends came
to the house to wail. Those too far away to
come gathered to mourn where they were. A
night was spent mourning over the body. Rela-
tives, or unrelated old men, prepared the
corpse for burial. In each locality there
seems to have been one old man who customari-
ly performed this task, assisted by another
he might choose. The corpse was washed,
dressed in fresh (?) clothes, and bound in a
flexed position, with knees tc chest, hands
and feet crossed. It was never painted, un-
like the Nez Perc6 and Colvllle. The braids
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were cut off .according to Lucy Joe, but
those of a girl were buried with her "be-
cause she would like the porcupine quill or-
naments in them." The deceased was then
laced in his own blanket (a buffalo hide, fur
side in, if he had it), or a buckskin; the
sides of the blanket being first laced to-
gether over him, then top and bottom turned
down and fastened. Should the persons pre-
paring it let tears fall on it, their eyes
would "rot" and water as the body rotted.
(Johnnie thought his eyes were watering be-
cause he let tears fall on his mother's
body.

)

The burial took place the day after the
death. The body was slung by its wrapping
of Indian hemp rope from a pole, and carried
out either side of the mat lodge, the mats
being untied. If it were a tipi, the corpse
was taken out at the back, not as a preventa-
tive of the return of the ghost, but because
the wrapped body was too large to carry
through the doorway. Those in the village
who were accustomed to take charge at funer-
als did the transporting. Two men at each
end carried the pole on their left shoulders.
The body was buried either under a rock
slide, or some other place where the grave
could be covered over with rocks. The hole
was lined v.ith tule mats, or these were wrap-
ped around the bundle. The body was always
placed in the hole under the rock slide on
its back.

How general was the practice of placing
objects with the dead is not clear. At
least at the southern end of our territory,
according to Mary Garden, personal belong-
ings such as grinding slabs, tanning tools,
power objects, bow and arrow, and the like,
were placed on the body before the grave was
filled with rocks. Among the northern peo-
ples the possessions of the deceased were de-
stroyed at the grave, and the hides of valu-
able horses stretched over it. Curtis says
that valuable articles were actually buried
with the deceased, but some of our informants
denied this." A peeled cedar pole (or two
or three), undecorated, was set up on the
grave; cedar because it disintegrated slowly.
If the deceased had had much power, his power
emblem was tied to the pole. According to
Mary the carrying pole was broken in several
pieces to be set up at the head of the grave.
The same informant stated that branches of
rose bushes and Oregon grape were placed not
only on the grave, but around the walls of
the house and around the mats on which the
individuals had died, to prevent the escape
of his ghost. There was no canoe burial.

It was stated by Michel that in the vi-
cinity of Arrow and Okanogan Lakes a canoe
was left on the grave.

If the death took place in the winter,
when there was no means of breaking the
ground, the body, properly wrapped with
thongs and a tule mat, was placed in a tree

25 Curtis, North American Ir.dlan , VII, 76.
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out of reach of marauding animals to await
the thaw. Once it was properly buried it
was never touched again, as interfering with
a grave was believed to bring dire conse-
quences, particularly bringing storms and
cold. For this reason all burial places
were avoided as much as possible."

Children were buried by their own par-
ents, but in other ways their burial corre-
sponded with that of the adults. (Cecile
said that there, were no food tabus for the
parents. ) The parents were not forbidden to
sleep together and might have another child
during the period of mourning. A mother and
child dying in childbirth were wrapped to-
gether, the child in the woman's arms.

The case of women who happened to die
while gathering sunflower seeds was cited as
a rare example of non-burial.^' Her body was
then considered a menace, and anyone rash
enough to camp near the spot where it was
left would be chased by her shoulder blade,
which was her ghost.

Those who touched the corpse, and also
those who had handled the deceased during
his last illness, were required to wash
their hands and faces in a water in which
rose leaves had been dipped. This freed them
from ghostly visitations, possible sickness,
and from contamination which animals could
sense and would avoid. Those who were rela-
ted to the deceased took greater pains to re-
move this, and had to sweat bathe and scour
themselves with fir boughs. After some time
they drank the rose water and were then free.

Very close relatives, spouses, parents,
children, and siblings mourned for a long
time. They cut their hair to the level of
their shoulders and left it unbraided. Be-
yond this there was no self-mutilation. They
took frequent cold baths, and it they took
sweat baths, about which there was some dif-
ference of attitude, used separate rather
than the communal sweat houses. They drank
the rose leaf water and rubbed their bodies
with fir needles to keep from going blind
and to avoid dreeuning of the dead. They
slept upon fir boughs, not blankets. These
were changed daily, as contact with the
mourner was said to turn them yellow. This
was to be continued until such time as this
phenomenon ceased to be noted. The period
was longest for the widow, who had many
tabus to observe during her mourning. She
must use no paint, never changed her clothes
from those she had worn at the time of the
death, even when she was in the menstrual

lodge, and wore bound around her ankles and
wrists strips of buckskin which she was not
to change or remove. On rising in the morn-
ing she went to the grave alone to wail for
a few minutes; every day at first, but with
dwindling frequency. If her home was too
far from the grave, she wailed just outside
the house. Her posture while she was so en-
gaged was crouching with her feet flat on
the ground, while she bowed her face in her
palms. A widow would mourn in this fashion
for about a year, when she might think of re-
marriage. Should she marry too soon her ab-
domen would swell until she died: her hus-
band would not be able to hunt successfully,
would lose his power, and would sicken and
die. For a month after the death other
mourners, on meeting, wailed: "as soon as
they saw each other they would cry." None
of the mourners might eat fresh meat or
salmon lest they endanger the supply. If a
newly bereaved woman picked berries it was
sure to ruin the crop for all. A man in
mourning could not hunt for a month after
the death, for the animals would be frighten-
ed of him.

Sometimes when a person died the house
of death was razed, its poles burned or
abandoned. A whole village might be abandon-
ed at this time. Destroying the house was
not always done, but was said to have been a
matter for the family to decide. It was not
done in severe weather. Instead, the house
was surrounded with rose bush or Oregon
grape branches, and the spot where the de-
ceased had lain covered with fir boughs, or
surrounded as was the house. The boughs
were changed as often as they became sear, un-
til, when they remained fresh, purification
was known to have been accomplished. This
was a precaution against the return of the
ghost, which was dresded, Alexander Ross'
account gives the razing of the house as the
only proper pattern.^ The old women of the
camp came together to wail and to burn the
mats on which the dead person had slept, and
such of his oldest clothes as were not want-
ed.

There was little property to be dis-
posed of. There were clothes and, for the
man, his weapons, horses, dogs; for the
woman, her blankets, mats and household
utensils. Under the supervision of the
mother, the brother, or other close relative,
the strictly personal property of the de-
ceased, such as was not in common use by all
the household, was divided on the day of
burial. The undertaker's helper (for whom
there was no particular designation) was usu-

26 There Is some difference of opinion among us as to the Slnkaletk attitude toward the dead and their
graves. Miss Maudelbaum had originally written that the horror was such that It was unlikely that mourning
widows Tlelted the graves, as described helow. Miss Walters took eieeptlon to this, noting by way of illus-
tration that recently young men of the Tukoratum band have helped local amaterur archaeologists exhume the
skeletons of their own ancestors. The older people were fully aware of this and did not express their dis-
approval. — L.S.

27 It Is not known whether the reference Is to women dying away from home or while gathering these seeds
specifically. — L.S.

28 Ross, Alexander, Adventures . 321.
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ally asked to hold up articles, saying who
they were for, and make the presentation.
Much of the property went to the family. The
mother of the deceased, especially if she
disliked her daughter-in-law, or some other
close relative, might take the lot. But
while it was usual to keep most of it, some
was given to relatives and friends. Such ar-
ticles or animals as were reused had first
to be purified by a sprinkling of rose-leaf
water. The fir bough test was used with
these too, to discover when the process was
completed. (Ceclle Brooks stated that while
a dead man's property was washed in rose-
leaf water, that of a dead woman was cleaned
only in clear water.) As has been mentioned
above, some people destroyed some of the
property at the grave. This tallies with
the account which Ross gives. His descrip-
tion of burial of property, and Teit's of
the use of canoes and effigies on the
grave, ^"' were not recognized by some of our
informants.

Michel said that the property of the de-
ceased was sometimes given away to non-rela-
ted members of the community and to stran-
gers. The purpose was said to be that of
ridding the family of any reminders of the
deceased. The older informants insisted
that this had but newly been taken up by the
Sinkaietk. This they said also with refer-
ence to the ceremony now practiced about a

year after the death, when things are given
away at a large gathering and feast.

Cecile's account of this was as follows.
About a year later a second feast was held
by the dead man's people. This was a feast
held so the people would pray for the dead.
The man giving the feast selected a man to
pass around the gifts (baskets, dishes, tools,
etc.) after they all cried. They cried for
the particular dead person for whom the rite
was held, but they also thought about their
own dead. After this the chief rose and
spoke to those about to receive gifts: "No
matter if these things are not good, when you
take them don't throw them away, because the
dead want you to pray for them." This is
apparently the paying ceremony described by
Teit.

If this pattern did ezist among the
Sinkaietk in the old days it was about the
only formal recognition of deceased members
of the community by the survivors, ercept the
occasional immediate reuse of a name, or in-
heritance of a power. Even persons who had
played unusually important roles during
their lives would probably be remembered
only by the immediate descendants of their
contemporaries, for there was no pattern for
the careful retelling of historical tales,
or even such purely mechanical formaliza-
tions of history as genealogies.

29 Telt, Saliahan Tribes . 288.
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RELIGION AND WORLD VIEW

By WALTER CLINE

POWER

The religion of the Okanagon expressed
Itself in the affiliation of the individual
man or woman with a material object or class
of objects, usually with an animal, bird, or
insect. Their word suiidi refers to this re-
lationship, as well as to anything which
functioned for a person in this way, and to
the physical and spiritual potency which one
possessed by virtue of this affiliation.
.Vhen speaking English, the Okanagon trans-
late sumix as "power." I shall use the word
"power" for each and all of the different
meanings of sumix; and, to avoid tedious
repetition, shall often refer to the source
of power as the "guardian spirit."

Though one's power was something quite
distinct from his soul, the Okanagon be-
lieved, in a vague way, that it resided In-
side him, perhaps in his chest or in his
heart. '.Then it manifested itself in his
power-song, his whole body shook. One's
guardian spirit dwelt somewhere in the woods
or the mountains, and came to him when he
thought of it or needed its aid, Mary Garden
explained that though the power remained
with its possessor, its "spirit" wandered
far. She called this "spirit" of the power,
however, by the same word as the power it-
self, sumix. The "spirit" was perhaps the
guardian spirit in animal or other guise, as
opposed to the formless potency which one
had obtained from it and which abided within
him.

The guardian spirit seems to have been
an individual rather than a class; a single
beaver, for example, who built his dam on a
certain stream in the woods, rather than all
beavers embodied in the power vision as one.
Numerous instances support this idea. Our
informants explicitly stated that the same
individual animal or object could endow with
power several different people. But this
individual usually represented the class to
which it belonged, and the duties and privi-
leges which it conferred on its human pro-
tege extended to his relations with all mem-
bers of its class. A man who had power
from a rattlesnake regarded all men and
women who had rattlesnake power as his
friendly associates. His affiliation with
one visionary rattlesnake affected his atti-
tude toward all rattlesnakes: he was immune
from their bite; he could cure other people
who were suffering from It.

In dreams and visions the Okanagon saw
the guardian spirit more often in human than
in animal form, and heard it speak their own
language and sing their style of songs. In
a conflict between guardian spirits, the lat-

ter were visualized as animals, birds, or
whatever they happened to be. When captured
and being destroyed by a shaman, the power
seemed distinctly material, since, after cut-
ting it to pieces with a knife, the shaman
could show its blood on his hands.

The sex of the guardian spirit was sel-
dom specified. It appeared as a man or
woman to the power seeker, and seems usually
to have had the same sex as the latter,
though this was not definitely stated by the
informants. At the winter dances, the dancer
sometimes remarked that his guardian spirit
was female.

The explicit conception of power as a
divisible quantity seems to have been pecul-
iar to Suszen Timentwa's religious scheme,
though the idea was perhaps implicit in
Okanagon thought. With his characteristic
tinge of Christian cosmogony, Suszen explain-
ed that God originally gave his power, his
"breath," to the animals, commanding them to
give half of it to man, and that man there-
fore had half as much power as they. All of
the informants agreed that a parent could
direct his guardian spirit to confer power
on his children or grandchildren without de-
creasing his own supply. Chilowhist Jim
said that if one died without giving his
power away, it simply returned to the ani-
mals from which it had come.

I have listed below some of the guardi-
an spirits, with remarks on their relative
and specialized strength, and have indicated
in parentheses the names of the informants
from whom we obtained the data in each case.

Guardian Spirit

Coyote

Dog
Otter

Bear

Eel

Remarks

gave power for killing deer,
because it was carnivo-
rous (Ceclle )

;

gave power for gambling, be-
cause Coyote in the folk-
tales was a smart gambler
(Cecile)

.

(Michel).
gave power for swimming

(Suszen)

.

gave the were-bear faculty
(Johnnie

)

;

made one rich, because it
was a strong power;

"made bears mind you like a
dog" (Chilowhist Jim);

made one as resistant to ar-
rows as a bear is (Chilo-
whist Jim)

.

gave power to escape from
enemies, because it is so
slippery (David).
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Rattlesnake

Cougar

Wolf

Grizzly bear

Deer

House

Small birds

Hawk

Fish-hawk

Buzzard

Eagle

Blue jay

Western horned
owl

Sage-hen

Any insect
Worms

Horse fly

gave immunity to rattle-
snake poison (Johnnie);

gave power to cure rattle-
snake bites (Johnnie and
Suszen)

.

one of the strongest powers,
because the cougar is so
strong (Cecile)

;

gave power for killing deer,
because the cougar is car-
nivorous (Cecile).

(Johnnie, who said that he
had the cougar power,
claimed that cougar power
was very weak.

)

gave no power, because it
was weak and knew nothing
(Suszen)

;

gave power for killing deer,
because the wolf is car-
nivorous (Cecile)

.

one of the strongest guardi-
an spirits, because the
grizzly itself is so
strong (Cecile);

gave power to acquire rich-
es, because of its great
strength (Lucy Joe)

;

gave power to kill griz-
zlies (various informants).

gave power to kill deer (Ce-
cile ; Johnnie)

;

gave weak power (Michel);
gave power to cure by suck-

ing, because the deer was
often shot (Cecile).

gave power for foot-racing
(Suszen)

.

have the most power (Michel);
when associated with hail-

stones, give immunity to
bullets (Michel).

gave power to cure rattle-
snake bite, because the
hawk ate rattlesnakes
(Suszen)

.

not as powerful as the ea-
gle (Johnnie and Billy
Joe)

.

the best bird for giving
power for curing,

gave power to kill deer, be-
cause the eagle is car-
nivorous (Cecile);

one of the strongest powers,
because the eagle is so
strong (Cecile).

(The Colville believed that
the bluejay gave special
power for finding lost
articles, but the Okanagon
said that this was not so
with them [Johnnie].)

gave power for seeing clear-
ly at night (Cecile).

gave power for foot-racing?
(Suszen)

.

(Cecile and Lucy Joe).
gave power to cure consump-

tion.
gave power to cure blood-

poisoning (Suszen).

Spider

Grasshopper
which sat on
a warm rook
until the
rook got cold

Tree on which a
woodpecker
has worked

Rainbow power,
from the
water where
the end of
the rainbow
touched

"The biggest
and oldest
of all the
deer"

A deer swimming
in the winter

A lost animal
An animal hurt

and trying to
get well

A dead animal
Rock
Tree stump
Sun

Moon

Stars

Thunder

Stuxtsln root
Graveyard

Bone
Dung

Gun

Strap

Brush

Knife which had
been used to
sever a child'
umbilical core

gave power to cure spider
bites by touching (Suszen).

gave very strong power (Ce-
cile or Lucy Joe).

gave power to become
wealthy, because the chips
lying around it on the
ground represented the
riches of the woodpecker
(Johnnie and Michel).

unspecified

gave strong power

gave power for swimming
(Suszen)

.

gave bad power (Suszen)

.

gave bad power (Suszen).

fave bad power (Suszen).
Cecile).
(Cecile; David).
did not give power (Cecile);
in old times, it gave power

for curing anything
(Michel).

did not give power (Cecile
and Michel)

,

did not give power (Cecile;
Michel).

gave power for fighting
(Michel; Suszen)

(Michel) .

(This Is Colville: it gave
power for gambling [John-
nie].)

gave bad power (Suszen)

.

In the myth in which the
Creator gave the animals
their names. Coyote is
told that his own dung
will be his power. The
narrators laughed at this.
We never heard of dung as
a guardian spirit in
modern times, though theo-
retically it would not be
impossible.

gave power for hunting
(Johnnie, in answer to a
leading question).

gave power to keep a horse's
cinch tight (Johnnie, in
answer to a leading ques-
tion) .

gave power to "sweep out
sickness" (Johnnie In an-
swer to a leading ques-
tion) .

unspecified
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Story Rook

Story Chickadee

Story Mountain
Goat

Story Beaver

ckElxaxa

a strong power (David;
Johnnie )

.

a strong power (David
Johnnie 1

.

a strong power (David
Johnnie) ,

a strong power (David
Johnnie)

.

insanity (David and Johnnie),

From the above list, several general
points are obvious. There were some incon-
sistencies in the amount and character of
power ascribed to a particular spirit. Most
power came from animals, birds, and insects.
A few, perhaps oaly four, of the guardian
spirits were identified with characters in
the mythology. Some had a strictly circum-
stantial nature, such as the deer swimming
or the tree on which a woodpecker had worked.
The special function of the guardian spirit
depended largely on its worldly properties
or activities as an animal, implement, or
other object.

Theoretically, any object might confer
power. Though by far the greater number of
guardian spirits belonged to the animal
world, others, such as implements, were some-
times reported. Michel and Johnnie together
said that in the latter case the proper
function of the power depended on the materi-
al use of the article from which it came:
thus, gun power would assist its prot6g6 to
hunt, strap power to keep a horse's cinch
tight. This statement, however, was given
in answer to a leading question, and we
heard of no instance where someone had got
power from these ordinary household objects.

Michel explained that a person could re-
ceive rattlesnake power from a watersnake or
a snake of any kind. Perhaps he meant gener-
alized "snake power," which would include a
relation with rattlesnakes and the ability
to cure their bite.

A very fortunate person might acquire
as guardian spirit one of four character?
which play parts in the mythology. These
were Story Chickadee (tIcqa'qEna is the word
for the ordinary chickadee; Story Chickadee
was called tciptcaptiki tIcqa'qEna), Story
Mountain Goat, Story Beaver, and Story Rock.
The power which they bestowed was especially
strong. In the myths, all of the characters
possessed power for miracles, but only these
four seem to have conferred some of their
power on actual people. CqinOhwacqt , a
Slmllkameen shaman with many guardian spir-
its, had as his strongest the Story Mountain
Goat. The horns of this goat reached the
sky. The Story Beaver was an old beaver who
stayed In the water all the while, never com-
ing to land like ordinary beavers. Further
details will appear in the anecdotes relat-
ing to power.

Suszen's idea that a bone, or a dead,
injured or hungry animal was a "bad" guardi-
an spirit, was not confirmed by the other in-
formants.

Though two brothers might both have the
grizzly, or any other animal, as guardian
spirit, twins did not have grizzly power
more often than other people.

The power inherited from a dead rela-
tive belongs in a separate category. It was
one of the powers which the dead had possess-
ed during life, but after his death it chose
a new master. It was never deliberately
sought, as other powers were, but came in a
dream. It brought considerable danger to
the person on whom it called, being "meaner"
and more exacting than a normal guardian
spirit; and it might, if not duly propiti-
ated, cause the death of its possessor.

Insanity was regarded as a kind of
power, though not from eoiy animal. A man
recently went mad "because he wanted power
too much."

The strength of one's power depended on
the number of guardian spirits which he had
and on their qualities. In the opinion of
any one informant, the same animal did not
confer varying degrees of power. Ceclle
seemed to think that power was directly pro-
portional to the actual strength of the ani-
mal that bestowed it, and that that of cou-
gar, grizzly, and eagle was therefore the
strongest. But other informants denied this,
saying that the power of any burrowing ani-
mal was stronger than that of deer, that
small birds gave great power, and that chick-
adee and yellow Jacket , for example, belonged
in the first rank.

A person usually had power for one ac-
tivity more than for any other, but extra-
ordinary power along certain lines implied a
general faculty in other things also.

The possession of power did not neces-
sarily bring success, Suszen said that one
could succeed in hunting without the aid of
power, if he were a good runner, knew the
haunts, of the game, and had the other practi-
cal qualifications. On the other hand, ac-
cording to the same informant, even a clever
and intelligent person would be slow and
lazy if he had no power. A man with special
power for hunting had to be industrious and
clever to secure the geime. If any of his
power tabus were broken — if, for example, a
menstruant woman ate of his deer or bear
meat, or of his mixture of berries and
salmon entrails — he would fail In his sub-
sequent attempts at hunting or fishing.

As I shall explain later, when discuss-
ing the acquisition of power, the novice
seems often to have been severely endangered
by his first Intercourse with the guardian
spirit. As the relationship matured, he
brought his power more and more under friend-
ly control. It did not desert him till he
grew senile, or afflict his health as long
as he complied with its ritualistic demands.

In certain respects, power was a pri-
vate concern of the individual. One usually
refrained from declaring the identity of his
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guardian spirits, fearing that this might
tempt another shaman to steal them or that
the spirits themselves would be offended and
desert him, and he did not ask another per-
son about the latter' s power. Michel said
his grandmother, grandfather, and father had
power, but they never told anyone about it.
One seems often to have affected secrecy
about his guardian spirit in order to pre-
serve an air of mystery and awe, and to
gloss over his own uncertainty as to its
real character. Not only did he always ac-
quire his power alone, and, save for the occa-
sions of display, keep it more or less se-
cret, but he treasured his power emblem for
his own exclusive use, and grew angry and
ashamed if he heard others singing his power
song except at the winter dance. This song
might be borrowed by his best friends, but
they should sing it only when its possessor
was not within hearing. People sometimes
ridiculed a man or woman by singing his or
her power song.

If one lied about his power and pretend-
ed to have more than he really had, everyone
else with power knew it, but the community
did not punish him in any way: his failures
ultimately exposed and ruined him. If one
claimed falsely to have a certain guardian
spirit, that spirit would kill him, or
slnkwatsln5x, "the darkness of the night,"
destroyed him.

Far from regarding power as a purely in-
dividual matter, however, the group showed
deep interest in the power of each of its
members. The amount and character of power
which people attributed to anyone largely de-
termined his status in the group. After
childhood, every normal man and woman pos-
sessed it in some measure; without it, he or
she would have played little part in society.
According to Suszen, at least one child in
every family had only weak power. This
child was lazy, and on the power-quest was
sleepy, hungry, cold, or indifferent to the
objective. When later he tried to do some-
thing difficult, he failed because the ani-
mals did not like him and refused to help
him. On the other hand, Suszen believed
that in every family there was a man who had
more power than the other members, and who
took care of them and provided them with
food.

The Okanagon regarded power as an essen-
tial cause of success. Actually, their be-
lief in a person's power seems to have been
the result of his success. Suszen, whose
tendency to idealize should modify our atti-
tude toward his statements, claimed that the
people placed no faith in one's power, after
its expression in the winter dance, until
It had been demonstrated by material achieve-
ments, and that some did not even believe in
their own, "but later found out."

Though a chief was always credited with
considerable power, he did not necessarily
have more than the prominent shamans and war-
riors of his community. Because of his po-
sition as leader, however, he was longer re-

membered by posterity than were they. Sha-
mans were simply those men and women whose
power enabled them to practice curing as a

profession. They were not necessarily richer
than ordinary people and they lived in no
special manner, though they were often fair-
ly opulent and, if male, had more wives than
other men. Their houses might be somewhat
larger than ordinary, but, according to
Chllowhist Jim, were not as clean as those
of the chief, since he had to keep up appear-
ances. When a great shaman lay dying, many
peopl*! came to see him, and a storm might
arise and lightning strike near the house.
His corpse, however, was not treated in any
special way.

There were special ways and occasions
for one to announce his power. Two men on
confidential terms might talk to each other
about their guardian spirits, and watch each
other paint symbols of them on a large rock
in the hills. One of the men later told peo-
ple that his comrade had painted these to
show his power. When one had performed some
special feat, as in hunting or war, he might
declare his power to those who had witnessed
the deed or benefited by it.

At the winter dance a person with power
had opportunity to display it, and the audi-
ence and other participants, glad to behold
such a demonstration, contributed gifts to
the performer. They sang his power song
with him, probably to assist him to control
his guardian spirit; and commented among
themselves on the first performance of a nov-
ice, perhaps saying, "It's funny that boy
got power, when he's so awful scary. I won-
der where he got it from." During the dance,
the dancer voiced his wish for the popular
welfare as a kind of prayer, and in return
considered his audience as friendly helpers.
If he was the host, he entertained them with
lavish hospitality and after the dance they
received the gifts which had been bestowed
on the dancers. Guests who had come to the
dance from far away received a larger share
of gifts than did those from nearby and if
there were not enough gifts to go around,
they had the preference. Suszen told us
that the host thus rewarded his guests for
helping him to dance and sing.

People who had power from the same kind
of animal or object "knew it as soon as they
met, without telling each other." Ideally
they never quarreled among themselves, but
worked and fought in unison. These beliefs,
when we consider that such people must often
have clashed, give further evidence of the
vague and subjective nature of the power en-
dowment .

To some extent, power was identified
with the social group. The goods distribut-
ed at the winter dance were offerings to the
power or powers there represented. The
guardian spirit often demanded gifts of its
prot6g6 , who then bestowed them on the peo-
ple; and feeding the community, especially
the very young and very old, was the same as
feeding the spirit itself and would increase
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its strength. To peri'orm at the winter
dance without giving blankets or other
things to the audience would make one's
power angry. The spirit might command a
girl to dance and give blankets to the peo-
ple even though she had none to give, and if
her relatives did not provide them for this
purpose she would die. When the girl was
afflicted with power from the dead, her af-
fectionate father or uncle helped her by cut-
ting a cow's throat and letting the blood
flow on the snow, to propitiate the power
and save the life of the girl. These means
of propitiation were probably carried out
for boys as well.

There were a few sexual differences in
matters of power. Berdaches were regarded
rather as good-for-nothings than as reli-
gious worthies. Shamans were both men and
women, but if either sex predominated, it
was the male. Special power for hunting
came more often to men than to women. Women's
power songs differed from those of men and
power songs could never be borrowed between
the sexes. Though a woman should not step
over another person's power emblem, for fear
of polluting it, a man might do so with im-
punity. From Lucy Joe we heard of one in-
stance where a sex tabu, binding on women in
general, was not enforced on a woman with
great power. It pleased the woman in ques-
tion, whose power had brought a big catch of
salmon, to go swimming Just above the salmon-
weir, an act forbidden to women. When the
people complained, she replied, "I made the
salmon come. It's all right if I take a
swim.

"

Power assisted one to hunt, to fight, to
cure illness, to perform superhuman feats,
and to lead in communal enterprises. In
spite of Suszen's opinions, the guardian
spirits seem not to have supervised morals
or to have deserted their prot6g6s because
of ethical misconduct. They stood, on the
other hand, as strong patrons to the "mean
man:" that heroic bully whom the Indians ad-
mired, feared, and often followed. As we
have seen, however, certain vices hindered a

young person from acquiring power. These
were chiefly laziness, cowardice, and lack
of concentration. The shiftless or timid
child to whom the guardian spirits would not
come is one of the tragic themes in Okanagon
folklore.

THE QUEST

Usually between the ages of seven and
thirteen, but almost always before puberty,
the Okanagon boy or girl went out into the
mountains and woods in search of a guardian
spirit. To find power for one's self, either
by accident or design, was called suksQmix.
The word for the power quest was tsuntsut or
tsontlot. A child might make repeated at-
tempts for as long as a year to acquire
power or to add other guardian spirits to
those which he already had. If he did not
succeed after a number of trials he gave up
in despair. One could begin the search in
any season; most frequently one chose summer

or autumn. It was much easier lor a child
to have the vision before puberty, for after
that period he "knew everything." If a
girl began to menstruate in the fall, before
going on her quest, and had to stay indoors
until spring, she might not acquire power un-
less a house-fly or some other thing at home
endowed her. As a result of the teachings
of the Roman Catholic mission, few children
now undertake the quest.

Though a guardian spirit might come to
a child anywhere, certain places and scenes
were most propitious. First among these
stood Itoses Mountain and Fire Mountain, two
prominent peaks in the tribal territory.
Youths sometimes dived for power in Omak
Lake, and probably in other lakes, though no
others were specified. Rock paintings, the
scene of a mythical episode, a place where a
deer had been killed and the bones left, an
old camp site where a woman had given birth,
or where a bitch had produced young, ail
might receive visits from children in search
of power. For a child to acquire an animal
as guardian spirit, that animal or some
trace of it should be nearby. Thus one would
have the best chance to obtain deer power
where deer had left their tracks or their
hair, or where hunters had left a deer's
horns or bones. Some even considered that
such traces of the animal were necessary.

Parents or other older relatives super-
vised the child's quest, withdrawing a short
distance from the rest of the community and
camping separately. They often had to com-
pel the child to go by beating or threaten-
ing him. Johnnie's Colville grandfather,
when a young boy, was so reluctant to under-
take the quest that his father shot at him
with bow and arrow. Parents warned the
child against sleeping, cowardice, and fail-
ure to concentrate during the venture, against
bringing back a false report of conduct or
success, and against the approaches of an
evil power. They advised him to receive a
guardian spirit cautiously, since it might
be a bad one and play him false. The general
opinion, however, seems to have been that he
had to accept whatever spirit came.

Though a parent could not predict the
success or failure of the quest, one with
sufficient power knew just how the child was
behaving and when he had succeeded, and could
send his own guardian spirit out to meet and
endow the child. The latter practice was
given the same designation as the independ-
ent quest, tsQntsQt, but was also called
xotsSxIl, "giving power to the son," or
soxtsExIltEm, "giving power to the daughter."
Under these conditions, if the seeker perse-
vered he would never fail to obtain his par-
ent's guardian spirit. David stated that
one did not send a child out to get a power
which he himself did not possess.

Though the parent did not tell the
child what spirit he would meet, he equipped
him with the power emblem which he had cher-
ished for many years, and the child, wearing
or carrying this during his search, had a
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better chance of receiving the power which it

represented. Thus a father having deer pow-
er lent his son a deer-hoof or a rattle made
of deer's dew-claws and hoofs attached to a
short stick. For the boy to find eagle pow-
er, the father provided him with the tail or
wing feathers of that bird to wear in the
back of his headband. Grizzly claws served
the same purpose on a quest for grizzly
power. A father having two guardian spirits
which he wished his son to possess gave him
the power emblem of both at once. The boy
then encountered the two spirits simultane-
ously. The parent often directed him to
leave the emblem at the place of the vision,
and after the youth had returned to camp go
back on the next night to retrieve it.
Though this object did not compel the spirit
to come, it seemed to help the child to at-
tain his end.

When he had come home after the first
night of vigil, his people might ask him,
"'^at did you do when you got there?" He
might reply, "I piled up rocks." They then
sent another boy to the place to see if this
was true. He returned with the report ana
was thanked. On the following evening the
father of the young aspirant might say to
himself, "Now I'll give my power to my son."
The next day he sent the child to a group of
rock paintings with a stick or power emblem
to leave there. After the lad had returned,
another boy was sent out to find this ob-
ject or the parent might go himself. If he
did not find it he punished the child. One
might send his child to rock paintings which
he himself had made many years before. His
own power told him how many guardian spirits
the youngster was obtaining, and for each
one he scored a short red line on the rock
surface beside the paintings.

Johnnie's grandfather, probably a Col-
ville, let his son down by a rope to a cave
in a cliff and pulled him up the next morn-
ing. During the night in the cave the boy
got Story Rock power, v/hich protected him
from all harm.

Even though a man were fairly old when
he sent his son out on the quest, and the boy
acquired his father's guardian spirit and
power song, the father still had a right to
the song. If he were still alive when the
son, in his twenties or early thirties, first
sang at the winter dance, the two sang the
same song together. Though a parent who had
given his power to his child made the latter
observe the same power tabus as he himself
observed, a child who had acquired independ-
ently power of the same kind as his parent's
might have to keep quite different tabus.

Cecile said that if the father and son
had the same power, all of the father's
power went to the son when the father died,
or when he had become so old that his guardi-
an spirit had left him and he no longer sang.
Apparently the difference between the
father's and the son's power was one of de-
gree; the son's power became stronger with
his father's senility or death. If old peo-

ple died without giving away their power, it
often returned to the animals or other
things which had conferred it, unless it
came to one of the younger generation after
the death of the parents.

Several motives determined the conduct
of the child during the quest. He should at-
tain a receptive state of mind; he should
evoke the compassion and friendship of the
animals and other power donors; he should be-
have in a way exemplifying the courage, hon-
esty, and perseverenoe which should charac-
terize his adult life, thus possibly influ-
encing the future morality of himself and of
his pov/er ; and he should leave some tangible
evidence of his attendance. The first two
of these motives appear the most important;
the third, the moral one, our informants men-
tioned with less emphasis; while the fourth
concerned the parental control over the
child at this crises, rather than the rela-
tion between him and his guardian spirit.

To attain the right state of mind, the
young power seeker should observe solitude,
wakefulness, courage, concentration, and fast-
ing. Though several children might travel
together to the mountain where they sought
power, they should separate when they arriv-
ed there and each child watch for his vision
alone. His parents later punished him if
they found that he had stolen a little sleep.
Though some degree of fear probably helped
to induce, more often than hindered, the
proper psychic experience, terror might
drive him home prematurely and cause the
utter failure of his quest. In cases where
the child undertook the quest night by night,
and spent each day in or near camp, as did
the girls during their seclusion at puberty,
he or she might eat a small amount in the
daytime, but never on the nocturnal vigil.
Cecile said that girls at puberty were more
receptive to the vision because they were
then fasting. When spending a number of
days and nights on the quest without return-
ing to camp, the child had to eke out his
living as well as he could alone. He often
spent the long night hours in dancing, with-
out rattles or other dance accoutrement, and
singing any songs that he knew. David men-
tioned dancing as performed especially by a
child hunting for power at the rock paint-
ings. Dancing probably intensified his con-
centration and helped him to work himself in-
to the proper nervous state. The same
effects resulted from the sweat baths which,
though denied to girls during puberty and
menstruation, could be taken by girls at
other times and by boys at all times, and
were especially performed during the quest
or on return to camp before another night of
vigil. Some of our informants reported that
a girl made piles of rocks on the mountain
during her quest, not only as a proof of at-
tendance but "to give her something to do,"
probably to keep her mind from wandering.
Only Lucy Joe said that the piling of rocks
by the girl at puberty had nothing to do
with power, and that she knew of no case
where girls piled rocks while on the power
quest, though boys did so. She explained
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that In mythical times Coyote had control of
the girls at puberty or on the quest, and
made them pile rocks; but that since Coyote
was transformed and banished to the ocean,
the girls have not had to do so when hunting
for power.

Sometimes a girl looked for power by
making a circuit of the creeks around Moses
Mountain. She advanced up one creek, camping
and building a sweathouse at a new site
about every three days, using the sweathouse
frequently, and hoping continually for a
guardian spirit. When she had reached the
head of the creek, she crossed the divide
and worked down another creek in a like man-
ner. She fed herself on what wild foods and
game she could gather or snare. She might
continue this for a whole summer.

In the quest on a mountain the child
built a fire at night to make his presence
known far and wide to the animals. We neg-
lected to ascertain whether the attraction
of a night campfire for animals had suggest-
ed this idea. The powers "took a liking" to
the aspirant or "took pity" on him. The fol-
lowing bit of folklore will illustrate this
attitude, though not a normal form of quest,
and though the hero forcing the animals to
give their power may perhaps be a farcical
treatment of this serious subject. Cecile
tells the story.

A little boy had tried for a long time
to get power, but failed. When he grew up,
he married and had a baby, but he and his
wife and child were very poor because he had
no power. Once they moved out to a hunting
ground where they lived in a little fir
house. Every day he went out hunting, but he
never got anything. After he had done this
for about five days, he was coming home one
day without any game, and as he approached
the camp he heard his baby crying and his
wife telling it to stop, as its father was
on the way home and would surely have some-
thing for them to eat. Night was coming on,
and the man felt so sad to hear his poor
wife and child that It broke his heart. He
thought, "I'm not going to be here when my
baby starves. I'm going away." He went far
away, climbed a mountain, and lay down in a

hollow between two peaks. Toward morning he
heard things shouting to each other. All
the animals and birds came and said, "This
man is surely pitiful. He hasn't any power,
and he hasn't eaten for several days." So
they all put their bows and arrows against a
tree, and went to gather stuff to make a

fire. He Jumped up and seized all their
bows and arrows. They said, "Give us back
our bows and arrows." But he replied, "No,
not unless you pay me first." The animals
then gave him arrows with blood at the tips.
The wolf gave him an arrow all covered with
blood, which would bring certain death to
any deer it hit. He told the man, "If you
see a cleft between two peaks and shoot at
it, you'll find a dead deer there when you
go to look, even if you haven't seen one to
aim at." In the morning the birds and ani-
mals were all gone. He thought to himself,

"I'm going to try my arrow." So he aimed up
through a little canyon and shot. He went
up there and found a big buck lying dead.
He cut it up and packed it back to his wife
and child. From then on he could kill a
deer anywhere. His people wondered if he
and his wife and child were still alive, and
came to look for them. They found that they
had all kinds of meat. So he called all his
relatives and stayed there and became an im-
portant man.

The power quest had a moral value for
the child's future, as well as a religious
and practical one. A lazy child, or one in-
different to the aim, might fail to receive
power because the animals knew his character
and did not like him. Suszen said that if
the seeker claimed to have stayed awake dur-
ing his quest, whereas he or she had really
slept, this "taught the power to be a lying
power," and that stealing during the quest
taught the power to steal. Johnnie remarked
that sending a girl out for a number of days
and nights to hunt for power, while she
built and used her own sweathouse, was "Just
like making your child go to school."

The power first came not In a sleeping
dream, but when the child was awake or in a
trance. In this vision, as in most of the
power dreams of later life, the guardian
spirit first appeared as a man or woman, re-
gardless of the sex of the child. It might
announce that it was a certain animal; it
might fade into its animal form Just before
vanishing; or it might even fail to disclose
its animal identity until a later dream.

In some cases the impression was chief-
ly auditory. One summer afternoon as we
sat on a hillside near Disautel, talking
about power with Michel and Johnnie, we heard
the faint music of a radio from one of the
distant cabins. Johnnie looked up with
dreamy, half-closed eyes and said, "That's
Just what my power sounded like when it
came to me. It got nearer and nearer." Some
said that when the child first heard the
power song it sounded like the voice of his
father, and that he then looked for the sing-
er and found the guardian spirit. Lucy Joe
stressed the auditory side of the power ex-
perience, even asserting that a person never
saw his guardian spirit, either in animal or
human form, but only heard its song and its
words of advice and command. In any case,
the experience brought a definite message
from the spirit, including a bestowal of
power, a promise of assistance in later life,
and a promise to return.

Here are some of the things that the
powers might say when they encountered chil-
dren on the quest. Rattlesnake: "I am Rat-
tlesnake. I'll come to you when you're a
man, and when anybody has been bitten by a
rattlesnake I'll help you to take out the
teeth [extract the poison]. And I'll never
touch your body with my teeth." Horsefly:
"When you think about me, I'll help you to
suck poison out and save people's lives,"
Salmon or Deer: "You won't die of a wound.
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even if you are shot through the body." A
tree hewn by a woodpecker, with the chips of
wood scattered on the ground below: "Look at
my riches scattered around. If you do as I

tell you, you'll be as rich as I am." Ani-
mal character from the myths: "I am the ani-
mal they tell about in the story." Story
Chickadee: "I am the Story. I destroy every-
thing. I am above all animals and birds."
Any animal: "When you get old and have a
streak of white hair, you sing my song. When
anybody gets hurt, you can heal him." "I am
from Chopaka Mountain," or "I am from Moses
Lfcuntain. When you grow up and sing your
song, name this as your place." This did
not necessarily mean that the individual had
been there to get his power, but simply that
his power was associated with the mountain.

When a guardian spirit first came to a
person, it told him that it was very strong;
sometimes that it was superior to all others.
For this reason the Indians had a saying,
that power is the greatest liar. Over confi-
dence in the guardian spirit caused many
deaths. Some little insect told its prot6g6
that its power was superior to all, whereas
it was really weak, and the individual had
too much faith in it and attempted dangerous
feats which he was not able to perform.

When an injured, hungry, or dead animal,
or a young animal lost, appeared to a youth
as a guardian spirit, it might say, "When
you grow up, If you are about to be hurt
like this, think of me and nothing can harm
you." This, according to Suszen, was a "bad"
guardian spirit. He explained, strangely
enough, that the child gave the animal power
to go, and when he grew up he got power from
the animal in return,

Michel asserted that when a child first
met his guardian spirit on the quest it did
not tell him what animal or other object it
represented. The identity of the guardian
spirit was revealed, said Michel, in later
life. This conflicts with evidence from the
other informants.

Sometimes one received a name from his
guardian spirit on the quest or in a dream
during sleep. In the vision or dream the
animal said to him, "I '11 give you the name
S— , and you'll remember it when you have
your power." No special feast was made for
this, but the individual first used the name
when he first took a leading part in a win-
ter dance, and thenceforth the people always
called him by it. Such names were of the
conventional types for males and females.
Theoretically all personal names may origi-
nally have been power names, since that giv-
en an infant was usually the power name of
some dead relative. Though one had several
guardian spirits, only his first gave him
the name.

In one type of vision the child encoun-
tered many different kinds of animals at
once. When a boy was hunting for power the
spirits of the animals might gather around
him every night and talk to him. When David

got his power he saw a rainbow extending to
him from every mountain, and the spirits of
animals and birds came and talked to him.
Each one came as a man, and gave him its
song. "It seemed only a little while," said
David, "but it was a whole night, and when I
awoke I found myself lying down."

Cecile described the quest as follows.
The child spent a wakeful night on the moun-
tain and in the morning, before coming down,
made a pile of rocks. He might have to pass
two or three nights in the wilderness before
he found a guardian spirit. If badly fright-
ened, he might run home and never get power.
When he succeeded, he suddenly found himself
in a big house where there were many people.
If the chief of the house addressed him, the
child would grow to be a strong shaman, but
if only one of the lesser spirits talked to
him, his power would be less. The inhabit-
ants of this supernatural lodge discussed
the matter among themselves and decided
which one of them would confer power on him.
The one selected then promised him that when
he grew to be a man he would have the power
to get things easily, or to cure people and
be a great shaman.

When a boy, Johnnie 's Colville grand-
father was sent to a certain old Indian ceme-
tery, where he got the graveyard power. When
he approached the cemetery he heard people
singing and saw great tipis. The door of
one of the tipis opened and he entered. With-
in he beheld "all kinds of people;" each
with face painted with a red band across
forehead and cheeks, as the Colville used
to paint their corpses. They had one chief,
whom they asked to address the boy. They
all talked to the lad and told him a lot
about gambling. They said, "See how we are.
When you get into difficulty in the stick-
game, paint your face as ours are painted
and you will win." The chief of these peo-
ple was the badger. Johnnie's grandfather
used to laugh when telling Johnnie about
this vision, because, though the badger eats
corpses he claimed to be their chief. The
graveyard power was good for gambling be-
cause the reeds placed over the deed were
like the counters in the stick game, and the
sticks across the grave were like the sticks
that people beat rhythmically during the
game.

When on the lonely vigil, boys and
girls sometimes dived at night into Omak
Lake, seeking power from the animals which
they believed to dwell within or beneath the
water. This form of quest seems to have
been abandoned while other forms still re-
mained, for the informants referred to it as
a custom of the remote past. The Southern
Okanagon usually dived from a certain low
cliff which they can still identify. They
did not hold rocks or other weights to help
them to sink. One usually had to dive sever-
al times before he was successful, since the
guardian spirits were at first inclined to
reject him. In the vision thus received, the
diver encountered a group of animals and
birds in a large tipi, some of whom gave him
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their power. The ioon was especially associ-
ated with this form of quest. The diver did
not suffer hemorrhage.

Cecile gave the following account. V/hen

the boy had dived for the first time he came
up on the lake shore, for the power did not
want him. Twice he might fail in this way,
but at his third attempt the power accepted
him and he found himself in a great house
under the lake. In this house burned three
fires in a row. When he had finally reached
the third fire (apparently having passed the
other two fires in his two unsuccessful
dives, though this was not clear in Cecile 's

explanation), the head of the house, a deer
of great size, addressed him and urged the
other animals and birds in the house to
speak to him also. They all gave him their
power: he would grow to be a mighty shaman.
Lucy Joe said that when a boy emerged from
the interview, loons of all colors came up
with him and he had "nearly everything" as
guardian spirit.

One of Johnnie's grandfathers, perhaps
a Colville, dived for power in a lake south
of Loomis when he was about thirteen years
old. He took off his clothes, stood on the
bank, and called to the monster in the lake
(the nxaxaetx), saying, "I'm coming to you.
Give me power." The first time he dived he
could not go beneath the surface, for the
lake threw him back. He tried and tried
again. One morning he called to the monster
and dived, and at once entered a house be-
neath the lake, like a large conical tipi.
The monster there received him and gave him
its power. Johnnie said that all kinds of
birds and animals were there in the tipl,and
that they all became the boy's guardian spir-
its.

Michel's father dreamed that he Jumped
from a cliff into Omak Lake and came to a
house in which there were two fires. A lot
of old women were sitting there: "they were
all birds." One ascended to a rafter and
said, "I'm a loon. As soon as the sun sets,
I'll fly." Then he answered her. When he
sang at a winter dance at Kartaro, he declar-
ed, "I'm a loon. I saw that in the lake
over there. There's a lot of people in the
lake. They weren't all people: they were
all birds and animals." His vagueness as to
the form of the power donors is typical. We
did not determine how often the diving it-
self was only dreamed, as it apparently was
in this case.

Suszen said that power might "tell" a
boy or girl to dive. This may mean that a
guardian spirit already acquired in some
other way advised its prot6g6 to dive for
more.

After a child on his quest had heard
his song or seen his vision he might come
home and lie sick for a day, or he might
have been so frightened by the experience
that he died.

POWER OBTAINED BY A SliiALL CHILD

Often a guardian spirit cane to a very
young child. In this case the vision was
generally similar to that experienced on the
quest. The spirit first appeared as hun^an,
but as it departed the child saw what kind
of an animal it was. It might come without
any forethought on the part of child or par-
ent, and at any time of day or night, and
there was no correlation between the
strength of the power and the hour of its
first appearance.^ On the other hand, a par-
ent or grandparent might send a three or
four year old youngster out alone in the
dark, on pretext of some trivial errand, and
project his own guardian spirit to endow the
child with power.

As a case of the latter type, Johnnie
said that 1 f he wished his little daughter
Christine, three years old, to have his
power, he might send her alone to the creek
at night, telling her to tear in two the
quilt of the stStEmalQk fish, that is, to dip
up some water, the surface of the pool or
creek being represented to the child as the
fish's quilt, with which it covers itself.
Any lonely errand would do as well. He would
then dispatch his own power to meet her.
Sometimes the child, on returning, told his
parents that he had got power, end had been
all the way to one of the mountains or other
places associated with the guardian spirits.
The child was "sort of crazy" and really
thought that he had been there. He had not,
however, been asleep: on this matter of wake-
fulness during any kind of power quest the
informants v/ere always emphatic.

During a winter dance, when Lucy Joe
was about three and a half feet tall, her
mother's brother, a man of power, gave her a

flute and told her to take it over to a lake
and leave it there. The snow was ankle deep.
The little girl became so frightened that
she did not go all the way to the lake, but
hid the flute and came home. Her uncle then
said to her, "You got scared before you
reached the lake. You didn't get anything."
On the next night he again told her to take
the flute to the lake, and this time she
obeyed. But when she returned her uncle
said, "You'll never get any power, because
you took fright at the very beginning. To-
morrow evening, go and get the flute." She
did so. Her fear had prevented her from ac-
quiring a guardian spirit.

Sometimes a llttl
to him spontaneously
days, though the convent
eraliy been abandoned,
even Eddie, a lad of abo
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woods hunting for horses
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power when tethered
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Michel's aunt, when a wee girl, accompa-
nied her mother and another woman to a cer-
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tain lake where the women wished to gather
stuxtsin roots. While they were digging
roots their horses strayed away. Before set-
ting out in search of the horses the women
built a fire, dug a cooking-pit, placed some
roots in it to roast, and tied the little
girl and their dog close together near the
fire. They then departed on the search and
were gone all day. The dog howled, the roots
made strange noises in the pit, and the baby
cried. She "went out of her head," and when
the women returned they found her asleep.
She had acquired the dog and stuxtsin root
as guardian spirits.

A. certain half-breed had gotten his
power at the age of four, when his parents
had carelessly left him alone in the house.
A horse-fly in human form sang to him its
song and endowed him with the ability to
cure illness by extracting blood.

A parent who had given his own power to
his child compelled the latter, however
young, to observe the same restrictions that
the guardian spirit had dictated for the par-
ent. Michel said that the spirit did not of
itself impose obligations on a child too
young to understand or remember them. Suszen,
on the other hand, believed that if a child
four or five years old saw the power in a
dream it might make him ill, for he was too
young to do as it comiaanded and did not real-
ize the importance of its orders. The shaman
employed to cure the little patient must dis-
cover the song which the latter had heard,
and then help him to sing it as the power
had directed. This cured the child and let
all the people know what his power was.

Though parents felt that their child
had got power when very young, they still in-
sisted that he try for more by undertaking
the quest just before puberty. Suszen said
that a youth who had obtained power in earli-
er years might "remember it in a dream" and
then go out on a quest to see if it would re-
turn to him. This was not confirmed by the
other informants.

THE RETURN OF THE GUARDIAN SPIRIT
IN LATER LIFE

Only a very precocious child would know
about his guardian spirit at the age of four
or five. If an older child who had received
power on the quest soon told people about it,
his guardian spirit might forsake him. Un-
less he were "very smart" he immediately for-
got the vision and what the spirit had said
to him, and, in most cases, had no inter-
course with the spirit for a number of years
after the quest. In the event of serious
emergency during this time, however, it was
ready to help him.

One winter long ago, when Suszen 's
grandfather was a child, the people at Lake
Chelan were starving. A little boy of six
or seven bad been playing with the other
children, and came home late in the evening
tired and very hungry. He asked his family
for something to eat, but they said that

they had hunted all day and found nothing.
He cried, thought for a while, and began to
sing. The people came in to follow his song.
All night they sang. Toward morning he said
to them, "When I was a little, little boy,
just old enough to remember, a creature told
me that he would give me his power always to
do things easily. Now we are hungry. To-
morrow all of you go out for deer. If he
told me the truth we shall get many." Though
the lad himself was too young to accompany
them, they at once went deer hunting and
were successful.

When the individual was about twenty-
five years old — sometimes sooner, often
later — his guardian spirit returned to him.
Whereas on his quest it had appeared to him
while he was awake or in a trance, now and
henceforth it came in dreams during sleep,
though a man or woman with very strong power
might see the spirit while awake. It came
in human or animal form, or sometimes only
as the song. In this dream one usually re-
membered the vision, and saw the place where
the spirit had first appeared to him. Though
this was always the spirit which had come to
him in childhood, Suszen claimed that other
animals might accompany it and confer their
power also. The spirit sang the power song
which the individual remembered as the one
which he had heard as a child. It directed
him to give his first power dance, told him
how to conduct himself in the dance, and com-
manded him to distribute blankets or other
gifts among the people as an offering to the
guard^ian spirit itself. Failure to comply
with any of these orders might bring severe
illness or death to the offender.

In this or a later dream the spirit in-
structed its prot6g6 to go out and find a
member of its species (spoken of as identi-
cal with the guardian spirit itself) , and to
cut from its body a certain part to be used
as a power emblem (cia'Qt). This Dart might
be a piece of the head from above the nose,
or the tail, or a strip of skin from the
nose to the tail, or some other convenient
portion. Sometimes the animal directed the
dreamer to kill it to get the material for
the emblem; sometimes it told him how to
find it already dead. In the former case
the animal could be killed very easily: "if
you Just hit it with a match or a twig, it
would fall dead," A guardian spirit of a
non-animal nature required one to make or ob-
tain an object which in some way symbolized
the power concerned. Here are a few of the
guardian spirits with the objects which they
might prescribe as power emblems.

Spirit Emblem

Woodpecker Feathers or some other part of
a woodpecker.

Grizzly bear Claws of a grizzly bear.
Deer Skin of a small spotted fawn.
Bear A strip of bear's skin cut

from nose to tail.
Fish A paddle
Thunder A small painted arrow.
Rainbow Painting of a rainbow on the

face at the winter dance.
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Arrow

Rock

A miniature arrow, nicely
feathered and painted.

A little rock with curious
holes In It.

The right to carry or wear such insig-
nia of power belonged exclusively to those
possessing the proper guardian spirits. Only
a person with grizzly bear power, for exam-
ple, might wear grizzly claws; stringing
them on a buckskin thong and using them as a
necklace or head band at the winter dance. A
bird guardian sometimes ordered bird-scalps,
feathers, or whole stuffed birds as a power
emblem, or directed its prot6ge to tie the
feathers into his hair. Even a chief, if he
had not the requisite power, did not wear
feathers in this way. One Informant said
that feathers were never worn to war, even
by men who had birds as guardian spirits, but
only at the winter dances. Another, however,
stated that the best warriors wore their
power emblem when they went out to fight, and
that those of men slain in battle were kept
by the victors as trophies.

The guardian spirit did not tell one to
make a power emblem until he was old enough
to take care of so sacred an object. When
not in ceremonial use, the emblem was hidden
away, usually near the head of Its owner's
bed or somewhere out in the woods. In the
latter case, if an animal destroyed it or
carried it off the owner simply made another.
A woman with fish power, whose husband or
son had made for her a special paddle in ac-
cordance with a power dream she had received,
kept this concealed near her bed and used it
only ceremonially, never as a practical
paddle. If a woman stepped over a man's
power emblem his power might cause her to
menstruate nut of time and she would have to
be cured by a shaman. This was also liable
to bring harm to the man himself. Nothing
terrible occurred if a menstruant woman step-
ped over a power emblem belonging to another
women, "but it was not very good." Men, how-
ever, could step over these objects with im-
punity. When a noteworthy shaman died, his
power emblem was tied to the long stick set
up at his grave.

It seems that the skins, feathers, and
other Insignia of power which a man wore
when fighting, to simulate the appearance of
the spirit when it had first come to him on
his quest, were not all true power emblems
(cia'ut). Many of them were articles of sym-
bolic costume rather than of sanctity. On
the exact relation of these to the power em-
blems, however, our notes leave us in a fog.
According to Mary Garden, people with power,
presumably bear power, wore the claws and in-
cisor teeth of the bear as a source of
strength. Women, she said, carried these
hidden under the yoke of their buckskin
dress on the right shoulder, because they be-
lieved that the heart was on the right side.
The caps made of ground-hog or grizzly fur,
worn ceremonially, or for magical purposes
by men of strong power, never as a mere pro-
tection against the cold, probably belong in
this class of objects, rather than being

power emblems of the more sacred sort. The
same may be said for the circle tattooed on
each cheek. Indicating, according to Michel's
guess, power from the sun, and for the rat-
tlesnake skin which men with snake power
glued to their bows. The most simple point
in costume or adornment which the guardian
spirit might prescribe for its prot6g6 was
the prohibition against cutting his heir.

Smoking had formerly been much more
closely associated with power than it was in
recent times. Apparently it had been confin-
ed to shamans, but became secularized. A

shaman kept secretly , in the bundle in which he

cherished his power emblem, a little pipe
for specially religious use. This pipe was
called sinlaota'kc. However numerous his
guardian spirits, only one of them told him
to have this. The animals which usually is-

sued this command were strong creatures such
as coyote, bear, fox, badger, and eagle.
Weak beings such as insects, snakes, and deer
did not tell their prot6g6s to make the
power pipe. On the pipe was incised .or

painted a picture of the animal in question.
A young boy or girl might secretly have one
if the guardian spirit had requested it; but
many people were thirty or thirty-five years
old before they had their power pipes. In
the early days, women did not smoke before
middle age, though young women might own
pipes, A boy told his father, or his mother
if he had no father, to have one made for
him, and a girl preferably told her mother.
The pipe was always fashioned by an expert
worker in stone, who received a price for it

One smoked his power pipe whenever he was
severely ill, injured, or curing his own
children, but otherwise he did not do so ex-
cept in case of severe danger to himself or
his patient, or at a winter dance. He kept
it in a special bag, but smoked in it ordi-
nary tobacco and kinnikinnlck. He could
light it from the sun in about three puffs.
One never inhaled smoke from this pipe, for

that was dangerous, though he might inhale
freely from ordinary pipes.

Occasionally a man with deer or other
fur-bearing animal as guardian spirit had a

tobacco pouch made of the skin of this ani-
mal, which might be painted on both sides.

Representations of the guardian spirit
were never portrayed on houses or house
posts, because "if they did that, some Indi-
an doctor would think they were acting too
smart and take their power away."

Only people with strong power painted
pictures on rock. One did not do this until
he had sung his power song at his first win-
ter dance. When he painted these pictures,
he had with him a friend who knew their mean-
ing and who could later call on him for aid
from the pictures. The painter said to his
friend, "I'm painting these here so that if

you ever have any illness or get hurt you
can call on me to help you." The painter's
companion told other members of the tribe
that so-and-so had painted the pictures,
which thus served as a kind of advertisement.
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Often both men made rock paintings at the
same time. There was no formal obligation
in such friendship, though the two shamans
usually remained friends for life and told
their trouble to one another. These pic-
tures, in some vague way, assisted the paint-
er to employ his power, especially to cure
sickness, but the cure itself did not have
to take place near the paintings. To these
petroglyphs children were sent on the power
quest, sometimes many years after the paint-
ing had been done. A fine group of rook
paintings appears on the left side of the
road from Loomis to Blue Lake, about three
miles south of Loomis. This is in Northern
Okanagon territory. There are other groups
in the neighborhood of Omak Lake and on the
road from Omak to Disautel, in the region oc-
cupied by the Sinkaietk.

The shaman often had a special stick as
an insignium or instrument of power. In his
first vision his guardian spirit had appear-
ed carrying a stick, saying, "I bring this
stick to you and hand it to you." One never
had more than one of these during his life-
time. Sometimes he picked it up at random
and used it undecorated, but often he paint-
ed it with symbolic colors. Red, according
to Suszen, stood for power in fighting or
healing, yellow for the ability of the sha-
man to help unpopular people to marry, yellow
or black for curing sickness. One might
even paint on the stick a picture of his
power animal, but straight lines, spirals, and
circles seem to have been the most common
form of decoration. This baton was used pri-
marily at the winter dances, its owner carry-
ing it while he danced. It might indicate
that he had power to spear salmon, or might
aid him to do so. Before going on a hunt he
could augment his ability to kill with bow
and arrow by beating time with this stick
while singing. A hunter's power baton help-
ed him to locate game and one belonging to a
woman who had special power to gather roots
end berries aided her to find them. Suszen
asserted that one might borrow another's ba-
ton for such purposes, but this is very
doubtful, since oui- information on the power
emblem, power pipe, and other shamanistic in-
struments, indicates that they were never
loaned.

A shaman might fix
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In the story of Marten and Fisher, told
by Billy Joe, each of these characters had a
long cane in which his power resided. In
another tale, probably Colville in origin,
the boy hero placed his "little power, that
he had got when he was a child," on the end
of a stick, and used this as a weapon
against a supernatural tree which blocked
his path.

In the story of the woman captured by a
giant, the giant's power was represented by
a long pole about a foot thick, stuck in the
ground. When his son was escaping from him
with his captive mother, the boy pushed this
pole over. The giant, when he returned and
discovered that his wife and son had fled,
tried to invoke his power by donning his
power emblem and thinking about his guardian
spirit, but when he saw the pole lying on
the ground, he realized that his son was
stronger than he, and decided not to give
pursuit.

The guardian spirit taught its prot6g6
a song, either In the initial vision or in a
later dream. Suszen said that one might
have several songs for a single spirit, but
data from other informants do not confirm
this, allowing the individual only one song
for each of his powers. The song "came to
him" on occasion, and made him remember his
vision or dream.

Except at the winter dance, a person's
power song should not be sung by other peo-
ple while he was within hearing lest he be
embarrassed and feel that the singer was mak-
ing fun of him. People sometimes deliberate-
ly ridiculed each other in this way. One
might borrow the song of a friend, but he
could sing it with propriety only if its
owner were not present. Since women's power
songs were different from men's, they should
not be sung by men, nor should a woman sing
one belonging to a man. If a person without
power stole a shaman's power song and sang
it, the guardlanf spirit involved would be
angry and say to the offender, "I didn't
tell you to sing that song." The song thief
might then grow sick and die. Power songs
were not inherited.

Though Johnnie and Billy Joe once said
that an individual with power from an edible
animal did not kill and eat it unless its
spirit had told him that he might do so, the
informants generally agreed that such use
of the animal was always allowed. In fact,
one desired such powers as deer or bear, for
they would enable him to find and kill these
animals more easily.

But the guardian spirit did impose re-
strictions on the use of its meat. These dif-
fered with individuals. The deer, for exam-
ple, often obliged its prot6g6 to eat cere-
monially or to refrain from eating certain
parts of a deer whenever he had killed one.
Mary Garden identified the tabued portion of
the animal with the power itself. This tabu
became effective as soon as the power had
been acquired. A young boy who had just re-
ceived deer power, for instance, might have
to restrict himself in the use of deer's en-
trails. A hunter with deer power might have
to eat a piece of the kidney while the kill
mas still warm, or a piece of the liver, in-
testines, heart, or other organs. If he did
not want to eat this part, he must wrap It
up in twigs and leave it in a tree. If a
woman found this and ate it she would "start
to swell" and become very ill. Sometimes
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animals told their human wards not to eat
certain parts of their bodies, for example,
the brisket. Such restriction applied only
to cases in which the guardian animal had
been killed by the individual who had its
power. Subsequent failure in hunting was
the penalty for breaking them. Other rules
for the disposal of game — especially of
deer, bear, and salmon; we did not secure
specific information on other animals — de-
pended, on the idea that the good will of the
game must be preserved, and that the spirit
of an animal whose carcass had been properly
treated would be reincarnated in the same
form for the benefit of future hunters or
fishers. The slain animal must not be ridi-
culed, all of the flesh must be properly con-
sumed, and women must not come close enough
to contaminate the kill. Violation of these
rules offended the animal and led to its
scarcity. They have been discussed in more
detail in the section on hunting.

If a menstruating woman came too near a
man who had power, he punished her by pro-
longed menstruation. When he finally "took
pity on her," he killed a deer and gave her
a bit of the liver or kidney to eat, placi/ig
it on a rock and saying to her, "Come ov%r
here and take this." He went away; she came
and ate the morsel and was cured. If a man
approached the women's menstruation hut too
closely, he lost his power. During a woman's
ten-day confinement there after childbirth
her husband should not touch her or the
child on pain of offending his guardian spir-
it.

The spirits became very angry at dis-
obedience and if the offense were repeated
they might desert their wards entirely. By
failing to obey his power, one might incur
the worst physical afflictions; might become
ill, crippled, or blind, or lose his son or
good hors^ or meet with some other ill for-
tune. Michel lays his blind, lame, and dis-
eased condition to such negligence, having
not paid proper regard to his father's power
which had become his own. Lucy Joe says
that lilchel did not comply with his power's
command to dance and sing — except when
drunk — and paid no regard to the admo-
nitions of a shaman who had tried to cure
him.

THE WINTER DANCE FOR A NEOPHYTE

In the dream described above, the spir-
it commanded the individual to distribute
gifts among the people and to give his first
winter dance. It is not clear whether he
always fulfilled both commands at the same
time. He probably did, for gifts were al-
ways exchanged at the dances and we heard of
no specific case in which this was done- for
the same reason on other occasions. I shall
therefore discuss these gifts later on, among
other phases of the dance.

Suszen outlined as follows the conduct
of the individual after the dream. As soon
as he awoke, but before he arose, he sang
his power song, in which his family might

join if they wished. An old man or woman
then asked him about his dream experience.
He replied, "I want more people to come and
sing my song in two or three days." He felt
somewhat afraid, and might dance and sing
the song at intervals for a number of days.
His relatives invited friends to come to the
house for his first winter dance. People
were glad to attend, to learn about the new
power and to accompany its master in his
song, When they arrived, the dreamer fed
them, seng, and gave them various gifts in
return for saving his life by helping him to
control the power.

Mary Cardan's account of one's first
winter dance emphasized his critical health,
the preliminary singing, and the importance
of the master of ceremonies as a leader of
ritual and as the neophyte's religious guard-
Ian and physician.

The account proceeds thus. V/hen the
power acquired in childhood returned to the
young adult, it told him that it was lone-
some and ordered him to sing, to give a
dance, and to distribute property among the
people. This "brought luck" to him, for in
a short time he would receive even more pro-
perty back. At this time he fell ill. Ap-
parently a shaman was called in to diagnose
the case, for we are now informed that a sha-
man told the individual, "Your power has
come and wants you to give a dance." If this
happened in the spring, summer, or fall, the
neophyte replied, "I can't dance now. I'll
have to wait till winter." The shaman's
power told that of the patient to wait till
winter. When winter came, the neophyte had
a power dream, from which he awoke singing.
His family then sent news of this to their
neighbors in the valley, and sang his power
song with him, while the shaman, as master
of ceremonies, came and planned the dance
and tied the power emblem of the neophyte to
the central post. The guests arrived in the
evening. For as long as the dance would
last, they would be provided with food by the
young man's family. The neophyte had been
singing "every night," probably every night
since his recent dream, and the shaman sang
to guard the neophyte's power from theft.
Feeling tired and ill, the young man lay
down or sat while the shaman, with closed
eyes, sang over him and blew on him. After
dark they both began to dance and sing in
the center of the room. Having danced for a

while, the neophyte called for his stick,
which was handed by a member of his family
to the master of ceremonies. The dancer then
gave his power emblem to the latter,who tied
it to the stick and silently handed both
back to him. The song and dance were then
resumed. To end a song, the shaman grasped
the center pole with both hands, the neo-
phyte grasping similarly above him, and both
slid their hands down singing xwQO xwu'yuQ.
"When people call this sound, they are bring-
ing power from the mountains. Power is with
a person all the time, but the spirit can go
far away." Any guests arriving after the
dance had begun were stopped by the door-
keeper, who announced them to the company.
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The neophyte or the master of ceremonies
waved his stick in the air, struck it on the
ground, sang for a moment, and then said,
"Let them in. Tell them to walk two or
three times around the room," Men were
placed on one side, women on the other. The
master of ceremonies stood with the dancer
and his interpreter in the center of the
dance formation and prompted the neophyte in
singing. 'flhen the latter had finished his
dance, the master of ceremonies announced
through his interpreter that anyone else who
wanted to take the floor might do so. The
neophyte told the master of ceremonies what
he wanted the audience to do and the latter
told the audience. Mary believed that the
master of ceremonies acted as a kind of in-
termediary between the dancer and the guard-
ian spirits. In general, the company fol-
lowed the song and dance of the young
neophyte or whoever was dancing individually
at the time.

THE WINTER DANCE IK GENERAL

The dance in which people displayed
their power was called sEnqEni'm strq'a'm,
"sing-dance" in the local English, the "win-
ter dance," the "medicine dance," and, in its
later seasonal phase, the "Chinook dance."
At the beginning of the dancing season the
people said wal k6ksEqunI'3fa, "We're going
to sing." The dance had several different
functions. On this occasion the host, who
was also the chief dancer, discharged an ob-
ligation imposed on him by his guardian
spirit in a dream. He displayed his power
by singing its song, by painting or dressing
himself in a special way, by dancing, and by
performing various feats. He enjoyed the
cooperation and support of the community in
their reverent attendance and in their
united singing of his power song. He enhanc-
ed his social position by feeding and enter-
taining a large number of guests. The other
dancers shared these advantages. Those who
possessed power gave vent to their own, as
well as rallying to that of their host and
helping him to "tame" it. As a rev/ard for
their aid they received blankets, skins, food
and other gifts at the end of the dance.
They undoubtedly vied with each other in fer-
vor and religious claims, but they did not
often attack each other's power on this oc-
casion, and the guardian spirits which a man
scarcely dared to mention at other times he
could now reveal with propriety and some de-

gree of safety. The spectators not only en-
joyed a social good time and the excitement
of the power show, but participated in the
dancing and singing as a kind of outer cir-
cle, thus uniting themselves for the moment
with the most influential members of their
society. To the possessors of great power
they made their most vital wishes known, and
from them they received some hope of aid, if
not the promise of fulfillment. It was the
one time at which the religious resources of
the group and its friendly neighbors were
pooled for the common good.

The dance was organized and led by a
single person, usually a man, whose guardian
spirit had instructed him in a dream to do
so. If he failed to comply with this com-
mand, as with other commands of the spirit,
his health was endangered. The spirit might
order him to give several dances in the
course of his life. The dance seemed to im-
ply considerable power on the part of the
leader; at least, a person with very weak
power — that is, with a guardian spirit in
which he felt little confidence — would
hardly attempt an exhibition of this kind.
At whatever time of the year the dream came,
the dance was always held in the winter, us-
ually in January or February, when the peo-
ple had already passed two or three months
in winter quarters. If he received the dream
in the summer, the individual announced that
he would give a dance "when the snow comes,"
This limitation applied only to the formal
dances, not to the singing of power songs,
nor to power dreams, shamanistic curing, or
other manifestations of the guardian spirits,
which might occur at any time. Though the
Okanagon did not believe that guardian spir-
its went away in the summer, to return in
the winter, they had a vague feeling that
power was stronger or more closely present
in the winter, and that sickness, against
which the dance was largely directed, was
more dangerous at that season. The real
reason may lie in the greater concentration
of the community in the large winter houses
than when fishing, hunting and food-gather-
ing in the warmer months.'

In the early spring a power dance was
held to make the rain come and the Chinook
(south) wind blow and melt away the snow.
The local whites call this the Chinook dance.
This was essentially the same as the cere-
monies held during the winter, but was always
led by a man with power from some kind of
bird, which had told him to sing for rain
and wind.

The winter dance was usually held in
the largest house in the village, or in the
house of the dance leader if that were large
enough. In aboriginal days this would have
been a mat-covered long-house, or a semi-
subterranean earth-covered lodge (?). Oc-
casionally the village headman lent his more
commodious dwelling for this purpose, though
someone else were giving the dance. One
always gave his first winter dance in his
own house. The leader provided most of the
food and members of his family did most of
the cooking, but others might contribute and
assist. Chilowhist Jim said that the food
for the guests was cooked by three men and
three women, who were all young and strong,
and that this was one of the few occasions
on which men did culinary work. These cooks,
he explained, were appointed by the chief.
Each family coming to the dance contributed
some food to the common supply and also
loaned some utensils, marked so that they
could later be reclaimed by their owners.

1 Compare the midwinter sacred period and ritual of the coastal tribes. L.S.
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The dance leader determined how many
nights the dance should last. This varied
from three to thirteen or fourteen, but was
usually five or six. During the intervening
days, the people slept, ate, and enjoyed a
social good time. They began to dance soon
after sunset and continued nearly to dawn.

One hundred seems to have been consider-
ed a fairly large congregation. People came
from neighboring settlements, sometimes even
from a distance requiring several days of
travel. Except the host, whose power had
commanded him to give the dance, no one was
obliged to attend. Menstruating women were
forbidden, though the informants could not
explain why. Ceclle said that a boy who had
got his power but had not yet had the dream
which authorized him to use it did not come
to the winter dance, lest the power be stol-
en from him.

Among the properties used in the dance,
the central and most conspicuous was the
post called nll'pos (or tgklksten or yalpostn;,
Before the dance the host chose from the for-
est a straight fir sapling seven or eight
feet tall, according to the height of the
room in which the dance would take place.
Thenceforth this object had religious or mag-
ical value. It was felled by a youth under
the supervision of the man giving the dance,
who told the youth on which side of the tree
to stand, and who guarded him from harm. The
youth carried the post home and left it rest-
ing against the outside of the house until
other preparations had been made. When the
people were ready to begin the ceremony, he
brought the post into the house. It was
triramed of its branches and twigs, except
for the uppermost section, and the bark was
peeled off. It might be painted with a red
spiral band about two Inches wide or a series
of encircling bands of the same width and
color, or some other simple design. This
decoration was not necessary, and other
forms of painting might be applied according
to the shaman's dreams. From the top or
smaller end of the post the giver of the
dance hung one or more of his power emblems.
It was then erected in the center of the
room, probably being tied from its top to
the roof-frame as well as being stuck into
the floor. Deer-hoof rattles, according to
some of the informants, were tied to the up-
per end, a notch having been cut there so
that they could not slide down. In a Col-
vllle story the man-eater had human bones
hung on his dance-post "to make the cold and
the snow come." As I shall show when describ-
ing the dance itself, the post contained dur-
ing the ceremony a concentrated and danger-
ous potency. After the dance it was removed
to the woods and placed upright against a
tree, where it was abandoned.

Mary Garden said that among her people
the dance-post had gone out of use since mod-
ern houses came In (perhaps twenty-five
years ago), because it was formerly set in
the ground forming the floor of the lodge,
and would now have to be nailed to the wood-
en floor. This seems hardly a sufficient
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reason to explain the loss of an important
ceremonial object.

In more recent times, at any rate, the
post has been more or less replaced by short
sticks called cSl'acxIn, which were carried
individually by the dancers. Mary Garden
said that they were carried only by the giv-
er of the dance; possibly she was referring
only to the neophyte at his dance. Michel
asserted that only about one person in twen-
ty, a shaman of considerable power, possessed
a dance-stick and used it instead of the
central post. Suszen, on the contrary, de-
clared that many people had them, having
dreamed they were so instructed by their pow-
ers. Johnnie doubted that the Southern
Okanagon ever used these sticks, though they
were the usual thing among the Colville.
(Colville shamans shot fire from their sticks
during the dance.) They might be of any
kind of wood, were three or four feet long,
and had rattles of deer-hoofs or bear-incis-
ors and the power emblems of their owners at-
tached. Suszen, following his usual symbol-
ic trend, stated that the sticks were some-
times painted: red by a fighter, black for
ability to cure, yellow "to help people who
haven't married because no one likes them."
The painted decoration was straight lines,
spirals, or circles, with the picture of the
spirit animal. Though the stick acted as a
vehicle of power during the dance, it did not
become animated or hard to control in the
shaman's hands, and did not permanently con-
tain the power. The shaman "sent his power"
through the stick as he danced. If a woman
dancer, obeying her guardian spirit, beat
time with a stick, people knew she had spec-
ial power to dig camas root, or a man, that
he had power to spear salmon. A man might
sing with his power-stick before hunting in
order to gain the ability to kill with his
bow.

I have previously described the power
emblems, the most virtue-laden if not the
most conspicuous objects used in the cere-
mony. Some of them, having been hidden away
in sacred bundles during the rest of the
year, came to light on this occasion only.
Symbolizing the guardian spirits, they were
made, owned, and cherished by the individual,
and were handled by him alone, with great
reverence. Some he wore or carried during
the dance, others he merely displayed, while
one at least, if he were giving the dance,
hung from the central post.

Tobacco pipes played a minor part. Peo-
ple never smoked them while actually dancing,
but shamans watching the ceremonies passed
them among themselves, each shaman enjoying
a few puffs. Only those who had taken a
leading part in the dances might Join in the
smoking. Female shamans also smoked at this
time, but not while the men were smoking, and
they used smaller pipes. Johnnie said that
if he saw someone smoking his power-pipe pri-
vately during the dance, he would surmise
that the smoker was either defending himself
against the power of another shaman present
or was attacking another's guardian spirit.
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The shaman painted figures of his most
powerful guardian spirit on some article of
his clothing if the spirit had told him to
do so and wore this garment at the winter
dance only. Women did not do this, but
might have special dance garments with per-
forations, or feathers attached to the shoul-
ders, according to the dictates of their
power. The marks which the dancer had paint-
ed on his face or body were determined in-
dividually in the same way. All such adorn-
ments helped the wearer spiritually and
displayed his power. The dancers unbound
their hair and let it hang loose during the
ceremonies.

Deer-hoof or bear-tooth rattles or small
bells acquired from white traders were used
by the dancer if his guardian spirit had so
directed. A rattle of any kind was called
stca'sla. Sometimes, as we have seen, a set
of rattles may have been tied to the dance-
post or to the small dance-sticks. IS, in a

dream, the shaman had seen his guardian spir-
it wearing rattles or bells in a certain way,
on a thong around the neck or over the shoul-
ders for example, he himself did likewise at
the dance. The individual had only one set
of rattles during his life, but he might add
to it more bear teeth or deer's dew-claws if
his power told him to do so. Unlike the
power emblem, the rattles had no religious
potency other than their musical value in
the dance. Suszen said, "The rattles had no
power, but they helped the power."

The young men who amused the people by
mimicking animals at intervals during the
night wore or carried animal heads. We did
not determine the exact nature or use of
these disguises. They were not sacred and
had no direct reference to the guardian
spirits.

According to most of our informants, the
Southern Okanagon used no drums or wooden
instruments of percussion at the winter
dance, Suszen disagreed, describing a dance
in which drums were employed.

A feather, or bunch of feathers, was
used at the beginning of the ceremony for
the symbolic sweeping of the house.

Around the walls was hung a rope of raw-
hide line to receive the skins and blankets
dispensed in the power potlatoh.

In the dance organization there were
four special officers: the host, the inter-
preter, the door-keeper, and, when the host
was a young man giving his first winter
dance, a master of ceremonies. As leader of
the ritual the host was called ha'tQc, a term
also applied to leaders in other shamanistic
rites (cf. the hunting ceremony). He sum-
moned the people together, fed them and
their horses, exhorted them to enjoy them-
selves and to be good to each other, procured
and decorated the dance-post and hung on it
the emblems of his own power, led the cere-
monial sweeping of the house, performed the
first song and dance as the central figure,

\

and determined how many nights the dance
should last. He and his power were the cen-
ter of interest. Apparently two people
could act as hosts on the same occasion, for
Michel described a dance given by a man and
a woman, at which the woman was the first to
sing.

The Interpreter (cSxqElpItEm or tlsplt-
um) , a man or woman chosen for good stage
presence, a strong voice, and general intel-
ligence, stood beside the dancer and repeat-
ed to the people in loud, clear tones what-
ever the dancer said. Any adult might
volunteer for this position. If he perform-
ed his work well he received a gift from the
dancer, perhaps a deerskin, a blanket, a
horse, or merely a favorable prediction for
the next summer, but he never asked for re-
compense. The informants were vague as to
the number of interpreters functioning at
the same dance and their association with
the dancer. Several interpreters sometimes
took turns throughout the night, for their
work was very arduous. On the other hand,
the same one might work for all the dancers,
unless a shaman from another tribe required
one who could speak his language. The choice
of the interpreter seems to have rested with
the dancer himself.

Someone stayed at the door to prevent
people from entering while an inspired dance
was in progress and so endangering the dancer
and themselves by "frightening away" his
power.

The position and duties of the master
of ceremonies have been described in the ac-
count of the winter dance for a neophyte.

Women sat on one side of the room, men
on the opposite side. Age-mates usually
took places near each other. The host, if
he were an amiable man, prefaced the rites
with a little speech of friendship.

The dance opened with a symbolic sweep-
ing of the house, an act called c'in6uc51tn,
whereas ordinary housecleaning was called
klaxoulp. Several of the shamans assumed
the common sitting posture, with both legs
folded to one side and, led by the host, cir-
cled around the room in a counter-clockwise
direction, dragging themselves along in this
position and brushing the- floor with fea-
thers or with brushes made as the sweepers'
guardian spirits had directed. The alleged
purpose of this was to ensure the health of
those present. If any of the congregation
were about to die, this ceremonial cleansing
saved their lives.

V/hen they had gone around the room once
in this way, the host stood up, grasped the
central post and danced around it, holding
both feet close together and advancing slow-
ly forward in short jumps, with knees slight-
ly bent and feet falling flat on the ground.
In doing this he shook the post rhythmically
so that the rattles hanging on it were
brought into play. As he danced, he sang.
Much of the singing was wordless and, theor-
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etlcally, the songs of no two snamens were
ever alike. The dancer sang "whatever his
power told him to sing," the songs taught
him by his guardian spirits in his previous
visions and dreams. He declared in more or
less veiled terms the Identity of the spirit
and its sex if it were female, named the
mountain or other locality with which it was
associated, and exalted the spirit's potency.
He also sang short prayers for the people's
health and success. He did not mumble, but
spoke or sang clearly, and his interpreter
repeated his words to the congregation in
louder tones. When he had finished he call-
ed out, "All right. You can dance now, if you
wish." Another man or woman then canie for-
ward and performed in a like manner.

Through most of the night the congrega-
tion, except for those who danced individual-
ly and their interpreters, stayed in their
places at the sides of the room and simply
kept time to the dance by Jumping up and
down. As long as the leading dancer was
standing, they stood; when he sat down, they
sat down also. People entering the house
joined the congregation at once, sitting or
standing as the latter did. They did not en-
ter while a dance was actually going on, how-
ever, unless given permission to do so by the
dancer, since such an intrusion might fright-
en away the dancer's power and cause him to
faint or die, as well as endanger the in-
truder. By dancing in this way and singing
with their leader, the people helped him to
control his power. As morning drew near
they danced around the room in circular form-
ation, with the same jumping step, each hold-
ing his feet close together. Following the
instructions of their guardian spirits, they
moved their arms in various ways while danc-
ing, some holding their hands to represent
horns or feathers on the head, and made
noises to imitate their power animals or
birds. All the people "who had their song,"
that is, who had achieved the initial power
experience, might dance around the post in
the throng, even the young people who had
not had the dream authorizing them to dance
Individually. Those who had not had even
their first vision danced around further
from the post.

Mary Garden knew of four possible dance-
patterns, any one of which the host might
choose, but she had never heard of more than
one being used at the same dance in a single
night. In all of the dances, the leader and
his interpreter, with the master of cere-
monies if it were the leader's first dance,
stood together in the center. In one,
they were surrounded by a half-circle of men
on one side and a half-circle of women on
the other. In another form, a line of men
danced in one direction on one side of the
central figures, while a line of women
danced in the opposite direction on the
other side, the two columns reversing their
directions at every few steps. In a third
form, the two columns progressed in the same
direction and reversed at the same time. In
the fourth pattern, the dancers simply jump-
ed up and down, without leaving their places

where they haa sat, the women remaining on
one side of the room and the men on the
other. Mary said that there were three in-
termissions during the night, of about ten
minutes each. During these, any guests who
so desired might leave the room or go home,
but they did not do so at any other time. To
announce the intermission, the host told the
door-keeper to call out, "Everybody can take
a rest now." Vfhen the dance was to be re-
sumed, the door-keeper cried, "The dance is
going to begin." There was, Wary said, a
door-keeper for every outside door.

Suszen's description of the dance was
somewhat unique, mainly in including drums
as an important element. He said that the
people formed a circle around a central fire,
or, if the house was long and narrow, formed
two straight lines with the fire between
them and a drum at one or at each end of the
formation. The leader of the dance some-
times beat the drum while the people sang
tils power song. If two men were concucting
the dance and there nas only one drum, they
took turns beating it. The congregation
jumped rhythmically up and down; some remain-
ing, in one place, others dancing around the
group in no particular direction.

One's actions during the ceremony de-
pended largely on the inspiration which he
received from his guardian spirit at the
time. These spirits were closely present. A
nhaman felt his power and heard its song
from within. Michel said that one saw his
guardian spirit and conversed with it, though
other people could not hear his voice as he
did so.

When a shaman in the crowd felt his
power come to him, he "went into a trance,"
became stiff, and was unable to dance with
the others. Inspired by his power he began
to talk. Anyone who wished to volunteer as
interpreter came and sat beside him, repeat-
ing his words to the congregation. When the
shaman who was then dancing at the center of
the floor had finished, the newly inspired
one arose and stood beside the post; followed
by the Interpreter, and continued to talk
for a short while. He then sang his power
song and danced around the post, accompanied
by the congregation as described above, until
he ceased to "hear" his power, when he sud-
denly stopped. Then the congregation stop-
ped dancing and sat down until another sha-
man took his place at the post, when the per-
formance was repeated. Between ten and twen-
ty of these individual dances took place
during the night. This probably means that
each shaman talked, sang, and danced individ-
ually for not more than half an hour at a
time. If one's power came to him and he did
not stand up and dance, he was like one dead
or in a trance; blood entered his mouth and
choked him.

The shaman's grasping the post end shak-
ing it brought his power to bear on the
public welfare. Male shamans invariably did
so, unless they used the individual dance-
stick; but for female shamans this was op-
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tional, and one informant stated that women
never touched the post. If a person with in-

sufficient power touched it, his hand "froze"
to it so that he could not withdraw. Suszen,
however, with his theoretical turn of mind,
explained that a man with absolutely no

power could not be harmed by doing this,
since it was one's own power which punished
him for it. Ceoile said that no one except
the shamans when leading the dance must come

in contact with the post, and that if anyone,

with or without power, foolishly touched it

out of his turn, his soul (sinkakius) would
leave his body and become attached to it.

This was caused by the anger of one of the
shamans at the offense. The latter pre-
ferred to leave the soul on the post to give
himself the opportunity to cure the victim
later on. If another shaman saw the soul's
predicament, he might say to the shaman who
had affixed it, "Take pity on him and take
him away from there." The victim then stood
beside the post and the shaman drew out the
soul, rubbed it once or twice between his
hands, and blew it back to its owner, who de-
parted whole. If no one saw the soul on the
post, or if the shaman declined to take pity
the offender vi&s doomed, '.Vhen the dance had
ended, the post was taken up jnto the hills
and left standing against a tree. As it

dried up in summer, the person whose soul
was attached to it "dried up" also. He be-
came ill, did not want to eat or drink, grew
weak, and finally died. If not too far gone,
he might be saved by a shaman, highly paid
by the sick man or his family. The prac-
titioner came to the patient's house, placed
his hands on him, and sang his own power
song. As he sang, his power went out into
the hills, drew the soul from the drying
post and brought it to the shaman, who blew
it back to its owner.

A dancer using a small individual dance-
stick instead of the central post held the
stick with both hands, one hand near each
end, and swung it repeatedly with a sweeping
motion so that the end of the stick touched
the floor.

If one had acquired the guardian spirit
of his living parent through the letter's
supervision of his quest, and the parent at-
tended the dance, both of them danced and
sang at the post together, for both had the
same power song. Anyone else with power
from the same animal, however, did not sing
his song with them, for it was not the same.

Some were afraid to disclose the identi-
ty of their powers even at the dance.
Michel's father and aunt never declared what
their guardian spirits were, though they
often sang at the winter dances. Others, who
had great confidence in their power and had
been commanded by the spirits to do so, made
point blank statements such as "I'm a

grizzly" and told what special faculties
their power had bestowed. Usually one re-
ferred to his power In veiled but unmis-
takable terms while leading the dance. A
certain man who had found a guardian spirit
at a cave in a cliff, a power known as Story

Rock because a m3rth was associated with the
place, said as he danced, "Nothing can in-
jure me; my power even swallows the sun."
The hearers all knew that this referred to
the Story Rock.

Shamans used various other devices to
display their power on such occasions. One
might send out to the hills a boy who had
never shot a deer, telling him that he would
find one in a certain place and ordering him
to shoot it and to bring back a certain por-
tion of the kill, such as an ear, an eye, a

piece of the nose or of the kidney. The boy
then did so, and the shaman, obeying his

guardian spirit, made a noise and swallowed
the portion whole. The other men went out
and brought in the remainder of the carcass
to be used as ordinary meat. Any animal
would serve for this display, but it was usu-
ally one not normally found at the place to
which the boy was sent.

While attending a winter dance Cecile
once saw a man with wolf power drinking
fresh deer blood. The deer was hung from
the ceiling near the dance-post, the lights
were put out, and the man leaped up and
drank the blood as it dripped from the deer.

Very few Okanagon shamans bled through
the mouth when dancing. This was more a

Colville trait. Johnnie's Colville uncle,
when he danced, struck his chest to send a

stream of blood from his mouth. Among the
Okanagon, such bleeding was said to be the
result of neglecting the command of one's
guardian spirit to sing.

Colville shamans sometimes went into a
frenzy while dancing and plunged through the
mat wall of the tip! like an arrow. They
had to be pulled back by their feet. A sha-
man who knew that he was apt to do this di-
rected a friend to paint his face in a cer-
tain way during the seizure.

One of the shamans presiding at the
dance might tell some of the younger men, usu-
ally those who had got power but had not yet
had the dream instructing them to sing, to
get up and have a good time. They then put
animal heads on their heads and amused the
company with buffoonery while the shaman was
singing, by talking, mimicking animals, and
singing profane songs of their own. This
burlesque did not directly concern power or
other sacred matters, but was simply "for
fun."

In an interval between performances, if
the congregation was thirsty they made a

noise like frogs. If a shaman knew that
they were thirsty, he might sing as he danc-
ed, "Go and get water from such-and-such a

mountain." The interpreter repeated this
loudly. Someone then fetched water from
near the house, not from the assigned moun-
tain, for that was "just make-believe."

The ostensible purpose of the dance was
to protect the health of the people, to help
them in hunting, and to bring them general
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good fortune. If any sick members of the
congregation brought their complaints to the
attention of the shamans, their health might
improve. While leading the dance the shaman
might say to the group, "Ask for whatever
you want: a bear, a deer, a horse of any
color you want, and when I get through danc-
ing you can get it. If you call out, 'I
don't want to get sick, and I want my family
to bo here next year,' I'll do my best so
that your family and all of us will be happy
again." The interpreter repeated this loudly
to the people. In the intervals between the
dances they called out their wishes. If a
man had had ill fortune In hunting, for exam-
ple, he went up to the shaman and told him
about it in detail. The latter replied, "All
right, I'll look around and see what I can
find to help you." Thus the wishes might be
communal or personal: the group's desire for
life and health in the following spring, to
be reunited at the dances next winter, or a
man's wish to meet a certain girl "when the
green grass comes." David said that the sha-
man's interpreter repeated the individual
petitions to the audience, and that the
shaman went to each supplicant on the last
night of the dance and told him that at
a certain time and place he would
get what he wanted.

This occasion gave shamans the opportun-
ity to advertise their profession. One re-
vealing his power for the first time might
say to those dancing for him, "I haven't
anything to pay you, but If you ever get
sick or in trouble don't be afraid to call
on me. If it's at night and I'm asleep, just
come and yank me out of bed and I'll go."

Shamans leading the dance, or even
those dancing with the throng, sometimes had
premonitory visions concerning an episode of
war, the sex of a woman's offspring, and so
on, of which they informed the people.

Suszen claimed that one's guardian spir-
it might bring another spirit with it to the
dance, the second spirit then giving him ad-
ditional power. No other informant confirmed
this.

At every winter dance property changed
hands. In earlier times simple household
commodities were distributed to the guests.
A female shaman carried bundles of Indian
hemp on her shoulders as she led the ceremo-
nies and other women came up to her and took
them. While the host was conducting the
first dance of the night, his wife might
give food to the congregation; and while
singing on the final night of the assembly,
he carried a basket of food, such as camas or
service berries, and offered them to all.
Later the guests commented on the quantity
of hemp and food which had been given away.
Lucy Joe believed that at about the time of
the great earthquake (ca. 1872 ?) this cus-
tom gave place to a larger feast and a more
formal distribution of blankets on the morn-
ing following the last night. She said that
when she began to live at Kartar (which must
have been after 1870) the final distribution

of blankets was already customary; but that
she saw a gift-giving of the old style at
sqwent when she was a little girl, so long
ago that it now seemed like a dream. Itory

Garden said that this type of distribution
began after trading posts were established
by the whites.

In its modern form the power potlatch
consisted of an exchange of blankets or
skins, contributed by all who were showing
off their power at the dance, to all who
were doing likewise, or to those who, having
pov/er of their own, accompanied the shamans
by singing. Anyone who intended to take a

leading part in the ceremonies had to bring
a blanket, buckskin, or bearskin to be given
away. He handed this to the host on the
first night, and the host gave it to the in-
terpreter for deposit on a thong or pole
hanging from the wall. A shaman would not
dare to conduct a part of the dancing i f he
had not brought this gift, lest he incur the
anger and desertion of his power. The host
seems to have contributed more to the fund
than anyone else. I.fembers of his family
wanted him to make a good showing, so they
brought all the gifts that they could afford.
While a shaman danced and sang on the last
night of the ceremonies, his friends threw
upon him blankets, handkerchiefs, and the
like, and his interpreter took fhese things
and hung them on the pole or the thong. By
the end of the rites the hanger was loaded
with gifts. Early the next morning the host,
the shaman, or the interpreter appointed by
him distributed these objects among the de-
serving. The articles were gathered at the
center of the house, where the interpreter
handed them as the host told him. Those who
had danced best and longest in aocompaniient
to the shamans, or those who had come to the
assembly from the greatest distance, received
the largest share or, if there were not
enough gifts to go around, were the only
ones rewarded. No one received the object
which he himself had brought, and gifts con-
tributed by people from one neighborhood
were given preferably to people from another.
Sometimes in recent years, but not in the
old times, a gift left over after the divi-
sion had been made was gambled for by the
dancers with playing cards and stick-count-
ers, the first player to win all the sticks
obtaining the gift. As the objects were dis-
tributed the congregation sang the power
song of the host. The gifts were used by
the receivers as ordinary goods.

The host gave away, as we have seen, far
more articles than anyone else. Though these
were a reward to the people for helping him
to control his power, they were likewise re-
garded as gifts to his guardian spirit. It
was believed that the spirit would compen-
sate its generous prot6g6 by a run of luck
in gambling or hunting in the following sum-
mer. David said that a shaman who received
e blanket or other gift at the dance did not
feel obliged to make a return gift, for this
was like "pay" to him for his singing and
dancing, and that the giver regarded the
gifts as a simple loss of property for the
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sake of his power.

This potlatch mas the very last act in
the ceremony. As each participant received
his due, he departed. The host continued to
sing until all the guests had left.

The following story, told by Andrew
Tlllson, not only illustrates a winter dance,
but shows the humorous way in which such sa-
cred matters were sometimes treated in the
mythology.

Coyote and Porcupine were partners.^
Porcupine told Coyote that the letter's son,
Muskrat, would lead a dance that night. Coy-
ote replied, "Well, we'll go," When they ap-
proached the dance house. Porcupine warned
Coyote, "You'd better behave yourself, be-
cause your boy is pretty powerful. He's
liable to kill us." Coyote answered, "No, my
boy's not ahead of me." When they came to
the house. Porcupine said to Coyote, "Don't
enter first; let me." But Coyote said, "No.
My power's better than yours. Let me go
ahead." So when they entered. Coyote went
first, Muskrat had a lot of little maggots
dancing for him. When Coyote sav; his son
dancing and heard him singing, he himself
started to do likewise and told the maggots
to come to him. [Andrew here jumped up and
danced and sang, being somewhat drunk.] Coy-
ote told the maggots to feed on him, and they
all rushed upon him and ate him. Before he
had danced once around, the maggots had eat-
en him all up. His partner Porcupine was be-
hind him, but as soon as the maggots got on
Porcupine he shook himself and they dropped
off. Porcupine danced till he got to Coyote,
and looked at him. He was nothing but a

skeleton lying there dead. Porcupine took
him by the wrist and told him to get up. Coy-
ote yawned and made believe he had been
asleep, saying, "I went this far and lay
down and went to sleep." And Porcupine re-
plied, "I guess you were asleep all right; "

Then I came back.'

The power seance called skEto'tsut, "to
be cut in two," in which a shaman with
special power cut himself in two by a cord
around the waist, did not take place among
the Southern Okanagon. Cecile reported it
from a people "way up the Columbia," the
sqElsIu't (Upper Kutenai ?)* and Johnnie de-
scribed it as practised among the Colviile.
To perform this feat, a shaman must have
power from the kind of fish known as
cpEpqolI'tc, translated by Johnnie as "the
big ling fish." This spirit-fish came to
the seance from the distant ocean and would
not attend unless the shaman cut himself In
two. It was the "boss" of all the other
spirits that came to the seance and the most

potent. A band or Colviile held only one
such ceremony each year. If they intended
to go out to fight in the spring, they want-
ed the power and the advice of cpEpqolI'tc,
and his forecast of defeat would prevent
them from going. The seance was held as
part of the winter dances and transpired
among the Colviile as follows.

Before the people began to dance, three
or four shamans hung up within the house a
large mat, partitioning off a small space
against the wall. A special door for the
spirits opened into this compartment from
the outside of the house. Nothing in the
compartment was visible to the audience
while the mat hung in place. The mat had been
specially made before the dance and painted
with human figures. Only the shamans han-
dled it.

The seance was held after the people
had danced for two or three nights. In pre-
paration, the cpEpqolI'tc shaman bound his
waist tightly with a rope. His thumbs were
tied behind him, and his big toes were also
tied together, so that the animals could
carry him conveniently by their tump-line.
The other shamans then threw him under the
mat partition into the sanctum. The congre-
gation, having stopped dancing, sang his
power song. When they heard the toot of a
little whistle from behind the mat, a v;histle
which the shamans had placed there or had
tied to the top of the mat, they knew
that the performer had been cut in two by the
rope around his waist. They heard
cpEpqolI'tc come into the compartment and
take him away, but they continued to sing
his song. With the spirit of the "big ling
fish" entered those of other fish, animals,
and so on. The people could not see these,
and with the exception of cpEpqolI'tc the
spirits did not address them, but could be
heard "thumping around." The ling fish, whom
the congregation called by name, responded
in a thick muffled voice, like that of a

toothless old man, and answered their in-
quiries with regard to lost articles, lost
relatives, or the prospects for the immedi-
ate future, such as success in a war expe-
dition. After about an hour of this, he told
them that he had to hurry away to a seance
at another Indian village.

CpEpqolI'tc knew everything in the
world. His special activities in locating
lost things and lost people remind us of the
Colviile bluejay power. This emphasis on
finding lost objects distinguishes the sha-
manism of the Colviile from that of the
Okanagon

.

A large pipe of tobacco had been placed

2 Some say that Fox was Coyote's partner when he danced, others say that Porcupine was. This Is the
first time that Johnnie Louie [the interpreter] has heard that Porcupine was Coyote's partner. Nlargaret

[Sersepkln 7] says that Fox was always Coyote's partner.
3 This Is the conventional ending of a tale. — L.S.
4 Compare skalsl'ulk, the name given the Upper Kutenai by the Okanagon groups according to Teit. Sallah-

an Tribes . 202. — L.S.
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in the compeirtment for him, ana before he
left he "snuDked this to ashes In Just one
little draw," The spirits who had carried
the shaman away to the mountains returned
him to the house after four or five hours,
and threw him under the mat into the public
room. He lay there unconscious, but the peo-
ple restored him to his senses by the smoke
from xaciac root burned on a piece of bark.
He then resumed his singing and dancing.

No power contests ever took place be-
tween shamans at this seance.

OTHER MKAie OF ACQUIBING POWER
AND LOSING IT

Papalot, power inherited from a dead
relative, belongs in a special category, for
it came to one regardless of his wishes and
brought severe difficulty and peril. It was
somewhat rare, but came to people of all
ages and sometimes even to an adult who had
never received power before. One never
sought it, but encountered it first in a
dream during sleep. Apparently the sex of
the new owner was not necessarily the same
as that of the former one: a woman might re-
ceive her grandfather's guardian spirit as
papaiot, or a man that of his grandmother. A
brother and a sister might both obtain that
of their dead father. In this case, only the
elder of the two used it for curing, though
both sang the power song. Lucy Joe said
that the descendants of a shaman noted for
his medical ability often acquired his power
as papaiet, making a family line of famous
doctors. On another occasion, however, the
same Informant declared that a professional
curing-shaman must have found his main
guardian spirit for himself; that it had to
be sumix, not papaiot. Though Cecile stated
that papaiot came more often to children in
recent times than in the old days when more
children v^ent out on the power quest, Suszen
explained that nowadays, owing to the scarci-
ty of wild animals, a dead person's power
did not return to a member of his family, but
was permanently lost.

One who heard or saw the papaiot in a
dream for the first time should send his
guardian spirit out to capture and "tame" it
He baited it, said our informants, as one
would bait a fish, and by "easing it along"
his po7;er "made friends" with the papaiot
and drew it within him, where it remained as
his own. This baiting process might take as
long as a year. One with sufficient power
of his own paid no attention to the papaiot
if he did not want it, and it could not harm
him. If his guardian spirit was not strong
enough to master or withstand the papaiot, or
if he could not comprehend and obey the
orders of the latter, he might fall seriously
ill. The shaman employed to cure him, having
diagnosed the case, tried to discover the
papaiot and learn its song, which he and the
people helped the patient to sing. This
might bring the papaiot under control. If
the patient did not want it, the shaman sent
it away to Moses Mountain or some other
haunt of the spirits. On the other hand, if

the papaiot was very "mean" these treatments
did no good and the patient died. David ex-
plained that it killed one by stealing his
power away, taking it under water or into
the ground, or elsewhere out of reach.

Papaiot demanded offerings more urgent-
ly than did other kinds of guardian spirits.
It might, for example, tell a girl to give
away many blankets, even if she had none, and
unless her relatives supplied her with blan-
kets to do this she would die. It liked to
see blood; a man might help his daughter or
niece who was afflicted with it, by cutting
a cow's throat and letting the blood flow
on the snow. After one had danced and given
away things at two or three successive win-
ter dances, he had his newly acquired pa-
paiot under his control. It was then as
much his own as if he had got it on the pow-
er quest, though it could be stolen, Just as
could his other powers, by a sufficiently
strong shaman.

In one account by Suszen, a dead ances-
tor's guardian spirit took a more amicable
form. An old person who had never received
power might dream that a deceased relative
came to him and gave him his power and song.
Since in this case the guardian spirit was
brought by the relative himself, it seems
doubtful that it was truly papaiot.

Suszen said that one's elders knew when
his dead grandparent's power had come to
him, for they remembered it from the time
when the grandparent had been alive, and they
saw it, or signs of it, in the child. This,
again, does not fit in with the usual de-
scription of papaiot. Suszen seems to have
had some original ideas.

Power could not be bought or sold; our
informants laughed at the idea. But one per-
son could steal it from another if his own
guardian spirit was sufficiently strong.
'.Vith the stolen power the thief obtained its
song, which he sang when using the power for
curing or other purposes. He could increase
its potency by giving away property to the
people at the winter dances. Just as for
power acquired in other ways. Power theft
always resulted in the illness or death of
the victim, A female shaman treating
Michel's rheumatism diagnosed it as due to
this cause.

Three occasions gave special opportuni-
ty to power thieves: sleep, illness, and the
winter dances. One who found someone's
power while dreaming in sleep, and tried to
capture it, employed somewhat the same means
as for the capture of papaiot and incurred a
similar risk. If the strange power was weak-
er than his, his own could control and
strengthen it. If it were stronger, his
guardian spirit might be afraid of it, and he
would then have to "tame them and work them
together." If he could not teach both of
them to obey him, he had better let them go,
because they might make him ill. To bring
the new power under his dominance, he danced,
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sang his ovm power song, and "fed" It by giv-
ing food away. If it asked for all his pos-
sessions, he would have to obey in order to
master it. A sick man who found power in a

dreau would let it go, not deeming himself
strong enough to bring it under control.

Evil shamans might appropriate the
power of a dying patient whom they were os-
tensibly trying to cure, and if they knew
that someone with a desirable guardian spirit
was about to die, they would send their own
power to steal itt

Those attending the winter dance, es-

pecially the young neophytes, stood in dan-

ger of having their power stolen by malig-
nant shamans who were there. The latter
sometimes banded together to do this, and if
one of them suodeeded, the power remained
his and the victim soon died. Suszen empha-
sized this phase of the winter assemblies,
and said that the chiefs prohibited power
contests at the dances because they were so

often fatal.

Only Lucy Joe denied that one shaman
could steal another's power while the latter
was asleep and that power conflicts took
place at the winter ceremonies. She said
that a person who had some power might hang
up a bright blanket to attract more. If he
saw a bird perching on the blanket he recog-
nized that an additional guardian spirit had
come to him. This was not confirmed by
other informants.

Ceoile told the following anecdote of
power theft. Once when a shaman seemed un-
able to cure a woman suffering from papalot,
her family called in four other shamans to
assist him. This made him jealous. He said
to the others, "You four fellows work first
and I will be the last." He went aside and
sat by himself till they had done all they
could for the patient. When he returned to
her he not only extracted the papalot but
stole her own power also. The patient's
brothers, being informed of this foul act by
the other four shamans, held a knife to his
throat and made him drink poison. He ran out
of the house in convulsions and tried, since
he had fish power, to reach the creek, but
died before he got there, so that his power
could not help him. The woman whose power
he had stolen died also.

When one became s

hear his power song and
from his guardian spirit
ly shamans might try to
for him by looking under
mountains, and elsewhere
voyance, but sometimes
cess. This meant that
die, Suszen explained t

very old people because
to fulfill its commands
in dreams. It could i

to remain with them.

Husbands and wives did not bequeath
their power to each other. Indeed, it is

enile he failed to
to receive messages
s in dreams. Friend-
find his lost power
the water, in the

, by a kind of clair-
they met with no sue-
before long he would
hat power abandoned
they were too feeble
as imparted to them
n no wise be induced

doubtful whether power was ever given away,
except in the sense that an older person
might help a youthful relative to obtain a
guardian spirit which he himself had. At one
time Suszen said that if one gave away his
power he would die, but at another he declar-
ed that most people who died fn advanced old
age had very little power left, since they
had lost some of it gradually and had given
the rest away. According to Johnnie, one
could transfer his power to another by blow-
ing upon him, at which the recipient swooned
and then revived, but this probably refers
to a method of curing, for otherwise it
would conflict with other evidence. Michel
and Johnnie said that nowadays, when young
Indians seldom get power for themselves, some
claim arbitrarily to have their father's
power, but they cannot use this successfully
for it is not their own.

POWER CONTESTS

A shaman might bring his guardian spir-
it into conflict with that of another to jus-
tify a boast, to thwart some attempt of his
opponent, or to kill him by annihilating his
power. If one of a man's guardian spirits
were killed, his others died also. We may
best describe such encounters in the course
of a few illustrations.

They were often visualized as a strug-
gle between the animals and birds represent-
ing the guardian spirits of the opponents
and were especially liable to occur at a cur-
ing ceremony. Three powerful men, ^^lchel's
grandfather, Swlpkln, and another, combined
against a Similkameen doctor called
Ntluxuluxqe'n, whom they wished to destroy
because they suspected him of killing people
by his spiritual arts. They persuaded him
to treat a case of sickness. He had the
fish-hawk as guardian spirit; one of his as-
sailants had the eagle. As Ntluxuluxqg'n
was curing the patient, Swipkln's power fas-
tened itself to the back of his head and the
eagle grabbed his buttocks. His power tried
in vain to escape, and all three rose a lit-
tle way into the air, in mortal combat. Soon
they saw the fish-hawk come tumbling down.
The two powers that had vanquished it, sepa-
rated, one going to the north and the other
to the south. When Ntluxuluxqe'n had finish-
ed blowing on the patient, he said, "That's
enough." He went to bed and by the next
morning he had died. On another occasion,
two shamans, one having the power of the
hawk and the other of the chickadee, were try-
ing to cure a patient. The chickadee suc-
ceeded. The jealous hawk shaman made his
power seize the throat of the other doctor
and the latter gasped as if being strangled.
Suszen declared that shamans working on the
same patient did not usually antagonize each
other, but that if they did so, the chief
punished them for not cooperating. This idea
of punishment, however, received no confirma-
tion from other Informants.

One shaman might kill another by send-
ing his guardian spirit out to attack the
other's while both men were asleep. Some-
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times when two shamans were Jealous of each
other they dreamed of this as they slept.
Then the less powerful one was ill when he
awoke, for his enemy had taken him by sur-
prise. If one had the eagle and the other
had the hawk as guardian spirits, the eagle
seized the hawk by the middle of its body,
and the hawk caught the eagle by the neck.
The two contending shamans felt each other's
grip in their sleep, and cried, "Let me
alone!" He of hawk power lost a lot of
blood around the waist; one could actually
see it. The other made sounds as if he were
being choked. Such injuries, however, did
not leave scars. If the two powers were
evenly matched, both shamans survived; but if
the guardian spirit of one was killed, he him-
self died within two or three days. One who
had thus lost his power and was about to die
was called pqlentm.

Sometimes a stranger's power came to
the winter dance intending to destroy that
of a local shaman. When the latter saw it
approaching he told some of his professional
friends and secured their aid. During the
dance the battle between the powers raged.
A storm came, thunder, a high wind, and
intense darkness; then snow or rain fell.
The people, observing this, said, "Shamans are
fighting." But they continued to dance.

Shamans could assail each other in this
way while sitting together. When a member
of a shaman's family had been killed by a
hostile guardian spirit, his own power came
to him in a dream and revealed the murderer.
He then went to visit the latter and during
the interview the powers of the two men lock-
ed combat. They fought each other under
the ground, or, if they were birds, in the
air. That night one of them went to sleep
knowing that his power had been defeated and
slain, and within a few hours he died.

When smoking, a shaman might "put him-
self right in the bottom of his pipe." If an
unfriendly shaman came to harm him, the
smoker's power closed the stem and the bowl
of the pipe, capturing the other's power
within. As a challenge to power contests,
shamans often passed their pipes to each
other for a few puffs.

Johnnie's Colville grandfather dreamed
that a certain Similkameen shaman had caught
him in his pipe. He went to see the sup-
posed offender, who suggested that they have
a smoke. They sat down. The Similkameen
shaman turned his pipe to the sun, puffed
three times, and lit the pipe from the sun.
When he passed it to Johnnie's grandfather,
the latter put his thumb over the bowl and
puffed three times and the bowl split in two.
He said, "I'm sorry that I broke your pipe.
I couldn't help It." That ended the contest.

The same man had the Story Rock power
from a hole In a bluff where he had spent a
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When a salmon weir was being made, some
jealous person might hide nearby and use his
power to scare the salmon away, A shaman
might detect him and overcome the power of
the offender by his own. Sometimes two sha-
mans cooperated to defend the weir. Suszen
said that such contests over the bewitchment
of salmon weirs often ended fatally for one
or more of the shamans involved. The great
public importance of the weir made them es-
pecially serious.

In Suszen's cosmogonic myth, the "crea-
tures" had power contests among themselves
while they were making laws for future man-
kind.

Suszen supplied the following descrip-
tion of a power-killing process which he
said might be undertaken before many specta-
tors at the winter dance. Some doubt is
cast on the actual provenance of the trait
by its close similarity to the method by
which the Blackfoot, in Suszan's story about
Sulktasku'sum, destroyed the power of that
hero.*

The shamans placed a flat basketry tray
in a cavity in the wall of the house. Having
spread in this tray a layer of bird-down,
with three parallel rows of woodpecker
feathers, standing erect in the down, they
put out the fires and left the room in total
darkness. No one spoke above a whisper.
When the power arrived, the feathers moved.
The officiating shaman then took it in his
hands and placed it in a wooden bowl or bas-
ket of water, over which he placed a cover.
Having listened to Its song and determined
its identity, he removed the cover and,
spreading his hands over the bowl, looked at
the power from beneath them. He then lifted
it out, holding his hands about three inches
apart, and another man cut it to pieces with
a knife. The bystanders could not see it,
but they could see its blood drip from the
shaman's hands into the vessel of water.
This water was finally poured into the fire
to insure the power's destruction,

Suszen's story of Sulktasku'sum and the
Blackfoot deserves to be quoted in full.
Sulktasku'sum, Suszen's mother's grand-
father, was a very successful warrior, who
used to go to the Blackfoot country every
year after the fall run of salmon to hunt
buffalo and to trade with the Plains tribes.

Sulktasku'sum was born at Moses Coulee,
where he was brought up. He married there

5 But the whole procedure is in keeping with Southern Okanagon, not Blackfoot, thought. — L.3.
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and lived there with his people. There were
horses then, but he was poor and had none.
He had a little boy. They decided to move,
so he and his wife carried their things in
packs on their backs and his little boy sat

on top of his pack. Coming over a hill, he

felt queer, like a horse. So he bucked like
a horse and his little boy fell off. Every
body laughed at him.

Two years later they decided to go to
the buffalo country. There he met the Black-
foot hunters. They motioned for a smoke and
the Black'foot agreed. They traded goods
there on the prairie. Sulktasku'sum had a

white horse which he wanted to trade for a

Blackfoot horse. They talked sign language.
The next day, Sulktasku'sum and his seven-
year-old boy went alone to the Blackfoot
camp to trade at the invitation of the day
before. The invlter had not told the Black-
foot camp that Sulktasku'sum was coming. A
Blackfoot watcher saw them coming and the
camp attacked him, chased him, and shot him.

Finally the Blackfoot chief, whose fea-
thers looked good, came close and tried to
catch Sulktasku' sum's horse with his hand.
Sulktasku'sum shot the chief with his gun
and killed him. He was surrounded by Black-
foot, but they were amazed that their chief,
who had never been shot before, was killed
by this stranger. Farther on, he dismounted,
poured his bullets on the ground, held his
horse at the end of a hair rope while the
horse ran around him in a circle, and
Sulktasku'sum fought with them.

The seven-year-old boy, who had gone
ahead, reached camp and told about his fa-
ther back there fighting. Sulktasku' sum's
people went to his rescue. He was wearing a

red shirt. It was all torn by bullets, but
the bullets never touched his flesh and when
he pulled the shirt-tails out, the bullets
fell on the ground from underneath. That
was his power: like the rock. He was not a

chief then.

He got his power when a small boy.
Once he saw some boys shooting with bows and
arrows at a magpie nest. Magpie nests are
strong: arrows will not go through them.
When the boys went away, Magpie told little
Sulktasku'sum that he would have magpie
power, never to get hurt from bullets.

So his people thought he had good
enough power to be a chief.

They used to go every year after the
salmon run in the fall to the Blackfoot coun-
try. They stayed there till the middle or
end of winter before returning. After this,
the Blackfoot were enemies.

When the Blackfoot danced in the winter,
their doctors tried to find what Sulktasku'-
sum's power was, so they could kill him easi-
ly. They saw his power sometimes but could
not catch it. Finally an old woman told
them that they should put feathers in a hole
In the wall and when his power came they

should cover it up and put it in a basket of
water and talk about what to do with it. The
old woman said, "My power told me we have to
put bullets with the feathers, not pretty
girls: he doesn't care about them nor good
clothes." So Sulktasku 'sum's power went
right there and was caught. The Blackfoot
knew then what his power was. They cut it
all to pieces and killed his power.

The next summer when Sulktasku'sum went
there, they had a fight with the Blackfoot.
He had one arm shot off. His people said,
"Let's go." He said, "I've fought a long
time, I will fight until I die." His peo-
ple left him. The land there is level. His
people watched him from a long distance.
Soon his leg was shot and broken. Finally he
was out of bullets. The Blackfoot cut off
his head, his arms, his legs, and his flesh.
They did a dance there.

In the evening the Blackfoot left.
Sulktasku'sum's people went there and saw
him all cut up. His guts moved around until
the next day, before they stopped. The Black-
foot danced until his guts stopped moving.
Then their doctor said, "He is dead." After
that Moses Columbia did not go to the buffa-
lo country because they had no good leader.
There were white people at Portland in those
days, but the fort had not been built at the
mouth of the Okanogan then.

Though this story is not entirely clear,
especially as to the way in which bullets
were used, it may have some value as an
Okanagon's conception of a native hero and
of Blackfoot shamanism.

In the old days shamans often bewitched
people of whom they were jealous, or who re-
fused to give them what they had demanded,
such as food. The night following the provo-
cation, the offender's child or wife might
become ill and die within a short time. Just
before death, the victim was possessed by
the shaman, who might say through the vic-
tim's mouth, "If you had given me the food I

asked for, this would not have happened." A
stronger shaman could avert the death if he
could "draw out the sickness." After ex-
tracting it he held it in his hands and ask-
ed the bystanders, "What shall I do with it?"
Then he threw it into the fire, and the sha-
man who had caused the sickness died, while
the victim recovered,

Cecile gave the following account: she
had known the characters in the story. Joe
Leo's mother, Suzanne, had grizzly power, one
of the strongest of all. She also had other
powers. If anybody got hurt, she could save
him. Once, when at Okanogan, she was out of
whiskey. There she met a woman from Nes-
pelem, rich and handsome, with gold teeth.
Both women were on horseback. Suzanne said
to the Nespelem woman, "Give me a little
drink. I'm all out of booze." But the
other replied, "I don't drink with people
like you. I drink with my own kind of peo-
ple. I'm rich, and I'm good-looking besides.
I don't drink with poor people like you."
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Then she rode away. But Suzanne called
after her, "You won't be having a good time
all the time. You won't be rich and you
won't be handsome. Before very long you
will die." The woman rode back through here
(Disautel) to Nespelem.

It seemed as though she did not know
what she was doing. At Nespelem the people
prepared a nice place for a war dance, and
sprinkled water all over the ground. No
women were supposed to walk on the dancing
ground, but this woman walked on it, and they
wondered what was the matter with her. They
went to her lodge to see her, but she was al-
ready dying. They got four Indian doctors:
x6mas (who is stllllivlng at Nespelem),
sEnbtanIk, hEntEpulamsu, and a woman called
tolEmalat. These tried to cure her, but they
could not find out what was the matter. They
took turns drawing the sickness out of her.
'.Vhile they were doctoring, she sat up and
spoke Okanagon, which she had never spoken
before. She said, "I thought I was the hea'd

of all the Indian doctors: I always did
think that." This was just what Suzanne
thought of herself. It was Suzanne speaking
through this woman. She went on: "What can
you folks do with me? You think you are
ahead of me [i.e., stronger], but you are
not. You could not do anything." She laugh-
ed at them; talked and laughed just like Su-
zanne. The woman doctor asked her, "Well,
who are you? Tell me your name." She answer-
ed, "I'm from nqaetqu. I've lived there
all my life." She did not tell her name, but
they all knew it was Suzanne. She said all
kinds of things to them before she died. It

seems, added Cecile, that when one is be-
witched in this way one speaks a foreign
language plainly. (Though this incident oc-
curred only eight years ago, only one of the
four shamans is alive, xomas. He is very
old, wears his hair in braids and talks like
a little old lady.

)

They finally got the best of Suzanne;
that is how she died. It was a Yakima Indi-
an who did it. He had killed another Indian
doctor at Yakima and gone to Simllkameen to
live. Michel's sister, Nancy, was sick at
Simllkameen. Suzanne went up there to cure
her. When Nancy got a little better Suzanne
came back to Okanogan. But she left one of
her powers in Simllkameen to take care of
Nancy. After Suzanne came back to Okanogan,
Nancy got even more sick. They called this
Yakima Indian to cure her. While he was
doing his doctoring he looked up and saw Su-
zanne's power there. He thought it was some-
body else trying to kill Nancy. So he grab-
bed that power right there. They had a
fight, his power and Suzanne's; they flew up
In the air fighting. Another Indian doctor
saw them. They fought all the way to
Okanogan, There they fell into the river, be-
cause Suzanne had some power in the water,
but the man's power was stronger, so he tore
her all to pieces. Then the Yakima shook
himself and went back, leaving her there.
This was in the autumn. In February she was
killed by a train and cut all to pieces. Of
course, after the Yakima's power had killed

hers, she was bound to die somehow, Michel's
sister's people were very sorry about this.
They felt responsible for Suzanne's death,
because they had called in the Yakima man to
doctor Nancy,

Shaman's contests often took a milder
form. Michel's father and another man were
playing the stick game. Both had strong
power. The other man took the bones. When
he opened his hands the bones had been shat-
tered, Michel's father got another set of
bones and did the same thing. Though Michel
said, "They must have been playing," he told
this anecdote while discussing shamanistlc
conflicts.

A certain old man had a tobacco pouch
made of groundhog skin on one side and spot-
ted fawn skin on the other. A shaman asked
him for tobacco. He threw the pouch at the
shaman so that it landed with the skin of
the groundhog uppermost. This insulted the
shaman, who made a power noise to attract
the old man. But the latter merely laugh-
ed and said, as the other walked away, "His
anus is full of blue mud."

Michel said that shamans never fought
each other physically, bat only in such acts
of spiritual power.

USES OF POWER

The guardian spirits conferred on their
wards many special faculties, such as clair-
voyance, superhuman endurance and strength,
immunity to certain dangers, control of the
weather, the ability to transform oneself in-
to the animal representing the spirit or to
assume Its most useful attributes, general
skill and good fortune, and, above all, the
ability to cure illness. One might employ
his power for both private ana public pur-
poses. These various uses of power hardly
lend themselves to a rigid classification,
but I shall first discuss them as applied to
individual enterprise, and then In their
more communal functions such as hunting and
war. Curing, the most professional activity
of all, will be reserved for a special sec-
tion.

One with a strong guardian spirit could
easily see the power of anyone who was spir-
itually weaker, and could observe at any dis-
tance a person who was on the way to visit
him or who was hurt. His guardian spirit
warned him of impending danger. When he
dreamed that harm was about to befall some-
one, his power might tell him to sing its
song as soon as he awoke and thus protect
the victim. Since he could not be approached
while asleep without awaking, one might test
another's power by coming to look at him
while he was asleep. If the latter failed
to wake, the other would say, "He's been ly-
ing. He has no power." A good shaman
knew when he was going to die, even though
other shamans were doing their best to cure
him of his mortal affliction.

He could protect his friends by "put-
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ting them into his pipe." This probably
means that he put their powers there. In one
of the folktales Fox defended Coyote and
Coyote's son and grandson from the Water Mon-
ster in this way.

Stories of endurance against fatigue,
hunger, cold, and other hardships are com-
monly told to illustrate power. Once, when
ice was floating down the Okanogan River at
its confluence with the Columbia, two dare-
devils began a sw4.aming contest across the
Columbia, while the bystanders laid bets on
the outcome. One of the contestants had as
his guardian spirit a deer swimming across
the river in winter. The other did not tell
what his spirit was, but he made his clothes
wriggle through the ice to indicate that it
was the otter. A canoe followed the two.
Since the deer power was not very good for
swiraning, its possessor got cold and stiff,
and was picked up by the canoe. He nearly
died. But the man with otter power swam
across the river and back again. VJhen he
emerged he wriggled through the snow on the
shore, again showing the onlookers from what
animal he had got his power.

A boy hunting on snowshoes near Lake
Chelan became exhausted. A freezing north
wind arose. He thought, "Well, my power is
the minnow [or a little trout]. Now I won-
der how it will help me. I'll try it out."
He submerged himself to the neck in water
and stayed there all night. In the morning
he went home. His people asked him how he
had outlived the storm, and when he told
them, they would not believe him until they
had seen the place.

In time of famine one's power might al-
low him to live on food which would have
been worse than nothing for other people. A
man with a beaver as guardian spirit would
"think of his power" and the spirit would
tell him in a dream to eat some little twigs
or pieces of bark, just as did the beaver it-
self. One with salmon power who desired
some of this fish might eat anything at hand;
it would taste to him like good salmon.

Power which a woman received from a

bitch with young or from a female eagle with
a brood enabled her to bear children success-
fully all alone, or when travelling. This
was because her guardian spirit had Its
young "just anywhere."

Some shamans, both men and women, had a
special faculty for preparing and projecting
magical darts. The dart was called qwaqo'lx.
The shaman took a hair, a feather, a blade
of grass, or some other small, thin object,
brought it "to life" by rubbing and blowing
on it, and blew it toward his victim. Or he
might lay the tail feathers of a robin and
the down of an eagle on a mat, dancing and
singing till the tail feathers stood erect,
when they were ready for use in the same way.
Though he did not sing or dance while shoot-
ing the dart, and said nothing to help It

along, he could regulate its strength. Some-
times it killed the victim outright. Often

it caused only a painful swelling, which a
shaman might cure by one of the usual meth-
ods for disease extraction. If the intended
victim had sufficient power he could see the
dart coming and catch it, thus preventing it
from harming him. The guardian spirits who
gave the best power for shooting these darts
were spider, rattlesnake, yellow jacket, or
other things that bit or stung. A shaman
who had this power might keep the small red
tail feathers of the woodpecker, wearing one
to advertise his ability. He did not tell
people about it , but they knew what the
feather meant. Though these darts were not
a common means of hunting wild animals for
food, horses could be killed thus, and our
informants knew of one man who brought down
flying swans in this way. The only beings
recognized as immune to this were white men
and cows. When the whites first came, the
Indians shot these darts at them with murder-
ous intent, but the shamans could see the
darts fall to the ground after going just so
far toward their mark.

Power helped people to play games. When
players of two tribes came together for a
match, each side might have a shaman who as-
sisted his party before the game by smoking
his power pipe in silence and solitude while
thinking about his power. The guardian
spirit of a stick game player might tell him
to prepare his sticks in a certain way, and,
when not using them, to hide them in an ant
hill to guard them from the contaminating in-
fluence of women. Roots wrapped in buckskin
and placed in an ant hill made "good power"
for the stick game.

Power gave speed and endurance in foot
racing. One famous racer, a relative of Sus-
zen, was challenged by a man at Inchelium, in
Colville territory. The latter said that
after the race he would tell what his guardi-
an spirit was. The two contestants ran fast-
er than the horses of those who followed the
race, but Suszen's relative lost. Shaking
hands with him, the Inchelium man said mod-
estly, "I'm sorry I beat you. I didn't ex-
pect to. When I was a little boy a mouse
ran fast under my pillow and told me I would
be a good foot racer. I tried that power to-
day and won. Perhaps you have a better one."
Suszen's relative replied, "I have a good
guardian spirit, the sage hen. But you won
with just a small power." He never ran an-
other race.

Of all the animal benefactors, only
bears and perhaps wolves, allowed their
wards to assume their form. Billy Joe knew
an old woman with bear power who could do
this. When his wife's mother (a Wenatchi)
and another woman had seen a grizzly and re-
ported this to the old woman's son, he laugh-
ed and explained, "I guess it's my mother
playing bear." This were-bear woman always
wore as a belt a strip of bear skin cut from
nose to tail, which was not only her power
emblem, but the instrument by which she was
transformed.
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Of shamanlstic practices for the public
good, the control of the weather was perhaps
the most general in effect. Though the Col-
vllle sang their power songs for alternate
freezing and thawing to facilitate hunting
on snowshoes, the Southern Okanagon sang
only for "soft weather." I have mentioned a
phase of weather shamanism in connection
with the winter dance.

Part of the technique of weather con-
trol was to let blood from one's head fall
on the snow. One winter a horse belonging
to Long Paul Timentwa's grandmother was wan-
dering hungry through the deep snow in the
hills. It returnea to camp and chewed the
tule mats with which the tip! was covered.
The old woman took pity on her horse and
sang her power song, accompanied by all her
camp mates. Then she told someone to cut
her head. When this had been done, she let
the blood drip on the snow. Rain and wind
then came and washed the snow away.

One very severe winte
years ago, all the livestoc
the cold. An old woman who
fluence the weather and whos
sought by the people, "made
and asked her friends to cut
her blood had fallen on the
wind at once brought rain,
livestock contributed to pay

r about twenty
k were dying of
had power to in-
e aid had been
some medicine"

her head. When
snow, a south
Those who had
her fee.

In the Colville tale of the boy hero,
the latter "took his little power and stuck
It up on a little bush ... and it started to
rain ... and the crane who was guarding the
service-berry bushes from which the boy wish-
ed wood for his arrows put his head under
his wing." Later in the story the boy sang
the Maneater's power song to make the snow
and the rain come, and then changed his song
to make it freeze.

Guardian spirits
building. VOien a
winter lodge was to b
of the group decided
had the best power t

For obvious reasons,
burrowing animal was
Other people, even
work by "keeping watc

also aided in house
large semi-subterranean

e constructed, the men
among themselves who
o superintend the work,
power derived from some
especially appropriate,
women, might help the
h with their power."

A shaman with special power for hunting
deer was called tlakwll'lx saslo's
kSlaspI'xEm. Women did not customarily hunt
deer or bear, and one who did was publicly
credited with very special power for this
purpose. A woman might delegate to a man,
usually her husband or brother, her power
for hunting or fighting, though not her
power for curing. One woman whose guardian
spirit was "the biggest and oldest of all
the deer, so old that it could hardly stand,"
lent her deer hunting power to her brother,
since she had no husband. When she wanted a
deer she told him where to find one; he fol-
lowed her directions and was always success-
ful. Before the deer thus obtained was eat-
en, she cut from it a piece of the ear and
a piece of the lower lip, burned the hair

off these pieces, and ate them. Other peo-
ple were then free to enjoy the kill. If her
brother brought several deer from one hunt,
she ate the ear and lip pieces from only one
of them. The same power enabled her to cure
illness. When a man went on the warpath his
wife might help him by thinking of her power
and by singing her power song in the evening.

If a group of hunters met with no suc-
cess, they asked aid from one of their num-
ber who had the appropriate power. '.Vhen eve-
ning came he sat with his back toward the
fire and sang for a long time. Then he told
his companions to go to a certain place and
kill the youngest deer that they could find.
If they did so, they afterwards had better
luck. This performance was called
cqwelhQm6st, "doing the best that one can."
Another procedure was for them all to sing
their power songs in the evening and on the
next morning to go out and find deer. The
leader of the party (lato's, a leader in a
shamanistic ceremony), who had deer power,
killed the first one they found and ate a
piece of the liver while it was still warm.
He then gave each of the other hunters some
of the liver to eat. Those of them who had
power from carnivorous animals also drank
some of the deer's blood as soon as they had
made the kill.

Sometimes a man with deer power threw
out all the entrails of the deer, with the
kidneys, heart, and liver, to "feed one of
his other powers" which had helped him," Ce-
cile told of a man who had hunted for four
days and got no deer. On the fourth night,
coyotes howled around his house. He told
his wife that the coyotes were about to aid
him. The next morning he killed a big deer
and threw out the entrails for them.

One might be walking through the woods
singing his power song, when suddenly a deer
would appear and he would kill it. Anyone
so favored would know that he had deer power.
His song called the deer, which complacently
stood in his way and waited to be shot.

During a very bad winter, when David's
people were starving, a man with strong
power for hunting went out with his dog. The
dog drove a deer down into a lake, but the
hunter could not get near enough to shoot it.

A second time the dog drove the deer into
the lake, but again the hunter failed; and
a third time. Then the deer tried to escape.
As it was about to run out of sight around a
hill, the hunter yelled as loudly as ho
could. The deer fell dead. When he told
his friends this they would not believe him
till he had showed them the tracks. Then
they had faith in his power. At another
time, when he had stalked a flock of swans
unsuccessfully and they had soared into the
air, he looked up and hoped for one. It drop-
ped dead at his feet. This was due to an-
other power which he had. Many winters this
man saved the people from starvation,

A hunter with a grizzly bear as guardi-
an spirit could kill a grizzly with ease. It
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did not resist him when he walked up to it
and stabbed, shot, or clubbed it to death.
Mary Garden's uncle used his grizzly power
when hunting a bear which had been worrying
the women. He painted his face with a de-
sign representing the claws of the grizzly
and rode forth on his horse attired only in
a breech-clout and singing his power song.
The bear threw him down and mauled him, but
his power saved his life.

Power was often brought into play at
the fisheries. Michel's father told the peo-
ple during a winter dsince that he Intended
to go salmon fishing near l&lott. When the
season -jame they all helped him to make the
weir. People came from Nespelem, Kartaro,
Sanpoil, and near Chelan. After they had
caught a few salmon, dried them, and distrib-
uted them among the families, the salmon
stopped running. Most of the fishermen then
moved away, leaving only a few at the weir.
Michel's grandmother, who had salmon power,
cleaned the weir and sat down near it. She
sang no songs; she just "thought about her
power" and went away. Very late that night
the salmon began to run again and by the
next morning they had filled the weir. The
people took them out, but salmon came up
abundantly for several days afterward.

Lucy Joe told the following anecdote
which, she said, shows that the people long
ago really did have power. Nmaskwist, her
father's sister's son, once made a salmon
weir at Malott. At first it was unproduc-
tive. Nmaskwist's grandmother, Sikuntaluqs,
said, "I'm going to the weir." She walked
along the weir to the opposite bank of the
river and lay down there. Soon after sunset
she heard the kingfisher (stares) flying
over the camp. She thought, "Now we're go-
ing to eat." She lay there and slept. The
salmon came. By daybreak a great many had
been caught in the weir, and she called to
the people, "Your weir is going to overflow.'
Then the fishermen all ran down with their
spears and other equipment, without stopping
to put on their shoes, and took out two hun-
dred salmon. When they had got these, the
weir broke. Sikuntaluqs took off her mocca-
sins and went swimming just above it. The
people said to her, "What's the matter with
you? You shouldn't swim up there." But that
was her power. She replied, "I was the one
that made the salmon come. It's all right
If I take a swim." When other camps heard
that the fishing was so good there, they came
from Nespelem, Simllkameen, and other dis-
tant places. In the evening Sikuntaluqs lay
down again and "fixed the weir." In the
morning a kingfisher was found dead on the
bank, and the weir was full of salmon. The
kingfisher must have been Sikuntaluqs"
guardian spirit. When she sang, she said,
"I'm an eagle and its little sister, the
kingfisher."

Though women should not come within
half a mile of a salmon weir, those who had
salmon power, or who were attended by a man
who had such power, could do so with impuni-
ty.

In the "very old days," long before Sus-
zen's father could remember, some shamans
were always doing harm. They delighted es-
pecially In spoiling the salmon fisheries by
letting all the salmon go through. The peo-
ple had to watch these "mean doctors." They
gave them food whenever they wanted it and
were otherwise good to them, for they were
all afraid of their great power.

In war the guardian spirits came to
man's aid in numerous ways. They warned and
advised him, gave his family immunity to ar-
rows and bullets, enabled him to escape from
his enemies by becoming invisible or by as-
suming animal attributes, fortified his
morale in battle by allowing him to sing
their power songs, and sometimes even restor-
ed him to life when the enemy had left him
for dead. A man who had special power for
warfare was much desired as a housemate be-
cause he could foresee an attack by enemies,
though he never set himself up as a rival to
the regular chief. Although no power songs
were sung at a war dance, the warriors often
took this opportunity to display their powei
emblems and to tell the people what their
power was and how it had helped them in
their exploits. A few Instances will illus-
trate the many methods of employing power in
war.

In a story told by David Isaac, the
hero ktsasikwa when pursued by the Shuswap
had made a fire to heat the stones for a
sweat house. But as soon as he had a good
blaze, his power told him, "Your enemy is
near you; it's going to bite you." Ktsasikwa
then threw water on the fire and the pur-
suers, seeing this steam from afar, thought
that it was only a natural mist. Later he
and hi's brother outwitted the enemy by chang-
ing themselves Into wolves. Wearing a cap
with a wolf nose in front and a grizzly nose
behind, he took the scent of some Shuswap
tracks by turning the grizzly nose to the
front, thus using his grizzly power. Still
later in the tale, when ktsatslkwa had
caught on a snag while swimming under water,
his frog power saved him from drowning and
he made a noise like a frog.

Once some old people, some children, and
one young man were making a salmon weir at
Okanogan while the rest of their band were
out hunting and picking berries. A war party
appeared on the opposite bank of the river.
The young man came out of his tipi and gave
them signals for peace, but they replied in
the sign language, "We want to eat and sleep.
Tomorrow we'll fight you. Get ready," The
young man immediately sent a boy across the
river with some salmon for the enemy. He did
the same the next morning, when he again
urged the hostile party not to attack and
signalled them that his people would give
them whatever they wanted.

Now he happened to have thunder power.
When he was a little child he had made, ac-
cording to the command of the spirit, two
sacred arrows: one painted yellow, the other
red, white, yellow and black. He had kept
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them high up in his lodge, and no one, not
even he himself, ever handled them. Thunder
had told him to make these arrows for use in
such an emergency as this. He now explained
to the people, "I don't want to fight. I

only want to try my thunder power with these
arrows. That is why I have never played
with them or used them for hunting, but have
kept them carefully for so long."

Having motioned to the enemy that he
was ready to fight, he jumped about, hollered,
and shot one arrow straight into the air. It
soared on for about ten seconds. It was
just like waking up the thunder. There was
a loud noise. When he shot up the other ar-
row, the thunder realized that its ward was
in danger. Then thunder and lightning came
and killed all the enemy. After this the
young man explained his power to his fellows.

When a little bird first came to a boy
as guardian spirit, hail might fall and the
bird tell him, "These hailstones are like
bullets and arrows." This meant that he
would be immune from bullets and arrows in
war. In the account of Sulktasku'sum given
by Suszen, the hero had received his power
from a magpie when a child, and no bullets
could harm him.

In other cases, such immunity was a
natural quality of the guardian which it im-
parted to the warrior. SersSpkIn, a chief
of the Northern Okanagon half a century ago,
had got power from a pitch-pine stump at the
foot of a rock-slide in the Similkameen val-
ley. The stump had been worn smooth by
rocks and gravel. Just before the battle of
McLaughlin's Canyon, in which Sersepkin came
to blows with the white soldiers, he told
his men that this stump was his guardian
spirit, and ordered them to shoot him to
prove his power. When they did so, the bul-
let flattened out against him and left him
unscathed.

One's guardian spirit might come to him
in his sleep and say, "Tomorrow you'll be
shot. But if you paint yourself with red
paint like a bullet wound, the bullets won't
hurt you."

No less remarkable were the ways In
which power enabled one to elude his enemies.
Sersgpkln and two of his warriors, qowgcElEx-
kln and sqEluxtco, were leading a war party
against the white soldiers who were encamped
by the Okanogan River. Sersepkin and
qSwecElExkIn left their guns with sqEluztc5
and walked into the enemy's camp. They
seized two guns from the soldier's stack.
When the soldiers tried to catch them, the
two warriors leaped around like animals and
finally escaped in one great leap. Their
white foes shot at them but could not hit
them. QowecElExkIn' s power was an eel: when
you grab an eel you can not hold it. At a
war dance qOwScElExkin recounted this adven-
ture himself.

A girl and her mother were once attack-
ed by Blackfoot and escaped by Invoking

their guardian spirits. The mother, who had
deer power, pulled her dress over her head
and ran away naked like a deer; while her
daughter, whose power was the eagle, took
some eagle feathers from the inside of her
dress, put them on her head, and flew away.

Once the foe made fires all around a
village in which there were four men, so that
the latter could not leave the village with-
out being seen. But one of the men used his
power to transform himself and the other
three into mice, and in this guise they all
escaped.

A passage in the Coyote tales Informs
us that Coyote's faeces, his special guardi-
an spirits, advised and enabled him to trans-
form himself into a wooden pan in order to
outwit the Bird-women. In another tale he
eluded his foes by invoking his power to
make the air dark and foggy.

In the story of Marten and Fisher, Mar-
ten "thought the cottonwoods to grow right
around the tent," that is, used his power to
make them grow there with miraculous speed,
so as to hide the tent.

In comparison with the preceding in-
stances, the following seems more dramatic
as well as more credible. Two Okanagon boys
and their mother were camping on a ridge be-
tween Oroville and Osoyoos to avoid the mos-
quitoes. One of the boys had been sick and
paralyzed for a long time, so that he could
hardly move. During the nig^t, when the old
woman went out to urinate, she saw Shuswap
warriors lying all around watching her. She
thought if she showed fright they would kill
her, and wanted first to let her healthy son
know, so she pulled her dress way up and
scratched herself as if she did not see them.
When she told her son about them he preparea
to fight. As soon as dawn came he jumped
out of the tipi and shot at the Shuswap, who
returned the fire. The sick boy did his
best to escape, his mother walking behind
him. When he tried to climb the hill, he
fell back. His warrior brother turned
around and continued to shoot at the Shuswap,
Again the sick boy tried to climb the hill,
but fell back. His mother was nearly help-
less also, and the Shuswap realized in what
a plight all three of them were. They wanted
to terrorize the fighting boy, so they
hollered at him and blew their flutes [;]

and made all kinds of ugly noises. The sick
boy was still trying to climb the hill. He
did not succeed till the Shuswap, by pure
chance, made a noise like the sound of his
power animal. Then he ran up the hill full
speed and his brother followed. The Shuswap
caught the old woman and were going to kill
her, but she had some fine swan's feathers
sewed on the sleeves and shoulders of her
dress. She tore these out, threw them be-
hind her, and ran away. When the Okanagon
saw them coming down the hill toward Oro-
ville, they said, "The Shuswap must have at-
tacked the boys and old woman and be chasing
them." So they took their weapons and went
out to meet the enemy.
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Guardian spirits might bestow miracu-
lous vitality on a warrior and restore him
from death. Suszen said that after the
great hero SulktaskQ'sum had been cut to
pieces by the Blackfoot, his entrails moved
until the next day. In the Colville story
of quinmusq, the hero, finally done to death
and thrown into the river by his Spokan ene-
mies, was "put together" and revived by his
power animals. Johnnie's great-grandfather,
probably a Colville, had a dream of killing
the Kutenai. Later, in a battle, he cut off
the head of a Kutenai warrior and threw it
into a lake. But the head revived and ani-
mals surrounded it as it floated on the wa-
ter. This manifested a special power of his.

Suszen showed a picture of a man lying
on his back in the forest, scalped and dead
and surrounded by many animals. The man had
power from the chief of these, and he had al-
so summoned the others to help him. The
crow found his scalp and brought it back to
him; then the beaver brought him to life.

Suszen related that once, at Fort Spo-
kane, the white soldiers were preparing to
fight another group of whites who were known
as the Red Shirt People. The former had
with them as allies some Nez Perce braves
from Nespelem. They had sent a challenge to
the Red Shirts. While they were waiting for
a reply, in war dance formation, Indians and
soldiers all together around the fires, a
Spokane warrior offered to predict what the
reply would be. He said that he would twice
start to leave pamp and twice return, and he
directed one of his friends to kill him with
a club as he was about to leave camp the
third time. He explained that his spirit
would go to where the fight would take place,
would learn the result of the battle, and
would return to tell their caotain. The
friend killed him just as he had suggested,
where all could behold the deed. Then they
held the war dance. An hour after this re-
quested murder, the slain warrior revived
and informed his comrades that at noon on
the next day, when the two forces met for
combat, the leaders would hold parley and
come to terms. His prediction was fulfilled.
Though Suszen told this anecdote as evidence
of power. It Involves some confusion hetween
the guardian spirit and the soul, since the
warrior's spirit had to be released by his
death before it could accomplish its errand.

Among the Colville, power derived from
the blue jay differed from any recorded for
the Okanagon, for it especially enabled its
possessor to find lost articles and people,
and sometimes impelled him to flee human so-
ciety and lead an insane life in the woods.
Blue jay shamans used black face-paint. A
man with this power once disappeared from a
settlement near Marcus just after the winter
dance and was not found till the next autumn.
His brother dreamed that he might be discov-
ered with a group of wild horses at noon on
the day following the dream. Enlisting the
aid of a few good ropers, the brother went
out to capture him. They found him as fore-
told in the dream, leaping from one horse's

back to another. The horses escaped, but the
maniac ivas bound, fumigated with xacxac root,
and restored to normal life. David, the nar-
rator, knew of no other instance of this
kind, but Johnnie's account of the behavior
of Colville blue jay shamans when they went
out to find lost things, and the repeated
statement that they "turned into bluejays,"
indicate a much more violent form of spirit
possession than occurred among the Okanagon.
Johnnie recounted that those with this power
turned into bluejays at a dance, which no
one was allowed to leave. They would fly
out through a crack in the door. They would
stay naked in the mountains for months, liv-
ing only on pitch. One such named inyas
(Aeneas, Ignace?) could jump up a tree and
dance on one foot on its tip. People "spoke
backward" to him. If a man was lost in the
mountains or drowned, or if horses were lost,
he was asked to find them. He hopped out on
one foot; reporting on his return, "I did
not find him," meaning the reverse. Another
named q.'ai'iyS would hop out and find a coin
secreted in the snow. In all the cases
given, the shamans had possessed their blue-
jay power for some time; we obtained no ac-
count of their conduct soon after getting
the power,

CUEING

Two schools of Okanagon medicine are
clearly to be distinguished: one secular, em-
ploying splints, bandages, hot and cold ap-
plications, herbs, and so on, and open to
all who could learn the techniques; the
other religious, closely bound up with power,
entered only by those whose guardian spirits,
especially strong, had directed them into
the curing profession, and who, usually, had
given several winter dances. I shall first
discuss this latter, shamanistio kind of
therapy. Let us bear in mind, howeveif, that
though certain complaints were more amenable
to the secular art whereas others were sel-
dom treated in this way, a large number of
cases might be treated in both ways, a shaman
being called in after secular methods had
failed. Some said that a white physician
could never diagnose or cure an ailment from
papalot or from other maglco-religlous
causes, but that an Indian shaman had no
ability to treat smallpox, influenza, and
similar diseases recognized by the whites.
This was probably a rationalization in de-
fense of native methods.

Of all the purposes to which a Southern
Okanagon might invoke his guardian spirit,
healing and curing were the most profession-
al. Though every normal adult had at least
one spirit, proficiency as a physician mark-
ed the individual as a true shaman. The
word tia-kwilE? designated any person who
had power, but those who employed their spir-
its for curing were referred to by terms de-
noting the techniques which they used. Such
specialists were the tia-kwilEx lal'sia'pEm
or tia-qwI'lEi xEl s^jfElO's, "who cured by
sucking; the pSipOxumelh, lit. "blowing all
the while" or pOxOmSmln, who cizred by blow-
ing; and the tla kwlH^i lal' aspuxEm who
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cured by blowing and manipulation. The pro-
portion of shamans to laymen varied greatly
between villages. Both men and women could
be shamans, but men probably predominated.

Though all shamans had some general cur-
ing ability, their powers were usually spe-
cialized. Thus, spider power and rattle-
snake power were employed respectively to
treat the bites of these vermin, but power
from certain kinds of hawks and other birds
which kill snakes also served against snake
venom. A shaman ^vith spider power could see
a spider-bite, even through clothing, with-
out being told that it nas there. When a
certain small boy had been bitten by a spi-
der, his father went from the Omak district
all the way up to Loomis to procure a shaman
that he knew of,' only to find that this prac-
titioner could not effect the cure because
he had not the spider power.

If a shaman had several poviers and did
not know just what was wrong with the pa-
tient, he tried first one and then another
in his attempts to cure. A mistake in the
treatment might bring the sickness on him-
self. In cases of very serious illness, sev-
eral shamans might cooperate. Four, three
men and a woman, struggled to save the life
of the woman who had been bewitched by Suz-
anne. They took turns in trying to draw the
sickness out of her, but to no avail.

Sometimes a shaman dreamed that a cer-
tain person was sick. On awaking he sang
for a while and then went to the prospective
patient and offered to cure him. He some-
times had to travel a long distance to his
case, even in the days before horses when he
had to go on foot. If the cure was success-
ful, he received a small gift; if not, he
gained nothing. The amount was not stated
beforehand, but was as much as the patient
or his family wished or were able to give: as
little as a blanket or as much as a horse.
The patient never gave his daughter to the
shaman as a fee. Lucy Joe said that she
Tvould return the fee if her patient died. In
recent years, since the white doctors are
paid in ratio to the distance which they
must come, some shamans require a large pay-
ment before attempting the cure. Despite the
time they spent in visiting patients, shamans
had to engage in the same everyday occupa-
tions as did laymen. Only Suszen declared
that a shaman rrho refused to attend patients
because of malice might, after due warning,
be killed by the "chiefs and the people."
They clubbed him to death, hanged him, cut
his throat, or bound him, weighted him with
rocks and drowned him. Arrows were not used
for this purpose because many shamans were
immune to them.

Aside from the more obvious cases of
physical injury, the Southern Okanagon at-
tributed sickness chiefly to the intrusion
of a tangible and more or less animate ob-
ject into the victim's body, to power-theft,
to soul- loss, to insubordination to one's
power, or to violation of a religious taboo.
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Intrusion was the most common cause and
was often traced to the activity of a malig-
nant shaman. Cecile related that a certain
old man went three times to a family, asking
for food, but they gave hin nothing. "Well,"
he thought, "because they are so stingy I'll
fix their little boy so they won't be happy
all the time." That night the boy fell sick
and they implored the old man to come and
cure him. He refused, so they obtained an-
other doctor. V/hen the latter drew the sick-
ness from the lad he had to pull very hard;
It was so strong that he could scarcely hold
it. Soon it became more quiet, and he pull-
ed it out until it was about eighteen inches
long. It was soft and as white as paper.
They cut it in two and saw it bleed. This
killed the old man who had sent it.

The intrusive element was sometimes a
magical dart, such as I have described above.
Nose bleed and headache, as well as local
congestion, were symptoms of this affliction.

Rattlesnake bites belong in this gener-
al category. The toxic element was some-
times a small object, pointed at both ends,
which had entered the body of the patient
and caused swelling; sometimes two of these
"teeth" entered at once. A rattlesnake sha-
man extracted and displayed them. The swell-
ing might also be caused by the snake's poi-
son, without the intrusion of the "tooth,"
and could be healed by the shaman touching
or massaging the afflicted part "to kill the
poison." He did not suck the affected part.

Blowing, massage, and sucking were the
most usual means of cure. The word
pOxpoxamSlh for a professional curing shaman
refers to the belief that he could, by blow-
ing on or toward the patient, either expel
the source of the complaint or project into
the patient the later's lost soul. Sick peo-
ple were heavy, but when doctors blew on
them they became "as light as a feather." A
shaman might cure "summer complaint" (sun-
stroke rather than diarrhea ?) and other dis-
eases by blowing on the patient's head. One
cured Johnnie's sister of a toothache by
blowing on her sore cheek, after which she
took from her mouth e little yellow worm.
Sickness caused be extreme grief (papasi'lEx)
was also amenable to this treatment.

Blowing was often combined with manipu-
lation or massage. Fly power enabled its
possessor to cure scrofula by blowing on the
afflicted part and subsequently extracting
the "worm" by the motion of his hands. This
was done also for toothache. When a malig-
nant shaman had blown a magical dart into
his victim, the doctor employed for the cure
would blow the dart out of the patient, catch
it between his hands, plunge it into water
to cool it, and afterwards show it to the
people. To restore the soul to a person who
had lost it by foolishly touching the cen-
tral dance post, a shaman drew the soul out
of the post, probably by manipulation, rubbed
it once or twice between his hands, and blew
it back into the patient's body.
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A cure involving both manipulation and
blowing was described as follows by Cecils

.

The doctor first sang for about ten minutes,
presumably his power song. Then he worked
his hands over the reclining patient from
feet to head and grasped the sickness over
the head in both hands. One or two bystand-
ers seized him "to prevent him from dying or
being carried away by the strength of the
medicine," and plunged his hands, which still
held the sickness, into a vessel of water.
When the sickness had become quiet, the doc-
tor took his hands out of the water and
"threw away" the sickness by blowing on it.
He repeated this process four times, twice
working his hands up from the patient's feet
and twice down from the head.

For rheumatism the shaman blew on the
sensitive place and rubbed it with his hands.
Then he caught the illness over the patient's
head, rolled it between his hands, and dis-
played a slender dark object which he said
he had extracted. Josephine, the interpret-
er for Mary Garden who described this method,
believed that this object was only dirt
which the shaman had rubbed from the pa-
tient's skin. But Mary insisted it might
have been projected into the victim by an
enemy. 'Alien placed in water it moved like a
worm.

Another method of extracting blood,
worms, general illness, poison, or other in-
jurious things was that of sucking. Shamans
proficient in sucking blood wore a tattooed
line from each corner of the mouth down each
side of the chin. Certain guardian spirits
gave power for this, notably such blood-suck-
ing insects as the mosquito and the horse-
fly, and animals which were often shot or
speared, such as deer .and salmon. The sha-
man sometimes sucked the patient's blood be-
tween his (cupped ?) hands placed over the
heart or over the afflicted member. After
the treatment he deposited the blood or
other cause of trouble in a vessel of water
where it would cool down and become quiet,
and where people could see it. No visible
break remained in the patient's skin as a

result of the sucking. Among ailments cured
in this way were wounds and hemorrhage, ap-
pendicitis, a fish bone in the throat, blood-
poisoning, toothache, extreme grief.

Fifteen years ago, when a man called
Sam George was at the Omak agency, he suffer-
ed a severe internal injury. The white doc-
tor held his wrist for fifteen minutes (fif-
teen was apparently a "pattern number" for
Suszen, the narrator) but Sam died anyway.
A shaman then sucked poison from close to
Sam's heart and put it in a cup of water.
The agent and the white doctor looked at the
poison. There was no hole in Sam's skin
where the doctor had sucked. Sam got well
and still lives. Harry Timentwa and Old
Harry's grandson both testified that they
had been cured of illness by the sucking
treatment.

Some shamans sprinkled water on a pa-
tient as they walked around him. If he show-

ed no signs of improvement at the fourth
round, his case was hopeless. Billy Joe told
of a cure performed by his wife, an old
Wenatchi shaman, by this method combined
with blowing. A man had been stabbed all
over his body, and lay motionless and uncon-
scious. His friends sent for Billy Joe's
wife, who at once saw that the patient was
nearly dead. Singing her power song, she
sprinkled water on him as she walked around
him three times. Still he did not move. She
said, "If he doesn't move when I sprinkle
water the fourth time around, he's hopeless."
For the fourth time she walked around him
sprinkling the water. This time he moved.
She blew on him, his friends took him and
bathed him in the Columbia River, and he got
well.

A shaman with tobacco power smoked his
povjer pipe and blew the smoke on the pa-
tient. A girl who had this power kept se-
cretly a little pipe as a power emblem. If
she were very ill, her guardian spirit told
her to smoke this pipe. She did so, using
tobacco and kinnikinnik: the smoke went all
through her body as a medicine. When the
community heard that she had cured herself
in this way, her services were demanded for
the benefit of others. Even if she had
never smoked before, but was told by her
spirit in a dream to go cure a certain sick
person by smoking, she took her little pipe
to the patient's house and smoked it there.
The patient's relatives then understood and
offered her money for the treatment. She re-
fused the money, but agreed to perform the
cure. This she did by smoking the pipe and
blowing the smoke on the patient.

Sometimes in such cases as poisoning of
the blood one touch of the shaman's finger-
tips sufficed for the cure. One old woman
with spider power saw a horse bitten by a
spider and said, "He's been bitten right by
that rib." She then put her hand on the
bite and healed it. Rattlesnake bite could
sometimes be cured by a rattlesnake shaman
in the same simple way, though the poison
had even infected the bone.

One old woman who had power from the
largest of all the deer could cure a sick
baby by simply carrying it about, Johnnie's
sister had had several children, all of whom
had died shortly after birth. When her last
child was born this old woman made a cradle-
board and placed him in it and he survived.

To treat a sickness caused by power
theft or power loss the power had to be re-
captured. We did not obtain specific infor-
mation as to how this was done. Presumably
the shaman who was employed for the cure pro-
jected his own power out and enticed the
lost power back into Its owner.

The tail feathers of a robin, prepared
as described for power capture on an earlier
page, might also be used in curing. At night
the shaman put one of these feathers in his
hair. In the morning he found the feather
back on the mat. Then the patient recovered.
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Aside from the essential therapeutic
act, be it blowing, sucking, manipulation, or
touching, the practitioner did certain
things to invoke his guardian spirits and to
express his power. Thinking about the power,
singing its song, and sometioes declaring
the identity of the spirit, not only pre-
pared him inwardly for the business in hand,
but inspired the confidence of his patient
and of the community. He also sang describ-
ing the condition of the patient and the ges-
tures and methods which he would use in the
cure. No two shamans sang alike, but each
as his power had dictated. He sang the song
which he had heard his guardian sing to him
as a child. If he had several powers and
did not know what was the patient's illness,
he tried his powers one after another. While
curing, the shaman wore no special clothing
and did not carry or wear his power emblems,
articles which he employed only at the win-
ter dances. But he usually smoked his power
pipe before beginning the treatment. Some-
times he danced if he had been so instructed
by his guardian spirit. A passage in
Suszen's evidence indicates the importance
of dancing as a part of the curing process.
Suszen said that the more shamans there were
at a curing, the more nights they would
dance and the better it was for the patient.
V/hen only a few shamans were there, they
would grow tired sooner. Some shamans had
to play the stick game as part of their cur-
ing technique, and hit the reclining patient
with both hands on the stomach and chest, if
these had been activities prescribed by
their spirits. A certain shaman who had
skunk power stamped his foot on the ground
as he extracted illness and told the bystand-
ers that he was a skunk.

Curing by means of herbs and other medi-
cines was called mSREmen. There was no spe-
cial word for those who did it. It was prac-
tised mainly by aged men and women who had
learned the art more or less secretly from
other old people. They had not paid for
this instruction. They did not have to pos-
sess any special amount or quality of power,
though they usually had some and might even
be professional power shamans. One might be
called to a case from a long distance, just
as were the shamans, but the fees for secu-
lar medicine consisted only of food and
other provisions and were less than those
given for the more mystical treatment. Some
practitioners specialized and became so
famous for certain techniques that they did
not have to go hunting and food gathering,
but were said to receive all of their living
from their practice. But each doctor usual-
ly knew a number of medicines and treatments.
In preparing his medicines he took great
care to guard them from enfeebling influ-
ences, such as the glance of menstruating
women.

The Okanagon believed that they suffer-
ed less from diseases before the whites came.
They said that in those better days they had
no venereal complaints and that smallpox,
chickeapox, measles, rheumatism, pneumonia,
and colds had been less common and virulent.

For a cold (c'aha) a plant called
EntSq'qui'nIk was dried, steeped in water,
and the water drunk. If the patient was up
and around, he took this decoction when trou-
bled with coughing; if confined to his bed,
whenever he wished to take it. From dried
"rock sage-brush" (6nt&ktakqnaln^) a strong
tea was prepared for the same complaint.
:jCaxaS'lp, "wild fern," which grows along the
creeks, was administered for colds as well
as for consumption, but we did not discover
how. The root of the plant called pvait was
soaked in water and the yellow liquid drunk
for colds.

Tuberculosis (xqSxShOm) , diagnosed from
coughing at daybreak and in the evening, was
said to have been known before the whites
came. Mary Garden said that the Okanagon be-
lieved that this disease was caused by two
small "germs," male and female, which looked
like tiny fish-bladders and which multiplied
and killed the patient. Before recovering
rrom the disease, the patient had to voiuit
these two objects. In addition to the "wild
fern" already mentioned, tea made from young
red willow was drunk in large quantities to
ease coughing; about two quarts at night and
two quarts in the morning.

The informants said that "galloping con-
sumption" was unknown in the early days.

Rheumatism {cqalqilstsl'm, lit. "sick-
ness bone") was believed to have been absent
in aboriginal times and to have come in with
the white man's food. To treat it, hot dirt,
hot ashes, or a hot stone wrapped in buck-
skin, canvas, or scraped pine bark, was ap-
plied to the sensitive area. Water from
Omak Lalfe was also used; one summer a couple
cured their rheumatism by swimming in the
lake. Johnnie described the following cure
by cautery. The skin above the sore place
was moistened with spittle and a small piece
of a certain plant was stuck to it. This
was then ignited and allowed to burn down to
the skin. If the weed exploded the cure was
successful; the rheumatism "jumped out."

Anemia, symptomized by loss of weight,
loss of energy, and of appetite, was combat-
ed by tea made from the tip-top branch of a

fir tree, the patient drinking as much as
possible of this four or five times daily.
This was an emetic.

Fever (stciix, lit. "hot," or tcSxtcu?-
tcq.'elt, lit. "hot sickness") was apparently
not treated as such.

•Syphilis was called tci'nQk, because it
was believed to have come from the Chinook
Indians. No venereal diseases were known be-
fore the whites entered the country. A'e ob-
tained no native remedies for them.

To treat smallpox, a sprig of white
sagebrush was broken off close to the ground,
boiled, and the infusion drunk. During the
smallpox epidemic a woman dreamed that the
odorous fluid of the skunk would cure this
disease. This was given to the dying and
they recovered.
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For "summer complaint" (perhaps sun-
stroke), called ointca' xqs'n, symptomized by
headache and bleeding at the nose, a plant
called tEwate'wa ("wild peppermint" in the
local English) was administered.

For stomachache the roots of a plant
called t 'sit'sixa' lip were boiled and the in-
fusion drunk. Water in which rock sagebrush
had been steeped was also drunk for stomach
trouble.

Headache (cqe'lqin) was treated by bind-
ing "some kind of a weed" against the tem-
ples and stuffing it into the nostrils.
Michel said that "any weed" was used for
this; Johnnie stated that one sometimes used
red willow (ctiktlkstcxwl'lph) . Also the
root of a plant called rwa'it was chewed.

For constipation the following remedies
were taken internally: tea made from the
grass called ?a?alah6'pc, or the bush known
as teptSpcalqQh; water from Omak Lake or
Goose Lake.

Swooning, fits and other losses of con-
sciousness or control were treated by burn-
ing the root of a plant called xacxac and
blowing the smoke on the patient. A fragrant
fir bough (mErlip) was also used to revive
one who had fainted.

Nose bleed (ckwatsks) was treated by
bathing the back of the head with cold water.

To boils was applied the foul juice
from a smoker's pipe or a poultice of hot
pine pitch.

Sores were treated by applying warm
rocks or dirt.

Skin irritations caused by poison ivy
were smeared with the milky sap from a brok-
en stem of sumac.

For wounds, a weed called yaRxaBTRmfi'

,

which was something like pigweed, was mashed,
dampened with water, made into a slimy paste,
and applied as a poultice. Buckskin band-
ages were also used. Wounds on the skull
were treated in the same way, no trephining
or cautery being practiced for them.

Though many shamans knew how to set
bones, it was not a professional art and
relatives of the patient usually performed
it. Flat splints were bound to the broken
limb with buckskin bandages. Sometimes the
pulp of the inner bark of the red willow or
the pine was placed on the limb, which was
then wrapped tightly with a small twined
tule mat and held in cold water for as long
as the patient could bear it.

Sore eyes were bathed in water from
Omak Lake.

Toothache (snEk.'ellc, from k.'elic, "it

hurts") yielded to no secular remedy. Only a
shaman could cure it, by methods described
above.

Abortion was called cxSntst; simple mis-
carriage was cxSnt. Since abortion was sin-
ful, the herbs used in procuring it were
kept secret.' Johnnie, however, told us in a
whisper that strong pine needle tea would
have this effect.

Distemper in horses was treated by fumi-
gation with certain roots,

CHARMS

Though trees were not classed as male
or female, some plants had sex, determined
from the shape of the roots, especially sun-
flower and the plant from which love medi-
cine was made. The roots embraced each
other as if sexually. If a woman coveted an-
other's husband, she cut off the female part
of the root, named it after her rival, and
put it away where it would dry up. She then
severed the same part from another root, rep-
resenting herself, and planted it with the
male part of the first. These two parts
then grew together. To alienate the affec-
tions of a married couple or pair of sweet-
hearts, one took two very small pine sprouts,
named each one after one of the couple and
wrapped each sprout with some of their hair.
Having peeled off some of the bitter bark
from a cottonwood tree, he stuck one of the
sprouts into the trunk, and uttered a spell
to make one of the couple bitter against the
other, just as the bark was bitter.

Love" medicine (plax or piai) was made
from the heart of a humming-bird and some
kind of flowering plant that grows high in
the mountains and smells sweet. The stalk
of the flower and the heart were pounded up
and mixed with red paint. This medicine was
kept wrapped in a nice cloth. If one used
it as a rouge just at sunset, smearing a

little of it on face or shirt, he would be
thought of at that time by the beloved. Both
men and women might use this. Billy Joe
claimed that experts sometimes got as high a
fee as fifty dollars for this love medicine.

No amulets or talismans were ever car-
ried except objects connected with power.

Black magic by making the image of the
victim and abusing it was never practiced by
the Okanagon,

MISCELLANEOUS BELIEFS

Parents often disciplined their chil-
dren by telling them that the owl (snena')
or the night-hawk (kwaawil) might bite them,
especially at night when these birds were
heard.

The ant and the yellow jacket wanted

6 See Individual Life Cycle.
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people to die, because they themselves were
grave diggers, as shown by their being
"cinched tight around the waist."

V/hen children threw rocks into a small,
deep lake, the older people told them to
stop lest the wind start to blow.

If a person who was badly hurt made
much noise, it might cause a storm. Thunder
and lightning also came up when a shaman
died.

The informants had never heard of pass-
ers-by throwing rocks on a cairn.

Though the bat (stintanEwal'a) appears
as a character in the mythology, it had no
special powers or magical functions.

When one sneezed, it meant that someone
was talking about him.

The weather on the day of one's death
was the same as on the day of his birth.'

If one played with a frog till it was
tired and then turned it on its back, it
would "urinate into the sky" and thus pro-
duce rain. Cutting a frog to pieces did not
have the same effect.

In back of a salmon's head one can still
see a little flint arrow point with which
Rattlesnake shot Salmon according to a tale.

GODS, SOULS, AM) GHOSTS

Sweat House (qwi'lstEn) was a diety. In
the naming myth QOluncStn assigned it an es-
sential place in Indian life, a tradition
justified in actual practice. Constructing
a sweat house or using it had spiritual val-
ue and should not be undertaken lightly.
Boys probably did not take sweat baths be-
fore the age of twelve or thirteen, when
they learned to do so as part of their train-
ing for manhood. Sickness or other ill for-
tune befell the man who treated the house
irreverently; if, for example, he lost his
temper when heating the stones and kicked
the firewood about. As one dashed water on
the hot rocks, he chanted prayers to Sweat
House for health or for success in hunting,
gambling, love, or any other enterprise of
the moment. These were the opening lines of
the sweat house prayer:
yal yal yal yal qwi'lstEn
O: O; O: o; sweat House
quwa'ksEn qwAnenml'nEm
Take pity on me,
nolautiksq' ual
Let me live to be old,
kQwa ' kskinxl ' tEm
Help me.
Then followed a request for special aid,
such as
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nOkenspalsq '

e
' Ixwa

So I can kill deer,
lati'ssk'latsI'nEm
Deer.

Young boys would repeat the first line, call-
ing on Sweat House, as they heated the rocks.

The bath not only contributed to one's
physical health, but purified him spiritual-
ly, and was advisable or even necessary be-
fore enterprises in which luck was a strong
factor. Before setting out on a gambling ex-
pedition, the players took a number of sweat
baths and abstained from sexual commerce. If
one violated the latter tabu during the ex-
pedition he had to take the sweat baths all
over again. In attending several sweat
baths I got the impression, though it was
not substantiated by any direct statement of
the informants, that men together in the
sweat house felt a strong bond of familiari-
ty and exchanged many confidences.

The Okanagon conception of God, the cre-
ator and supreme being, has developed large-
ly under Christian influence. Though present
in the folklore, it played a very small part
in the old religion, and did not become the
basis of a cult until the arrival of the
Dream dance."

Our informants showed the Implicit dis-
tinction between the old God and the new
when, after telling the myth in which the
"Great Man" gave names to animals and the
sweat house, they declared that God was un-
known to the Indians until shortly before
European contact. The aboriginal idea of
God seems to have included his title of
"Great Man" or "Chief" and his functions as
name-giver and general overseer of the world.
He was not identified with Coyote (sinkall'p)
nor was he localized to the north or the
south. His present name, q61unc6'tn, trans-
lated by the informants as "man-maker," "he
who made us," "he who created everything,"
refers to a creative function which he did
not perform in the folktales, and its indige-
nous character therefore lies open to ques-
tion. Cecile carefully explained that
though people called him this, he was really
nameless. As a giver of prophecy in dreams,
q51unco'tn appeared as the great deity of
the Dream dance cult. Conceptions of him as
a White God who made the Indians, and as a
White Child, had almost certainly a Christ-
ian origin. Under missionary tutelage, the
Okanagon believed that he lived in the sky,
and they taught their children that good peo-
ple went to him after death, whereas bad
ones went to the Devil. Cecile said that he
had a wife, a daughter, and a son, but we ob-
tained no other information on these charac-
ters. Suszen stated that "before the whites
came" God looked like the rainbow.

The Devil, a figure derived from Christ-

7 See Individual Life Cycle.
8 This historical Interpretation seems doubtful to me. — L.S.
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ianity, was called chwaIlEmEn(or sxwelEmEn),
"something thrown away or discarded," be-
cause he had been cast out of heaven by God,
He therefore lived under the earth, where it
was hot. Suszen's account of the attempted
conversion of Chief Moses illustrates the
foreign nature of this divinity. The Govern-
ment had taken Moses' land away from him and
had sent him to Nespelem. There the priest
wanted to baptize him and teach him to pray,
and a government officer told Moses that un-
less he was baptized he would go to hell,
where the Devil would burn him. Moses de-
nied this, objecting that if there were fire
inside the earth the water in the white
men's wells would boil. He was never bap-
tized, "and never went to church because he
didn't believe in the Devil."

The spiritual parts of the individual
hardly lend themselves to rigid definition.
Apparently there were five: the mind, the
shadow soul, the breath soul, the immortal
soul derived from Christianity, and the
ghost.

Of the first, the thinking element, we
have only a scrap of evidence. It seems to
have been identified with the heart (cpoo'c
or pOo'st); the phrase haop05's, "your heart,"
being used to express approval after a sug-
gestion had been made. One sick from ex-
treme grief was called "broken-hearted"
(mao'ts po'ost), but this conception may
not have been aboriginal.

The shadow of the individual or his re-
flection in water represented his soul, the
oqaqElauh. This word meant shadow in the
ordinary physical sense, but in the present
connotation it signifies the vital principle.
Though a corpse cast a shadow it had lost
its cqaqElauh. Various precautions were tak-
en to prevent the loss of this element. One

should not sleep in the late afternoon lest
the sun carry his shadow down with it and
thus shorten his life, and if a child devel-
oped this habit he would die in his next ill-
ness. One incurred the seime danger by allow-
ing his shadow to fall in an open grave. If
one walked close behind a person who was
smoking, eating, or drinking, his reflection
or shadow might fall on the smoke, food, or
drink and be swallowed with it, especially
if the consumer had strong power. The spirit
of a child was particularly liable to be con-
sumed by a shaman in this way and within a

few days the child would succumb. Power
plays a part here, since, if the father of
the child were near him and had stronger
power than that of the shaman, the latter
would choke at the mouthful and might even
die. This applies to any case where a per-
son of strong power walked behind another
who was eating, drinking, or smoking and
whose power was weaker. If the former took
pity on his victim, he could save him from
choking by striking him on the back, bringing
up the smoke, if he had been smoking, in a

little ball of blood. Sometimes the inform-
ants spoke of this situation as if the indi-
vidual himself entered the other's mouth and
choked him. It was dangerous for a person
who was eating to be frightened by someone
from behind.

The cqaqElauh seems to have been close-
ly connected with the sweat, spittle, hair,
underwear, and other materials intimately in
contact with the individual, for these, as
well as the shadow, should not be allowed
to fall into an open grave. One person could
bewitch another by throwing such personal
leavings into a graveyard and beseeching a
buried corpse to keep them until the victim
was as "poor" as the corpse itself. The vic-
tim lost his property, fell into consumption,
and died.

The shadow soul was apparently not a
widespread belief, for neither David nor
Chilowhist Jim knew anything about it.

The breath (slExEntoSt) was sometimes
mentioned as if it were also a vital element,
similar to the cqaqElauh. If one slept fac-
ing west in the afternoon, said Johnnie, the
sun might take his breath down with it.'
Animals and birds probably lacked such a
soul: though a chicken's breath was called
by the same term as a man's, "it was not the
same." The primary connotation of the word
tlal, "dead," was "can't breathe any more."
David said that the priests told the Indians
that their "breath" went to another world
where God Judged it.

Whether the "breath" or the "shadow"
was regarded as the vital principle, a gen-
eral belief prevailed that a dying person
would expire either at twilight (slnsoxotcln)
or at dawn (sinpaktcin) . This weighs slight-
ly in favor of the shadow soul.

The soul most commonly referred to in
relation to life after death, to soul theft,
and to dreams, was called sinaxpe'os or
sinkakiu's, SInaxpe'os was derived from the
Okanagon naxpeosnt, which meant "to lay some-
thing over itself, to fold over once," and
vfas said to have been more or less coined by
the white priests, Sinkakiu's, a Spokan
word adopted by the Okanagon under Christian
direction, meant "something between two
folds," Neither of these words was in use
among the Okanagon before white contact. The
soul concept itself may have been imposed
upon the Indians by the Catholic fathers, who
were ignorant of the indigenous types of
soul, or found them unsuitable for Catholic
doctrine. Since the Dream dance faith, how-
ever, had emphasized an element in man which
could dream and survive death, it probably
led to the development of the primitive
oqaqElauh (shadow soul) idea into a more
active soul, Lucy Joe said, "You have a
shadow when you walk, and there is another
little shadow, the sinkakiu's." Later the

9 For the belief regarding sleeping In moonlight, see elsewhere.
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priests may have seized this concept and
given It this name. Lucy Joe ascribed the
Idea of the sInkaklQ's to a prophetic dream
by Chief SuSpEqEn, and the word to the Catho-
lic priests.

The relation of slnkaklQ's to power is
still more perplexing. Suszen explained
that whereas power came from animals, the
sinkaklu's came from qolOncO'tn (ttod), and
that the sinkaklu's was more important than
power because the loss of it actually killed
a man. In Suszen's view both elements seem-
ed to blend; power, he said, could be stolen
without stealing the soul, but the theft of
the latter, as we shall see in a moment, in-
volved that of the former.

A shaman of sufficient power could
steal one's sinkaklu's as the victim slept
and when the latter awoke he would be ill or
insane. The soul might be restored by a
shaman strong enough, just as lost power
was restored. Suszen gave us the best ac-
count. The prospective thief saw the sin-
kaklu's in a dream, distinguishing it from a
"real man" by its "going fast without walk-
ing." One would not wish to steal the soul
of a worthless person, but one who had stol-
en a worthwhile soul might "keep it for sev-
eral years and get its power." If his own
power was strong enough he could "tame" the
sinkaklu's, by feeding it, for example, if it

told him to do so. He tried to hide the
stolen power in the mountains, in a river,
or in some other lonely place, but we are
not told what he finally did with the soul.
All this happened in his dreams. After one's
sinkaklu's had been stolen he went Insane, or
at least became lazy and idiotic, and unless
he could get it back his days were numbered.
He sometimes employed a shaman to locate the
thief and restore the soul, or, if he had
strong enough power of his own, did so him-
self. This was accomplished by concentrat-
ing on his power and that of the thief, bring-
ing the two into conflict and ultimately van-
quishing the latter. The sweat house was a
favorite place in which to concentrate and
struggle in this way. All this sounds sus-
piciously like the theft of power, especial-
ly since Suszen, a very confusing informant,
was the only one who described it. At any
rate, soul stealing had not been done recent-
ly and no one told of an actual case.

Each individual had only one sinkaklu's.
It looked like him, but it could "go fast
without walking," "like thought," and could
fly. It was the part of him which dreamed:
it left the body during sleep and fainting.
Its failure to return to the body meant
death. After death it departed to the Catho-
lic heaven or hell, or returned as a ghost.

The land of the dead (stqama 'skut
)

,

often dreamed of by the living, was in the
sky. The way thither gradually ascended, but
its direction was not known. Suszen be-
lieved that it was divided; that good people
went to a good place after death, where they
could have lots of fun, whereas bad people
went to an evil place of continual strife

and killing. David claimed that before the
white priests introduced the concept of the
soul, the Indians knew nothing of life after
death and thought that they Just died like
animals. He was probably right.

The ghost (tuqtuqEnSo'lauh or
tuk'tOk'SnE'Sna) was similar to those in Eu-
ropean tradition, having a few vague and
general traits not standardized in detail,
and widely open to foreign suggestions which
make a "better story." Therefore any at-
tempt to separate the aboriginal ideas on
ghosts from those which have been imported
seems quite futile.

The ghost was not the disembodied shad-
ow (cqaqElauh), but was sometimes identified
with the sinkaklu's of a person not good
enough to "go to a good place" after death.
Ghosts were usually of the dead, but some em-
anated from the living who were about to die
or who were absent and thinking hard of home.
Suszen explained that when a dead man's
guardian spirits restored him to life, his
ghost returned to him. The ghost of the
dead lingered near his house or his grave,
where it might appear in several ways: some-
times as a flame which came out of the grave
with a rattling sound and pursued the be-
holder, sometimes as the double of the de-
ceased, which disappeared as it came nearer.
Ghosts often indicated their presence by a
rattling sound, as of dried deer hide or tin
cans. They laughed, shouted, screamed, whis-
tled and coughed. Suszen said that they
talked, but Michel denied it. Sometimes they
even threw stones. They moved as fast as a
man could run, yet without moving their legs
or leaving tracks. They were all feared, but
especially those of suicides, which were
visible every night near the scene of the
tragedy. Ghosts pursued people in lonely
places, deprived them of their wits, fright-
ened or froze them to death, or made them
ill. Whistling might attract them and was
avoided by timid persons when alone at night.
One pursued by a spectre along a path could
evade it by stepping aside from the path and
letting it pass. Recurrent troubles in a
house were often ascribed to a haunting
ghost. For this reason a baby was never
left alone in a house where someone had died,
and a fir bough and a sprig of wild rose
bush were hung in the room of a dead person
to keep the ghost away. Rocks were piled
over a place in the woods where someone had
been frozen to death or had perished by vio-
lence, perhaps to lay the ghost, perhaps as
a warning to passers-by. A few anecdotes
will illustrate the variations of the ghost
theme in more detail.

Mr. Richard Post has a good one. "One
dark night at Chilowhlst Jim's, Just after
we had said goodnight and the Indians had re-
tired, I walked silently by their tent on a
bit of sandy ground. A boy of eleven saw me
and called out 'Who's there?' I made no
reply, but hurried right on without turning
my head or changing my direction. He called
two or three times and, when I disappeared,
returned into the tent.
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"Next morning when we were talking
about ghosts, he told me that he had seen
one the night before. At daybreak he had
looked for tracks, but seeing none (except
my own, which were numerous anyway) he was
convinced that it had been a ghost.

"He said that he had never feared
ghosts, and had seen many, some of which he

had chased and pelted with stones. They were

neither good nor bad, but were merely wander-

ing spirits of the dead: spirits of people

who were not good enough to go at once to

kul'ntcSltn, and who had to serve atonement

on earth for a while, but who were not bad

enough to go to the Roman Catholic hell. He

called this form of spirit the slnkak'Iu's ."

Johnnie was about to start on a journey
with another man, who had told him to whis-
tle when he was ready. Johnnie stood near a

fence where a rocky trail went by, and whis-

tled. Something whistled back. Thinking it

was his wayfellow he called to It to stop,

but instead of answering it whistled again.

He finally came to the top of the trail
where the other man's horse was tied, and
called, "Here's your horse; where are you
going?" Only the whistle replied. Johnnie
got cold in the spine and returned.

Living people
sometimes be hear
when Johnnie's unci'
expected home, his
outside the house,
nearer it died away
two or three days.
the uncle must have
of coming, but was

who were absent could
d talking. One evening
e had been away and was
people heard him singing
but as his voice came

He did not return for
Johnnie explained that

been thinking "strong"
unable to return so soon.

The woman who made the poison with
which the Jealous shaman was killed in the
incident related above, later became a con-
vert to Catholicism. A light shines in the
deserted house where she died six years ago:
her ghost still lingers there. Sometimes
people deserted a house because of recurrent
deaths, for the ghost of its first owner
might be seen around it, looking and acting
as he had in life.

Once Mrs. Louie's brother heard the
ghost of a woman screaming in the woods near
Kettle Falls.

After a boy had committed suicide near
Curlew, his father killed the boy's horse
and spread the hide over his grave. On the
next day, and for many years after, the ghost
of the boy was seen riding on this horse.

One night Johnnie heard an adult weep-
ing in the next room which was supposedly
empty. On the following morning it became
known that the owner of the house had died.

One night near a graveyard Johnnie
heard someone sigh behind him. He heard

this four times. When he had made a light
to discover the source of the noise, he
thought he saw a man in white confronting
him. It was a Holstein cow with a white
face. This was the only ghost he had ever
seen.

He once saw a blue flame rise mysteri-
ously from the ground about twenty feet high
and change into a ball of fire (probably
marsh gas). He felt that this was supernatu-
ral, but did not claim that it was a ghost.

VARIOUS SUPERNATURAL BEINGS

Giants (tswalnaltEm) lived in the
mountains. They measured about twelve feet

in stature and clad themselves only in bear-
skins. Those of the Shuswap country, at

least, smelled like burnt gunpowder. They
carried little flutes, by blowing which they
mimicked the sounds of birds, squirrels, and
other small creatures. An old Okanagon and
an old Wenatchi man once saw a giant's den,
which was made of sticks.

In the wilderness dwelt also a race of
dwarfs called ntsitsimasqelaOh. Though sel-
dom seen, they were known to have long
beards, to dress like Indians, and to live
in rocks or in caverns as large as log cab-
ins. Sometimes the Indians found their tiny
footprints in the woods, but to see the
dwarfs themselves presaged death. They might
appear suddenly to the traveller in the wil-
derness, who saw them jumping around and
heard them singing, but they would quickly
vanish as the beholder fell into a dream. If
a man wanted rain, he might induce it by
throwing stones into the caverns inhabited
by dwarfs, but as the dust rolled out of the
hole he ran away lest the dwarfs deprive him
of his wits and capture him. StlElqa (stiaika
or stilalka') were a separate race of female
dwarfs inhabiting the streams, which could
be heard talking and laughing there.

In the hills there wandered a supernatu-
ral person called sEm'o'lauh (sama'61aux.
from sama, "Frenchman,"'" and olaQx, "land")
or skeiEolaOx (from ske'lux, "Indian," and
o'laux, "land"). He was not a dwarf, but
seems to have had light skin, so that after
the Indians had seen the French they called
him sEm'olauh instead of skSlEolaux. Michel
denied any knowledge of him, and said that
the above words meant only "Frenchman's land"
and "Indiana's land" respectively.

It may have been this "Frenchman" that
a Colville man, a relative of Andrew Tillson,
encountered many years ago when he was hunt-
ing. Having followed a deer for nearly a
week, the exhausted hunter made a fire and
slept. When he awoke a man with a gun ap-
peared and said to him, "Tour deer is not
very far from here, but you won't kill him.
I'll follow him myself and you'll hear me
shoot: in the morning you'll find him lying

10 I.e., French-Canadian.
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dead." The speaker had a gray horse; he
gave the hunter power to get gray horses as
well as to kill deer.

TsEatlEmOx was an old woman who travel-
led through the tree tops with a baby on her
back. Wherever she passed she left the
trees scorched as if by fire. Her baby cried
ceaselessly. Sometimes she descended to the
ground, climbing on all fours and head first
down the tree trunk, while neither her long
hair nor her infant changed their position.
Many people had seen this old woman. She did
neither harm nor good, but simply moved on
through the tree tops as she would do till
the end of the world.

Water-monsters of unknown form infested
Lake Omak and perhaps other lakes. Michel
and Johnnie referred to them as "sea-cattle,"
though they may or may not have had horns.
Michel reported that about twenty years ago
some white people saw a large dog-like ani-
mal rise out of a lake and drag down a goose
which they had shot. Fangs projected from
its lower jaw up over its upper lip. This
animal, said Michel, had never been s.een by
Indians. IflLChel's father once "saw some-
thing" under the surface of a lake, which ap-
peared to be an animal about twenty feet
long.

More specifically, a large moose with
enormous horns dwelt beneath the water. He
was called simply papala'tsa, "moose." He
played a part in the myths and may still be
alive.

Children might receive power under the
water from animals called nEiaxa'itka, but
this '.vord may refer to all animals living
within the lake rather than to any particu-
lar kind.

Nhlthitwulh was a large bird about the
size of a condor. No one ever saw it, but
the trees rang with the great noise which it
made, and when people heard it they became
numb and did not feel right again till it
had flown overhead. It could transform it-
self into any large bird, such as an eagle,
or into a deer, etc.

In several instances rocks or groups of
rocks were regarded as petrified people.
Just below McLaughlin's Canyon, between
Tonasket and Riverside, lies a large boulder
or outcrop of curious shape, the remains of
a man and woman who, asleep in each other's
arms, were turned to stone "when the world
turned inside out," that is, at the end of
the mythical age. This landmark is called
kitl5qolotp6czIn, literally, "lying by a
rook. " The same thing happened to a number
of people who were trapping fish at a place
beyond Nespelem. Two women among them were
fighting; they, as well as all those who
were with them, can now be seen as rocks.
This occurrence is, like the previous one, as-

cribed to a reversal of nature which took
place at the beginning of the present . orld
era. On the summit of a mountain between
Oroville and Chesaw appears a rock called
naamtQo , literally, "set on top of a ridge."
This is the woman who came bringing camas
from the east, over whom the mountains fought
in the mythical times when mountains were
men. Indians sometimes made offerings there.

DREAMS AND OMENS

Dreams about the dead showed that the
dead wished the dreamer to think of them. If
he saw one of his living friends or rela-
tives among them, this foreshadowed that per-
son's death. One winter Johnnie had a dream
of this kind, in which he saw his mother
among the departed. She died very soon aft-
erward. If one dreamed that he was in a
strange country that he had never seen be-
fore, his death might follow.

Most omens foretold death. Seeing a
flying squirrel (sxO'phap) was interpreted
in this way. Lucy Joe and her little daugh-
ter once went way up in the hills, cut down
a tree and found the nest of a flying squir-
rel inside it. The little girl died soon
after. Billy Joe said that if a ground- hog
was seen climbing a tree In front of a house,
someone in the house would die soon. (John-
nie had never heard this.) The S'hO'lEm
(prairie dog ?," a dog-like animal about six
inches long, which barks like a puppy) might
be seen or heard by a family soon before one
of their members died. Cecile's husband
once woke in the night at Kartaro, saying
that he heard one, though Cecile herself did
not hear it. Shortly afterward he passed
away. In the old days when people heard a
coyote howl, they said to each other, "We
are going to have a death;" but in more re-
cent times they merely believe that this
indicates that the coyotes are mating. If
an owl talked to a person it might tell him
which member of his family would next die.
Billy Joe said that an owl talked to him be-
fore he lost his step-mother. On a dark
night as Suszen was walking home, an owl
said over and over to him, "I am hooting at
a caller you will have." After that his
mother, sister and brother died. A bird
flying into a house, a frequent occurrence
in modern times, since the doors are left
open and many of the windows have no panes,
presaged a death in the family. Josephine
said, "Last spring a bird flew into the
house and lit on my baby girl's bed. Sever-
al days later she fell from the hammock, and
the next night she had a fever and was very
ill. The doctor said she had spinal menin-
gitis. Four days later she died." Johnnie
had never heard of this as an omen. He said
that if a hen stood in front of the house
and crowed like a young rooster it might
mean a death in the family; but he once kill-
ed a hen which had done this, and found a
stick lodged in its throat which had choked

11 This is doubtful, since the prairie dog Is not on record from this region. — L.S.
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it and made it crow.

The following customs of the Blaokfoot
were told to David by a Kalispel who had win-
tered among them. A warrior announced his
Intention to undertake a raid for horses, by-

entering the camp circle in the evening drag-
ging a piece of buffalo hide and beating on
it with a little stick. Two or three follow-
ers gathered around him. They started on
the raid wearing their old moccasins, but
carrying with them a good supply of new ones.
The first man to wear his old moccasins out
sat on the ground and threw them over his
head before he donned his new pair. If they
fell to the ground inverted, he would die on
the raid; if they landed on their soles he
would come home victorious.

THE DREAM DANCE

The Dream dance complex, at least so

far as it incorporates elements derived in
recent decades indirectly from Christianity,
seems to have taken a less consistent form
than that of the indigenous cult.

The background for the Dream dance is

found in a pattern common through the Pla-
teau area both north and south. A man "dies"
and returns from the dead with a message to

his fellows to lead a more upright life, at
the same time announcing the impending re-
turn of the dead. These contacts with the
supernatural follow the traditional power
quest pattern. It is quite evident that
this complex, which closely resembles the
doctrine of the Ghost dance movements of
1870 and 1890, is of very considerable antiq-
uity.

The following account of such an experi-
ence dates from the days of Suszen's great-
grandfather. Suszen, who related this and
couched it partly in the first person, is

responsible for the infusion of Christian
theology, but the tale as a whole is undoubt-
edly in traditional form.

Some dead Indians come alive. When
these die, they come alive again and tell a

story.

It is just like sleeping. I see a road
and I follow a good road. A little way on I

hear dancing and lots of fun. Dead rela-
tives are there and they say, "Come in.

Let's have fun." I went by and never heeded.
Farther on there was gambling. They tried
to stop me to play with them.

I never heeded them and just went by
there. A little farther I saw people com-

mitting sez offenses, who said, "Come and

join us. " I never heeded them. I just went
ahead. A little way farther dead people
said, "Come, we are stealing things from our
people here. It is easy." I never heeded
them and just followed the road.

These things are at the side of the
road. A little way beyond some dead people
there said, ''Come on. We're killing people
here." These are murderers, fighters. I
never heeded them, just followed the road. A
little beyond I saw on the road a man and
woman in flagrante delicto . I saw an unborn
child in the woman's belly. These two can
never leave there.

I saw white peoples' house and a man
standing by the door. The man opened the
door and I went in. The man stood there and
said, "You can put your knees in those two
holes and must pray to the Father. "

This Indian in the dead land did not
know what he should say, but he put his
knees there and said three words, "Father,
help me." He did not know why, but just did
it. The man opened a door and three stood
there together. There was an open place out-
side. He saw many people join hands and
dance in a circle. Policemen with wings
stood all around. The chief policeman, stand-
ing under a tree, said, "You are coming?
These people are all under sentence here now.
You have not paid for your evil ways. You
must work off your sins if you want to come
in easy next time. We will not keep you now.
You still have your sins."

He came to, woke up where he was dead
and thought he had been sleeping for two
nights. The people were scared. They said,
"This dead man got up again." "No, I have
just been sleeping." "No, you were dead."
"Maybe that is right." And he told them all
that he saw.

About 1840'^ a substance resembling "dry
snow" (m-qwaw xloqulahu, "snow dirt") fell
from the sky so heavily that it covered the
ground to a depth of several inches. De-
posits of this may still be seen in the
earth. It frightened the Indians very much.
There is a question whether this led to the
performance of a Dream dance. However, Lucy
Joe said, "The people just danced and danced
until they had nothing stored away for the
winter," This was the only summer dance of

which she knew.

Years after this a Keller man [Sanpoil
or Colville ?] called mcel (Michel ?), as
the result of a dream in which God talked to
him, prophesied the coming of the white men.
He was virtuous and did not seduce girls as
the later prophets did. Shortly before he
died, God promised him that he would receive
him. This seems to be our earliest hint of

the Dream dance among the Okanagon,

Some time later there appeared another
prophet, of whom the best accounts come from
Mary Garden and Cecile, (The reference be-
low to the earthquake fixes the time in all
probability circa 1872, David also referred
to the boat-building episode as happening

13 The proper date Is about 1790 (see below) — L.S.
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fifty years ago.) A young man called
qwElaskEn was an orphan who had been brought
up by his grandmother and who suffered from
rheumatism in the hips. One autumn when his
band moved from their camping ground at
sinak'a'llt, above Keller, qwElaskEn was too
ill to accompany them, and they left him
there with his aged guardian. In November
he died. His grandmother, after covering
his body with blankets and letting the tipi
fall over on it, started out alone in search
of people. After two days she found some
Indians encamped near Whitestone and told
them of the death. Seven days later a party
went out to get his body. As they approach-
ed, they heard him singing. Not knowing
whether it was he or his ghost, they asked
him if he had come back to life. He answered,
"Yes." One of his legs had been frozen, crip-
pling him permanently, and he was brought to
camp on a horse.

Thereafter he prayed and sang continu-
ously, and exhorted the people to prayer and
to belief in God. He was not a Catholic;
had, indeed, never heard of Catholicism. At
first they laughed at him, but in the winter
about Christmas (or in the fall) — accord-
ing to Cecile they were then at Kartaro —
occurred a severe earthquake (hImOmpEn, lit.
"the world moved"), which so terrified them
that they ran to his tipi and asked him what
he had seen during his death. He answered
that God had warned him of this earthquake,
and that if they failed to believe in God
and to pray, the world would come to an end
in forty davs. Thev believed him, and fol-
lowing his wish to be taken to a better and
more populous location they conveyed him by
horse to Whitestone.

A few days later came another earth-
quake (two days later according to Cecile),
and a great mass of rock fell into the Co-
lumbia River and caused it to overflow.'^
Now quite in a panic , the band moved on and
joined a still larger settlement at
EnpuxwE'lu^. Now they believed: rich people
asked to care for him.

God used to come to qwElaskEn every
night in his dreams and tell him what to do
on the following day. QwElaskEn assured the
people that Jesus Christ was right, that he
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himself had been to purgatory to oo penance
for his sins, and that, like the Lord, he had
returned to life to teach mankind. At one
time he told them that the end of the world
would come ten days later, or if not then, in
eight years. He advised them to build a
long house for nightly congregations, and
warned them that if they did not know how to
pray when doomsday arrived they would turn
into birds, rocks, and other non-human
things. They were very frightened and obey-
ed him implicitly. Their anxiety was in-
creased by the loss of a girl who had run
away from fright at the time of the earth-
quake and had not since been seen.

As disciples qwElaskEn chose seven
young men and seven young women. At night
he taught them prayers and songs — prayers
somewhat like modern Catholic prayers; word-
less songs which resembled Catholic hymns —
so that they could teach them to others dur-
ing the day. Every night these fourteen dis-
ciples carried torches of pitch pine when
they accompanied the master to the big house.

One of the seven females, a "real tough
girl," fell in love with him (he was very
"nice looking"), and he told her that unless
she came to live with him she would go to
hell when she died. She came and lived with
him.

God had said to him, "If you want to
come to me, make up your mind and you will
soon die. But if you do not want to come,
you will live longer." QwElaskEn had, how-
ever, added something immornl to this dream:
he told all the young girls that if they be-
lieved his doctrine they would accompany him
to God. They believed, and he had inter-
course with them, shocking the people deeply.
On one occasion, when a maiden had refused
him, he "played dead," being able to live by
breathing very little, and thus lured her to
hie house, where he lay with her. But these
girls outlived him in spite of his promise.

He commanded the people to buy hatchets
and azes, to cut timber, and to build a
large boat at Whitestone on the Columbia.
They were afraid, so they did as he ordered.
Some even went to Walla Walla to buy rip-
saws for this work. The laborers suffered

13 We have the follopwlng to date this quake. Cecile, now (1930) about fifty-eight, had Juet been bom.
(The quake was felt In her own country, the Kallspel.) Lucy Joe, now over seventy, said she was then four-
teen and married about that time, but Cecile stated that Lucy Joe had told her she already had children.
(Lucy Joe said the earthquake rattled houses and continued for a year.) Julie Josephine, probably about eighty,
already had a child at the time. These data place the earthquake In the early elghteen-seventlea.

The best Identification of the earthquake would seem to be the verj- strong shocks of December 10 and 11,
1872, centering at Helena, Montana. This fits best with the statement that the shocks occurred on two sepa-
rate days about Christmas. There are two other possibilities: the destructive quake of March 26, 1872,
centering In Inyo County, southeastern California (which was felt as fax away as Mexico City, Oregon, and
Missouri), and the widely felt shock of November 22, 1873, centering on the southern Oregon coast (Heck. Earth-
quake History of the United States . 49; Holden, Catalogue of Earthquakes on the Pacific Coast . 88-92, 96).

The fall of rocks on the Columbia which aocon?>anied this should be dateable, but I have been unable to
find adequate references. William S. Lewis states that it occurred in 1874, but without citing his warrant
''^°°'"=« Baminiscencea of a Pioneer Woman . 20). No severe shocks In this area during 1874 are listed In the
authorities cited above. — L.S.
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badly for lack of food and many died. He as-
signed various parts of the construction to
groups of men, and appointed a policeman to
stand over them and keep order. Someone had
an argument with this overseer and killed
him.

This angered Chief Moses and he report-
ed the affair to the Government officials,
who arrested qwElaskEn and took him to
Washington, D. 0., for six or seven years.
They did not release him till he had promis-
ed to give up his strange religion. By this
tiE:e the Indians knew that he was a fraud,
and when he returned they did not honor him
any more.

Another dreamer of about this time was
suipEqen, the last chief of the Kartar
band.'* A few years before the priests came
into the region, suIpSqen dreamed that they
would arrive and that the Indians would re-
ceive money from the Government. At that
time Lucy Joe's people began to pray, to use
the sign of the cross, to sing religious
songs of the Dream dance type, to believe in
the resurrection of the dead, and to leave
their children unburied for three days after
death. SuipEqen did not prophesy the coming
of the whites, since they had already been
seen in the district, but he told the Indi-
ans that the people who were coming to teach
them were white men, and warned them not to
let the priests baptize them, since the
priests were "only after money." That is
why the mission found it so difficult to
make converts here. He introduced a form of
prayer, which was incorporated specifically
in the first fruit rites. '= SuipEqen, like
qwElaskEn, also seduced maidens. He died at
Riverside about a year after he moved away
from Kartaro and his band never had another
chief.

Something of the same sort of Dream
dance must have occurred among the Northern
Okanagon. David Isaac remarked on a man who,
after the whites had arrived, decorated his
moccasins with red flannel and went among
the tribes leading a religious revival and
seducing young girls. He was shot at Cari-
boo. His followers from Douglas Lake went
north and avenged him. They captured a girl
at Cariboo and brought her back to "use as a
wife."

These accounts suggest that the Dream
dance complex may not have taken form among
the Southern Okanagon until about 1870. It
involved three main conceptions: falling
stars (see below), earthquakes, and other
strange happenings in nature portended the
destruction of the world; certain prophets,
having communicated with God in their dreams,
or having gone to the land of the dead and
returned, predicted doomsday when they would
rejoin the dead, and preached a more right-

eous and God-fearing life; and these proph-
ets led special dances and song concerning
the salvation of mankind. Dreamed prophecy
of the coming of the white men (such prophe-
cy being called qEpektsa' ) and the downfall
of Indian culture was a minor element and ap-
parently of considerable antiquity,

Indians always believed that some day
the world would come to an end. They did
not know when, but were always expecting it.
So an earthquake or a falling star would
scare the people (Mary Garden),

The dream was called sEmipEnomt; the
dreamer was s'malp'nSmpt (the two words may
be the same). This word meant "finding
things out in one's sleep." The Creator-God
Qsluncotn told the dreamer that after a cer-
tain period the world would "break up," and
that the Indians would go to a new and
better land in which the dead would join
them. David called the God who appeared to
the dreamer a "white chief." This chief
declared that white men like himself would
come into the region, take the best lands
from the Indians, exterminate the game, bring
fatal diseases, and introduce railways, auto-
mobiles, and airplanes. The land would dry
up and the Indians finally pass away.

The "white chief," explained David, was
called sEwimstwItl'n, meaning "already made,"
and was believed in long before the whites
came. He had created everything, and to him
all good people went when they died. Some-
times people saw him in trances, without
being called on to give the Dream dance, and
they prayed to him wherever they were at any
time. Most prayers to him, however, were
rendered at the Dream dances. They were call-
ed sqwai' lip (this may be the name of the
dance), and were wordless songs which had
been heard in dreams by the prophets lead-
ing the dances. This "white chief" was prob-
ably identical with QOluncOtn.

The dreams came as often, Cecile said
even more often, to men who had little power
than to men who had much, and brought no fac-
ulty for curing or other shamanistic acts.
There were one or two prominent dreamers in
every tribe. At whatever time of year one
had the dream, he proclaimed it within two
or three days and organized a dance. All the
inhabitants of his village came to his house
in the evening. He described to them his
talk with the Creator, prophesied the speedy
end of the world, and told them at what hour
they would see the "messenger bird" as a
sign for the dance to begin. On the appoint-
ed day, usually the next one after the an-
nouncement, the people gathered out-of-doors
in a circle around the dreamer. They wore
no paint or special clothing, and used no
drums, dance pole, or other paraphernalia.
At the time prophesied they saw the bird fly-

14 Thi8 was when Lucy Joe was a young unmarried girl, that Is, in the 1870'a. She said that the earth-
quake oeeurred a year after his dream. Cecile said It happened soon after the earthquake and about the time
of the qwElask£a affair.

15 See yirst Fruit Ceremony.
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Ing very low back and forth over tnem. Ce-
cile said It was almost always a two-headed
goose, but that it might be bodiless with
two heads and wings, or might have a body
and a very long tail.

Lucy Joe's statement was that in the
time of her grandmother, before the whites
came but after the fall of "dry snow," a
goose with two heads and four legs flew from
the southeast, the direction from which the
whites were supposed to appear. They shot
it. It had two crops which they discovered
were filled with wheat, which the Indians
had never seen. They said, "The world must
be coming to an end." This happened at
nkae't*^ in the neighborhood of Okanogan.
They gathered no food, so they starved.

As soon as they saw the bird they began
to dance, standing in a circle around the
dreamer, the cii'cle not revolving nor the
dancers changing their positions. As they
danced they sang the prayer song which the
dreamer had taught them. The dance, explain-
ed David, followed the pattern of one per-
formed by the dead somewhere in the sky, be-
fore their great white chief. Each partici-
pant held the same place throughout the day.
Though the dancers never tried to jump to
heaven, occasionally someone had a prophetic
dream during the ceremony, and at once utter-
ed his prophecy to the people and took his
place with the leader in the center of the
formation. While dancing the dreamer exhort-
ed the community not to fight, steal, lie,
commit rape, or sin in other ways, and urged
the young men to ask permission of a girl's
father before they married her. As a result
of this preaching, some of the people became
so righteous that they did not allow their
children to run about after dark lest they
do evil things. The dreamer had no curative
or other magical powers.

Dancers who had come from neighboring
villages returned home to eat and sleep when
the dancing was over for the day; those who
had come from a distance often encamped at
the site of the dance. No one ate in the
daytime while the ritual was in progress.

This continued for a number of days,
till the dancers, observing that the world
did not come to an end, "forgot about it for
a while" and resumed their normal life. Ce-
cile stated that the dance continued for an
indefinite period, sometimes all spring, sum-
mer, and on into the fall. All other activi-
ties were suspended; no one hunted, fished, or
gathered berries. They simply danced all
day and every day, standing in one spot. In
Johnnie's boyhood, some people became so en-
thralled in the dance that they did not eat
for several days at a time; and once, in his
great-grandfather's day, they danced for so
many weeks that they neglected to lay up
food for the winter, and many of them starv-
ed. But David, who had never seen a Dream
dance himself, said that he had never heard
of one which lasted for more than a few days.
Dream dances seldom occurred in the winter.
When they did they were stopped in time for

the ordinary winter dance: the two .-.ere

never combined.

Suszen described a "prayer-dance" or
"thanksgiving dance" called skSum, which had
a somewhat special character. This was held
at any time of year v7hen the people wished
to pray and to solicit help from God, or
after a plentiful season of hunting, fishing,
and food gathering. The prayer was sung, and
had the following content: "ftOiancStn,you
helped me in the beginning and gave me every-
thing in the country to live on, with the
medicine of my body to follow your Trords all
the time. I'm glad of that. I'm always
think about you, to follow your good words,
I'm always trying to do good and not to be
bad. Help me to be good and not to forget
your good words to me. You gave the crea-
tures full power before me." After the pray-
er the participants ate and a few of them
stood up and talked about the good old days.
This may have been a phase of the first
fruits ceremony described under the food
quest.

There was also a "confession dance,"
distinct from the prayer dance and the ordi-
nary Dream dance. It was called sqwal'Ilux,
Mary Garden said that when her grandmother
was sixteen a star fell to earth with a
noise like thunder. This suggested to the
Indians that the world was coming to an ei^n.

They gathered in the largest house in the
village, where the chief, with a stick in
his hand, exhorted them to lead better lives,
his sermon being repeated to them by a man
selected for this purpose. Young and old
stood in a circle around the chief, swaying
rhythmically with loose knees and moving
their right hands from and toward their
bodie's. As the chief confessed his own sins,
the spokesman repeated his statements to the
people. Then, pointing to each individual
in turn, the chief cried, xO'yanowI^, "Now
youl" and the person designated also confess-
ed. This ceremony lasted two or three days
and nights, with short intervals for rest.
It was the first "confession dance." There-
after it was held whenever an earthquake,
falling star, or other strange cosmic phe-
nomenon frightened the community, or when a

man had dreamed that doomsday was near. It
was continued "till they got over being
scared." Mary declared that they might "set
aside a certain day each week" for the dance,
till the panic had subsided, and that such
an occasion might arise at any time of the
year. Suszen said that each dancer in turn
stood in the center of the circle, holding a

handful of twigs or little sticks. {Mary
denied knowledge of this.) As he threw each
of these to the ground, he said, "This sin
(naming the sin) I have no more. I will do
such-and-such no more." Suszen Illustrated
this phase of the dance by strutting up and
down, throwing his head back as he cast each
twig to the ground and repudiated each of
his sins — which, however, he did not speci-
fy. David, of the Northern Okanagon.had not
heard of the "confession dance," but admit-
ted it might have been held in the southern
part of the valley, and suggested that the
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sticks might have been cast away to
the end of the world.

avert

The Dream dance prophecies functioned
in a special way during the smallpox epi-
demic. A certain man who, it was specifi-
cally stated, had no power, dreamed that he

saw the smallpox advancing "in a kind of fog"
over the villages, killing people as it pass-
ed. Then he sang, though he did not dance,
and all his relatives were saved.

Suszen gave far more importance to pray-
ers (sk'aum; compare the word for the "pray-
er dance") than did the other informants. He
often told of them in no apparent reference
to the Dream ^ance. In the old days, he said,
people prayed to Qoluncotn at sunset to al-
low them to see the sun on the morrow; at
noon, to see the sun go down; and in the
morning, for the joy at the sun's reappear-
ance, "All the people" were called together
for these prayers, but even when one was
alone he voiced them aloud. The prayers were
all the same, except for changes to suit the
time of day, "Just thinking," explained
Suszen, "wouldn't be believing much;" that
is, one should show his faith by prayer.
Since Cecils denied that communal prayers to
QoluncOtn were ever said in the old days, it
seems safe to consider this as an aspect of
the Dream dance cult,

THE WORLD VIEW

The Southern Okanagon believed that the
universe had been created by the supreme god
qoluncO'tn, This idea, however, may have
come to them from Christianity. They had no
story of the creation, and the naming myth,
their nearest approach to an origin tale, as-
sumes the existence of q.5lanc0'tn and a host
of indeterminate beings. In the course of

the story, these beings received from
qoluncS'tn their names and identity as ani-
mals, birds, and the sweat house, and from
him they also received their power. The
myth follows, as told by Andrew Tillson.

When God (qoluncO'tn) first finished
the world and had made everything in it, noth-
ing yet had a name. After he had fixed
everything he waited for a while and then
thought, "I haven't given names to anything
that I have put on this earth. Then he came
back. He gathered everything that he had al-
ready put on this earth, gathered all things
into a bunch, to give them all names. He
told them, "The first one that comes here to-
morrow morning will be the chief," Then Coy-
ote, who did not yet know that he was a coy-
ote, thought to himself, "Here's where I get
to be a chief," God told them, "You can go
back to your houses now," Coyote thought, "I
won't sleep tonight, and I'll be the first
one to get to God, so I'll be chief," Then
he sat down, and sat there till he went to
sleep. He awoke and went to sleep twice
again. Then he took a stick and set it on
the ground and knelt back, and every time he
fell asleep on the stick it woke him up.
Then he thought that he was going to sleep
and would not become chief. He was afraid

that he was bound to sleep. So he thought
that he would take little sticks and prop
his eyes open. He did this. As soon as he
had put these sticks on his eyes he went to
sleep with his eyes open. As soon as it was
getting daylight, Fox came along and saw him
sitting there. Fox was a great friend of
his and thought he would wake him up, but de-
cided not to do this, for it is dangerous to
awaken people. So Fox went to God, and God
told him, "You can go through the world and
fix anything you want," He was the first
thing that got a name: xwae'lox, the fox.
The second one that got there and got a
name was the grizzly, kelauna. All the other
animals then came and got names. [The nar-
rator enumerated them one by one.] When Coy-
ote got there , there were only two names
left. He asked to be chief, but the Great
Man said, "You can't be chief because it's
already been given out. There are only
these two names left, 'Coyote' and 'Sweat
house'." Coyote said, "No, I won't have
either name." The Great Man said, "Coyote
would be a good name for you. If you take
the name Coyote, I'll give you power to be a
powerful man, to be smart in every way, I'll
give you power in your faeces. Now I'll
show you how and you can try it for yourself."
After Coyote had let it out [defecated], the
Great Man said, "Now turn around and talk to
it," And just as soon as he spoke to them,
the faeces asked him, "What do you want?"
There was a mountain there, and Coyote told
them, "I don't want that mountain to be
where it is: I want it to be over there."
His faeces answered, "Look at that mountain
and make a motion with your hand to move."
And just as soon as Coyote looked at the
mountain, the mountain moved with the motion
of his face [hand?]. Just as soon as he had
done that he thought that he was greater
than this Great Man. As soon as Coyote
thought that, the Great Man told him, "No,
don't think that, I'm just giving you this
power so that you'd have more power than any-
thing else," Then Coyote said, "All right,
I'll take the name Coyote." Fox was a long
way ahead of him [more important]: he was
supposed to be chief. But Fox did every-
thing that wasn't fit to do. He was kill-
ing people and doing things that were not
right — the chief.' Fox was going along and
making man-eaters: that is what Fox, was do-
ing as he was going along. There was only
one name left, so old Coyote started out on
his journey. Great Man told Sweat House,
"You're going to be liked by all people, and
be in one place. Wherever there are Indians;
you'll be there. That'll be your name,
'Sweat House. •" That is the reason that
there are sweat houses all over the world
among the Indians, [The conclusion of the
story relates the banishment of Fox and Coy-
ote, and the end of mythical times. I give
it below.]

Thereafter came the mythical era, the
"story times" (tsapEtl'ql, lit., "stories"),
in which the animals lived as Indians and
did the things recorded in the folk tales.
In this alcheringa (to borrow a familiar Aus-
tralian term) at least one kind of every ani-
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mal existed, though there are not stories
about them all. There were many deer, who
lived together in a long house; five wolves,
four brothers and a sister; five grizzlies,

a

mother and four cubs; one eagle; and one coy-
ote (sInkElI'p), Coyote had a gopher
(potiua^Q) to wife whose personal name was
pElIahalks and had four sons, called in de-
scending order of age keitEtJa'^allu,
sEngagale'^i^QtEn, patskiqwa'ust^n, tsja-
tsi'nixEn. They held power dances, each ani-
mal with its own kind or family, used sweat
houses, hunted, and lived in other ways just
as Indians, They were visualized in no ster-
eotyped forms. More often they were thought
of as human in shape, especially when per-
forming human activities, but some incidents
require them to assume their animal guise.

How the creatures of the myths were
thought of is indicated by the following
statements of Suszen. They looked like ani-
mals when the story speaks of them as such,
but when making laws for the people-to-be,
they looked like humans. In the tale of Coy-
ote bringing salmon, wherein his face was
stretched by Wolf and Fox, he had not been a
man before that, but something like a coyote-
like animal with a somewhat human face. But
when he transformed himself into a little
boy, he was a boy. The two bird-sisters who
dug camas by the first salmon trap were hu-
man like women today, but were thought of as
birds. They were birds: they had power no
Indian woman would have.

Chilowhist Jim said that qSlunco'tn put
the creatures and man on earth at the same
time, and Suszen brought Adam and Eve, Christ,
and other humans into the mythology; but
the aboriginal versions, with few exceptions,
admitted only animals and other non-human
characters, all of whom, however, are gener-
ally referred to as "people" in the stories.
The story of the origin of camas from the
east, though ascribed to mythical times, ap-
parently belongs in a different category
from the rest of the tales, for the princi-
pal characters are a woman and the mountains,
who do not occur in the other myths. Another
exception was given by Cecile, who believed
that during mythical times, "when Coyote was
alive," some people turned into rocks which
can still be seen.

Some are east of Nespelem, Michel said.
People were trapping fish there when two
women began fighting. "Something happened
to the world" and they with their people
were transformed into rocks. Again, between
Tonasket and Riverside, are two rocks which
were a man and woman lying together: these
are called kitliqolotpe'cxim, "lying by a
rock."

Coyote was the most prominent figure in
the mythology. As we have seen, he played a
comical part in the naming myth, and oc-
curred in other tales as a trickster and buf-
foon, whose wiles and audacity often led him
into absurd situations. Sometimes the
Okanagon claimed him as their ancestor
(nxa'tsin), just as they said that the Canni-

bal-woman (spaia) was ancestress of the V/e-
natchi and Dog the ancestor of the iJez Perc6.
Coyote's old house-pit can acill bo seen
near Penticton.

At the end of mythical times and the be-
gining of the present epoch, "the world turn-
ed over;" the animals assumed their present
forms and multiplied end from them human
beings were somehow generated. Andrew's ac-
count of the end of the mythical period, told
as the conclusion of the naming myth, pro-
ceeds as follows:

Coyote and Fox got together and went
all over the world. The Great ton told them,
"Well, you've come back. Did you fix every-
thing that you wanted to fix?" He put Fox
on a log or a boat or something, took him to-
wards the north and put him right in the mid-
dle of the ocean. Then he took Coyote and
set him on another boat, took him south and
put him in the middle of the ocean. He told
the Sweat House that he, Sweat House, would
be with the people all the time until he him-
self, the Great Man, came back to this world
that he was leaving. So this Great Man be-
fore he left turned the world inside out and
the things that he had named turned into ani-
mals. He told Coyote and Fox and Sweat
House to stay where they were until he came
back, when he would give them all power.

According to Lucy Joe, Coyote had been
chief of all the animals and had travelled
all over the country. When "the one before
him" (probably qolunco'tn) saw that Coyote
was powerful enough to move mountains, he de-
prived him of the chieftainship, reduced his
power, and banished him to a place in the
ocean for all eternity. Then the "new peo-
ple" came in. The 'discrepancies between the
two versions are obvious, but we did not ob-
tain enough folklore to determine whether
they are cultural or only personal,

Suszen's account of the history of the
world was so unique that it may best be pre-
sented in his own words, or as nearly as is
possible from the notes,

God created the world. There were no
oceans then; just rivers, lands, and little
lakes. After Adam and Eve did wrong, God
took away one land from the top and put it
to one side for the Indians-to-be. God took
the laws with the Indian land and left the
other land without laws. Then God built an
ocean to separate these lands: one land was
for the Indians, another for the white peo-
ple, Indians did not need books because
they knew things in their minds that they
learned from the creatures. About the time
of Christ, God made the creatures. This was
before Christ was born, so that Christ could
preach about the other land. Then Coyote
and two birds made a mistake just like Adam
and Eve. After the world was burned with
fire, the people were made. When the first
baby was born, the creatures had to teach it.
When the white people came to the Indians
here, the priest told the Indians what they
had forgotten. Christ was the baby that was
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born to teach the world. The Indians have
been searching all this time for the baby,
but did not know it was Christ until the
priest told them. That is why we believe
the priest because he knew about this baby
which was in the story and whom we have been
looking for all this time. The Indians
thought the baby might have been born in
their land. In the story the baby is white.
That is why when the white people came we
thought that maybe they were people from the
baby. That is why we first called all the
white people qwuisncolten, because we thought
they were from God.

The law-making activities of the ani-
mals during the mythical period was one of
the leading traits of Suszen's mythology.
God had given Coyote three chances to make
the right law, and Coyote had "missed the
law" twice. God then banished him to a
house in the clouds in the north, informing
him that he, God, would return to the world
once again to superintend the making of new
laws, and that this would be Coyote's last
chance. If Coyote "misses the law" the
third time, the world and humanity will dis-
appear; but if he conforms to God's will, the
world will be as it was when first created,
before Coyote had "missed the law": that is,

there will be no more work or hardship, and
one will be able to achieve anything by mere-
ly thinking about it.

The Okanagon believed that the earth
was flat and surrounded by a body of water
called coa;q or ceulxkw. Of this water, the

Pacific Ocean (cqElpItlEmetqu) formed only a

part. The world itself, said Michel, had
four corners and four legs "like a table,"
^'dchel had no ideas about the sky or the sub-
terranean regions. Suszen claimed that the
Coyote of the myths was left in his new
house up in the sky, which he reached by go-
ing out into the ocean; that if Coyote
shoula fall off the "sidewalk" which sur-
rounded his house he would drop away into
nothing, without touching land, water, or
clouds.

The word xSatlnux meant either sun or
moon; to distinguish between the two, the
substantive "day" or "night" was prefixed.
The sun and the moon were originally two
sons of the mythical Coyote, Michel told the
following tale about their transformation.

Long ago, before there was any sun or
moon, it was dark all the time. The Indians
all gathered and said, "We're going to make
a sun and a moon." They chose the sun for
the daytime and said, "We'll get Crane for
the sun," So they made Crane the sun. When
this sun was coming up, his beak came over
first. When his beak had come up, it would
be noon before his feet came over. A little
after noon his beak was out of sight and his
feet were still in the middle of the sky. It

took a long time to get dark; the sun was

too long. There were long days and short
nights. Newly married people did not like
this: they wanted to go to bed, but the sun
was still up. So they took Crane down and
put Coyote in his place. Coyote was an aw-
fully good sun: he did not make a very hot
day and he did not make a very cold day. He
sas just right. But just as soon as he had
come over the hill, 'he started to tell every-
thing about the people that he saw on earth.
There was nothing hidden from Coyote nor
from the people on earth; anything that went
wrong, he told it. They got tired of that.
Coyote also made a long day because he had a
long nose, long ears, and a long tail. So
the people decided they would take Coyote
down and put somebody else in his place, be-
cause he made a long day and told too many
scandals. They took him down and put Wood-
pecker up there. He was the sun. Just as
soon as he came over the hill, it would be
so hot the people could hardly stand the
heat. They would go to the river to bathe,
but the river would be so hot from the sun
that they could hardly stand the river. So
they took Woodpecker down. He was too hot:
the people could not stand it.

Coyote had two nice looking sons, liiey

were strangers there, and did not know to
what tipi to go, A big female Frog saw them.
She thought she would make it rain [to force
them to come into her tipi]. It rained
awfully hard, and everybody else's tipi was
leaking just as if it was outdoors. These
two fellows went to every tipi, but it was
just like outdoors. They tried every tent
they could see, but there were none dry
enough for them to stay in. Finally they
saw a little tipi quite a way from the
others. They thought they would go into it.
When they looked in, they found it nice and
dry inside, so they went in. It was Frog's
tipi. As soon as they entered, Frog told
the younger to sit across on the other side,
and told the elder to come and sit beside
her. He did not want to sit by her; he want-
ed to sit by his brother. But she would not
let him. She leaped up and bit him on the
cheek and hung there. He tried to get loose
from her, but he could not do it. After it
had stopped raining, the Indians tried to
cut her off with a knife, but they could not
cut her loose. They finally decided to
make the moon out of him. They made the
younger brother the sun throughout the day.
The people were then satisified with the sun
and the moon. The sun was not very hot
through the day and the moon was not very
bright at night, Michel and I [Johnnie, the
interpreter] expected to be the sun and moon
ourselves, but we could not, so we came
back," [Johnnie later said that the inci-
dents of this story took place at Brewster
Flat, One can still see the Frog hanging on
the moon's cheek.]

An eclipse of the sun or moon indicated
that the weather would turn cold. Weather

16 This la the formal ending of a tale. — L.S.
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forecasts were also made by counting tbe par-
helia (sun dogs) to the north and south of
the sun.

The moon had no special affiliation
with women. ViTien it waxed it was said to be
coming out of the sky, and when it waned the
sky v;as hiding it. Its dark period was call-
ed tsesa'pxeainux. If one slept out in the
moonlight, the moon dre-.7 his mouth to one
side, and a child was never allowed to do so
without a shade over his face.

The summer solstice (qElqSta'cqJ ) and
the winter solstice ( tqeqata' saq) were both
recognized, though they seem to have had no
functions in the calendar or ritual.

The word for star was ckEko'cEn or
skEko'sEnt. Some of the distinctive stars
had names. The north star was tukwllSc and
the Pleiades tuiuo's. Apparently there was
no separate term for planet. The morning
star was called kwakwIcElaqEn, "has lots of
lice," because long ago, before he had turn-
ed into a star, he had been lazy and afflict-
ed with these vermin. When children were
slow in getting up in the morning, their par-
ents might say to them, "Look out for
kwakwicElaqEn; he will bring you a lot of
lice." The evening star was kEcIlxEos. The
same two words were applied to morning and
evening stars for every day of the year.
Falling stars indicated that the weather
would turn cold. When a child saw one, his
parents might tell him that a star was defe-
cating. It was believed that a noise like
thunder used to accompany the falling of a
star, and that the star dropped into the
ocean.

Thunder was produced by an invisible
bird called hulahulaskit (lit., "to have
rain" or "live rain"), which flew very high.
The bird had just to think and the thunder
would fly out. People used to sav to chil-
dren during a thunder-storm, "Keep still.'

The thunder is flying around." This bird
shot certain rock-like things through the
sky, perhaps meteors or lightning. These
were his power. They travelled as fast as
lightning until they grew hot, and their im-
pact with a cloud caused it to sizzle and
break up into rain. Thunder, not lightning,
did the damage; lightning was harmless. When
thunder struck a tree it spiralled down to
the ground, in which it deposited a small
pointed stone. People sometimes dug up
these stones and used them for arrow-points.
They were more effective than ordinary
points for killing bear and other big game.
A tree that had been struck by thunder was

called stkiecElp and was very dangerous. At
the base of the spiral which had been burned
on it, there was a kind of sap mixed with
splinters. This, when applied to people or
animals, caused rheumatism, cramps, or with-
ering of the limbs, and often death. If an
Indian wished to impair a fast race horse, he
put a little of this into each of the horse's
ears; then the horse could not run. Foot
racers could be stopped in this way by some
of the stuff secreted in their shoes. It
could also be used to make one blind. A man
might kill his wife by burying some of her
underclothes under a thunder-struck tree for
a few days; she "drew up into a knot and
died." As we have seen, wood from such a
tree was one of the ingredients of arrow poi-
son. One night Suszen Timentwa and his wife
were coming along the Nespelem road and camp-
ed near Kartaro. They were short of fire-
wood, and used some from a thunder-struck
tree nearby. That night they both suffered
rheumatism.

Though Suszen denied the existence of a
flood tradition, Michel and Johnnie gave the
following account. Once in the distant past,
torrential rains caused a great flood which
drowned all the Indians and left a cotton-
wood or poplar tree as driftwood lying on
the top of Moses Mountain where no such trees
grow. The tree was still visible there fif-
ty years ago. Johnnie saw only its rotten
trunk, but he had heard old Indians explain
it as the tree left by the flood. The whole
world must have been under water to this
level. After the flood had subsided, more
Indians came. We heard from Billy Joe, whose
wife was a Wenatchi shaman, a myth concern-
ing Marten, Fisher, and the Water Monster, in
which the climax was a flood. The incident,
he said, occurred in Wenatchi territory. It
is probably a Wenatchi tale.

One summer or autumn about 1840" occur-
red a rain of ashes, now designated as
m-qwaw ilOqulahu, literally "snow dirt."
(This was during the lifetime of Michel's
grandmother, before that of Ceoile's father,
and when Mary Garden's mother was a little
girl.) The ashes fell at night in a dark
haze, and were followed by something resem-
bling hail and shining like stars, probably
from reflected moonlight. The whole deposit
covered the ground to a depth of several
inches, and may still be seen a foot or two
(?) beneath the top-soil. It frightened the
Indians very much.

The four directions were designated as
follows:

17 The true date is about 1790. This Is fixed with reasonable accuracy by members of Wilkes' exploring
expedition, who in 1841 were told by a Spokan chief that the erent occurred when he was about ten years old,
about fifty years before (Wilkes, Narrative . IV, 439). l«ain. In 1853, Suckley referred to the fact that
some Kallspol were still living who ramambered the ewent (Stervens, Report of Explorations . 298). Telt dates
the phenomenon Inferentlally about 1770 ( Sallshan Tribes . 291). Telt's historical Information Is on the whole
Much more reliable than ours. The only specific dating we have for the shower Is that It occurred when Mary
Garden's mother was a little girl. It Is much more likely that her grandmother was meant. - L.S.
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East: skwitipta'n, "the sun rises."
Vv'est: skeloxta'n, "sunset."
North: kani'tlkt or kanetiu^t ^ "up the riv-

er. "

South: kla'uti'mtk, "down the river,"
Each of these terms was used for the entire
quadrant, no intermediate points of the com-
pass being recognized. The words for north
and south referred to the course of the
Okanogan River, but might also be applied to
other streams, even those flowing east and
'.vest. There were no special words for
zenith or nadir. The sky was called otka-
ma'c^'^; anything high overhead was qanwe'ct,
while qaiho't meant underneath.

Three winds were distinguished: the north
wind, ciExEmuc , tjie cold south wind,
n-x2relux, and the warm wind, ctchaixq. The
North '.Vind ^as a character in the folk tales.

The Okanagon year (opinkt) comprised
twelve or thirteen months, which bore names
referring to weather, plants, and food-gath-
ering. These were not grouped into summer
and winter series, but there may have been
six general seasons: winter (pioictk) , spring
(picckgtc), early summer {piohwu'Itk, lit.,
"lots of water"), summer (piotcEa'k), early
autumn (picEntsuu'x) , and autumn (picka'ai).
The early fall was sometimes called
sEnsa'xSxwi'lE^n, "after the salmon run."
The months, Indicating the time of year , were

roughly equated with nameless lunar months,
each extending from new moon to new moon,
which were used in counting duration of time .

Widows, for example, observed mourning for
twelve moons. Though the word for month was
xeainux, "moon," the months were not accu-
rately adjusted to the lunar count, and the
Okanagon showed little interest in the exact
number of days in any calendrical period.
There was no week and no count of years.

The first month of the year was cqaa'I,
that in which the large winter houses were
first occupied, nearly equivalent to our
November. It was preceded, however, by one
or two brief periods which were not consider-
ed as months, and which may correspond to
the "between month" of the Masset and other
northwestern tribes. This interval was call-
ed sEnqo'ixEm, "when one builds the winter
homes;" or, when divided on the basis of the
local salmon runs, picqEl'EwSc and
qtlakame'citn, salmon time on the Okanagon
and on the Columbia respectively.

In the following table I present the
months as given by four informants, with
translations and approximate equivalents in
our own months wherever such were stated.
Aside from differences in spelling, much
variation appears in the month names and
there are several discrepancies in the se-
quence.

Cecile Brooks

sqa'ai: autumn, "when
the tamarack and
everything turns
yellow and dries
up"

Sequence of the Seasons

Johnnie and Chllowhlst Jim
Billy Joe

sqaa'i: autumn

sii'stk: winter

skEa'i: November

cEi'st'k: December

Andrew Tillson

skla-a'i: fall, about
November

sii's*''^ or sEi'st'q:
December, "when the
snow falls"

kEme'qutEn: "when
the snow falls"

qme'qotn: "lots of
snow"

Ikame'kUtEn: December

kitsatsalta'n: "very
cold time"

ksatsalxta'n: lit.,
"cold, cold time"

lEtsatsa'xtEn: January

oquaco'ct: January

spakt: "when the
snow is very white
and the peoples'
skin bleaches"

cpakt: February

skEni' rEmEn: "butter-
cup time"

claqwa'ks: "toward
spring"

putckElta'n: "leaf
time"

ckine'rmin: "butter-
cup"

oEne'rEm'n: March

siaqlUa'qsEm: Febru-
ary

kEpEtskiE'n: March

skEneS'BiDiEn: April
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kEpEtskita'n: "leaf-
budding tiiiie"

kjpl' t3i;mtEn: "bitter-
root time"

kKml'ktotEn: "when
the sunflower
seeds are dry"

kEi'atEn; "service-
berry time"

tioioxta'n: "wild-
cherry time"

swatq6mEn6'i: "lots
of water"

sta'mo'lauh: "no
more snow"

staaqo'laQh:
"flowers on the
ground"

sinsaxoywe'lh:
"toward autumn"

patckita'n: April

opal' tzlgnten:Uay

k'mal ktotenrJune

ci'aten: July

tlOxtl5?ta'n: "cherry ciSia' ten: August
time"

swalOmnO^: May; lit.,
"high water"

staEmQla^"^: June ;lit.

,

"snow is gone"

sts'al^^: July

ntsahQhweli: August

xlOitla' xEn: Septem-
ber ; "cherry-pick-
ing time"

tk' aaltEn: October

sqElEwI'sEm: "when
the salmon turns
white"

sEnqatv/l' si: "when
the salmon spawn
in the Columbia"

sinkafqQI'lt:
September

ckaiowa'cten:
October

The following were the divisions of day
and night:
snpaktsi'n, early dawn
chEtlpO'lauh, early daylight, dawn
cq.'eq.'otlap, sunrise
noolo, about 9 A.M.
ctlap, lit,, "stop;" the time when the sun

"stops" before noon
nt6xo?qen, noon
niaqoqe'n, early afternoon
maa'n, late afternoon
kcao'cic, sunset
cnkwokwoa' tc, night
cncO'hotcEn, dark, late evening
cnqElohtcen, dark, late evening
txwe'ScIn kOkoatc, midnight

Knotted string time records were some-
times kept, especially by parents after the
death of children. Some people kept count
of their age this way. To do this one might
tie a knot in the string each day; two knots
were tied close together at 200, three at
300, and so on; and at 1000 a small piece of
string was tied around the main string. The
conception of 1000 {e'pEnlgst 'a' pEnIgstqEn)
may have been derived from the Europeans
(see also Material Culture).

To obtain e vocabulary of colors I sub-

mitted to the informant the color chart for
house paints in the Sears Roebuck catalogue.
Twelve primary colors appear:
piq, white
q.'wal, black, chocolate brown
p'Om, brown (various shades)
pom, buff

micpo'm, russet brown
q!olx, beaver brown

micqielx, seal brown
16' c, lilac, light pink

miclo'c, leather brown, chocolate brown
q6r6 ', Chinese yellow, tanger ine , burnt orange

micqore', Colonial yellow
hanlcqore'c, light brown

pa'
,
gray, buckskin, fawn

micpa" , dark fawn or dark buckskin
tz61pc, gray
kwil, Turkey red, terracotta red, light fawn

mickwi'l, dark wine red,oiide red, maroon
hanickwi'lc, maroon
loclckwi'lc, maroon

qwai, pure blue, marine, sea blue, the
color of the night sky; myrtle
green, the color of the dark green
leave?

qwaicqwalc, dark blue, slate gray
hanlcqwalc, lead color
micloclcqwaic , dark steel gray
loclcqwalc , dark stone gray
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qwen, green, jade green, apple green
inioqwen, Nile green

qElqa'tEluh, meaning walnut brown or mahoga-
ny brown, is probably a comparative
term, since philologically it does not
seem to belong with the other colors.

My method in securing this vocabulary
was obviously very poor, and I would not
want to vouch for the accuracy of the re-

sults. They show, however, the grouping to-
gether of pink and brown, of black and dark
brown, and of the darker shades of blue and
green. Mic and hanio were apparently pre-
fixes to denote the darker and duller tones,
and the primary term could be repeated for
the same purpose (e.g., qwalcqwalc) or com-
bined with another primary term to express
an intermediate shade (e.g., locickwilc).
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DIVERSIONS

By RACHEL S. COUMONS

LEISURE ACTIVITIES

Activities occupying leisure time were
distinguished somewhat according to season,
although most of the customary diversions
might be engaged in throughout the year. The
chief events of winter were the power dances,
given by different shamans during the course
of the season. These brought large numbers
of people together for several nights and
days at a time. This winter dance was a
source of entertainment as well as a sacred
occasion. Many who had not the intent or
privilege of singing, attended the dance as
a social event and for the opportunity of
sharing in the feast always provided by the
host. Some individuals managed to stay
alive all winter on the provisions of others,
by making the rounds of the winter dances.

The long winter evenings between dances
were spent chiefly In story telling, but "sit-
ting games" such as the hand-game and dice
were played in small groups. Gambling was a
feature at all times; few adult games were
not commonly played for stakes.

Summer was the great season for group
recreation, when large bands from different
localities were Joined for several weeks at
a communal fish trap or harvest ground. Ri-
val teams were then formed for every possi-
ble form of competition. Outdoor games, such
as shinny or hoop-and-pole, foot races, horse
races, or wrestling took place by daylight;
dice and the hand-game occupied the summer
evenings for both seies, as well as most of
the day for men, who were generally idle in
summer, while women were busy digging roots
or gathering berries.

STORIES

Stories were told at any time, although
the confined leisure of winter evenings made
this season best for recounting legends.
Suszen stated: "Stories are always told at
night in the winter because whoever tells
stories in the daytime or in summer, gets
bald. That is why only old men and women
can tell stories in the daytime and in sum-
mer." Anyone might tell them, but in each
family or village one or two old men or wom-
en were recognized as having the greatest
talent and the largest repertoire of tales.
Such an Individual would entertain a group,
often Invited for the purpose, throughout an
evening, recounting one myth after another.
Sometimes guests at the gatherings brought
small gifts for the story-teller.

There was no distinction between tales
for men and women, adults and children. How-
ever, Billle Joe said that his grandfather
used to send his sisters away because cer-
tain tales were considered unfit for girls
to hear. Probably each individual was fa-
miliar with all of the tales and could tell
them on occasion, yet this familiarity did
not lessen the eagerness with which a story
was received at any telling. Favorite leg-
ends were those in which Coyote, the hero-
trickster, was the chief actor. A Coyote
myth invariably evoked interest and laughter,
no matter how often it had been told.

Stories were told to adults chiefly in
the evening. During the day, children would
gather around an old man or woman for hours,
demanding tales. These were seldom for the
purpose of pointing a moral. Many tales con-
tained educational matter, such as direc-
tions for making tools, houses or clothing,
;he preparation of food, technique of the
nunt, or rules for playing games; but these
points were not emphasized. Ideas of cos-
mology and ethical concepts were all im-
plicit in the myths and were doubtless ab-
sorbed by everyone in childhood through the
medium of the story-teller; yet there was no
formalization of tales, no ritual of myth, no
secrecy or sacredness.'

A story was sometimes ended with a
little formula. At the conclusion of the
tale, the teller spat upward (spraying the
moisture instead of a solid stream) and said,
"Rain a little; clear up again; get warm; Sun,
shine and let the children play around out-
side." This was considered as a prayer to
(^wulencolten, but was not requisite for sto-
ry telling. All stories were concluded, how-
ever, with a formal phrase, "Then I came
back" (xolxEntsxai or xike'kike 'nsplfik) . The
individual tale-teller sometimes elaborated
on the formal ending, as "Then I left them
[the characters in the myth] and came back,
and I have been living here ever since," or
"I told him I would leave him; so I came
back," or the like.

Several types of tale are distinguished:
tcapti'klfth (?), myth;lnsIm'a'pElQks, "French"
fairy tale; kQmalil'ts, a narrative of a re-
cent event.

GAMBLING AND POWER

Gambling was highly Important in the
leisure life of nearly every adult man or
woman. Some men, and occasionally a woman.

1 See also Individual Life Cycle.
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were "professional" gamblers to zhe extent
that they spent their time on little else, es-
pecially in summer when large groups were
gathered at a camp site. Such individuals
would travel from camp to camp, playing for
stakes with anyone who chanced to be free.
Power was requisite for success in gambling,
more than in any other activity. The "pro-
fessionals" were usually persons whose
guardian spirits were especially dedicated
to gaming, or to the particular sport in
which the gambler excelled. In games played
by teams, the leader of each team was usual-
ly a man whose power gave him supernatural
aid in the game concerned. Often this leader
(xato'E, "man with power"; the same term is
used for the leader of a hunting party), did
not play in the game, but went aside to smoke
and think of his power, in order to give his
team the requisite supernatural aid. A team
winning under such circumstances was sup-
posed to have been assisted by a leader of
stronger power than that possessed by the op-
posing leader. Betting was especially high
on the side of a team known to have a
strong power behind it.

Individual players had various gambling
powers. That for a racer was usually some
swift animal or bird. One informant told a
dramatic story of a race lost by a champion
with sage-hen power because the opposing run-
ner had been blessed by a mouse, a more in-
significant but a quicker animal;

Suszen's grandfather was a good racer.
He got power from sage hens and won many
races. Once he went to the inc'li'um tribe
to get salmon with the others. As he used
to do, he looked for someone to race him and
found a man for it. His people asked him
what power he had, and he told them he would
say after he had won or lost. They ran and
Suszen's grandfather lost. The Inc'lI'Qm
man shook hands with him and said, "I'm sorry
I beat you. I didn't think I would. When I

was a young man I saw a mouse running fast.
He talked to me, and told me that I was go-
ing to be a good racer. He said, 'Listen to
me. I can run fast, and I will give you my
power." The winner said, "Maybe your power
is good, but my power beat you, yet it is
only a mouse." Suszen's grandfather stopped
running after this, for all the people laugh-
ed, that a man with sage hen power should be
beaten by one with power from a mouse.

A player of the hand-game might be
blessed by a power which told him to prepare
special bones for hiding-sticks. These would
insure victory for whatever side the dreamer
championed. The bones must be kept away
from the influence of a menstruating woman,
who would draw away their power if she chanc-
ed to walk over them. This influence could
be avoided by wrapping the gaming bones in
buckskin and burying them in an ant hill.
The strongest power for the hand-game was
given by the woodpecker, who made the same
sort of noise with his bill as did the gam-
blers beating time with their sticks during
the game. A man's power might also give him,
in a vision, a special song to sing at the

hand-game. Power for wrestling is indicated
in the following anecdote.

A man once easily threw a much larger
Blackfoot who had taunted him. He and his
party then immediately ran off for home. He
had the stronger power for wrestling, despite
the Blackfoot 's calling on his own power by
acting like a buffalo. But the Blackfoot
had other strong powers. The Blackfoot call-
ed after him that he would live only long
enough to see his parents. When the party
reached home, the river was in flood. The
wrestler saw his parents, and then, jumping
into a canoe to go to them, was drowned.

Though individual players had special
powers which made them valuable to their
teams, gambling was not ordinarily a matter
of individual winnings, as in our poker
games. The presence of a champion with a
strong power strengthened a team's chances,
but bets were placed by watchers or players
on the success of the favored team , not by
the individual on his own chances, except of
course in games with only two players.

THE HAND GAME

The hand-game (tsIla'IEqEm or stslal-
Ekum) played by the Southern Okanagon is the
common western game of lehal. It is believed
by the Okanagon to be of great antiquity, and
is the only pastime except foot racing which
is mentioned in tales of the mythical period
"when animals were men."

Two pairs of hiding-sticks were used.
They were made from small sticks or bones,
about two and a half inches long. One of
each pair was plain, all white if of bone, or
with the bark left on if small pieces of
green wood were used. The second piece of a
bone pair was wrapped around the middle with
cord or a narrow strip of buckskin, which
soon became black and served to distinguish
this from the plain piece. In a wooden set,
the marked piece had the bark removed in a
narrow strip around the middle, leaving a
band of lighter color. (These sticks were
not designated male and female as elsewhere.)

To play the game, two long poles were
laid parallel along the ground or floor, with
a space of five or six feet between them.
The players, in two teams of equal numbers,
ranged themselves opposite each other behind
the two poles, kneeling. Ten counters for
each side, sharpened sticks about a foot in
length, were stuck in the ground in the
space between the poles. To begin the game,
the two players first in line on one side
each took a pair of the bones and, while the
others of their side beat with sticks upon
the long pole before them and sing a hand-
game song (n- tsla'lEq^^Ji or klEnqwEntso' t

,

person who starts song), the holders quickly
shifted the bones back nnd forth from one
hand to the other, concealing their move-
ments as much as possible. They then held
their clenched hands out before them, and the
first player opposite on the "guessing side"
guessed the position of both unmarked bones.
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The system of gestures
his guess in pointing t

was as follows:
Index finger moved

to the right

Index finger moved
to the left

Index finger pointed
between the two
holders

Index finger and
thumb spread
horizontally

by which he Indicated
oward the two holders,

Both plain bones In
the opponents'
left hands;

Both in opponents'
right hands;

Both plain bones in
opponents' inside
hands

;

Both plain bones on
the outside

Having indicated his guess, the guesser
cried out ?0.', and the two holders opened
their hands to show the bones. If the guess-
er had indicated the position of both unmark-
ed bones wrongly, his side paid the holding
side two counters. If he guessed only one
wrong, his side paid one counter. If he
guessed both correctly, no counters were
paid, but both pairs of bones changed hands
and the guesser 's side then became the
holder's side. Players on both sides took
turns on down the line at guessing or hold-
ing; the game continued until one side had
lost all its counters. This sometimes hap-
pened quickly. More often a game lasted for
several hours, sometimes even carrying over
for two or three days. No individual won in
the game. Players and bystanders placed
bets on the winning side, or on the total
number of counters to be won by either side.

Ifen and women played together on both
sides, men against women, or two teams of
men or of women against each other. Women
might sing any of the gaming songs, but were
not permitted to beat time with sticks on
the long poles.

Local bands played against each other
at intertribal or interband summer gather-
ings, bystanders betting on their local
teams. At holiday gatherings in modern res-
ervation days, Okanagon teams are often pit-
ted against Nez Perc6 teams.

Bets were paid formerly in blankets,
skins or horses. Often a man would stake
and lose all his property on the outcome of
a game. Nowadays all gambling is for money.

Songs sung during a hand-game were usu-
ally wordless, having definite tune and
rhythm but only nonsense syllables. The
same situation obtains elsewhere, as on Puget
Sound, ^ but no songs were recorded to de-
termine whether these tunes may be similar
to those of other groups.

Informants knew that drums were beaten
during the haind-game "on the coast," but
said that Southern Okanagon did not use them.

The form of the hand game In modern

vogue among the Southern Okanagon Is practi-
cally Identical with that found on the North-
west Coast, particularly among the Kwaklutl
and the Klallam,' except for differences in
the gestures used by guessers to indicate
the position of the unmarked bones. It is
probable that there are also local differ-
ences in the signs used by Southern Okanagon.

A hand-game of somewhat different form
is described by Alexander Ross as played on
the lower Okanogan River in the early nine-
teenth century. In this game six players at
most played on e side; only one pole for
drumming was laid between the teams, and
only two bones were used, each party taking
one of them. Other features of the game
agree with the modern form. The name given
by Ross, "tsll-all-a-come, " is evidently the
ts.'la'lEqEm of this account. At the period
described by Ross, the gamblers played with
arms and bodies naked, but with wrists and
hands muffled "with bits of fur or wrapping,"
to conceal the holders' movements in shift-
ing the bones. Similar wrappings to cover
the hands were used by the Thompson Indi-
ans."

DICE GAUE

The dice game (m&kamaka or mikaml-
kami'n', possibly a Chinook jargon term) was
played at any season, but perhaps more often
In the winter because there was then more
leisure. It was played by two men or two wo-
men. Occasionally a man and a woman were
opponents.

One informant said
dice of the usual coast
ever, straight dice of s

cised, painted markings
the common type. The di
seven Inches long, flat
ends. Counters for sc
certain number to each
was taken from the combl
the dice when they were
Methods of scoring give
not entirely agree; 1

whether this was due
faulty information or to

that beaver-tooth
type were used; how-
haped bone with in-

seem to have been
ce were from four to
and tapering at the
oring were used, a
player. The score
nations turned up by
thrown on a blanket,
n by informants did
t was not determined
to the informants'
local variations.

Two forms of the game were recorded:

1. The first form was explained by
Chilowhist Jim. Ten counters (thick sticks
of wood six inches in length) were used.
These were placed in a pile between the two
players. The four bone dice were blank on
one side. On the other side (the face), two
dice were marked longitudinally by three
round incised dots, two by five transverse
lines. (The decoration varied.) One of the
dotted bones was wrapped around the middle
with a thread (in early times with a sinew);
this was called the "man." The other three
dice were called "women." The Incised faces

2 Gimther, Klallam Bthnography . 277.

3 Culln, Games . 321; Gunther, Klallam Btlinography . 274.

4 Quoted in Culln, Qemss, 300, 303.
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of all were made more distinct and effective
by filling then V7ith colored paint.'

In beginning the game,
held the dice in his right
them forward on the blanket
blanket was used), passing
and opening the fingers s

slid forward longitudinally
combinations into which the
to score for the 'thrower:

the first player
fist and threw
(or ground, if no
his hand forward
o that the dice
There were six

dice might fall

Combination
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count may be due to the faulty knowledge or
our Informant. On the whole, the simple
form of the game seems to be more common
among western Indians generally than the
more complicated form (No. 1. above). How-
ever, Doth types have oeen deimitely record-
ed for the iiakah and Klallam." It Is pos-
sible that further Investigation would re-
veal the occurrence of both forms in other
tribes.

SHINNY

Shinny (sklpOku'lt ' n or spCklam) was
an important summer game. Tribal teams made
special trips to play it, accompanied by
large numbers of spectators who cheered

O O O O O

Left
300I

o o o

Right
goal

« Storter
• Judge

Fig. 3S. Diagram of shinny game.

their champions and bet heavily on the out-
come of the game. Teams were usually formed
by men, but teams of women occasionally trav-
elled from place to place challenging local
women players.

The ball for shinny was about the size
of an indoor baseball, made of buckskin
stuffed with desr hair. The stick for strik-
ing it was two or three feet long, hooked at
one end like a hockey stick. It was made
from an unidentified wood (cquaqan'kl 'tp)
which was very tough and heavy (and inci-
dentally used for no other purpose). The
striking face of the hook and the bottom
were flat. In a mfil^e the hook could be
used for pulling the ball away from other
players and its flat surface then used for
driving the ball down the field. Each man
made his own stick, seldom loaning it to an-
other .

For the playing ground a smooth, level
field 150 to 200 yards long was chosen. A
goal was marked at each end, either by holes
in the ground, two and a half feet in diame-
ter ( in which the ball was supposed to
lodge) or by two stakes between which the
ball was driven. In the latter case, the
ball might be driven through either from be-
hind the goal or from the field in front of
it. The field had no other definite bounds.

The game commenced with the two teams
of ten or twelve men each (one informant
said an indefinite number) lined up as dia-
grammed (Fig. 38), the upper team facing the
right goal, the lower the left goal, as most
players were right-handed and swung their
sticks in the manner of a right-handed
golfer. The leader (latu'c) of each team

stood at the center
er (a neutral) , hoi
tween them. The bet
lined up Just ahead
ceive the ball first
ing it toward their
nlte order in the po
the players taking
each end of the fiel
a judge or umpire (

to discipline either

of the field. The start-
ding the ball, stood be-
ter players of each team
of the leader, to re-
1 f he succeeded in driv-

goal. There was no defi-
sitions taken, most of
places at random. At
d, behind the goal, stood
cOqu'a'tsQm) authorized
team for fouling.

The starter began the game in either of
two ways. He might throw the ball Into the
air between the two central men, who then
struck it as it fell, or he might place the
ball between them and call "go." The two
central players then struck at the ball with
their sticks, each endeavoring to drive it
towards his own men who stood in the direc-
tion of the goal at the leader's left. No
player was permitted to cross the line of
the center of the field until the ball had
been driven across it; thus only one-half of
each team began the action. As soon as the
ball had crossed the center line, all play-
ers followed it.

It was not permitted to pick the ball
up by hand, although in strenuous playing as
the ball approached a goal, it was permissi-
ble to push It forward with the hand or the
bottom of the foot. In the open field only
sticks were used. To pick up the ball, or
to strike another player intentionally with
a stick constituted a foul, which the
Judges penalized by ordering the ball return-
ed to the center of the field and the play
started over. If the playing became too
rough. Judges might stop the game, but there
were no rules against pushing, holding, even
wrestling with a man, to lift him and throw
him aside. Minor accidents were frequent
and sometimes a player was badly injured. No
substitution was allowed during a game, how-
ever, and no one stopped playing even when
exhausted or hurt. Intermissions were made
when the two leaders arranged them; when the
players could bathe their wounds and bruises
in cold water.

A game was ended when one side made two
more goals than the other; these two need
not be successive. After a goal the teams
exchanged goals and lined up to a new start.
As many games were played as the teams de-
sired, usually more than two at a match,
often four or five. Bets were arranged be-
fore each game;- individual players often bet-
ting more than the spectators. If stakes
were high, a third party was asked to judge
whether the two stakes were of even value, to
be a witness of the negotiation, and to see
that its terms were carried out fairly.

Shinny had not been played much since
the coming of the whites, and few Indians
now know the game.

The term latu'c to designate the leader
of a shinny team is the same as that desig-
nating the leader in the hand-game, or at a
salmon trap or a hunt. In this case it does
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not appear to have the usual implication of
a person possessed of special supernatural
power.

First choice of goals for shinny was de-
cided between the two leaders. A flat stick
was spit upon and then thrown; the players
then chose "wet" or "dry" as we choose
"heads" or "tails" in tossing a coin. The
surface of the stick turning up at the fall
decided the choice.''

Another method of deciding the choice
is described as follows: a stick was thrown
from one player to a second who caught and
grasped it in one hand. The first player
then placed his hand above that of the
second on the stick, and so on, mounting
rapidly to the top of the stick. The last
hand to fit the stick won first choice of
goals. If the last person had a secure
enough grasp of the stick to throw it over
his head, the grip counted as a "hand." This
method does not appear to be aboriginal.

HOOP-AND-POLE GAME

. The hoop-and-pole game was played by
the Southern Okanagon, but it has been obso-
lete for so long that most informants failed
to remember details. Accounts obtained also
varied considerably, perhaps because the in-
formants came from different localities. The
most complete description was given by an in-
formant of Wenatchi affiliations (Billie Joe)
who had travelled a good deal in the north
and among neighboring tribes to the west. He
described the game as played by Southern
Okanagon, but his account may be colored by
outside experience.

The hoop was a ring, twelve inches in
diameter, with a foundation of a green wil-
low or service berry branch about three-
quarters of an inch thick. The outer bark
was peeled off and the stick held over a
blaze while it was bent slowly into a circle.
Each end was whittled to a thin edge and
joined with a two inch wrapping of sinew.
The entire hoop was then wrapped with a
strip of rawhide three-fourths of an inch
wide, the edges of the rawhide meeting at
each turn of the spiral. Wrapping began and
ended at the splicing point on the ring, the
last loose end being tucked back under the
wrapping to finish. A final wrapping was
then made, of wet buckskin strips, one-eighth
of an inch wide or narrower, which had been
previously stretched. When this outer wrap-
ping dried, the hoop was solid. Clay was
never used instead of the wooden base, as by
the Sanpoll.'" The hoop was not decorated
or marked in any manner.

Ten poles were usually made to each
hoop. They were of unpeeled willow or
service berry branches, an inch thick, forked

at one end (the handle). The unforked end
was sharpened to a point. The pole was also
unmarked.

The alley for the game was a space of
ground about sixteen feet wide and perhaps
one hundred feet long, cleared and levelled.
The players (usually six men or six women;
never both sexes together) lined up at inter-
vals along the alley, three to a side. Each
player had an opponent directly opposite him.
All held their poles in readiness. Some
players preferred poles three feet in length,
others five feet. Those with shorter poles
stood further back from the alley, as the
shorter pole could be thrown for a greater
distance.

Any player might start the game. Stand-
ing at either end of the alley, he rolled
the hoop down the runway, throwing out and
down from the right shoulder. (Left-handed
men threw from the left shoulder.) At each
throw of the hoop, facing opponents decided
which of them should try first to stop the
hoot) with his pole as it reached their sec-
tion or the alley. Each player threw as the
rolling hoop passed him, until the ring was
stopped. The man stopping the hoop with his
pole, threw for the next play. If the hoop
were not stopped, the thrower walked to the
opposite end of the alley and threw again
from that point.

For counters, six twelve inch sticks
were used, whittled flat and sharpened at

one end for sticking in the ground. Two
scorers for each side sat at one end of the
alley. To score, the sharpened end of the
pole must be thrown through the center of
the hoop so that it would fall over on the
pole and stop. The player making the score
then had to call out, "We won one stick. Put
a stick in the ground for us;" otherwise the
score was not counted. If a player threw
his pole and missed, he dropped from the
game, and if his side had previously won a

point, it became null." If the thrown pole
hit' the outer edge of the hoop, there was no
score but the player might stay in the game.
To win, one side must score all the counters.

There was no opportunity for cheating
in playing or scoring. Bets were made on
the game only when other tribes came to play
(?), at which time each side had a "man with
power" to assist. These men went off alone
before the game and smoked their pipes. Dur-
ing the game they watched and "thought about
their power." If one of them thought that
his side was losing, he took out his pipe
and smoked again to give his people strength,
A game was not abandoned if one team knew be-
forehand that the other side had a more
powerful spirit behind it; the doomed play-
ers would be "ashamed to back out."

8 Culln, Games, 197, 155; Gunther, ELallam Ethnography , 27fi

9 The rules of the game seem to have beer over-formulated by tne informant. — L.S.
10 Ray, Pottery on the Middle Columbia . 127.

11 This seems Impossible, else the game would be unending. — L.S.
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Two other Informants, one a Northern,
one a Southern Okanagon, were less clear in
their recollection of the game; but their
agreement on a number of points indicates
clearly that their reference was to a rather
different form of the hoop-and-pole game.
Only two people played in this game. The
alley was a straight trench dug in the
ground. One player rolled the hoop along
the trench, while the other attempted to
stop it with his pole. The hoop was only
three or four inches in diameter: informants
were not sure how it was made. Both hoop and
pole were marked for the purpose of scoring,
the pole with different colored lines and
the hoop with corresponding marks on the in-
ner rim. The Southern informant stated that
the ring was marked with eight shells or
beads, called by numbers, one to eight. The
line on the spear and the marker on the hoop
touching each other in the fall, determined
the score. If the hoop fell so that it lay
entirely on the spear, it scored eight
points. This indicates that the object of
the game was simply to knock the hoop, caus-
ing it to fall on the pole, as it would be
impossible for the ring to lie entirelv on
the pole If the spear were thrown so as to
pass through the hoop as in the game de-
scribed above. The systems of scoring also
appear to differ: a scoring throw made only
one point in the game first described, while
in the second the score varied according to
the positions assumed by the marked hoop and
pole. A further difference is in termi-
nology, but this may be merely a dialectic
variation. The name for the game given by
the informant with Wenatchi connections was
kaqa'tsEla, that given by the Southern
Okanagon was siElqola^^i.

The game described by the two older in-
formants appears to be quite similar to that
played by the Thompson, Coeur d'Al^ne and
Northern Okanagon, according to Teit.'^

BALL, BAT, AND HOLE GAME

A "ball, bat and hole" game (skEtsa'pEt-
sanEm) resembling cricket, was played in the
summer months. The ball used was the same
as that used for shinny. The bat was flat
and widened at the distal end. Four men
played this game, two to a side. Two holes
were dug in the ground about fifty yards
apart. To begin the game, players ranged
themselves as shown. The side is designated
by the subnumeral, the player by capital
letter:

Ag
Goal

Ai
Goal

Bl B2

Aj^ and Bi are at bat at the goal holes,
Ai throws the ball to B^^ who must strike at
the ball with his bat. If he misses and Be

catches the ban, side 1 loses its turn to
bat. If both miss, B^^ throws the ball back
to A-^, who attempts to hit it. If B, hits
the ball at the first throw, however , he and
his partner (At) exchange goals. It is not
necessary for the runner to reach the goal
with his foot in this exchange of sides, but
simply to come close enough to insert his
bat in the hole while still grasping it.
Meanwhile opponents on the "out" side (Ag
and Bg) try to hit or touch one of the run-
ners with the ball before he can insert his
bat into the hole toward which he is running.
It is permissible for the "out" players to
throw the ball to one another in this at-
tempt. If side 2 succeeds in thus blocking
the exchange of goals, side 1 loses its bat
and side 2 comes to bat, side 1 now assuming
the "out" positions.

Each successful exchange of goals count-
ed one point for the side at bat. The score
was kept with stick counters. For each
score made by side 1 a counter was stuck In
the ground. When side 2 came to bat, for
each score made by them a counter was re-
moved from the tally of side 1 until no coun-
ters were left standing; then, ror eacn sub-
sequent score made by side 2 a counter stick
was stuck In the ground, and the process re-
peated. The game ended when one side made a
predetermined number of points.'^

RACING AND WRESTLING

Foot races ( sk'OtlaxnEm) were a feature
of summer gatherings, with much betting, A
fast runner from one band would run against
a champion from another locality. Races were
always run to a point marked by a tree, a
stake, or a rock, around this point and back
to the" starting place. Occasionally races
were run by women, but contestants were more
often boys or young unmarried men. Suszen
stated that a chief who wanted to furnish
amusement would race with a young man. There
were no relay races."

Horse races (senkEtsasqa'^a) were run
in the same fashion, never more than two
riders racing at a time.

Wrestling (c^u^tEnw^fQ) was engaged in
by young men or women. Intertribal champi-
ons were always men, wrestling for their
group at the summer camps. The combatants
embraced each other; each wrestler grasping
his own left wrist with his right hand be-
hind the opponent's back. Bets were placed
on the contest before the match began, after
which the combatants decided how many throws
were to win. "Wrestling is play."

In wrestling and racing, the strength
of the contestant's power was important.
When an able man was defeated, it was be-

12 Telt, Thompson Indians . 274; Sallaban Tribes , 131.
13 The game appears to be a combination of cricket and rounders which were Introduced among neighboring

Canadian tribes, but the scoring Is characteristically native. — L.S.
14 For an account of a race, see Religion.
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lieved that bis opponent's
was stronger than his own.

guardian spirit

CHILDREN'S GAMES

String figures (cat's cradles, cIllalE-
wa'xstEm) were made by elders for very young
children. The repertoire of the figures
seemed to be small, but most informants
recollected that a greater variety had been
made for them as children. It may be that
interest in the string games has been super-
seded by modern entertainments. One in-
formant, however, stated that string games
were not played before the time of white
settlers. This does not seem likely, as
string figures are known to be of ancient oc-

currence in most tribes of this region. Only
two figures were demonstrated, "Women tan-
ning buckskin" and "nothing left but their
shoulder-blades." The figures were not re-
corded.

A game with the hands was played with
babies.

Swings were made for children in the
summer.

Boys and girls did not play together
after they were four or five years old. In
the winter houses boys and girls played ir
opposite corners." Small girls played with
dolls improvised from bits of buckskin or
bark, dressed in leaves or buckskin, with
twigs for arms and legs and hemp fibre for
hair. Although bark cradles were not used
for infants by the Southern Okanagon, little
girls sometimes made doll cradles which were
small models of the bark cradles used by
Thompson and Northern Okanagon.

Several informants spoke of gold nug-
gets used as playthings. A nkama'pelBko
woman told of children around Lake Okanogan
playing with dolls made of nuggets when she
was a girl. She had a doll of this type
some six inches long. A white man arrived
who gave each child 9 linen handkerchief in
exchange. "They did not realize the value
of gold then."

Boys of te
shooting game
mon in other tr
into a hillside
split its shaft
who shot neare
all the arrows
arrow rebounded
the ground was
played, in whi
other's rocks
stones.

n or twelve played an arrow-
( suEnQswal'nEm) which is com-
ibes. One boy shot an arrow
; the others attempted to
with their arrows. The boy

st to the planted arrow won
that had been shot. If an

the point where it struck
counted. A similar game was
ch boys tried to shatter each
by hitting them with other

A "buzzer" was used by older boys. It
was made of several disks of pine bark,
strung on a buckskin thong. Carpal bones (of
deer ?) were also used for resounders. Boys

"who were good at stealing" used buttons,
which were difficult to obtain. The object
of the buzzer game (papa'mEla) was to see
which boy could make the loudest noise by
rapidly slackening and drawing taut the
string of his toy. Children were told bj
their elders not to play with the buzzer dui
ing the winter, as it was believed that this
would make the weather turn cold. Girls did
not play the game

.

The following games were played by both
boys and girls.

The ball-and-pin game (kEtlokopstl' nkun)
was played by children of all ages, but only
in winter. The ball was supposed to repre-
sent the sun. Older people, who made the
sets for children, would warn them to play
the game in winter so that the days might go
rapidly and bring an early spring. The ball
was made of flat rushes or of Indian hemp,
rolled into a tight sphere. This was fasten-
ed by a hemp cord two feet in length to a
two-inch thorn of one of two unidentified
bushes (xa?Qi'td:p, wa' wa* ankitip) . The ob-
ject of the game was to see how many times a
child could catch the ball on the pin with-
out missloK. The first player to miss was
given a fillip on tne back of the hand by an-
other child, using his middle finger. Adults
sometimes amused themselves with this game.

Top spinning may have been aboriginal,
but the only tops described were of modern
pattern. They were made from pine wood or
from a piece of bear's leg bone. Tops were
spun mainly on the ice in winter, with con-
tests to see which top would spin longest.
They also attempted to split one another's
tops.

The sling was considered a child's toy
and had no use as a weapon. It was a piece
of leather tapered at the ends (measuring
five Inches by half that in breadth) to
which braided Indian hemp cords were tied.
One cord terminated in a loop which was slip-
ped over the forefinger, the other in a knot
to be held between the thumb and forefinger.
The knot was released when the missile, usual-
ly a small stone, was thrown.

Children also played ball games.

Boys and girls ran foot races in spring,
summer, and fall. A hopping race was a
favorite: two boys or two girls tried to see
who could hop a certain distance faster, hop-
ping on one leg. The race was always to a
marked goal, around it and back to the start-
ing point.

An endurance game (cxanikstun) was play-
ed by boys or girls in summer. Two children
squatted facing each other, then hopped up
and down clapping their hands. When one
was exhausted, another of the group would
take his place.

15 See also Mary Garden's account of her tenth year (Individual Life Cycle).
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A common Indian children's game of
"staying sober" was played at any season, A
group of children faced one child and at-
tempted by pointing and ridicule to make the
child laugh. As soon as a player laughed or
smiled he was counted out and another child
took his turn at keeping a straight face.

SMOKING

Adults, both men and women, smoked
alone for pleasure at any time. It was com-
monly indulged in after the heavy meal of
the day. In groups, a pipe was often handed
around from person to person, but no ritual
was involved; such smoking was purely social.
The right to smoke, however, was delayed un-
til after a young man or woman had acquired
supernatural powers and had been instructed
In a vision to sing at the winter dance.
They might then be as young as tan or eleven.
After this the smoker invariably used a pipe
whenever his special powers were invoked, but
he had also the privilege of smoking for his
own enjoyment. Some old people with power
smoked very early in the morning or late at
night while others were asleep, so that no
one would walk behind them while they were
so occupied. Formerly tne same pipe was
used for ceremonial smoking and for pleasure.
At present cigarettes are smoked at social
gatherings. The stone pipe, carefully pre-
served and carried by every shaman, is re-
stricted almost entirely to ceremonial use.

Kinnlcklnnlck (skulsu'lmEn or ckElcl't-
imllEx) was smoked. Informants stated that
it was never used unmixed, but did not re-
member what was used for the mixture before
commercial tobacco became common. The leaves
and fruit of the bear-berry (skull's) were
dried, crushed, and smoked in pipes. A plant
called sma'nxQ, apparently a species of Nico-

tlana . was formerly abundant and was smoked
unmixed. At present it grows only near
Riverside. A white root (xacxao) was pound-
ed fine, dried, and mixed with tobacco to
make It mild.

Pipe bowls were carved of steatite with
thin reed tubes about five inches long set
into the side. The specimens seen were
small inverted cones or cylindrical in shape.
None were carved In animal shapes, and no
symbolic meanings were attached to their dec-
oration.

Smoking was a feature of all ceremonies,
and ceremonial smoking was esential when-
ever a shaman paused to "think about his
power" during a cure, when the leader of a
gambling team wished to give supernatural as-
sistance during a game, or when a hunting
leader sought to invoke his special power
during an expedition. In no case does there
seem to have been any idea of a smoke offer-
ing to particular spirits.

A "first -smoking ceremony" for boys and
girls was reported by one informant (Blllle
Joe). This seems to have been a Senatchi
custom. Other Southern Okanagon informants
denied that any ceremony was connected with
the first smoke, other than the first use of
the pipe during the winter dance when a
young man or woman first sang his power song.

The ceremonies described are as follows.
'*hen a boy had power to cure and wanted to
smoke, he told his father, who made a pipe
for him. He was at this time about sixteen
years old. The boy was sent out to hunt
a deer and did not come back until he found
one. On his return the old men of the band
were called in during the evening, and the
deer meat distributed among them. Then they
all sat In a circle, the youth sitting on
his father's right. The pipe was passed
around the circle of adults, coming back to
the father, who took a few puffs and .handed
the pipe to his son, saying, "You can smoke
any time from now on and do as you like."
The father always smoked on this occasion,
even though he might not have "curing power"
and thus the rieht to smoke at other times.

A girl at about eighteen years of age
would tell her mother that she was ready to
smoke. She must buy her pipe, since she was
under the tutelage of her mother, and women
did not make pipes. On the day of the cere-
mony the girl picked berries and brought
them home to the old people. The father did
not sit in the girl's circle, but the mother
did so, with other old men and women. The
pipe was passed around, as In the boys' cere-
mony, and the girl was told by her mother
that she was henceforth free to smoke and to
do as she chose.

THE SWEAT HOUSE

The sweat house was used all the year
around." Aside from its ceremonial and re-
ligious importance, '^ It was a place of di-
version and social meeting. Sweat houses of
men and women were separate; that of the men
was in more frequent use, possibly because
men on the whole had more leisure time. Each
village had one large sweat house which
could accomodate as many as ten men at the
same time. A sweat house was also construct-
ed for each temporary summer camp. Sweat
houses were commonly near a stream. It was
used by all adult men every day, the men wait-
ing their turn to enter the lodge. There
was no special order of use: a man with
little power or influence might precede an
important personage if he chanced to arrive
first. After sweating they bathed in the
river. In fact. older people never went swim-
ming without first sweating. While the men
were at the sweat house, maidens had to get
water for household use from another place.
If women were planning to sweat, they would
warn the men to get what water they might

16 On the construction, see Material Culture.
17 On this see Religion.
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need from the stream first, so as not to be
present while the women swam.

The sweat house song was invariable
sung by all who entered the lodge. Each per-
son usually prayed also (addressing the
sweat house as ta'tS'pa, greatgrandfather)
for additional strength and luck to attain
his desire at the moment, such as success in
the hunt or in love. The sweat house was im-
portant for success in gambling. An indi-
vidual Intendin'g to play in any gambling
game remained in the sweat house for some
time, singing and praying for good luck.
Prayers were often improvised to the tune of
the sweat house song. After the sweat the
gambler was required to take a swim, as this
completed the physical cleaning and it was
believed that cleanliness brought good luck.

If a woman entered or approached the
men's sweat house, its strengthening influ-
ence was supposed to be destroyed. When an
important issue was at stake, such as a hunt
or a session of gambling, several sweats
were taken, and women were avoided until
after the activity in question was over.
Sexual intercourse at such a time, or noctur-
nal emission, was supposed to counteract the
beneficial effect of a number of sweat baths,
and to lessen a man's chances of success ac-
cordingly. If complete sexual avoidance
were observed, a sufficient number of sweat
baths previous to a game were supposed to
make success inevitable. If a man took for-
ty or fifty sweats before going on a summer
gambling trip. It was believed that the
sweat house might allow him to lose almost
everything he owned, but would eventually
give him back all his losses and a great
deal more.

Young children never used the sweat
house. There was no ceremony connected with
a child's first sweat. He was allowed to
join the men in the lodge as soon as it was
thought that his physical strength was suf-
ficient.

Contests were engaged in by men to see
who could stay in the sudatory for the long-
est period. Women do not appear to have
held similar competitions.

One sweat house song was known to all.
It might be sung by men or women. An indi-
vidual often had an additional sweat house
song which had been taught to him by his
power.

Although it is probable that the sweat
house was ordinarily no more than a social
gathering place for groups of one sex, it
was certainly regarded as a spirit which
could be propitiated or angered. Any Ir-
reverence was promptly punished by the sweat
house itself. An Illustration of this pun-
ishment is the story of J., who, at the age
of fifteen, becoming annoyed because he was
not able to light the sweat house fire, kick-
ed the stones in the fire-pit, scattering
them. Upon returning home he was struck
with severe pains and lay ill for a week, un-
til a relative discovered that the Illness
had been inflicted by the offended sweat
house. He cured the boy by the customary
shamanistic methods, warning him never again
to offend the lodge in any manner. The
seriousness with which J., who is half white,
now recounts the story, and the care which
he still takes to pay reverence before every
sweat, is an indication that the sweat house
Is still sacred.
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TALES

THE ORIGIN OF THE PEOPLE'

In the beginning, as in the Bible, God
created the world, and created animals. He
nade laws for the animals. He said, "I'm
goine to leave. In one year, I will cone
back. I will give you a law if you will all
not think in your own thinking. I've given
you laws for one year; I'm going to make a
human next time I come. If all you crea-
tures think in your own thinking, you are
going to be lost."

The creatures scattered and learned
from God. The scattered creatures kne7/ what
each other thought. Finally the creatures
knew that it is time to meet God again. The
creatures said, "We know enough from God, but
tomorrow there will be a person-to-be [human]
in charee of us." Finally in the evening,
the one we call Coyote thought a while, "I
am smarter than all the other creatures. Who-
ever gets the first name of the creatures, he
will be the leader of all; he who gets the
last name will be worthless. That is the
law God gave and left for one year."

Finally it is the evening before the
meeting and Coyote thinks, "I am the smart-
est creature. I am going to run and get the
first name." He had forgotten the law and
was thinking with his own mind. He thinks,
"I won't sleep tonight. I will be ready to
run in the early morning and be the first
man to get a name."

At midnight, he was sleepy. He walked
around, and about morning he was awfully
sleepy. He was thinking wrong and mas going
to lose the person. Coyote had learned that
when his eyes closed, he would sleep. He
thought, "How can I keep my eyes open all
the time?" He put little sticks across his
eyes to keep them open all the time. He did
that and thought, "Nov/ I can sit by a tree.
I can't sleep because my eyes are open. I

will be first to meet God."

Towards morning, he went to sleep with
his eyes open. About noon, he awakened. He
felt the sun and was blind from the sun in
his open eyes. About nine in the morning,
the creatures had met. God named them all.
Then, God said, "That is all of you crea-
tures?" "No," they said, "one is not here."
"There is one name left. When he comes that
is his name."

Blue Jay said, "I don't like my name. I

want to be Eagle." Meadow Lark said, "I
don't like my name. I want to be Grouse."
God said, "No, it is already done."

Coyote woke up and could not see any-
thing. His eyes were dry. He crawled around
a while. He heard a noise and thought it
was water. He thought he would wet his eyes.
He crawled there, washed his eye 3, and saw
at~ain. He looked up. It was afternoon. He
thought, "Now I will be a worthless creature."
He started running to the meeting place. God
knew about it. vrhen he got there, he saw
all the creatures sitting in a circle and he
saw God too. He said, "Have you named all
these creatures?" God said, "Yes, I named
them all. There is one name left. That is
yours now." Coyote said, "Whet is the name?"
God said, "It is Coyote (sInkElI'p) .

" Coyote
said, "I don't like that name Coyote myself."
He looked at Grizzly Bear. "What is the
name of this big creature?" God said, "That
is Grizzly Bear." Coyote said, "Well, let's
change names with him. He is big. I'm too
small. Let me have the Grizzly Bear name."
God said, "No, It is too late now. I named
them. You are Coyote." He looked again,
"What is this big creature's aeuae?" God
said, "That is Cougar." "Well, let me be
Cougar, and him Coyote." God said, "No, it
is too late. I named them already." He
looked at Wolf. "Vfhat is the name of this
big creature?" God said, "That is Wolf."
"Let's trade names with him." God said, "No,
it is too late. I named them once. You know
I'm God. I do things once. That is all. I
am the only one to create. Once is all.
There is no change. All you creatures know,
last year I gave you the law not to think
your own thoughts until I gave you a person
[human] to be in charge of you. But today
you missed that law. You lost the person to-
day. Now you will be without a leader for
years and years. You must take care of your-
selves."

*

God took an object from under his
blanket on the right side. He said, "I gave
you laws last year , and now three of you
missed that law: Blue Jay, lieadow Lark, and
Coyote missed it. Now you lost the person.
He isn't going to be made today. I'm going
to put it in water to be washed for years to
get it clean. You creatures made It dirty
with your own thinking." He put it in water.
It swam and God named the person Beaver,

God said, "You missed that law and lost
the person, I have hidden it in the water to

1 Told by SuBzen Tlmentwa (L.V.W.ff,).
narrator throughout.

The Initials of the collector of the tale follor the name of the
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be washed for the future. There are two
laws yet; you missed the first today. I'm go-
ing to erplaia. If one of you keeps smart
and strong, he will get the beaver from the
water and scatter it over all the land. He
will come up and be a person. I'm giving
all my power to one of you who will be good
from now on. That is all. I'm going back.
Remember this. Divide the beaver in twelve
pieces. It is flesh. Scatter it in a cer-
tain country and give it your own breath, be-
cause I have given all my breath and power
to you. Wake him up and give him half of
your power and tell him what to do. That is
all. There are three laws. There is another
yet."

The creatures scattered and they could
not meet again until they took the beaver
from the water. Coyote watched Grizzly Bear
and went around in another direction. He met
Grizzly and asked three times to trade names
with him. Grizzly got angry and tried to
kill Coyote. God came and said, "Go, Grizzly,
I want to talk to Coyote."

Grizzly walked away. God said, "Tou
think you are smart. Coyote. You lost the
person yesterday. I know. You know I am
God. I said, 'The last name will be worth-
less.' That is not so. I turn the law over.
You are to be head of all the creatures. I
will tell you the laws, Coyote. You are a
power just like me now, From now, all crea-
tures will become bad. They will fight and
eat each other. You have to work from today
until I meet you in this land toward the
east. When you have finished, we will meet.
If you tell the truth, then you can make the
person. If you've done wrong, someone else
can make the person instead of you."

God took the little book. "I give you
this. I am thinking for you in your heart.
Just think when you don't know and you will
find out. That is my power. I will get you
help to watch you from today. Fox ixaRE'lx)
is the witness. When you die Fox will wake
you up. That is all."

They all go. Later Coyote hears that
others are doidg wrong. He dies in one
place two or three times. Fox wakes him up.
People do wrong everywhere. The mountains
swallowed the creatures ; the wind blew them
away. Coyote rescued the creatures. He
stopped everything in the world: sun, moon,
wind, rivers, mountains, whenever they did
wrong. North Wind kills many in the winter.
Coyote said, "You can only kill those who
make fun of you,"

Coyote kept everything peaceful. Coyote
finally knew that he had finished his work.
He knew that it was time to meet God again
at a certain time and place. He thought,
"God won't know what I have been doing. I
think I am stronger than he." Coyote is
wrong again. He went towards the east. He
thought, "I'm going to say to God, 'Hello,
youngest brother.'"

God knows his thoughts. Coyote thought.

"I will see God today at nine in the morn-
ing." He sees God standing there. Coyote
said, "Hello, my youngest brother. I haven't
seen you for a long time. I'm glad to meet
you again." God said, "I'm not youngest
brother. I'm God," Coyote said, "Your name
is God, but you are my youngest brother."
God said, "No, I'm not youngest brother. You
know I am God." They said this three times.
Then Coyote said, "When our old folks lived
over there, I carried you around because you
were small and I am oldest. You don't know."

God took out two white eagle feathers
and handed them to Coyote, God said, ''If

whet you say is true, you can move that hill
over there," Coyote said, "You little
feathers, make mountains move over here,"
[Narrator stood and depicted Coyote holding
feathers in outstretched hands and moving
them to right,] The hills moved. Coyote
said, "See, I am the oldest brother. You are
the youngest." God said, "You have got to
move it three times. That is the law." Coy-
ote could not move them the second time and
he knew that he had lost the humans again.
He was scared and did not know what to say.
God said, "I am God. I gave you all my
power to do things easy. This is the second
time you have missed the laws and lost the
humans. Other creatures will make it now,
I'm going to give you a place to stay. Let
the other smart creatures make humans. You
can go to the ocean, I'm going to give you
a place to stay all the time," Coyote was
scared and thought he would drown. He said,
"Not everybody can walk on water," God said,
"Go or that is the end of you today,"

Three times Coyote stepped on the water
and knew that he would not drown in the
waves. He thinks that only he can walk on
water, and that he is smart and strong and
knows everything. He believes he can not
die. He went way out in the ocean without
seeing land. Finally he saw God standing
there. All the creatures know that Coyote
was going to meet God this day. All had
power from God and all could listen. All
know that Coyote had lost the person a
second time.

Coyote was not on the land now. God
said, "This is going to be your house, your
place; right here." Coyote saw a house,well
fixed like a king's palace, with a sidewalk
all around it. He went in. In the west
side hung a black suit of clothes; toward the
east hung a suit all white. God said, "Coy-
ote, wear this black for so many months. It
is going to be cold and wintry. Then take
it off and wear white clothes. That will be
summer and everything will grow. In the
morning, you can eat. You wish and you will
see whatever you want. You can eat it all
till I see you again. Now I am going to
give you my power not to get old. You will
think it is only a minute before we meet.
There will be humans on the land where you
used to be. You decided the laws and you
lost. Laws will be different now." God es-
tablished his home fax from the water. All
the creatures on land could hear and knew
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about Coyote. Coyote stayed there.

After that, the four vjolf brothers were
the smartest creatures. Youngest Brother
was the smartest. The oldest brother . was
worthless. Finally God made Youngest Brother
get Beaver from the water. One morning the
oldest brother said to Youngest Brother, "I
want you to kill the beaver. I want his
tooth for a knife." The other brothers said,
"No, the beaver is big and strong."

Youngest Brother said to his brothers,
"You can make spears; a four prong spear for
the oldest, then a three prong spear, a two
prong spear, and a one prong spear for me.
I will try my best so that we kill the bea-
ver." All the creatures knew where the bea-
ver was, under the water and under Koses
Mountain. Under the lake at Nespelem was
the beaver. Little ones swam around making
a home for the head beaver,

TThlle the brothers were preparing the
spears, the two brothers were afraid that
they would lose their youngest brother. All
the creatures were afraid that he would fail
in catching the beaver, the to-be-person.

At dusk, they tore down the dam and all
the little beavers ran out. Then the big
beavers ran out. The big wolf said, "Watch
out I There are the ones," Near midnight,
they started to come out: it sounded like
thunder. Big Brother said, "Let's quit ajid

not try to kill them." Youngest Brother
said, "No, this is my business." The three
brothers fell down. There was lightning.
Youngest Brother took the four prong spear
and struck with it; it shattered; the three
prong spear broke; the two prong broke. He
took his own one pr£)ne spear and struck: it
did not break. He followed the beaver down
the Columbia River. He said to his brothers,
"You go to Moses Mountain, and in three days
if you see a trough at Skutene hill (near
White Bluffs) I will come there with the bea-
ver. If not, I am dead."

The beaver went down the river. The
three brothers stayed there three days until
they saw the trough at Skutene. The two
brothers said, "He is alive." The oldest be-
gan to cry, " I think that hill is open."
The two said, to make fun of him, "Keep quiet.
It isn't so." He cried again. They told him,
"Yes." They go to Nespelem Creek and level
a place where they are going to meet. All
Che creatures came back to this place.

Wolf comes carrying the beaver. He
said, "I'm going to tell a story before I
cut this beaver. It takes me down the Colum-
bia. The big mountains say, 'Hold on to me.
You are going to get killed. • A plant and
another plant said, 'Hold on to me.' I tried
to hold on to everything. It did not help
me. First I held a handful of the plants as
we went by and stopped the beaver a little;

then I took an armful and pretty nearly
stopped the beaver; finally I held on to
everything and stopped the beaver." Finally
Wolf saw the plants. He threw the hops over
the earth and the horse tails [Equisetum i In
the earth. The beaver died. He put hops on
the beaver. He said, "I paid the beaver the
plants to save my life."

He butchered the beaver. He said to
the creatures, "You know God said to cut the
beaver into twelve pieces." He cut the
pieces and could make only eleven. He had
missed one. But it was not his fault; that
belonged to God. "Foz, you are a good run-
ner; Humming Bird, you can go fast, and you.
Horse Fly, you take this piece over to that
place. When you get there, give It your
breath to wake it up."

The three took it to the place and give
it breath and the piece of beaver became a
person. Wolf said, "Horse Fly, if the per-
son should have blood poison, put in your
nose and draw it all out."

They scattered the parts everywhere.
There is the Methow tribe; it was the heart.
The Nez Perc§ are the liver, which was black.
The Blackfoot people had no person, because
there were only eleven pieces. All the crea-
tures said, "There have to be twelve tribes,"
Wolf said, "That is not our business, liiaybe

God thinks we will use the blood for another
tribe. Take the blood to the Blackfoot land
and wake it up there. They look for blood
always." They took the blood there and woke
it up. That is why Blackfoot fought from
that time.

When they woke it up, they told the hu-
mans, "Here are roots; salmon to spear; ber-
ries to pick. This is food." They told
them how to eat. Finally the creatures said,
"Some human should go to Lake Chelan. In the
middle you will see pictures on the rock.
You look and see how you should do," God
had put the pictures there. From then until
now, people go there and look at pictures of
salmon traps and bow and srrows. People
make these just like the pictures. People
still learn from the rock. (The pictures
are red.

)

THE NAMING OF THE ANIMALS^
(SECOND VERSION)

There was once a chief. He called all
his people together because he wanted to
give them each a name. They all gathered.
By the time the day was over, the people
were all there. The chief told the people,
"Early in the morning you all come in my
house, so I can give each one of you a name.

Coyote got there that day when the peo-
ple all gathered. He thought to himself
that he would be the first to get the best
name. He thought to himself, "I'm not go-

2 Told by Michel Brooks (R.C).
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Ing to sleep tonight, so I can be the first
one to he given a name." He took a stick
and drove it into the ground, so that he
could sleep against it, and if he fell over,
he would wake again. He was sleeping, lean-
ing against the stick, and he woke up again.
He found out that he woke up by himself; he
would not fall over so he could wake up
again [?]. Coyote thought to himself: "I
know how to keep my eyes open!" So he took
some sticks, and he opened his eyes wide, and
braced them with the sticks to keep them
open so he would not go to sleep. But he
went to sleep and slept all night. The chief
knew all the time That Coyote was thinking
about, and Just by his power he made Coyote
sleep.

The people got up early and they went
in there to get their names. When they came
out, they saw Coyote lying there with his
eyes propped open although he was sleeping.
And as soon as each animal was given a name,
the chief told it where to live. For in-
stance, the chief told the grizzly, "You go
way up in the mountains: that will be your
country, and your name will be kOla'Ona."
And the brown bear, the chief told him, "Tou
go up in the mountains to live and that will
be your country, and your name will be
skum'?i'st, bear." And the cougar: "You go
up in the hills too, and your name will be
sEwax." And the chief said to the deer, "You
go up in the mountains; that will be your
country, and your name will be skJa' tsl'nm."
And the chief told the wolf to go up in the
mountains to live, and his name would be
n-ts61'tsEn. And the chief said, "Lynz, you
go up in the mountains and your name will
be wa'pSpxn." And all the fish and the
birds, he gave each one of them a name, and
he gave all the trees a name, and all the
plants. As soon as he gave them a name they
all came out of the house. The birds and
animals were all given names when Coyote
woke up. His eyes were still propped open.

Then he thought about the name that he
was going to get, and he went into the house.
Nobody was there but the chief. He walked
up to the chief and told him, "My name will
be Grizzly Bear." The chief told him, "That
name is given away already." Then he told
the chief, "My name will be Wolf." And the
chief told him, "That name is given away al-
ready." And then he stood there a while and
then he said, "I will be called Cougar."
Then the chief told him, "You'd better not
say any more, because the names are all given
away and I have just one name left here, and
that is Coyote. That will be your name."
Then Coyote said, "I don't want that name."
But the chief said, "That is the only name
there is left, and you have got to, take it.
You'd better take that name, because then X
will help you get power, and nothing will be
hard for you." So Coyote said, "Oh, all
right then, I'll take that name." The chief
said, "And I will give you the power, which
will be in your stomach."

Coyote walked out of the house and went
along. Whenever he would be going along and
become frightened that something was going
to kill him, he tried his power and it help-
ed him. Then of course Coyote thought he
was quite the smartest. And so I came back,

COYOTE DESTROYS NORTH WIND'S HOUSE ""

(FIRST VERSION)

Once North Wind was building a sweat-
house. Coyote came over there ajid saw the
rocks piled up. They were all hot. When he
got close. North Wind would turn his face,
and Coyote saw there were nothing but ici-
cles down his face. North Wind just wanted
to get rid of Coyote: that he why he was pre-
paring that house; he was not really going
to sweat. Coyote came up to him and said,
"I'm glad you're going to sweat. I was just
wishing I could sweat." Coyote tried to
talk to North Wind, but North Wind would not
answer, even though Coyote called him friend
and similar terms. Finally Coyote thought,
"Maybe he isn't going to sweat. I'll walk
away," So he walked away, but at last he
turned around and came back. He thought,
"Maybe North Wind has already gone into the
sweathouse, I'll Just go right in." Coyote
said to him, "You're just poking the fire
with that stick. Why don't you hurry and go
in?" Finally Coyote took off his clothes
and went in. Then North Wind threw all the
hot rocks in the pit inside and covered the
door, so that Coyote died in there. He was
suffocated to death. Then North Wind went
in and took him out, and went away.

Coyote was lying there dead when Fox
came by. Coyote told him, "Oh, you've come
along to bother me. I was sleeping. You al-
ways come along and bother me." Fox said,
"Oh, I guess you were sleeping. You were
dead when I came along," They could not see
any sweathouse. It just looked level where
they were. Then Fox told him, "You thought
you were clever, and there you were sweating
with North Wind. He has no mercy on anybody.
He'll kill just anybody. That's Just like
you, you Coyote."

Then Coyote got angry, and thought,
"I'll fix that; I'll get rid of them." Then
he started calling his power. He told it,
"You better help me get rid of the North
Winds. I'm angry at them." His power told
him, "All right; I'll help you. You go in
there where his wife is, and call her by
name, saying 'Hello, lixwaiEnste'luxs. ' Men-
tion her husband's name, and call him
brother-in-law, and ask where he is. There's
a little boy there, too. Say to him, 'Hello,
nephew,' I'll be nothing but heat,"

Coyote went and did this. North Wind's
wife wondered why Coyote came, because peo-
ple never came in there. Coyote lay on his
back and said, "My, but it's hot in here.
I'm sweating. It's just like a sweathouse
in here," Of course, his power was helping
him.

3 ToXd by Ceclle Brooks (M.M. )

.
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Not long after he lay down, the house
started dripping. It was nothing but ice
and it started melting everywhere. North
Wind's wife thought, "It's funny; the house
never acted this way before. It never did
get hot before, and now it has gotten hot."
It kept on dripping; getting worse and worse.
It was just about to collapse when Coyote
ran out and told her, "I'm going to leave
you people. Tour house is too hot." He
stood outside while their house kept tum-
bling down. He said, "You are not going to
kill people in the years to come when humans
come into the world. Only once in a while
when they have not enough clothes, you're go-
ing to kill them." He just killed the
mother and son, and not the man. That man
is what we call the north wind today.

COYOTE DESTROYS NORTH WIND'S HOUSE*
(SSCOND -"/ERSION)

Coyote was going along when he saw a
man who had a fire and a sweat house. So he
went over there and saw a very nice looking
man. He talked to him, but this man would
not reply at all. Coyote told him, "I'm
glad that you're making a sweat house, so we
can both have a sweat." But this man paid
no attention to him. The man took off his
clothes and went into the sweat house. Coy-
ote thought that he would kill this man and
take his clothes away. Coyote looked for a
piece of hard wood. He stood beside the
sweat house door. '.Vhen the man started to
come out, Coyote hit him with the hardwood
stick on the back of the head or neck , and
thought he had killed him. Coyote thought he
was dead, and took his clothes away from him.
So he threw away his own clothes right there,
and put on this fellow's clothes, and OhI he
had fine clothes. Coyote was awfully glad
that he had fine clothes.

The man lay there till he came back to
life. He got up and found his clothes were
gone. He started to follow Coyote. He
followed Coyote until he caught up to him.
He was the North Wind (olxamO'c). The
clothes that Coyote took were all made of
Ice. All at once a breeze hit Coyote's
clothes and they made a noise. He was glad
and proud of his clothes. He had not gone
very far till he started getting cold. Final-
ly Coyote froze to death and he fell down.
Then North Wind took all his clothes off Coy-
ote and put them back on himself: then he
went on.

Fox was going along when he discovered
that his partner had frozen to death. So Fox
stepped over Coyote and he came to life.
When Coyote came to life, he looked at Fox,
saying, "Fox, you're no good. Every time I
go to sleep, you come and wake me up." Coy-
ote had forgotten all that he had done just
before he died, and what killed him. Fox
told him, "You came to North Wind when he
was sweating, and you took his clothes, and
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he followed you and killed you." Fox told
Coyote, "You'd better go after your clothes;
they are there where you first saw North
Wind."

[That is all that Michel knows of this
story.]

THE CONTEST OF THE WINDS'

llie North Wind was one of four brothers;
the South Wind was one of four brothers. The
world was divided, one half ice, the other
half summer. The North Wind had a house in
the ice and the South Wind had a house in
the summer. These houses were one hundred
yards apart. The North Wind and his
brothers always went north from there to
kill people, to freeze them. (There were
"laws" then, but no people.)

The North Wind thought, "We're going to
gamble with the South Wind. Let's have a
wrestling match with South Wind."

South Wind had a relation. Crane, and an-
other, sta'lmtq"^ (an insect like a grasshop-
per which lives near water). South Wind's
youngest brother was married to a woman way
down south. North Wind had only one rela-
tion, sk.'okomin'a (a small black bird living
near the river)

.

Next morning, North Wind decided, "We
don't have to tell them. We'll do this."
Early in the morning at sunrise, North Wind's
oldest brother went out and hollered,
"Weeeeeewah." South Wind knew. "He wants
me- to gamble." He said, "All right. When?"
North Wind said, "In just a little while.
Get ready. We'll go down river to the slip-
pery ice to wrestle." South Wind said. "All
right."

North Wind wanted to kill South Wind so
he could take the whole world. He wanted to
kill all the humans when they came.

In a little while, all went down to the
ice: the four South Wind brothers. Crane, and
Insect. The youngest brother's wife stayed
home because she was going to have a baby.
North Wind said, "Well, we oldest brothers
will wrestle today. We will bet that if you
win, there will be no more north time [win-
ter J ; if we win, no more summer. It will be
cold whenever we want," South Wind said,
"All right."

Now they started wrestling. In two or
three rounds. South Wind fell down on that
slick ice and smashed all to pieces: he was
dead. Then the three brothers went back.

Next morning at sunrise, North Wind
went out and cried, "Weeeeeewah." He Tas
ready to gamble again. South Wind said, "All
right. We will get ready." They all went
down to the ice at the same place. They

4 Told by Michel Brooks (W.B.C.)

.

5 Told by Suszen Tlmentwa (L.V.W.W.).
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wrestled again; the South Wind's second
brother against the North Wind's oldest
brother. In two or three rounds, South Wind
fell down, smashed all to pieces, and died.
Now there were just two South Wind brothers
left, for two were dead already.

Next morning at sunrise, North Wind
hollered, "Weeeeeewah." South Wind said,
"All right. We will get ready." They went
to the wrestling place and wrestled. South
Wind fell down, smashed all to pieces, and
died. Just the youngest South Wind brother,
who was married, was left now.

In the evening, the youngest South Wind
brother decided he was going to die the next
day and he knew his wife was going to have a
baby. He made a small bow and arrow, tied
them together, and hung them way up in the
house. He made a camas digging stick and
hung it on the other side of the house. He
said to Crane and Insect, "Tomorrow I'm go-
ing to die. She can stay with you. If the
baby is a boy, you make him strong and bring
him back here to wrestle. If it's a girl,
you don't have to come back here to wrestle
against North Wind." He said to Crane and
Insect, "Watch this bow and arrow and the
stick. RTien the baby is born, if it is a

girl, the stick will drop and you will know
it is a girl. If the bow and arrow drop, you
will know it's a boy." Crane and Insect
said, "All right. We will watch that."
South Wind said, "Tomorrow, I have to die.
My wife shall go where she belongs way down
south."

Next morning at the same time North
Wind hollered, "Weeeeeewah." South Wind
answered, "All right. I will get ready,"
They all went to the wrestling place on that
slick ice. In two or three rounds, South
Wind fell down, smashed all to pieces, and
died. There were no more South Winds.

The same evening his wife went where
she belonged in the south. Crane and Insect
stayed there where they belonged; just tho
two. The same day it became cold where they
were, where it used to be summer. The cold
kept moving far to the south. Crane and In-
sect stayed there in that house.

Whenever North Wind's relative,
SkJokOmln'a, evacuated he had nothing to

clean himself with, so he went to Crane and
Insect. SklokOmln'a took Insect's head to
clean himself. Crane sat with his legs
stretched out before him and SkJQkOmln'a
cleaned himself on Crane's legs.

It was cold. All the creatures, frozen
and hungry, called a meeting. "Let's make
laws." They had to get some power to make
warmth in the winter. All the creatures
said, "All right. What shall we do?" They
decided for a while. "Let's sing a song for
summer. We will get something to eat."
First one creature sang and ail followed him;

singing for it to get warm, for the snow to
go away, and for something edible to grow.
North Wind was glad because all the crea-
tures were scared. They sang over night, or

maybe a few hours, and it did not get warmer.
The first creature stopped. Others tried.
No one could make it warmer, except Duck who,
with his wife, makes a hole in the ice.
Others said to him, "Duck, you had better
come out here. Tou just sit there, always
warm."

Next day. Duck sang, "xat xat turn tum
map'm, xant sant turn torn map'm. " All the
creatures were angry and said, "Shut up. You
can't make spring." He sang, "xnt xnt turn

t5m map'm." In a little while, the sunshine
came and melted the ice where he was singing.
The others could not believe it, but they
all sang his song, "^Rnt xRnt tOm torn ma'pSm."
Soon they see the ice where they are, melted;
it is warmer. They all believe and sing his
song to help him get more power in his song.
The next morning, there is no ice on the
hillside. They all went to get something to
eat. All believe in Duck and his wife; that
they can make the power for spring.

Nine months after the contest when the
South Wind had died. Crane is lying about;
just sitting in one place, hungry, cold and
weak, and unable to work. Insect brings in
food and wood for the fire. Finally in the
morning. Crane sees the bow and arrow fall
down. He said, "kOOREt, koaREt, kOOREt. The
bow and arrow drop now," Insect quickly ran
into the house and said, "Maybe, you touched
it and made it drop down." Crane said, "No,
I was sitting right here. It dropped down.
We have a boy now." Both said, "We have a
nephew now."

North Wind heard the loud shout. He
sent SklCkomln'a to find out about it. He
said, "What were you hollering loud for?"
Crane said, "Oh, I'm cold and hiingry." In-
sect said the same thing. They did not tell
about the boy way down south.

Well, that woman had a baby boy. She
put him in cold water every little while to
make him strong. In a few years, he was a
grown man and strong. He swam in cold water
every little while to make himself stronger.
His mother told him, "North Wind killed your
father in wrestling."

After a while he said, "I'm strong
enough now. I think I will go up there to
wrestle with North Wind. I think I am a
strong man now. I can't do any more now."
He asked his mother. She said, "All right.
Let's go." They went north to meet the
North Wind brothers and Crane and Insect at
his father's place. All the creatures knew
he was coming but their power blinded North
Wind so he did not know.

He got there late in the evening. No-
body knew him when he got there. He saw his
aunt and uncle there looking awfully poor.
Crane's legs were dirty. He asked, "What is
wrong with your legs? They look as though
somebody has been sitting there." Crane said,
"That is Sk.'OkOmln'a. He does that."

Young South Wind ground some obsidian
and put it on Crane's legs and on Insect's
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head. Young South Wind hid himself in the
house then. Early in the morning, Sk.'okOmIn'

a

came there to clean himself. SklOkOmln'a
cleaned himself on Insect's head. It cut him;
made him bleed. He said, "Oh, why don't you
wash your head?" She said, "I haven't got
time. It's cold." Sk.'6k5mln'a jumped on
Crane's legs and it was worse. SklOkOmln'a
ran home, crying loud. North Wind said,
"Whet is the matter with you?" "Oh, I got
hurt. Look here. I'm bleeding all over."
The North Wind brothers told him, "We told
you not to go there and do that all the time.
They have power. Now they have caught you.
Now you are bleeding all over."

They did not know Young South Wind was
there, but all the creatures knew. They
were all against the North Wind because he
was chief and made cold. All the creatures
knew that they had a boy to help them. If
he won, everything v.ould be all right; if he
should lose, there would be no springtime,
but cold forever.

Early in the morning South Kind Boy got
up. He said to Insect, "You'd better boil
some dried salmon head. Keep it hot all the
time. iVhen SkjOkSmin' a gets cold water to
pour under my feet to make it slippery so I
will fall dcwn; when he calls, 'Insect, you
go ahead. Pour first,' don't heed him. Just
keep your soup there,"

Crane went out and called, "Weeeewah."
North Wind said, "He wants to gamble now.
All right. We will get ready. 'A'e will be
at the wrestling place," Crane said, "V.'e

will be there," North Wind thinks that
Crane wants to wrestle. [Much laughter from
Indian auditors,]

They all went down. Crane said,
"SkJokcmin'a, you must get water to pour
under the wrestlers to make it slippery."
North Wind said, "We will get ready for the
soup [?]."

They go to the place. North Wind saw
this well-built boy, with muscles all over
his body. Oldest North Wind was scared a
bit. They wrestled. North Wind did his
best, but for a while he could not do any-
thing. Then North Wind slipped to his knees
and almost fell, but South Wind Boy did not.
SkiokSmln'a was soared and poured the water
to make it slippery. Then Insect poured the
soup so that South Wind Boy could stand up.
Oldest North Wind fell down, smashed all to
pieces, and died. That sarae day, it got
warmer; the ice melted in places. Only one
North '.Vind brother was dead, but it was warm-
er. It was going to be spring pretty soon.

Crane and Insect had much to eat be-
cause South Wind Boy brought plenty to them.
Next morning Crane called, "Weeeeewah. Get
ready." North Wind was crying. He knew they
were all going to die, but he said, "All
right," He could not give up now.

They went down to the wrestling place
again, SklokSmln'a was scared and poured

the cold water first; then Insect poured the
soup. South Wind Boy knocked down the
second North Wind brother; he smashed all to
pieces, and died. It was getting warmer.
Snow melted on the hill side.

Next morning. Crane hollered, "Weeeeewah

,

get ready," North Wind said, "All right,
we're ready,"

They all went down to the '.vrestling
place with its slippery ice to wrestle.
South Wind Boy was strong. North Wind al-
most fell down. Sk.'OkSmln'a got scared and
poured water at South Wind Boy's feet. In-
sect poured the soup. S6uth Wind Boy knock-
ed down North Wind, smashed him to pieces,
and he died. There was one more North Wind
brother yet. It became .varmer: more snow
melted on the side hills. All the crea-
tures went there looking for something to
eat. All were wishing for South Wind Boy to
win because his father and father's brothers
were all killed the year before. All were
against the North Wind brothers.

Early next morning. Crane hollered,
"Weeeewah, North Wind. Get ready at the
wrestling place." North Wind said, "All
right. We will be there." They wrestled
for a long time. Youngest Brother North
Wind was strong; both were about the same.
Sometimes one almost fell down, then the
other. Skjokomin'a told Insect, "Go ahead.
Pour your salmon head soup first." "No, you
go ahead. Your uncle almost fell down then,"
They talked a long time. Finally Sk.'Okamin'a
got scared and threw the water. Insect pour-
ed the soup. North Wind fell down, smashed
to pieces, and died. That was the end of
him; there were no more North Winds,

South Wind Boy took his club to kill
SkJokOmln'a too. SkJOkOmln'a ran on the ice:
he knew how. Pretty soon the ice cracked.
He fell in and did not come up. South Wind
Boy said, "That's all right. You follow the
cold places now. You will be in the cold
all the time from now on. If you get in
warm places, you will get sick. You mill al-
ways be in the cold forever."

Coming back to the wrestling place, he
said, "All you North Wind brothers are dead
now, but I don't kill you forever. When peo-
ple come, they have to have winter. You
shall bring the winter, but not too cold. I

will bring the summer and warmth. You don't
have to kill all the people. You can freeze
those people that make fun of you. You must
not kill people who know the laws and don't
make fun of you."

Now spring began. In a few weeks lots
of green things came up; the salmon ran, and
everything came. Then certain cold months
came for the North Wind. That was the be-
ginning: so it has always been till now,
(That is why some persons get power from
South Wind. Some creature tells a man, "I
know South Wind. If you wish power from
South Wind, I will tell you how to make snow
go away," In the same way other people get
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powor from North Wind if they want cold.

)

YOUNGEST WOLF BROTHER Al© BIG DEER*
(FIRST VERSION)

One time Wolf heard about the deer in-
side a mountain all the time with other crea-
tures. Deer was chief inside the mountain.
The other creatures came out sometimes, but
Big Deer stayed in there all the time. The
oldest wolf said, "I want that Big Deer. I'd
better kill the Big Deer. I need the horns."
The other wolves told him not to say that.
"Maybe our brother will get killed."

Youngest Brother said, "All right. I

will kill the deer but I must hold a big
singing tonight for deep snow. We need that
to stop him." "Well," he said to his broth-
ers, "Get some dry wood, pine, to have a
fire all night." They got lots of wood and
put it inside his house. The house had
eight sections and it had four fires. Wolf
had made this house for the future going-to-
be-people [i.e., humans].

In the night, he sang a song for snow.
Far late in the night, he said to his oldest
brother, "You'd better go out and see if
there is snow." Oldest Brother went out and
saw heavy snow, pretty nearly to his knees.
[The narrator stood and touched his knees
with the inner edge of his hands to measure
it.] He went back.

Youngest Brother asked, "Has it snowed?"
Oldest Brother said, "Oh, a little." "How
deep is it?" "Oh, about to my foot." He
told a lie, because he wanted to be sure of
a lot of snow.

Youngest Brother said, "You look until
snow is as deep as your waist." They all
sang songs together. In a little while he
sent Oldest Brother out to look again. When
he came back, Youngest Brother said, "How
deep is the snow?" He said, "Oh, about up
to my hips [thighs?]." [Suszen measured it.]

But it was really already to his waist. They
said, "All right" and sang again.

In a little while, they sent him out
again to look at the snow. He came back.
Youngest Brother said, "How deep is it now?"
He said, "Pretty nearly," but really only
his head could stick out. In a little while,
they sent him out again. He found snow over
his head. He went back. Youngest Brother
said, "How deep now? Is it enough?" "No,
not yet." Youngest Brother thought, "Inside
we can hear heavy snow through the tule
walls. Maybe he lies." He sent the next to
the youngest brother out to see. He got out-
side and could not see anything. He could
only reach out his hand. He went back and
said, "The snow is way over my head."

Oldest Brother said, "Maybe it all fell
at once after I came back." Youngest Brother

knew he told a lie. He said, "We stop this
song. Now we must wish for rain." He sent
his oldest brother to see if the snow had
settled to the waist. The snow was down to
his armpits. He came in and lied again.
Three times he lied. The next to the young-
est brother went out then. He came back and
said, "It is just what we want." "'.Veil,"

the youngest brother said, "We'll change our
song and wish the snow to freeze."

He sent Oldest Brother out to see. He
came back and said, "It is cloudy and rain-
ing yet," but it was really clear. Youngest
Brother said, "We don't want it frozen too
hard, just enough to run on yet not break
through." "All right. I will watch that."

They sent him out again. He tried to
run on the snow and it broke. If he had
walked, it would have been all right. He
lied again. The next to the youngest broth-
er went out and came back. He said, "It is
just right."

It was towards morning. Youngest
Brother said, "We'll stop singing now. All
of you three can go look for spukelml'kp.
(This is the wood used for spear handles.)
Get four sticks for each of us; each stick
as tall as we are, all even and two inches
thick." About morning they came back with
the sticks, but the brothers did not know
what the sticks are going to be used for.

Youngest
to make shoes
when hunting
making snowsh
cut bear hide
ish until eve
(cirwI'xwaxSn
brother so he
all had fast
was lazy and
have fallen d

Brother says, "We are going
to walk on top of deep snow

or travelling." Now he began
oes for the four of them. He
s for string. He did not fin-
ning. A round snowshoe
was made for the oldest
would not stumble. The others
snowshoes (I'tctu). The oldest
did not know anything. He would
own on fast snowshoes.

The four brothers went to the mountain.
When they got there. Youngest Brother opened
the door to the mountain. All the creatures
ran out frightened. Early in the morning,
Big Deer came out and jumped in one jump
from that mountain to another. Youngest Wolf
jumped after hiff. They jumped everywhere
and finally got tired. Near Kettle Kiver,
Deer stepped in some clay and Wolf was close
behind him: the tracks are still there.

Finally they came near Brewster. Wolf
is a little behind; Deer goes fast. Wolf is

about one half mile behind. They are run-
ning now and not jumping any more. Deer saw
a tule house v/here somebody camped. He went
in. As soon as he got in, the old man there
said, "Hello, my son-in-law. You come now."
The old man had two daughters.

The Deer said, "I want you to help me,
save my life. Wolf is going to kill me."

6 Told by Suszen Tlmentwa (L.V.W.W.).
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Old Man said, "Bring that canoe here." He
put Deer underneath the canoe and put blan-
kets of bear hide, beaver, and deer over it.
They hid him well, before Violf ran In. After
he hid Deer, Old liton took his gloves and
threw them across the river to an island,
where they turned into a deer.

Wolf ran in and said, "Did you see Deer?"
Old Man said, "Ho, I'm blind. I can't see
far. I am fixing a spear here for fish."
"Well, his tracks come here," "Well, I
haven't seen him. i'^ybe he went somewhere
else," Wolf says, "I saw his tracks come
here." "Maybe he did. I'm working. Maybe
he T.ent out again. Uaybe he swam across the
river."

Wolf went out. He says, "Sure, Old Man.
There he is, way across on an island. Maybe
he is tired and sleeping. Have you a canoe?"
Old Kan said, "I'm an old man. I can't make
a canoe now," But he had hidden it. "VThen
people come, if they are angry, they won't
be helped, because of their meanness. You
swim across for yourself." Wolf thought
that was right. He would swim across. He
swan T,ay out. The Old Man took the canoe up
and told Deer, "Take this end and I will
take the other. Take a paddle. You can kill
Wolf in the water," Deer took one end and
a paddle. Old Man did the same and took a
bow and arrow too. They put the canoe in
the v;ater anc both got in, the old man be-
hind.

He handed the bow and arrow to Deer to
shoot Wolf. Old Man said, "This bow and
arrov;, pull like this if you want to shoot
and kill," [The narrator enacted the draw-
ing and release of arrow from a bow.]

Wolf did not look back to see that some-
thing was behind him. 'They caucht him in
the middle of the river. Old Man said, "You
have to make him know before he dies." Deer
called, "Sus- " IVolf looked around and
thought he was going to die. He laughed and
said, "Hello, my friends."

Deer said, "We're not your friends.
You're goins to die." Wolf said, "I just
want to talk business. I didn't want to
kill you." Deer said, "There isn't any
business. This is business." So he pulled
the arrow and Wolf died right there. He sank
forever. There was no more Wolf. His three
brothers knew he was dead, so after that
they kill all creatures and eat them because
Deer killed their brother. They are mad for-
ever ana mean ever since.

Wolf was shot with the bow and arrow
and drowned forever, and all of the crea-
tures knew and were angry because he died.
Wolf died because he had done wrong to try
to kill Big Deer who stayed in the mountain
a long time (and so God punished him for-
ever). The three brothers thought that per-
haps everyone was against them too, because
they had witnessed their brother doing wrong.
They thought, "Any time we see creatures, we
will kill them." That is how they were put

20?

in the wrong, got mean, forgot what was
right; and now they fight all the time.

When Big Deer and Old Man came back, Old
Man said, "You can lie there: that is your
woman's bed." Deer was tired: he lay do'7n
to rest. In just a little while, he heard
someone come singing. It was the two daugh-
ters, coming back barefoot, making dust rise.
(They were st' fna'lqwa, little fishes: they
were twins.) He sang too, "Your foot making
dust; your foot making dust; your foot mak-
ing dust,"

The old man got up and went out. He
said to his daughters, "Keep quiet. Your hus-
band is in the house here." They thought,
ashamed, "We have no husband. What does that
mean?" They went into the house and saw
that Deer lay there. They were ashamed be-
cause they were barefoot and dusty and wear-
ing only breechclouts. They hung their
heads.

Old Man said, "Don't be ashamed, my
daughters. Cook something for your husband
to eat, I was telling you he is tired. He
has been chased many days. He has just kill-
ed Wolf," This was the first time Deer ever
married. In the mountain, he had no wife.
He thought, "Old Man saved my life. I will
marry his daughters. Even if they look ugly,
I will do it, because he saved my life when
I was going to die."

All of the creatures knew that Deer was
marrying the girls and they were angry be-
cause these girls were ugly. The creatures
were ashamed for Deer,

Right on the river, under the water, was
a good woman who no one ever saw (Just like
Deer under the mountain) , and she had never
married. She became ashamed because Deer
was to marry these ugly girls. She thought,
"I'm going to try to catch Deer to be my hus-
band pretty soon." Old Man knew what she
thought. He thought, "Miaybe she is Deer-
under-the-water. Maybe that is why she
wants to marry a land deer,"

Every night Old Man took his daughters
to the river with a torch to get fish. Cne
daughter held the light, one paddled, and Old
Man speared. Deer, the son-in-law, always
told them to stay home. "Don't work all the
time. You might get wet. You had better
stay."

After a while. Deer was tired of stay-
ing home. He told Old Man, "You better stay
home. Old Man. I will go with my wives to
catch fish." "All right, but don't go down
the river," Old Man knew that the woman was
down there. For four nights they caught
just a few fish up the river. There were
more fishes below. Deer thought, "Old Man
thinks v/e may drown below. We can swim." So
he said to his wives, "Let's catch fishes
down below." They said, "All right. What-
ever you say, we will do." They went down a
little way in the canoe. "Then he saw some-
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thing big coming out of the water. The two

sisters were scared, and cried and hollered.
The big thing took Big Deer and threw the

canoe with the two women back to where they
came from.

Big Deer went to this woman's home under
the water. It was a good home; a better
home than the other. His new woman told him,

"You ought to be ashamed. Why didn't you
tell him you didn't want to marry his two

ugly daughters?" Deer said, "That is all
right."

Finally the two sisters each had a baby,

two boys. Deer knew his first wives had
sons.

He stayed under the water two years.

His new wife had a boy. He thought his
mother and father in the mountain might
think he was dead. They cried there and

never forgot him inside that mountain. His
son looked like him, having big horns and be-

ing white. Finally his son grew to be a

four point deer: that makes seven years gone

by. Deer has a father and mother-in-law in

the water. (His father-in-law was chief.
They made'] Deer chief, so his father-in-law
could retire.

Next morning, Deer called to his people.
"Let's have a meeting this morning." His boy
listened to what he said. In a little while
all the water creatures came inside the

house. Deer said, "I wish to say that I

want to send my boy to my father and my
mother in that mountain where my house was."

The river creatures all said, "Yes, we know.

Whatever you want Is right. All right." "I

will send my boy forever to be chief and to

take care of his grandfather and grandmother
and all the creatures there, and to tell
them that I will stay here forever." All his
people said, "All right." He told his boy
to go find his [half-] brothers and take
them with him.

Deer Boy (cinuti' tk^i) went to Old Man's
house. Old Man thought his son-in-law had

come back. He said, "Hello, son-in-law." "I

am not your son-in-law. He is my father, Old

Man." "Maybe that is right." He said to

Old Man, "I am sent by my father to take my
brothers with me. We all must go to our
grandfather and grandmother in the mountain.

I have to stay there all the time. Maybe
my brothers will come back sometimes." Old

Man said, "All right. Jfhatever your father
says we will do." He let the two brothers
go-

They started in the morning. When the

sun was way up they came to some pine trees.

The two brothers took some seeds from the

cones and ate them. "These are good," they

said, and they stayed there.

Young Deer waited three days, but they
had gone only one mile. Young Deer thought,
"I have to go. We can't take all summer to

get to the mountain to meet our grandfather."
"Well," he said to his brothers, "Maybe you
like to eat these nuts." "Yes. Why don't
you eat them?" "I haven't time. I have to

go." He threw his brothers into a tree and
they turned into birds. He called them
sing'rak'. They were birds forever and
could never go back to Old Man. (They are
white birds and look like deer,with white
tails.)

Young Deer started again; in two or
three days, he arrived where he was going.
He went in. The old man and old woman got

up and said, "Now you are [here to take care

of us,«] grandchild." So the old people
knew he was their grandchild. He said to

his grandfather, "Your son is alive. He is

going to stay over there forever. He sent

me here. He told me that I'm going to be

chief of all these creatures and to take
care of them forever." That is all.

YOUNGEST WOLF BROTHER AND BIG DEER"*

(SECOND VERSION)

There were four wolves camped between
Kettle River and Osoyoos Lake, and they were
all brothers. They had a mother, a father,

and a sister. There was another group win-
tering far to the north of them: these were
deer. Their chief was Whitetail. There were
all kinds of deer, elk, moose, and all the

smaller deer, camping together there. They
had only one chief, Whitetail. This chief
finally came to Wolves' camp. There was no-

body home but the daughter. So Whitetail
saw her, fell in love with her, and took her.

When her brothers and father got back they
found she was gone. Later they found out

that she had gone with Chief Whitetail.

Bye and bye Whitetail and his woman had
a baby. Soon the little boy began to run
around. When Chief Whitetail was going out
hunting, he told his wife she had better
make her little boy a pair of moccasins.
Then he started out. He was gone all day: he
did not get back till dark. When he got
back he asked his wife if she had made the
little boy a pair of moccasins. She said,
"Yes." The woman got the moccasins. She had
made them like a wolf's paw, not like a
deer's hoof. The man told her, "I don't
want you to make him a pair of moccasins
like wolf feet; make him a pair like my feet,
deer feet." She did not like that. She sat
around and cried. Finally she went back to
her brothers and father. When she got back,
they asked her why she had come back. So
she told them she had got angry over the
pair of moccasins she had made for the lit-
tle boy; that her husband had told her not
to make them like her feet but like his feet.

7 A frB(5nent of manuscript is missing: these are the probable words. — L.S.

8 Again a fragment Is mlsslug. — L.S.

9 Told by David Isaac (W.B.C.)

.
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So the wolves all got angry and told one an-
other, "We'll kill them all, that whole
tribe."

The wolf father told the oldest wolf
boy, "You start to sing so a lot of snow
will fall." This boy sang till midnight.
Then he told his father, "Go out and see how
much snow there is outside," The old wolf
measured the snow up to his shoulders. He
came back and said, "I don't think your song
is a [good?] song. There's no snow out
there," for he thought it was not enough.
So the wolf boy kept on singing until morn-
ing. He sent his father out to see how much
snow there was. The old wolf went out and
sank down to his neck. He Jumped a few
times until he nearly got stuck in the snow.
Still he thought it was not enough. He went
back eind told his boy that there was only a
little snow. So the boy sang till daylight
and told his father to go to see the snow.
The old wolf went out again, and tried the
snow again, and it was way over his head: he
went clear out of sight. When his father
came in and told him that was enough, he
changed his song to another. Then it start-
ed to blow a Chinook [south] wind, and thaw,
and the snow began to melt. He sang till
nearly daylight, when the snow was nothing
but water.

Chief Whitetail dreamed that the wolves
were going to kill him. He took all his peo-
ple, and rose right off the ground and went
through the air.

Wolf's father told his son that that
was all right, that the snow was nothing but
water. So he sang another song and the snow
started to freeze. So he sang all day and
all night, and nezt morning the snow was
frozen hard. Then they went to the deer
C£Lmp to kill them all.

When Chief Whitetail got way off to an-
other mountain, he told each kind of his
deer where to stay. After he scattered all
his people all over the country, he jumped
over toward Penticton on to another mountain.
Then he jumped over to Camp McKinney Moun-
tain (paqdmqEn) , taking his little boy with
him. He ceime down toward the lake and there
left his little boy. They were then right
above Osoyoos Lake.

He came right down to the river. and
there saw sp6pqfile'tc (a little fish) who
had a camp there. He shouted to Spapqile'tc
to take him across; that they were going to
kill him; and he called Sp6pq^l6'tc "uncle."
Spapq61S'tc told him, "You are no relative
of mine." He addressed SpapqilS'tc as uncle

and as every other relative, but Sp6pqale'tc
did not want to have it that way [i.e. be a

blood relative], because he had a daughter.
Finally Whitetail said to him, "Take me
across, father-in-law." Then Sp&pqilS'tc
said, "All right," because he was glad,
Sp6pqalS'tc took him across the river. Be-
fore he [SpApq61§' tc] went across, he took
off his coat, and threw it in the river. It
looked like a deer floating down among the

ice cakes in the river.

The wolf reached the river and saw the
deer skin [coat]. He shouted to SpApqalS'tc
to take him across; that he wanted to kill
the deer out there. But SpApqfile' tc said,
"No. After the animals become Indians, there
won't be such a thing as taking them across
to kill one another. You can swim across to
kill him," So Wolf ran up and down the bank,
and started to swim after the deer. As soon
as Wolf jumped into the river and turned his
back toward them, Sp6pq61S'tc pushed his
canoe out and said to his new son-in-law,
Whitetail, "Get in and we'll go kill him."
When they got out on the river, Wolf heard
the CEinoe. He looked back, and there was
his brother-in-law with his arrow ready. He
cried, "What are you going to kill me for?
You're my brother-in-law." But 7rhitetail
said, "No, you were trying to kill me."
After they had killed the oldest wolf they
brought him into the tipi and waited for the
others to come.

Right after they had killed this one,
they saw the next oldest wolf coming. He
reached the other side, and shouted to Sp&p-
qaie'tc to take him across so he could kill
the deer in the river. SpSpqale'tc told him,
"I will not take you across. You can swim
after him and kill him, if you want to kill
him." Then SpapqalS'tc pushed his canoe out
as soon as the wolf got into the water. He
told his son-in-law, "Come on, we'll go kill
him." When Wolf got out in the river and
was about ready to get to this deer, he look-
ed back and there was Chief Wbitetail ready
to shoot him with his bow and arrow. So
Whitetail killed him. They threw him into
the canoe and brought him back to the tipi.
There was one more left, the youngest.

This youngest one reached the bank and
said to Spapqaie'tc, "Take me across so I

can kill the deer that I'm chasing." But
Spapqaie'tc said, "Swim after it. I'm not
going to take you out." So he started to
swim out and got scared. He went back to
shore. He kept going back and forth, in and
out of the water. He went out two or three
times, and finally got scared, and went back.
Chief Whitetail sent his power for his wife
[the wolf woman] to go blind; so his wife
went blind.

Then he had three children by SpAp-
qaie'tc's daughter. He had three birds for
children: woodpecker, cinarqu (a small gray
mountain bird), and lEie'rxEr (a small bird
that runs up and down the trees). He sent
these three children, telling them, "You go

to your brother [Whitetail's son by the wolf
woman]: he'll tell you what to do," The
youngest one went part way up and saw the
trees. He took a liking to the trees. His
brothers tried to get him to come with them,
but he said, "No; I'm going to stay right
here. I like this." So his brothers left
him. Cinarqu went a little farther and
found a place he liked. He stayed there.
His brother tried to coax him to come along,
but he would not. So the oldest went on up
to his [half-] brother. His brother said,
"Did you come to see me?" He answered, "Yes.
There were three of us, and our father sent
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us to you, but the others stayed by the wav."
So his brother told him, "You can live right
here, and you can get your food from the
trees." (Meaning the grubs upon which wood-
peckers feed.) Then the oldest boy rose and
became a big bird that is never seen. When-
ever this big bird comes close to anybody,
they become dormant and freeze, and do not
know anything.

After Chief Whitetail found that all
his children made themselves different
things, he took his wife and threw her into
the bush — that is the robins; always cry-
ing. Whitetail took SpapqalS'tc and put him
in the river. He told him, "You can have
that for your place." There is a big patch
of brush near Oliver. He went there and
thought to himself, "This is where I'll stay.'
So they were all separated.

After Whitetail made his first wife
blind, the old wolf tried everything to cure
her, but he could not cure her blindness. So
he asked each kind of bird if they knew any-
thing about an eye medicine. But they said,
"No. Our chief is behind: he'll know." He
went to the other side of Penticton, where
they left him on a mountain, saying, "That
bird, our chief, will be along here pretty
soon; the chief of the birds. Stay right
here and wait for him." They [the wolves]
kept asking the birds, who said, "No;he's be-
hind; he'll be coming pretty quickly." After
these birds had all gone north, the flock
that the chief was in came along. So he [the
wolf] asked the chief of the birds. The
bird told him, "Yes, I know eye medicine."
The chief bird named all these big rivers:
the Yakinia, Chelan, and Okanogan. He said,
"You count all the rivers from here, and when
you get through counting, you come back up
the river. There's a dam in Yakima River
which the beavers made years ago. (There
were three places that look like dams.) You
go and break these beaver dams. Then you
will see the little beavers come up. Let
them go. Break all three dams down, so the
river will come. When you get to the third
dam, and break it, take a long spear with a
hoop on the end, and stab the chief with
this. He is the man-eater."

It was all a lake there. Coyote came
there to help. He said, "Don't scare the
first one that comes. There are three broth-
ers. You spear the last one." The first
one came. Coyote told Wolf not to spear
that one, because that was the youngest; to
wait till the third one came. Then the
second youngest one came, and Coyote said,
"Don't spear that one. That's the second
youngest." They saw the water rising, so
Coyote said, "That's the one that you should
kill," This beaver came toward them. Coyote
said, "You must do your best. That's a man-
eater and he'll kill you if you are not care-
ful." So when the beaver came along. Wolf
held the spear. When he ran his spear into

the beaver, he clung onto his spear and he
could not let go. So the beaver took him
right along.

The young wolf went down the river hold-
ing his spear. The old wolf and Coyote ran
along the shore. And every bush that they
passed said to the young wolf, "Hold on to
me and save yourself. You'll die as soon as
you get down to the Columbia," But he broke
everything that he caught hold of. He would
grasp it, but it would come loose. They got
close to the Columbia River. Then the wild
hops (?) told him, "You hold on to me and
you'll save yourself." The wolf thought,
"I've been holding on to every tree and it
did no good. You hops don't look strong to

me." But the hops said, "No; hold on to me

and you'll save yourself." The root of the
wild hops ran all up the mountains and was
tangled so it could not come loose. So he
held on to the hops, and it let him down
quite a way till it got taut [but it did not
break]. Then the beaver came a shore, and the
old wolf and Coyote killed it. After they
killed the beaver, they took his entrails —
the part of the entrails good for medicine —
and doctored her eyes with that and restored
her eyesight.

KILLING THE WATER ELK'"

Wolf had killed Beaver northeast of
Spokane. Elk (papala'tsa) always lived in a
lake there. Wolf said, "We will make Elk
come out so we can kill him, and get his
horn to make a spear of," Elk comes out at
night and about morning goes into the lake.
Nobody ever sees him.

The wolves hid by a feeding place. The
youngest brother wished Elk to lie down and
sleep. He did. Wolf had a big stone knife.
Elk went to sleep. Youngest Wolf said, "He
is asleep already. I'm going to cut off his
head. You others go ahead. He is smart and
strong. He might kill us."

Wolf jumped and cut off his head. The
three brothers took the head and ran off to
a hill. Soon Youngest Brother saw the lake
coming up fast. He ran to the top of the
hill, too. The water was coming up. All
said, "We are going to be drowned because we
killed Elk,"

Youngest Brother said, "I have another
power. Take some grass quick and lay it all
around." The water came up and did not
touch the grass. They were inside the water
as in a ball, but they were not wet because
the water did not come on the grass. Next
day the water went down. Elk was still
there dead, so they took the elkhorn to make
a spear,

(Some white people found the elk bones
and the big knife right there when digging a
spring near Spokane. All the bones were

10 Told by Suszen Timentira (L.V.W.W.).
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there, but no head,
knew the story.

)

One old Indian there

FISHER AND MARTEN
COT OFF THE SKA-MONSTEB • S HEAD"

Fisher (toErtu'pa) had a wife. They had
a little boy about as big as Johnnie's
little Christine [aged three]. Marten
(pipqjs) was his brother. They were always
hunting. Fisher's wife started to sweat
[sweat-bathe?] and she thought she would go
and take a bath. VThen she got to the river,
she took off her clothes. Not very far out
in the river, there was a sea-monster who
stuck his horns out of the water like a root.'^

The woman was swimming around and saw this
big root. She thought that she would swini

out to it. That woman swam out there and
sat on the big root. That was the monster's
head. He went down under the water and took
her for his wife.

When Fisher and Marten returned they
looked around but the woman was gone. So
they looked for tracks and finally discover-
ed them, and followed her down to the river.
There they saw the little boy standing on
the bank crying. So Fisher said that the
sea-monster had got his wife. He picked up
the little boy and brought him back to his
house. The little boy was crying all the
time: he could not stop crying. So Marten
said, "I'm going to look for a little fawn
for him to play with and you make him a bow
and arrow." Marten told his brother that he

would look for a little fawn, and Fisher
Bfde his little boy a bow and arrow.

WTien Marten got back with the little
deer, he got his power and thought the
cottonwoods to grow right around the tent.
(He made them grow by his power. ) Marten
thought the wind to come up and blow on the
Cottonwood leaves. They tied the little
deer to the cottonwood tree and gave the
little boy the bow and arrow. The little boy
would shoot at the little deer and make it
jump. It made a noise like any other little
deer.

So they went to look for Fisher's wife.
Fisher had a long cane; that was his power.
Marten also had a long cane and he also had
his power in his cane. They went along the
river. Tvio birds were coming up the river
in a canoe. They did not have paddles, but
were making the canoe go by wriggling them-
selves back and forth. These two birds were
saying that they were looking for something
to eat for their sister-in-law, who their
brother took away from Fisher. When Marten
and Fisher saw these two girls coming,Fisher
asked Marten if he had power enough to get
these two girls. Marten said, "No, I haven't
enough power to get them." Marten asked his
brother if he had any cower to get these two

girls. Fisher started to sing, and he went
down toward the river. While he was singing
his song, he told these two girls to come
over; that he was going to ask them a ques-
tion. Those two girls did not know that
their brother had taken the woman from
Fisher. But the girls would not come to
shore: they stayed far out in the river. He
tried to call them to the shore but they
would not come. He kept his little cane
short under his shirt. He pulled it out and
stretched it out long. He stuck it into the
water and made it jump into the canoe. So
he took the two girls and made them go to
shore. So they got them ashore. He began
questioning those girls.

Fisher asked where they were going.
They said, "We're looking for something for
our new sister-in-law to eat." Fisher asked
them what they did when they entered their
house. One said, "I'm the older. I sit at
the right of the door and my sister sits to
the left of the door." So they told every-
thing that they did when they were at home:
everything that they did to their sister-in-
law: that when she wanted to go out to defe-
cate, they placed her on a mat and took her
out, and brought her back that way. When
they had finished telling everything that
they did at home, Fisher killed the two
girls.

Fisher took the older and skinned her,
and Marten took the younger and skinned her.
As soon as Fisher finished skinning her, he
took her hide and slipped it over himself.
He looked just like the older girl. Marten
skinned the younger one but tore a little
place about the eye. He put it on himself.
You could see that little torn place in the
eye, and his eye would always water somewhat.
They got into the canoe and wriggled back
and forth to make it go. They did not go to
shore, but took their power sticks and juoq)-

ed all the way to shore. But the younger
one (Marten) touched his feet to water be-
fore he landed.

As soon as they went in the house Mar-
ten rubbed his eye all the while. The girls'
brother smelt they were like Fisher and Mar-
ten. He asked them, "What's the matter?"
The "girls" said they met Fisher and Marten
way up the river and were afraid, so they
came back. When evening camp their sister-
in-law wanted to go outside to defecate. So
they seated her in a net [mat?] and took her
out in the net. They took her quite a way
off, lifted her off the net, and set her
down softly. Fisher told his wife, "I caught
up to you." His wife told him, "I don't
know how we're going to get away. There
isn't any chance of getting me back." Fisher
said, "When we bring you back, and you go to
bed, you start playing [sexually] with him,
so he'll get so tired and sleepy that he-

11 Told by NarclBse (W.B.O.).
12 "The sea-monster was a big moose with enormous boms.

Is still alive, but all this took place long ago."
He Is called pa'pa'la'tsa, 'moose.' Uaybe he
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won't wake up;" then they were going to kill
him. So the woman played with him, so that
all he would do was just grunt, and finally
he went to sleep. Then the woman got up and
went to Fisher, and told him the sea-monster
was asleep.

Fisher took off the girl's skin and Mar-
ten did the same. Fisher took hold of the
monster's head and cut it off. They took
the head and started to run away. They threw
it Into the canoe and started paddling, but
they could not get anywhere; the body of the
monster kept going up and down [writhing].
His people heard it. They woke up and saw
the monster's head was off. They went out
and saw that Fisher and Marten had the head
in the canoe and were trying to paddle, but
could not move along at all. So the people
were just about to catch them, when they
took the big head and threw it in the deep
water. After they had thrown the head in,
they made progress and got to shore.

They [the sea-monsters] called every-
body: all the animals from the dry land and
from the water. They started diving for
their chief's head. Coyote said, "I'll be
the one who will get the chief's head." He
would run and dive, but would not go out of
sight. Turtle got there. Turtle dived and
went down. He saw where the head was. When
Turtle came out again, he said that there
were places in his shoulders that got cold
and he had to come up. So the big Indian
doctor closed those places. When Turtle
dived the second time, he got to the head,
crawled under it, raised it, and brought it
out of the water so the people could get it.
The monster was just moving slowly: he was
just about dead then. They took the head
and put it back on the sea-monster. The
Indian doctor rubbed it into place and the
monster got up.

Fisher told his brother. Marten, "I
guess we will be killed now; the sea-monster
has come back to life again." He told his
brother, "Let's go up on the mountain." The
water and the blood from the monster started
to rise. They were on the highest mountain
they could find, yet the water just reached
them. So Fisher told his brother, "Do your
best; we're going to die. Use your medicine
[power]; if you have any." They were stand-
ing in the water then. Marten could not do
anything. He told his brother, "You do [use]

your medicine: mine isn't strong enough, I'll
be the last one to do his medicine."

So Fisher pulled his cane out and made
it long. They stood it on the ground, and
made the woman climb up first and then climb-
ed up behind her. Fisher was behind his
brother and wife, and the water reached Fish-
er. Fisher told his brother, "Do your best;
we're going to die." Marten said, "We're
not going to die. I think that my power is
stronger than yours." So he pulled out his

cane and made it long. He put it on top of
his brother's cane: his cane went up into
the sky. So they climbed but they did not
go very far. Marten told his brother,
"Here's where we'll stay. We'll go up no
farther." Marten said, "If we go any higher
we'll get to another land. We don't want to
get to the other land; here is a better
place for us to stay." Then the water start-
ed to go down, and they climbed down as the
water went. When they got down on the moun-
tain. Marten pulled his cane down and Fisher
pulled his cane down. So Marten told his
brother, "We'll always stay here in the
mountains. We'll never go back by the river."

(All this took place down at Wenatchee,
The mountain was miz&mlxQ. There must have
been a flood on Mioses Mountain because there
was once an enormous cottonwood tree there.
Fifty years ago you could see where it was
lying. The old Indians told him [Johnnie]
that that is where the cottonwood had lain.
He just saw the rotten trunk of it.)

SKUNK TAXES REVENGE '^

Skunk and Fisher were living together
as bachelors and partners. They had no
woman. Both went hunting; Fisher was a very
good hunter. Rabbit and her two young grand-
daughters were living by themselves. One
girl was Chipmunk and the other was StEta'k
[an animal a little larger than a chipmunk;
possibly a larger variety of chipmunk].
StEta'k was the older. Their grandmother
told them, "You'd better go to Fisher's
place and marry Fisher." So the two girls
went. Their grandmother told them when they
got to the tipi to get under Fisher's pillow.
She said, "Skunk always comes in first.
Don't laugh when you hear Skunk coming. Keep
on hiding till Fisher comes in."

They got there and hid under Fisher's
pillow. They heard Skunk coming. He was
carrying deer meat as he was coming back. He
was making such a funny noise that Chipmunk
started to laugh. Her sister could not keep
her from laughing. So Chipmunk kept on
laughing till Skunk found them, and took
them both, and put them under his own pillow.
They were afraid to tell him that they did
not come for him. He put a deer hide over
them, so Fisher could not see them when he

came back.

When Fisher returned, he, too, was car-
rying deer meat. He laid down his deer meat
and sat down. Skunk said to Fisher, "Well,
let's cook." Skunk told Fisher, "You cook
quite a lot and I'll cook just as much as
you," After the meat was cooked, Skunk told
Fisher, "You put what meat you've cooked
under your pillow, and I'll put what meat
I've cooked under my pillow. You leave your
deer meat under your pillow for a while, and
I'll leave mine under my pillow for a while,
and we'll take them out to see which one's

13 Told by Michel Brooks (W.B.C.).
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dish will be empty." Skunk waited a little
while and told Fisher, "Well, get yours from
under your pillow and I'll get mine from
under my pillow, and set them right here."
Fisher brought his dish out and it was still
full. Then Skunk brought his dish out and
there was nothing in it. So Fisher knew
right away that Skunk had taken these girls
away from him. They went to bed. In Just a
few minutes he heard Skunk telling stories
to these girls and the girls starting to
laugh. In the morning he saw the two girla
€ind knew which girls they were.

They got ready to go hunting. Skunk
told those two girls to get him ready. Fish-
er got ready and left, but Skunk stayed with
the girls for a little while before he left.
They both went hunting. When they came back,
Fisher thought that he would fool Skunk and
not go hunting the next morning, but stay
and ask these girls some questions. So
Fisher told Skunk, "You go away up on top of

that mountain: that's where I'll meet you."
Fisher went just a little way and hid. Skunk
went after Fisher had gone, and Fisher kept
watching him till he got out of sight. Skunk
went up on top of the mountain where Fisher
told him that they would meet. Fisher went
back and asked the girls, "What's the matter?
Who did you come to. Skunk or me?" So the
girls told him, "Our grandmother sent us to
come to you but it was Chipmunk's fault that
we didn't get you." Fisher said to them,
"All right. We'll all get ready and leave."
They got ready and put a torch to their
house and burned it down. Then they left.
When they burned their tipi down, they went
up in the smoke: that is how they left, be-
cause they did not want Skunk to find their
tracks.

After Skunk got way up on top of the
mountain he looked back and saw the smoke at
the house. Skunk thought that Fisher set
fire to the house because he was taking the
women. So he started running back towards
the house. When Skunk got back to the house
he saw that everything was burnt up. He
started to look for tracks but could not
find tracks of any kind. Skunk started to
figure how to find the tracks. He gathered
some wood and burnt it. Just as soon as
this wood began to smoke he saw the tracks.
That is how he found out which way they had
gone.

So he started to follow them. They had
climbed up on a bluff where there was a
crack in the rocks. That is where they were.
There was a creek right below this bluff.
When Skunk went down there to take a drink,
he saw their reflection in the creek. He
thought they were down in the water. He be-
gan to get angry and he turned around to
scatter his fluid (cUai'ph) to kill them.
They were watching him from the bluff and
starttid laughing at him throwing his fluid
into the creek. Then he found out they were
way up on the bluff. Skunk started up the
mountain. When he got on top of the bluff,
he threw his fluid down at them. But it
just flew over them and he could not hit

them. So he went back down the hill and
started to throw it from below. He hit
Fisher right on the toe and killed him. He
told the two girls, "Come down or I'll kill
you both too," So they came down and he got
the two girls back.

When they got down they started travel-
ling together. They travelled till dark.
Afhen it grew dark. Skunk asked the younger
girl, "Where do you live?" One said, "When
a tree falls, under the roots is where I

stay." And the other cirl said, "A big
crack in a bluff is where I stay." Skunk
asked the two girls, "THttere do you want to
camp; in a crack in the rocks or under the
roots of a tree?" StEta'k said, "We'll camp
in the crack of a rock." So they camped in
the crack of a rock. And StEta'k told Chip-
xmink, "Don't go to sleep. We'll play with
him till he goes to sleep." So they went up
in the rocks, and they played with Skunk
till he went to sleep, and both thought , well,
they had their power. They said, "We wish
the crack in the rocks would just close up,"
The rock closed on Skunk so he could not get
out or move. The two girls left him and
when Skunk woke up he was nearly dead.

He thought that the only way he could
save himself was to cut his body to pieces.
He took out his anus first. Raven was fly-
ing along and saw it. So Jlaven flew there
and took his anus. Skunk cut all his body
in pieces and put them outside. That is how
he got out of the creek in the rocks. When
he got through putting his body together, he
did not have his anus: he just had a big
hole there and that is all.

As soon as he had finished, he thought
of the people at a big gathering. He thought,
"I guess that's where my anus is." He gath-
ered a lot of grass and filled his anus with
it. It took him quite a few days to get to
where the Indians were. He arrived on top
of a hill above the Indians. He sat on the
hill a while. They were playing hoop with
his anus, and it was bright and shiney. (Not
playing hoop-and-pole: they were Just roll-
ing it back and forth.) When Skunk saw it,
he went where it would fall, and there he
sat down. They knew who he was and said,
"Well, Skunk is here," (They did not know
it was his anus.) He sat down where he
thought he could get hold of it. He took
all the grass out of himself and threw it
away. He sat down where the hoop was coming,
and opened himself, and the hoop rolled
right in. That is how he got his anus back.

So Skunk told them, "I'm going to tell
you a story. Go into the chief's big tipi;
all crowd in there," Skunk said, "Close
every little hole and close the top of the
tipi because I don't want to let any of my
stories go out of any little hole. I want
them all to stay inside." The people did
what Skunk told them to do; they closed
every little air hole in the tent and closed
the top. Some who could not get in, stayed
outside. He started to tell his story at
the point where the chipmunks had left him.
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He said, "When I first started to oome here
I lost my anus and I got pretty cold inside.
I came and I camped, and the next morning I
threw the old grass away and I got some more
new grass and stuffed my insides with it.
That's how you see me here. And that's why
I'm telling stories now." So he told them,
"Now I'm through telling my story." Then he
turned around and scattered all his fluid
over the people and killed them all. Just a
few who were outside remained alive: deer,
wolf, coyote, fox, were those who were saved.
Those who were inside the tipi were all kill-
ed. That was the end of it. I came back
and now I am living here in Disautel,

RAVEN AND HIS BROTHER'S WIDOW*

Raven was a chief. His brother died.
So he told his people that he was going to
give a medicine dance. His people told him
that it would be all right if he gave a medi-
cine dance. But he did not tell them that
he wanted his brother's widow. He gathered
all his people and started to sing. He told
his people to gather a lot of pitch wood.
{That is what the old Indians used to make a
big light.)

The widow was way up the river; quite a
way. A little devil fish got in a canoe and
went up the river. A little bird's grand-
mother told him to make the sweat house so
they could have a sweat. This little fish
went up to this little bird's place and look-
ed into the tipi and discovered they were
not at hone. So this little fish went to
the sweat house and looked into the sweat
house. He saw this little bird and his
grandinother on top of one another [in sexual
embrace]. The little fish paddled back and
told his wife that the brother's widow (the
bird's grandmother) was no good.

They gathered a lot of pitch and start-
ed to go to Raven's house where they were go-
ing to have a dance. This little fish's
wife told him not to tell Raven about what
he had seen. The Indians were gathered
around. They were going to take the pitch-
wood into the house. Raven was going to
give a dance. The people were whispering to

one another. Mouse overheard what they were
saying. Then the orator came out and shout-
ed to all the people to come into the
chief's house; that the chief was going to

sing. All the people gathered and went into
the tipi. The chief started to sing. Just
as soon as the people started to dance,Mouse
cried out, "I'm going to tell you something."
They tried to stop him but he would not stop.
So he shouted out, "Your brother's widow has
got a man now." Raven stopped dancing and
shouted that they were going to kill that
man in the morning.

The woman [Raven's sister-in-law] made
a trench under a rock for this young fellow

to fight back from. Then they started fight-
ing. They would shoot at him from one side,
and he would run in and come out the other
side. This young fellow shot Raven right
through the body. Raven began to make a
noise. The young fellow told him, "You're
going to be a raven from now on. You're not
going to be a man any more," He shot every-
thing in the world the same way until he got
down to Sucker and Chub [fish], (That is the
reason they have so many bones: their bones
are this young fellow's arrows.) This young
boy told them, "From now on you will stay in
lakes and rivers. He said, "I'll always
stay in the rocks." (He is the cpwalq.ac31h,
a little rock bird. He is light brown and
has neither stripes nor spots.)

A BROTHER AND SISTER COMMIT INCEST'^

One time there were some people living
by the river; a father and mother, a boy and
girl. The father and mother went to get
food every day and left the brother and sis-
ter all by themselves. They played all the
time, just with each other. Finally the
girl knew she was going to have a baby and
that it was her brother's, so she told him.

He told her to go way up in the moiin-

talns all by herself to have her baby and
that he would bring her food now and then.
So she did that. She went away, way up in
the mountains, built herself a little hut,
and had her baby there all alone, just help-
ing herself. The baby was a girl. When the
baby was about two weeks old, her brother
came with food for her when she had it on
her back while she was out digging camas. He
saw the baby and told his sister to live
there in the mountains all the time. So she
did and every so often her brother came to
see her, bringing her food.

One day, when the little girl was about
five years old, the woman went digging camas
and left the little girl at home alone. The
little girl was sitting there playing and
singing as her mother had taught her, "My
mother's husband is her brother. My father
is my uncle. He is my mother's brother,"
While she was singing this, the brother came
there to see his sister. He heard the song
and said to the little girl, "Who taught you
that?" "My mother," she said. Then he took
his bow and arrow and shot the little girl,
killing her.

Now while the woman was digging camas,
her stick suddenly broke, so she knew that
something was wrong at home. She ran home
and there she found her little girl dead.
She knew that her brother had killed the
child. So she took her little girl's blood
SLud smeared it all over her own face and
arms. Then she went down the mountains to
the river where the villages were. She went
to every house, putting her head in at the

14 Told by Narcisse (W.B.C.)-
15 Told by Annie Marchand (L.V.W.W.).
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door, and calling, "Look." Everybody look."
ViTien they looked at her face all smeared
with her child's blood, everyone who looked,

fell dead. But she could not find her bro-
ther anywhere.

At last she found him in the sweat
house. He was sitting in the back with his
hands over his face. She called, "Look." Look
at me." "No; I won't look at you," he said,
"your face is all covered with blood. Go
and wash yourself clean. Then I will look."
"Look at me," she told him again. "I won't"
he said, "Go and wash yourself." So finally
she went down to the river and washed her-
self al] clean.

ViTien she came back her brother helped
her. They dug a deep, wide pit for the
bodies of all those she had killed. Someone
had to get down into the pit to straighten
out the bodies. She said to him, "You'd
better get down there and straighten out the
bodies," He said, "All right." She carried
the bodies there and threw them down at him.
She tried to cover him up but she could not.
Soon the pit was half full of bodies. So he
told her, "It's your turn now. You'd better
change places with me." She said, "All
right," and got down there. Her brother
carried lots of bodies and threw them down
at her. Pretty soon he had covered her en-
tirely with bodies. Then he covered the
bodies with dirt, burying her alive.

He went back to every house and ate all
the pretty things he could find in oeunp;
pratty beads, buckskin clothes, pretty
blankets; and as he ate, he became small and
old and ugly, with a great big stomach. Then
he went down to the river. It was winter.
There was ice on .the river. He went to a
hole cut in the ice so they could get water.
Soon two pretty girls came along. One of
them said, "Oh, see the little boy. Let's
take him for our little brother." The other
one said, "What? That ugly old thing? No."
So they left him and he went from waterhole
to waterhole and no one wanted him.

Finally he came to the last waterhole.
It belonged to the Louse Girls, People call-
ed them that because they were dirty and
lazy, and had lice on them. The two Louse
Girls saw him and said, "Let's take him home.
Let's ask our grandmother if we can keep him?'
So they took him home to their grandmother's
house. Pretty soon he began to vomit all
those pretty things he had eaten. They came
up very small and then changed to their natu-
ral size. The beads, the buckskin clothes,
the nice blankets, everything; and as he
threw up these things, the man began to grow
tall and handsome again. Soon there was a
whole corner full of pretty things.

So he lay down on a blanket while the
girls began to cook food for him. Some other
girls in the camp came by to shout mean
things at the Louse Girls. But when they
saw that handsome man lying there, they were
all envious. They saw all those pretty
things, so they did not say any more.

He lived there with his two wives, the
Louse Girls, and their grandmother. He told
them never to go near that place where he
had buried all the people. He told them
that, but he did not know that his sister
had escaped from the pit.

One day older Louse Girl went digging
camas. She came to that place in the moun-
tains where the sister was living. The
sister saw her and killed her. When the bro-
ther knew that his sister had killed his
wife, he went up there in the mountains, and
this time he really killed his sister. That
is all.""

THE ORIGIN OF DEATH '^

There was a chief who had a lot of
followers. He had a son and two daughters.
His older daughter had a little house
[menstrual lodge] for herself way out some-
where, because she was just at the age when
she had to do that.

Every morning the son would sleep in
the daytime. He would sleep all day and
they wondered what was the matter with him.
During the night the mother got up and went
outside. She heard somebody laughing over
at the little house. She could tell it was
her son and her daughter laughing. Then she
went back into the house and went back to
bed. In the morning the boy went back to
sleep again. Then she told her husband that
there was something wrong between their chil-
dren.

The next night the boy came back to the
little house again, and the girl thought she
would put some paint on his face so she
would know who he was. In the dark she did
not know who It was,'^

The next morning the boy went to sleep
again, but his father had already found out.
The father thought to himself, "If my people
find out, I will surely be ashamed of myself.
The people will make fun of me, I think I

will kill my boy." So he took a piece of
sheep horn and stuck it into the boy's ear,
hammered it down, and killed his bey.

They took the boy and put him in a
canoe. There is a big rock sticking up and
the water comes up to the bottom of it. They
brought him there and left the canoe at the
base of the rock.

16 The eoncluaion of the story seems condensed. Annie says she was told the story by her grandmother,
Mary Garden.

17 Told by Cecile Brooks (R.C.).
18 Another version, told by Michel Brooks, differs only In that the mother discovers paint on the boy's

cheek.
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In the morning the girl got up and look-
ed around. She could not see anybody who
she had painted on the face. The mother told
her younger daughter, "You take your sister
something to eat over there, but don't go in
when you get there. You just throw the food
in and don't say anything to her. Come right
back, and don't tell her about your brother."
In the morning her sister brought something
to eat. She could not get her little sister
to come in and talk to her; but in the eve-
ning she lay in wait and caught her when she
went over there.

Then she asked her little sister, "Where
is your brother?" The little girl said, "Oh,
he's home." She said, "Why is it your hair
is cut?" The other said, "Oh, I had too
many lice, and that's why they cut my hair."
Her sister told her, "If you don't tell me
anything, I will just kill you right here."
Finally she said, "Well, my father killed my
brother, and they put him in a boat and they
left him under the rook bluff." Then the
girl said, "All right," and she let her
little sister go back. When the latter got
back to the house her mother asked her, "Did
you tell your sister about your brother?"
She said, "No, I didn't tell my sister."

When the little girl was playing, her
sister called her, and told her to bring her
[clean] dress over so she could change and
go swimming. Her mother said, "You can take
the dress, but don't leave your sister when
she goes down to take a bath." That was the
second day after her brother died. When the
older girl went to swim, the little girl
went along. She would not leave her sister.
The older one would tell her to go away, but
she would not mind; she would go along any-
way. The little sister kept following her,
so she said, "What are you following me for?
Go back to the house. I want to put [hide]
my soiled dress away."

After the younger sister had gone back
to the house , she just threw her dress down
and ran away toward the rook bluff. When the
little girl got back, her mother asked her,
"Where is your sister?" The little girl
said, "She went to put her dress away." The
mother went out and saw her daughter running
quite a way off. The chief shouted, "Whoever
is the fastest runner and can get my daugh-
ter, can have her for a wife."

Fox was the only one who caught up to
her; Just as she got on top of the bluff. He
just got hold of her wrap which was pinned
around her neck. She unpinned it and jumped
down over the bluff, and Fox just got the
blanket. She landed right in that canoe
where her brother was. They both died. But
from above they were heard laughing.

The chief told all his people to come
into his house. Then the chief said, "All

people will come oaok to life in three days
after they are dead." The people all say,
"No.' Don't let people come back to life after
they are once dead." The chief says, "Yes;
I want my children to come back again."
Three times he said that and the people said,
"No; don't let people come back to life
again," Then he consented to that. Finally
they buried the girl and boy. The chief
said, "Well, in the days to come, no matter
how good looking their sons may be, or their
daughters, they will die anyway."

Raven had a lot of daughters. The
oldest of his daughters died that night. In
four days all his daughters died. He went
to the chief and told him, "Let people come
back to life again. I feel too bad for my
children. I want them to come back to life
again, "'"i Then the chief said, "Well, I
couldn't get my children to come back to
life. It is too late now. Your children are
dead; let them all die. I spoke about it be-
fore, and every one of you didn't want peo-
ple to come back to life,"

Then the chief called them all over to
his house again; then he gave each one of
them a name and they all went away.

He took his wife and led her to the wa-
ter. He set her down and told her that she
would be a sweat house. He told her, "'vVhen

a person has aching bones, they can come to
you and sweat, and you will make them feel
better. And if they ask you for anything,
let the people have it,"

The chief made a place for himself to
stay. He made one high up, but he did not
like that. He made another place, and he
did not like that. He made a third place
and he liked that, so he stayed there. And
that is why they call him qElEnsoltEn, "some-
thing that made you." Then 1 came back.

COYOTE LIBERATES SALMON'"
(FIRST VERSION)

In the time before there were people,
Coyote heard two sisters making fish traps
at Waila'mpt (maybe at the Dalles). Finally
Coyote heard this and that the salmon could
not pass. (The sisters were birds: small
plovers. ) He did not want the salmon to be
scattered. "I think I will break the weir
and let the salmon come up [the river]."

Coyote went down the river and when al-
most there, he sat there thinking, "I'm go-
ing to make myself into a wooden bowl so I

won't drown," He changed into a wooden bowl
and floated down the river. The two sisters
came to the river every morning. They final-
ly saw the bowl and took it back to camp.
One said, "I got this from our salmon trap.
It is good for cooked salmon." They set it
down with salmon in it.

19 In Michel's version, the daughters of several animels die: each In turn petitions the chief.
20 Told by Suazen Timentvra (L.V.W.W.).
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Every day they dug camas. In the eve-
ning, they came back and said, "We don't
have to cook." But the bowl was empty. Coy-
ote had eaten the salmon and much more from
the house. For two weeks he did thls;he was
getting strong. ' The next evening, the
slaters said, "Let's throw this bowl away.
Maybe It Is no good. Every day our food dis-
appears." "No, let's burn it up." Coyote
thought, "I'd better turn Into a little boy."

When the sisters took the bowl, a little
boy stood up and cried, "Ya-, let me be your
little brother." The two sisters thought,
"All right, let's give him something to eat."
And he ate a lot.

Next day when the sisters went to dig
camas, they said, "You'd better stay here.
It is hot." He said, "You'd better tie me
up or I might go to the river and drown."
The sisters said, "He is smart." So they
tied him. When they were gone, he untied
himself and ate up all the salmon. When he
heard the sisters coming, he ran back to the
rope, and tied himself up again and went to
sleep. The two sisters woke him and fed him
camas. He was well fed. In the morning the
two sisters left again. Coyote went and
tore down the dam. Salmon swam up the river.

That morning as the sisters left, he had
said, "If I get drowned, one of you will
break your digging stick." That afternoon,
one sister broke her stick. They ran back.
They saw the hole in the weir and the salmon
running. Coyote saw them and put a basket
over his head. The sisters ran along the
dam and hit his head with a stick many times
but it did not hurt him. (The weir was as
high as a house.

)

Coyote ran across the weir to the other
side and called back, "One time you had a
little brother. That was me." The sisters
said, "Coyote, you are no good. We thought
first you were a wooden bowl, next a little
boy. Now we see you." Coyote said, "Leave
the dam open so salmon can run up river.
Soon there will be lots of people [i.e. hu-
mans], I am going to make them." So they
could not build the dam again. The salmon
were all glad. The salmon leader thought
Coyote was very good because he helped them.

Coyote travelled two or three days and
got hungry again. He looked for something
to eat. Whenever he stopped, the salmon com-
ing up stream stopped there too. Coyote lay
down in the sand and thought what he should
do to kill salmon to eat. He went down to
the river bank and said, "All of you salmon
be my followers. I am the chief, your head
m£in. One of you salmon jump out here. I
want to eat," Salmon jumped and Coyote
fought with him on the rocks, but Salmon was
slippery and got back into the river. Coyote
tried many times. Finally Coyote went to
the sandy place. There he killed three be-
cause the sand stuck to the fish and he
could hold them.

Wolf and Fox said, "Let's meet Coyote

and see how he made salmon come up." They
saw Coyote roast throe salmon. Finally Wolf
said, "Let's make him sleep and we will eat
his fish." It became hot and a breeze blew.
Coyote slept. Coyote woke up. He got up
quickly and looked. There were no salmon.
His hands and mouth were greasy. "I ate al-
ready," he said. "But I am still hungry,"
and he felt his empty stomach,

"I will kill some more," He killed
three more and roasted them. Fox and Wolf
made him sleep again and ate his salmon.
They stretched his tall out long, and made
his hands small and his nose long, and
stretched his eyes. They changed him. His
ears stuck out straight. TThen he woke up, he
thought, "I've eaten but I feel hungrier.
Well, I want a drink." He went to the water
and saw his shadow. He thought it was a
creature in the river. He was scared and
jumped back. He looked again and Jumped
back. Fox and Wolf on the hill laughed.
They said, "What's wrong. Coyote? Are you
afraid of your reflection? You look that
way," Coyote said, "I will fool you some-
time,"

He killed three more salmon, ate one,
and put the others away while he left on a
journey. The salmon stayed there as Coyote
had told them. He tracked Fox and Wolf all
over the hills for two days. He saw them at
a lake swimming around, getting duck eggs to
eat. Coyote hid. They found many eggs.
They dug a hole, put in stones and wood, and
built a fire. Coyote watched. When the
rocks were hot, they put weeds on the rocks
and put eggs on the weeds, covered the eggs
with more weeds and then with dirt. They
put a little hole in the middle of the cover-
ing through to the eggs. They poured water
in the hole and the steam cooked the eggs.
Fox and Wolf got tired and sat down. Coyote
made both sleep.

He went, took out the eggs, and ate
them. He put a yolk all over Fox and smear-
ed a white on Wolf. Coyote stretched Fox's
face into a small one with straight ears. He
made Wolf's face long and ugly, he made his
hands big and Fox's small. Coyote went far
away and watched. He had left half the
shells by each. They woke and Fox said, "We
have eaten," Finally they said, "What is
the matter with your face?"

Coyote laughed and hollered, "That is
what you did to me. Now we are even." They
said, "Go along now. You are too smart,"

By and by Coyote and Salmon arrived at
the mouth of the Yakima River, He said, "You
had better stop here. I want to see the peo-
ple about you salmon." He went up a little
way. He saw creatures, just like people.
(They looked like people and lived as we do
now, but were really creatures.) He met
them and said, "Let's hold a meeting." They
held a big meeting. "Well," he said, "Will
you give me all your prettiest daughters to
marry? If you let me have your prettiest
daughters, you can have salmon forever. If
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you don't, I will make a dam to keep away
the salmon." (He did not really want to
marry them. He made laws. That was all.)

All the creatures debated for a while.
"All right. Tou can have what you ask. We
want salmon right to head of Yakima River
for the to-be-people [humans]." He said,
"Goodbye. I'm going back to tell the salmon
to come up right now and forever. The people
will have salmon forever." (That is the way
with our religion: a good man says, "Let me
have all your daughters." One man says "Yes,"

and another and another until maybe there
are ten.

)

"Goodbye, I'm going up the Columbia
River to the mouth of the Wenatchee." He
said, "Salmon, every year at this month you
go up this stream, from now on and forever.
Don't look back to me now. You take a lead-
er for whatever you have to do." The salmon
were glad: they took a leader and follow
their own ways, whatever they have to do.
They spawn and raise many. All the creatures
kill Eind eat salmon: the grizzly, the black
bear, the otter, the mink, all swim out to
kill and eat salmon.

Coyote left and came to the mouth of
the Wenatchee River. He said, "Salmon, you
had better stay here, I want to talk to the
creatures. I don't know how many days." The
salmon stayed there at the mouth of the
river. He went a little way, about fifteen
miles. He met many creatures because they
knew he would be there. He said, "Well,we're
going to have a meeting today." They said,
"Well, we're going to have a meeting." He
told them the same thing he had said on the
Yakima

.

All the creatures said, "Well, you can
have our daughters." He said, "These are
not for us now; but the going-to-be-Indians,
the salmon are going to be theirs. I am mak-
ing laws for them." He said, "I'll stay
here over night. I want to build a trap for
salmon, the easiest way for Indians to catch
salmon.

"

At night he went alone to the river. He
wished for salmon to come up the river and
they did. Then he wished to put rocks
across to make water go swiftly so salmon
would stay a while before they went over.

Next morning he said, "I'm going to
tell the creatures." "You can make this the
seime way yourselves, and the Indian people
[can also]." When they all got there, they
sew the rocks were flat to stand on, so they
could spear and use gaff hooks. He took the
spear first. The water was swift. He saw a
salmon, speared it, and pulled it out. "When
the Indians get here, you show them this is
they way they should get salmon." After he
explained the spear to the creatures, he took
the gaff hook. He said, "Watch me, all you
people. When I put the pole way into the
water, I feel the salmon and hook it."

Next he goes to Sntlat River and holds

a meeting. The creatures say, "All right.
Tou can have whatever you want." He teaches
them about the salmon. Next he comes to
Chelan Falls. The creatures are already
there listening to him. He says, "I want
all of your daughters. If I don't get them
all, I will close the river and keep away
the salmon,"

The creatures here said, "We have
plenty to eat. We don't want salmon. We
won't let you have our daughters." Coyote
said, "All right. I'm going to shut this
river. Uaybe you have lots to eat. You
can't eat salmon here, because you didn't
give me your daughters. You have to get
salmon somewhere else." He built a big dsim

that is Chelan Falls now. That is why there
are no salmon in Chelan Lake; because he did
not get any girls there. Now all the crea-
tures laugh at him. Coyote said, "Laugh at
me. You will be hungry for salmon. You
have missed them now, God sent me to make
laws all over this country before the people
come so you creatures can teach them what
the law is. Now no salmon will be here,"

Now he comes to the mouth of the Methow
River. He tells the salmon, "You'd better
stay here. I have to meet the other crea-
tures so I can talk to them." He went a
little way, about fifteen miles, and met the
creatures waiting because they knew he would
be there,

"Well," he says, "let's hold a meeting,
I want to talk." The creatures say, "All
right." He says, "I want all you creatures
to give me your prettiest daughters to be my
women," All the creatures say, "All right.
Tou are the good man. Whatever you say we
have to do because you freed the salmon down
below. We know that." He says, "Some time
later on, there are going to be lots of peo-
ple [humans]. They must have some salmon.
We're making laws for the to-be-people now."
Coyote says, "I'm going to take salmon right
to the head of this river." All the
creatures said, "All right." He says, "I
have some more business here tonight. To-
morrow about noon, I will go up the river."

In the evening, he made rocks in the
swift river to catch salmon easily. Next day,
he showed the spear and gaff hook to the
creatures. "When the people come, you show
them what I do today. Now I'm going up." He
started going up the Methow River, nearly to
the head, not quite but pretty near. Final-
ly he thinks, "I'd better stop salmon here.
Farther up it is too rough. This is far
enough forever. If one of you salmon go by
here, you are dead forever," From that time
the salmon never go by. (That place
is na'ca'sQs.)

By himself, he took a spear and laid it
against a high rock and left a big picture
of the spear there. [This is a pictograph:
an incised outline, not painted.] It was
hot: he said, "I want to rest until it is
cooler, then I will go back." He saw a good
rock and lay down on his back. Now there Is
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a picture of his back right there on the
rock. As he lay in the sun, he told the
pine tree, "You'd better come here and make
shade." The pine tree is still there. He
lay there in the shade and said, "I eat too
much salmon. I'd better have some fruit."
He says [narrator beckoned to the right],
"Meca'k"^ (blackberry ?), come closer. Clos-
er to my mouth. I ate too much salmon." It
did and he opened his mouth and the berries
fell in. Then he said, "Come to my other
side, berries," and they did, and he ate
them.

Now Coyote came back to the Okanogan
River. When he came to Chiliwist (cl' laxwlst)
Creek, he met a few creatures and held a
meeting. Those few creatures said, "No, you
can't have our daughters." He said, "Well,"
and built a dam. He came then to lu'plup
creek (at Malott ) and held a meeting. The
creatures said, "No, you can't have our
daughters." He built a dam and now there
are no salmon there. Then he went to cSn-
cunu'll creek and held a meeting. The people
said, "All right," and now salmon run up the
Okanogan all the time. White people call
the concunu'll, Salmon Creek, because there
are so many salmon there. None of the
[other] creeks on the Okanogan have salmon
because Coyote built dams.

He held a meeting where Oroville is now
on the Simllkameen River. He said, "I want
all of your prettiest daughters. If you let
me have them , I will tell salmon to come
every summer forever. They are good to eat,"
he said. All the creatures said, "No, we
have the mountain goat here to eat. He has
lots of grease on his neck behind his head.
That is good to eat. People won't need
salmon when they come," Coyote says, "All
right," and made a big dam there so that
salmon can not go past.

From there he went to su'"u"us at the
mouth of Okanogan Lake. That was a line for
big salmon like the Chinook, but the little
ones can go up. That is why there are just
little salmon (sisuwi'n and xuml'na, steel-
head) up there now.

He came back and went up the Columbia
Hiver. He went to kall'tcman (Tumwater). He
met the creatures there waiting for him,
wishing for salmon. They said to him, "If
you want our daughters, you can have them."
Coyote said, "All right. There are going to
be lots of salmon in this river." He made
a place right there. He came back again and
made a slippery sloping rock on the bank. He
said, "When the people come, let the chil-
dren play here." [Suszen was there as a
child.] There he made a hole in a rock to
boil salmon. He built a fire and laid
little rocks on top; he threw the heated
rocks into the water, and it boiled.
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COYOTE LIBERATES SALMON =='

(SECOND VERSION)

[The first part of this story is identi-
cal in every respect with the first version,
save that there is no mention of instruc-
tions for fishing, no plctographs, sliding
rock, and pothole. The present version con-
tinues:]

Finally Coyote and his wife had a daugh-
ter. [Which wife is not specified.] She
grew up to be a big girl. (This being a
story. It was not very long before she grew
up.) Then Coyote thought to himself,
"What '11 I do to get my daughter for a wife?"
He pretended to be sick, and he became awful-
ly thin and weak. He told his wife, "If I
die, make me a little house quite a way from
our home, and bring all your roots and food
there to store. After you bring all the
food over, and when I die, take me over
there too, and leave me something to make a
fire with." Then he said, "I have a friend
among the Kutenal. When he comes over here
my daughter will have to marry him,"

Then he pretended to be dead. His wife
told her friends to take her dead husband
over to the little house. Thfen he started
eating again. He would make a fire and cook
at night. He had told his wife, "If you
ever see me going down to get water or any-
thing, don't bother me; it's my ghost. And
if you see smoke in the house, it's just my
ghost. Don't bother me. If you hear me
drinking soup; that's my ghost. Don't bother
me."

When his food was all gone he started
down the river. He called his power, and one
[of his faeces?] said, "I'll be a canoe."
And one said, "I '11 be a lot of clothes, such
as buffalo skins and blankets." And the
third one said, "I'll be a lot of things to
eat," Coyote himself was to be a man dress-
ed up like one from the Kutenal country, all
in buckskin, and he would talk Kutenal,

Then they saw him coming down the river
All at once he arrived. There was a large
summer camp there. When he landed, they said,
"That's the friend Coyote was talking about'."
When he came In he talked different from
them. They said, "Mouse is the only one
that can understand that language." Mouse
said, "He heard that his friend died; that's
why he came here. His friend told him that
he could take his daughter." Then they told
Coyote's wife about it, and she said, "That's
his wish. I guess it'll have to be," Then
he got his own daughter to wife.

When the girl went down to swim she
could see some of Coyote's hair on her and
she wondered where It came from. Prairie
Chickens said, "We're going to tell on Coy-
ote. He's got his own daughter for a wife."
They started singing and went into Coyote's

21 Told by Cecile Brooks (M.M.).
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house, and started calling his name. Coyote
said, "Don't mention his name. He is dead.
It's my woman's father's name." But they
meant to come and tell on him. So they all
went outside, and the last one to leave call-
ed out, "Coyote's got his own daughter for a
wife." Coyote jumped up and ran out; and his
daughter ran and threw herself right in the
river where the falls were, she was so
ashamed.

Coyote was looking at her from way up
[in the sky]. She set [sat?] down towards
the south. He said, "Turn around [to?] the
north where the sun can go around you. [Coy-
ote's daughter is evidently a star.]

THEFT OF FIBE (FIRST VERSION)^^

In the heginning God created the world
and all the creatures. (That story was told
you before.

)

All the animals decided to say what
they were going to have. Some said that
night should be one year long, and others
said only one day. They said they were going
to decide themselves; so they had a big meet-
ing that day. God told them, "We are going
to have days and nights: sometime I'm going
to give you that." The three leaders of the
first party were Grizzly Bear, Black Bear, and
Ground Hog. Frog was the leader against
them. All kinds of creatures followed him;
half the creatures. Grizzly Bear and all
those creatures said, "We're going to have
six months of night. When the snow goes,
we'll wake up." Their followers said, "All
right; there'll be nothing to eat in that
time, so it will be all right to sleep."
Some of the creatures followed this and said,
"When God comes bsck we'll tell him this."
The other creatures did not like this, so
Grizzly Bear said to them, "Why don't you
say whether it is all right or not, to have
six months of sleeping," The other crea-
tures said "Frog is our leader. We have to
say what is in his mind." Frog said, "We're
going to have just a little time for night,
and the same for day. Six months is too
long. Maybe some of the creatures would get
hungry and perhaps never wake up. They may
die. You big creatures can sleep that long,
but we can't." He did not say how many
hours to have the night: he just said a
Jittle while. All the other creatures said,
"No, it will kill the other creatures to
have that. If we wake up in the winter
while its cold, we'll die." Frog said, "We'll
all do as I say. I'll have short nights and
short days, in winter and in summer, so we
can get up and eat in a little time. We can
find something to eat in the winter. We can
put away some food for winter. Six months
is too long to sleep." Grizzly Bear said,
"You creatures are too small for us. We are
the biggest creatures, and we can decide on
what we want. When God comes back, we'll
hear [him decide for] what we want,"

Three times they said this, opposing
each other. Then the fourth time Frog said,
"We'll have to divide. We want to sleep
every little while." So he said, "Tomorrow,
tomorrow, tomorrow, tomorrow, tomorrow, to-
morrow." (That is the way frogs talk now.)
And Black Bear said, "One year, next morning;
one year, next morning; one year, next morn-
ing."

So they divided. Neither party won.
They were angry with each other. In the fall
the big bears and other big creatures made
houses, and in the winter they got in these
and slept. Frog did no work; he was always
talking. He got no food. But when it grew
cold he went into the river and slept there
a year and a half. [Suszen said a year; then
changed it to half a year.] He had nothing
to eat. He followed the word of the other
creatures, to sleep a year, but he did not
get any food. He did not follow even his
own word.

Next spring the creatures thought, "May-
be our leader is dead. We have not seen him
all winter," But they heard him still talk-
ing, "Tomorrow, tomorrow, tomorrow, tomorrow,
tomorrow, tomorrow." His followers held a
meeting, and asked him where he'd been all
the time. They tried to take him out of the
water. But he would not say anything: he
would just stick his head out of the water
and repeat, "Tomorrow." His followers said,
"Maybe he knows where he is keeping himself,
but we don't know. We're taking care of our-
selves, with our nests and food. But we'd
get drowned if we stayed in the water all
winter as he lives. Let's see what he eats.
Maybe it's only mud. IVe want to eat berries,
roots, vines, and so on." His followers
left him. All the time he was saying, "To-
morrow, tomorrow, tomorrow, tomorrow, to-
morrow, tomorrow."

All the creatures decided, "Sometime
we're going to have the person [humans] who
Coyote lost. God says, 'They're going to
have fire to cook with, to keep themselves
warm.'" So they decided, all the creatures,
to have a big meeting; every one of them.
They said, "We've got to have fire for the
Indians-going-to-be, so they can cook and
keep warm in the winter." All said, "All
right, let's decide it, and make a fire for
these persons-going-to-be."

Some of the creatures said, "How can we
make it? We can't do this ourselves,without
God. Even Coyote and those others did not
know how." Coyote said, "In all this land
there is no place to get fire, except up in
the sky where there are already lots of per-
sons. There are lots of people there, and at
one place they are making a salmon trap on
the river." All the creatures believed him.
Grizzly Bear said, "How can we get that fire:
the sky is so high. If the people see us,
they'll kill us, for we are creatures. But

22 Told by Suszen Timentwa (R.H.P.
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how can we get up there, to steal the fire?"

Coyote said, "We'll have to make a bow
and arrow, and shoot an arrow into the sky
so It v,ili stick there. Then we'll shoot an-
other arrow into that, and another and an-
other. Then we can climb up thase and make
a hole in the sky."

So every creature made a bow and arrow,
every one. And every one shot up to the sky.
But no one could hit it: it was too high.
Then they made another bow, and tried again.
They all went up to a high mountain, and
tried to get nearer to the sky that way.
Finally Coyote got tired and went off alone
to look for something to eat. He left the
rest of the creatures right there. These
had all decided not to leave until they had
finished. Coyote said, "Perhaps I'll come
back sometime, but now I'm going to get some-
thing to eat."

He went way off and met a little bird
(tcQckakl'na) who had a bow and arrow made
of elk rib. (The Indians made bows of elk
rib only very rarely, for they were too
heavy and stiff, and it took a very strong
man to pull them.) Coyote said to him, "Take
that bow home to your father. Maybe he lost
it." The little bird said, "I have no fa-
ther." Coyote said, "Maybe you found that
bow." But the little bird said, "No; it's
my bow." Coyote then said, "Let me see you
shoot, and then I'll believe you, that it's
your bow." The little bird said, "I'm going
to the meeting place of all the creatures, to
shoot the sky." Coyote said, "You can't
shoot that: you're too small, and the bow's
too stiff. Even I, a big man, couldn't pull
that. Hand it to me and let me try." The
little bird handed it to hlir,, and he tried
to pull it; but he could not bend it. It was
too hard. So he handed it back to the bird,
saying, "How can you do this?" The little
bird said, "Oh, I just do it. I made this
bom to shoot at the sky, not just at any-
thing." Coyote said, "Oh, you can't shoot
the sky. I told you, the bow belongs to
your father. You're too small yourself, and
the bow is too strong for you." The little
bird said, "It belongs to me, I have no fa-
ther. I'm a man." Coyote said, "Let me go
way over there and then you shoot me. If you
hit me, then I'll believe you. If not, I'll
not believe you." So he ^vent fifty yards
away and said, "Shoot." The bird said, "No,
you're too close. You better go way off."
Coyote went way off and stood up; "Now shoot."
The bird said, "No, You want to learn how
I can shoot: go way off." Two or three
times it happened this way, and Coyote was
way off over the hill. He laughed and said,
"Oh, you can't shoot me." He thought, "May-
be that little boy has his father's big bow,
or maybe he stole it." He went way over on
the highest hill and forgot he was going to
be shot. Finally he got right on top of the
hill, perhaps fifteen or twenty miles away;
a long way off. There he heard a ssss like
the wind. He listened a while, and thought
it was the wind in the trees. So he trotted
away. But he heard it again, closer. He
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thought perhaps it was the pine trees. A
third time he heard it, but the fourth time
the arrow shot him right through. 7?a.' That
is all. He fell down dead.

Tcuckaki'na went fast, flying, to him.
He was going to take the arrow out, but he
thought his arrow would stink, so he left it.
He went on to the shooting place, where all
the creatures v.ere.

About three days later Coyote 7.es rot-
ten all over. Fox knew this, so be walked
over to him and woke him up; revived him.
That was the first time he did this after
God had told him he was going to be Coyote's
guardian and wake him up when he died. 3o
he woke up, opened his eyes, and asked Fox,
"What's the matter with you.' I'm sleeping
here, and you woke me up." Fox said, "You've
been dead here three days. Look at your
worms: here.' You've been trying to make
fun of Tcuckaki'na, and he shot you from a
long way off. Tcuckaki'na was going to
shoot the sky with his bow and arrow. I knew
he was going to hit it." Coyote said, "Oh,
I know I was sleeping here," Fox told him
not to bother that little bird any more. "He
has more power than any one of us. And he's
going to shoot the sky."

They went back together. When they got
there Tcuckaki'na was there. All the crea-
tures said, "Go on and shoot the sky. You
have a good bow and arrow, and we're sure
you can do it." But he said, "No, I want
all the creatures to be here when I shoot.
In a little while two more will come:Fox and
Coyote."

They got there and saw Tcuckaki'na v.ith
his bow and arrow. Fox told Coyote not to
bother Tcuckaki'na. "He might kill you
again. He's going to make a roai so we can
climb up to the sky."

Tcuckaki'na said, "I know it now: that
all you creatures are here." So he aimed at
the sky and pulled his bow and let go his
arrow. He hit the sky. The first shot, the
arrow stuck in the sky, good and hard. He
took another arrow and shot again. He hit
the butt and the two stuck together. He shot
again, so there were three arrows there. The
arrows grew closer to the animals as he shot
more. He shot them all like that until the
arrow-chain got here, to the ground.

All the creatures decided what they
were going to do when they got there. "There
are no animals in the sky; all are people.
We have never been seen by people before;
they would kill us all." Coyote said, "Vi'hen

we all get up there, we'll hide. If the peo-
ple see us they'll surely kill us." The
creatures said, "That is all right: we can
hide when we get up there."

Grizzly Bear said, "The smallest animal
can climb up first; then the bigger and big-
ger ones until it cocies to Grizzly Bear." He
was the biggest of the lot. Coyote told
Grizzly Bear, "You must stay here and watch
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this road. You're the strongest creature,
and so if some other creature comes (from an-
other country) and wants to harm our road,
you can fight him." Grizzly Bear wanted to

go up to the sky and fight, since there were
to be no animals below to fight. But all the

creatures told him to stay and watch the end
on the ground.

Badger and Ground Hog and Ground Owl
all hid themselves in a hole when all the
creatures went up, for they were afraid to

go up and fight

After they had all gone, Grizzly Bear
decided, "I am going up, too. If my crea-
tures get into a fight, they'll get caught.
They can't fight. I'd better go up and help
them." So he climbed up, and this pulled
out the first arrow, and then the second ;for
he was too heavy. All the way up to the sky
he did that, and destroyed the rope all the
way to the sky. After all was gone, he was
angry and ashamed, and so he went away. That
is the reason why he is angry at all the
creatures now. He has no friends. But it

is his own fault, since he destroyed the

road,

Vfhen the creatures reached the sky, they
made a hole [holes?]: the bigger the crea-
ture the bigger the hole. After going a

little way they came to a river. Coyote
said, "Let's follow that river. Maybe we'll
come to Indians with a salmon trap. Maybe
they are up the river."

Just a little way beyond they saw lots

of people at a salmon trap. So they hid
themselves and decided what to do in order
to steal fire and bring it down to this coun-

try, here. They debated all night. Finally
near morning all the creatures decided that
Frog and Watfrsnake should go to the camp
and see what the people were doing. "When
the people see you," they said, "you can go

into the river where the people will not see
you any more." They said, "All right."

They went a little way, near the people,
In the dark Watersnake touched his nose to
Frog's foot. He said, "Yummmm, that tasted
good to eat." He said, "You better go fast,
now. It's getting light." But Frog said,
"Keep quletl the people will hear you."
Three times he said that, and each time Frog
told him to keep still. Then he swallowed
and swallowed. Frog did not cry out;he kept
his word and did not cry, for he was afraid
of the people.

When Watersnake had swallowed his part-
ner, he turned back and went to the other
people [the animals]. They asked him,
"Where's your partner?" He said t'clnamin't
(which means literally, "I have finished it"i
Coyote said, "Oh, he swallowed him." They
looked at him and saw his big belly, and all
said, "He swallowed him."

Then Coyote said to Dog and Faeces, "You
better go up there and see how they do it, so
we can start a fire." Faeces and Dog said.

"All right, we'll go." (Dog could run fast
and could take up his partner and run away,
if the people saw them. ) Faeces went ahead
and Dog behind. Near the camp of the people,
Dog said, "Oh, that smells good to eat." He
took a little bite and said, "Hurry;" but
Faeces said, "No, we have to go slow." Three
times they did this. Then Dog took more
bites and finally ate his partner up. He ran
back and went to the other creatures. When
he got back there, they asked him where his
partner was. He said t'cinamin. Then Coyote
said, "He ate his partner, all of him. See,
he's making his tongue go like this [licking
his chops]."

In the morning they made one more law
for the creatures. The creatures did not
know they no longer had a road to go down on.
Then all the good creatures, the handsome
[wise?] ones who looked fine to the people,
talked together. Coyote said, "You, Eagle,
and you. Redheaded Woodpecker (the big one
which lives in the mountains) , and you, Bea-
ver, three of you; you must go and get the
fire. You can decide yourselves what power
to take. But you must get it."

Beaver said, "I'll go last to bring
back the fire." Eagle said, "I'll fly close
to the people to watch my partner, the red-
headed woodpecker." And the redheaded wood-
pecker said, "I'll go close to the people
and sit on a tree. Then if the people shoot
at me, I can run around the tree and the peo-
ple can't hit me." Beaver said, "I'll go
above the salmon trap and make myself as
though dead. I'll lie against the salmon
trap. Then the people will take me over to
the camp where they're roasting salmon and
skin me. When they are through with this,
you, Redheaded Woodpecker, sit on this tree
nearby and let the people go after you. And
you too. Eagle, go near. Then when they
shoot you, fly away. When the people all go
after you, I'll have a chance to put my skin
back, and then I can steal the fire and dive
into the river." All said, "All right." So
the three went away.

Beaver dove from there to the salmon
trap. He made himself as though dead and
lay on the salmon trap. At nine or ten
o'clock, the sun way up, the people were
catching salmon from the trap. After eating,
they cleaned the weeds from above the trap.
They threw them below the trap. Bight in
the middle they saw Beaver resting against
the trap as though dead. They said, "We have
a new creature here, with good wool [fur] on
his back." All the others shouted to bring
it so they could see it. All three of these
people went back to the crowd with the bea-
ver. When they got to the crowd, they won-
dered how this creature got there, alone and
dead. If it were alive they would have said
it was all right and would have kept it. But
since it was dead, they thought they would
skin it. The chief said, "According to our
myths, no animal is to be here, just persons.
How did this creature come here? Creatures
are only in the lower country. All you peo-
ple, you'd better skin it, and keep its hide
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all the time." (There were no people
below In the other country yet.)

dor.n

So they laid him down and skinned him.
The chief said, "Don't cut the hide, but let
him look Just as though alive. Don't lose
any piece. Throw away all the flesh, else it
will get rotten." They all sat there and
watched while they skinned him. All the men
came to see. They slit open the limbs and
belly to the head. Beaver thought, "As soon
as they take my hide, I'll be dead." Red-
headed "oodpecker was afraid of being shot
and did not come. Eagle told him, "You
better go ahead, or they're going to take
the hide off our partner and soon he'll be
dead." So he flew over and sat on the tree,
and made his noise. The people said, "There's
another new kind of creature." The chief
said, "Shoot him." So they all shot him, but
they could not hit him. Their arrows stuck
in the tree, and he just ran up and down and
around: they could not hit him.

The skin was still there, and the three
men who had found Beaver were still skinning
him. But they were watching the redheaded
woodpecker. They had skinned him to the
mouth when Beaver bit his lip for quite some
time to try to free himself. But the chief
had said not to lose any of the hide, so he
[they?] was careful. The three men yelled
to the others, "Why don't you hit him [Wood-
pecker ?]. If we were there, we could shoot
him easily." Then they saw Eagle circling
high above the tree, and said, "There's an-
other new creature." The chief said, "Shoot
him, too, so we can have the feathers to
keep all the time." They shot at the eagle
and the redheaded woodpecker, but they could
not hit them. Many of them had no more
arrows. So the three men said, "We'll go
and help." The chief said, "Go ahead and
shoot," They took their arrows and shot.

Nobody was matching Beaver, whose skin
was all off except on one side of his mouth.
He was biting this. Everybody was facing
the other way. He took his hide back, rolled
around in it a while, and it stuck back on
his flesh. By his power it grew back and
healed. Then he split his fifth finger [i.e.
lifted his nail], ran to the fire, and put
some of the fire in there. Then he ran down
to the river below the trap and dove way
down. Eagle and Redheaded Woodpecker saw
this, so they flew way up in the sky and
gave their call, ka ka ka ka and harr, harr.
Finally the water put out the fire, so there
v/as no more fire. But all three of the ani-
mals got back. Beaver and all the creatures
ran quickly down to their place but could
find no hole. They thought perhaps someone
had killed Grizzly Bear and had destroyed the
road.

"Well," Coyote said, "You creatures
jump down. We have to." The birds all flew,
but the rest of the creatures Jumped down.
Eagle and Redheaded Woodpecker took Beaver
so he did not get hurt. Bat took his
blanket and jumped down, but he hit the
ground and smashed to pieces. Bear hit the

ground and smashed too. Sucker Jumped donn
and smashed too. And all the fishes (the
squaw fishes, that live always in the river)
went into his quiver to go down, and so they
all broke to pieces too.

Coyote was behind. He had no help, no
partners; he was left there, all alone. The
people in pursuit came close to him. He
thought he was going to be killed. He had
no power, and thought, "If I hit the ground,
I'll die." So he said, "I'll take power
from a rock, so when I hit the ground I

won't be hurt." So he Jumped, and in a lit-
tle while he went fast, ssssz. Then he was
frightened. He thought, "If when I get to
the bottom I hit a rook, I'll be smashed."
So he said, "What power am I going to use?
Whet power am I going to use? What power am
I going to use?" Then he took [became?] a
pine tree, end slowed up. But the tree
turned, and he went fast again. Then he was
frightened again, and said "Whet power am I

going to use?" three times again. Then he
thought, "I'll take the power of the down of
birds." He did this, but the wind blew him
up and up, and he wondered how he was going
to get down again. He thought again, "What
power am I going to get for my help?" He
thought this again three times, and then he
thought, "I'll get power from leaves." He
did this, and came down slowly, like leaves.

He walked to the meeting place to find
out if all the other animals had gotten down.
All the birds were there, but the creatures
who could not fly were not there. They were
all hurt, smashed to pieces. So Coyote put
all the creatures together and patched them
up, but they were still dead. He made them
all live again; all the fish first. Sucker
lost his mouth, so he has no mouth now.
(They are ashamed of this, so that when you
look at one he turns around and will not let
you look at his mouth.) They decided in a
little while that they would have to get
flesh from the black bear to put in his
mouth. All the creatures said, "All right,"
and they got grease from the black bear's
flesh and put it in the sucker's mouth. -That
was just like flesh, that grease was. And
all those fishes, which were in his quiver
with the arrows, had these pieces of arrow
all broken up in them. That is why all the
little fishes have so many big bones. Now
they all jumped into the river again. Sucker
was ashamed to eat anything but mud on the
bottom. He hid his mouth from that time un-
til now.

Black Bear was made only half alive.
They could not make him wholly alive. They
did not want him to go like that, but to be
all alive, so Coyote said, "He wants us to
have a song, to v;ake him up so he can live
again. All you creatures, decide what kinds
of songs you have to sing, so black bear can
be alive again." All the creatures sang,but
they could not make Black Bear alive again.
He was as though sleepy all the time. The
berries in the rock (wicxlnllp) said, "I'll
sing a song to wake him up." His song was
loud and good, and all the creatures follow-
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ed him. So Black Bear opened his eyes and
awoke. He was the last one that they made
live again. Coyote said, "That song is go-
ing to be his now; not for himself, but for
the people-going-to-be [humans]. When the
people kill him, they shall sing that song
while they roast him and eat him, so he will
always come to life again." (This song is
called tsisomlct. It is his song: this song
is a prayer for the black bear. It is not
known now, except by a very few old people.
V/henever people see a bear being carried
home, they sing this song for him.)

After this, Coyote said, "Where are we
going to put the fire?" It was still in the
beaver's little finger nail. Beaver said,
"There was wood with the fire. We must put
it back with wood." They all said, "All
right." So Beaver chewed some trees and put
the coal inside the wood to be there for all
time until now. That is why Beaver is al-
ways chewing wood for food. That is why the
people were told to make fire with wood. And
they have all done so since that early time.

THEFT OF FIRE (SECOND VERSION)"

Coyote (sEnqale'p) went along and saw
Chickadee. He told Chickadee, "I want to
gamble with you. I want to win all your
arrows." Chickadee said, "All right." And
they started to shoot their arrows. Chicka-
dee had a deer rib for a bow. Coyote said,
"Suppose I go way up on the mountain; if you
can hit me with this bow, I'd give you back
all your arrows." Chickadee said, "Yes, I

could hit you from here." So Coyote went on
top of a nice level hill. He forgot all
about Chickadee going to shoot him. As soon
as Chickadee saw Coyote on the level spot, he
pulled his bow and let his arrow go. Coyote
heard something like wind coming. He said,
"It'll surely be lovely, when I get to the
top of the mountain and hear the wind blow
like that." All at once the arrow struck
him; he just made one noise and fell over
dead. Little Chickadee followed him and
took his arrow out of him. Chickadee was go-
ing to a big gathering.

Coyote lay there dead for a long time,
and finally Fox came along. Fox stepped
over him two or three times, and he came to
life. So he started trying to make Fox be-
lieve that he had only been asleep, and yawn-
ed a big yawn. He said, "Fox, what made you
wake me up?" Fox said, "Because you have
no sense; you shouldn't gamble with Chicka-
dee and ask him to shoot you."

This little Chickadee started for the
big gathering. Coyote told Chickadee, "Now
we're partners. We'll go up and get the
fire in the skies." They got to the people.
The people started to make fun of them, say-
ing, "You two are good for nothing. You
couldn't do anything here." Everybody was
trying to shoot arrows into the sky to make

a ladder, but they had failed to make them
stick. Chickadee told them, "Well, I '11 show
you." Chickadee took his arrows out and
told the people he was going to show them
what he could do. He took out his four ar-
rows and shot one in the sky so it stuck. He
shot his own four arrows first, and made
them stick one into the other. Then he
shot all Coyote's arrows and the arrows of
everyone who had come there from all parts
of the world. He shot all the arrows and
the chain reached the ground.

Dung and Dog, partners, went up. And
Beaver and Woodpecker together as partners.
They got up on top of the sky. Beaver and
Woodpecker told Dog and Dung, "Go take a
peep at these Indians at the camps." Dog
told his partner Dung that he was to lie
ahead of him, so that Dog could lie behind
Dung. Dog smelt his partner and thought he
smelt pretty good, so he licked him all up,
and he did not have a partner any more. Dog
came back. The people asked him, "What did
you do with your partner?" Dog would not
say the full words, but he said, "Licked him."

The Indians had a fish trap there. Bea-
ver said, "I'll play dead, and float down to
lie on their fish trap." Beaver told his
partner, "When they pick me up and take me
to the chief's house, they'll start to skin
me." When they started to skin him, he bit
the corner of his mouth so it would be hard
to skin. While they were trying to take the
hide off. Woodpecker flew on top of a tree
and went round and round. All the Indians
rushed out with their bows and arrows, and
started to shoot at him. They left Beaver
lying there with his hide skinned except for
the corner of his mouth, which he was hold-
ing between his teeth. He put his hide on
again. They were still shooting at Wood-
pecker when Beaver took some coals and rein

for the arrow ladder. When Woodpecker found
that his partner had started for the ladder,
he flew back to the ladder, and they met
there and came down.

When they got down, Chickadee started
to pull the arrows down. When he got to his
own, he grabbed them and pulled them all
down. Beaver laid down the stolen fire. He
told Grizzly — Grizzly was the chief —
"You can tell people what they can do with
the fire." Grizzly said, "It's better for
the people to divide the fire all over the
world." So they gave Hummingbird and Horsei-

fly each a piece of fire. They flew in dif-
ferent directions. Horsefly just went to an-
other country and laid the fire down; but it

took Hummingbird quite a while, because he
would stop at the flowers. They took all
the fire and distributed it over the world
in this v.ay. So I came back.

33 Told by Billie Joe (W.B.C.).
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TWO BROTHERS WHO CHANGED INTO WOLVES"
(FIRST VERSION)

The Shuswap came down the Kettle River
from its source. There was lots or water in
the Kettle River. They began to make some
canoes. So they came down in bark canoes.
They went down to Curlew. There were about
ten or more men of the sinwhSalpItq [Col-
ville] there. Among these ten were the hus-
bands of Ktsatsikwa's sisters. They were
just hunting around there. The Indians were
all over here at Oroville, but these ten or
twelve were hunting.

Ktsatslkwa and his brother were hunting.
They camped at ntlaxnOextn (Midway). The
Shuswap went down the river in their canoes.
Ktsatslkwa did not see them go by. They went
as far as Curlew, where they saw lights down
the river. They stopped, got out of their
canoes, and crept slowly up on the Indians.
It was near morning. They killed them all
but one woman, who they stabbed all over.
Then they jumped into the river and swam
across. The Shuswap also captured Ktsatsik-
wa's two beautiful sisters. Then the Shus-
wap ate some food and took some, and went
back toward the Shuswap country. The sun
was just up when they got to Midway.

Ktsatslkwa was making a sweat house on
top of a mountain. He had just lighted the
fire. As soon as he had a good blaze, his
power told him, "Tour enemy is near you; it's
going to bite you." So he grabbed water and
threw it on the fire, and the steam and
smoke went up in one great cloud. The Shus-
waT3 had asked the woman where Ktsatslkwa was,
and the women told them that Ktsatslkwa was
off looking for roots on the other side of
Markus on the Colvllle River and would not
be coming back for a long time. The Shuswap
saw the cloud of smoke and said that the
woman must be lying. Some said that it was
smoke. The smoke stayed on top of a little
mountain. They decided that it was a fog.
Some said that there was a little lake there;
that the fog had risen from it in the early
morning. So they started out along Midway
flat: it was quite a way from Curlew.

Ktsatslkwa and his brother began to run.
They saw the whole band of Shuswap going
along the flat. Ktsatslkwa wanted to attack
them right there, but his brother advised
him to be patient so that they could kill
them all. They followed them slowly. They
came far on this side [of the divide?] to a
place called Wolf Creek (ntsatsEni 'lh<^) •

They went down there and into the creek, and
lay under the brush near the trail; that is,
Ktsatslkwa and his brother did. They wanted
to know if they had any captives or if the
band was Shuswap alone. Ktsatslkwa wanted
to attack them again, he was so enraged, but
his brother held him down and told him that
if they attacked them now, the enemy would
get away. The Shuswap reached the flat to-
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ward the river, and sitting down
shade, began to eat their lunch.

In the

The twc started down the hills. When
they got down the hill, the Shuswap saw
Ktsatslkwa and his brother. They said,
"There's Ktsatslkwa coming." So as soon as
they saw the enemy, Ktsatsikwa's brothei
said, "Do your best, now they've seen us.
I'll do whatever you do." Ktsatslkwa took
his quiver and bow, and threw it between his
legs, raised it, and made a tail of it. The
Shuswap looked at him and kept saying, "That 's
Ktsatslkwa." He told his brother, "I '11 turn
and run up the hill, and you do so too." He
turned around quickly and ran up, changing
into a wolf, and so did his brother. So the
Shuswap said that they were mistaken: they
were two wolves; they had mistaken them for
Indians because the wolves had been coming
straight toward them. Ktsatslkwa and his
brother ran way up the hill making noises
like wolves, till they got out of sight. The
Shuswap said, "They're wolves. They must be
chasing a deer,"

After they got out of sight of the ene-
my, Ktsatslkwa and his brother kept the Shus-
wap in sight. One of Ktsatsikwa's sisters
was going along. She jumped down a bluff in-
to the deep water of the river, away from
the file of Shuswap, and escaped across the
river. This was the younger girl. They
still had the older girl. So they went on,
above Rock Creek (chal'aqEn) .^'

The Shuswap went into the brush, and
went way down in a swamp by the river to
camp. Ktsatslkwa and his brother had not
gotten that far when it became dark.
Ktsatslkwa had a cap with a wolf nose in
front and a grizzly nose in back. When they
reached the swamp, his brother asked him if
those were the tracks, and he said, "I don't
know yet." He turned his cap grizzly-nose
to the front. He smelled the track with his
grizzly power. His brother asked him if
they were the tracks, and he said, "Tes, those
Shuswap feet stink very much," They follow-
ed them till they came nearly to the bank of
the river. They stopped: they could hear
the Shuswap snore. The Shuswap were all
tired and had gone to sleep.

The Shuswap had gathered all their
weapons at one tree. Ktsatslkwa and his bro-
ther took them all away, picking out the two
best spears they could find. They looked
for Ktsatsikwa's sister. The Shuswap had
her right in the middle. They had covered
her with a buckskin robe, and were lying on
top of the robe on each side. Ktsatslkwa
whispered to his sister, and split the hide
open. His sister jumped into the river and
swam across. Ktsatsikwa's brother told him,
"Take your spear and start from one end [of
the enemy group], and I'll start from the
other. Take your time, and we'll finish
[killing] them all." He stabbed them one by
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Told by David Isaac (W.B.C.).
On Kettle River.
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one, and when one woke up out of turn ne
would stab him. Ktsatsikwa shouted at the
Shuswap after they woke up, and stabbed them
and stabbed them till there were only three
left. He told these three that when they
got back home they could tell the tale.

He jumped into the river. There was a
snag there. He jumped on it, and it went
through his buckskin. He could not get
loose from it and he was held under the wa-
ter. He was almost drowned when his Frog
power told him, "I play with water, so you
aren't going to drown." Then the frog freed
him from the snag. His brother and sister
were already across. While he swam, he ut,gan
to make a noise like a frog. They thought
something was the matter when he had been
gone so long. When they heard the frog, they
asked him if it was he, and he said, "Yes."
So he got to shore. Then they heard the
Shuswap crying and asking, "Who are you that
killed so many of us?" Ktsatsikwa said, "My
name is Ktsatsikwa. I am your man" (as if
to call them his women). So he left them
there to go and tell the tale.

TWO BROTHERS WHO CHANGED INTO WOLVES ^«>

(SECOND VERSION)

Long ago the Shuswap" came down the
Kettle River, killing old women and children.
They would put them on sticks and roast them
over a fire. There were two brothers hunt-
ing in the mountains not very far away when
these Shuswap came along. There were only
old women and girls left in camp to be
slaughtered.

These two brothers were putting hot
stones in a sweat house. Just as the smoke
rose, the spirit of one of them,KitsfitsI'kwa,
a warrior, told him, "Can't you see: your fa-
ther and mother are dead, and there are your
enemies right at the camp." The enemies saw
the smoke rising beyond the mountain. They
said, "That is Katsatsl'kwa's smoke."
Katsltsi'kwa threw water on the fire and the
steam rose like a cloud. The enemies began
to argue. Some said, "That was a fire."
Others said, "No." Some said, "Yes, that was
a fire. That was KdtsfitsI' kwa, a great war-
rior."

They had not killed his sister. After
they killed the others they captured his sis-
ter. She knew it was her brother who made
the fire and had found out about the raid.
She knew how much power he had.

So KatsStsI'kwa told his brother, "We
will go down." So they started down. When
they reached their camp, they could see men,
old men, women, children, lying by the fire,
roasting. They could not find their sister:
she had been captured. So he told his bro-
ther, "We will follow the enemy." So they
set off running. They reached the top of a
hill. The enemy below saw them coming over

the hill. The enemy aat down. Katsfitsi' kwa
said to his brother, "Now is the time to use
your power. If you are a man like me use
your power." He said, "No, use your own
power. I will help you. My power is just
like yours. We will use the same power, the
wolf power." KatsStsi' kwa said, "All right,
go ahead."

Just then they both turned into wolves.
They had their bows and arrows under their
arms. They howled like wolves. They then
turned around and ran up the hill, one be-
hind the other. The people began to argue:
some said they were men who came over the
hill. Some said, "No; they are wolves."
Finally they all agreed they were wolves.
But their sister knew they were her brothers.

So the enemy went on toward their own
home with the sister of these two warriors.
They travelled until dark, when they found a
swamp. (This is on Kettle River, eight miles
above Rock Creek. Bones of Indians are
found there yet.) They went far into the
brush and all lay down. They lay by a tree.
They covered the girl with a buffalo robe
and a warrior lay on top of it on each side
to pin her down so she could not escape.
They tied her hands.

The two brothers were overtaken by dark-
ness, so they could not follow the tracks.
One said to the other, "Use your power."
Katsfitsl'kwa said, "All right." He put on
his cap made of grizzly bear head. Then he
turned into a grizzly and began to follow
the tracks in the thick underbrush. Toward
morning, he came on them sleeping.

They crept about to locate their sister.
They slit the robe and untied her hands. The
enemies had piled their bows, arrows, and
spears at one tree. They picked out the
best spears, put them aside, and dumped the
rest of the weapons into the river. Then
they slaughtered those Shuswap, killing all
but two. When these two got up and began
crying, the two brothers said, "We will let
you go. You can go back and tell your tribe
that we would like them tr^ come by thousands.
We would kill them all. You can tell them
you saw I was 'mean' and turned into a wolf,"

Katsatsi'kwa sent his brother and sis-
ter across the river. He was alone with
these two. He dived into the river, but got
caught on a root in the bottom. He could
not come up. His brother and sister could
hear him making a noise like a frog. He was
nearly dead, when his spirit, a big frog,
came along, saying, "I did not tell you that
you would die in the water. Water is noth-
ing to me; that is where I live." So his
spirit took him off the root. He swam ashore.

I told him I would leave him; so I came
back.

26 Told by Andrew Tillson (L,S.).
27 In a third version, identical with this, the Kutenal are named.
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THE THEFT OF SALMON'S vaFE^*
(FIRST VERSION)

Salmon had a wife. She was Mourning
Dove. There were four wolves. The youngest
took Salraon's wife away. This was on the
Columbia River south of Kartaro. They came
to Kartaro where there is a spring. That was
the house of the wolves. From there the
wolves used to go way off hunting in the
mountains. Each time they went, each of them
would kill a deer. They would throw them In-
to the back part of the house, lifting the
mats, and then they would go to wash their
hands at the spring.

About a year later Salmon thought he
would go get his wife. He came to the place
in the Columbia River where they used to
spear salmon in the morning. He took a short
cut and came to where his wife was, VThen he
got there his wife was all alone. She told
her husband, "No matter what you do, they'll
know about you. If you go down to the spring
and hide there, they'll know about it. You
can't fool them." He went and lay in the
spring anyway, and tried to hide himself in
the mud. Waiting for them there, he killed
each of them as he came there, and laid him
aside. So he killed three of the brothers.
He took his wife and they went back.

The last brother chased them and shot
him. But he could not kill him because his
body was so slippery the arrows slipped
right off. People tried to help Wolf, but
they could not kill him. They were fighting
on the bank of the river. Rattlesnake had a

house right opposite. He had a grandchild
who saw the people fighting and trying to
kill Salmon. Rattlesnake told the child,
"Open the latch of the door so I can see
what is going on," Rattlesnake saw that
Salmon 7?as way up in the air and the people
were trying to kill him. So he took some of
his teeth and aimed them right at Salmon. He
shot at him and hit him right in the back of
the head. Salmon fell right there and died.

There were two river-side birds who car-
ried water and threw it on Salmon till he re-
covered. They made a raft and put Salmon on
it. Then he and his wife went down the
river, Salmon's wife was crying all the
time. She was feeling bad. Salmon got
tired of her crying and threw her to the
shore, saying, "Your name will be hami'sha-
mi's. y.'henever I come up this way you can
go along and start to sing tisqSiin (naming
her husband)." Salmon went on down the
river.

The next summer he came up again. He
came to some fishes who had a house there by
the water. He walked to the shore and up to
the house. They were saying, "Oh that
salmon, he thinks he's a chief but he's mean
to the people. They're hungry and he don't
come up," All at once Salmon walked in and

they all looked up. They told him they were
so glad to see him. Salmon said, "Get some
water and set it right here," Salmon told
the first of the fishes, "You spit in that,"
He wanted to see how fat they were. But
there was just a little fat on the water.
None of them was fat. (He did this because
they had said that if it had not been for
them, the people would have starved. That is

why he made them spit; to find out.) Salmon
spit on the water and there was a lot of
grease on it. He said, "That's why I think
I am greater than you: when you spit there's
nothing on it. That's why I think I'm
higher than you people." He threw them into
the river and told them, "That's where you
will live, in the eddies where the water is
somewhat still. That will be your home."
And he gave them names. He said, "I will
come back in the summer, but you people stay
here all the time, so that people can go out
torch fishing and catch you to eat whenever
they like."

Then he went on until he reached Rattle-
snake's house. Rattlesnake was doing a war
dance and singing, telling about how he had
shot Salmon: tista xa'?in tista xa'xin
tela. .

.11"" ha, , . . ("I was just trying; I was
just trying; and Salmon fell down"). Rattle-
snake was boasting, when all at once Salmon
walked in. Then Rattlesnake started wetting
his eyes, and said, "I was just crying be-
cause I heard that Wolf killed you last year.

Salmon went out and plugged up the house. He
made a fire at the door. He said, "That will
be your home in the rocks all the time.
That'll be your den. You won't be, able to
throw your teeth far and kill people. You'll
bite them when they step on you, but you are
not going to be as clever as all that," Then
he left Rattlesnake there and went on up the
river.

Farther up he heard some people talking
in a house. They were talking about him.
They looked up and were surprised to see him.
He told them, "I don't make the people worse
by their eating me. They feel good after
they eat ne. They get more strength. You
people just make people worse. You don't do

them any good." He took one of them and
threw him on a tree saying, "Your name will
be sqQli'p (moss .on the tree). After they
eat me they can eat you." He took the prick-
ly pears and threw them, saying, "That will
be your home," This was a prairie where
there was a gulch. "People can eat you, too.

They can burn the spines." Salmon took the

wild cherries and threw the bush to one side,
saying, "You'll grow any place. After they
eat me the people can eat you." He threw
the service berries every place, too. He

said, "You can grow any place where people
can get you." He gave them each a home.
Then he jumped back into the river. Then I

came back.

28 Told by Cecile Brooks (M.M.),
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THE THEFT OF SALMON'S KIFE^"*
(SECOND VERSION)

Three wolverine brothers took away-
Salmon 's wife. Salmon had given a lot for
her, and he was an awful nice looking fellow,
so he had gotten this chief's daughter. He
took her way down some place. Finally she
was going to have a child, so Salmon said,
"You can go back to your relatives and I'll
come back later." So she went home bringing
a lot of salmon.

The three wolverine brothers were in
love with her. After the child was born
they stole her and took her up into the moun-
tains, where they kept her for a long time.

So Salmon went up to fight with them.
(In a little pool in Kartaro Valley, you'll
always see one tiny fish that never gets any
bigger. That is where Salmon hid himself.)
When the oldest wolverine brother came there
to wash his hands, Salmon jumped up and kill-
ed him, and threw the body aside. The same
thing happened when the second came. When
the third came, Salmon struck him in half
and the half-wolverine went up on a mountain.
So Salmon got his wife and son and went down
the Columbia,

Some other animals came to fight with
Salmon, but he had a shield and killed them
all. Rattlesnake said, "I'll get him; he
killed all my animal friends." Finally
Rattlesnake shot Salmon in the back of the
head and killed him. He lay there till he
was dry. Finally two birds came and saw him.
They picked him up and started to pour soup
on him, and poured it till he became alive.

While he was lying dead the three wolf
brothers got the woman. He went down to the
ocean and stayed a year before he came back.
Then he came back and killed the three wolf
brothers just as he had killed the four wol-
verine brothers.

SALMON ENDS RATTLESNAKE'S
DESTEUCTIVMESS "

When Great Man first made Fox the chief,
he (Fox) made all the fierce animals, such as
Rattlesnake, to be fierce. Coyote came
along and made him stop. Fox made Rattle-
snake to be a man-eater. [Johnnie Louie, the
interpreter, said Andrew was not telling the
story right,]

A salmon was going along. No one was
supposed to go by Rattlesnake's home. When
Rattlesnake saw Salmon going by, he shot
Salmon with his bow and arrow. Great Man
told Coyote to destroy all that Fox had done.
When Coyote saw Salmon dead on the bank, Coy-
ote picked him up and brought him back to

life and told him to go back to Rattlesnake,
[Johnnie said that Coyote got angry when
Rattlesnake killed Salmon, so he went back
to Salmon.] Salmon got angry when Coyote
brought him back to life, so he went back in
a canoe. When Salmon got close to Rattle-
snake's den he heard Rattlesnake doing a war
dance and song. When Salmon heard him sing-
ing his war song and talking about him, he
went back to his canoe, and started up the
river. At first he hit his paddle on the
canoe to make a noise. Rattlesnake went
back into his den. He took charcoal and
dirtied his face, and went to make believe
that he had been crying ever since Salmon
was killed. Then Salmon went in, and Rattle-
snake told him, "Ever since I heard you were
killed, I was sorry and have been crying,"
Salmon said, "Well, I've come back to life
again so you'd better stop crying," Salmon
went out of Rattlesnake's den and put all
kinds of pitch and dry grass around the house
and set fire to the den. Salmon stayed
there till the den burned to ashes, and then
he heard one of Rattlesnake's eyes pop: it
had burst. When this burst it turned into
an owl, and flew, and sat on a tree and
made a noise like Mmnmmm [an owl's low hoot].
Salmon said, "When people come to this world,
you'll be harmless, and good only to scare
children with when they are naughty or cry-
ing." And the other eye burst and blew into
[bits?], and started to rattle and to crawl
[as rattlesnakes?]. Salmon said, "When peo-
ple come to this world, you'll not kill peo-
ple every day, but just once in a while
you'll bite people and kill them."

RATTLESNAKE AND MICAUI^'

Rattlesnake was a very nice looking
fellow. Mica'ai'^^ was a nice looking girl,
too: she was very pretty. Mica'ui' thought
that since she was nice looking, she should
have a nice looking man. She looked over
all her people, but did not see any of them
good looking enough to suit her. Finally she
saw Rattlesnake. As soon as she saw him she
fell in love with him. She thought she
would make him love her. When she told him
she would like to have him for a husband.
Rattlesnake did not dare go close to her, be-
cause she stank so. Rattlesnake said, "You
stink so much that I don't like you. You're
good looking enough, but you stink." So

Mica'ar told Rattlesnake, "All right then;
you don't like mel You told me I stink.
Wherever I may be, you can't travel on the
ground where I am. You can always be on the
rocks and wherever it's very hot, while I'll
always be in a place where it's nice and
cool and green." And from that time the
rattlesnakes were always among the rocks,
where other things cannot be. But Mica' Ul'

is always on green places where rattlesnakes
are forbidden.

29 Told by Johnnie Louie (H.B.C.).
30 Told by Andrew Tlllson (W.B.C).
31 Told by Michel Brooks (E.G.).
32 Not translated: probably not akunk (s'nksto'a); poaalbly micowi, an evil-smelling root. — L.S.
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THE MOUNTAINS FIGHT FOR A WIFE"

All the big mountains about here were
once people. That was after Coyote was elec-
ted chief. In those days there was no camas
here and they had to go to the prairies on
the Spokane River to get it. At this time
there was a very nice looking woman at
kalispI'lEm who was the daughter of a chief.
She decided that she would come over here
and make love to tcCpa'q (Mount Chopaka) ,who
was the chief of all the mountains around
here. She carried camas with her.

At a place near Keller she sat down to
rest. When all the mountains who were big
fellows around here — Moses, Little Moses,
and others — saw her, they thought she was
a good looking woman, and that they would
fight for her against tcCpa' q to whom she
was going. (You can still see the gullies
and the canyons which are the places where
they struck him.) TcSpa' q beat the others
and said, "I am going to be highest of all
around here." Then he stepped over the
others, going higher and higher.

When the woman saw that they were fight-
ing over her, she said, "I'm not going to
marry any of you. I am going back to my
country." Then she took the camas she had
and threw it back to kalispI'lEm. (If you
go over to that place you will see where the
old woman is. She is there yet.) She said,
"I'm going to stay right here. When the
Indians come they will have to pay me every
time they pass." When the world turned over,
we came to be people and she became a stone.
(Today the Indians deposit a handkerchief or
a piece of horse's hair or a dime, end ask
for luck. This rock is called n-a'mtuc, "sit-
ting on a hill." It is on the sumjnit be-
tween Oroville and Chesaw.)

THE ROCK WHO WANTED TO MARRY
MOSES MOUNTAIN^

The mountain to the east of Moses Moun-
tain is qoqole't. That behind [north of?]
Moses is szwEi'lt. This means "holding a
baby:" it is like his [Moses?] baby.

Moses Mountain had a wife. She died
and left him with the baby. He was holding
it in his arms. On the prairie beyond Nes-
pelem there is a high rock called pEpitsqEmEn
She [the rock] got ready to come to Moses
Mountain. She prepared a bundle of tsiiElo'-
sa (a white camas-like root ) and bitter root,
and put some kElkElmEnelP in her moccasins.
Then she came over to Moses Meadow (nqwa'lE-
qQltEm) . When she reached there he said he
did not want her. She ate some of the camas
and threw away the leavings. Some of it
grew there for a while, but it is all gone
now. She threw away the weeds from her moc-
casins, and then these grew there. Then she

started back by way of Kartaro, crossed the
river and went up a mountain. There she sat
down aiid ate some of the root and threw the
rest of it away. So there is lot of it grow-
ing there now. Huckleberries and some weeds
that she took with her from here are growing
there now, too.

COYOTE KILLS THE CANNIBAL WOMAN''

Q'OmkanI"tsa had a big dog. The dog
was on top of a big rock. As soon as people
would come in sight, this dog would bark.
Then Q'OmkanI"tsa would come out and tell
the people, ."Gome on, come on." Then she
would tell her dog to kill the people as
soon as they came. The dog would kill them.
Q'6mkani"tsa would take the people and eat
them. In her house there was nothing but
Sones or the floor. Q'amkanl"tsa was "mean."
She ate people.

Then Coyote (Sinkelip) thought, "I'm go-
ing over there and see Q' OmkanI" tsa," He
went to see her. The dog started to fight
with Coyote. Coyote was beaten. Q'Omkan-
I"tsa said, "Oh, it's just Coyote. I won't
eat him," and she threw him away.

Coyote lay there where Q»CmkanI"tsa
threw him and Fox came along. Fox jumped
over him several times and brought Coyote to
life. Coyote yawned [Billie Joe yawned deep-
ly] and said, "Oh, you bother me. I'm sleep-
ing." Fox said, "Oh, you thought you were
smarter than that woman and she killed you."

Coyote thought, "Well, I'm going to
kill her." And he went back to her the way
he had come. Then he called his power three
times, "psss, psss, psss." The first power
said, "I'll be strong so nobody can get the
best of me when I fight." The next power
said, "I'll be invisible." The third said,
"I'll be the one to kill the dog and the
woman."

The dog looked and ran, but could not
see anything, so he lay down to rest. But
Coyote was going along there invisible and
he got close to the dog. He walked close to
the dog resting there. He grabbed the dog's
head and before he could jump or bark, Coyote
broke his neck. Coyote told the dog, "You
are never going to be fierce any more. From
now on you will be Just a dog."

Coyote went around and on up to the
house. He went into the house where Q'Omkan-
I"tsa was. He went in and she said, "That's
the one I killed and there he is again." Coy-
ote did not say anything. He just walked up
to her and started fighting. They fought,
and he would be on top and under and on top
again, and finally he killed her.

He dragged her out of the house and

33 Informant not on record (M.M. )

.

34 Told by Andrew Tillson (7) (M.M.).
35 Told by Billie Joe (L.V.W.W.).
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threw her aown the hill and told her, "You
can't be fierce any more. You will be just
a woman now." That is why we have women and
dogs now.

07.x CANNIBAL WOMAN*

A man and his wife had two children, a

boy and a girl. The man went hunting and
the woman went digging roots. The children
were left alone at the house. The man left
his children and took another wife. The
woman returned home and waited until morning,
but her husband did not come back.

Nezt morning, the woman went digging
roots again. Then she came home and told
her son, "Go and get me some v^ater to drink."
The little boy was lazy and would not go.

Then the woman said, "My husband left his
children. I'm going to leave them too."

The woman took crow feathers and cover-
ed herself, made a tail and wings and all
parts of the bird. Then she flew calling,
"Caw, caw, caw, caw." The little boy siezed
a pail and ran for water. He ran back with
the water, but his mother had already flown
away. The little boy had a piece of flint
in his mouth all of the time. He and his
sister cried and cried. Spa'tia (owl canni-
bal woman) heard them.

Spa't5:a already had a house full of

children. She killed people and fed them to

the children. She grabbed her basket and
ran wnen she heard the children crying. The
children were walking around outside their
house crying. They looked up and saw Spa'tia
coming. The little girl told her brother,
"There comes Spa'tia. Nov; we vzill be killed,'
They ran back into the house, Spa'tia
thought, "Now I'll have something small and
tender to eat."

The little girl threw her brother down
and tried to make a little stick of him, and
tried to make herself into a pole, but she
could not. She threw her brother under a
big rock by the fireplace and they both turn-
ed into a bunch of worms, crawling around
there. Spa'tia went into the house, but
could not find the children. Spa't5:a looked
all over but all she could see was the rock
and the worms. She thought to herself , "Well,
I guess I'll put the rock and worms in my
basket. That must be they." So she threw
them into her basket. Spa'tia ran toward
home and the worms turned back into children.

The little girl called, "Your children
are all on fire." Then Spa'tia ran fast.
The little girl called again, "Your children
are all on fire." Then she pushed her lit-
tle brother down to make the basket heavy.
Then Spa'tia thought the basket was awfully
heavy. She ran and broke a branch off a

tree. She hung the basket there and ran
away fast to her children who were on fire.

The sister said, "What have you in your
mouth?" The little boy told her it was a
rock his father had given him a long time
ago to make arrows with. They took the
piece of flint and cut the rope. They fell
on the ground. They out the basket all up
with that piece of flint. They spread it
all over the ground and told Gopher to scat-
ter the pieces.

Spa'tia ran to her children but there
was no fire there. The little girl had fool-
ed her. Spa'tla said, "No matter where you
go, I'm going to kill you."

The little girl took her little brother
by the hand and away they ran. When they
got tired, they would rest and then away
they would run again. When Spa'tia got back,
her basket was gone. She ran all around,
gathering up the pieces of her basket. Then
she sewed it all together again, and ran
after the little girl and her brother.

The girl told her brother, "Now I guess
we will be killed. There comes Spa'tia and
she will kill us now." They called across
the river to an old man there, "Come across
and get us. Spa'tia is coming to kill us."
So the old man came after the children in
his canoe. After the children were some dis-
tance out in the canoe, Spa'tia reached the
shore. Spa'tta said, "You'd better take me
in the canoe too." The old man said, "It
isn't very deep. It is so shallow, you can
wade right across. Put some rocks in your
shoes and clothes and a lot in your basket,"
he told her. The old man had already told
all the insects in the water to pull her in
and drown her when she got in the water. She
said, "I'm going to be drowned," but the old
man said, "No; it's shallow. You won't
drown." She took about two steps and all
the insects pulled her right in. One of her
eyes flew out and lit on a tree. The old
man told Spa'tia, "You aren't going to be
killing people any more. You are going to

be an owl now and live in the trees. People
will tell their children about you to scare
them. All your teeth will come out and will
turn into ducks. People will cook you be-
fore they eat you."

1 just came down here and I am living
here now,

CHIPMUNK AND THE CANNIBAL WOMAN"

Chipmunk had a grandmother who was a

cottontail rabbit. They had a little house.
Her grandmother made some soup. Chipmunk
told her, "I want something to eat with my
soup," Her grandmother said, "We haven't any-
thing else," So she gave Chipmunk a little
basket and told her to go gather some
service berries. Chipmunk crawled high up a

tree, saying, "pipaya'ga, pipaya'ga," As she
said this the berries were caused to ripen,
and she picked them and put them in her bas-
ket.

36 Told by Billle Joe (L.V.W.W.).
37 Told by Ceclle Brooks (M.M.)-
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As she was picking, all of a sudden she
heard a bush crack — kaQ'x — very loud.
She heard this twice and all at once she saw
a cannibal woman (spatia) come out from
under the brush. Spatia came and stood
under the tree. She told Chipmunk, "You
better come down. I've come after you be-
cause your mother wants you." Chipmunk said,
"I haven't any mother. She died a long time
ago." So Spatia said, "I made a mistake;
it's your father who wants you." Chipmunk
said, "I.:y father died a long time ago too."
"Well, it's your brother wants you." "Well,
my brother died a long time ago, too."
Spatia was just guessing to make her come
down. "Oh no; it's your grandma that wants
you. Hurry and come down." Chipmunk said,
"I'm afraid of you. If I come down you'll
kill me. Put your hands over your eyes so
you can't see me. Then I'll come down."
Spatia put her hands over her eyes, but she
could see through them. Chipmunk said, "No,
you can see me. I don't want to come down.
Dig a hole in the ground and sit in it with
your basket over your head and I'll come
down." Spatia did this and Chipmunk came
down. As she came off the tree, she made a
loud noise, "patltltitl, " and Spatia scratch-
ed her all the way down the back from head
to tail. But she escaped.

She ran back and told her grandmother,
"Well, I just got away from Spatia." Her
grandmother put her in an oyster shell, but
she was so tired that her heart beat loud
and she made lots of noise even then. Her
grandmother took her and tried to hide her,
but she still made a loud noise. Then Robin
came along and lit on a tree. He said, "Put
her among the deerbones that you use to make
soup. The hair there will hide her and she
will be safe."

Then Spatia came to the house and said,
"Did you see Chipmunk here?" The old lady
said, "No, I never saw her." "Well, I saw
her tracks all the way over. She came to
this house. You must be hiding her." Then
Robin came along and lit on the tree, and
cried, "IsEmeonsntqw'ic, " and thus told
where she was. So Spatia told Rabbit , "Hurry
up and get her; I want to eat her." Rabbit
became fearful, and went and got her, and
gave her to Spatia. But she said, "Don't
take the joints apart; leave her so I can
make soup out of her."

Spatia said to Rabbit, "Why is it that
you are so white?" Rabbit said, "Well, the
one that you ate was the one who picked the
pitch for me that I used to make myself
white. If you like, I'll make you white too;
but you'll have to pick the pitch yourself.
Just go out and fill your basket brim-full
of pitch. I'll stay and make a place in the
ground to put the pitch." So Spatia took

' her basket and went to gather pitch. As soon

as she was out of sight. Rabbit took the
bones of Chipmunk, laid them down, stepped
over them about three times, and Chipmunk
came to life again.

Rabbit told her grandchild, "You go out
and get two long forked saplings. I'll go
dig the pit for the pitch." She put a lot
of wood in the pit and then a lot of rocks
on the wood, and set fire to it. Chipmunk
returned and hid again. Rabbit said, "V/hen

I shout, get the forked poles and run down."
When Spatia got back with a big load of
pitch in her basket, she set it on the
ground. Rabbit took some and set it on the
fire. As it dripped she put a drop of it on
Spatia 's wrist and it burned the skin off so
that it looked white. So Spatia believed
that that was the way Rabbit became white.
Rabbit said, "We're going to put pitch all
over the fire. Then you lie right on it, and
when I tell you to turn around, you turn
around. First we'll circle about the fire
twice, and then I'll push you on the fire my-
self. We'll dance and sing while we're go-
ing around the fire." After they had cir-
cled the fire three times. Rabbit pushed
Spatia right on the fire, and then she shout-
ed for Chipmunk to come with the forked
poles.

Chipmunk came down there with the fork-
ed poles, and they each took one. One held
Spatia 's head down and the old woman pushed
down her feet. Then Spatia said, "I'm going
to turn around." The old woman said, "No; it
isn't time yet. Stay on a little longer and
you'll get white. Pretty soon it'll be time
for you to turn around." Finally she got
cooked and she died. They just burled her
with the dirt as you would a camas oven.
Rabbit and her grandchild moved away from
there.

Then the three sisters of Spatia ar-
rived. The eldest saw the pit and said, "Well,
I guess our sister cooked this for us to eat."

They dug it up, but the youngest said, "No;
that's our sister." The two eldest ate it,
but the youngest would not touch the meet.
They ate every bit of it and then went down
to a lake. They were thirsty and they drank.
As soon as they drank the water, their teeth
came out, because they had eaten their sis-
ter. The teeth turned into ducks and swam
out on the lake. The two older sisters turn-
ed into owls, but the youngest escaped. Then
I came back.

COYOTE AND THE CANNIBAL SISTERS'*

There were four sisters; they were all
spa'ia.^'' A man said, "You had better do
something; the spa'ia are coming over to
kill us." They asked Coyote, "What are you
going to do. Coyote? You'd better be doing
something." Coyote called his power four

38 Told by Ceclle Brooks (R.C.).
39 "A spa'ia Is a woman monster, who is very large and black. She carries a basket in the

which are cacti which stick to the babies she throws into the basket."
bottom of
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times. Coyote told his powers, "You hurry-
up and help me, because the spa'ia are com-
ing." His powers told him, "All right." One
of them said, "I will be a big long-house."
Another of them said, "I will be a lot of
pitch, everywhere in the wall and all over
the house." The third one said, "I will be
a lot of people." That is the third power.
And the fourth one said, "And I will be a

song."

All these people who wanted to be saved
hid themselves. Then the spa'ias got over
to where the big house was built. They heard
a nice song in the big house; the prettiest
song they ever heard. Coyote was standing
by the door. He told them, "You people
better come in." He finally got them inside
the house, and he told them, "No matter if
the people [here] should spit on you, don't
pay any attention to them: they are just
flirting with you." He meant, as soon as
these spa'ias went in the house, the pitch
would burn. Coyote made them believe some-
body was spitting on them, but it was the
pitch dropping. One of the spa'ia was a
girl at first menstruation, and she did not
go into the house. All at once this
youngest of the spa'ias shouted to her sis-
ters, "You are going...."*"

A BOY KILLS CANNIBALS*'

A chief had a son. The boy went out,
taking his bow and arrow, and shot a raven.
When it fell he saw some blood on the snow.
He thought, "I wish I could find a woman
with fair red cheeks like that blood." The
boy told his people he was going out by him-
self into the world. He did not pick out a
place to travel, but just wandered at random.

He travelled until he came- to a place
where he saw two dogs fighting a man. He
went to a certain tribe of Indians and said,
"V/hat's the matter that those two dogs fight
this man?" So this tribe told him, "All
right, we'll stop the dogs because your fa-
ther is a chief." He took the dead body of
the man killed by the dogs , dug a hole for
it, and covered it up. When he got through
burying this man, he went off.

So he travelled until he came to a big
lake, where he saw a little boy standing by
the shore. The little boy asked him, "Where
are you going, partner?" He told his part-
ner, "I'm going anywhere." This little boy
said, "I'd like to go with you; I don't care
if we both die." So he told his partner,
"I'd rather not have you around; you're too
small. I'd rather be all by myself; I'm big
enough to travel and you're not," So he told
the little boy, "If you want, you can go
along with me, if you're not afraid of get-
ting hungry and tired and probably getting
killed."

They could not see across this lake; it
was so far. It was the ocean. He said to
his little partner, "How can we get across
now?" And the little boy told him, "You get
behind me and close your eyes tightly and
don't open them until I tell you." So this
fellow closed his eyes and got behind the
boy. When the little boy told him to open
his eyes, it was but a few minutes and they
were already across the ocean. So they went
on travelling.

Then this little boy told him, "I'm the
man you saved from those two dogs. That's
why I'm going to take pity on you and help
you." And they said they would be brothers.
This little boy said to his brother, ''We're
going to Cannibal's place. When we get
there, don't eat any of the meat." When they
came to Cannibal's place, an Indian woman
gave them some meat. It was human flesh.
They ate everything but meat. And when they
got through eating, they went outside.

This cannibal had a great rock to play
with. He threw this rook and it went out of
sight, and he thought a while, "I wish I had
that rock back again." It came back to him
right to the place he threw it from. The
smallest one said, "If he tells you to throw
it, tell him your little brother will. Don't
you throw the rock." Cannibal said to the
older one, "Well, you throw this rock," And
the older one said, "I won't throw this rock,
but my little brother will." The cannibal
thought this little boy was too small and
could not begin to throw it at all. But the
little boy picked it up and threw it, and it
went so far that Cannibal never saw his rock
again. The little boy told his brother, "You
go in and get a shirt and we'll go."

They started travelling again. The
little brother told him, "We're pretty close
to the next cannibal," He told his brother
again not to eat the meat. This cannibal
asked them to come in and eat, saying, "When
you're through eating, come out and we'll
play." So they went outside, where they saw
a great big mountain. This cannibal took
hold of the mountain and moved it to one
side. The cannibal said to the older one,
"You put this mountain back in its place."
But the older one told him, "I won't put it
back in its place, but my younger brother
will," The little boy took hold of that
mountain, and it turned into a plain. He got
a knife from this cannibal.

Then they went on. So he told his older
brother, "This is the last place." So they
travelled until they came to a woman canni-
bal. The younger one said to his brother,
"I'm going back and see how your relatives
are." So he took the buckskin shirt and the
knife. Then the boy could not see his
little brother: he could only hear his voice.
The big brother went on. The little boy

40 The remainder of the manuscript is missing. L.S.
41 Told by Blllie Joe (E.G.). Johnnie Louie, the interpreter, thought this was a "priest's fairy tale,'
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took three or four steps and he was back at
his brother's house. He walked around out-
side, then went inside, and saw that every-
thing was all right. The big brother had
not gone very far when the little brother
caught up with him, and said, "Tour relatives
are all well; there's nothing the matter
with them."

When they got to this place, the boy saw
a woman come out with coal black hair and
red cheeks, and he thought that was the wo-
man he wished for when he was a boy. The
woman said to him, "Well, you have come." He
said, "Yes." "See that little house over
there: that's where you boys are to camp,"
When evening came, the woman cooked, and when
the boys finished eating, they went back to
their little tipl. His little brother told
him, "When it gets somewhat dark, we'll go
to see this woman." He told his big brother
to put on the shirt he had worn, taken from
the first cannibal. The youngest one took
the knife. The younger told the older one
that this woman's husband was the devil. The
little brother told him, "If we're smart
enough, we'll get this woman."

When they went in, they saw her and her
husband lying. The youngest one took his
knife and cut the devil's head off. The
devil's head would fly up and come down on
to his body again. So he would come to life
The younger one was getting tired. He said
to the older, "Do your best. When I cut the
devil's head off again, cover the neck with
your buckskin shirt." Just as soon as his
little brother cut the devil's head off, as
soon as it raised in the air, he put his
buckskin shirt over the neck. The head
dropped and struck the earth. It went into
the earth and the body followed the head.

The little boy told his big brother,
"Cut some rose bushes, tie them up into four
bunches." So they took this woman, tied her
hands and feet behind her, put her face down,
started whipping her with one of these bun-
dles of rose bushes. They whipped her until
a frog jumped out of her mouth. That was
her baby. They did that with all the rose
bushes. When they got through the younger
said to his brother, "Tomorrow about noon
I'll leave you." So the older one got the
woman he had wanted when a child.

The next day, when noon came, they went
to a level spot and stood. The younger one
told his big brother, "Just a year from to-
day I'll meet you right here and that's when
I want my pay." Then the little brother
rose right off the ground into the air.

It was not long until they had a child,
a little girl. They had forgotten all about
the little brother. But one day he remember-
ed his little brother would be there the
next day at noon. So he told his wife that
his little brother would be there the next

day at noon. His little brother cane back
and said to him, "I want my pay. I've come
back after the pay you owe me." His little
brother told him, "I want just half of your
baby; half to you and half to me." He told
his little brother, "I told you that you
could do anything you want. I guess you
want to kill your little niece. You can do
anything you want." So he took the little
boy out on a level spot, and taking his
knife, cut the boy right through down the
middle. It left one half standing, while the
other half went down into the ground. His
litte brother told him, "Now you're sure of
that boy [sic]. Well, I'm going to leave
you again. TThenever you die you'll go to
heaven; whenever your wife dies, she '11 go to
heaven; and whenever your boy dies he'll go
to heaven."

THE SON OF THE GIAira**

There was a man and his wife. They had
a little home in which they lived. The
woman was away from the house, when all at
once a giant (stswanal'atEm'^^l came to her
and took her away. He brought her to his
home and fastened the door. He put some-
thing over her head so she would not know
the way to escape. She stayed until she had
a baby boy. In a little while, the boy was
already big. When evening came the giant
used to fasten the door and go out somewhere
Giants can walk very fast and cover lots of
ground in a short time. He would get home
about daylight and then sleep. This would
happen every evening.

The little boy grew up until he was a
man. Then the boy asked his mother, "V/here

do you come from, anyway? You look so dif-
ferent from my father." His mother was a
really nice-looking woman. She told him, "I
don't know where my country is. Your father
took me away from my country, so I don't
know where I really come from." The boy said,
"When my father comes back I'll ask him for
a coat." So when he came back, the boy said
to him, "Give me one of your coats." "You
couldn't use my [big] coat if you tried it
on. I'll look for a coat for you." When
evening came the giant went out to look for
a coat for his boy, and when he came back
the next morning he had one with him. He
told the boy, "There is a coat that I got
for you." The boy tried it on, and it fit-
ted him just right. It was a grizzly bear
coat.

The boy told his mother, "This evening
as soon as my father leaves, we'll get ready
and go. Pick out all the best things that
you want to take along." As soon as his fa-
ther had gone he tried to open the door but
he could not. So he took off his coat and
hung it up again, saying, "Maybe some time
when I can open the door we'll go." When-
ever he would be able to do this he would be
as strong as his father. So they stayed for

42 Told by Ceclle Brooks (M.M.).
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two days after that before he tried the door
again. When he put his coat on and tried
the door it just opened. He and his mother
got ready. They took all the best of the
goods tnat his father had stolen and he rub-
bed them in his hands until they all became
small. He put on his coat and gave his
mother the little bundle. Then they started
out. There was a long pole about a foot
wide stuck in the ground. It was his fa-
ther's power. He just pushed it and it fell
over.

About daylight his father got back and
found they v/ere gone. He looked around but
could not find them. So he put on his coat
and thought about his power. He looked for
it but it was gone. It lay on the ground.
Then he thought to himself, "I see that my
boy is stronger than I am. I guess I might
as well not chase them."

The boy and his mother kept going to
the east. Wien the boy put on the coat he
turned into a grizzly bear and his mother
folloT/ed him. They went on for a long time
until they got to some people. They went
where there was a little house and not so
many people. He told his mother, "Tou can
go to sleep there tonight. I'll leave you
forever. You'll never see me again, but when
you wake up in the morning you'll know what
to do."

When she woke in the morning the house
was well furnished. She even had a bed to
sleep on. When the people saw the house
they went over there, and saw there was a
nice-looking woman staying in the house. The
boy left, and I went to see the house and
then I came back.

COYOTE TRICKS COUGAR INTO PROVIDING FOOD"^

Coyote and Fox lived together. They
were partners. Once they got awfully hungry.
Fox told Coyote, "You better do something.
We're getting awfully hungry." Coyote said,
"All right, I'll think of something to do."
He thought and then he went outside and
evacuated. Fox thought, "I guess my partner
is going to really do something." The dung
said, "Oh, you get us cold." They grumbled
to themselves. Coyote said, "You better
hurry and talk to me, or I'll leave you
there to dry up." Then he called upon his
dung, which turned him into a really good-
looking girl. She went back into the house
and started to comb her hair. Fox thought,
"My partner's performing now. I'll leave him."
So he left.

Coyote went to another village. There
were cougars there and Cougar was the chief.
But he had no wife. Girls would try to go
with him, but he would have nothing to do
with them. Then Coyote got to the spring
where they got their water. Cougar's two
sisters came along to get water and saw that

woman there. It was Coyote. They asked her,
"Where are you from?" She said, "I came
from our house." They said, "Where are you
going?" She said, "Well, I came over to see
Cougar." The girls said, "All right; you
can come back with us."

They did not go back to their own house,
but took her to the house where all the
women did their [basket] weaving. They said,
"Go in there, and we'll tell our brother
about you. After we know what he says, we
can come and get you." So he went in and
there were nothing but women in that house.
He took up one of the baskets and started
working on it. His power helped him, so he
did very fine work. It did not take him
very long to finish one of them. One of the
girls ran back and told her brother , "There 's
a girl come over to see you. She certainly
is good-looking, and she certainly knows how
to weave. You better take her." So Cougar
said, "Well, I guess you girls want her for
my wife, so I'll take her. Go tell her to
come.

"

They brought her and seated her right
by their brother. They cooked her a nice
meal with the best they had, and she ate a
good meal. Then she was married to Cougar.
When he tried to make love to her she said,
"Don't. My mother told me you would have to
come and bring us food four times before I

was really married to you." In the morning
he told his sisters to get a lot of deer
meat and a horse to carry it on.

The two sisters went along with her to
take the meat to her mother. They did this
each day for four days. When they got close
to the house she would tell the girls, "Don't
go in there. My father and mother are both
powerful, and they might get mad at you and
kill you with their power." So Coyote would
take it in alone. She would go in and say,
"I'm back again, mother." And they would
answer her, but there were not really people
there: it was just his power. Then the sis-
ters would go back home, where their brother
would ask them, "Well, did you see her folks?"
And they would answer, "No, we didn't see
them, because she said her people were awful-
ly fierce. We stayed outside and didn't see
her folks."

Then the prairie chickens, who kne7/
what was happening said, "Oh, that Coyote.'
He shouldn't do that with the chief, fooling
him like that." On the fourth night. Cougar
tried to make love to her and get close to
her, but she tried to avoid him. Only the
upper half of Coyote had been turned into a
woman and the rest was like Coyote. He knew
that if Cougar found out, he would break his
back for him. So she kept pulling away from
him.

The next morning all the men went to
the sweat house. Cougar went with them. The
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prairie chickens danced all over the village.
Then they went to the sweat house and said,
"Cougar, you've got Coyote for a wife." They
were dancing and singing. Coyote turned
around and went up on a hill. He began to
howl and laugh at them. Then, of course, he
had plenty of food and would not starve. He
had it all to himself, because Fox had left
him permanently,

COYOTE ATTEMPTS TO CAPTURE THE DEER*^

In the fall they made camp where they
were going to winter. Coyote had a grown
boy who was sick. He was sick all winter
and toward spring he died. Coyote began to
get sick himself. He said, "I wonder why my
boy got sick and died, and after he died I

got sick," He thought he would ask his dung
what was the matter; that he would find out
what to do. After he evacuated, he asked
the first of his faeces what to do. His dung
told him, "Well, your boy had a power which
killed him; and your boy's power will kill
you too." His dung told him a certain song,
saying, "You sing this when you start to
dance." One of his faeces told him, "I'll
be your son." [And another said?] "I '11 be
the post in the middle." [Another said?]
"I'll be lots of people." [Another said?]
"I'll be your power, so that you can see
everything on the outside: nothing can cone
near that you won't see."

Coyote started
from the mountains
big deer asked all
Coyote to sing our
that he's singing,
him?" But all the
not know which one
the power to sing t

deer said to Blueja
He's just lying: we
power to sing our s

to sing. The big deer
heard Coyote singing. The
his children, "Who told
song? That's our song
'iVhich one of you told
little deer said they did
of themselves gave him
heir song. So the big
y, "Go and kill Coyote.
didn't give him the

ong."

Blue jay started, but Coyote knew that
Bluejay was coming. He had his stick {a
cane with deer-hoof rattles tied on top, for
thumping on the ground when dancing. ) Coyote
pointed it at Bluejay and told himself (by
his dung power) just how near Bluejay was
coming at various places on the way. [When
telling the story to Indians, the narrator
would name the points on Blue jay's path, as
Coyote saw then.] When Bluejay got up on
top of the tipi poles. Coyote made a motion
of thrusting this stick at him — and Blue-
jay rolled off the tipl. He lay there till
he was all right again, and got up and went
back. When he got back to the big deer, Blue-
jay told him, "There was no use in sending
me down there, because he knew I was coming
all the way. When I alighted on the tipl
poles, he pointed at me with his stick and
I fell off and lay on the ground dead for a
long time."

So big deer gathered all his people and
asked them again. He said, "Don't hide it.
If any of you told him to sing our song, why,
we'll all go down there and join in v/ith him."
He asked them all, and they all said they
did not give Coyote power. But the smallest
deer of all said, "Well, I was the one that
gave him the power to sing our song." So the
big deer told him, "Well, all of you get
ready and we'll go down there."

So they went, and they all went in Coy-
ote's house. The little one that had given
him the power was the first to enter. Coy-
ote's dung told him, that when he sang, he
should wait till all the deer and the big-
gest deer of all had come in; then he should
stop singing. They kept on going in and go-
ing in till Coyote saw a great tig deer go-
inp; in. The very biggest deer, the chief
debi", had not yet gone in; and there .vere a
whole lot more big ones that had not yet
gone in. But Coyote thought that the big-
gest had come in, so he stopped singing.
Then the deer started to go out again. All
the deer got away, except the very smallest
deer that had given him the power. He was
the only one they caught. They killed him.
So they had to give up, because they let all
the deer get away except the little one.
Then I came back.

COYOTE IS TRICKED EATING DUCK EGGS"

Coyote was going along, gathering duck
eggs from among the tules at the shore of a
lake. He set the eggs to roast in a pit
oven. Fox and Wolf came along as he was
resting on the hill waiting for the eggs to
cook. They blew a wind and he fell asleep.
They dug out the eggs and ate them. Then
they pulled his ears and nose, and they
painted him yellow and smeared eggs on his
mouth and hands. He went to the pit but
there were no eggs there. He felt hungry
but he saw the yolk, so he thought he must
have eaten. He went to the lake to drink
and saw his shadow [reflection]. He was
frightened by the new face he saw there.

Then he realized that Fox had done it
and he started running after him. Fox got
tired of the chase. He jumped behind a rock
and started pushing it. Then he called to
Coyote, saying, "Cone help me hold this rock.
It's falling on me." Coyote forgot all
about the quarrel and helped hold it. Coyote
pushed and pushed, while Fox ran away. Final-
ly Coyote realized that he was being tricked,
but Fox had already run away, and he could
not get him.

BUNGLING HOST**

Kingfisher lived by the river with his
wife and his children. Coyote lived near
there too. He said, "I'm going over there
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and visit Kingfisher. I'm getting awfully
hungry." He went over to Kingfisher's house.
Kingfisher sent his little boy to get four
sticks of service berry wood. When the boy
got home, Kingfisher warmed them slightly
and twisted them all up. He got up with
them and flew up to the top of the house
through the smoke-hole. He sat on top of
the house. Then he flew down to the river
and right through a hole in the ice. When he
came out his sticks were full of all kinds
of fish. He strung them on the sticks and
took them back to the house. When he got
back he had a lot of fish: four sticks full.
They cooked two sticks for their visitor.
They set it out for Coyote and he began to
eat. When he finished, they said he could
take the rest of the fish home with him for
his children. When he was going out, he said,
"Tomorrow you come after your dish." Then
he went home and his wife cooked all the
salmon and they had a good meal.

Kingfisher said, "Well, I'm going for
my dish over at Coyote's house." He went
there and went into the house. All of Coy-
ote's children had their forelocks tied and
so did Coyote and his wife. (This was in imi-
tation of Kingfisher's crest.) Then he told
his little boy, "Go get four sticks." The
little boy ran out and got the sticks, and
gave them to his father. Coyote took them
and warmed the sticks. Kingfisher thought,
"Oh that Coyote; he's coyote enough to imi-
tate me. It's my way of doing." Coyote
twisted the sticks around. He climbed up
the smoke-hole, having a hard time to get up
there. Kingfisher thought, "Oh, that Coyote;
he is liable to kill himself." Coyote made
a noise and jumped, but he fell down outside,
and hit the ground and died. Kingfisher said,
"You children better see what happened to
your father." The oldest one ran out. He
came back and said, "My father is dead."
Kingfisher took the sticks away from Coyote
and flew up to the top of the house. Then he
flew to the ice and got a lot of fish. When
he got back to the house Coyote was all
right again. Kingfisher told Coyote, "You
shouldn't imitate me, because that's my way
of doing it. You couldn't fly like I could."
Then he got his plate and went back home.

Then Coyote said, "Well, I'm lucky I

got something to eat now. If I didn't do
that maybe I wouldn't have gotten something
to eat." Then I came back.

COYOTE AND THE WATER MONSTER*^

Coyote had a son, a very good looking
son. This son got a woman from under the wa-
ter. Finally she wanted to go back to her
father and mother. Fox told Coyote; "You
stay here; don't go with us. We might all
die. I'm not man enough to save my nephew
(Coyote's son); I might not be able to save
him if you're along," Coyote's son had a
little boy. Coyote said, "I might get so
lonesome for him that I'd die." Finally Foi

told him, "All right. You can go along. But
you'll have to behave yourself and do what I
tell you or you will cause us all to die."
Coyote said, "All right. I'll do what you
tell me." So they started.

They took a canoe and went down the
rapids. Fox had the paddle. Fox would put
the paddle in the water and they would go a
hundred miles at a stroke. Coyote began to
be frightened by the rapids. Coyote cried
out, "We're going to die." But his son told
him to keep quiet, and Fox told him to be-
have himself and not say too much. They went
over a fall while Coyote was shouting that
they were going to die. His boy kept scold-
ing him and telling him to keep quiet. They
went over the fall and landed. They started
to climb up the bluff. The woman went up
the bluff as if it was nothing to her. She
went in [the house] and did not wait for her
husband or anybody. Finally Fox got hold of
his nephew and Coyote, and Fox trotted up
the bluff like the woman did. When they got
up there, they found the door was made of
rattlesnakes. Coyote cried out, but Fox
told him not to pay any attention to those
rattlesnakes. The rattlesnakes began to
rattle, but Fox walked right in. But when
the snakes jumped at Coyote, he shouted, "I'm
going to die! I'm going to die.'" Coyote got
in. [Johnnie does not know how.]

When he got in he said that he was
awfully lonesome for his ntlmtn (his son's
father-in-law) and that was why he had come
to see him. Coyote made him believe that he
was awfully lonesome for him. Finally they
were all in there. The monster said to his
child, "You'd better feed the strangers."
Fox said to his nephew, "Now, if your father
doesn't keep still, we'll all die. I'll put
you all in my pipe and I'll lie on my back."
So Fox put Coyote down in the pipe first, and
then the little youngster, and then the son.
He told the son to keep his father. Coyote,
down in the pipe. The monster told his chil-
dren to get the food. They got a lot of gar-
bage and put it on the fire, and they block-
ed up all the openings in the rock (in which
they were) , their lodge. Finally Coyote
shouted, "I fell pretty good in here. I'm
sleepy now." The chief said, "They want
some more [garbage as food]. They haven't
got enough." They put some more on [the
fire]. Coyote's boy scolded him, saying,
"Don't say anything." The garbage on the
fire smoked very bad. Coyote shouted again,
"Ho.' ho J ho.'" And Coyote's son said, "Don't
say anything or we'll throw you out and you
will die." Finally they got over that. Coy-
ote did not shout any more. They opened the
door and let all the smoke out. Coyote got
out and Fox put his pipe away. Coyote said,
"I didn't get quite enough. That was pretty
good," So the monster thought, "They must
live on the same thing that we do.'" [i.e.,
eat the same food]. He had thought that he
would smoke them to death with the garbage.
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[That is all Johnnie knows of this
story. ]

COYOTE .UID THE HOUSE OF WOMEN'"

Coyote was going along, and he thought
he would call his power. He said the word
he had to call his power: "plsplskl tiQp.

"

(He always said this over four times.) He
told his power, "Well, I want you to tell me
what to do." And his power told him, "All
right, I will tell you ^hat to do. You go
along, and you will get to where there are a
lot of people gambling. When you get to
these people, don't stop. Even if they call
you and ask you to come over to play the
stick game, don't do it. You pass them and
gc on a way when you will get to another
group of people. That group there are all
drunk. If they call you to drink, don't
drink." Then the power told him, "When you
go along until you get to a group of women,
and when the women call you, don't go. Even
if they tell you, 'Come on; you Tiill be my
man,' don't pay any attention to them."

Then he went along and reached a house.
His power told him, "When you get to this
house you will see two chiefs inside. When
you go into the house you will see one on
this side (left) and one on this side (right)
and when the man on the left side tells you,
'Come and shake hands with me,' don't let
him. But when the man on the right side
tells you, 'Come and shake hands with me,'
go and shake hands vith him,"

Now from here it is the story. When the
man on the right side asked him, "What do
you want? And what is the reason you come
here?" Coyote told him, "Well, I am looking
for a wife, and I am coming to see if I can
get one from you.': The man on the right
side told him, "All right, I will give you a
wife." Coyote heard something like dancing
and singing in the next room. The man on
the right side opened the door and led him
in there.

Coyote saw a whole lot of people in
that big room; they were all wooien. The man
told him, "If you want one of these women,
you can have her." Coyote looked at all the
wotien. There was neither one tell or short;
they were all the same height and their
faces were ell alike. Coyote did not know
what to do. He could not pick out one be-
cause they all looked alike. He just made
up his mind that he would take one anyway,
and he did. He took this woman and went
back to the chief on the right side. The
chief told him, "You go back to your country
now, and as you are going along and make
camp, don't sleep with this girl. But after
you get home, then you can sleep with her.
If you sleep with her on the way home, you

will never see her again. But when you get
home, then sleep with her, and then she will
be your own." Coyote said, "All right, I
will not sleep with her until I get home."
And then he and the girl went.

They went along and camped. The next
morning they went on and when it got late
they camped again. The next morning they
went along, and when it got late they camped
again. And then they went along again and
camped. Then he told the woman, "We will
sleep together tonight." They did sleep to-
gether, and Coyote did not know anything
more. V/hen he woke in the morning the girl
was gone. She went back where Coyote had
got her from. He looked for her but could
not find her. He could not see even her
tracks. He shouted and hunted for her, but
he could not find her. (That was Just like
Coyote to do that: if he had waited, he would
have won her.) And so he lost her.*"*

COYOTE SEEKS A WIFE AMONG THE DEAD"

Coyote was travelling. He travelled
for many days, but he did not know where he
was going. Then he came to a river,where he
saw a whole lot of Indians on the other side,
thousands of them. He began shouting to
them to take him across, but none of them
would pay any attention to him. He shouted
and shouted and shouted, but none of them
would look over to where he was. Finally he
got tired and lay down to rest; he was per-
spiring. He grew awfully sleepy; so finally
he started gaping and the chief across there
said, "There's someone across the river; you
better go over and get him," So these people
came across the river after him and they
took him across.

He went to the chief's house. The chief
asked him, "What did you come over here for?"
He saw a lot of women; so he said, "I came
over after a woman for myself." So the chief
told him, "All right; I'll give you one, but
you aren't supposed to sleep with this woman
till you get back where you came from. If
you do T;hat I tell you, the people [i.e, hu-
mans] in the next world, when the vorld
changes, will be able to come after the dead
and take them back."

So Coyote took this woman, and those
fellows brought him across again. When the
two got back across the river, they started
to travel. They travelled back toward Coy-
ote's tribe. They travelled for a good many
days, and camped on the way. He had been
letting this woman alone until he had only
one more day to get back. When night came.
Coyote thought, "Well, I must try this woman
out before I get back. I guess I'm close
enough to home so this woman can't get away
from me now." So he thought to himself , "I'm

house.
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going to possess this woman before I get
back," So they camped. They lay down and
he turned the woman over toward him, and he
tried to have intercourse. As soon as he
turned her over and tried to have inter-
course with her, he froze stiff. V/hen Coyote
came to his senses the woman was gone.

So he got right up and followed the
woman back. When he got back to the river,
he started gaping again. They came after
him. Coyote asked if the woman was back
there again. The chief told him, "I don't
think I'll give you another woman, because
this is what you did. I told you not to
sleep with this woman until you got back to
your country. If you did what I told you
and didn't sleep with the women until you
got back, then when the Indians came, when-
ever anyone died, they could have come after
him. But now you spoiled it." And I got so
angry at Coyote that I came back,

BUFFALO AND COYOTE CAPTURE A GIRL°'

Buffalo and his people were on the war-
path. They were going along when Coyote saw
them. Coyote thought, "Well, I think I
might die because these people might kill me."

Then Coyote thought he was on the warpath
himself. Then Coyote thought, "Well, I am
going to try and get my power. He called
his power; he had a word he used: "pis, pis,
pis, ktlo'p." Every time he said that, a
woman vrould come there. He said, "pis, pis,
pis ktio'p" four times and he got four women.
He called them his sisters. With their help,
if he could get a girl over the mountain, he
would win her. Coyote stood there and told
them, "I want you to help me. You make ne a
lot of people to help fight the enemy." One
of these women said, "I am going to be a lot
of people." Another of the women said, "I'm
going to be a driun. " Another of the women
said, "I'm going to be a bow and arrows."
And the last woman said, "I'm going to have
a pipe with a lot of tobacco and a sack to
carry it in," Then there were a lot of war-
riors out of one woman, and the next woman
turned into a drum. The third was a bow and
arrows, and the last one was the pipe and
tobacco and sack to carry it in.

Then Coyote went to meet the enemy.
Buffalo saw them coming. Then they met.
Buffalo asked Coyote, "Who are you going to
fight?" Coyote asked Buffalo, "And who are
you going to fight?" Buffalo said, "I'm go-
ing east to fight the enemy, and that will
be the end of my people. I wouldn't have
any more people, any warriors," He had along
with him yearlings and calves. Coyote asked
him, "What are you fighting about?" Buffalo
said, "I'm fighting over a girl. Even if we
don't kill the enemy, if we can get the girl
over the mountain, we will win," Coyote
said, "I'm going to the same place where you
are going," Coyote was just deceiving him
when he said that; he said it just because

Buffalo said it. Coyote said, "And me too;
I'm doing the same, because these are all
the warriors I have. If I took then over
the mountain it would be the end of my var-
riors." He said that just because Buffalo
said it. Buffalo told Coyote, "How would it
be if we go as partners?" Coyote said, "It
will be all right if we go as partners to-
gether." They went as partners. They put
all their warriors together. Coyote had a
good outfit: a nice drum, a lot of warriors,
bows and arrows, and lots of tobacco and a
pipe. Buffalo told him, "You will sing the
war song and beat the drum and be the leader
(qato's). The reason I want you to be the
leader is because you have a better drum and
I want to learn your song." (Just from his
power Coyote has gotten everything nice, but
Buffalo has no power.)

They went along together and camped.
Buffalo told Coyote, "You beat your drixm anc
sing your war song," They all started a war
dance: then they danced, and their drum had
the loudest sound. In the morning they went
on their way. They went along until they
got to a high hill, which overlooked a lake.
The lake was wide, and there iras a canoe ly-
ing on the shore on their side of the lake.
Across the lake they could see a lot of peo-
ple, and that is where the girl was. As soon
as they got on the hill they stopped: they
did not go down to the lake. The people
across the lake saw them. The people across
the lake said, "There is the enemy way up
there," Then all the people from across the
lake got ready. And the girl put on a red
blanket and walked towards the lake. When
the girl reached the lake, she sat on the
shore and washed her face. Buffalo and Coy-
ote came down and got into the canoe and
went toward the girl, to get her. The girl's
name was Sun (sxra'xn'nq)

,

They took the girl and paddled across
again. The girl's people chased them. As
soon as they got on their own side of the
lake, they went up on the hill where the war-
riors were. They stopped. The enemy caught
up with them. Then they started fighting.
The enemy had more people than they. The
girl kept going higher up on the hill, while
behind her they were fighting. Coyote's
power was so strong, they could never shoot
at him, Buffalo never got shot, either.
Buffalo got tired and told Coyote, when they
were just about half way up the hill, "You
better do something, because we are going to
get killed." Coyote used his power: all at
once it became dark and foggy, just like
night. They could not see anything. Coyote
and Buffalo sat down, and the enemy could
not see them. The enemy started fighting
among themselves because they could not see
one another. They fought among themselves
until there was a whole lot of them dead.
After the fog disappeared, the enemy dis-
covered Coyote and Buffalo sitting way up on
the hill, and they had killed their own peo-
ple.
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The enemy started chasing them again.
Buffalo got tired again and told Coyote,
"Well, you'd better so something because we
are going to get killed. I'm getting tired."
It got dark and foggy again, and the enemy
started fighting among themselves again. Coy-
ote and Buffalo got out of the way and did
the S£une thing again; went on the hill and
sat down. The enemy killed so many of their
own that they were hardly any left. Then
they started fighting again and the girl
kept on going up the hill; now she was
pretty nearly on top. They got to the top
of the hill and were fighting, and then
they won the girl. The enemy had to go back
because there was hardly anyone left. None
of Coyote's or Buffalo's warriors were kill-
ed; not even one. They got up on top of the
hill where they sat. Buffalo was very glad
none of his warriors were killed.

Buffalo told Coyote, "We will go back,"
so they went back. They ctuaped, and in the
morning Buffalo told Coyote, "You can have
the girl because you v.'on her." Coyote told
Buffalo, "ho, you can take the girl, because
you won her, and you are the leader." Buffa-
lo said to Coyote, "If it hadn't been for
you, v.e wouldn't have got the girl, and be-
side, none of our warriors were killed." Coy-
ote said, "No, I am always travelling, and I

can't be taking her along wherever I go."
Finally Coyote made up his mind to take the
girl. Then they parted. Buffalo went back.
It did not make any difference where Coyote
went, he had a wife. Buffalo wanted to give
Coyote some of his warriors, but Coyote did
not want them. Then they parted and Coyote
went with his wife. Coyote's warriors all
disappeared, because they were Just made to
help him.

Coyote and his wife went along and camp-
ed. When they camped the girl found out
that her husband was Coyote. Then she
thought to herself that she would leave him.
t)he gathered some dry wood and burned it, and
she went away in the smoke ; went back to her
country. Coyote did not know where his
woman had gone. He called for her and she
did not answer. Then he looked for her but
he could not find her. He lost her forever.
And then I came back.

CRANE AND LOUSE"

Crane and his grandmother had a tipl to-
gether. Crane did not have a wife. He was a
very good hunter. So wherever there was a
nice young girl, her parents would tell her,
"Go over to Crane's house and have him for a
husband." One girl went to Crane. When she
got to Crane's house, he told his grand-
mother, "Close up the tent entirely so It
will be dark inside. I'm going to try this
girl." After his grandmother finished, he
told her, "Go off somewhere by yourself; I'm

going to try this girl." His grandmother
told him, "Don't leave her, because I want
you to have her for a wife." His grandmother
told him that she was getting awfully tlrec
patching up his moccasins and making mocca-
sins and clothes. So Crane said, "I've got
to try her, and if she's good I'll take her,
and if she's no good I wouldn't want her."

So after he got through trying her, he
told his grandmother, "Get her ready and let
her go back. I don't want to take her as a
wife," The old woman packed up a whole big
bundle of deer meat for her and told her,
"Well, you can go back." So the girl would
go back to her people.

They would wait so long and a grand-
mother would tell her granddaughter, "Go to
Crane. I want him to be your husband." Then
this girl would go to Crane. He would tell
his grandmother, "You close up the tipi.
I'm going to try this girl, and if she's
good I'll take her, and if she isn't I won't."
After he got through trying her, he v;ould
tell his grandmother, "Well, I don't want
her; you'd better send her back."

(Michel had forgotten the rest of the
story, but says that Crane finally got a
louse for a wife.

)

COYOTE'S LONG PENIS"

When Coyote was travelling he had a

packet on his back. He saw some girls
across the [Columbia] river at Kettle Falls.
The girls shouted, saying, "Give us some of
what is in your pack." He said, "No; that
isn't fit for girls to eat." But they said,
"Give us some anyway." So he unrolled his
pack and all it contained was his penis. He
floated it down the Columbia, and when one
of the girls was swimming, it went inside
her. It swelled up so she could hardly get
out of the water or get it out of her. There
were a lot of children swimming there. They
got a stone and tried to cut it, but they
could not. Coyote worked it and worked It.
When he got through he told the girls, "Go
down the river and get a wide blade of grass
(called xitxatpog'cla, rip-grass) and cut
away my penis." So the children went there.
As soon as they got some and cut it, he roll-
ed his penis into his pack again and went up
the river. But the girl still could not get
the end of his penis out of her. She got
sick.

Coyote went on up the river with his
pack: he went way up the river. When Coyote
went to sleep. Fox and a lot of animals got
Coyote's pack and cut the penis up. They
divided it among the animals all over the
world. Coyote did not have any left. So Coy-
ote thought of the piece that he had left
In this girl. He went back to the girl.

5E Told by Michel Brooks (W.B.C.).
53 Told by Michel Brooks (W.B.C.). "This story was told to me [W.B.C] when I asked if the Okanagon

had any short funny stories, such as we tell."
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Mouse understood his language: Coyote made
believe that he was a Kutenal: that he had
just come from the Kutenal country. The girl
was Just about to die. The shamans could
not get it out of her. She was the chief's
daughter. Coyote said that he had dreamed
that the girl was dying, so he had come to
cure her. Mouse translated this to the chle£
The chief said he should come to cure her.
After Coyote got to the chief he said he
would not treat her in the house: he had to
treat her in the sweathouse. So they built
a sweathouse for him. He went into it fol-
lowing the girl, so that he was behind. As
soon as he got into the sweathouse he put
himself between the girl's legs,' and his
penis went back where it belonged, and he
pulled it out.

Coyote then started singing and blowing,
and Mouse would shout to the people whatever
he said. Coyote was blowing: suddenly he
ran out of the sweathouse, and hit Mouse on
the nose and tore Mouse's nose. When he got
up on the hill he started laughing at the
people, saying, "You had to get an Indian
doctor to sexually initiate your daughter.
She's initiated now." And the girl got well,
I was waiting to initiate that girl, but Coy-
ote got ahead of me.

TURTLE AND EAGLE RACE"

Once Eagle said, "I want to make races
so that when people [humans] come they can
have races." All the birds came. He said,
"If you win, I will be your slave. If I win,
you will be my slave all your life." All the
creatures said, "All right, we must make the
laws."

One of the birds ran against Eagle and
lost his freedom. All of the creatures rac-
ed with him and lost. They were his slaves
and had to obey him. Eagle was the chief,
then. Turtle and his partner, Muskrat, lived
together all the time. They did not race be-
cause they knew they could not run fast. Ev-
en Fox and Wolf lost.

One night Turtle dreamed. He was told,
"You have to race with Eagle tomorrow and
free all the creatures. When the Indians
come, all of the creatures have to be free."
Early in the morning, he told Muskrat, "Get
up. Go for a swim. Get ready. We have to
run against Eagle," Muskrat said, "You can't
beat him. I can't beat him. He can fly
fast." Turtle said, "I know all the crea-
tures have lost, but in my dream last night
I was told to race and win." They got ready
together. They went to Eagle's camp. All
the creatures said, "Turtle and his partner,
Muskrat, are coming. Maybe they want to
race against Eagle." Some made fun; "Turtle
and Muskrat can't beat Eagle." They thought
they would be Eagle's prisoners forever.

Muskrat asked, "Who is the speaker here?'
Eagle sent a speaker. Turtle said, "You can
call out that I want to race with Eagle to-
morrow." He crawled away and everybody
laughed, "Eagle said, "All right. Tomorrow
when the sun is way up, we will race. If you
win, all the creatures are yours." Turtle
said, "All right." Eagle said, "If I win, I

will keep you here. We are betting our lives
on this race."

Next day they went to the race ground.
Eagle told Turtle, "Name any distance you
want and any place you choose: I am willing
to race with you." Turtle asked, "Are you
sure? Any place?" Eagle said, "Yes;the peo-
ple hear me." Eagle thought that Turtle
could not run. Turtle said, "All right. All
you creatures heard Eagle. I'm going to name
the place. Are you ready. Eagle." "Yes."

"All right," Turtle said, "Take me and
carry me up in the air. 'flhen I say drop me,
from there we will race." Eagle was worried
then. He took Turtle way up in the air. Tur-
tle said, "Get ready. Whoever reaches the
ground first, wins."

"All right," he said, "let's go."

Turtle dropped like a rock and Eagle
tried fast to catch him. Every once in a
while. Turtle stuck out his head and said,
"Eeeeeeee, Eagle, come fast. I'm going to
beat you now," and pulled in his head.

The creatures were watching and shout-
ing for Turtle. Muskrat jumped around and
whipped his tail [Suszen waved his hands] be-
cause his partner was winning. Eagle was
close behind all the way to the ground. He
thought Turtle would hit the ground like a

rock. Turtle did hit the ground and said,
"Heeeeee." He stood up and said, "All you
creatures go wherever you like, anywhere. I

am your chief now."

"Now, Eagle, I am not going to stop
your speed. You will always be the fastest
creature. You can catch what you want to
eat. When the people come, they can dream.
You know I can't beat you, but I dreamed.
Then you let me pick the place and I beat
you. So I destroyed your laws so It couldn't
be your way when the people [humans] get here,"

All the creatures scattered. Eagle went
too. He had lost his laws. That was the be-
ginning of races. The creatures told the
people [about] races when they came.

CRAWFISH AND FOX RACE"

Fox was a fast animal; he could outrun
all the other animals. Crawfish said that
he was going to run a race with Fox. When
Crawfish got there, he said to Fox, "Well,
I've come to have a race with you.*" Fox

54 Told by Suszen Timentwa (L.V.W.W.),
55 Told by Andrew TiUaon (W.B.C.).
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looked at him and thought, "Even the other
animals, who run forward, can't beat me; and
how can this fellow who runs backwards race
with hiO'." So Fox told Crawfish, "You can't
run 7ery fast. You begin to run." Crawfish
said, "No; you start. You can't run fast."
Fox said, "All right. We'll start." And
they both started.

As soon as Fox made a Jump, Crawfish
caught on his tail. He kept telling Fox to
do his best; that he was going to leave him.
He was hanging on Fox's tail. He told Fox
to run faster. Fox did not have time to
look back, because Crawfish kept telling him
that he was going to beat him; but Crawfish
was hanging to his tail. When they got close
to the finishing line,Crawfish cried, "Run,
I tell you; I'm going to beat you," Fox did
not look around, but did his best. When Fox
came closer to the line. Crawfish told him
to run faster because he was going to pass
him. Just as Fox crossed the line, he turned
around to look back. Crawfish Jumped off,
and crossed his legs. He said to Fox, "What's
the matter? I told you I'd beat you." So
Crawfish told Fox, "From now on you'll be
nothing but a fox that goes around in the
hills, and you'll not be a racer any more."

FROG AND TURTLE RACE"

One time Frog had a long tall and Tur-
tle had none. Frog ran races and always won
because he could Jump, Turtle had three bro-
thers. He dreamed that they could beat Frog,
He said to his brothers, "Get up. I had a
dream that we would win from Frog."

They went to a canqp where Frog was with
all the people he had beaten. Turtle sent
his three brothers to station themselves at
intervals along the race track. Turtle bet
his life against Frog's tail. Frog knew that
Turtle could not run. He said, "All right,
and you can free the creatures if you win."

They started. Frog ran fast and saw
Turtle way behind him. Turtle stopped and
hid himself. He called, "Whooooo." His
first brother got up and began running. Frog
looked ahead and saw him. He ran fast and
passed him. Turtle called, "Whooooo," and
hid himself. The next brother got up and
ran. Frog saw him ahead and ran fast and
passed him. Turtle hid and called "Whoooo,"
So the brother at the turning point started
to run back. Frog ran fast around the mark
and came back. He passed Turtle, Turtle
called, "Whoooo," and hid. The third brother
got up and ran. Frog ran fast and passed
him. Turtle called, "Whoooo," and hid. The
second brother got up and ran. Frog ran -fast
and passed him. Turtle called, "Whoooo," and
hid. The oldest brother, hidden close to the
finishing line, got up and ran. Frog ran
fast but he lost, [Suszen represented the

hiding turtles with his right index finger,
and the sprinting Frog with his left index
finger.]

Frog sat down to hide his tail, but Tur-
tle said, "Well, I want my tail now." Frog
sat there a long time, so Turtle pushed his
head down and pulled all of Frog's tail off.
Frog has only half a backbone now,

THE MAN ABANDONED ON A LEDGE"

There were two brothers. The older had
a wife. They lived between the lake and the
bluff called x6tla'mist. The older told his
brother, "We'll go up there and get the
young eagles on the bluff." (That was before
they would be able to fly.) They picked a
lot of qO'lus and made a strong rcpe by
braiding it. Then they went way up the
bluff and tied the rope to a tree. The older
brother took the other end and went down the
bluff holding on to it. When he was about
half way down he stopped at a narrow ledge
and said to his brother, "When I pull on the
rope you'll know I'm standing on something
and am safe," The younger brother thought,
I'm going to cut the rope so I can take his
wife," He cut the rope.

It was in the morning when this happen-
ed. The rope was tied about the man's chest,
and when it was cut it nearly pulled him off
the ledge. The younger brother went back to
the camp. He told his sister-in-law, "The
rope broke and your husband is dead now.
Well, I'll take you and take care of you my-
self. It's too late to do anything to save
your husband now." So they packed all their
belongings, and moved away from the rock to-
wards Kartaro, There is a place there call-
ed snktse'xknatn, "burnt down house," and
there they pitched camp.

The older brother stayed there on the
ledge. It was high above the ground. He
stayed there until Just about dark. Then he
took two of the eagles and tied their feet
with the bark. Just about morning the mo-
ther eagle came back. He saw all kinds of
bones there: deer and all kinds. He seized
the mother eagle and tied her up too. Later
the father eagle came, but he was afraid of
the man and would not come there. Finally
the man got him tied up. So he had four
tied together. Then he thought to himself,
"If I stay here I'll die anyway and if I go
down I might die too." So he tied a bird to
each ankle and each wrist. When he went
down he lost consciousness but the birds
flew to a nice place where it was not so
rough and there they landed.

He came to his senses about sundown.
When he woke, he looked at the eagles and
their mouths were wide open, they were so
hungry. He took them to the water and took

56 Told by Suszen Tlmeutwa (L,T.W.W.). Another reraioD, told by Andrew Tlllson, subatltutes Buimiingblrd
for Trog.

57 Told by Cecile Brooks (U.K.).
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e feather from eacn. He said, "I am not go-
ing to kill you, because you saved my life,
I am just going to take a feather from each
of you."

By now three days had passed. 'When he
went back to the camp, he found that his
brother and wife were gone. He followed
their tracks and saw their camp at the little
spring. He jumped back Into the brush and
hid. He got close to the house and heard
them laughing and having a good time. First
he killed his brother. His wife pleaded
with him, saying, "I didn't want your bro-
ther: I want you." But he killed her too.

He laid them both down. Then he took
all their mats and other things, and laid
these on them, and just set fire to it ell.
That Is why they named the place "House burn-
ed down." And I left them there and I came
back,

THE MOUNTAIN GOAT GIRLS =«

(People say, "Look. Here are deer
bones. How can they come to life again?"
Here Is a story about a real Indian In Can-
ada. )

One time there was a good hunter who
killed lots of deer, maybe one or two for
each person. All by himself, he could help
all the people in only a few days. When he
hunted, many people followed him. The strong-
er women followed him with the men. One day
he killed four for his people; the next he
killed for himself. All followed him in the
summer.

One day he saw tv/o mountain goats a lit-

tle way from the dead deer. The hunter fol-
lowed the goats'. He went over the hill, fol-
lowing their tracks. He saw a little lake
v;ith good water. He saw two pretty women
swimming, but no mountain goats. They stood
off there and called, "Come on. After swim-
ming, then we will go." He thought, "They
don't know me." He sat down and waited.
They came out of the water and put on two
mountain goat hides that he saw lying there.
Then they were mountain goats again. He

tried not to follow, but his feet went right
along. Finally on a mountain between two
other big mountains, the man saw a lot of
ice where he could not go.

The two goats told him to close his eyes
and hold onto them, and not to open his eyes.
He did that and went a little way. He could
not feel the. ice so he opened his eyes. Then
he slipped down, clear to the bottom. They
said, "Now, don't open your eyes again. You
might get hurt." He closed his eyes and it

was just like walking on a level place. Fin-
ally they told him to open his eyes and he
looked back. They had come straight up, per-
haps six miles.

He went a little way and saw a door with
ladders sticking out. He went in and saw
many people. He saw an old man there who
said, "Hello, my son-in-law." The old man
said to the other women there, "You'd better
cook something to eat for your husband." The
man thought. "Why, he is going to give me
all his women for my wives." They gave him
a good bed with goat skins to rest on. When
he lay down, the two pretty women took off
their hides and were women again. All the
rest of the people were goats when dressed,
but people when they took off their hides.

In the evening, everybody lay down to
sleep. One women slept on each side of him.
He attempted to copulate with them, but they
said, "Not now. When the time comes, all
these women will be your wives." Next day,
he was sorry and thought about it. The old
man said, "Why is your husband sorry?" The
women said, "He wants to copulate when it
isn't our time." Old man said, "Every year,
there is just one time for our people to
raise children."

Next day, the old man sent the boys down
to the river to see about the salmon. They
said, "The salmon stay still. They spawn
now." Every day they went hunting, and the
man went along. The old man told him, "When
you kill deer, don't throw away anything;
neither the intestines nor anything." The
man obeyed four times, then he thought he
v;ould find out about this.

Eight boys went hunting with him one
day. He killed three deer and only five
boys came back in the evening. He thought
perhaps the boys had turned into deer.^** The
next time he went hunting, he jumped quick
and cut off the tongue of one deer and hid
it. When they got to the house with the
deer, they ate it all. The old man sent the
boys to throw the bonss in the lake, and all
the deer came to life again. They returned
to the house. One boy was sick and spit
blood all the time. Other boys said, "Oar
partner is sick. His tongue is gone." Then
the man knew. The boys would go hunting
with him in the morning; they turned into
deer and were killed, eaten, their bones put
in the lake, and they were revived again. So
the man gave the tongue to the old man, who
put the tongue in the boy's mouth and it was
all right. The man believed now. He knew.
When deer bones are put in the lake, they
come alive again.

In the morning, the old man sent the
boys down to a certain Indian who was hunt-
ing. "You help this man, who wants some-
thing to eat. But there is one man there
who makes fun of us. Don't go near him." All
the deer put on their skins and went down.
All the Indians, except the man who mocked
them, killed deer. Some of the boys came
back very soon. Others were kept a long time

58 Told by Suszen Tlmentwa {L.V.W.W.).
59 The same confusion of deer with mountain goats occurs in another (identical) version

told by the same narrator.

of this tale
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When the deer came back, some said, "That
man fed me well: camas, berries and every-
thing." (When Indians put camas and berries
by the deer when he is brought into the house

,

they are feeding him.

)

The old man sent the boys down to see
about the salmon again. When they came back,
they said, "The salmon are spawning now." The
old man said, "All you girls go to the lake
and swim. When you come back, all you boys
go and swim. Tomorrow is your time. Go and
have a good time." The two women told the
man, "See, you were in a hurry some time ago."

All went swimming, and after breakfast
all put on clothes and became deer. The old
man reached out and gave the man a thick
goat hide to wear. He said, "Wear that so
your friends can't hook you with their horns
and hurt you." It was so heavy that he could
only walk while everybody else ran and play-
ed as they chose. Towards evening, the
others came back and left him. He tried to
get near the does but could not. He went
back and took off his skin. Everybody was
laughing and playing. He thought, "Because
I am a man, I can't do anything."

The old man said, "Maybe someone did
wrong to this man and he is sorry." They all
said, "No, we didn't do wrong. But he is too
slow," The old man said, "That is my fault.
I gave him a heavy skin so he would not get
hurt. Tomorrow I will give him a lighter
one so he can go fast."

Next day the old man gave him a lighter
skin. He went out, trotted and ran, and
caught up to the other deer. He was bigger
than all the other bucks, so soon he was
alone with the does and had all of the women
all day. Now the man remembered that he had
a little girl and a little boy with his own
people whom he had left. He went with the
does for nearly a month. When a doe felt
that she was going to have little ones, she
did not play any more. Finally just a few
does went out. Finally there were no more.
So the man learned to be like the deer, and
to have intercourse with women only once a
year. He stayed with the deer three years
and learned good ways from them.

The man's people had followed him when
he left that first day. They had found his
tracks between the two deer tracks going up
the ice mountain. They knew that the deer
had taken him away, that he was not dead. So
the people used their power to find 1 f he
were dead or alive. Then they knew that he
was living with the deer. They made power to
make him think, "Let me go back to my people."

Finally after three years, he thought
"I have a boy ana a girl. I am lonesome. I
must go back." He told the old man who said,
"All right. That is your affair; but any
time you want to come back here, this is your
home too."

241

When the man came back to his people, he
told them all about everything. And he did
not know how many of the young deer were his
children.

The old man had given him shoes to wear
over the Ice, Finally he came close to the
camp. He became afraid of the camp odors;
just as a deer would. For four days, he
tried to go into camp, but was always scared
and ran back into the brush. Finally, the
people saw him and went there, and saw the
tracks. They said, "Maybe he is scared, just
like a deer. All of you who have power come
and try to catch this man who is coming back."

They all came together and lined up on
two sides of the brush where he came out.
They said, "When he comes, surround him." All
the men and women did this. The others said,
"We have to get some certain roots and weeds
to put medicine on him when we get him."

They caught him. He was just like a
deer, running around. He died, just like a
deer; scared. They took him to camp quickly
and washed him with roots. He woke up and
was sick for quite a while. So they made
him tame again.

THE MAN WEO HAD HIS WILL OF A DEER"

A man was lazy and lay in the tent all
the time. His brothers told him to look at
their deer snare. It was in the fall and
they were snaring deer. He went out and saw
a female deer in the trap. He had never had
anything to do with women. So when she turn-
ed her buttocks toward him, he had inter-
course with her. She told him to free her
from the trap.

In the spring he went out to hunt. He
saw little deer tracks, which he followed. A
woman laughed from up on the hill, saying,
"You want to see your children," He went up
there and found the little fawns. The doe had
turned into a woman and was sitting down by
the little fawns. The mother told him, "Any
time now when you go hunting, tell your bro-
ther to sit right in between two little moun-
tains. You stay ahead with these deer, and
tell your brother not to kill you, the leader
deer, but that you'll take the deer right
past him for him to kill,"

He told his brother this, and left caiq).
The brother tried this; he went and sat In
the gap. Soon he saw some deer coming. The
man was the leader; and after he had passed,
the brother was to kill the rest. "We're go-
ing to npEcqwg'oc" (down neac Wenatchee).
(These people were Slnkaletk.) So the bro-
ther thought that he would kill the leader
this time; that his brother was way down
there at npEcqwe'oc. So he sat in the gap.
When the leader came close, he shot him. His
brother, the leader. Jumped two or three
times, and fell down dying. He turned Into
human form, and put his arms over his face.

60 Told by BiUie Joe (W.B.C.).
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The deer brother told him, "That's the end
of your hunting. You'll never kill another
deer as long as you live. You've killed me
now. I'm dying,"

THE BOY FOSTERED BY BEARS"

They always used to go up Kettle River
for deer hunting in the fall, and for trap-
ping. There was a man, his wife, and their
little boy who went up to Kettle River. They
went way up and made camp at the head of Ket-
tle River, near White Mountain (kpukame'qin)
They stayed there, while the father was kill
ing game and trapping all through the winter
All this boy would do is to just lick the
cooking pots out. His belly just grew until
he had a great big belly. He would not mind
his parents: he would not get water or wood.
He would just lie there and lick the big
horn spoons and the pots. When high water
came in the spring, his father said to his
mother, "I think it's time for us to go home,'

So he told his wife, "I'm going to tell you
something. Don't be sorry about it. I've
made up my mind to leave our boy here, Vfhen

we get ready to go back, we'll just leave
him here. He's not good for an3rthing but to
lick pots. It would be a shame to take him
back among the people." His mother did not
like it very well, but her husband said, "If
you don't come back with me I'll kill you,
and I'll kill the boy too." So he got ready
and made a bark canoe.

When he worked on it, the little boy
was so glad that they were going back that
he ran here and there to help his father
make the bark canoe. When the canoe was rea-
dy, the man told his wife, "Get everything
ready; we'll put it all in the canoe. The
little boy heard this, and was so pleased
that he took his bow and arrows and put them
in the canoe. His father was watching him
as he did this. When they were just about
ready to start, his father took the boy's bov:

and arrow back, and hung them way up on the
tipl poles. Then his father asked him, "What
did you do with your arrows?" He said, "Tve
got them in the canoe." His father said, "No;
there they are on the tip! poles. You're so
lazy you don't take care of them. Go and
get them." The man and his wife were both in

the canoe ready to start. The little boy
went ashore and ran up the hill to get his
bow and arrows. Then, as soon as the boy got
on the bank, his I'ather pushed the canoe out,
and they went on down the river. When the
little boy got his bov; and arrows down, he
looked around. His people were just going
out of sight at the turn of the river. So he
shouted, but it did no good; they went on
all the faster. The little boy sat there
and cried and cried. He stayed there at the
camp for two or three days. Then he thought
to himself, "All right, I guess my mother
and father don't like me, I'll go up on
White Mountain and find a grizzly so it will
kill me," So he started out.

He went up, and looked and looked and
looked for a grizzly. Finally he came to a
grizzly bear that had two little cubs. He
went ahead of them and lay down where he
thought they were going to go, so they would
find him and kill him. But the mother just
went so far and turned away from him. So he
went around and lay ahead of her again. But
she went just so far and turned away again.
The little cubs, who were running around,
found him. They shouted to their mother to
come over and see this little boy. The lit-
tle cubs told her, "We want him for our bro-
ther. You'd better come and make him our
brother." But she said, "No, he's lazy. His
mother and father left him because he's lazy.
All he would do was lick pots. You don't
want a brother like that," So the cubs
cried and finally left the little boy. Then
the little boy got up again and went around
in front of the bear for the third time.
This time the bear turned around and went
the other way. The little cubs stayed with
him, and cried and cried.

Finally their mother told them, "If you
don't get lazy, I'll fix him for your bro-
ther. See the belly on him. We'll have to
wash all that out." So the mother took her
little finger and split the little boy's
guts open with it. All the pots and spoons
that were inside of him fell out. (Every
time he licked a pot out, that would be a

pot, you see.) Finally the two little bear
cubs took a bucket apiece and fetched water
from the river, and their mother washed out
the inside of the little boy. She washed it

and washed it and washed it, and after she
got through she found just one little, little
power that this little boy had. It was all
crowded in among the pots: a little white
weasel. So the mother took that out, and
washed it clean, and put it back inside him.
Then she put his belly together, and gave it

one rub, and the rip was healed over.

She turned to her children and said,
"Now, here's your brother. You'll have to
be good to your brother now, and do what he
tells you to do." So he took his bows and
arrows, and killed birds and squirrels for
his brother and sister to eat. He got to be
a smart boy. The little bears were very
pleased that they had a brother who could
kill something for them to eat. Finally, when
fall came, their mother told them, "We'll have
to go back to our den." So they went back
and got into their den, and stayed there all
winter. The next spring he hunted for his
little brothers and sisters, and they would
dig roots for- him to eat. So he stayed two
years with the grizzly bears. Then the griz-
zly bear fixed him so that he was an awfully
nice looking boy.

The second year she told her young ones,

"We'll bring your brother back to wherever
he came from." The little bear cubs started
to cry. They went down the Kettle River;
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started early in the spring, and when they
got down to Kettle Falls, there were all
kinds of people at the falls catching salmon.

When his parents first got home, the
people asked them where their little boy was.
They both replied that their little boy had
died; that that was the reason they came back,
The people believed it; that their little boy
was dead. They did not think that they had
left him In the hills.

So when the grizzly bear and the cubs
and the little boy got back to Kettle Falls,
the old mother bear told him, "Here you are
now, a nice looking man. You're going to
leave your brother and sister. If it hadn't
been for them, you wouldn't be a nice look-
ing boy now. When you grow up to be a man,
never kill your brother and sister. Never
touch me at all. If you want to kill a griz-
zly bear, kill a big he-grizzly, but never
touch me or your brother and sister. So now,
all right; you can go." He went close to
where the children swam, where he fainted
end fell down: he smelled the Indians. [Here
Johnnie launched into a description of the
odor of Indians; saying that when one has
Just had a sweat bath, his clothes smell
strong when he puts them on, and he smells
the other Indians strong when he first comes
among them after the bath.]

The little children ran back to the Ind-
ians, and told them they had found a little
boy with a small scar on the cheek, and that
it looked like the little boy who the par-
ents said was dead. The people rushed down
and saw it was the same little boy. So they
put him in a buckskin robe, and smoked him
with xacxac root, and he came to life again.
His mother and father were ashamed to claim
him. He had an aunt who had a son. He
stayed with his aunt and cousin till winter
came.

Then he told his cousin, "If anything
happens when the Indians are dancing, if they
hit me just right, I'm bound to faint.
Pierce both of my arms (near the shoulder)
with a feather: I will get up and sing, and
you come right behind." When the Indians
were dancing the cta'rwa'^ dance [Procession
dance], he did what the bears had told him
to do. And his cousin did what the boy had
told him to do. So he got up and went on.
The dogs were following as if it were a griz-
zly; and at every tent he went to, people
would follow him out. Finally he had all
the people following him.

He came to his father's house, and his
father becamed ashamed [because?] of him. He
said to his wife, "I wonder where he got the
song that he is singing." His father stood
inside the door, and when the boy came in,
his father took a bow and arrow, and shot him

right through the body. His boy gave the
grizzly cry. When he went out the door, the
ends of the arrows broke on the door posts
and hung Qown. So he told his father, "You
hit me Just right. That's Just what I want-
ed you to do," He went out. Someone came
and told the father, "Your boy Is dying," but
he was not; he was going around singing. He
went around again Just because his father
shot him, went into every tipi. When his
father heard him coming again, he told his
wife, "We'll go with our son. Get your best
things, and you put them on him when he
comes, and we'll go." When the boy came in
again, his mother started to throw the blan-
kets on him. He told her to keep them, that
he did not want them: that he Just went
around to show the people that he was a man:
he was no longer a pot-bellied child, "as you
called me," he told his father. And the ends
of the arrow were still hanging from his
sides. He danced till he got back to his
aunt's house, where his cousin pulled the ar-
row out. So he healed himself.

In the spring they used to go hunting.
He always killed grizzlies and deer, and was
a very good hunter. When he got in a valley
and saw the smoke from a black bear's den,
he would go right to the den, and if there
were cubs and a mother in there, he would
never touch them.

Finally, one day he got a woman, and had
brothers-in-law and a father-in-law. It was
in the spring; in the breeding time for
bears. They saw a great big he-grizzly and
a mother bear and two cubs. Whenever he
would see bears with cubs, he would always
go up and pet the little cubs, and play with
them, and get something to give them to eat.
This time when they found the big he-grizzly
and the mother and cubs, he killed the he-
grizzly, and played with the little cubs a
while, then let them go. His father-in-law
and brothers-in-law asked him, "Why don't
you kill the cubs and the mother? We'd have
that much more meat." So he turned to his
brothers-and father-in-law, and told them
that there was plenty of other meat to get
without killing them. They laughed at him,
and told him, "That old mother bear and her
cubs must be your wife and children," making
fun of him. Finally he told his father-in-
law, "All right; you'll see. If you want me
to die, all right; I'll kill them." So he
told the little cub bears, "Don't be sorry.
It isn't my fault I'm going to kill you.
They make too much fun of me for not killing
you. They want me to die, I guess." So he
killed the two little cubs, and went up to
the mother bear and shot her. As soon as he
shot her, she picked him up and tore him all
to pieces. So his brothers-in-law and fa-
ther-in-law started to cry. They went back,
knowing that he was killed. He had told his
wife before he went out on this hunt that he

62 In this the shaman, barefoot, leads the people (who wear moccasins) around the tlpla In the winter
(ColTllle). Johnnie stated at another time that this Procession dance Is ColTllle, not Slnkaletk. At this
dance they paint the face of the shaman, who has gone Into a trance, to make him come to himself.
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was going to die through the fault of his
father-in-law and brothers-in-law.

The bear went off way up [in the moun-
tains?] and became sorry for him; that it
was not his fault. She thought, "I'll go
back and bring him back to life again." So
she went back and gathered up all his body
that was mixed with dirt, and put it all to-
gether. She healed him again, and told him,
"From now on you can kill me and you can
kill your brothers: you've already begun to
kill us. It was through that little brother
and sister of yours that you became a man.
You can go ahead and kill us now. I'll give
you the power."

THE BOY WHO KILLED THE GRIZZLY BEARS"

They called the bird kiamqi'hq6,a chick-
adee (?). He had a grandmother. After he
grew up he asked his grandmother if he had
any relatives, a father or mother or any
other. His grandmother told him he had a
sister, but she did not know where she was,
because Grizzly Bear had captured both her
and her husband Wolf. They had been captur-
ed for many years and she had lost track of
them. Grizzly had charge of them.

So he asked his grandmother where the
Indians got their bows and arrows. His grand-
mother told him that the place where the In-
dians got their bows was very dangerous; that
nobody ever had a real bow from the proper
woods that Indians use for bov/s, (That is
bluewood and dogwood.) He begged his grand-
mother to tell him where this place was.
Then his grandmother told him where to go.
He said nothing to his grandmother, but early
the next morning he got something to eat and
started out to look for this place.

When he got close to this place he could
hear the trees — well, the trees would
spring way back and then crash together. No-
body could get close to that place: as soon
as an Indian got close, the trees would draw
him to them and smash him. He had a little
power that he had got when he was a child. He
took this power and put it on the end of a
stick. When he got close, the trees were
coming together, and he hit them as he spoke.
He broke the trees right in two. (That was
when Moses Itountain was a man. ) And he (the
boy) said that in the next world, people [hu-
mans] would not have to be killed just be-
cause they were looking for bows and arrows.
He went and got the wood. He tied a big
bundle of it and carried it on a high hill,
where he threw it all over the world. He
said, "This wood will be there, and there,
and there," and so on; so that when the In-
dians came afterwards any Indian — children
and all — could have bows, and they need
not be afraid to go and get it. After he did
that he took what he wanted and went home.
His grandmother said to him, "I told you not
to go or you'd get killed." He said, "I did

that because in the next world they have to
have bows and arrows, and yet not get killed."
So his grandmother thought that he must be a
great man.

He asked his grandmother where they got
their arrows. His grandmother said, "You'd
better not go there. That's a dangerous
place, and there's a big bear there. As soon
as you get there, the crane that is watching
the serviceberry bushes will shout and the
bear will come out of the bush. Nobody ever
gets away from that grizzly." He said,
"Well, I'll take a chance." So he started
for this place. When he got near the place
and got close to the crane, he took his lit-
tle power and stuck it up on a little bush,
and stood it right up on the plain. It began
to rain, and then poured. The crane put his
head under his wing. He thought there was
no use watching because nobody would travel
in such a storm. So the boy went in and be-
gan to cut serviceberry bushes, as many as
he could cut and carry. He started to carry
them out. He carried the bundle out on the
plain, and spread the serviceberry bushes all
over the world again. He said that when the
people [humans] come they were not supposed
to get killed while getting arrows: that
they should get arrows any time they wanted
them. So he got what he wanted to use. Then
he went back to his grandmother and his
grandmother thought that he was quite great
for a boy. So he made his arrows.

After he finished he asked his grand-
mother where they got their flint. His grand-
mother told him that that was impossible to
get, but she thought to herself that he was
great enough and might get that, too. So his
grandmother told him that they got it from a
place above; that there was an old fellow
there, who would tell him that he got his
flint across the river, but not to believe
that. She said, "That's the way he kills
men. He is a kind of man-eater." And so the
boy said that he would try it. And he went.

When he got to this fellow, this fellow
said to him, "You're a relative of mine, and
I know what you're looking for. You're look-
ing for flint. I have lots of it across the
river. I'll take you over and show you where
it is burled around the trees, and you can
get some for yourself. I haven't time to
dig it myself." So this old fellow took him
across and told him, "Well, I'll wait for you
here, and when you get some, we'll go back
across the river." So the boy went up on
the hill.

When he got up on the hill, he heard a
canoe and looked around. The old man was
back on the other side of the river, where he
took his canoe out [of the water] and cover-
ed it up. The boy started to run back and
shout, but the old fellow just laughed at
him and told him to go to look for flint;
that when he had found flint arrow heads, he
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would come back alter him. This old man
went back in his house and covered every-
thing up, and began to sing his song. It
started to snow. It Just rained and snowed,
and the boy got wet through and through. He
started to go under the bank, where he
thought he would have a little shelter. As
soon as he had popped under the bank, he
found himself In a tlpl, where It was nice
and dry.

The man in the tlpl told his wife,
"There's your nephew. Take his clothes off
and dry them, so he can have them to put on
in the morning." These two were not people
at all: they were mud-hens, that always go
in pairs. After they gave him something to
eat, they said, "Well, here are your cousins.
I don't like him [the boy?] to kill them
[his cousins, the eggs], but I would like you
8;he boy] to get what you're after." His aunt
told him to go and hide; to take these two
eggs, and Just about midnight to break one of
the eggs, and to come back and stay. After
he broke that egg, he went back and stayed in
their tlpl. Just before daylight his aunt
sent him out again with the other egg and he
burst that egg just before daybreak. It made
a cracking noise. The man-eater heard the
crack and thought it was the boy's eyes that
were cracking. So he stopped his song then
and said, "Well, I guess I'll go over and
get that young boy and have a nice tender
breakfast." So he went over there, but the
boy kept himself hidden under a root. His
aunt told him, "When he comes across the riv-
er to the bank to look for your body, let him
go up on the hill. Then get in the canoe
and start to paddle. Don't pay any atten-
tion to him. When you get across the river,
sing the man-eater's song to make the snow
and cold come." His aunt sang It to him, so
that he would know the song. Then he went
and hid himself under the root.

Pretty soon he saw the man-eater come
down to his canoe and put his canoe on the
water. When the man-eater got across to
where he was, he heard the man-eater say, "I
heard his eye pop up on the bank: he went up
there." So he got out of the canoe and went
up on the bank. Then the boy got in and
pushed out. He was just about in the middle
when he struck the canoe with his paddle.
Then the man-eater saw him and began to beg
him to come back and get him; that he would
give him all kinds of flint. The boy paid
no attention to him, but kept on paddling
till he got to shore. When he got to shore,
the man-eater thought there was no more use
in begging him to come back, but he begged
him not to sing the song that he (the man-
eater) sang. But the boy paid no attention
to him.

He went in [the man-eater's house] and
blocked all the openings and started to sing
his song. The man-eater had all kinds of
human bones on his dance-pole to make the
cold and snow come. He sang this man-eater's
medicine song and made It rain and snow all
day. Just about evening he changed his song
and made It turn cold and clear so that it
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would freeze. He kept up his song until mid-
night. It was freezing and cold and It start-
ed to blow. At midnight he heard the man-
eater's eye pop [from the cold]; and as soon
as his eye burst, he [it?] turned into an
owl (sinfi'na) and sat on a tree. The boy
said, "You're not going to be a man-eater
all the time. After a while you'll be noth-
ing but an owl that people scare children
with." Towards morning his other eye popped,
and he [it?] turned into an I' hen (like a
nlghthawk). And the boy said to the I'hSn
that he would be nothing but a bugaboo to
scare children with, not a man-eater, Just as
he had said to the owl.

After this fellow died, the boy went to
the place in the tlpl where the man-eater
kept all his flint. He went back to his
grandmother, and on his way he threw this
flint all over the world, so that when the
Indians came they could have flint without
any trouble or dying for it. So he went
back. His grandmother was glad to see him
return and she thought that he must be an aw-
fully great boy. Now he had those arrows
and bows and flint.

Then he asked his grandmother how they
got deer sinew to put on the arrow and bow.
His grandmother told him that not everybody
could get the sinew; that he had an aunt
quite a way in the mountains who had a big
deer for a husband; that she might be able to
get some sinew for him. He told his grand-
mother that he was going over to his uncle's
house to get some sinew, that is, to this big
deer.

He went to his uncle's house and asked
his aunt for some sinew. His aunt told him
that she did not have any and that her hus-
band was way up in the mountains; that she
might be able to go over there and get some
sinew from him. So she started up to her hus-
band. When she got there, this big deer ask-
ed his wife what she wanted. She told hin
that she wanted some clothes for her chil-
dren, that it was getting cold for them. So
she tore a place in the back of his neck and
pulled on the sinew. He got up and asked
her what was hurting him so. She said she
was not doing anything but getting hair to
keep the children warm. He said, "All right,"
but it was hurting him. Finally she pulled
all his sinew out. When all the sinew came
out, this big deer died. So the boy's aunt
shouted for him to come. He came and took
all of his [the deer's] hair, and threw it all
over the world. He said, "There isn't going
to be only one deer In the world for people
to get meat and sinew from; that will be
yours, and yours, and yours; for people not
to be in want." He went back.

He worked on his bow and arrows, and pre-
pared all his flint [arrowheads]. Then he saw
one thing that he did not have; that was a
feather. He asked his grandmother, "How can
I get some feathers for my arrows?" His grand-
mother told him that they got feathers from
birds, but she said she did not know [how?]
he could get them. But the birds were flying
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south (it was in the fall), and he shouted
to the leader bird, and finally he came down.
That was the goose (? qScI'h'^). He got fea-
thers from them. He got all kinds of fea-
thers from all birds, and he put marks on
them [the birds] in payment. After he got all
kinds of feathers — grouse, eagle, hawk, and
so on — he let them go. He went back and
feathered his arrows.

He told his grandmother, "Well, I'm going
to leave you now;" that he was going to look
for his missing sister. So he left. He trav-
elled until spring came — all through the
winter — and kept on travelling and travell-
ing. So he travelled for about three or
four years. He came to a place where some-
body had made a fire. He thought it had been
just about a year since someone had made a
fire there. He followed that fire sign for
about two years till he came to a pretty
fresh sign of fire. He kept on till he came
to where they had just made a fire the day
before. So he travelled till he caught up
to them.

His sister was dragging their tent-
poles along. He saw his sister, and, she
told him, "You came here to die, because
we're with grizzlies." She and her little boy
were In danger all the while from the griz-
zlies; that her husband had to go and hunt
for the grizzlies all the while. (Her hus-
band was Wolf [ntsi'tsin]. ) She thought that
he haa better hide himself. So she put him
in her pack and laid her pack down where
they were going to camp. As soon as Grizzly
saw them he told them to camp, and they camp-
ed Just as far as they could from him. They
put up the tent. This boy kept in hiding
till the sister had tule mats [on the tipl
frame] all around him. He got up and set down,
but she said he would have to keep in hiding
or they would kill him. He said that he was
not afraid of their killing him. When her
husband came back, he was glad to see his
brother-in-law, but said that he was awfully
sorry that the boy came; that they would
kill him if they found him. But the little
boy said, "That's all right. I want to des-
troy everything that kills people."

When evening came his brother-in-law
said, "Well, I'm going over to Grizzly's
camp to get a piece of the meat that I kill-
ed for them." The boy jumped up to go with
his brother-in-law to Grizzly's camp. When
they reached Grizzly's tent. Grizzly said to
his daughters, "Make room for your husband.
Let him sit over there between you." Grizzly
told the boy to go sit between the girls. He
went over and sat between the girls, while
his brother-in-law went and got meat. When
Wolf had gotten meat he said to the boy,
"Let's go back." The boy tried to Jump up.

He could not; the bears' power had glued his
legs together so he could not get up and
walk. Finally his brother-in-law went away
and left the boy. The boy just lay there and
the girls started to play with him.

The next day they got ready and travel-
led. They carried the boy. His sister was

crying all the while. They carried him till
they came to a big river in a canyon; then
they threw him over the bluff into the river.
He struck the water with his feet, but he
fell on a little level place, and he stayed
there. His sister came over the top of the
bluff emd cried and cried. He told his sis-
ter, "It won't do you or me any good to stay
there. You'd better let me die here, but
take good care of your little boy." So she
got up crying and left him. So his feet
were hanging in the water. All kinds of lit-
tle fish came and sucked on the cords with
which the bear power had bound his legs.

He stayed there for three days till the
sun told his daughter, "You'd better go get
that boy out of there, and you can have him
for a husband." She went down and took him
out. He said, "I'm not fit for you at all."
The girl said, "% father sent me down here
to get you out. You are to be my husband."
He said, "If you think I'm all right for you,
I'll go with you." So this girl fed him
some white stuff; he did not know what it was,
but he ate a very little and it filled him
up.

So they travelled till they caught up
to his sister. She was dragging the tlpl
poles and calling his name and crying. He
stepped on the tipl pole; she pulled and
pulled, and let go. He stepped on the poles
again, eind her little boy looked back, and
said, "Oh, my uncle is here." She said, "Keep
quiet. Your uncle is dead. He won't catch
up with us." He stepped on the poles again,
while his sister kept pulling and pulling,
and the little boy said, "My uncle is step-
ping on the poles, mamma." Finally his mo-
ther whipped him again very hard. The uncle
could not stand it any longer, so he said,
"Don't whip the boy, sister. He's telling
the truth. I've caught up with you." Then
his sister looked back, and there he was,

with a woman. They sat down there and talk-
ed. The woman's sister-in-law [i.e. Sun's
daughter] got this white stuff out and fed
it to her and the little boy. There was lit-
tle of it, but, while they ate and ate and
ate, the white stuff did not diminish. Fin-
ally they were filled up and they went on.

When they got close to Grizzly Bear the
sister put him and his wife in her pack.
Grizzly Bear told them to stop; not to come
any closer. So they stopped and made camp.
They got through putting up their tent. He
[Kiamql'hqo] had a lot of small flints in

his pockets. He sent the little boy over to
Grizzly Bear to get some deer grease. When
his little nephew got over there and asked
Grizzly for some deer grease. Grizzly asked
him, "What do you want it for?" The little
boy said, "I want it for my head, because my
head must be awfully hard on your buttocks
when you wipe your buttocks with it." So
they gave the little boy some deer fat and
he went back. His uncle washed and combed
his head, cleaned all the bear dung out of
his hair, and greased it well. Then he put
all these small flints on his head, and told
the little boy if they happened to call for
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him to come, to hit them in the buttocks
with his head, and Just keep rubbing as hard
as he could, no matter if they cried out or
not. Just as his uncle got through with his
head, one of the grizzlies shouted for him
to come, that the dung was getting dry on
their buttocks. So he ran and bumped the
old bear in the buttocks with his head, and
the flints cut streaks in the bear's buttocks.
The bear said, "What's the matter with your
head?" The little boy said, "Well, I thought
It was getting awfully hard on your buttocks
with all that dry dung in my hair, so I wash-
ed it, so as to make it soft, but I must have
done wrong." He kept on till he had cone
that to all the grizzlies; cut up their but-
tocks so they could hardly walk.

When Wolf came back he saw his brother-
in-law at the camp. He saw that he [Klamql'-
hqo] had a woman. Wolf told his brother-in-
law; "I wish you wouldn't let them see you,
because they'll certainly kill you this time."
;:ie.::;Qi' hqO told him that he was not going to
fool them any more. He sent his brother-in-
law [Wolf] over there, telling him to tell
the grizzlies not to move camp the next day,
because they wanted to go after moss and
steam it under ground; they would be there
for three or four days.

The next day the young bears went out
in the hills to gather black moss. He told
his sister, "You prepare the sweathouse for
me. Put one blue rock on one side of the
fire, and put another one on the other side."
This young fellow [KlamqI'hqo] started out.
He told his brother-in-law where to go to
hunt, and that these two young grizzlies
would be with him all the time. He caught up
to his brother-in-law, and asked him, "Where
are the young grizzlies?" And his brother-
in-law told him, "They're on ahead." So he
went on and caught up to one of them. The
young grizzly looked back and was going to
charge him, but he threw his glove over [be-
yond! the bear's head, and his glove turned
into a deer. He told the young grizzly,
"Look ahead. There's a big deer." Then the
young grizzly looked and saw the deer. Kiam-
ql'hqS put an arrow in his bow ready to shoot
the young grizzly. He shot an arrow into
the young bear, killing him. Then he ran af-
ter the youngest grizzly and killed him. He
turned back and caught up to his brother-in-
law.

He told him to run back down and shout
that KlamqI'hqS had killed all of Grizzly's
daughters and sons. So his brother-in-law
went down where the girls were getting moss.
They were up on the trees. He killed them
also. He stuck the youngest one on a stick
and put her by the fire: he took a stick and
ran It through her and stood her by the fire,
and pried her eyes and mouth open, and then
went back to the camp. When Grizzly heard
Wolf shout that his children were all dead,

he threw [put] his teeth in his mouth (the
teeth that bears wear when they are fierce),
and went up on the hill. There he found his
wlfe[?l and children dead. He came down
again and found all dead but the youngest.
She was standing by the fire. JKhen her mo-
ther and father came, she was laughing. They
slapped her and she turned round on the stick;
that made them cry more. They saw that all
were killed, so they rushed back to the camp.

When Klamql' bqO got back to camp he
heated the stones for the sweathouse. When
the bears came, one of them charged him, he
poked the hot rock, and it flew into the
bear's mouth, ripping her open, going right
through her. Then the other one charged him
and he poked the other rock. It flew into
the other bear's mouth and killed him. So he
said, "Now you're all killed;" that when the
day came when there would be [human] children
and men busy getting food, they would not
have to fear bears all the time when search-
ing in the hills. "Sometime you'll be noth-
ing but a grizzly bear, but you won't be a
man-killer all the time. You will kill a
man now and then, but not all the time." He
had killed them all. Then he went back and
told his brother-in-law, "Well, we'll get
ready and leave." So I left them and came
back to Okanagon.

GRIZZLY AND RABBIT PLAY THE STICK GAME"

Grizzly Bear and Rabbit were playing
the stick game together. Rabbit's song was
qweiqwexh61§w6' a, qwexqwexholewe' a, qwexqwex-
holewe'a. Finally he beat Grizzly. Grizzly
told his partners, "Don't guess the bones.
Let me do the guessing. If Rabbit beats me,
I'm going to kill him." So Grizzly started
to play, and started to guess. All the rest
were afraid of Grizzly, so they did not
guess, but let Grizzly guess all the time un-
til they were beaten. Then Grizzly got
angry and went after Rabbit to kill him. Rab-
bit jumped up and ran. Rabbit did not know
which way to run. He ran onto the ice, and
Grizzly ran after him on the ice. But when
Grizzly ran on the ice, he broke through it
and was drowned. So Grizzly's partners said,
"It's all right that he was drowned. He was
too mean [fierce; bullying]."

THE ORIGIN OF BLACK BEAR"

The black bear used to be a man. He had
three brothers. He told his wife never to
eat the brisket of a deer. He and his three
brothers were hunting. He was the only one
of the brothers that had a woman. One day
after hunting he came back and saw his wife
had eaten the brisket. He told her he would
give her one more chance: if she ate brisket
again, he would turn into a bear and leave
her. He caught her eating the brisket again,
so with his snowshoes on, he left her.

64 Told by Michel Brooks (W.B.C.).
65 Told by Johnnie Louie (W.B.C.).
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After two days his brothers thought he
was dead, and asked his wife what had hap-
pened. His brothers followed his snowshoe
tracks; after a while they saw one snowshoe
and that foot had left bear tracks; further
on they found another snowshoe, and the
track of the other foot was a bear track.
They followed until they found him in a cave.
He said, "I've turned into a bear, and I've
left you forever." So his brothers started
to cry. He told them, "Whenever you see me,
never kill me. I'll be red." (That is the
cinnamon or little brown bear.) So they re-
turned and killed his woman. And when they
got back they told the tribesmen all about
it.

A CAPTIVE WOMAN'S SONS GIVE WABNING'''

A long time ago the Shuswap came down
to fight the Methow. They captured a girl
there and took her up to Shuswap country.
She stayed there a long time. Two boys were
born to her. As soon as they grew up, she
told them that they belonged down at Methow,
She told them, "When you go down there, don't
fight the Indians down there. You will be
the ones to tell the people there before they
fight. Never kill any of the people there,
because they are your own people.

They found a canoe while they were com-
ing down the Columbia from the Shuswap coun-
try. As soon as they got in sight of qEle'-
tsEmEn (on the Columbia River near Kartaro),
they saw some men standing in a canoe, spear-
ing salmon. One of these boys pretended he
fell down and his paddle made a big noise
against the canoe, so they could hear him.
Those men who were spearing ran back and
told the rest of the people that the enemy
were coming. They all got ready and left
there. The two boys told the Shuswap, "They
couldn't have been people: they must have
been ghosts standing there, who we thought
were real people." These two boys went alone
to see if there were any people there. They
got there, but all were gone.

Then they went on down the river. When
they got to where the Okanagon empties into
the Columbia, they did not see any people.
Then they went on up the Ifethow river, but
they never killed any people. It seemed they
were seen every time.

Then they told these two boys, "You are
not trying to kill any people." But they
never tried to kill the boys, because they
were afraid of them. So they had to go home
without killing any one.

Next year the two boys came down with
some more people. They got way down where
Okanogan [town] is now. There was a trail
right there. The Shuswap spread out in a
half-circle across the road. The two boys
were in front, one on each side of the road.

A couple was coming along that road. The
boys held up their bows and arrows so the old
couple would see them, but they did not.
They came right on and were killed. The man
tried to run away, but the woman said, "You
said you would never run away if anybody was
pursuing us," so he stayed. The woman was
killed first and then the man. But the two
boys did not have anything to do with kill-
ing them. Then they went back.

THE DOG WHOSE BARKING DROWNED PEOPLE"

There is a hole in the bluff in which a

blind dog lived. The Columbia River is
right below the bluff. Every morning after
sunrise the blind dog would go on top of the
bluff to lie there. This old dog had some
little sparrows to give him warning when
anything happened. So every time people
went down in canoes, the sparrow would see
them, and the sparrow would tell the dog,
"Here comes some people down the Columbia."
Then this dog would bark at the people, and
as soon as he barked, there would be a big
current that would tip the boat and the peo-
ple would drown. Just as soon as the people
were drowned, he would go up on the bluff
again and lie down. The sparrow would watch,
and just as soon as there were some more peo-
ple coming down, the sparrow would tell him
again, and he would begin to bark and the
boat would turn over. This old dog did not

want any people to go by him along the river.

The sun was angry with him because he
was killing so many people. The sun thought
that if he did not destroy this old dog, then,
when there were people [humans] later, he
would kill them: they could not go by there
without his drowning them. So the sun came
down and got behind him in the west. They
would always be looking toward the east, be-
cause the river comes down from the east.
Sun got quite close to him, when this little
sparrow Jumped up and made one little noise.
The sun motioned to him not to make any more
noise to warn the dog, because he would pay
him, "because I want to kill him, I'll give
you something you'll be proud of," The old
dog said to the sparrow, "What's the matter
that you made that one little noise and stop-
ped?" And the bird said, "I went to sleep
and I was dreaming when I cried out like
that ,

"

The sun hit the old dog over the head
with his spear pole and broke the dog's head.
The dog ran down the bluff and all over the
bluff, but he could not find his den in the
bluff. He went back in the den, where he
died. That was the end of people getting up-
set. That is why the sparrows are marked
all over: that is what the sun gave him in
payment

.

In the early days when a party passed
there, they could hear a dog barking, and

66 Told by Cecilo Brooks (R.C.).

67 Told ty Michel Brooks (E.G.).
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they would say they wehre going to have tad
luck; that one of the party would die. The
sun told the dog that when the people came,
they would be able to hear him bark; that
when they were going to have bad luck, he
could give them warning. (Swaham'hatltsin is

the name of the dog and the bluff near Che-
lan where the story Is located. The name

means "barking dog" In the V/enatchl dialect:
the bluff Is In V/enatchl territory. It Is

still called "Barking Cliff" by the whites.)
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ABSTRACTS OF TALES

Tlie Origin of People

God creates the world and animals. He
is to return in a year, when he will name
the animals and create humans. Coyote de-
sires to be the first named, hence leader,
but falls asleep and is named last. God puts
an object in the water, which becomes Beaver.
In the future, humans will arise from twelve
pieces of Beaver. Coyote is left in charge
of the earth. When God returns, Coyote as-
serts he has the most power. Coyote is chal-
lenged to move mountains by pointing: he suc-
ceeds once but then fails. Coyote, having
lost the opportunity to make humans, is
placed by God in a house in the sea. God is
to rejoin Coyote in the future.

Four wolf brothers prepare spears to
kill Beaver. The youngest wolf uses his
three brothers' spears, but they break. Ke
pierces it with his own spear but is dragged
down the Columbia, despite his clutching at
plants on the way. Beaver is killed. The
beaver is cut into eleven parts, instead of
twelve. The animals take these portions and
the blood, which serves as the twelfth part,
to various localities. They breathe life in-
to them so that each part becomes an Indian
tribe .' The humans are shown what is food
and told to pattern their utensils after cer-

tain pictographs .

The Namln'g of the Animals
(First Version)^

God is to name the animals: the first
to arrive is to be chief. Coyote decides to
be first, and tries to keep awake by falling
on a stake and by propping his eyes open, but
he falls asleep. Fox arrives first and is
named chief. The animals are named. When
Coyote arrives, God offers him the choice of
the names, coyote and sweathouse. God offers
him power in his dung. Coyote tests his
dung, which enables him to move a mountain
by the wave of his hand. He imagines he is
more powerful than God. He accepts the name
coyote.

Fox, as chief, commits wrongs. God
sends Coyote to right them. God, naming the
sweathouse. tells it to be viherever there
are people . Coyote and Fox travel over the
world. God places Fox on a log in the north-
ern ocean, Coyote on one in the southern
ocean. God turns the world over and the
creatures become animals . Coyote is still

in the ocean and will return to destroy the
whites.

The Naming of the Animals
(Second Version)

A chief calls all the animals into his
house to be named. Coyote wants to be first
in order to get the best name. He tries to
keep awake by first leaning against a stake,
and then by propping his eyes open, but the
chief's power makes him sleep. The chief
names each animal and directs it to its
proper home . When all are named. Coyote
wakes ana asks for the names of powerful ani-
mals. The chief gives him the only remain-
ing name, coyote, together with power .

Origin of the Sun and Moon^

In the beginning it is dark: people de-
cide to have a sun and moon. Crane is chosen
as sun, but his body is so long, that the day
is too long. Coyote is chosen in his place,
but he gossips about what he sees, and he,
too, is too long. Woodpecker is chosen, but
he causes great heat.

Frog-woman causes a rain to force Coy-
ote's sons into her tipl. Frog clings to
the face of the elder: she cannot be out
loose. They decide the elder son shall be
the moon, with Frog on his face, and the
younger the sun .

Coyote Destroys North Wind's House
(First Version)

North Wind is preparing a sweathouse.
Coyote comes prying and impudently goes into
the lodge. North Wind throws the hot stones
inside: Coyote suffocates. Fox revives him.
Coyote pretends to have been asleep. They
see no signs of the sweathouse.

Coyote calls on his power for help.
Following instructions. Coyote goes into
North Wind's house of ice where are the let-
ter's wife and son. Coyote's power causes
heat; the house, melting, tumbles down and
kills the woman and boy. Coyote decrees
that the north wind will be able to kill
only those who are insufficiently clad .

Coyote Destroys North Wind's House
(Second Version)

Coyote sees North Wind preparing a

1 Explanatory elements are underlined.
2 See Religion.
3 See Religion.
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sweathouse. He says that he too would sweat,
but North Wind refuses to answer. North Wind
rerioves his clothes and enters the lodge.
Coyote, in anger, kills him as he comes out
and dons his clothes of ice. North Wind re-
vives. The ice clothing freezes Coyote to
death. North Wind recovers his clothing.
Fox steps over Coyote, reviving him. Coyote
pretends to have been asleep. [Incomplete.]

The Contest of the Winds

There are four North Wind brothers and
four South Wind brothers. The former have a

black bird as a relative, the latter Crene
and Insect. The wife of the youngest South
Wind is pregnant. Half the world is cold,
half warm. The North Wind brothers kill peo-
ple.

The oldest North Wind challenges South
Wind to wrestle on the ice to decide whether
the whole world will be cold or warm. Oldest
North Wind wrestles with the South Winds in
turn and kills then. Youngest South Wind,
knowing he is to die, hangs up a bow and a
digging stick. One of these will fall, in-
forming Crane and Insect whether his wife
has given birth to a boy or a girl. Youngest
South Wind accepts the challenge and is kill-
ed. The whole world becomes cold. The wife
returns to her home in the south.

Black Bird uses Insect's head and
Crane's legs to clean himself after defecat-
ing. The animals are cold and starving,
ilach sings to bring back warmth and food, but
fails. Duck sings and it becomes warmer.

Crane sees the bow fall: he knows a son
is born to South Wind. North Wind is kept
in ignorance of this. The boy grows rapidly
and goes north to challenge North Wind.
Young South Wind puts obsidian blades on In-
sect's head and Crane's legs. When Black
Bird cleans himself, he is badly cut. Young
South Wind instructs Insect to prepare soup
to pour on the ice to assist him when
wrestling.

Crane calls a challenge to North Wind.
Young South Wind wrestles with the North
Winds in turn and kills them. Each time
Black Bird pours cold water under their feet
to make it slippery, but insect pours the
soup, helping Young South Wind to win. Each
time a North Wind is killed it becomes warm-
er.

Young South Wind pursues Black Bird,who
escapes over the ice. Young South Wind de-
crees that Black Bird gill always stay in
cold places . He decrees that the North
Winds will not remain dead, that he will
bring summer, they will bring winter, and
they will kill only those humans who mock
them .

Youngest Wolf Brother and Big Deer
(First Version)

Big Deer was chief of animals inside a
mountain. The four wolf brothers went to
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kill Big Deer for his horns. The youngest
brother sings to make snow fall, sending the
oldest out at intervals to report how much
has fallen. He purposely reports less than
the true depth. Finally the second youngest
reports the truth. Youngest Brother then
sings to make rain, and then to freeze a
crust on the snow, with the same false re-
ports. Youngest Brother makes snowshoes
for his brothers.

They open the mountain: all the animals
inside run out. When Big Deer comes out.
Youngest Brother pursues him. Their foot-
prints can now be seen . Deer takes refuge
with Old Man, who has two fish daughters.
Old Man hides him beneath a canoe and throws
his gloves to an island to become deer. When
Wolf arrives. Old Man denies seeing Big Deer.
Wolf sees the deer on the island and swims
toward it. Old Man and Big Deer pursue Wolf
in a canoe. Big Deer kills him. Because
they think all hands are against them, wolves
are now killers .

Old Man gives his daughters to Big Deer
as his wives. The animals are ashamed for
Deer because his wives are ugly. A woman
under the water wants to marry Deer.

Old Man and his daughters go fishing
each night. When Deer takes his place, he is
warned against going downstream. He does;
the underwater woman seizes him and throws
his wives back to their home. His fish
wives give birth to two sons. A son is born
to the underwater wife, who exactly resembles
Big Deer.

Big Deer is made chief under the water.
His followers agree to sending the third son
to Big Deer's parents in the mountain. The
boy goes, telling his two half-brothers to
join him. They dawdle, eating pine nuts.
The boy throws them into a tree, where they
become a certain kind of bird . The boy ar-
rives at his grandparents' home in the moun-
tain and becomes chief of the animals there.

Youngest Wolf Brother and Big Deer
(Second Version)

Four wolf brothers live with their fami-
ly. Whitetail, chief of all the deer-like
animals, takes their sister for his wife.
The wolf-wife makes moccasins for their son
in the form of wolf paws, while Whitetail
wants them made like deer hoofs. When she
complains to the wolves, they decide to kill
all the deer.

The wolf-father has the oldest son sing
to bring snow. The son sends the father out
to report: each time he returns with a mis-
leading report that it is not deep enough.
The son then sings to cause a thaw and then
to freeze. Whitetail takes all the deer
through the air and distributes them over
the country . Whitetail fleeing comes to the

Columbia and calls on a fish to carry him
over. The fish refuses to heed when ad-
dressed as a blood relative. He accedes
when addressed as father-in-law because he
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wants Whitetail to marry his daughter. The
fish throws his coat into the river to look
like a swimming dear.

When the oldest wolf brother arrives, he
demands that the fish take him across. The
fish decrees that humans shall not ask for
ferryage to take revenge . When the wolf is
swimming after the mock-deer, Whitetail
shoots him. They take his body ashore. The
second wolf brother arrives and is similarly
dispatched. The youngest wolf brother ar-
rives and after several false starts, gives
up the attempt and goes home. Whitetail
magically causes his wolf-wife to become
blind.

Whitetail has three children (birds) by
the fish's daughter. He sends them to join
his son by the wolf-wife. On the way the
two youngest birds decide to stay in the
trees . The oldest, Woodpecker, reaches the
wolf-son, who decides Woodpecker can live on
grubs in the trees . The wolf-son becomes a
bird, never seen, which causes animals to be -

come dormant with the cold . Whitetail
throws his fish-wife in the bush, where she
becomes robins, always crying . He puts the
fish in the river .

The wolf-father falls to cure his daugh-
ter's blindness. He appeals to the birds,
who refer him to their chief. The chief bird
tells him to enumerate all the rivers and to
break the beaver dams on Yakima River to re-
lease the impounded water. Coyote warns
Wolf to spear only the third, the oldest bea-
ver; a man-eater. Wolf allows the first two
to pass and spears the third beaver. He can-
not release himself from the spear shaft.
Beaver drags him toward the Columbia. Each
bush tells Wolf to hold to it, but the bushes
break. Wild hops repeat this advice: their
root system is long and tangled . He holds to
them and is saved. The wolf-father and Coy-
ote kill the beaver. They use the beaver's
entrails to cure blindness in the wolf-wife.

Killing the Water Elk

Elk lived in a lake. The
want to kill him, to use his
spear. When Elk comes out and
youngest wolf brother cuts off
three other brothers run up a
head, but are pursued by the r
of the lake. The youngest bro
surround themselves with grass
water cannot pass, so they are

wolf brothers
horn for a
sleeps, the
his head. The
hill with the
ising waters
ther has them
which the
saved.

Fisher and Marten
Cut off the Sea-Monster's Head

Fisher's wife goes swimming and seats
herself on the sea-monster's horns, mistaking
them for roots. The sea-monster steals her
for a wife. Fisher and Marten, his brother,
track her to the river edge, where Fisher's
little son is crying. To soothe him, Marten
makes a fawn in a Cottonwood grove by using
his power: Fisher provides bow and arrows.
The child plays at shooting the fawn.

Fisher and Marten see two girl birds

(sisters of the sea-monster) approaching in
a canoe, which they make move by wriggling.
Fisher orders them ashore, but they refuse.
Fisher and Marten have their power in canes.
Fisher makes his cane long: it jumps into
the canoe and brings them to shore. Fisher
questions the girls, who are seeking food
for the sea-monster's wife. He learns where
they sit at home and how they carry out the
wife on a mat to defecate.

Fisher kills the girls. He and Marten
don the girl's skins. Marten tears the skin
at the eye, so his eye waters. They set off
in the canoe, propelled by their wriggling.
Their canes take them ashore.

When in the house, the sea-monster sus-
pects. In the evening they carry out the
wife on a mat and reveal themselves to her.
When the sea-monster sleeps, Fisher and Mar-
ten take off their disguise. Fisher cuts off
the monster's head. The three flee in the
canoe, taking the head. They cannot get
away because of the monster writhing. Mon-
ster's people pursue them: they throw the
head overboard.

Coyote volunteers to dive for the head
but fails. Turtle dives and locates the
head, but complains his shoulders are open
to the cold. A shaman closes Turtle's shoul-
ders . Turtle brings up the head, which the
people place on the monster's shoulders. He
revives.

The sea-monster causes a flood to pur-
sue the three up the highest mountain. To
save them, Fisher sets up his cane, which
they climb. When the flood reaches Fisher,
Marten sets his cane on top: it reaches into
the sky: he boasts of his superior power.
They climb this, but do not wish to go to
the sky. When the water recedes, Fisher and
Marten decide to stay in the mountains,where
they will always live . (Evidence of the
flood is seen in a cottonwood log high on
Moses Mountain ,

)

Skunk Takes Revenge

Skunk and Fisher are bachelors: Fisher
is a good hunter. Rabbit sends two grand-
daughters, chipmunks, to marry Fisher. They
hide under Fisher's pillow. When Skunk ar-
rives, the younger chipmunk laughs, so that
Skunk discovers them. He hides them under
his own pillow. At Skunk's request, he and
Fisher put food under their pillows. Skunk's
food disappears, so Fisher discovers that
Skunk has taken the chipmunk girls,

Fisher goes hunting while Skunk stays
with his wives. When Skunk goes out, Fisher
returns and takes the girls. They burn the
tipi and go off in the smoke, so that Skunk
cannot discover their tracks. Skunk returns,
but cannot find their tracks. Building a

fire, he sees the tracks in the smoke. He
follows them.

Looking into the water. Skunk sees a re-
flection of them perched in a cleft of a

cliff. He squirts his fluid at the reflec-
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tions to kill them. When they laugh, he dis-
covers them in the cleft. He squirts his
fluid up but fails. Going to the top of the
cliff, he squirts it down, killing Fisher.
Slrunk goes off with the chipmunk girls. At
night they canp in a cleft in the rocks. The
girls cause the cleft to close on him, while
they go away.

Skunk frees himself by putting his body
outside piecemeal. Raven steals his anus.
Skunk re?.ssembles his body and stuffs grass
in his open buttocks. He goes on to a group
of people who are playing at rolling his
anus. He sits where it falls, so that it
rolls into his buttocks.

In revenge, Skunk has them assemble in
a tipi to hear his story. On the pretext
that he does not want his story to escape, he
has them close every crack. He tells the
story of his adventure, and then, squirting
his fluid, kills them. Only those who could
not crowd into the tipl are saved.

Raven and His Brother's Widow

Raven desires his brother's widow. He
announces a dance and sends the people for
wood for the fire. Devil fish goes upriver,
where he discovers Raven's sister-in-law and
her grandson in embrace. He returns where
the people are gathered. They whisper the
scandal among themselves: Mouse overhears
it. At the dance. Mouse cries out the scan-
dal. Raven goes to take revenge on the
grandson. The grandson shoots Raven and the
others, decreeing that thereafter the latter
will be a raven . He shoots Sucker and Chub;
his arrows are their bones . He decrees they
will be in the lakes; he will be a rock bird .

A Brother and Sister Commit Incest

A brother and sister have sexual re-
lations while their parents are away. When
the sister is pregnant, the brother sends
her into the mountains to live alone. He
finds she has borne a daughter there. Later
he discovers the daughter knows that he is
her father, so he kills her. The sister's
digging stick breaks so she knows something
has happened. When she finds her daughter
dead, she smears herself with the blood and
goes to the village. She kills all the in-
habitants by making them look at her. Her
brother will not look until she has cleaned
herself.

They dig a pit to bury the bodies. She
induces her brother to enter it to straight-
en the corpses and attempts to bury him with
the bodies. He induces her to take her turn
and buries her alive. He returns to the
village and eats all the pretty things, where-
on he becomes small, ugly, and bloated. He
wanders along the frozen river but no one
will have him because he is ugly.

Two Louse girls take him home to their
grandmother. He vomits the pretty things,
and in the process again becomes full size
and handsome. He warns his wives, the Louse

girls, against going to the burial pit. He
does not know that his sister has escaped.
The older Louse girl wanders where the sis-
ter is living and is killed by her. Then
the brother kills his sister.

The Origin of Death

A chief has a son and two daughters, the
older of whom is in a menstrual lodge. The
son goes out at night, sleeping by day. The
mother discovers that the son has inter-
course with his sister in the lodge. The
daughter puts paint on her unknown lover to
identify him. In shame, the chief kills his
son and places him in a canoe at the foot of
a bluff. The younger daughter is warned
against telling her sister whet has become
of their brother, but she disobeys. The old-
er sister escapes the surveillance of the
younger and flees toward the cliff. Fox
catches her, but she frees herself and jumps
down into the canoe, where she dies.

The chief wishes his children alive
again. At a meeting, he insists that the
dead shall always revive, but the people de-
clare against it. Soon Raven's daughters
die. Raven asks the chief to reverse the
veroict, but the chief declares the dead must
remain dead .

The chief sets his wife down at the
waterside to become a sweatlodge. People are
to come to it to sweat when ailing . He tries
making places in which to stay; at last he
is satisfied. He is called qELEnsoltEn .

Coyote Liberates Salmon
(First Version)

Two sisters have a weir near the Dalles
which prevents salmon ascending the Columbia.
Coyote transforms himself into a bowl and
floats into the weir. The sisters take the
bowl In which to keep salmon. Coyote eats
the salmon, so they decide to burn it. Coy-
ote reveals himself as a little boy, who they
adopt. He eats voraciously until he is
strong. He tears down the weir and liber-
ates the salmon.

Coyote takes the salmon upstream. When
he wants to eat them, he falls asleep. Wolf
and Fox eat them, smearing fish on Coyote's
face. He repeats this: Wolf and Fox stretch
his body into coyote-shape . He finds these
two roasting duck eggs. He steals and eats
the eggs, smears the remains on Wolf and Fox,
and stretches them into their animal forms .

As he passes up the Columbia with the
salmon, he calls together the creatures on
each river in turn. He offers them a per-
petual annual supply of salmon in return for
their prettiest daughters. Salmon runs ere
established on those rivers where they ac-
cede. Where they refuse he builds dams to
prevent the salmon ascending, thus establish-
ing the present distribution of salmon . He
shows how to build traps, use the spear and
gaff hook, to teach humans their use . He
makes certain pictographs, a sliding rock,
and pothole .
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Coyote Liberates Salmon
(Second Version)

[The first part is identical with the
whole first version, except for the omission
of the instructions for fishing, the picto-
graphs, sliding rock and pothole.]

A daughter
grows up, he des
tends to die aft
store food at hi
a Kutenei will c

When the food is
[faeces?], which
ing for him. He
acts as interpre
to wife.

is born to Coyote. When she
ires her for a wife. He pre-
er instructing his wife to
s grave and telling her that
one to marry the daughter,
gone, he calls on his power
becomes a canoe and cloth-
arrives as a Kutenal: touse

ter. He is given the girl

His daugher sees Coyote's hair on her-
self. Prairie Chickens know the truth and
call out his name. The Kutenai (i.e. Coyote)
protests, but they tell that Coyote has mar-
ried his own daughter. Coyote runs off: the
daughter throws herself in the falls. She
[evidently as a star] is in the south: Coyote
tells her to turn to the nortS^

Theft of Fire (First Version)

The animals debate on how long night
and day shell be. The bears and other big
animals insist on a night of six months, in
winter: Frog and others demand short nights
so they will not starve. Frog begins repeat-
ing "Tomorrow;" Black Bear, "One year." When
winter comes, the bears hibernate; Frog stays
in the water, croaking "Tomorrow."

The animals decide to procure fire for
the humans of the future. Coyote tells them
it can only be gotten in the sky,where there
are people. He tells them to make an arrow-
chain. The animals try but fail to hit the
sky.

Coyote meets a little bird who has a

very strong bow. He scouts the bird's abili-
ty to bend it and induces the bird to shoot
at him to prove it. The bird shoots and Coy-
ote falls dead. Fox revives Coyote who main-
tains he has only been sleeping.

The bird shoots at the sky and forms an
arrow-chain. The animals climb it. Grizzly
Bear is left to guard the chain, but he de-
stroys it trying to climb up. That is why
he is now angry at all animals . The animals
make holes into the sky-land.

Frog and Watersnake are sent to spy on

the sky-people. Watersnake accidentally
tastes Frog's foot, eats him, and returns.
Dog and Faeces are sent. Dog eats Faeces
and returns. Beaver, Eagle and Woodpecker
are dispatched to steal fire from the sky-
people.

Beaver lies as dead in their salmon
trap. They skin him. When the skin still
adheres only at the mouth,Woodpecker alights
nearby to create a diversion. The sky-peo-
ple try to shoot him. Eagle flys over and

they try shooting him. When others fail,
those skinning Beaver leave off to try.
Beaver steals fire, hiding it under his fin-
ger nail. He escapes into the river. The
three return to the animals with the fire.

The arrow-chain having been destroyed,
the animals must jump down to earth. The
birds fly down: the animals and fish jump
but are killed. Sucker jumps v.-ith squaw
fish in his quiver. Coyote transforms him-
self into a rock and falls. It goes too
fast, so he tries being a tree. Again too
fast, he becomes a down-feather, but this
floats upvmrd. He turns into a leaf and
drops to earth without harm. Coyote resusci-
tates the animals. Sucker lost his mouth:
Coyote repairs it with bear grease. So nor
Suckers have no mouths fand the mouths are
greasy ]^ The squaw fish had pieces of ar-
rows stuck into them so that now these fish
are boney . Black Bear is only half revived.
Certain berries sing a song which revives
him. So humans now sing this to revive the
bears they kill .

Beaver puts the fire from under his fin-
ger nail into trees he gnaws. Hence beavers
now gnaw wood for food and humans make fire
with wood .

Theft of Fire (Second Version)

Coyote wins all of Chickadee's arrows
at a shooting match. He offers to return
them if Chickadee can hit him at a great dis-
tance. He goes off, forgetting his agree-
ment. He mistakes the whistling of Chicka-
dee's arrow for the wind, and is killed. Fox
revives Coyote by stepping over him: Coyote
pretends to have been asleep.

They join people who want to get fire
from the sky. Everyone has failed to make
an arrow-chain. They scout Chickadee's
ability. He shoots his own arrows into the
sky, then everyone else's, forming an arrow-
chain.

Only Dog and Dung, Beaver and Wood-
pecker go to the sky. Dog and Dung are sent
to spy. Dog, lieing behind Dung, laps it up,
and returning, can only report, "Licked him."

Beaver pretends to be dead and floats
into the fish trap. The sky-people skin him,
except for the corner of his mouth, which he
holds in his teeth. Woodpecker, to create a

diversion, flies about. When the sky-people
rush to shoot Woodpecker, Beaver siezes fire,
and the two escape to earth. Chickadee pulls
down the arrow-chain to get his own arrows.

Grizzly, as chief, decides that
should be distributed over the earth .

fly and Hummingbird are dispatched to

tribute it.

fire
Horse-
dis-

Two Brothers Who Changed into Wolves
(First Version)

The Shuswap descend the Kettle River on

a raid. They massacre the Colville, captur-
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ing two sisters, while the two brothers of
these women are away hunting. The brothers
are preparing a sweatlodge. One of them is
warned of the massacre by his power. He
throws water on the fire: the steam which
rises is thought to be fog by the Shuswap.
The Shuswap go north with the women. They
see the brothers in pursuit. The latter turn
back, changing themselves into wolves. One
of the sisters escapes. The Shuswap, with
the other, camp in a swamp. The powerful
brother turns his grizzly-head cap so that
he can smell their tracks by his grizzly
power. They free their sister, seize the
enemy's weapons, and slay them with their
own spears. Three Shuswap are spared to
carry the tale home. The powerful brother
plunges into the river where he is caught on
a submerged root and nearly drowned. He is
released by his frog power.

Two Brothers Who Changed into Wolves
(Second Version)

The Shuswap come raiding, slaying every-
one, and capturing the sister of two
brothers who are away hunting. The brothers
prepare a sweatlodge. The enemy mistake its
steam for a cloud. His power tells one of
the brothers of the disaster. The enemy see
them in pursuit: the two turn into wolves to
deceive them. The enemy camp in a sweimp.
The powerful brother transforms himself into
a grizzly to find their tracks. They free
their sister and slay all the enemy except
two, who are sent home. The powerful
brother dives into the river but is caught
on a root. He calls on his frog spirit, who
comes and frees him. The bones of the
slaughtered Shuswap can still be seen .

The Theft of Salmon's Wife
(First Version)

The youngest of four wolf brothers
steals Salmon's wife. Mourning Dove, and
takes her to his home at a spring. A year
later Salmon goes there and hides in the mud
in the spring. He ambushes and kills three
of the wolves. He takes his wife back to
the Columbia, pursued by the youngest wolf.
He cannot be shot because his skin is slip-
pery. Rattlesnake sees Salmon in the air
fighting. He throws his teeth at Salmon, hit-
ting him in the back of his head and killing
him.

Two river birds pour water on Salmon un-
til he revives. They make a raft for him.
Salmon and his wife go downstream on it,
Salmon tires of his wife weeping and throws
her ashore. He decrees that when salmon run
upriver Mourning Dove will sing for her hus-
band .

Next summer he comes upstream again. He
finds some fishes who are disparaging him
for not coming to feed people. Salmon makes
them spit in water to show much fat they
have: he spits more fat, showing he is great-
er. He throws them into the river .decreeing
that they shall live in the eddies where peo-
ple can spear them for food at any time .

He reaches Rattlesnake's house. Rattle-
snake is dancing and singing in triumph over
Salmon. When Salmon enters, Rattlesnake wets
his eyes and pretends to have been weeping
over Salmon's death. Salmon closes the
house and sets it afire. He decrees rattle-
snakes will live among the rocks and be only
able to bite people when stepped on .

Further upstream he hears others talk-
ing of him. Truculently, he asserts he la
the better food for people. He throws them
on a tree, declaring them moss which will be
eaten after salmon. He similarly throws
>rlckly pears, wild cherries, and service
jerries where they should grow, and deelarea
them food to be eaten after salmon ^

'~~

The Theft of Salmon's Wife
(Second Version)

When Salmon's wife becomes pregnant, he
sends her to her relatives. After the child
is born, the three wolverine brothers steal
her. Salmon ambushes and kills the first
two wolverines. He cleaves the third in
twain: half escapes to the mountains. Salmon
takes his wife and son down the Columbia. Al-
though he defeats other animals. Rattlesnake
kills him. He lies drying by the river . Two
birds revive him by pouring soup over him.
Meanwhile the three wolf brothers steal his
wife. He goes to the ocean to stay a year
and returns to kill the wolf brothers.

Salmon Ends Rattlesnake's
Destructiveness

Fox makes certain animals fierce .

Rattlesnake among them, until Coyote stops
him. Rattlesnake kills Salmon, whom Coyote
revives. Salmon paddles to Rattlesnake's
den, where he hears his song of triumph.
Rattlesnake pretends to have been crying in
sympathy for Salmon, Saljnon burns the den.
One of Rattlesnake's eyes bursts and becomes
an owl , Salmon decrees it will be harmless,
but used to scare children . The other eye
bursts and becomes a rattlesnake (?), Salmon
decrees that Rattlesnake will kill people
only occasionally .

Rattlesnake and Mlcaul

Rattlesnake and Mlcaul (a root?) are
both handsome. Mlcaul wants Rattlesnake for
her husband, but he refuses because she
stinks. She decrees rattlesnakes will al-
ways be among the hot rocks, while mlcaul
will always be in cool, green places .

The Mountains Fight for a Wife

The mountains are men. The handsome
daughter of a Kalispel chief goes to marry
Mount Chopaka, taking camas with her. The
other mountains in jealousy fight Tclpaka,
their blows making the gullies on that moun-
tain . Tclpaka wins and stepping over the
others, becomes the tallest mountain . The
woman, disgusted, goes home, throwing the
camas to Kalispel (so there is none in
Okanagon country now ) . She becomes a stone
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which is still there and at which InCians
leave offerings .

The Rock Who Wanted to Marry
Koses Mountain

The wife of Moses Mountain dies and
leaves him holding the baby (a pinnscle?) In
his arms . A rock goes to marry him, carrying
various plants. He refuses her and she
turns back. At various places she eats the
plants, throwing away the remains, so that
the plants now grow In these localities .

Coyote Kills the Cannibal Woman

A cannibal woman has a dog who kills
visitors: she eats them. Coyote visits and
is beaten by her dog. She throws his body
away. Fox revives Coyote by jumping over
him: Coyote pretends he has only been sleep-
ing. Coyote calls on his three powers to
help: they bestow strength, invisibility, and
certainty to kill. The invisible Coyote
kills the dog and says he will be forever
docile . He fights and kills the cannibal
woman and decrees she will be a woman, no
longer fierce. Hence there are women and
dogs .

Owl Cannibal Woman

A couple have two children, a boy and a
girl. The father deserts the family. The
mother orders the boy to fetch water: he is
lazy and disobeys. The mother decides to
abandon them. She covers herself with crow
feathers and flies off, although the boy
hurries to fetch the water.

Cannibal Woman keeps children in her
house, to whom she feeds humans. When she
hears the deserted boy and girl crying, she
comes to steal them. The girl tries to hide
her brother and herself, first by an unsuc-
cessful transformation into sticks, then by
transforming into worms under the fire
stones. Cannibal Woman carries off the
stones and worms in her basket. They are re-
transformed into children.

The little girl tells her that her chil-
dren are on fire. As Cannibal Woman hurries,
the pair make the basket heavy. Cannibal
Woman suspends the basket in a tree and hur-
ries home. The children cut the basket rope
with a flint concealed in the boy's mouth
and escape.

They run from Cannibal Woman, who finds
she has been hoazed. She repairs her basket
and pursues them. They call across a river
to a man to rescue them in his canoe. When
the Cannibal Woman arrives, the man per-
suades her to wade after them. The water in-
sects drown her. One of her eyes flies out
and becomes an owl. It will no longer kill
people: i)arent3 will frighten their children
with it. Her teeth become ducks, which peo-
ple will cook and eat .

Chipmunk and the Cannibal Woman

Cottontail Rabbit makes soup for her

granddaughter, Chipmunk. The latter wants
something to eat with it, so climbs trees,
uttering a cry which makes the berries ripe.
Cannibal Woman (Spatla) comes to entice her
down, by saying that various relatives want
her. Each time Chipmunk says they are long
dead and refuses to come down. When Cannibal
Woman says Chipmunk's grandmother wants her,
Chipmunk agrees provided Cannibal Woman
covers her head with a basket. When Chipmunk
descends. Cannibal Woman grasps at her, but
she escapes.

Rabbit hides her in a shell, but Chip-
munk's heart beats too loudly. Robin ad-
vises hiding her among the cast-away bones.
When Cannibal Woman arrives, Robin tells
where Chipmunk is hidden. Cannibal Woman
eats her.

Cannibal Woman asks how Rabbit became
so white. Rabbit pretends she used hot
pitch and sends Cannibal Woman to gather it.
Meanwhile she revives Chipmunk by stepping
over her and sends her for forked poles. Rab-
bit prepares a pit to melt the pitch. She
shows Cannibal Woman how a drop of hot pitch
leaves a white spot and Induces her to lie
In the flaming pit. She and Chipmunk hold
Cannibal Woman down until she is dead. They
then cover the pit with dirt.

The three sisters of Cannibal Woman ar-
rive and think the pit contains food. The
two oldest eat their sister's flesh; the
youngest recognizes it and abstains. When
these two go to the lake to drink, their
teeth become ducks , although the two became
owls.

Coyote and the Cannibal Sisters

When the cannibal sisters are coming,
Coyote asks his four powers for aid. They be-
come a house, pitch on its walls, people, and
a song. The sisters arrive. Coyote invites
them inside, deceitfully saying that the
pitch which will spatter on them is only
the spittle of their admirers. The youngest
sister does not enter. [Incomplete.]

A Boy Kills Cannibals

A chief's son shoots a raven. Seeing
its blood on the snow, the boy wishes he had
a wife with red cheeks. He goes travelling
until he finds a man being killed by dogs.
The people stop this at his request. He
buries the body. He reaches the ocean where
a little boy stands. The latter wants to ac-
company him. After protesting, he accepts
him as a younger brother. He is carried
across the ocean on the back of the younger
brother while keeping his eyes closed. The
younger brother then reveals he is the man
who fought dogs and offers help.

The younger brother warns him not to ac-
cept the human flesh offered by the canni-
bals. At the first cannibal's house, the boy
Is challenged to throw a huge rock with
which the cannibal plays. In his stead the
younger brother throws it. They take a

shirt from this cannibal. A second cannibal
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challenges the boy to replace a mountain he
moves. In the boy's stead, the little broth-
er makes the mountain into a plain. They
take a knife from this cannibal.

The little brother puts on the shirt
and takes the knife. In a few steps he is
back at the boy's house. Returning to the
boy, he reports the boy's relatives well.

They reach
cannibal's wife
takes the knife
the house, the
bal's head, but
flies back into
older puts the
neck, whereon t

the earth.

a third cannibal house; the
has red cheeks. The younger

, the older the shirt. Inside
younger cuts off the canni-
each time he does so, it
place. Cut off again, the
shirt over the cannibal's
he head and body sink into

They whip the woman with rose bushes,
until she is purged of the child inside, a
frog. The boy then has her for a wife. The
younger brother then rises in the air, to re-
turn a year later.

The couple have a girl born to them. A
year later the little brother appears again
and demands half the child as payment for
his help. In anger the boy chops the little
brother in twain: half remains standing, half
sinks into the ground. The little brother
then says the child is safe; all three will
go to heaven when they die.

The Son of the Giant

A giant carries off a wife. Each night
when he goes out, he fastens the door. A
son is born, who asks his mother where she
comes from. He asks his father for his big
coat: the father brings him a grizzly bear
coat.

The boy tries to open the door at night
so that he and his mother can escape. When
he grows strong enough, they steal out. They
carry off the giant's best things, which the
boy makes small by rubbing. He overthrows
the giant's power-pole. When the giant re-
turns, he sees the uselessness of pursuit.
On the way the boy turns into a grizzly when
he puts on his coat.

When the son disappears in the morning,
the mother wakes in a richly furnished house.

Coyote Tricks Cougar Into Providing Food

Coyote and Fox are hungry. Fox asks
Coyote to provide food. Coyote seeks help
of his dung, which changes him into a hand-
some girl. Fox leaves in disgust.

Coyote goes to the village of cougars.
The chief. Cougar, has no wife. Cougar's
sisters take the disguised Coyote to the
woman's work-house, where he eicells at bas-
ketry. Cougar agrees to take her as his
wife. When Cougar desires intercourse, Coy-
ote insists on his waiting until meat has
been carried to his fictitious parents for
four days. Each day Coyote and Cougeir's
sisters carry meat to Coyote's home, which he

forbids them to enter. His power answers as
though his parents, misleading the sisters.
The prairie chickens are aware of Coyote's
deception. When the men are sweating, they
tell Cougar he has Coyote for a wife. Coyote
runs off .howling in derision. He has the
meat to himself.

Coyote Attempts to Capture the Deer

Coyote's son sickens and dies. Coyote
becomes ill. He asks his dung (his power)
why this happens: it is due to the son's
power. His faeces provide him with e song,
a dance-pole, an audience, and power to know
what is going on outside.

When Coyote sings, the largest deer
asks his children, who has given Coyote the
song? Not one admits having done so. The big
deer sends Blue jay to kill Coyote. Coyote
knows 'he is approaching: when Blue jay
perches on the tipi. Coyote points his power-
stick at him so that he falls dead. Blue jay
revives and reports to the big deer. The
latter again asks his question. The smallest
deer admits having told Coyote.

The deer go to sing with Coyote. The
dung tells Coyote to stop only when the
largest deer has entered the tipi. The deer
enter, smallest first. When a big deer
enters. Coyote thinks it is the largest, and
stops singing. All the deer escape, except
the smallest.

Coyote is Tricked Eating Duck Eggs

Coyote is roasting duck eggs. Fox and
Wolf cause him to fall asleep and eat the
eggs. They stretch his ears and nose, paint
him yellow , and smear the yolks on him. When
Coyote wakes he is hungry and thinks he must
have eaten. He is frightened by the reflec-
tion of his new face.

He pursues Fox, who pretends to be hold-
ing back a rook. Coyote, forgetting the
quarrel, goes to his help, and is left hold-
ing the rock.

Bungling Host

Coyote, hungry, visits Kingfisher. King-
fisher sends his son for four sticks, which
he warms and twists together. Then King-
fisher flies up through the smoke-hole with
the sticks and perches on the roof. He flies
through a hole in the river ice and returns
with the sticks covered with fish. Coyote is
served half and given the remainder to carry
home. Coyote invites Kingfisher to come
next day to take back the dish.

Kingfisher visits Coyote. All the Coy-
ote family have their forelocks tied up in
imitation of Kingfisher's crest. Coyote
sends his son for four sticks. He warms and
twists them. Then he struggles up through
the smoke-hole to the roof. When he at-
tempts to fly, he falls to the ground and
dies. Kingfisher takes the sticks and re-
peats his first feat. Coyote revives.
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Coyote and Poroupine Dance''

Coyote's son, Muskrat, gives a power-
dance. Poroupine warns Coyote to respect
his son's power. Coyote, scornful, joins the
dancing maggots and calls on them to feed on
him. They eat away his flesh. Porcupine
following in the dance, shakes them off him-
self. He resuscitates Coyote, who pretends
that he has been asleep.

Coyote and the Water Monster

Coyote's son marries Water Monster's
daughter. When the young couple want to re-
turn to the wife's parents. Fox attempts to
dissuade Coyote from accompanying them. Coy-
ote is frightened when their canoe goes over
the falls. They pass a rattlesnake door in-
to Water Monster's house in a rock. Coyote
is repeatedly warned against making a noise.
Foi puts Coyote, his son, and grandson in
his pipe for safety. Water Monster tells
his daughter to feed them, by putting refuse
in the fire to burn. Coyote keeps repeating
that he is enjoying this, so they burn more,
but they fail to suffocate the visitors. [In-
complete.]

Coyote and the House of Women

Coyote asks his power what to do. The
power warns him against various groups, gam-
blers, drunkards, and soliciting women. He
reaches a house in which is a chief on each
side. His power warns him against the chief
on the left side. The chief on the right re-
veals a room full of women, of whom Coyote
may have his choice. Coyote, in a quandary
because they are all alike, selects one at
random.

He is warned against having intercourse
with her until reaching home. On the way he
refrains until the fourth night. In the
morning the woman has disappeared (to return
to the house of women) and Coyote fails to
find her.

Coyote Seeks a Wife Among the Dead

Coyote, wandering, reaches a river,
across which are many people (the dead). He
shouts to them to fetch him across, but they
pay no heed. Tiring, he yawns, which to the
dead is a shout. They fetch him to their
side. The chief of the dead gives him a
woman, but warns against intercourse with
her until reaching home. Coyote refrains un-
til the last night of the journey. When he
tries to have his will, the woman disappears,
Coyote returns to the land of the dead. The
chief refuses him another woman, saying that
had it not been for his disobedience, humans
would have been able to bring back their
dead .

Buffalo and Coyote Capture a Girl

Buffalo and his people, on the warpath,

are seen by Coyote, who fears for his life.
He evokes four women helpers by his power;
one becomes many warriors, a second becomes
a drum, the third bow and arrows, and the
last becomes a pipe and tobacco.

Buffalo announces that he is going to
fight; to get a girl by bringing her over
the mountain. Coyote says that is exactly
what he intended to do, so they combine
forces. Coyote is appointed leader.

They come to a lake; on the far side
lives the girl (Sun) with her people. The
two paddle across axid seize her. Her peo-
ple pursue them up the mountain. Twice, when
Buffalo tires. Coyote creates a fog, in which
the enemy kill each other. They escape over
the mountain without loss of a warrior.

Buffalo and Coyote each insist that the
other, as leader, take the girl. Coyote
takes her as a wife. They part and Coyote's
warriors disappear. The girl, discovering
her husband is Coyote, makes a fire and goes
home in the smoke. Coyote fails to find her.

Crane and Louse

Crane lives alone with his grandmother.
He is a good hunter, so people send their
daughters to marry him. He has intercourse
with a girl, but is not satisfied with her,
so his grandmother sends her home with a
present of meat. This is repeated. [The
story is incomplete: Crane finally marries
Louse

.

]

Coyote's Long Penis

Some girls entreat Coyote to give them
what is in his pack. It contains his penis.
He floats it down river, where it enters one
of the swimming girls. She cannot free her-
self. The children fail to cut if off with
a stone. Coyote keeps copulating with her.
He bids them fetch rip-grass with which they
cut it free. But the end remains in her, mak-
ing her sick. Coyote freed, goes upriver.

While Coyote sleeps. Fox and the ani-
mals cut up the penis and distribute it
among them all. Coyote, having no penis,
goes to get the portion left in the girl.
The shamans have failed to cure her. Coyote
arrives, pretending to be a Kutenai and to
have dreamed a cure. Mouse acts as in-
terpreter. They prepare a sweathouse for
the cure. Coyote, pretending to cure, em-
braces her and his penis is restored. He
rushes out, striking Mouse's nose. He runs
off, jibing at the people for letting a sha-
man sexually initiate their daughter.

Turtle and Eagle Race

Eagle wins races with all the animals,
who thus become his slaves. Turtle and Musk-
rat alone do not race with him. Turtle
dreams he is to race Eagle and win, setting

4 See Religion.
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the animals free. The two go to Eagle's
camp, where Turtle challenges Eagle. Eagle
agrees, boastfully letting Turtle set the
conditions of the race. Turtle has Eagle
carry him high in the air and drop him. The
dropped Turtle reaches the ground before
Eagle, thus setting the animals free.

Crawfish and Fox Race

Crawfish challenges Fox to a race. Fox,
who outruns all other animals, scouts Craw-
fish's ability. He tells Crawfish to go
first: the latter refuses. They start to-
gether; then Crawfish holds to Fox's tail.
Crawfish continually prompts Fox to run
faster. As they cross the goal. Fox turns
around to look back, so that Crawfish
finishes the race first. Crawfish decrees
Fox will be only a fox and no longer a racer .

Frog and Turtle Race

Frog has a long tail. Frog always wins
his races with others because he can Jump.
Turtle dreams he can win. He wagers his
life against Frog's tail. Turtle stations
his three brothers along the race course.
V/hen the first Turtle is outdistanced, he
hides, calling to his brother ahead to con-
tinue the race. This is repeated by each
brother in turn; Frog unwittingly racing
with all four. Thus Turtle wins and bites
off Frog's tail. Now Frog has no tail .

The Man Abandoned on a Ledge

The older of two brothers has a wife.
They go for eaglets, the older brother being
let down a cliff by a rope to get them. The
younger brother, who coverts his wife, cuts
the rope, leaving him on the cliff. The
younger brother takes the wife and goes to a

place named "House burned down."

The older brother captures four eagles
and ties them to each wrist and ankle. They
carry him down from the ledge in safety. He
frees the eagles, taking only a feather from
each.

He follows his younger brother and his
wife to "House burned down." He kills them,
heaps their belongings on their bodies, and
sets fire to the whole. Hence the name of
the place .

The Mountain Goat Girls

A very successful hunter kills deer for
his fellows. He follows the tracks of two
mountain goats. He sees two girls swimming:
when they come from the water, they put on
mountain goat hides and become goats. He is
Impelled to follow them. He cannot climb a
mountain of ice until he obeys their injunc-
tion to keep his eyes closed. He disobeys
and slips back. Again with eyes closed he
succeeds. He reaches the house of the goats

i

when they remove the hides they are again
people.

He tries to copulate with the girls, but
they tell him there is only one season for

this. They go hunting: he is enjoined not
to throw away the deer [sic] bones. He sur-
mises that the boys he goes hunting with
turn into the deer he kills. To teat this ha
outs out a deer's tongue. When the deer
bones are thrown in the lake, the deer come
to life ; but one boy lacks a tongue. The
deer allow themselves to be killed by those
who feed them(i.e. place food with the car-
cases) and do not mock them.

At the proper season, the deer-people
put on their hides and are deer again. The
man is given a hide so heavy that he cannot
catch the does. In pity he is given a light-
er hide. Because he is then the biggest
buck, he possesses all the does.

His people, knowing he is alive, make
him remember them. He decides to return. On
his return, he is frightened by the camp
odors, like a deer. The people surround and
catch him. They tame him.

The Man Who Had His Will of a Deer

A lazy man is sent by his brothers to
Inspect their deer trap. In it is a doe,
with whom he has intercourse. Later when
hunting he finds the doe in human guise with
the fawns, his children. She tells him
that his brother can hunt by lying in wait
while he, in deer-guise, leads the deer to
him. When the brother thinks the lazy man
has gone away, he decides to shoot the lead-
ing deer. He does so, thus killing his
brother.

The Boy Fostered by Bears

A lazy, boy grows fat by licking the
pots. In disgust, his parents decide to

abandon him. When they break camp, the boy
puts his bow into the canoe. His father puts
it ashore, orders him to get it, and slips
away. The boy determines to let the griz-
zlies kill him. He lies in the path of a

she-bear and two cubs. The she-bear repeat-
edly ignores him until implored by the cubs
to take him as their brother. She rips him
open and washes out the pots he licked up.

In him is a power, a white weasel, which she

replaces. He lives with the bears.

The she-bear returns him to his home,
telling him that he can kill male grizzlies,
but never herself nor her cubs. He faints
at the odor of humans; the people restore
him with the smoke of a root. His parents
are ashamed, so he lives with an aunt and

her son. He instructs his cousin how to re-

store him (the boy) if he is struck during
the procession dance. The boy dances this

at all the tlpis, leading all the people.
When he reaches his parents' tipi.his father
shoots him. When he reaches it a second

time, he refuses to let his parents accom-
pany him.

He is a good hunter, but always re-

frains from killing she-bears and cubs. When
he marries, his wife's relatives taunt him
with falling to kill such bears. In chagrin,

he agrees to kill them, although he knows he
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will lose his life. He kills the bear cubs.
When he shoots the she-bear, she tears him
to pieces. The she-bears, realizing that
he was not at fault, restores him to life
and tells him that he may kill them.

The Boy Who Killed the Grizzly Bears

A boy is told by his grandmother that
his sister and her husband, Wolf, have been
captured by the grizzlies. Planning revenge,
he asks where bows are to be obtained. His
grandmother warns him of the danger of open-
ing and closing trees guarding the place. He
goes there and destroys the trees with his
power, and scatters the bow wood over the
world . He asks about arrows and is warned
that they are guarded by a bear and his
sentinel, a crane. He goes there, makes it
rain so that the crane takes refuge, gathers
and scatters the arrow wood over the world .

He asks about flint for the arrowheads and
is warned not to obey the cannibal who
guards the flint. When he reaches the canni-
bal, the latter transports him across a
river to search for flint, and abandons him.
The cannibal causes a great snowfall to
freeze the boy to death. The boy takes ref-
uge under a bank where he finds a mud-hen
couple. The mud-hen woman gives him two
eggs to burst outside to deceive the canni-
bal. When he bursts them, the cannibal
thinks the boy's eyes have burst, and crosses
the river. The boy seizes the cannibal's
canoe and flees to the latter's house. The
boy sings the cannibal's song, causing a
great snowfall in which the cannibal is
frozen to death. When the cannibal's eyes
burst with the cold, the boy decrees that
they will be owls and nighthawks. which will
be only bugaboos. The boy scatters the
flint from the cannibal's house over the
world . He asks for sinew and is told to get
it from his aunt who is married to a big
deer. The aunt deceives the deer by pretend-
ing to pluck hair from his shoulders but
pulls out his sinews. The boy scatters the
deer's hair over the world so that there
will be deer everywhere^ He asks for
feathers for the arrows. He shouts to the
flying birds, who come. He takes feathers
and in payment, gives the birds their charac-
teristic markings .

The boy goes in search of his missing
sister. He finds successively fresh traces
of their camp fires. He overtakes his sis-
ter dragging tipi poles. She hides him in
her pack and takes him to camp. He ac-
companies his brother-in-law. Wolf, to the
grizzlies' camp. Grizzly gives him to his
daughters as a husband. The bear's power
glues his legs together. The grizzlies
throw him into the river.

Sun sends his daughter to rescue the
boy for her husband. She feeds him with a

magically increasing morsel of food. They
overtake the boy's sister dragging tipi
poles. He steps on the poles, but she does
not heed. Her son recognizes his uncle.
Finally the sister knows he has come. Again
Sun's daughter feeds them.

The boy sends his nephew to the griz-
zlies for grease, on the pretext of soften-
ing the nephew's head, which the grizzlies
are accustomed to use to clean themselves
after defecating. With the grease, the boy
sets small flints on the nephew's head. When
the grizzlies make use of him, their buttocks
are lacerated by the flints.

Grizzly's two sons hunt. The boy throws
his glove, which becomes a deer. When the
oldest grizzly son goes to shoot it, the boy
kills him. He kills the second and all Griz-
zly's daughters who are gathering moss. He
props up the youngest daughter's body, with
mouth open. Grizzly and his wife rush out
to taike vengeance: they find their children
slain and the daughter apparently laughing
at them.

The boy heats stones for a sweathouse.
When Grizzly's wife charges him, he causes a
hot stone to fly into her mouth, killing her.
He repeats this to kill Grizzly. He decrees
humans will gather food in safety, being kill-
ed by grizzlies only on occasion .

Grizzly and Babbit Play the Stick Game

Grizzly and Rabbit play the stick game.
When Rabbit wins. Grizzly scolds his part-
ners for guessing. But he guesses and they
lose. Then, in anger Grizzly pursues Rabbit.
Rabbit takes to the ice, where Grizzly
breaks through and is drowned.

The Origin of Black Bear

Black Bear is a man. He warns his wife
not to eat the brisket of a deer, else he
will change himself into a bear. She does,
and he goes off wearing snowshoes. His three
brothers follow his snowshoe tracks. One of
the tracks changes to that of a bear, then
the other. They find him in a cave where he
has become a cinnamon bear . He tells them
never to kill him. They slay the wife.

A Captive Woman's Sons Give Warning

The Shuswap capture a Methow girl and
take her home. She has two sons, who she in-
structs to give warning to her own people
people when raiding with the Shuswap. Twice
the Shuswap raid, but the boys give warning.
An old couple fail to see the warning and
are killed.

The Dog Whose Barking Drowned People

A blind dog lives in a cave in a bluff
on the Columbia. Whenever people paddled
past downstream, a sparrow gave warning to
the dog. Then the dog barked, causing the
people to drown. The sun is angered at this
He approaches the pair, who gaze upstream,
from the west. Sparrow gives one chirp of

' warning but, at the sun's behest, refrains.
The sun breaks the dog's head. The dog dies
in his cave. No longer are people drowned
at this place and now passersby are warned
of bad luck by a dog's bark .
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